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Miiitary action is o f vitai importance to the state. 

I t  is a matter o f fife and death a road either to 

safety or to ruin. dience it is a subject o f inquiry 

which can on no account 6e negiected.

In warfare, f ir s t  hay pians which w ifi ensure 

victory, and then head your army to Battie; i f  you 

w ih  not Begin w ith stratagem But reCy on Brute 

strength alone, victory w ittn o  Conger Be assured.

I f  you iq iow  the enemy and tqiow  yourseCf, you 

need not fe a r the resuit o f  a hundred Batties. I f  

you know yourseif But not the enemy, f o r  every 

victory ga ined  you w iii aiso suffer a defeat. I f  you 

know neither the enemy nor yourseif, you w iii 

succumb in every Battie.

Bv Sun Zi (around 476 BC), The Art of War



ABSTRACT

This study investigates effective business strategies for energy service companies in 

the East Asian business environment. The research purpose has three foci. First, it 

seeks to examine the dominant business environment conditions that impact upon the 

oil and gas service sector in China, and to a lesser extent, Singapore and Malaysia. 

Second, the study investigates business strategies adopted by oil and gas service 

companies in response to the business environment in which they operate. Third, the 

study seeks to evaluate the reliability of strategic theoretical frameworks based on 

Western business practice but applied in a non-Western business environment like 

East Asia.

Ten main propositions were formulated for empirical research. They are all related to 

the research objectives. Pilot fieldwork had been carried out between December 2000 

and February 2001 in China. Data were collected through a questionnaire survey 

addressed to senior executives of oil and gas service organisations in the above three 

countries and 98 organisations participated in the survey. A number of statistical 

procedures like descriptive statistics, univariate statistics and bivariate analysis were 

applied. Various nonparametric techniques such as Spearman correlations, the chi- 

square test, the Kruskal-Wallis test and the Mann-Whitney test were utilised for data 

analysis. In addition, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the 

differences or similarities in the three countries. In the light of empirical evidence, 

some propositions were shown to be well grounded whereas the others were not.

The business environment for the service sector in East Asia is found to be slightly 

uncertain, with the lowest level in China and the highest level in Singapore. 

Although the business environment is complex and dynamic in each country, the 

environmental conditions are predictable and attractive to oil and gas service 

companies. It is tound that, in each of the selected countries, organisations can be 

classified into five strategic orientations, namely. Balancer, Analyser. Defender, 

Prospector and Reactor. In general, competitive strategies pursued by the service 

organisations comprise four categories, with Differentiation and Hybrid as the 
majority, Low-cost as the minority and with quite a few falling into a Non-purpose



group. Five strategically competitive positions can also be classified for the 
participating organisations. Notably, in each country, the majority of the participating 

organisations had improved their strategic performance over the five-year period 

examined.

Regardless of the types of strategies, a higher strategic performance is associated 

with a lower level of perceived environmental uncertainty. Different categories of 
strategic options do not show differences in the perceptions of perceived 

environmental uncertainty but do show differences in relation to strategic 

performance. Analysers or Balancers yield a better strategic performance than 

Reactors; Differentiation or Hybrid organisations outperform Low-cost 

organisations; and a strategic position of low customer added value with a high price 

level is doomed to have a poor strategic performance.

The significance of the research findings is important for senior executives in both 
Western and Eastern organisations who wish to enhance effectively the strategic 

competency of their businesses so that they may survive long-term in East Asia.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1. 1 Research Rationale
The importance of understanding the business environment and 

adapting strategy to enable an organisation to achieve a high 

standard of performance is widely acknowledged in strategic 

management literature. Business strategy theory has largely been 

based on research into organisations that operate in a Western 

business environment. Consequently, it may have little practical 

application in East Asia, which is a major centre of oil and gas 

industry activity.

Strategic management theories and practices stress that 

understanding the business environment is essential in every 

organisation's life. Early in the 1950s, organisational theorists started 

to investigate organisation-environment interaction and they have 

found that the views of managers play a central role in learning about 

environment (Tung, 1979). Managers are encouraged to become more 

responsive to the dictates of the external environment and are 

required to scan and assess environment conditions when making 

strategic decisions. Environmental assessment implies identifying 

and evaluating how and why current and projected environment 

changes affect or will affect the strategic management of the 

organisation (Fahey and Narayanan, 1986). Assessment attempts to 

investigate what key issues are presented by the environment and 

what the implications of the issues are for the organisation. Accurate 

assessment of the environment by managers may help bring about 

more effective strategies and thereby higher performance for long



term success (Downey and Slocum, 1975; Hambrick, 1982; Daft, et 

al., 1988; Hegarty and Tihanyi, 1999).

According to Johnson and Scholes (1999),

Managers face difficulties in trying to understand the environment. ‘The environment” 
encapsulates many different influences; the difficulty is making sense of this diversity in a 
way which can contribute to strategic decision making. Identifying very many 
environmental influences may be possible, but it may not be much use because no overall 
picture embers of really important influences on the organisation.

Some of the macro-environmental influences are commonly seen as 

important to organisations. The examples of environmental influences 

may include government action and restructuring, economic 

conditions, social-cultural, technology, ecology, demographics, labour 

market, capital markets and suppliers. Strategies are affected by 

such influences (Johnson and Scholes, 1999). For instance, cultural 

factors may affect managerial style and the applications of strategy in 

an East Asian environment. Especially in China, social networks have 

strong impacts on manager’s decisions and hence affect strategic 

effectiveness (Warner, 2000). “Guanxi” (personal relationship), for 

instance, has proved to be very important in securing a business 

success as “guanxi” can increase trust (Tan, 2001) in this country.

Rees and Porter (2001) suggest, “National culture can be shaped by 

many factors. These include history, religion, geography and climate. 

These in turn shape the behaviour of people, including the way they 

communicate with one another”. Scholars such as Hofstede (1994) 

saw religious and philosophical values as helping explain economic 

success in many South East Asian countries. National culture can be 

identified as one of the factors that determines organisational 

structure and has an impact on managerial style (Rees and Porter, 

2001). In his work, Hofstede (1994, 2001) identified initially four 

dimensions (i.e. power distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism 

versus collectivism and masculinity versus femininity) for classifying

2



key national differences that affect work behaviour. He has also 

identified a fifth factor -  Confucianism.

In his book, Paludan (1998) argues that Confucius (551-479 BC) gave 

China one of the most durable moral-political philosophies ever 

devised by man. His ideas became the cornerstone of the imperial 

system and still exert influence in Asia today. According to Paludan 

(1998), Confucius’ emphasis on education provided the ruler with an 

official class with a common educational background stressing 

morality, moderation and respect of authority. Daoism was concerned 

with individual’s relationship to nature and the other world. A main 

Daoist text is the Da De Jing (The Way and Power Classic) attributed 

to Lao Zi (believed to have lived in the 6th century BC). Daoist 

doctrines are diffuse, embodying local cults and animistic beliefs, and 

its fundamental tenet -  the existence of a single cosmic force which 

animated all matter - led to an ideal which complemented but was 

almost diametrically opposed to Confucianism. “The Daoist ideal was 

to merge like a drop of water in the ocean, and where Confucians 

preached duty, Daoists urged no-action, harmony depending on 

acceptance of the Way. For most Chinese, the two philosophies were 

seen as complementary rather than opposites. A Confucian official 

could well be a Daoist in private or in retirement”(ibid.). This can also 

be applicable for businessperson in China.

Low (2000) asserts that, more than 2,000 years ago, Chinese people 

had already confronted and dealt with the same issues as 

encountered in business today. Nowadays, as China is the home 

nation of Sun Zi, the world’s first acknowledged strategist, his book 

“The Art of War” is still the number one handbook for Chinese 

business people when they generate strategies or business tactics. 

The business strategies and management structures of the ethnic 

Chinese companies throughout East Asia were very much based 

upon traditional Chinese strategic philosophies and their strategic

3



practices were “imported” from China (Yeung, 1999). The family- 

based decision structures with extended business networks, 

conglomerate-style diversification, forward and backward vertical 

integration and acquisition emerge as predominant strategies of the 

ethnic Chinese firms. Managers may need to adapt to regional or 

local culture within their own or another country as well as to adapt 

to national culture. "When considering theories of motivation and 

seeking to improve employee motivation via reward structures or 

redesigned jobs, the potential impact of national culture needs to be 

taken into account” (Rees and Porter, 2001). This can also be true 

whilst making strategic decisions. In turn, a research orientation 

emerges as researchers can study which strategies are more likely to 

be chosen in different national cultures based on, for example, 

Hofstede’s (1994. 2001) terminology.

Nonetheless, according to Johnson and Scholes (1999), 

environmental forces which are especially important for one 

organisation may not be the same for another; and, over time, their 

importance may change. A multinational corporation might be 

especially concerned with government relations and understanding 

the policies of local governments, since it may be operating plants or 

subsidiaries within many different countries with different political 

systems. A retailer, on the other hand, may be primarily concerned 

with cultural related issues such as local customer tastes and 

behaviour. An oil and gas related company is likely to be concerned 

with its technological environment which leads to product or service 

differentiations. In this sense, environmental analysis involves efforts 

to identify key issues.

The preliminary investigation (Appendix E2) helped this researcher to 

identify the economic, technological and political conditions as 

predominant influences because more than 90 per cent of 111 

executives from oil and gas service firms perceived they were

4



important in a way affecting their businesses in East Asia. In this 

investigation, the result reveals that nearly half of these 111 

executives (48 per cent) thought the socio-cultural conditions were 

not important influences affecting their East Asian businesses. It is 

for this reason the examination of socio-cultural factors was not 

highlighted in this study. Nevertheless, this researcher remained 

aware of the significance of these issues in the geographical area 

under review. It is deemed appropriate to make one extra point here. 

As Johnson and Scholes, (1999) have said that none of the 

environmental forces will remain constant and managers need to be 

aware of their changing impact, other macroenvironmental factors 

which have not been covered in this study can be investigated in 

future work.

With regard to strategy, its literature can be divided into two areas: 

one deals with the concepts of strategy in the East and the other 

focuses on strategy development in the West. Of these two areas, 

work conducted by Western strategists on strategy development is far 

more extensive. Much of this work is about the content of strategy, 

both in terms of conceptual frameworks and empirical evidence. The 

exact definitions of the strategy concept differ between Western and 

Eastern strategic theorists or strategists. However, what is never in 

question is the key attribute of strategy: the means of achieving a 

strategic goal. Basic doctrines about strategy -  for instance, its 

importance to a firm’s long-term success, the components of strategy 

and levels of strategy -  receive almost universal acceptance (Hawkins, 

1995). In a Western context, a large amount of work has been carried 

out in some key areas such as the strategy types an organisation can 

pursue and the organisational levels at which these strategies should 

be implemented.

Strategy is formulated not only by external environmental forces but 

also internal environmental factors. The distinctive strategic analysis

5



is in relation to an understanding which needs to be considered in 

terms of the resource base and competences of the organisation 

(Johnson and Scholes, 1999). This refers to the so-called internal 

environment analysis (McNamee, 1992). In analysing the internal 

environmental factors, a company can be evaluated by investigating 

issues pertaining to organisational behaviour, organisational 

structure and management effectiveness. The behavioural analysis 

encompasses an understanding of missions, goals or objectives, 

organisational culture, leadership and strategy. Organisational 

structure includes informal and formal arrangements. Organisations 

may be nominally independent but in practice not so. This can be 

because of factors such as the influence and deference to the state 

and political influences and expectations as well as the networks of 

contacts. The strategy may be appropriate but this may be of little 

use if the structure is wrong and/or the management is ineffective.

In China, after the completion of industrial re-construction, actual 

strengths - for example, management levels, safety consciousness 

and technology - will become more essential for service organisations. 

Not surprisingly, firms in China display distinctive business 

strategies that dazzle and bewilder the outside world (Peng, et al. 

2000). For several decades, the Chinese economy has exhibited 

enviable growth. Since the growth of the economy boils ultimately 

down to the growth of the firm, some researchers like Peng, et al. 

(2000) believe that firms in this region must have employed strategies 

that have led to such performance. However, according to a Chinese 

industrial informant, despite real strengths, some state owned 

Chinese companies within the oil and gas industry may fail to 

perform well and their business development competences still need 

to be improved due to improper strategic settings within the 

organisations. In many indigenous Chinese companies, there are no 

systematic or articulated strategies and no formal strategic planning 

process. If these do exist, then it is only at the business or functional
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levels (Tan, 13 August 2000). This existing industrial situation also 

stimulated the thought that it would be essential to conduct 

investigations into what business strategies are applied by the service 

firms in the region of East Asia. The investigations of business 

strategies formed the second research objective. Other important 

internal factors such as strategic implementation, strategic control, 

organisational structure and managerial effectiveness had to be left 

aside for future research. What is more, whereas joint ventures are 

concerned with corporate strategies, the objective of this study is to 

investigate strategies employed by oil and gas service companies at 

business level. Therefore, particular attention was not paid to joint 

ventures. Further research pertaining to this interest can also be 

conducted in the future.

To summarise, in this study, the researcher addresses some of the 

above concerns by examining the relative effects of the environment 

on the offshore oil and gas sendee sector in the selected East Asian 

countries. The empirical research seeks to study executives’ 

perceptions of the environmental characteristics and their strategic 

orientations in order to develop, on an empirical basis, environmental 

and business strategy typologies grounded in organisational and 

strategic management theory.

1.2 Research Gap
For different industries in different countries, the nature of business 

environment can mean different things and the strategic directions 

pursued by firms can be different. How can the business environment 

be evaluated? What are the general trends of business strategies 

adopted by existing firms in East Asia? What is the alignment, if any 

between strategy and environment? These can be three typical issues 

for senior managers to take into account as they seek to apply better 

business practice in this region.
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Despite most literature on organisational or strategic management 

theories introducing the concept of the environment, comprehensive 

analyses or empirical studies of environmental characteristics are 

limited. Tung (1979) argues that a major obstruction has been how 

best to describe and conceptualise organisational environments. Most 

commonly, general environmental uncertainty reflects the nature of 

the business environment. Integrating the perspectives on 

organisational uncertainties has been continuously developed.

Some strategy researchers emphasise uncertainties are related to 

market demand for products or sendees, product and process 

technologies, the availability of critical inputs, and strategic actions 

by competitors and potential entrants (Miller, 1992). Other previous 

research (Daft, et al., 1988; Tan and Lischert, 1994) uses the 

environmental dynamism, complexity and hostility to measure the 

environmental uncertainty. Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998) 

suggest that the organisational environment could be static or 

dynamic, complex or simple, hostile or favourable. Thompson (1967) 

emphasises that the priority for an organisation is to deal with the 

uncertain eventualities of the environment, particularly those of the 

task environment (Dill, 1958). The reliability of an instrument for 

measuring manager perception on the business environment is still 

to be developed and tested. Research on managerial perception of the 

business environment remains an important theoretical and 
empirical task.

In most large organisations, their corporate strategies and business 

strategies are usually different; but in some organisations, especially 

small businesses, their corporate-level strategy and business-level 

strategy may be the same. In each incidence, it is important to be 

clear about the basis of strategic option at a business level (Johnson 

and Scholes, 1999). Miles and Snow’s (1978) typology and Porter's
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(1980) taxonomy are two of the most widely accepted conceptual 

frameworks on business strategy (Carter, et al., 1994; Slater and 

Olson, 2000).

Miles and Snow (1978) propose that organisations develop relatively 

enduring prototypes of strategic orientations in line with 

characteristics like the range of products and markets, technology 

solutions, desired growth pattern and attitude toward change. 

Researchers such as Hambrick (1982) criticise the Miles and Snow 

typology on the grounds that it is not the most elaborate framework 

that could be chosen. Researchers (e.g. Wright, et al., 1995; Croteau 

and Bergeron. 2001; Parnell, et al., 2000) have not only attempted to 

classify business strategies into typologies but also studied more 

effectively relations between strategy and other variables like 

performance. A common observation is that the more specific the 

type of business strategy adopted by an organisation, the better the 

organisational performance.

Porter (1980, 1985) emphasises that the basis of business generic 

strategy is how customer or client needs can be met best, usually 

through achieving a certain competitive advantage. A competitive 

position is the basis on which a business might achieve competitive 

advantages in its market (Johnson and Scholes, 1999). A number of 

empirical studies have been conducted to test the validity of Porter's 

(1980, 1985) generic strategies. Great attention has also been

attracted to analysing generic strategies and competitive positions 

associated with the organisational performance (Yamin et al., 1999).

Although business strategy theory has largely been developed based 

on research into organisations that operate in a Western business 

environmental context, little or nothing is known about the strategic 

solutions needed for oil and gas service companies to survive and 

prosper long-term in the East Asian business environment.
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Particularly, business strategies adopted by such companies 

operating in East Asia have not been written about in any great 

depth.

As a result, a clear research gap has been identified. Strategic 

management theories on the business environment and appropriate 

business strategies in the oil and gas service sector of East Asian 

economies like China, Singapore and Malaysia have been rarely 

written about and appear to be almost completely ignored. For 

companies seeking long-term success in an emerging market in East 

Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia, conducting 

research into the business environment with regard to what effective 

business strategies they need is essential.

1.3 General Aim and Research Objectives
This research investigates the strategies chosen by the oil and gas 

service sector in China, Singapore and Malaysia, and the extent to 

which indigenous business practice can be aligned with that of 

Western industrialised nations. A general aim guiding this study is to 

examine the common trends concerning strategic orientations across 

the existing oil and gas service organisations in the East Asian 

business environment. In order to achieve the research aim, three 

main objectives are established in this study.

The first objective is to provide an understanding of the dominant 

business environmental factors which affect the oil and gas service 

industry in China and, to a lesser extent, in Singapore and Malaysia.

The second objective is to investigate strategies adopted by oil and 

gas service companies in response to the business environment(s) in 

which they operate.
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The third objective evaluates, in the light of empirical evidence, the 

reliability of the assumptions drawn from the literature of strategic 

theoretical frameworks based upon Western business practice, and 

applied in a non-Westem business environment like East Asia.

1.4 Research Problems and Positioning of Research
In the field of strategic management studies, a better understanding 

of the principles and significance of the business environment and 

the types of strategies arising from these principles is required. In 

line -with the aim and objectives as stated above, this research is an 

empirically based study concerning itself more with the strategic 

formulation process arising from the narrower fields of strategic 

management, rather than with a theoretical study of strategic 

evaluation and implementation. How do managers perceive the 

business environment sectors and what exactly are the strategies 

selected by them within the oil and gas service sector in an East 

Asian context? To assess the feasibility of this study, it will be 

necessary primarily to ask six questions so that the positioning of 

this research can be clarified.

First, what elements should one be concerned with in terms of 

understanding an industry? The researcher believes that the 

business environmental influences, which are normally introduced in 

strategic management text books and research, describe a picture of 

an industry which needs to be understood. These influences include 

the remote environmental factors, which are normally addressed as 

political, economic, social and technological (PEST) influences; forces 

which drive the change in industry structure and competition (Porter, 

1985); and the critical operating factors for which firms compete. 

Porter (1980) also develops a theoretical framework of using 

competitive strategy as a technique for analysing industries and 

competitors. Therefore, the investigation of strategies is also
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considered as a particular approach of understanding an industry 

and its business environment. The concept of the business 

environment will be dealt with in Chapter 4.

Second, what are the differences in terms of strategy or the way of 

using strategy? Researchers describe different ways to distinguish the 

nature of strategy. Generally, strategies can be compared in formal 

and informal (Alexander, 1990), tangible and intangible (Mintzberg, 

Ahlstrand and Lampel, 1998), realised and intended (Johnson and 

Scholes, 1999), and implicit and explicit (Pearce and Robinson, 1997) 

ways. It was not until the late 1980s that Western modern strategic 

management and strategic theories were introduced into China at an 

academic level and were little applied in business practice. In fact, 

“The Art of War” by Sun Zi, an ancient Chinese military scientist, has 

been regarded as the most significant classical strategic thinking in 

East Asia (Chen, 1995). Therefore, within the context of this study, 

strategy is examined by taking both Western and Eastern strategic 

philosophies into account. More details of strategic concepts will be 

illustrated in Chapter 5.

Third, what are the common or individual characteristics that can be 

used to categorise a number of companies? To portray a general 

picture of the participating organisations, several criteria can be 

applied to categorise basically a number of companies, including 

utilising strategy, the industry segmentation in terms of oil and gas 

industrial end users, ownership structures which reveal the 

headquarters’ national basis, the types of generic business strategies 

employed.

Fourth, why were mainly China, and to a lesser extent, Singapore 

and Malaysia selected while the other countries (regions) in East Asia 

were excluded? Ten different East Asian countries or regions were 

previously considered for inclusion in this research but only China,
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Singapore and Malaysia were selected. The choice of these three 

countries is based upon the following reasons.

Firstly, in selecting China, Singapore and Malaysia over other East 

Asian economies, the diversity of survey sites was first reviewed. In 

the questionnaire-based survey carried out from September to 

November 1999 by the researcher, most participating Western oil and 

gas service firms had East Asia built into their future five-year 

business development plans, in particular, China, Singapore and 

Malaysia. Secondly, according to the oil and gas industry statistical 

report (The British Petroleum, 1998; BP Amoco, 2000), China and 

Malaysia are the most attractive emerging oil Exploration and 

Production (E&P) markets in East Asia. China alone is a massive 

marketplace for the energy service industry and the potential market 

opportunities there are becoming increasingly important to the oil 

and gas service sector. Most offshore exploration and production 

activity takes place in Malaysia (Mackay and Adam, 1998). Singapore 

has significant business environmental advantage in terms of its 

sound financial situation, economic stability and advanced 

information technology capability. In addition, thanks to a policy 

designed to encourage its development as an international oil and gas 

logistics centre, a large population of foreign service firms use 

Singapore as an operations hub. Thirdly, research evidence also 

indicates that these countries are fertile investigation areas in terms 

of the presence of domestic-based manufacturing plants and service 

organisations, professional high-tech service companies from North 

America and Europe, and other foreign companies operating in the 

selected areas within East Asia. Finally, China will potentially dwarf 

the US and the European Union to become the third global economy 

(Wolf, 2003). Undoubtedly, Chinese dominate businesses in East 

Asia. This researcher, as a Chinese national, enjoys advantages in 

carrying out and completing the proposed research. The combination 

of the above points rendered China, and to a lesser extent, Singapore
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and Malaysia very suitable sites for empirical research concerning the 

business environment in the region.

After primary investigation, the other seven were excluded from the 

study. The reason for this was mainly because of the unstable 

economic and weak financial situation, in, for example, The 

Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam; and, in Japan, because of little oil 

exploration and operating activity as well as language barriers to 

accessing comparative data. More details are introduced in Chapter 

3, which is concerned with the industrial background of this study.

The fifth question is why it has been decided to exclude certain firms 

(those with an operating age of no more than five years) from the part 

of analysis? Alexander (1990) says research indicated the best 

rationale is not to post questionnaires to firms that have been 

operating for less than seven years in a European context. A similar 

study (Wilson, 1984) indicates that eight years are an average for a 

new venture to reach break even with some ventures taking up to 

twelve years. In the context of the oil and gas service industry, such 

findings appear not to be valid. Secondary data show that some new 

firms may be set up as replacements for older ones. In this case, the 

replaced leaderships might continue business by combining their 

own strategic experience with strategies already in use. Even a five- 

year old, reborn and relabelled service firm could generate strategies 

successfully to enable the firm to outperform competitors. 

Furthermore, theoretically, a strategy should be made in a long-term 

sense, normally a minimum of five or ten years. In this study, a firm 

would be eligible for selection if it had been operating for a minimum 

of five years in the selected countries. As a result, firms operating for 

fewer than five years will be excluded from the result analysis on 

business strategies and the associated strategic performance.
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Finally, why has the priority been placed on the upstream offshore oil 

and gas service sector for the studies? Much previous research has 

been done, but mainly from the perspective of oil and gas (E&P) 

firms, with little research conducted to examine the industry by using 

a strategic theoretical approach. Evidence from existing literature 

shows that the industry in China and other East Asian countries is at 

the stage in its introductory and growth cycle where there is ample 

space to conduct empirical studies. As energy makes a critical 

contribution to the GDP of the three selected countries, conducting 

research into oil and gas service activities is crucial. What is more, 

the upstream oil and gas service sector is considered as a priority in 

the research because of several particular characteristics. Within the 

supply chain of the oil and gas industry, the upstream is an essential 

part as it links directly to major oil clients (oil operators). Most firms 

are highly specialised and own unique technologies. Large firms and 

industry leaders are also found to be highly concentrated within this 

segment. Because of their size and influence over buyers, suppliers 

and competitors, any changes within this sector would influence the 

level of service activity in general and alter the industry structure, as 

well as indicate the status of the whole oil and gas service industry.

1.5 Scope of the Study
It is forecast that in another 25 years Asia will dominate more than 

half the world’s economy and in 2000, some of the tigers in East Asia 

will again roar (Markillie, 1999). In the UK, due to the oil crisis of late 

1997 through early 1999 and the consequent reduction of North Sea 

activity, many of the 5,000 oil and gas service companies are 

diverting their attention to business opportunities abroad, such as 

East Asia (United Kingdom Offshore Operators Association, 1998). 

According to authoritative sources, such as BP’s Statistical Review of 

World Energy, China and Malaysia are the most attractive emerging 

oil E&P markets in East Asia. It is also well known that Singapore
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offers environmental advantages to the oil and gas service industry in 

terms of good financial and economic stability as well as advanced 

information-technology.

In order to develop business in that region, a crucial challenge is to 

understand the business environment in which oil service firms have 

to operate and the manner in which Eastern people have generated 

businesses for themselves. Therefore, the following critical questions 

arise: What are the dominant business and economic characteristics 

of the oil and gas service industry? What is competition like in the 

industry? What are the driving forces in the industry? What is an oil 

service company’s position in the industry? What are the business 

strategies of the oil and gas service companies?

Strategists need to acquire information about the business 

environment in order to make business strategic decisions. In this 

field of study, there is still a need to develop concepts and ideas in 

order that a framework linking strategy with its business 

environment can be used as a tool for analysis of an industry such as 

oil and gas. Many previous general studies have been conducted 

concerning world oil markets. However, most research has been 

approached from the operating companies’ perspective while much 

less attention has been paid to the service and support sector. To 

resolve this, strategic management theoretical frameworks advanced 

by western strategic theorists is applied. Strategic researchers have 

conducted research with regard to assessing the business 

environment and business strategies, as well as evaluating the 

relationship between the two variables. This theoretical framework is 

employed as the bedrock of this study.

The business environment can be evaluated from three aspects: 

objective, perceived and enacted. In this study, the objective business 

environment (Dill, 1958) refers to the measurable reality such as oil-
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related economic indicators and factors relevant to industrial 

technological aspects or government regulations. The perceived 

business environment (Mintzberg, et al., 1999) implies managerial 

perceptions on the nature of the business environment. The results 

developed at this stage can achieve the first objective of the study, 

which is to examine the dominant business environmental conditions 

that impact upon the oil and gas service sector in China and, to a 

lesser extent, in Singapore and Malaysia.

Business strategy options, in this research context, could be regarded 

as the enacted business environment (Weick, 1979). One of the 

research intentions is to categorise the companies in terms of five 

basic business strategic orientations, namely, Balancer, Analyser, 

Defender, Prospector and Reactor (Miles and Snow, 1978; Parnell, et 

al., 2000). Solution of this can achieve the second objective of this 

study, which is to investigate business strategies adopted by oil and 

gas service companies in response to the business environment(s) in 

which they operate.

Next, the relationship between the perceived business environment 

and strategies adopted are examined further. In the light of evidence 

gathered, the third research objective, which is to evaluate the 

reliability of the strategic theoretical frameworks based on Western 

business practice applied in a non-western business environment like 

East Asia, can be reached.

In short, the offshore service sector of the oil and gas industry is 

treated as the essential background for this research. These service 

companies are investigated with a geographical focus on the three 

East Asian countries: China, Singapore and Malaysia. The theoretical 

substratum of the study is to look at the oil and gas service sector in 

the region based upon strategic management frameworks.
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1.6 Research Focus
The focus of this study is threefold: industrial, geographical and 

theoretical.

Firstly, the offshore service sector of the oil and gas industry is 

treated as the essential background for this research. The supply and 

sendee organisations from small size to large size, from indigenous to 

foreign owned and from upstream to downstream services are 

included. Such service organisations refer to entities engaged in the 

business of providing products or sendees to an oil and gas company, 

another oil sendee company, or to another energy industry (Simmons 

and Company International, 1999).

The second focus is concerned with the geographical context. As 

introduced in the above section, China is the regional leader in terms 

of oil and gas exploration and production (E&P) in East Asia. 

Malaysia ranks as an attractive emerging E&P market and a 

significant player in terms of offshore activity. Singapore offers 

considerable environmental advantages in terms of good financial 

and economic stability and advanced technology. All three countries 

are considered politically stable and in favour of profitable business 

opportunities. As a result, these three countries were selected for this 
study.

In China, although there are a few token non-communist parties, 

power rests with the 60 million strong Chinese Communist Party 

(CCP). China’s politics affects its business environment as one would 

expect. Within the energy sector all industry regulation is government 

controlled (Scottish Enterprise, 2002). Chinese government, for 

instance, has implemented a more restrictive safety and 

environmental protection policy offshore. All Chinese offshore service 

support companies must obtain the national standard certificate for 

Offshore Operational Permission. The certificate is required to be
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renewed annually. However, foreign companies did not need to go 

through this procedure as they would be examined on an individual 

project basis by operators and reports submitted to the relevant 

government department (Tan, 13 August 2000). Nonetheless, it will 

almost certainly be necessary to have contact with government bodies 

in the early stages of approaching the Chinese market in this sector. 

Details pertaining to the role of the CCP government are given in 

Chapter 3.

Thirdly, as an industry outsider, this researcher intends to look at 

the oil and gas industry from a different angle through strategic 

management perspectives. This leads to the next research focus, the 

theoretical substratum of the study. It is an axiom of strategic 

management theory that the strategic management process includes 

strategic analysis, strategic choice and, strategic implementation and 

control. Strategic analysis includes analysing the internal and 

external environment as well as expectations and purposes of an 

organisation; strategic choice refers to basis of strategic choice, 

strategic options and strategic evaluation and selection; strategic 

implementation covers organisational structure and design, resource 

allocation and control, and managing strategic change (Johnson and 

Scholes, 1999). In this study, the purpose is to evaluate the business 

environment and investigate business strategies adopted by 

indigenous and foreign service companies with businesses in the 

selected East Asian countries. In addition, the term "business 

environment” in the context of this study refers to the external 

environment. The theoretical focus of the study is therefore an 

examination of the external business environment and strategic 

options.
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1.7 Research Propositions
After a review of the strategic management literature pertaining to the 

content of strategies, the variables of business environmental 

dimensions and business strategic characteristics as well as overall 

indicators of strategic performance are summarised. Some of the 

relationships among these variables are explored. Based on the 

classification of variables generated by this author and the 

conceptual developments and research findings to date, ten 

propositions pertaining to the perceived business environment, 

appropriate business strategies and the associated strategic 

performance are developed for the empirical study.

Proposition 1: The six environmental sectors -  technology, regulation, 

economics, customers, suppliers and competitors -  can be defined as 

the key task environmental sectors as they will be perceived by oil 

and gas service executives to be significant for the growth of their 

businesses in East Asia.

Proposition 2: For oil and gas service companies that operate in East 

Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia, the nature of the 

business environment will be perceived to be uncertain.

Proposition 3: Oil and gas service companies' executives in East Asia 

perceive that the business environment in which they operate will be 

dynamic, complex and hostile.

Proposition 4: The perceived environmental uncertainty will be 

associated with the perceived environmental complexity, dynamism 

and hostility.

Proposition 5: The perceived environmental uncertainty will be 

associated with the influences of the task environmental factors.
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Proposition 6: The level of perceived environmental complexity, 

dynamism and hostility will be associated with the influences of the 

task environmental factors for the oil and gas service sector in East 

Asia.

Proposition 7: For oil and gas service organisations operating in East 

Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia, the managerial 

perceptions of their business strategies will be different.

Proposition 8: For oil and gas service organisations operating in East 

Asia, the managerial perceptions of the business environmental 

uncertainty will vary in associating with the types of their strategic 

orientations.

Proposition 9: There will be relationships between the perceived 

business environment and strategic performance for oil and gas 

service organisations operating in East Asia.

Proposition 10: For oil and gas service organisations operating in 

East Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia, strategic 

performance will be associated with their business strategic 

orientations.

The investigation of propositions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 is concerned with 

the first research objective. By evaluating Proposition 7, the second 

research objective can be reached. The research seeks to achieve the 

third research objective through the examination of propositions 8, 9 

and 10. These ten propositions derived from the existing strategic 

management literature will be illustrated and discussed further in 

Chapter 6.
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1.8 Research Methods
Because the nature of the study required exploration of business 

environment and strategy, considerable use was made of qualitative 

research methodology. The empirical research is progressed by 

employing a multi-method approach. It involves a formal 

questionnaire survey addressed to senior management. The data 

obtained represent the problems to be investigated and highlights the 

critical issues that form an important part of the thesis. The findings 

revealed by the survey are discussed in order to portray a 

comprehensive picture of the content of the questionnaire results. 

This is crucial to understanding the implications behind some of the 

data gathered in questionnaires. Joint methods of data collection, 

coding and analysis of data are the fundamental operations of this 

study. The researcher has blended and intertwined continually the 

three approaches from the beginning of the investigation to its end.

In order to collect primary data, a survey questionnaire approach was 

utilised. The collected data were based on a questionnaire survey 

sent to the senior managers of oil and gas service companies 

operating in China, Singapore and Malaysia. 500 questionnaires were 

distributed to the senior management respondents via post (mainly), 

email and fax between late 2001 and early 2002; then following-up 

phone calls and emails were made in an attempt to achieve the 

proposed response target. Each of the packets mailed contained a 

covering letter with the correspondent’s photograph on it, the 

questionnaire and a self-addressed envelope for return. As a result, 

by August 2002, 108 completed questionnaires had been returned by 

managers involved in operating businesses in China, Singapore and 

Malaysia, with a response rate of 21.6 per cent. The response rates 

from China, Singapore and Malaysia are approximately 18 per cent, 

23 per cent and 14 per cent respectively. Among those, 98 completed 

questionnaires are usable for the final primary data analysis. For the 

reasons of confidentiality, the names of respondents and companies
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were classified in a code term. The associated details of these 

companies can therefore not be identified by anyone except this 

researcher.

As soon as the primary data had been collected, the process of 

analysis started from data summarising, rearranging and reduction. 

The focus of the analysis is to justify the relevance and validity of the 

data obtained and to discuss the extent to which the theories the 

researcher started with have been developed as a result of the 

research. Thereby, the significance of the research for oil service 

companies seeking long-term success by employing effective business 

strategies in the East Asian business environment would be 

addressed.

In this study, three interrelated procedures form the analysis stage. 

The first form of data analysis is descriptive analysis. The aim of 

using descriptive statistics is to provide the interpretation of raw data 

in a format that responses or observations can be described and 

understood easily. The second and third analytical procedures 

applied in this research were univariate statistics and birvariate 

analysis (Kerr, et al. 2002). Univariate analysis allows assessment of 

the statistical significance of various hypotheses about a single 

variable. Bivariate statistics refer to the tests of differences or 

measures of association between two variables at a time (Zikmund, 

2000). These three types of data analysis will be tackled in Chapter 7, 

8 and 9 that follow.

The type of scale on which the data is measured and whether the 

distribution is symmetrical or skewed, determine which measure of 

central tendency will provide a typical score (Kerr, et al., 2002). In 

this study, most data are measured at a nominal and ordinal level. 

Ordinal data give the first consideration of adopting the median as 

the measure of central tendency. The histogram graph is also drawn
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up to examine the skewness. The general picture obtained is skewed 

and non-normal distributions. In order to cross check these 

observations regarding the distributions, the Kolgomorov-Smirnov 

goodness-of-fit test is performed on the data (to check for normality). 

The test confirmed that most of the variables are not normally 

distributed. Since the data are skewed, the mean would be distorted 

in the direction of the extreme scores, and therefore the median is 

considered mainly as the measure of central tendency. What is more, 

the above findings also had a major influence on the choice of non- 

parametric statistical techniques to be used for examining the 

proposed propositions, assumptions and hypotheses.

Different statistical techniques are used in this analysis and the 

selection of techniques is based on their relevance to the research 

objectives. First, the collected data are summarised using frequencies 

and histograms. In addition, various descriptive statistics are 

calculated including means, medians, standard deviations and 

coefficients of skewness. This is done for each of the variables. The 

explore and frequency statistics give a good picture of how the 

various variables were distributed. Second, further statistical analysis 

is carried out to evaluate the relationship of the perceived business 

environment, strategic orientations and strategic performance. Third, 

in order to distinguish the companies in China from the firms in 

Singapore and Malaysia, cross-tabulation statistics is utilised for 

comparative analysis.

To analyse the background information on company profiles, industry 

segment and business activities in East Asia, frequency distributions 

are used. In addition, the histogram graph is drawn up to examine 

the skewness of some variables. To evaluate the significance of each 

of the environmental sectors, the one-sample chi-square test is 

computed. To evaluate differences in medians among the managerial
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perceptions of the importance or impact of six task environmental 

factors, Friedman’s tests are conducted.

To test cognitive coherence between the perceived business 

environment uncertainty and the perceived dynamism, hostility and 

complexity, the Spearman correlation and chi-square tests are used. 

To evaluate the relationship between the two variables among the 

three dimensions of the perceived business environment, business 

strategic orientations and strategic performance, the Spearman 

correlation and Crosstabs with two-way contingency table analysis 

and chi-square tests are employed. To test the differences of the 

perceived environmental uncertainty and strategic performance by 

strategic groups, the Kruskal-Wallis tests are applied. A number of 

Boxplot graphs and Scatter diagrams are also applied to highlight the 

pattern of differences and correlations.

In order to explore the differences or similarities for variables in 

different countries, Mann-Whitney test of two medians, Kruskal- 

Wallis test of k medians, and chi-squared test of Cross-tabulation 

contingency table are performed to report the results of company 

profiles, the perceived business environment and business strategic 

orientations. In addition, analysis of variance (ANOVA) of k means 

and multiple comparison tests (Tukey) to identify significant 

differences are calculated for the results report of strategic 

performance. The statistical significance levels in relation to the 

questionnaire responses were also calculated in Chapter 7, 8 and 9. 

Results emerged show that some of the statistical findings were 

significant at the 0.01 or 0.05 levels or marginally significant at the 

0.10 level whereas other findings were not statistically significant (see 

Table 8.5, for instance).
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1.9 Significance of the Research
This research differs from previous contributions in four respects: 

these are theoretical and methodological contributions, industrial 

implications and the contribution to literature.

First, this research will cope with the existing literature on Western 

strategic models, frameworks and theories and will examine them in 

Eastern contexts. The expected outcome is that the work will lead to 

an understanding of whether the Western strategic theories can be 

adapted for successful application in East Asia. If there is a gap 

between the existing theories and Eastern practice, based upon the 

findings from the previous research, this should demonstrate how 

Western strategic management theories can be amended for 

application within East Asian industry.

Second, it has been argued that it is very challenging for any 

researchers, especially those who are familiar with Western theories 

and contexts, to conduct empirical work in East Asia. This study will 

develop a methodology (introduced in Chapter 2) for data collection 

and analyses in East Asian countries like China, and to a lesser 

extent, Singapore and Malaysia. This methodology could be 

considered for further research, such as in a similar industry or 

country context.

Third, as the oil and gas service firms under investigation are all 

companies operating in East Asia, the findings from this research will 

enrich our knowledge of both the petroleum and wider energy service 

industries in general and the service sector in particular. The 

research findings will make a useful contribution to corporate senior 

management in generating effective strategies to increase their 

capability of long-term survival in the East Asian market.
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Fourth, this study will gather empirical evidence from the 

questionnaire survey of selected firms operating in East Asia. It is 

expected that the findings on the impact of the business environment 

and significance of adopted strategies in Eastern contexts will add 

empirical evidence to extend existing strategic management 

literature.

1.10 Organisation of the Thesis
The thesis is to be broken into four aspects: background context, 

focal theory, data theory, and contribution (Ogden, 1993) (Figure 1.1). 

First, the background context delivers a general picture on the oil and 

gas service sector in East Asia. This part of the thesis will include an 

“Introduction” chapter, which sets out the content and structure of 

the thesis and identifies principal objectives of the research: and a 

“Methodology” chapter that introduces the chosen methods for the 

study. A support chapter to the main theme on the characteristics of 

the service sector will be covered.

Second, the focal theory reviews relevant theoretical literature and 

discovers its link to the study. It studies schools of thoughts, similar 

research on the assumptions, hypotheses or propositions on the 

business environment and business strategy, and instruments used 

by previous researchers on how to measure the variables of the 

business environment and strategy. This constructs the basis of the 

theoretical framework of this study.

Third, data theory includes the analysis and presentation of the 

collected data. The author will accumulate sufficient evidence to allow 

a conclusion.

Fourth, the “Contribution” part will include conclusions drawn from 

the results of the data analysis and will illustrate how an original
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contribution to knowledge has been made through completion of this 

research. The author will discuss the limitations of the study. 

Recommendations will be made for future research.

Apart from the current chapter, this thesis comprises nine further 

chapters and is presented in three main parts. The first part consists 

of Chapter 2 only and is concerned with research methodology design 

and procedures for the empirical studies. The second part contains 

four chapters: Chapter 3 through Chapter 6, which relate to the 

literature review of the industrial context, strategic management 

theories and similar research in the area. The third part covers the 

remaining chapters and deals with presenting research results and 

making up conclusions from the empirical evidence.

Chapter 1 defines the research aim, problems and positioning of the 

research, and briefly presents the expected outcomes of the research 

as well as the organisation of the study.

Chapter 2 sets forth how the methodology is used in the research 

design of the study.

Chapter 3 outlines the main features of the oil and service industries 

operating in the selected countries, which are treated as a basic 

contextual background.

Chapter 4 develops a selected review of the literature on frameworks 

of the business environment.

Chapter 5 deals with the major thinking and research on strategy. It 

is written comparatively and chronologically from a different Eastern 

and Western philosophical and historical perspective.
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Figure 1.1 Thesis Outline

Background Context Focal Theory

Introduction 
(Chapter 1 )

Research 
Methodology 
(Chapter 2)

The Oil and Gas 
Service Sector in 

East Asia 
(Chapter 3)

Conceptual Frameworks 
and Propositions 

(Chapter 6)

The Essence of Strategy 
(Chapter 5)

The Business Environment 
(Chapter 4)

Data Theory Contribution
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To conclude the second part, Chapter 6 develops theoretical 

frameworks and ten major research propositions drawn from the 

literature review in order to test the data gathered from the empirical 

investigation.

In the third part, propositions and assumptions are confirmed in the 

final analysis of the research result. In each of the result chapters, 

four major elements are taken into account: the aim of analysis, 

analytical tools applied, the result facts, and where appropriate, the 

comments of the research results or findings.

Chapter 7 describes the collected primary data in general terms and 

the comparison of variables can be analysed in terms of special 

groups by the selected criteria such as the industry segmentation or 

strategic styles. The preliminary findings cover four areas: the 

background context, the perceived business environment, business 

strategies and strategic performance.

Chapter 8 analyses the organisational coherence among the perceived 

business environment, business strategies and strategic 

performance.

Chapter 9 comparatively analyses similarities and differences for the 

collected data between China and the other two selected countries: 

Singapore and Malaysia.

Chapter 10 draws conclusions from the research findings and 

presents implications of the study as well as suggestions for further 
research.
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CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this study, methodology concerns basic philosophy and strategy to 

conduct a research design. This chapter starts by elaborating the 

methodological decisions of a philosophical orientation for the 

research followed by an introduction to the research strategy. The 

research design flows from the research strategy, including the 

methods of data collection and analysis.

2.1 Methodological Decisions
Researchers (Aosa, 1992) suggest that research design takes place at 

two levels: philosophical (methodological) and practical (method). In 

order to design a study, choices have to be made at both levels firstly 

to clarify epistemological issues and then to address the issues on 

selecting particular methods for the study. The philosophical nature 

of this study is discussed in the following three sub-sections.

2.1.1 Deductive v Inductive -  A Philosophical Orientation

It is common for most investigators (e.g. Huang, 1993) to distinguish 

two orientations to scientific inquiries, one the humanistic-based 

qualitative (inductive) and the other is positivist-based quantitative 

(deductive). Ideographic methodologies (induction) emphasise the 

analysis of subjective accounts that one generates by “getting inside” 

situations and involving oneself in the everyday flow of life. 

Homothetic methodologies (deduction) have an emphasis on the 

importance of basing research on systematic protocols and 

techniques (Gill and Johnson, 1991).



For the current study, it was hard to clearly distinguish these 

methodological philosophies. To the oil and gas sector, one firm could 

be too special to represent the others, while the most common 

features within the industrial sector might not apply to one single 

case. However, as the nature of this study is to explore, from strategic 

management perspectives, the energy sendee sector in East Asia, 

considerable use was made of a qualitative research methodology. 

Bearing this in mind, the researcher identified the philosophical 

logical flow in this study as basically inductive. The research started 

from basic research questions. Next, the research problems were 

studied further from the selected cases. Then, theoretical frameworks 

were developed for investigation in a common sense approach to 

identify the particular and common phenomena.

2.1.2 Research Strategy: Qualitative v Quantitative

There is a lot of debate with regard to research strategies. 

Researchers (Burrell and Morgan 1979; Gill and Johnson, 1991) 

define and distinguish research strategies in terms of various logics. 

Most commonly, there are two general strategies for doing research, 

quantitative and qualitative. Yin (1994) discusses how one 

distinguishes “between quantitative research and qualitative research 

not on the basis of the type of evidence but on the basis of wholly 

different philosophical beliefs”. Asoa (1992) argues that the term 

“qualitative research” means any type of research that produces 

findings not arrived at by statistical procedures or other means of 

quantification.

The Association of Qualitative Research Practitioners (1999) suggests 

that quantitative research refers to studies where the collection and 

analysis of data are in terms of numbers. It is based on the gathering 

of statistical data. They discuss how quantitative research aims to
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produce reliable statistical evidence and works with large samples. 

The results of quantitative research are basically counted up and 

presented as numbers - such as percentages or other statistics. In 

order to do this, actual collection of the information has to be 

standardised, usually through a tightly structured questionnaire. 

Answers are normally pre-categorised, and based upon fixed-choice 

questions. It is suggested that this is the basic format of the familiar 

questionnaire survey.

AQRP (1999) describes qualitative research as informal and 

exploratory in nature. Researchers (Blaxter, et al., 1996) have pointed 

out that qualitative research is concerned with collecting and 

analysing information mainly without the use of numeral data. This 

is looking for insight and understanding, not statistics. It is more 

open and responsive to its subject, and focuses on findings as much 

possible “in depth” rather than “breadth”. Saunders et al (1997) 

suggest that qualitative research is most appropriate where 

exploratory research is required to enable propositions to be 

approved. Stern (1980) discusses how qualitative methods can be 

used to explore substantive areas about which little is known to gain 

original insights. Strauss and Corbin (1990) suggest that qualitative 

methods can be used to obtain elaborate details about phenomena 

such as feelings, thought processes and emotions.

Other researchers (Patton, 1986; Goodyear, 1999; AQRP, 1999) 

explain that a qualitative approach seeks to capture the way people 

think, feel and behave, what their images, values and attitudes, 

experiences and interactions mean in their own terms. Because the 

nature of this study required exploration of aspects of business 

environment and strategy in East Asia, as mentioned above, 

considerable use was made of qualitative research methodology.
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In this study, the earlier data were obtained from 111 respondents to 

a questionnaire survey in late 1999 (Appendix E). By doing a 

quantitative study at this point, the researcher could use that 

information to build further assumptions or hypotheses for 

investigation. These assumptions or hypotheses could be examined 

and refined through more pointed theoretical sampling using 

qualitative procedures (Strauss and Corbin, 1990).

In late 2000 and early 2001, the researcher conducted a pilot 

fieldwork through 5 informal interviews with 28 open-ended 

questions in the UK and 22 semi-structured face to face and 

telephone interviews in China. The formal questionnaire was 

constructed after collecting about six months field data and after 

carrying out preliminary analyses of these data. Hence, the 

qualitative aspects of the research directly influenced both the 

questionnaire construction and the later associated statistical 

analysis.

Consequently, the existent qualitative feature appeared in this study 

could be identified based on the following characteristics. First, the 

interview results during pilot fieldwork influenced questionnaire 

design and thereby established a qualitative basis for the collected 

data. Second, even though data was collected through a quantitative- 

technique-questionnaire survey and all answers were coded in term 

of numbers for data analysis, the essential nature of the collected 

data was qualitative rather than numerical as the answers mainly 

presented respondents’ views, feelings and attitudes. Third, the 

essential nature of data analysis was built upon a qualitative 

approach - Grounded Theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Though 

statistic techniques were used in data analysis, the results drawn 

upon quantitative analysis were used as the bedrock to complete the 

whole research analysis, for the purpose of generalisation and 

verifying or generating theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).
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Asoa (1992) also stresses that, although most researchers tended to 

place emphasis on one form (qualitative or quantitative), both could 

still be used to reinforce each other. Thus in a qualitative study, one 

could use quantitative and qualitative data to illustrate and clarify 

findings obtained quantitatively. This point of view is therefore 

discussed further in the next section.

2.1.3 Development of Research Methodology -  A Combining 
Approach

Denzin (1970) comments on the use of triangulation in conducting 

research. This calls for a combination of quantitative and qualitative 

methods of doing research. Kiggundu et al. (1983) even study the use 

of combined quantitative and qualitative research approaches in 

studying management in developing countries. Similarly, Aosa (1992) 

discusses the appropriateness of both quantitative and qualitative 

designs in social science research. All the arguments presented here 

suggest that the use of a combination of approaches is a plausible 

research strategy.

Strauss and Corbin (1990) criticise many quantitative researchers 

who dismiss qualitative studies completely as giving no valid findings. 

Meanwhile, they also allege that qualitative researchers ignore 

representative sampling, with their findings based only on a single 

case or a few cases. It takes a risk yielding shallow or completely 

misleading information when some qualitative researchers finally 

reject statistical and other quantitative methods (Strauss and Corbin, 

1990).

Since the 1980s and 1990s, there is a growing understanding of 

combining qualitative and quantitative approaches for intermediary 

solutions. Strauss and Corbin (1990) point out that combining 

methods may be done for the purposes of supplementing,
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complementing, information and development. Morse (1991) observes 

that some researchers emphasise one mode with the others as 

supplementary; and other researchers view the research paradigms 

as complementary. As AQRP (1999) states, qualitative and 

quantitative evidence are complementary, and both are at their most 

valuable when used together - quantitative evidence supplies a 

framework and sense of scale, and qualitative work enhances 

understanding and depth.

Researchers can put procedures together for such a combination. 

Cresswell (1994) remarks that “there is no one standard set of 

methods equally useful for every research step, and it is not always 

useful to join the same specific techniques for all steps of all research 

project”. So based on realistic phenomena, researchers are allowed to 

freely connect various available techniques to obtain desired results. 

However, Strauss and Corbin (1990) point out that these 

intermediate positions might yield “a misleading view of the realities 

of actually carrying out research” if qualitative and quantitative 

modes do not work with each other appropriately.

According to Strauss and Corbin (1990),

There are several crossover disciplines in sociology where there is back -  and -  forth 
interplay between qualitative and quantitative methods. Useful research can be 
accomplished with various combinations of both qualitative and quantitative 
procedures. Thinking in terms of the Interplay between qualitative and quantitative 
methods, they supplement each other and they complement each other. For example, 
statistical or quantitative data are likely to be analysed qualitatively in part, and 
conversely, the qualitative data are capable of being supplemented by statistical 
analysis. Data collection and analysis can be done in both modes, and in various 
combinations, during all phases of the research process.

In this study, both qualitative and quantitative forms have roles to 

play in analysis. The issue here is to provide a solution on how these 

might work together. As discussed above, qualitative and quantitative 

methods could be used in supplementary or complementary forms,
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i.e. the qualitative should direct the quantitative and the quantitative 

feedback into the qualitative in a circular process (Strauss and 

Corbin, 1990). For the current study, concepts and assumptions have 

emerged from and been validated against data. In addition, 

qualitative primary data were produced through a quantitative 

approach, a questionnaire survey. The qualitative research has 

turned to quantitative measures and analysis as this enhanced the 

research process and methodological solutions (Figure 2.1).

The objective of this study required that, mainly, qualitative data had 

to be collected to facilitate propositions and hypothesis testing. The 

research findings are not subject to scientific quantification, as they 

mainly deal with managerial experiences, feelings and opinions on 

organisational environment and strategy. However, a quantitative 

aspect is not wholly absent for this research as some of the data, i.e. 

oil economic indicators, the age of an organisation or the number of 

employees are quantitative. When data were coded, they were 

quantified as well. Especially, statistical techniques are use as a 

major tool to analyse the collected data, but the bulk of the analysis 

is interpretative. Consequently, the current study is regarded as a 

mixture methodology of combining both qualitative and quantitative 

aspects. The combined nature of this study means several different 

things. First, the data was gathered by means of interviews, 

documentary and questionnaire survey, techniques normally 

associated with both qualitative and quantitative methods. Second, 

the data were coded in a manner that allows them to be statistically 

analysed. These are quantifying qualitative data. Third, in speaking 

about analysis, it refers to a nonmathematical process of 

interpretation rather than referring to the quantifying of qualitative 

data. The qualitative analysis should be carried out in order to 

discover concepts and relationships in raw data and then organise 

these into a theoretical explanatory scheme (Strauss and Corbin, 
1990).
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Figure 2.1 Research Design: A Combining Approach



2.2 Research Design
Research design is the plan with which the research project is 

executed. The design reveals the logic that links the collected data to 

the research objectives (Yin, 1994) and the methods chosen for 

gathering, analysing and presenting information in relation to the 

defined research problems and objectives. Hence, the research 

methods refer to a set of procedures and techniques for collecting and 

analysing data (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Asoa (1992) suggests 

that, for a combining methodology, the choice of methods should be 

determined by the objectives of the research and the required data. 

Before introducing the research methods designed for this study, the 

approach of conducting literature review is illustrated first.

2.2.1 Literature Review

According to Fox (1969) and Cooper (1989), the researcher has 

exploited four types of approach for literature review: contextual, 

theoretical, integrative and specific. Contextual review mainly refers 

to industrial or authoritative commentary on the oil and gas industry 

in East Asian sub-regions. It develops a big picture of the 

background, in order that the research can be defined and placed in 

context. Theoretical approach contains conceptual materials that 

cover strategic management theories, schools of thought that reveal 

the relationship between the business environment and strategy. It 

enables the researcher to be aware of the problem area, present 

theories offered to explain particular phenomena under scrutiny and 

to compare them. The completed contextual and theoretical literature 

review has provided a conceptual reference of framework to support 

and justify the proposed study. This forms the backbone of this 

research study.

Integrative review covers previous research studies that address 

related or identical hypotheses and draws conclusions from these
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different studies. For example, the researcher discovered that an 

organisation could achieve a better performance if it properly 

perceives the business environment it faces and pursues appropriate 

strategic directions. Consequently, it is possible for the researcher to 

identify assumptions drawn from similar research in the area 

suitable for the study.

Specific studies concentrate on literature that is relevant in the 

research methods, variables, measurement and analytical 

techniques. Most recent developments and studies are included in 

order to ensure comprehensiveness of the research. As a result of this 

review, the researcher has been able to develop ideas for data- 

gathering approach(es), instruments and methods, as well as to 

assess the type and amount of development work needed to be 

undertaken for the next phase of studies.

The review on methodologies has also enabled the researcher to 

examine the current status of research in the area and to clarify the 

chosen method for the research. Strategic researchers have 

conducted research to measure environmental uncertainty, assess 

business strategies by examining organisations’ strategic orientations 

and evaluate the relationship between the (perceived) business 

environment and pursued strategic directions. In this field of study, 

many researchers have used either primary or secondary data and a 

multi-method approach for collecting data. Furthermore, the review 

provides clues to analytical techniques that can be employed in this 

study.

2.2.2 A Multi-Method Approach

There is no harmony of opinion with regard to the selection of 

research methods. Blaxter, et al. (1996) categorise four techniques 

which are concerned with the use of data collection, namely
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documents, interviews, observations and questionnaires, while 

Robson (1993) lists the three traditional research methods, namely, 

experiment, survey and case study. Yin (1994) also demonstrates that 

case study, experiments, survey, histories and the computer-based 

analysis of archival information or records are several approaches to 

social science research. Each approach is regarded as a research 

method and has its own way of collecting and analysing empirical 

evidence, following its own logic. Each method can be used for three 

research purposes - exploratory, descriptive or explanatory.

Asoa (1992) observes that some researchers are more oriented and 

temperamentally suited to attach certain research methods to specific 

designs. Others are not convinced of the plausibility of such 

connections. To the latter, once a particular research design has been 

selected, any methods can be used with both qualitative and 

quantitative research in collecting the required data. They tend to 

make the use of multiple methods to develop a flexible research 

strategy.

Currently, more research has combined different methods in order to 

smooth the progress of effective collection of required data. In their 

study, Strauss and Corbin (1990) and Yin (1994) emphasise this by 

suggesting that qualitative and quantitative methods may be 

combined in the same research project. For instance, a survey does 

not exclude a case study and a case study does not exclude a survey. 

This means the various research methods are not mutually exclusive. 

Some situations in which a specific method has distinct advantages 

can be identified and it is essential to use one type of method that is 

more advantageous than another (Yin, 1994).

Yin (1994) further explains three conditions in selecting a research 

method: firstly, the types of research question asked; secondly, the 

extent of control a researcher can handle over the actual
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investigation; and thirdly, the level of focus on contemporary in 

preference to historical events. He points out that the first and most 

important condition that various research methods can be 

differentiated is to identify the types of research question being 

posed.

Generally, if “what” questions are being asked for an exploratory 

purpose, any of the research methods could be used; or if “what” 

questions are being asked about prevalence, the use of surveys or the 

analysis of archival records would be favoured. When “how” and 

“why” questions are being posed, case studies, experiments, or 

histories are likely to be preferred. When a “how” and “why” question 

is being asked about a contemporary set of events over which a 

researcher has little or no control, a case study approach would have 

more advantage (Yin, 1994).

When initiating this study, in order to understand “what” the 

dominant business environmental factors are for the oil and gas 

service sectors, a preliminary investigation through an initial survey 

on managers within the oil and gas industry would be favoured. For 

knowing “why” they are the dominant issues, the researcher has 

drawn upon a wider array of documentary information (some of 

which are demonstrated in Chapter 3), in addition to conducting 

interviews.

In selecting a method for collecting formal primary data, the 

researcher considered that surveys or case studies were superior 

compared to experimental methods, which would be more 

appropriate for natural scientific work. In order to reveal the 

prevalence of senior management views on what the dominant 

business environmental issues are, how the business environment 

might be and how they adopt business strategies, the data had to be 

collected from many respondents.
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Hence, there was a need to retain capability of controlling the data 

collection process. In addition, the current study also required 

collection of qualitative data that would assist the researcher in 

testing propositions. All these requirements suggest that a survey 

was the most suitable and a major method for primary data 

collection. The survey can reveal the nature of the perceived business 

environment and examine strategy parterres, showing strategies 

adopted at a business level in each organisation. This could address 

the “how” questions.

In summary, this researcher urged the use of combination of 

research methods and generated a multi-method approach to 

conduct the empirical research. A mix of documentation, 

questionnaires, archives and interview techniques was adopted to 

collect relevant information and primary data. Particularly, the data 

obtained from the survey represent the problems to be investigated 

and highlight the critical issues that will form an important aspect of 

the thesis. In order to test the designed methods for this research, 

pilot fieldwork (which is introduced in the later section) was carried 

out in China.

2.2.3 Data Collection Techniques

In business and management research, the survey method is a 

popular and common strategy for data collection. A survey “is a 

research technique in which information is gathered from a sample of 

people by use of a questionnaire; a method of a data collection based 

on communication with a representative sample of individuals” 

(Zikmund, 2000). It allows the collection of a large amount of data 

from a sizeable population in a highly economical way. Based more 

often on a questionnaire, these data are standardised, allowing easy 

comparison.
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Saunders, et al. (1997) comment, “the questionnaire is not the only 

data collection device which belongs to the survey category. 

Structured observation, of the type most frequently associated with 

organisation and methods research, and structured interviews, where 

standardised questions are put to all interviewees, also fall into this 

category.” Zikmund (2000) suggests that a survey researcher may 

choose to contact respondents by telephone, by mail, or by person. 

Gill and Johnson (1991) discover that “the use of surveys to explore a 

substantive area, often using open-ended questions to collect data in 

an inductive form, merges the survey approach with styles of 

research which are more ethnographic in orientation.” Saunders, et 

al. (1997) are also concerned that a survey approach could allow a 

researcher to have more control over the research process. The 

drawback of the survey is that much time is spent in designing and 

piloting the questionnaire.

Two kinds of survey research could be undertaken, either analytic or 

descriptive. Simons (1987) and Gill and Johnson (1991) explain that 

analytic or explanatory surveys attempt to test a theory by taking the 

logic of the experiment out of the laboratory and into the field. On the 

other hand, “a descriptive survey is concerned primarily with 

addressing the particular characteristics of a specific population of 

subjects, either at a fixed point in time or at varying times for 

comparative purposes” (Gill and Johnson, 1991). They also state that 

surveys are not only used for a descriptive purpose, but also for the 

development and testing of theory. Thus, by using a more structured 

questionnaire as part of the main study, theory is developed 

inductively.

In addition, interviews can be categorised based on the medium used 

to communicate with respondents, such as field visits or telephone 

interviews (Zikmund, 2000). There are three broad types of
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interviews: structured, semi-structured and non-structured (i.e. in- 

depth, or non-standardised). Structure is important in achieving 

accuracy and comparison. Asoa (1992) observes that most interviews 

lie in a semi-structured continuum and this intends to ensure both 

comparability and flexibility. Structured or standardised interviews 

can be used in survey research to gather data which will then be the 

subject of quantitative analysis. Zikmund (2000) comments that 

semi-structured and non-structured interviews are used in 

qualitative research in order to conduct exploratory discussions to 

reveal and understand not only the ‘what’ and the ‘how’, but also to 

place more emphasis on exploring ‘why’.

A couple of approaches can be used to collect data for a survey: 

personal interview, telephone interview and postal (including email). 

Each method has its advantages and disadvantages. When 

conducting pilot fieldwork, the researcher found that, compared to 

other ways, a face-to-face interview was very helpful in yielding the 

highest quantity and best quality of data. It was then decided to 

interview each individual separately with open-ended questions so 

that the key issues prepared for the pilot test could be tackled.

Before conducting a formal survey, the interview was appropriate 

because it also helped identify and investigate variables. Through this 

approach, it was possible to gather some supplementary information 

for many of the issues raised (yet it is an expensive way of doing a 

large-scale research). Hence, during the pilot study, semi-structured 

face to face and telephone interviews were used.

When carrying out the formal survey, the researcher decided to use 

more than one approach to collect primary data in order to achieve a 

better response rate. Telephone structured-interviews were made by 

using the survey questionnaire but on the whole a mailing (including 

postal and email) method was essential.
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2.2.4 Data Analysis Methods

In this study, a “grounded theory” framework has emerged during the 

research progress. Predominately, statistical procedures were 

adopted for data analysis. The results derived from statistical 

analysis were the fundamental contributions to this combinatorial 

qualitative-quantitative research.

2.2.4.1 Three Qualitative Analysis Strategies

Dey (1993) observes that, traditionally, the “emphasis in qualitative 

research has been on generating theories rather than testing them”. 

Today, more and more qualitative analyses not just only develop 

conceptualisations but also examine their adequacy in the light of the 

data. He states:

The first step in qualitative analysis is to develop thorough and comprehensive 
descriptions of the phenomenon under study. Description includes information about 
the context of an act, the intentions and meanings that organise action, and its 
subsequent evolution. Thus, description encompasses the context of action, the 
intentions of the actor, and the process in which action is embedded. Description lays 
the basis for analysis, but analysis also lays the basis for further description...In 
qualitative analysis there is a strong emphasis on describing the world as it is 
perceived by different observers.

(Dey, 1993)

Three basic streams of qualitative analytical strategies can be 

distinguished based upon the type of approaches employed: using a 

theoretical or descriptive framework (to analyse data) or not using a 

pre-determined theoretical or descriptive framework (to explore data).

First, where a researcher has made use of existing theory to 

formulate research question(s) and objectives, the theoretical 

propositions are used as a means to devise a framework to organise
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and direct data analysis (Yin, 1994). Second, a researcher can start 

an investigation with a series of preconceived concepts, a guiding 

theoretical framework, or a well thought out design. Researchers are 

free to revise the pre-determined theories, propositions and even pre

designed research methods (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). However, 

Bryman (1988) argues against this point:

The prior specification of a theory tends to be disfavoured because of the possibility of 
introducing a premature closure on the issues to be investigated, as well as the 
possibility of the theoretical constructs departing excessively from the views of 
participants in a social setting.

This has led us to the third stream of analytical strategy. Strauss and 

Corbin (1990) summarise the following aspects of this approach: it is 

inductive; such a study is conducted with questions rather than a 

defined theoretical framework; theory is built from the process of data 

collection and analysis; the relationships between collected data are 

not identified, and questions and hypotheses are developed to test 

these (Saunders, et al., 2000).

Glaser and Strauss (1967) regard the second and third streams of the 

above three analytical strategies as the grounded theory. In the 

current study, the analytical feature is categorised into the second 

strategy. Thereby, a grounded theory approach has emerged and is 

discussed further as below.

2.2.4.2 Grounded Theory

To date, the dominant school on qualitative analysis philosophy has 

been based on grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). 

Grounded theory is the discovery of theory from data so that a 

researcher can show such a theory fits empirical situations and is 

understandable to theorists. The essential is to provide “relevant 

predictions, explanations, interpretations and applications” (Glaser
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and Strauss, 1967). They point out that, whether or not there is a 

previous speculative theory, discovery gives a theory that “fits or 

works” in a substantive or formal area since the theory has been 

derived from data, not deduced from logical assumptions. However, it 

is still necessary to conduct a further testing, clarification, or 

reformulation. Grounded theory can be presented either as 

“propositions” or “a running theoretical discussion” (Glaser and 

Strauss, 1967). The elements of grounded theory include theoretical 

frameworks and relevant concepts, and hypotheses or generalized 

relations among the theoretical frameworks and concepts.

This researcher set up two purposes of using a grounded theory 

approach. The first is to establish the generality of a fact. In other 

words, by comparing where the facts are similar or different, 

theoretical frameworks can be generated to increase the generality 

and explanatory power of the chosen theories. This is associated with 

the first and second research objectives. The second purpose of the 

data analysis is, if appropriate, to verily and generate existing 

theories. Here, the concern is focused on theory. The collected new 

evidence could be used for verifying a part of the chosen theory. By 

constantly checking out the pre-developed relevant theoretical 

frameworks and pre-convinced propositions and assumptions as the 

data pour in, the existing theories can be revised. Verifying and 

generating theory carries not only the same benefit as testing theory, 

but also further benefits. Verifying a deductive theory gives at least a 

theory that does not appear to fit or work and at most a reformulated 

proposition(s) or hypothesis(ses) and an unconfirmed set of 

assumptions (ibid.). This is associated with the third research 

objective.

Some analysts focus on creating (generating) new theories that 

emerge in their data. However, this is not the key concern of this 

study. This researcher considered that it might be better to generate
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new theories in a relatively well-regulated business environment. It 

would not be appropriate if new theories were developed in an 

emerging marketplace like East Asia.

2.2.4.3 Statistical Procedures

The core of qualitative analysis exists in three related processes of 

describing phenomena, classifying them and seeing how concepts 

interconnect (Dey, 1985). In this study, statistic techniques like 

descriptive, correlation and analysis of variances can help these 

processes. For example, by examining the association between 

different variables, connections between them can be identified. By 

using frequency and cross-tabulation with which different 

characteristics occur, the identification can be further judged. These 

statistical techniques are quantitative and are chosen for analysing 

data collected from the survey. The results of which are embedded in 

the qualitative process. They supplement or provide information to 

the results of this research which contains a qualitative nature.

In this study, three interrelated procedures form the analysis stage. 

Typically, the first form of data analysis is descriptive analysis. 

Descriptive analysis refers to the interpretation of the raw data in a 

format that responses or observations can be described and 

understood easily. The aim of using descriptive statistics is to provide 

a shorthand description of large amounts of data by making 

summary statements about the sample as a whole, rather than 

making allusion to each participant’s responses (Kerr, et al., 2002). 

The calculation of averages, frequency distributions, and percentage 

distributions is used to summarise data. The characteristics 

examined include measures of central tendency and variability (i.e. 

the mean, standard deviation and range) and frequency counts of 

how often a value occurs in the particular data set (Klecka, et al., 

1975).
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The second and third analytical procedures applied in this research 

are univariate statistics and birvariate analysis (Kerr, et al. 2002). 

Univariate analysis was carried out to assess the statistical 

significance of various assumptions or hypotheses about a single 

variable pertaining to the business environment and business 

strategy. Bivariate analysis was applied to examine associations 

between two variables or conduct significance tests for the 

comparison of similarities or differences among various categories.

2.2.4.4 Parametric or Nonparametric Tests?

In this study, some of the survey data were categorical and most were 

ordinal as they were measured by using a 5-point or a 7-point scale 

(see Section 2.3.2). Zikmund (2000) suggests that a single scale item 

on a summated rating scale like this design is regarded as an ordinal 

scale. Thus, the relative descriptive analysis for the measure of 

central tendency could be the median.

In his book, Zikmund (2000) comments that many researchers 

assume that the semantic differential scale provides interval data, 

whereas some others critically argue that this kind of data have only 

ordinal properties because the weights are arbitrary. He suggests that 

the data can be assumed either interval or ordinal. As a result, the 

arithmetic mean or the median can be utilised to plot the profile.

Field (2000) argues that the mean is a hypothetical value that can be 

calculated for any data set. As such, the mean can be a model used 

to summarise the collected data in the following analysis. He further 

explains the perceptions on the interval data that the distance 

between points of the scale should be equal at all parts along the 

scale. For example, if using a 7-point scale, the difference in each
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item measured by a change in score from 2 to 3 should be the same 

as that measured by a change in score from 4 to 5.

In this study, the researcher accepted the concept that a semantic 

differential scale produces interval data and embraced the arithmetic 

means as the measure of central tendency for descriptive statistics. 

Hence, although the data were measured by using an ordinal scale, 

and from the Boxplot statistics, some categories have a non-nominal 

skew distribution, the assessment of the significance of business 

environmental factors are presented mainly by mean figures as in 

this case, the hypothetical mean values are more discriminating for 

the comparison of items.

The type of scale on which the data is measured and whether the 

distribution is symmetrical or skewed, determine which measure of 

central tendency will provide a typical score (Kerr, et al., 2002). 

Ordinal data gives the first consideration of adopting the median as 

the measure of central tendency. The histogram graph is also drawn 

up to examine the skewness. The general picture obtained is skewed 

and non-normal distributions.

In order to cross check these observations regarding the 

distributions, where appropriate, the Kolgomorov-Smimov goodness- 

of-fit test was performed on the data (to check the normality). The 

test confirmed that most of the variables are not normally 

distributed. For those skewed data, the mean would be distorted in 

the direction of the extreme scores. In which case, the median is 

considered mainly as the measure of central tendency for this study.

Having taken all the above issues into account, a conservative 

position was considered and nonparametric tests were therefore 

utilised mainly for data analysis (Figure 2. 2a and b). The details of 

the employed statistical techniques are illustrated in Section 2.7.4.
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Figure 2.2a Analytical Techniques (To Test Relationships)

Data Normally Distributed
(Use Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test) Interval or Numerical Data
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Yes
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Parametric Test

Pearson's rho
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(Correspond to)

Non-narametric Test

-----  Spearman’s Rank
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Figure 2.2b Analytical Techniques (To Test Differences)
Data Normally Distributed

(Use Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test) Interval or Numerical Data

▼  Y
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Parametric Test

-----  1-Sample t-Test

-----  Paired t-Test

Non-naramclric Test

(Correspond to)

Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test 
(One-sample Chi-square) 

(e.g. in Chapter 7)

Wilcoxon (2-related) 
(e.g. in Appendix A)

-----  2-Sample t-Test
(Compare Two Means)

ANOVA
(Compare Several Means)

Mann Whitney Test 
(2-Independent Samples’ 
Medians) (e.g. in Chapter 9)

Kruskal Wallis Test (K- 
Independent Samples) (e.g. in 
Chapter 8. 9)

Firedman (K Related Samples' 
Medians) (e.g. in Chapter 8)
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2.3 Research Instrument
Zikmund (2000) remarks that an essential aspect of developing a 

survey design is concerned with compiling a questionnaire and 

determining the list of questions and the format. This researcher 

generated questions based mainly upon contemporary writings and 

similar or previous research theory on the business environment and 

strategy. The similar studies and theories from which questions were 

developed are discussed in chapters 4, 5 and 6.

2.3.1 Questionnaire Construction and Research Variables

The Survey Questionnaire (Appendix Bl) is divided into three distinct 

sections, each dealing with one of the following issues: Section One, 

Background, together with Section Three, which comprises the 

Strategic Orientation and Strategic Performance parts, are used to 

survey the facts of organisations. Section Two, The Business 

Environment, which consists of the Environmental Sectors part and 

the Nature of the Business Environment part, is used to assess the 

attitude of managers or senior executives.

The questionnaire was arranged to begin with easy or general 

questions before moving into more difficult or sensitive and specific 

areas. Participants were told there was no such thing as right or 

wrong, nor were there good or bad answers, what mattered was their 

thoughts. The subjects were therefore encouraged simply to respond 

by justifying from their own experience, how they felt about each 

topic. A Chinese version questionnaire (Appendix B2) was also 

prepared for collecting data from China.

A variable generally is anything that may assume different numerical 

or categorical values (Zikmund, 2000). Totally, there are 141 

variables (Appendix C) developed for this study, which cover four 

major areas: firm background, managerial attitude on the external
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business environment, managerial opinions on organisational 

strategie direction and managerial perceptions of organisational 

performance. Among those, variables like the organisational legal 

status is a categorical variable because it has a limited number of 

distinct values, while the organisational age is a continuous variable 

as it may have an infinite number of values.

Dependent variables and independent variables are also encountered 

in this study. Managerial attitudes, opinions and perceptions were 

defined as the dependent variables because they are the criteria that 

had been to be predicted or explained. The independent variables 

encompass organisational information such as company size, year 

and ownership types because these are the expected factors that 

influence the dependent variables. The categorisation into dependent 

and independent variables can been seen in the survey 

questionnaire.

2,3.2 Measurement and Scales

Based on the early stage exploratory research, the primary research 

developed the key concepts (dependent variables) to be investigated: 

the perceived business environment, business strategy and strategic 

performance. These three concepts were assessed on 111-categories 

scale. Their mode of measurement is presented in the survey 

questionnaire.

2.3.2.1 The Business Environment Assessment

Questions pertaining to the environmental sectors were based on a 

five-point Likert scale (which was advanced by Likert in 1932). For 

the assessment of the importance and impact of the environmental 

factor variables, respondents were required to indicate the extent to 

which six task environmental sectors, namely, economic, regulatory,
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technological, customers, suppliers and competitors, had affected 

their business over a defined period of the last five years. To indicate 

how important these sectors were for the growth of their business, 

individuals chose from five alternatives: not important, slightly 

important, important, very important and the most important. To 

indicate how the impact of these sectors affects the growth of their 

business, the five options were: non-existent or very weak, weak, 

moderate, strong and very strong. From very positive to very negative, 

the researcher also assigned scores of 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 to the 

alternative answers relating to one attitudinal object. The weight of 5 

was assigned to the response which was strong agreement indicating 

the most favourable attitudes on the statement.

Another multidimensional construct (Elenkov, 1997, Luo and Park, 

2001) is used to conceptualise environment. Three environmental 

dimensions, viz. complexity, dynamism and hostility were defined as 

the measurement for assessing the environmental sectors at a task 

environment level. The senior executives’ views of and attitudes 

toward the environmental factors were measured by using a 45-items 

scale developed by the researcher. The questions were arranged as 

multi-item scales corresponding to the six environmental sectors. 

Each of the environmental items indicates the degree of 

environmental complexity, hostility and dynamism, and in turn, the 

level of the environmental uncertainty. The respondents were asked 

to rate the degree to which they agreed on various characteristics of 

the environmental sectors.

The answers on the perceived complexity and hostility were measured 

by a series of 7-point bipolar (the “bipolar” concept was advanced by 

Osgood in 1957) rating scales (Zikmund, 2000). Bipolar adjectives 

anchor the right and left of the scale, with 1 indicating that the 

respondent most strongly agrees with the left assessment; 7 

indicating that the respondent most strongly agrees with the right
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assessment; and 4 showing that the respondent felt that, for his 

organisation, the situation was midway between both. Similarly, the 

environmental dynamism was examined by perceived predictability of 

those six environmental sectors. The answers were measured by 

using a 7-point numerical scale, with 1 indicating very predictable, 7 

indicating very unpredictable and 4 indicating a neutral situation.

For instance, to measure the attitude towards perceived dynamism, 

from left to right, the scale intervals were interpreted as very static, 

static, tend to be static, neutral, tend to be dynamic, dynamic and 

very dynamic. If the question asks:

The business environment in which you operate is 
ve ry  s ta tic  1  2 3 4 5 6 7 ve ry  dynam ic

Weights of 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 were assigned to the answers and a 

score was assigned to each position on the rating scale. Strong 

agreement indicates the most favourable attitudes on the statement, 

and the weight of 1 was assigned to the most positive response while 

7 was assigned to the most negative response. Hence, in each 

measuring situation, a score has been assigned for the perceived 

business environmental dynamism. Should “5” be selected by a 

respondent, it indicates that the respondent “agrees with the 

assessment as stated on the right”.

2.3.2.2 Strategic Assignment

Questions of the Strategic Orientation section comprised multi-item 

scales including Miles and Snow’s typology, Porter’s taxonomy and 

Bowman’s Strategy Clock. Hence, the data could be transformed in a 

category form showing various strategic classifications.
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A 7-point Likert scale was utilised to assign strategic orientations and 

competitive strategies, with 1 indicating strong agreement; 7 

indicating strong disagreement. Questions were randomly arranged to 

eliminate question-ordering bias. In total, 28 questions pertaining to 

business strategies were developed. Each of the items was designed 

for assigning different types of business and competitive strategies.

Firstly, the construct of Miles and Snow’s business strategy was 

measured by examining five types of strategic orientations, namely, 

Defender, Prospector, Analyser, Balancer and Reactor. The 

appropriate measures were constructed to assess the range of 

product or service domains, product-market strategies, the attitude 

toward change and the approach to managing change. The methods 

advanced by previous strategic researchers (Pamall, et al., 2000) was 

employed to classify business strategies. 20 questions were designed 

to deal with the variations of managerial perceptions in business 

strategies. Among these, one question was related to whether they 

had clearly articulated business strategies in supporting the 

assignment of strategic categories.

Secondly, eight questions were used to assess competitive strategies 

and two of these questions pertained to whether organisations were 

aware of competitive strategies in supporting the associated 

assignment. Based on Porter (1980, 1985), four generic strategies, 

namely, Low-cost, Differentiation, Hybrid and No-purpose, have been 

selected and examined in this study.

Furthermore, competitive advantage is the underlying concept of 

generic strategies and all organisations are in a competitive position 

in relation to each other as they compete either for customers or for 

resources (Porter 1985; Johnson and Scholes, 1999). Because of the 

characteristics of the service sector within the oil and gas industry, 

firms compete mainly for customers (i.e. operators). In order to
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understand an organisation’s strategic position within which it 

attains competitive advantage, Bowman’s strategy clock (Johnson 

and Scholes, 1999), which is advanced by Faulkner and Bowman 

(1995) as Customer Matrix, has been developed further in this study. 

Two dimensions of the strategy clock were defined as firstly, the 

perceived customer added value (PCAV, which is also conceptualised 

by Faulkner and Bowman as Perceived Use Value) and secondly, the 

offering price. The first dimension, PCAV, refers to the senior 

managerial perceptions on the degree of the value that their 

businesses create to satisfy customers’ needs.

In particular, for oil and gas service organisations in East Asia, it was 

assessed by managerial perceptions on five variables: quality valued 

by customers, technological reliability, safety performance, speed of 

response to customers and price that customers are willing to pay. 

These five variables were generated based on previous fieldwork and 

pilot studies at the early stage of the research. The second dimension 

refers to the level of price offered by service firms for their products or 

services. It was measured by managerial perceptions on the level of 

price charged.

A 6-item scale (i.e. six questions included) was used in an attempt to 

construct a map of strategic competitive positions for the 

participating organisations. For the first five items, a 5-point 

semantic differential scale was used with 1 indicating very low, 3 

indicating a moderate and 5 indicating very high position. For the 

price that customers are willing to pay, 1 indicates much lower than 

that a service provider charges, 3 indicates the same as the service 

provider offers and 5 indicates much higher than the service provider 

offers. The weights of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 shown in parentheses were not 

printed on the questionnaire.
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For the same reason as explained in Section 2.2.4.4, this 5-point 

scale was assumed as interval, the mean of managerial perceptions 

on the five variables for PCAV was performed as the measure of 

central tendency.

2.3.2.3 Strategic Performance Assessment

To evaluate strategic performance, 20 questions were developed 

covering overall organisational activity areas such as finance, 

operations, marketing, human resource management and other 

strategic aspects. This study employs a subjective measurement 

(Dess and Robinson, 1984) that calls upon the managerial 

perceptions. The reliability of this self-reporting approach has been 

proved by various studies (Tan and Litschert, 1994; Luo and Tan, 

1998; Luo and Park, 2001). A 7-point interval scale was drawn from 

Ramanujam and Venkatraman’s (1987) work, with 1 indicating much 

less or worse and 7 indicating much more or better. It was also 

assumed that data were interval, thus the mean value (average score) 

was adopted as the indicator of strategic performance for each 

participating organisation.

2.4 Sampling

2.4.1 Sample-Selection Criteria and Sampling Techniques

In order to provide a comprehensive picture of the industiy, 

companies selected for the empirical studies should be informative 

and representative. The sample-selection criteria are, firstly, either 

foreign or domestic oil and gas sendee companies generating their 

business mainly in the domestic market; and secondly, independent 

entities, which had their own strategic units, decision-making and 

control centres, particularly foreign companies operating
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internationally. Large companies, which mainly served the upstream 

sector offshore, would be accorded priority, and companies in China 

would be essential, while companies selected from Singapore and 

Malaysia would be regarded as comparative. The reason of selecting 

the upstream offshore service companies is because the key 

industrial leaders, whose business activities are considered to be 

representative, operate mainly within this sector.

A non-probability sampling strategy and purposive sampling 

technique (Saunders, et ah, 1997) were utilised in this study. 

Combining snowball and convenience sampling (ibid.), a multi-stage 

sampling technique was employed for the formal survey. That 

involves selecting the most accessible potential respondents, 

including those that participated in the earlier surveys and 

interviews; making initial contact with these respondents; ask them 

to identify further contacts; asking the new contacts to identify 

further new contacts (and so on); and continuing the sampling 

process until the required sample size has been reached.

2.4.2 Sample Population and Frame

As it was impossible to find a comprehensive list of oil and gas service 

companies in the selected East Asian countries, notably China, the 

total population was difficult to identify. The researcher used three oil 

and gas registers to discover relevant organisations situated in China, 

Singapore and Malaysia. The following directories were used: Oil and 

Gas Directory 2000 Petromin Hydrocarbon Asia; Shanghai Exhibition 

2001; and Bejing Oil Exhibition 2000. In addition, the researcher 

generated a separate list by using personal industrial contacts. The 

intention was to use all of the available information to construct a 

sampling frame that was as complete as possible.
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Apart from organisations within the oil and gas service sector, all oil 

production companies and other industry participants eliminated. 

Some 500 organisations remained and they were the companies that 

constituted the sampling frame. The researcher contacted all the 

companies that constituted this sampling frame by post (mainly, 

email and telephones. By the end of March 2002, 108 companies had 

participated in the research. This became the achieved sample, with 

the response rate of approximately 22 per cent. The sample frame 

was made up of foreign, indigenous and joint venture companies, 

providing services mainly to the upstream offshore oil and gas 

industry as well as to midstream, downstream and other service 

companies.

It appears that the characteristics of companies in the population 

were reflected in the sample. The research results would thereby be 

validated based on the sample (Nunnally, 1970; Parasuraman, 1986). 

The response rate achieved in the survey does not appear to have 

negatively affected the validity of the sample.

2.5 Pre-Period of Data Collection
In late 1999, in an attempt to gather relevant industrial information 

or contacts, the researcher embarked on informal conversations with 

managers in the offshore industry of South China. Meanwhile, in 

order to identify the dominant business environmental conditions for 

the supply and service sector within the oil and gas industry, the 

researcher initiated a survey which sought to investigate common 

interests of relevance to the research among senior management.

2.5.1 Preliminary Investigation

A questionnaire (Appendix El) was prepared in order to obtain a 

basic picture of mainly Western oil and gas service organisations’
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businesses in East Asia. 200 copies of questionnaire were distributed 

to potential respondents. By the end of 1999, the researcher had 

received 111 completed questionnaires for initial investigation 

analysis. The key findings reveal that, in terms of their business 

activities, Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, China and Japan were the 

top five countries for the sample companies. Most managers regard 

operating, competitive, technological and economic environmental 

influences the most important issues to be taken into account for 

their organisations (Appendix E2).

Between July and August 2000, an interview guide (Appendix Dl) 

had been generated for discussion-based interviews or self- 

administered questionnaires. Three service industry observers and 

three senior mangers from the service companies participated in 

answering the questions in preparation for the pilot questionnaire 

design and empirical fieldwork. A Pilot Questionnaire (Appendix D2) 

was developed before the researcher went to China in November 2000 

for conducting the pilot fieldwork.

2.5.2 Pilot Study and Pre-Test

In order to pilot the proposed research methods (mainly primary data 

collection techniques), further refine the questionnaire and test the 

administrative procedures that would be used in the main study, 

pilot fieldwork took place between December 2000 and February 

2001 in Shenzhen, a city regarded as the offshore service hub of the 

South China Sea. The intention of this pilot fieldwork was also to 

amass relevant primary data at an early stage so that the researcher 

could test statistical tools in advance, which, in turn, would help 

clarify the analytical techniques used for formal data analysis. In 

addition, the researcher could gauge the validity and sensitivity of 

questions, as well as the reliability of the data collected.
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The pilot research started out with an informal and exploratory 

character, by using face to face interviews. The pilot questionnaire 

was revised after each round of discussions with academic 

supervisors and advisors. It was also revised following pre-testing 

with respondents during the pilot study. After the pilot study, a 

standard structured questionnaire for the formal survey emerged.

Having completed the pilot fieldwork and combined the experiences 

from previously empirical studies, the researcher felt that is was more 

appropriate to use mainly closed questions for collecting standard 

data. For the supplementary data required, a few open-ended 

questions were included in the questionnaire. In order to finally 

ensure the reliability, validity and sensitivity of the questionnaire and 

improve its effectiveness, it was discussed in depth with academics 

and other parties, and also tested between June and July 2001 by 

potential respondent organisations that operate in China, Singapore 

and Malaysia. By taking the comments from academic and industry 

experts and potential respondents, a balanced view on the questions 

asked has been generated. A final version of the survey questionnaire 

for collecting data from mainly China, Singapore and Malaysia was 

produced in September 2001.

2.6 Questionnaire Survey Process
After completing the design of the study, the survey took place to 

collect the required data. Telephone interviews and self-administered 

questionnaires were used for this survey. The designed questionnaire 

differs according to how it is administered. Self-administered 

questionnaires are usually completed by the respondents with postal 

or mail questionnaires as well as delivery and collection 

questionnaires.
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In this study, the self-administered questionnaire had most 

frequently been delivered by mail or e-mail. Responses to interviewer- 

administered questionnaires were recorded by the researcher on the 

basis of each respondent’s answers. 500 questionnaires were 

distributed to the senior management respondents between late 2001 

and early 2002. Each of the packets mailed contained a covering 

letter with the correspondent’s photograph on it, the questionnaire 

and a self-addressed envelope for return.

Two month later, following-up (Appendix B3) mails, phone calls and 

emails were made in an attempt to achieve the proposed response 

target (of 20 per cent). As a result, by August 2002, 108 completed 

questionnaires had been returned by managers involved in operating 

businesses in China, Singapore and Malaysia. Among those, 98 

completed questionnaires are usable for the final primary data 

analysis.

When making phone calls to Singapore or Malaysia located 

companies, it was usually not easy to get a hold of CEOs directly. 

Rather, their secretaries or personal assistants answered the phones. 

Normally, the following questions were raised before some real helps 

appeared: “Who is on the line?” “Which organisation?” and “What is it 

regarding?” In such a situation, the researcher had to make an effort 

in order to get their assistance first. What was done is to explain 

clearly that the purpose of the phone call is for a survey and 

emphasise that it just takes no more than 30 minutes to answer all 

questions as they might give an excuse that they were tight of time.

It was observed that, when distributing questionnaires in each of the 

three selected countries, some extra techniques can be adopted in 

order to increase the response rate. In China, postal and calls should

2.6.1 Distributing Questionnaires and Following Up
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be made first and in Singapore, postal or emails are suitable survey 

approaches. However, in Malaysia, more efforts should be made. It is 

better to make a phone call first. The next task is to overcome the 

obstacle set by a secretary or assistant by gaining her or his support 

(through the phone) and then to confirm a reception of a response 

from them.

2.6.2 Reasons for No Response

There are a number of reasons for no responses. Most frequently, 

potential respondents claimed they were too busy to answer any 

questions. Some managers may have no patience for completing a 30- 

minute questionnaire at all. Occasionally, senior executives were 

travelling or aware of confidentiality or for small organisations, 

managers were not concerned with the issues regarding strategic 

management. Unexpected occasions occurred as well. For instance, 

previous managers left, companies or offices had been closed down or 

moved to other places, and mails or emails disappeared or lost. A 

difficult scenario is the “secretary obstacle”: some senior managers’ 

secretaries or assistants might throw the mail into a rubbish bin as it 

was not a business order. Alternatively, they decided for their bosses 

that the bosses would not have a time for replying to questions which 

are not relevant to their businesses and then they were not willing to 

do a favour!

2.7 Data Analysis
In this study, the perceived business environment is analysed on a 

person-by-person basis while business strategy and strategic 

performance are analysed on an organisation-by-organisation basis. 

Statistical techniques were used to analyse data; the final results are 

subject to descriptive explanations rather than scientific 

quantifications.
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2.7.1 Types of Data

The data required comprises primary data and secondary data. The 

primary data refer to that collected through the questionnaire-based 

surveys and (telephone) interviews within the sample groups and 

other relevant parties. They form the result of the researcher’s 

individual discoveries through access to information supplied by 

respondents. The completed questionnaire produced the primary data 

for analysis. The secondary data refer to that collected from sources 

such as books, archives, newspapers, organisations’ reports, 

conference proceedings, periodicals and authoritative publications. 

Background information on the economic, political and technological 

factors of the business environment to an oil sendee firm in China, 

and to a lesser extent, Singapore and Malaysia was the main 

secondary data. This provides a basic context to the empirical 

research and is supplementary to primary data. It helps to identify 

the important issues necessary to generating the content of the 

questionnaires.

The collected primary and secondary data can also be categorised 

into qualitative and quantitative data. The first deals with meanings 

(Dey, 1993). It includes the qualitative assessment of the managerial 

views, feelings, opinion (primary data) and the statement generated 

from relevant text (secondary data). The last deals with numbers. It 

consists of the quantitative figures such as employee numbers or 

organisational age in terms of years (primary data) and oil economic 

indicators like exploration and production levels, well counts, rigs 

counts or rigs rate etc (secondary data). The quantitative data 

describes what the results were in value terms, while the qualitative 

data explain how the sound results were achieved. Hence, the 

qualitative meanings and quantitative numbers complement each 
other.
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2.7.2 Data Editing and Coding Sheet

In order classify data for interpretation and explanation, a conceptual 

framework was developed for conducting the investigation at the early 

stage of study. In line with the questionnaire construction, the data 

was edited in four major dimensions: firms’ background information, 

managerial perceived business environment, business strategic 

orientations and strategic performance. Each of the responses was 

coded to facilitate computer data input. A coding sheet (Appendix C), 

which contained variables and their definitions, was developed for 

coding the data. The SPSS statistical package, Minitab and Excel 

were used for the data input. For each of the 98 usable cases, 141 

variables were ready to create a data matrix that could be handled by 

SPSS Version 11.5.

2.7.3 Company Classifications

The research design required analysis of the whole sample, and then 

comparison made between groups of companies on various variables. 

As a result, the classification is a conceptual process and provides 

information about what falls within categories, the boundaries 

between them, and how the categories are ordered in relation to each 

other. When classified, the data are broken up into bits, and then 

these bits are assigned to categories or classes that bring them 

together again.

First, the whole sample was split into sub-samples and comparisons 

were made between these. The sub-samples were based on the 

location where organisations were. On this basis, the sample was 

split into four sub-samples: China (30), Singapore (34), Malaysia (29) 

and other countries (7). In the last case, these were the companies 

that operated business in the above three countries, but their
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business strategie decisions were made elsewhere like in Thailand 

and the UK by their headquarters.

Second, for the reasons of confidentiality, the names of respondents 

and companies were classified in a code term. The associated details 

of these companies can therefore not be identified by anyone except 

this researcher. In order to identify companies, they were coded as 

follows:

i. China-based organisations (CN001-CN030)
ii. Singapore-based organisations (SG001-SN034)
iii. Malaysia-based organisations (ML001-ML029)
iv. Organisations based in the other countries (OT001-OT007)

This coding system was used to maintain confidentiality and made it 

convenient for a comparative analysis between China-based 

organisations and non-China-based organisations.

2.7.4 Statistical Analysis

Before conducting advanced statistical analysis, a preliminary 

analysis was carried out. There were two purposes of the preliminary 

analysis. First, it served as a quality check on the data. Second, the 

descriptive statistics and frequency distributions presented a clear 

picture of how the various variables were distributed. The general 

picture obtained was that of skewed, non-normal distributions. The 

data were summarised using frequency, explore (Box plot) and cross

tabulation descriptive statistics. Various descriptive statistics were 

calculated including means, medians, modes, standard deviations, 

coefficients of skewness and Kurtosis (explore). This was done for the 

dependent variables on the perceived business environment and 

strategic performance (average score). These observations formed a 

basis for further decisions on what other statistical techniques would 

be selected at the next stage of data analysis.
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As said in Section 2.2.4.3, primary data were analysed by statistical 

procedures of descriptive statistics, univariate statistics and bivariate 

analysis. Descriptive statistics provided the assessment of a single 

variable and correlations examined the relationship between two 

measurements. In order to distinguish the companies in China from 

the firms in Singapore and Malaysia, use of a comparative analysis 

method was included.

Different statistical techniques were used in this analysis and the 

selection of techniques was based on their relevance to the research 

objectives. First, the collected data were summarised using 

frequencies and histograms. In addition, various descriptive statistics 

were calculated including means, medians, standard deviations and 

coefficients of skewness. This was done for each of the variables. The 

explore and frequency statistics gave a good picture of how the 

various variables were distributed.

Second, further statistical analysis was carried out to evaluate the 

relationships of the perceived business environment, strategic 

orientations and strategic performance. To do this, the Spearman 

correlation and Crosstabs with two-way contingency table analysis 

and chi-square tests were employed. Moreover, to evaluate differences 

in medians among the managerial perceptions of the importance or 

impact of six task environmental factors, Friedman’s tests were 

conducted. To test the differences of the perceived environmental 

uncertainty and strategic performance by strategic groups, Kruskal- 

Wallis tests were applied. A number of Boxplot graphs and Scatter 

diagrams were also applied to highlight the pattern of differences and 

correlations.

Third, for the purpose of the exploration of the differences or 

similarities for variables in China, Singapore and Malaysia, Kruskal-
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Wallis test of k medians, Mann-Whitney test of two medians and chi- 

squared test of Cross-tabulation contingency table were performed to 

report the results of company profiles, the perceived business 

environment and business strategic orientations. In addition, 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) of k means and multiple comparison 

tests (Tukey) to identify significant differences were calculated for the 

results report of strategic performance.

During the data analysis procedure, in order to classify firms based 

on their business strategies and managerial perceptions of the 

business environment and then on their strategic performance, factor 

analysis and clustering analysis were performed. To check the 

consistency across responses reliability, Cronbach’s alpha was 

calculated. In order to check whether managers within the same 

organisation or the same respondent responding at different times 

have different views on their organisations, Wilcoxon tests were 

conducted by comparing the research results of the control groups 

(Appendix A). Moreover, to check the normality, the Kolgomorov- 

Smirnov goodness-of-fit test on the data was performed. The finding 

of the above tests had a big influence on the choice of statistical 

techniques employed in this study. The details of these statistical 

procedures and analytical results are presented in Chapter 7, 8 and 
9.

2.8 Limitations of Methodology
As survey was used as a major method to collect primary data, it has 

the built-in limitations of the method. The survey sought to deal with 

phenomenon and context, its ability to investigate the context was 

deemed limited. This is because there were limits to the number of 

variables to be analysed, the number of questions that could be 

asked, and the number of respondents that could be surveyed.
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There is a risk that the questionnaire method was done badly. 

Several major errors common to survey research might occur, such 

as random sampling error, non-response, response bias, etc 

(Zikmund, 2000). Particularly, the data bias issue should be stressed. 

Managers, especially Chinese, appeared to be biased towards saying 

good rather than bad regarding their answers. Senior management 

would be able to scan and assess the environment for signals which 

can be fed into business strategic decisions yet middle or functional- 

level management might have a very parochial outlook on these 

relevant issues. However, having completed pilot fieldwork, relevant 

approaches were designed and employed to reduce each error.

2.9 Summary
This chapter discusses the philosophical nature and research 

strategy of the study; then introduces the research design, which 

includes the methods selected for data collection and analysis; 

following that, focus moves on to the research process and 

techniques in collecting and analysing data; and finally, this chapter 

indicates the limitations of the selected methodology.
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CHAPTER 3

THE OIL AND GAS SERVICE SECTOR 
IN EAST ASIA

East Asia 1 is now the second most important oil and gas 

consumption region after North America. Among the East Asian 

countries, China is the regional leader in terms of oil and gas 

exploration and production (E&P) and has become the regional 

economic driving engine in the past decade (British Petroleum, 2002). 

Malaysia ranks as an attractive emerging E&P market and a 

significant regional player in terms of offshore activity (BP, 1998; 

Mackay and Adam, 1998). It is also well known that Singapore offers 

environmental advantages to the oil and gas service industry in terms 

of good financial and economic stability as well as advanced 

information-technology (Mackay and Adam, 1998; BBC, 1994). These 

three countries were selected for the empirical work of this study.

In order to examine the impact of the dominant environmental 

factors, this chapter seeks to construct a comprehensive picture of 

the service sector within the oil and gas industry in East Asia, with a 

focus on China, and to a lesser extent, Singapore and Malaysia. In 

this study, the dominant business environmental factors refer to (oil 

and gas focused) economics, technology, politics, competition, 

suppliers and oil operators (customers) as well as industrial 

organisations. Each environmental factor is dealt with in two

1 The East Asia includes China, Hongkong, Taiwan, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines, 
Singapore, South Korea and Japan.



dimensions: identifying and presenting the key issues of that factor; 

and comments on the impacts of these environmental factors.

3.1 The Oil and Gas Industry

3.1.1 Definition

The Oxford English dictionary says that industry is “a particular form 

or branch of productive labour; a trade or manufacture”. The 

Hutchinson Encyclopaedic Dictionary says it is “the extraction and 

conversion of raw materials, the manufacture of goods and the 

provision of services”. A Concise Dictionary of business says it is 

either an organised activity in which capital and labour are utilised to 

produce goods or the sector of an economy that is concerned with 

manufacture. Pearce and Robinson (1997) further define an industry 

as a collection of firms that offer similar products or services. "Similar 

products or services” mean that customers perceive them to be 

substitutes for one another.

With respect to the concept of the oil and gas service industry, it 

refers to a group of professional companies which often engage in 

highly specialised supply and service work in the petroleum industry. 

Integrated contractors offer a portfolio of interlined services and 

products, all geared towards client oil companies or other oil and gas 

service companies (Phillips, 1998). Many service organisations such 

as Halliburton, a technologically focused oilfield service company, 

cover the complete value chain from exploration, via field 

development to production.
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Service companies serve the needs of the wider oil and gas industry 

and other sectors of economically important energy industry, such as 

nuclear energy, coal, power generation and petrochemicals. Many of 

them are also involved in business outside the energy industry. FMC 

Technologies Inc., for example, along its product lines, is divided into 

three Business Units serving different industrial sectors: FMC Energy 

Systems, FMC FoodTech and FMC Airport Systems.

The service industry is therefore defined as entities engaged in the 

business of providing products or services to an oil and gas company, 

another oil service company, or to another energy industry (Simmons 

and Company International, 1999). The industry consists of many 

sub-industrial sectors. Within each of the sub-sectors, firms usually 

have their own specialised (focused) area and they rarely become 

involved with other activities apart from their advanced ones. They 

provide related and highly specialised services (e.g. cementing, casing 

into a well, pumping acid into a well or drilling a well). Frequently, 

they design, manufacture and own specialist equipment to enable 

them to perform their specialist service. They generally have highly 

trained and experienced personnel to carry out the work. A service 

company in one sub-sector might have no knowledge or interest in 

any other service activities (Phillips, 1998).

Some industry experts (Phillips, 1998) suggest that the service 

industries mainly comprise contracting and construction companies, 

service companies and vendors. They may include drilling 

contractors, well equipment specialists, component supply, 

fabrication and engineering and subsea contractors. Contracting and 

construction companies carry out the design, fabrication and 

construction of infrastructure such as platforms (e.g. Halliburton - 

Kellogg Brown & Root, Sembawang), pipelines (e.g. Grant Prideco),
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process equipment (e.g. Baker Hughes EIMCO Process Equipment 

Company) and associated electrical and mechanical services (e.g., 

Natco Group) used in the oil and gas industry.

Service companies carry out a wide range of specialist sendees. In 

this study, the service businesses include: drilling of wells by drilling 

contractors; services associated with drilling and evaluating wells, 

including casing, cementing, logging, testing, etc; specialist technical 

services in support of the platform operations, including 

instrumentation, helicopter and ship operations as well as 

completion, fishing and workover solutions. General services such as 

catering and cleaning, deck labour and crews are also included. 

Vendors only produce equipment. Some of the equipment may be 

used in other industries like diving facilities, electronics, and cabling 

and communications.

3.1.2 The Supply Chain Concept and Industry Selection

The supply chain is the network of organisations that are involved, through upstream 
and downstream linkages, in the different processes and activities that produce value 
in the form of products and services in the hands of the ultimate consumer. Each of 
these organisations in the chain are dependent upon each other by definition and yet 
paradoxically by tradition do not closely co-operate with each other.

(Christopher, 1998)

For the oil and gas industry, the concept of the supply chain is 

essential. Service organisations form a clear embodiment of the 

supply chain within the oil and gas industry, which comprises 

upstream covering exploration and production; midstream covering 

oil and gas transportation pipelines and tankers; and downstream 

covering refining marketing and sales. The supply chain extends 

upstream through the suppliers and manufacturers, and downstream
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Figure 3.1 Traditional Fabrication Supply Chain

i) Brown & Root previous approach

BRL BRL S/Contractor BRL BRL BRL/Supplier BRL BRL S/Contractor S/Contractor BRL

ii) Current approach

BRL BRL R&M/SCOPUS JOINT VENTURE BRL
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through distributors and other suppliers to the final consumer. It is a 

complex and dynamic network of facilities and organisations with 

different and conflicting objectives. Each oil and gas service company 

like ASCO pic - a logistics specialised organisation, can be a part of 

the supply chain. The approach developed by the Brown & Root 

company (1999) offers a further understanding of the supply chain 

(Figure 3.1). In its previous approach, the company, its suppliers and 

other sub-contractors constructed a traditional fabrication supply 

chain; in its new approach, the current supply chain is organised by 

the company and another company, the “R&M/SCOPUS” joint 

venture. In order to concentrate on the subjects studied in this study, 

the offshore oil and gas sendee industry was selected for the 

empirical research, with a focus on upstream sectors.

3.1.3 Industrial Classification -  Industry Code

According to Anne (2000), neither the American Standard Industrial 

Classification nor the 1992 Standard Industrial Classification of 

economic activities (UK version) has an appropriate heading for oil 

and gas supply and service companies. The UK's “1992 Standard 

Industrial Classification of Economic Activities" describes some 

definitions related with the oil and gas service industry. The 1992 SIC 

code 1110 (page 38, also written sometimes as 11.1) is for companies 

involved in “the extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas”. The 

SIC code 1120 (or 11.2) is for “service activities incidental to oil and 

gas extraction including surveying". This is further defined as 

including “oil and gas extraction service activities provided on a fee or 

contract basis; test drilling and test-hole boring; directional drilling 

and re-drilling; spurring in; derrick erection in situ, repairing and 

dismantling; cementing oil and gas well casings; pumping of wells; 

plugging and abandoning wells etc”.
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It has been very difficult to find any classification code that covers all 

oil service companies, because they provide such a wide range of 

services that individually they are usually classified under other 

headings. For example, there are a lot of companies who provide 

things like food or cleaning services to oil rigs which do not fall within 

this definition. They will either be classified under “cleaning services” 

or a general heading such as “business services not elsewhere 

classified” (ibid.). By consulting the FAME CD ROM which gives 

company accounts, and which can be searched by SIC codes, and 

then looking up a company such as Bedford Marine who provide 

contract services to the oil industry, they are classified at SIC code 

7484 -  other business services not elsewhere classified. To a 

narrower extent, Petromin (2000) has developed a coding system to 

classify the oil and gas industry including its service sectors. “When 

we started the directory years ago, we needed a basis on which to 

categorise our inputs. Since we had created a subscription form, 

which required detailed information for audit purposes, and which 

had to have sufficient variability to allow for additions, it was 

designated as 1000, 2000, 3000, etc. These groups stuck, and when 

it came to creating the directory structure, we used the same 

numbers” (Croy, 2001). In general, the number of potential 

dimensions for classifying companies within the service industry has 

become very broad - oil and gas services versus the other energy 

services, onshore versus offshore, domestic versus foreign, giant oil 

corporations versus stripper (small oil companies) players, upstream 

versus downstream, and oil versus gas, among others. There are two 

approaches for industrial classification. The first one is that the 

service industry can be divided into a number of groups in terms of 

the product or service lines. In the Gulf Coast Oil Directory, for 

instance, the oil and gas industry is, with the majority of the service 

sector, categorised into the following sub-segments:
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Associations & Government Agencies 
Bits & Tools
Blowout & Firefighting Specialists
Caterers Food & Services
Computer Services - Oil & Gas
Corrosion Control & Cathodic Protection Services
Directional Drilling, Well Surveying & MWD Services
Diving & ROV Contractors
Drilling Contractors
Drilling Mud & Mud Loggers
Engineering & Construction
Environmental Services
Fabricators - Machine Shops - Welders
Geologists
Geophysical & Seismographic Services 
Information Services - Reports, Maps, Log Libraries 
Insurance Services, Claims Adjusters 
Laboratories - Core Analysis, Measuring Services 
Lease, Royalty & Property Brokers, inch Landmen 
Lease Services, Location & Roadwork 
Marine Contractors
Marine Supply Bases, Expediters & Chandlers
Marine Surveying & Positioning
Oilfield Chemicals Personnel Services
Petroleum & Consulting Engineers
Pipe Services
Pipeline Contractors
Pipeline Operators
Producers & Operators (Oil Companies)
Rental, Tools & Equipment
Ship, Boat & Offshore Rig Builders
Stimulation & Cementing Services
Suppliers & Manufacturers
Surveyors, Lease & Pipeline
Transportation Contractors - Land, Air, Marine
Valve & Instrument Reconditioning
Well Testing, Completion & Wireline Services
Workover & Well Services

Source: Gulf Coast Directory, 2002.

The second representative approach developed by Simmons and 

Company International (1999) is that oil and gas services are split in 

four: upstream, midstream, downstream and service companies. For 

simplification, the second approach was adopted in this study as a 

framework for empirical research.
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3.2 The Service Sector in East Asia

3.2.1 Petroleum Industry: Bast Asia Overview

This section briefly examines East Asian countries, including those 

excluded from the context of this research and explains why they are 

excluded.

3.2.1.1 Three Selected Countries

China is the world’s most populous country, the world's largest 

potential market for energy and, after the USA, the second largest 

consumer of energy. It is the world's third largest producer of energy, 

the largest producer of coal and the sixth largest producer of crude 

oil (IEA, 2000). Although coal remains China’s dominant fuel, Beijing 

recognises that this is a major polluter and is therefore taking steps 

to deal with the problem by seeking to increase significantly the 

production and use of oil and gas, mostly as feedstock to raise 

electricity capacity.

The substantial Chinese exploration and production industry has 

been generated by the Ministries and state owned enterprises (SOEs). 

This makes the Chinese oil and gas industry different to the Western 

model. The most striking difference is that Chinese oil companies 

have almost eveiything integrated into them whereas western 

companies operate very differently. For example, Chinese companies 

have their own research institutions, universities and service 

companies and these service companies are not gathered into a 

particular group to form an industry sector, as they are in the west.
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The island state Singapore has no oil and gas reserves nor has there 

been any offshore activity. Like Japan, this country is a substantial 

importer of oil and Gas (Department of Trade International-DTI, 

1996). Nevertheless, it is unquestionably Asia’s leading petroleum 

industry centre: “It is the world’s largest single bunkering port, the 

third largest refining centre after Houston and Rotterdam...and the 

major oil and futures trading market for Asia. Refining, bunkering, 

petrochemical production, oil trading, and oil rig manufacturing are 

all important components of the industry, but refining and 

petrochemical production are the backbone” (The USA Singapore 

Embassy, 1997). Singapore is also regarded as an important logistics 

support basis from which international service firms deliver their 

services to the region, mainly South East Asian E&P countries 

(Mackay and Adam, 1998; DTI, 1996; and Abraham, 1999). What is 

more, the country has become one of the three major global refining 

centres: US Gulf Coast (USGC), North West Europe (NEW) 

(Rotterdam) and Singapore (BP, 2002). Although it is encountering 

increasing competition from others in the region in refining and 

petrochemical production, Singapore remains the preferred regional 

hub for numerous international service and supply companies. The 

advantages of Singapore as a petroleum industry centre are “strong 

government support; ideal geographic location to serve Asia; sound 

infrastructure, including highly efficient port services; and political 

stability" (Lucas, 2000).

Malaysia is the most significant East Asian country in terms of 

offshore oil and gas activity and is an essential producer in the region 

(Mackay and Adam, 1998). Domestic oil production is offshore and 

primarily near Peninsular Malaysia. Activity in the States of Sarawak 

and Sabah off Kalimantan Island and in the Joint Development area 

between Malaysia’s Jerneh and Lawit fields and Thailand’s Bongkot
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field is also substantial (DTI, 1996; EIA, 2001). One of the most active 

areas in Malaysia for gas exploration and development is the 

Malaysia-Thailand Joint Development Area (JDA), located in the lower 

part of the Gulf of Thailand and governed by the Malaysia-Thailand 

Joint Authority (MTJA) (EIA, 2001; BP, 2001). Whilst Malaysia is 

developing its own oil and gas expertise, by developing partnerships 

with foreign companies, it is also now looking to play a bigger part 

regionally. Many Malaysian companies are now developing their 

domestic base and seeking to become involved in playing an 

important role in the region of South East Asia and beyond.

3.2.1.2 Excluded East Asian Countries

Like Malaysia, Indonesia has since the 1960s developed its own 

infrastructure and adopted policies supporting the development of 

domestic established companies. In spite of the fact that the country 

is very active in well drilling and a large regional oil and gas producer, 

Indonesia is a politically and economically unstable country and has 

financial problems. The legal protection for enterprises is weak and 

the business environment is becoming more hostile for foreign 

investors (Zaobao, 2002). It was considered that Indonesia would be a 

less appropriate selection than Malaysia and it was thereby excluded 

from this study. Japan is one of the leading industrial countries in 

the world but its domestic energy sector is quite small compared with 

other East Asian countries. Although it has considerable 

manufacturing, engineering, software and wider technological 

capabilities to support the development of the oil and gas service 

business world-wide, like Singapore, Japan depends heavily on 

imported oil and gas. Because the majority of previous research has 

only examined its role as an importer and also since there is a 

language barrier with respect to communications, access to
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information and data collection, Japan was excluded from the context 

of this research.

The Philippines is among the smaller oil and gas producers of East 

Asia. Between 1996 and 2000, its offshore exploration activity only 

had around six or four wells. It has also financial problems. For these 

reasons, the country was excluded from this study. South Korea is 

one of the most prosperous and fastest growing countries in the Asia- 

Pacific region but has no indigenous oil or gas production. The Korea 

Petroleum Development Corporation (Pedco) has drilled a few offshore 

wells with no real success. The expected activity levels will not 

increase over the next few years. Taiwan has a very small offshore oil 

and gas industry and little offshore activity is expected. Thus, neither 

of these two countries was considered. Thailand is primarily a gas 

producing country with a small level of oil production. Despite the 

E&P industry in this gas-prone country outperforming the overall 

economy in 1998 (Abraham, 1999), it was also not considered due to 

its financial problems and a low level of offshore exploration activity 

(with a peak of 43 wells in 1996 and a fall to 30 in 2000). Vietnam is 

a significant country in the region in terms of offshore oil production 

and there is growing evidence of significant offshore gas reserves. 

There is currently no offshore gas production and there is one small 

onshore gas field. For the same reasons which apply elsewhere, 

Vietnam was not an appropriate country to be selected for the study.

In conclusion, the critical reasons for excluding the above countries 

from further empirical research are twofold. Firstly, the excluded 

countries were neither the significant oil and gas players in the region 

nor were they financially and politically stable. Secondly, it was also 

because of the downturn in economic activity in these countries 

which reduced the demand for petroleum production services.
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3.2.2 A Historical Review of the Selected Countries

3.2.2.1 China’s Industrial Development

Before 1939, over the period that Japan invaded China, very few oil 

exploration operations could be carried out. The oilfields in the 

northern part of Shanxi province were targeted but with little result. 

In 1939, Yumen oil field was discovered. Between 1939 and 1949, 

Yumen produced 524,000 tons of oil in total. In 1949, when the 

People’s Republic of China was established, Mobil became the first 

foreign company to conduct oil reserves surveys and explorations in 

China (Scottish Enterprise, 2002). The details of major post-1949 oil 

discoveries in China are shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Post-1949 major activities of the petroleum industry in China

Date Oilfield discoveries and operations
October 29,1955 Karamay Oilfield with Exploration -1 well striking commercial oil 

in the Junggar basin of Xinjiang.
September 13,1958 Qinghai’s Lenghu 5 Oilfield with Dizhong - 4 well striking 

commercial oil.
September 26,1959 Daqing Oilfield, a world-class giant oilfield with Songji - 3 well 

striking commercial oil at Songliao basin in Heilongjiang.
September 23,1962 Shengli oilfield with Ying - 2 well producing high-yield oil flow in 

Dongying, Shandong Province.
December 21,1964 Dagang Oilfield with Gang - 5 well producing significant oil flows.
August, 1969 Construction of Jianghan oilfield began
September 6,1969 Xinqlongtai oilfield with Xing -1 well in the Liaohe basin
June 27,1971 Changging Oilfield with Ling - 9 well striking commercial oil flow in 

Maling, Gansu Province
August 8,1971 Henan Oilfield
July 3,1975 Zhongyuan oilfield with Pushen -1 well at Dongpu, Henan 

Province.
May, 1977 Kekeya oilfield in the Tarim Basin of the southern Xinjiang area.
March 2,1989 Turpan-Hami oilfield with Taican -1 well striking commercial oil 

flow in the Turpan-Hami area in Xinjiang.
Source: Adapted from Scottish Enterprise, 2002.
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The significant restructuring development of the Chinese Petroleum 

Industry commenced in the 1980s. Production in China’s major 

onshore oil fields began to decline over that period. Consequently, the 

Chinese government amplified its efforts in explorations in both 

western onshore regions (Tarim, Juggar and Qaidam basins) and 

offshore oilfields. For instance, by 1997, the share in China’s total 

output by western onshore regions had doubled to reach 15 per cent. 

Jumping from 0.0845 million tons in 1985 to 15 million tons in 1999, 

now China’s offshore oil production is nearly ten per cent of the 

China’s total output.

In the early 1980s, the offshore division of China National Offshore 

Oil Corporation (CNOOC) had been formed to facilitate the 

development of offshore exploration in conjunction with foreign oil 

companies. Offshore exploration started following the formation of 

CNOOC and the opening of offshore exploration to foreign oil 

companies. Many companies, including BP, Shell, Esso and others, 

offered considerable work programmes in return for the right to 

conduct seismic and exploration drilling activities under new 

production sharing contracts. Initial activities were concentrated on 

the areas of Pearl River Mouth Basin, the East China Sea and the 

Yellow Sea. Despite considerable efforts, the results of these activities 

were generally disappointing. Some small oilfields were discovered 

and developed in the Pearl River Mouth basin and the Beibu Gulf 

(north of Hainan Island) but the major discovery was Arco’s Yacheng 

13 gas discovery off the southern coast of Hainan. In the mid 1980s, 

the former Ministry of Petroleum was further generated into a 

commercialised orientation (Scottish Enterprise, 2002). By the late 

1980s, most of China’s sedimentaiy basins had been put through 

geological and geophysical surveys and many exploration wells had
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been drilled in the more prospective areas. China began to open 

onshore areas to foreign companies for exploration.

In the early 1990s, the blocks released in the Tarim Basin had little 

attraction for foreign interest. In the late 1990s, some apparently 

more attractive acreage had been offered for foreign participation for 

development and enhanced oil recovery projects. As a result Kerr- 

McGee and Phillips made significant oil discoveries in Bohai Bay and 

this stimulated some interest in exploration from foreign companies 

(Scottish Enterprise, 2002). Since the 1990s, the industry was also 

restructured fundamentally, with the establishment of two integrated 

major oil companies (PetroChina and Sinopec) from the assets of the 

former upstream company (China National Petroleum Corporation - 

CNPC) and the downstream company (Sinopec). Offshore activities 

continued to be dominated by CNOOC.

In a major restructuring of the industry in 2000, the downstream 

assets of Sinopec and the upstream assets of CNPC were combined 

and re-distributed with upstream and downstream assets in the 

north and west of the country owned by CNPC and those in the south 

by Sinopec. CNPC then created a new company, PetroChina, to hold 

all of its operating assets, with CNPC acting as a holding company for 

minority interests and controlling the State’s interest in PetroChina. 

In 2000, PetroChina Ltd, Sinopec Ltd, and CNOOC Ltd. were listed on 

the New York, London and Hong Kong stock exchanges.

3.2.2.2 Industrial Development in Singapore and Malaysia

In the 1960s, Singapore strategically established itself as the region’s 

leading oil refining and petrochemicals centre, as well as the logistics 

support basis for the Southeast Asia’s oil and gas industry. Its
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essential economic contribution has gradually reduced whilst other 

Asian markets have developed from the 1980s. For instance, the 

capacity to produce petrochemicals in Thailand and Indonesia has 

passed or will soon pass Singapore. However, Singapore remains a 

centre of major business activities in East Asia, including acting as a 

regional service and supply hub for numerous service and supply 

companies, which manage their operations stretching from the north 

west shelf of Australia to the Middle East, and north to China and 

beyond. As Singapore seeks a future increasingly marked by 

globalisation, the country is positioning itself as the financial and 

high-tech hub in East Asia (McNulty, 2001; CIA, 2001). Currently, for 

the East Asian region, high-tech services are especially concentrated 

mainly in Singapore (DTI, 1996). There has been substantial oil and 

gas activity in Malaysia (population 19 million) for over 100 years (e.g. 

Shell in Sarawak) and the market for equipment and services can be 

considered mature. Malaysia has since the 1960s developed her own 

infrastructure and adopted policies supporting the development of 

domestic established companies. With relatively healthy oil prices 

and the increasing demand (both domestically and internationally) for 

gas, activities in the upstream segment of the Malaysian oil and gas 

market were on the rise by 2001 (Britain Organisation, 2001).

3.3 Economic Environment Factors

3.3.1 Macro-Economic Context

East Asia’s economic problems of 1997 are widely known. Although 

the situation had become brighter by 2000, it is still hard to 

determine whether Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, Japan, 

South Korea etc., have really recovered from the ‘economic crisis
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sequel’. Malaysia was fastest in terms of its economic recovery, while 

China and Singapore, as two powerful economies, continued to grow.

In spite of the Asian financial crisis in the late 1990s, China has been 

able to sustain a sound economic performance featuring rapid 

growth, low inflation (about 1 per cent in 2001) and high profits. It 

remains the engine of growth for South East Asia and its stable 

market climate is attractive to foreign investors, even given the 

current global economic slowdown. Its GDP (gross domestic product) 

grew by 8.2 per cent in 2000, grew by 7.4 per cent in 2001, was 

expected to be around 7 per cent in 2002 and grew 9.9 per cent in 

2003 (The Economist, 2002) despite the creeping worldwide 

recession. The Chinese economic growth is forecast to continue 

strong.

Singapore is blessed with a highly developed and successful free- 

market economy, a remarkably open business environment, and the 

fifth highest per capita GDP in the world. Exports, particularly in 

electronics and chemicals, and services are the main economic 

drivers. GDP grew 10.1 per cent in 2000, but this fell to an estimated 

4.5 per cent growth in 2001 largely because of weaker global demand 

and was forecast to recover to 5.5 per cent in 2002 but the real 

growth in 2003 was 3.7 per cent (ibid.). Malaysia has achieved 

economic growth following the deep recession caused by the Asian 

financial crisis of 1997 and 1998. Following a 7.5 per cent decline in 

GDP in 1998, Malaysia experienced GDP growth of 5.6 per cent in 

1999 and 7.5 per cent in 2000. It is estimated the country's real GDP 

growth fell by 5.6 per cent in 2001 because of softening demand for 

Malaysian exports associated with the economic slowdown in the 

United States (EIA. 2001). In 2003, its GDP grew 3.5 per cent yet the
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Malay’s industrial production grew by 13.3 per cent in the year 2003 

(The Economist, 2002).

3.3.2 Oil and Gas Economics

The essential variables indicating the economic trends for the oil and 

gas service companies as a whole, or parts, include oil prices, 

exploration and production (E&P) levels, reserves, expenditure of the 

industry, well counts, and rig counts (showing drilling activities). All 

of these point to business opportunities for energy service companies.

3.3.2.1 Oil Price and Its Impact on the Service Market

Crude oil is priced internationally. Whatever the currency cost of 

extracting crude oil - and it is obviously much less expensive to 

extract from a desert in Arabia than from the depths of the North Sea 

-  its revenue value to the operator is always expressed in terms of US 

dollars per barrel. The $ price level and the $ exchange rate against 

national currencies both fluctuate and this volatility exerts a 

considerable measure of influence not only on the forward planning, 

which all oil operators carry out, but also on any current exploration 

and production. For many decades these fluctuations were so small 

that they could be virtually ignored but by the early 1970s there was 

soon to be dramatic change in this comfortable economic climate. 

Two unrelated but contemporary events, the collapse of the 

international currency system and political upheaval in the Middle 

East, brought about this change (Gourlay, 1996).

The world oil price has been dynamic since the 1970s (Figure 3.2) as 

a result of being driven by a number of sophisticated influences.
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Figure 3.2 The Oil Price since 1972

In 1969, Quadaffi demanded an immediate increase in the posted 

price of Zelten (i.e. Libyan) oil, which was valued highly on account of 

its low sulphur content and he successfully encouraged the other 

OPEC2 countries to demand similar increases. By September 1973, 

the price paid to the oil companies had risen to $2.90 per barrel in 

comparison with the previous figure of $2.26. Then in October 1973 

another Arab-Israeli war erupted. The Arab nations cut oil supplies 

by 25 per cent and this pushed up the price which by January 1974 

had risen to $11.65 per barrel and then to over $22 on the wholesale 

market in Rotterdam. The price eventually stabilised at around $13 

but this was a figure more than five times greater than the level a few 

months previously (ibid).

The price of oil seemed to be on a permanent upward spiral which 

rose even more steeply in 1979 when the events of 1973 were 

repeated. OPEC raised the price of its oil by 5 per cent just before a

2 The Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries had been founded in 1960, largely at the instigation of 
Venezuela, which subsequently played so small a role in its decisions that OPEC appeared to the general public 
to be a Middle Eastern cartel.
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revolution in Iran replaced the rule of the Shah with a religious 

fundamentalist regime. With Iran in turmoil its output fell first by 6 

million barrels per day and then in September a further 4 million 

barrels per day vanished from the world’s daily supply when Iraq 

attacked Iran, the oil production capacity of which was closer to its 

border. The price of oil doubled that year to $26. There were further 

OPEC instigated rises of $7 in 1980 and $4 in 1981 and thus within 

eight years the price of a barrel of oil had jumped from less than $3 

to$37 at one point (ibid.).

The fluctuation of the oil price reflects the status of the service 

industry’s market: when oil price falls, a decline of the oil and gas 

activity occurs and in turn, it influences service businesses. For 

example, many of the rigs in Europe and America had been “cold 

stacking” during the late 1997 and early 1999 oil price downturn. In 

Indonesia, for another example, due to the low level of oil prices, 

spending on projects fell 9.2 per cent to $5.56 billion in 1999 from 

$6.12 billion in 1998. After drilling 991 wells in 1997 and 1,015 in 

1998, about 970 wells in 1999 were drilled by Pertamina, a state- 

owned company, and the foreign oil companies drilled, the lowest 

total since 1996 (Abraham, 1999). The same situation also applied to 

China and Malaysia because of the falling oil prices over the period.

Obviously, the economic business environment is quite frequently 

uncertain due to unpleasant low prices’ conditions. How do sendee 

companies cope with such an environmental dynamism with regard 

to pursing an appropriate business strategy? This is the issue which 

should be examined in this study.
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3.3.2.2 Oil and Gas Reserves

Petroleum product demand and consumption throughout Southeast 

Asia has increased dramatically with rapid economic growth. The 

region has considerable proved oil and gas reserves (Table 3.2), which 

has stimulated an increase in exploration drilling over the period 

1997 to 2000.

Table 3.2 (i) Oil - Proved Reserves (Thousand million barrel)

at end 1980 at end 1981 at end 1990 at end 1991 at end 1999 at end 2000 at end 2001
China 20.5 19.9 24 24 24 24 24

Singapore - - - - - -
Malaysia 3 2.8 2.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3

Philippines - - - - - - -
Indonesia 9.5 9.8 11 6.6 5 5 5
Vietnam 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6
Thailand 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5

Japan - - - - - - -
South Korea - - - - - -

Total Asia Pacific 40 39 50.3 44.1 44 44 43.8

(ii) Natural Gas - Proved Reserves (Trillion cubic metres)

at end 1980 at end 1981 at end 1990 at end 1991 at end 1999 at end 2000 at end 2001
China 0.69 0.69 1 1 1.37 1.37 1.37

Singapore - - - - - - -
Malaysia 0.42 0.54 1.61 1.67 2.31 2.31 2.12

Philippines - - - - - - -
Indonesia 0.67 0.78 2.59 1.84 2.05 2.05 2.62
Vietnam - - - - 0.19 0.19 0.19
Thailand 0.23 0.34 0.17 0.39 0.35 0.33 0.36
Japan - - - - - - -

South Korea - - - - - - -
Brunei 0.21 0.2 0.32 0.32 0.39 0.39 0.39

Total Asia Pacific 4.28 4.3 8.46 8.47 10.28 10.34 12.27
Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2000, 2002.

China is moderately endowed with oil and gas reserves. By the end of 

2001, oil reserves were 20.3 billion tonnes while gas reserves were

2.2 trillion cubic metres (cu.m). The largest reserves of natural gas
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are located in Western China. Malaysia is important in energy terms 

because it has the 27lh largest oil reserves and the 12th largest gas 

reserves in the world (Britain Organisation, 2001). Malaysia had 

proven oil reserves of 3.9 billion barrels at the end of 2000, down 

from 4.3 billion barrels in 1996. Proven gas reserves stood at 2.31 

trillion cu.m (81.7 trillion cubic feet-Tcf) at the end of 2000.

3.3.2.3 Oil and Gas Production

Production of oil in the Asia-Pacific region has increased steadily 

since 1993 (Table 3.3). China is the East Asia’s largest oil player and 

produced more than 160 million tonnes of crude in 1999, making the 

country the world's fifth largest oil producer for 13 consecutive years. 

Oil output increased to 162.3 million tonnes in 2000. During the 

period between 1990 and 1999, China’s oil production grew at a 

compound annual rate of 1.7 per cent while its petroleum 

consumption increased at a compound annual rate of 6.3 per cent.

Table 3.3 Oil Production (thousand barrels daily)

1 991 1 9 9 2 1 9 9 3 1 9 9 4 1 9 9 5 1 9 9 6 1 9 9 7 1 9 9 8 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1

China 2828 2841 2888 2930 2989 3170 3211 3212 3213 3252 3308
Singapore - - - - - - - - - - -
Malaysia 660 670 662 674 724 736 764 815 791 791 788

Philippines - - - - - - - - - - -
Indonesia 1669 1579 1588 1589 1578 1580 1557 1520 1408 1456 1410
Vietnam 80 111 128 144 155 179 205 245 296 328 350
Thailand 75 83 87 87 87 97 116 121 132 164 178
Japan - - - - - - - - - - -

South Korea - - - - - - - - - - -
Total Asia

Pacific 6933 6918 6996 7185 7320 7570 7718 7739 7612 7980 7943
USA 9076 8868 8583 8389 8322 8295 8269 8011 7731 7733 7717

United
Kingdom 1919 1981 2119 2675 2749 2735 2713 2805 2903 2667 2503

Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2002.
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Since 1993, China has been a net importer of oil. The country’s 

economy is forecast to keep growing at an annual rate of 7 per cent 

over the next 15 years and oil consumption is expected to expand by 

4 per cent every year. Oil production, however, will only grow by 2 per 

cent, which indicates that China will become more and more 

dependent on oil imports (Scottish Enterprise, 2000). Despite the 

trend toward declining oil reserves (due to a lack of major new 

discoveries in recent years), Malaysia's crude production has been 

stable of date, with monthly production fluctuating between 660,000 

barrels per day (bbl/d) and 780,000 bbl/d between 1991 and early 

2001. In 2000, crude production averaged 690,000 bbl/d and annual 

oil output was 36.2 million tonnes.

Table 3.4 Gas Production (billion cubic metres)

1 9 9 1 1 9 9 2 1 9 9 3 1 9 9 4 1 9 9 5 1 9 9 6 1 9 9 7 1 9 9 8 1 9 9 9 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1

China 14.9 15.1 16.2 16.6 17.6 19.9 22.2 22.3 24.3 27.2 30.3
Singapore - - - - - - - - - - -
Malaysia 20.4 22.8 24.9 26.1 28.9 33.6 38.6 38.5 40.8 45.3 47.4

Philippines - - - - - - - - - - -
Indonesia 51.5 54,3 56.2 62.9 63.8 67.1 67.6 64.7 71.4 67.3 62.9
Vietnam - - - - - - - - - - -
Thailand 7 7.5 8.4 9.5 10.1 11.8 14.1 15.5 16.9 17.9 18.1
Japan - - - - - - - - - - -

South Korea - - - - - - - - - - -
Brunei 9.1 9.8 10.3 10.4 11.8 11.7 11.7 10.8 11.2 11.3 11.4

Total Asia 
Pacific 163.9 175.2 184.4 200.3 212 228.3 238.9 241.2 267.3 273.7 280

Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2002.

Historically, natural gas has not been a major fuel but, given China's 

significant domestic reserves and the environmental benefits of using 

this energy source, a major expansion of gas infrastructure is taking 

place. Production (Table 3.4) has been rising steadily in the last 

decade, reaching 30.3 billion cu.m in 2001, up from 22.3 billion cu.m 

in 1998 (EIA, 2001; BP, 2001). Gas production in Malaysia has been
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rising steadily in recent years, reaching 47.4 billion cu.m in 2001, up 

from 38.5 billion cu.m in 1998.

3.3.3 Major Offshore Oil and Gas Indicators

3.3.3.1 Offshore Oil and Gas Production

The Asia Pacific offshore oil production was estimated to have totalled

124.5 million tonnes in 1996, which was 12.9 per cent of the world 

offshore total. Offshore total gas production was 91.2 billion cubic 

metres, which was 17.6 per cent of the world offshore total. The 

offshore sector contributed 37 per cent of total Asia-Pacific oil 

production in 1996 (363.0 million tonnes) and the equivalent figure 

for gas was 39.5 per cent (Mackay and Adam, 1998; BP, 1998). 

Offshore production has increased around 30 per cent since 1996 in 

East Asia, which is ahead of the worldwide average (Table 3.5). These 

percentages illustrate the importance of the offshore oil and gas 

industry in the region.

Table 3.5: Offshore Oil Production East Asia (million tonnes)

A c tu a l  1 9 9 6 E s t im a te  1 9 9 7 F o r e c a s t  1 9 9 8 F o r e c a s t  1 9 9 9 F o r e c a s t  2 0 0 0

China 14.6 17.7 18.8 20 20.5
Indonesia 30 29.5 29 29.6 31.3

Japan 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3
Malaysia 31.4 32.7 33.9 34.9 35.7

Philippines 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 1
Singapore - - - - -

South Korea - - - - -
Taiwan 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Thailand 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 2
Vietnam 8.5 9.3 10.4 12 14.4

Total 88.3 91.9 94.9 99.5 105.3
Source: adapted from Mackay and Adam, 1998.

The offshore oil output was spread very widely throughout the region, 

with the largest producers being Malaysia and Indonesia. China and
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Vietnam have the highest growth rates. Most Chinese oil production 

capacity, approximately 90 per cent, is located onshore. However, 

China expects to see an annual average increase of 20 per cent in 

offshore oil and gas production from 2001 to 2005, as it launches a 

massive development drive to produce oil and gas equivalent to 40 

million tonnes of oil by the year 2005. China produced 158.5 million 

tonnes of oil in 1996. Of this, offshore oil production was estimated a 

total 14.6 million tonnes in 1996, some 9.2 per cent of total Chinese 

oil production (People Daily, 2000; BP, 1998, 2001). The two 

consistently largest offshore gas producers were Malaysia and 

Thailand in 1996 (Table 3.6). Malaysia is the most significant country 

in the region in terms of offshore oil and gas activity. It is currently 

the largest offshore producer of both oil and gas in East Asia. 

Offshore gas production in China was 1.3 billion cubic metres in 

1996, which was 5.9 per cent of total Chinese gas production 

(Mackay and Adam, 1998).

Table 3.6: Offshore Gas Production (bcm) East Asia

A c tu a l 1 9 9 6 E s t im a te  1 9 9 7 F o r e c a s t  1 9 9 8 F o r e c a s t  1 9 9 9 F o r e c a s t  2 0 0 0

China 1.3 1.7 2.1 2.5 3
Indonesia 8.5 8.8 9.6 10.4 11

Japan 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6
Malaysia 24 26.3 28.5 31.5 33

Philippines 0 0 0 1.3 1.5
Singapore 0 0 0 0 0

South Korea 0 0 0 0 0
Taiwan 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4

Thailand 10.9 12.6 14.1 15.7 16.7
Vietnam 0.2 0.2 0.5 1 1.6

Total 45.6 50.4 55.6 63.4 67.8
Source: adapted from Mackay and Adam, 1998.

3.3.3.2 Offshore Expenditure

Offshore expenditure in Malaysia accounted for the largest share 

(33.8 per cent) of the total East Asia in 1996, followed by Indonesia,
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and China (Table 3.7). In China and Malaysia, expenditure is set to 

increase. An expected change, however, was that there would be a 

decline over the period between 1997 and 2000 in Indonesia due to 

financial uncertainties.

Table 3.7: Offshore Expenditure East Asia (US$ million, constant 1997 values)

A c tu a l  1 9 9 6 E s t im a te  1 9 9 7 F o r e c a s t  1 9 9 8 F o r e c a s t  1 9 9 9 F o r e c a s t  2 0 0 0

China 1466 1577 1612 1625 1538
Indonesia 2533 2538 2524 2405 2376

Japan 45 45 47 46 62
Malaysia 2963 3307 3482 3736 3993

Philippines 72 75 70 319 410
Singapore* - - - - -

South Korea 1 0 1 8 8
Taiwan 29 30 27 29 29

Thailand 955 1047 1081 1135 1165
Vietnam 703 695 665 708 840

Total 8767 9314 9509 10011 10421
* The total investment made by around 55 companies has risen to more than US$21 billion in Jurong Island, 
Singapore.

Source: Mackay and Adam, 1998.

3.3.3.3 Well Counts

It was believed that activity had peaked in Asia-Pacific in 1997 at 274 

offshore exploration and appraisal wells drilled and that this would 

decline over the next three years (Table 3.8). It indicates the 

constraint on service demand in the East Asia area because of a 

decline in well construction activities. This has forced service firms to 

adjust their strategies and search for opportunities elsewhere 

including, for example, picking up work in other energy sectors, such 

as coal, nuclear power, electric power, etc. In China, 48 offshore 

exploration wells were drilled offshore in 1996, of which 24 were 

wildcats (exploration wells in an unproved area) and 24 were 

appraisal wells. It was expected that a small fall in exploration 

activity from a peak of 51 wells in 1997 to 44 in 2000 would occur. In 

Malaysia, due to low oil prices, a small fall in offshore exploration
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activity from a peak of 26 wells in 1997 to 20 in 2000 was expected. 

On average, six rigs drill 60 to 70 wells annually in Malaysia 

(Abraham, 1999).

Table 3.8: Trends Offshore exploration and appraisal wells

Actual 1996 Estimate 1997 Forecast 1998 Forecast 1999 Forecast 2000
China 48 51 50 46 44

M alaysia 24 26 24 22 20
Singapore - - - - -

Asia-Pacific  total 262 274 241 227 216
Source: Adapted from Mackay and Adam, 1998.

Overall, well activity in Malaysia and China was forecast to decline 

less than in the rest of the Asia-Pacific region between 1997 and 

2000, which again indicates these two countries will offer a real 

emerging market for the oil sendee sector over that period. There has 

been no offshore activity or wells drilled in Singapore. As stated 

already, this country is an important logistics support base from 

which international service firms deliver their services to the region, 

mainly South East Asian E&P countries.

3.3.4 Drilling Activity Levels

3.3.4.1 Definition of Rig Counts

The rig3 counts (Bank of Scotland, 1996) are an important business 

barometer representing the activity level of the drilling industry, and 

this has an economic impact on most parts of the service sector. 

When drilling or workover rigs are active, they consume products and 

services provided by the oil service industry. The active rig count acts

3 Rig is a collective term to describe the permanent equipment needed for drilling a well. It has come to include 
the onshore and offshore vehicles, mobile platforms, or vessels on which the equipment is installed (Jack-up, 
Semi-submersible, Drill Ship).
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as a leading indicator of demand for products used in drilling, 

completing, producing and processing hydrocarbons (Baker Hughes, 

2002 ).

For example, the Baker Hughes International Rotary Rig Count4 is a 

monthly census of active drilling rigs exploring for or developing oil or 

natural gas outside North America (U.S. and Canada). The drilling 

industry and many suppliers follow the Baker Hughes International 

Rotary Rig Count as closely as the Dow Jones stock average. A rotaiy 

rig rotates the drill pipe from surface to drill a new well (or sidetrack 

an existing one) to explore for developing and producing oil or natural 

gas. To be counted as active, an international rig must be drilling at 

least 15 days during the month. A rig is considered drilling if it is 

turning to the right (i.e. the well is underway but has not reached the 

target depth or T.D.). Rigs that are in transit from one location to 

another, rigging up, drilling less than 15 days or are being used in 

non-drilling activities including production testing, completion and 

workovers are not included in the active rig count.

Other companies approach for rig counts is different from that of 

Baker Hughes. For example, Schlumberger’s counts (2002) may 

include rigs that are available or contracted but not actively drilling. 

These counts provide a census of rigs available for work rather than 

rigs that are actually working. Rigs included in the M-I Rig Count are 

engaged in drilling and related operations, which include drilling, 

logging, cementing, coring, well testing, fishing, waiting on weather, 

running casing and blowout5 eventer (BOP) testing.

4 The Baker Hughes Rotary Rig count includes only those rigs that are significant consumers of oilfield services 
and supplies and does not include cable tool rigs, very small truck mounted rigs or rigs that can operate without a 
permit. Non-rotary rigs may be included in the count based on how they are employed. For example, coiled 
tubing and workover rigs employed in drilling new wells are included in the count.
5 Uncontrolled or uncontrollable release of downhole pressure upward through the well-bore or casing. Although 
the main danger is fire, the gases are also toxic, and in floating operations a gas blowout may include a threat to 
the stability of the rig itself.
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The M-I Worldwide Rig Count is the sum of the Worldwide Rig Count 

and the average of the weekly US & Canada rig counts for the 

calendar month. It is tabulated monthly on a per country basis. A rig 

is included in the count if it is engaged in drilling and related 

operations on the day of the count; or it is in transit to a location 

where it will commence drilling and related operations immediately 

upon arrival; or it has performed drilling and related operations for 

more than 15 days of the previous month. Unlike the US & Canada 

Rig Count, the Worldwide Rig Count may include completion 

activities if the rig continues directly from drilling and related 

operations to completion operations after reaching total depth (TD). 

Workover activities are explicitly excluded from the Worldwide Rig 

Count.

3.3.4.2 Factors Influencing Rig Counts

Economic, political and technological factors can have an impact on 

individual countries’ drilling rig activity levels. Rig count trends are 

governed by oil company exploration and development spending, 

which in turn is effected by the current and expected price of oil and 

natural gas. Rig counts therefore reflect the strength and stability of 

energy prices. The rig counts also change due to local taxation 

policies, government sanctions, political unrest, development of new 

infrastructure (such as roads and pipelines) and availability of capital 

investment. If these regulatory environmental conditions are 

constrained or unfavourable, the rig count drops.

The development of technologies like minimising the number of wells 

required to develop a reservoir; maximising production from new and 

existing fields; increasing the operational efficiency of the active
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drilling fleet; opening new frontiers for exploration (such as deepwater 

areas) can also influence drilling activity and rig count. There are 

many other influences such as weather and seasonal spending 

patterns. Hurricanes can impact the rig count by forcing the 

evacuation of personnel from offshore platforms and delaying rig 

moves to new locations. Rig counts rise and fall with company 

budgeting and spending cycles.

3.4.4.3 Rig Counts - Worldwide and East Asian Countries

In this chapter, the Baker Hughes Rig Counts statistics are used as 

one of the oil economic indicators.

Table 3.9 Asia Pacific Rig Counts, Land & Offshore, 2001

Australia
L and

6
O ffs h o re

4
T o ta l

10
Brunei 1 2 3

C hina  O ffshore N/A 10 10
India 38 11 49

Indonesia 34 7 41
Japan 6 0 6

M alaysia 0 11 11
M yanm ar 6 0 6

New Zealand 1 0 1
Papuan G uinea 2 0 2

Philipp ines 0 0 0
Taiwan 0 0 0

Thailand 1 5 6
Vietnam 0 7 7

O ther 0 0 0

Total 95 57 152
Source; Baker Hughes’s International Rotary Rig Count, 2002.

Due to the difficulty of data collection, rigs drilling in onshore China 

are not included in their report. Since 1975, the highest international 

rig count was 1,509, recorded in November 1982. The lowest 

international rig count of 556 was recorded in August 1999 (Baker
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Hughes, 2002). There was a slow turnaround trend for marine rigs 

worldwide and the total number of rigs in the world in 1999 was 613, 

comprising 362 jackups, 165 semi-submersibles, 77 drillships and 

barges, and 9 submersibles (Snyder, 1999). China and Singapore own 

most of the mobile rigs and support vessels in the East Asia area. The 

most active rig drilling East Asian countries in 2001 are Indonesia, 

China, and Malaysia (Table 3.9).

3.4 Political Environment Factors
This section examines government policies, regulations and 

legislation and protectionism related to the oil and gas industry in the 

selected countries.

3.4.1 The Impact of China’s Policies and Legislation

In China, within the energy sector, all industry regulation is 

government controlled. The Chinese government’s current priorities 

are maintaining production in the eastern regions (including at the 

Daqing field) and accelerating the pace of oil exploration in western 

and offshore regions. Additionally, in order to meet the increased 

demand for energy in coastal China, it has encouraged foreign 

investment in the development of infrastructure to transport oil from 

the west to consumers in the east.

For the above purposes, China has outlined the following goals for 

2000-2005 oil exploration and production: Firstly, it will enhance the 

exploration and development in the western region, specifically the 

Tarim basin, Junggar basin, Tuha basin, Qaidam basin, Ordos basin, 

and Sichuan. Annual crude oil output should increase by five million 

tons by 2005. Secondly, offshore oil exploration will be intensified. A 

cluster of discoveries in recent years has highlighted the potential of
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Bohai Bay. In 2000, CNOOC discovered four oilfields in Bohai Bay: 

Penglai 19-3, Caofeidian 11-1, Bozhong 29-4 and Bozhong 25-1. 

Thirdly, exploration activities in the mature East China region will 

also be increased (this are now accounts for 80 per cent of China 

total output annually). Finally, in recent years, Chinese oil firms have 

acquired interests in the Central Asian region, the Middle East, North 

Africa and South America. The focus now is to expand these interests 

to Russia, Kazakstan, Turkmenistan, Iran, Iraq, Sudan, Venezuela 

and Indonesia. The aim is that the overseas production will 

contribute 15-20 million tons to China's domestic supply by 2005.

China’s oil and petroleum industry plays a pivotal role in its economy 

and receives considerable official support as Chinese leaders have 

quickly grasped the essentials of energy-security issues in an import- 

dependent environment. Its oil and petrochemical industry will 

continue to enjoy its status as the key focus of official support. 

Playing a pivotal role in the country’s economy, the industry is 

expected to take in over ten billion dollars of investment (China- 

Britain Business Council Scotland, 2000).

The government has made four basic strategies for its oil and gas 

industry: maximum development of domestic resources, creation of 

strategic reserves, seeking foreign technology and investment, and 

making strategic investments in upstream production facilities 

abroad (IEA, 2000, Chen, 2000). In order to achieve these strategic 

objectives, the Chinese government has conducted restructuring of 

the industry since 1998. The three largest national oil companies, 

CNPC, China Petrochemical Corporation (Sinopec) and China 

National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) have partially reorganised 

and the process is ongoing. Reform of the Chinese petroleum industry 

has created more room for service sector development by allowing
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indigenous firms to have greater control of resources and more 

freedom to manage their own affairs (Chen. 2000; WBG, 2001). This 

also represents a considerable opportunity for foreign service 

companies to compete in the marketplace.

In November 2001, China joined the World Trade Organisation (WTO) 

and consequently conditions are expected to become increasingly 

conducive to business development. Under the terms of the WTO 

agreement, the Chinese government will no longer be allowed to 

provide soft loans to help domestic firms to modernise. Multinationals 

can no longer be banned from the most money-spinning markets and 

the areas in which the competitive advantage and the weakness of 

the Chinese companies are most marked. Joint ventures will no 

longer be a condition for multinationals’ entry into China. After 

China’s entry into the WTO is fully implemented, a Zero Import Tariff 

for crude oil and gas will be introduced, the various tariffs on fuel oils 

will be reduced by around 6 per cent within one or two years, and 

non-tariff regulations covering imported crude or refined oil will be 

revoked. The multinationals will be able to import freely oil, gas, oil 

products and petrochemicals from wherever they wish (Chen, 2000; 

Scottish Enterprise, 2002).

These changes will inevitably affect the Chinese oil and petroleum 

industry, though the impact upstream (oil and gas production) will be 

less than downstream - refining and sales (Chen, 2000). However, 

competition between the two giants, Sinopec and PetroChina, for 

control of the Chinese filling stations is clear evidence that the 

domestic petroleum industry is seeking to comer as much of the 

market as possible before foreign competitors use China’s 

membership of the WTO as a doorway of opportunity (Jin, 2001). As 

Beijing still maintains some policies designed to protect its petroleum
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industry, WTO membership is unlikely to have a significant impact 

on the oil service sector in the next few years. What is more, Chinese 

officials pointed out that being part of this trading bloc would benefit 

Chinese economic development and deliver more opportunities to its 

petroleum industry (Yang and Lu, 2000).

3.4.2 The Impact of Singapore’s and Malaysia’s Policies and 
Legislation

The Singaporean government has set up very supportive policies 

towards the oil and petroleum industry. Appreciating its strategic 

location and attractiveness to foreign investors, Singapore established 

itself as the region’s leading oil refining and petrochemicals centre, as 

well as the number one logistics support basis for upstream activities 

when it began its industrialisation programme in the 1960s (DTI, 

1996). Because of the high value-added nature of the petroleum 

industry, Singapore targeted this sector to complement its port 

facilities. Over the years, the government worked closely with the 

industry to make sure that its strategic planning development kept 

pace with integrating processes (The USA Embassy Singapore, 1997).

The Malaysian government polices allow indigenous firms to enjoy 

more benefits than other inward investing companies. The Malaysia 

government conducts a protectionist policy by means of strict 

investment regulatory requirements. Like China, there are initiatives 

that promote indigenous suppliers. All companies supporting the 

upstream sector must be licensed by Petronas, the state oil and gas 

company, which was established in 1974, and those supplying the 

downstream sector must be registered. Companies wishing to supply 

equipment, services or materials to the upstream sector must partner 

a local firm run by Bumiputras (Bumiputra means “Son of the Soil" 

and refers to the indigenous Malays). The Bumiputra policy is
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designed to encourage participation of indigenous Malays in the 

Malaysian economy which, at the time, was dominated by Malaysian 

Chinese, and foreign business people (DTI, 1996). The Vendor 

Development Programme is a particular initiative that ensures locally 

manufactured goods are used in preference to international goods; 

only high-tech equipment not available locally is exempt from this 

programme (Britain Organisation, 2001).

3.5 Technological Environment Factors
Overall, more technology is needed to fill the production “gap”: 

squeezing the last drop from older fields; managing old platforms and 

pipelines; unlocking small fields; challenges of heavy oil and HPHT 

(high-pressure, high-temperature) fields; more accurate and 

successful exploration; and maintaining safety and environment 

(Ellix, 2002). Furthermore, companies exploring in East Asia will find 

technology crucial, as many unexplored areas may be in harsh 

(Taifeng- hurricane) or sensitive (rain forest) environments, where the 

current known techniques cannot provide sufficient solutions.

3.5.1 Key Technological Gaps

Currently, service companies must focus on the key technology gaps 

existing in developed oil and gas fields such as the North Sea. These 

gaps come under the following seven major headings (Ellix, 2002). 

The first heading is Subsea Development, including flow assurance 

including improved insulation systems, alternatives to chemical 

treatment and wider application of low dosage hydrate inhibitors; 

more effective chemical deployment systems; pipeline inspection; 

increased subsea system reliability; and field trailing of slug 

mitigation techniques.
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The second heading is Emissions Control such as better 

understanding of the environmental impacts of emissions to water 

and atmosphere; new technologies to achieve lower emissions. The 

third heading is High Resolution Imaging by targeting innovative non- 

traditional approaches and transferring them from other industries, 

focusing on seismic acquisition method, noise reduction and pre

stack and data imaging. The fourth heading is Brownfield Recovery 

with respect to low permeability reservoirs or zones of low 

permeability, flow dynamics and removal of the effects of gas 

condensate banking. The fifth heading is Improved Reservoir 

Simulation covering improving simulation technologies, potential for 

streamline simulation and other ‘non-traditional’ methods. The sixth 

heading is Infill Drilling including application of complex 

multilaterals, through tubing drilling systems, reducing non

productive time; improved targeting or steering and expendables and 

through tubing sand control. The seventh heading is Brownfield 

Production Management involving downhole monitoring and control, 

enhancing and sustaining production, well intervention cost and 

reliability, isolation technology and remedial completions (ibid).

3.5.2 Significance of Advanced Technologies

Conventional oil recovery technologies allowed producers to recover 

only about one-third of the oil in a reservoir. The remaining two- 

thirds represented a substantial target for advanced recovery 

technologies. Development and application of technology has made 

substantial contributions to the enlargement of the Exploration and 

Production (E&P) industry. Technological advances could help to 

lessen finding costs by reducing drilling and production costs and 

therefore increase profit margins. They could also generate new
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environmental protection techniques in an attempt to reduce 

potential risks or increase the level of protection. What is more, 

advanced technologies would be increasingly important to achieving 

and maintaining a competitive advantage (Pearce and Robinson, 

1997).

During the past 20 years, the petroleum technology has become of 

more importance as offshore exploration increasingly focused on 

deeper water, arctic and other frontier areas. Without previous 

development of advanced technology, production in these areas 

would not be possible. The industry’s future success is seen to be 

keyed to technology (Pearce and Robinson, 1997). 24 thousand 

million barrels of oil remain in known reservoirs in China, and 3 

thousand million barrels in Malaysia, which could potentially be 

recovered via advanced technology.

3.5.3 Impact of Technological Factors

3.5.3.1 Impact of Advanced Technology on the Upstream Oil 
Industry

In general, only the largest companies in the industry possess the 

technological sophistication and financial resources to apply 

advanced technologies successfully (Pearce and Robinson, 1997). 

Application of advanced technology by upstream oil and gas 

companies has yielded them enhanced operations activities. They can 

better define their drilling prospects, thereby lower the risk of a dry 

hole (e.g. 3-D seismic technology). They can drill a well faster or less 

expensively (e. g. improved drilling mud. measurement-while-drilling 

technology). It is also possible for them to increase the volume of oil 

produced from a reservoir through, for example, fracturing 

technologies, horizontal drilling and enhanced oil recovery
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techniques. Exploiting oil and gas deposits in difficult environments 

(e.g. subsea completions for deep water, ice islands for Arctic sea, 

directional drilling under wetlands) is possible and environmental 

compliance costs can be reduced (e.g. closed drilling systems to 

recycle and reduce the waste column).

Producers who develop and employ advanced recoveiy techniques 

can obtain properties that others are willing to abandon because 

production has reached its economic limit. Since technology in a 

mature industry has the potential to rejuvenate the industry, 

advanced recovery technologies can rejuvenate an old field, and 

producers with appropriate expertise can benefit. Nevertheless, as 

technological advances create competitive advantages, they are not 

well diffused throughout the industry or across international regions. 

Only the largest oil companies within the industry engage in E&P - 

related R&D. Even though old technologies have stepped into their 

mature stage and the major companies no longer hold them as 

proprietary, technology transfer to the smaller companies has been 

poor (Pearce and Robinson, 1997).

3.5.3.2 Impact on the Service Sector

Service companies which master the application of the above types of 

advanced technologies can be more successful than their competitors 

which lack similar capabilities. Particularly, expertise in the geology, 

drilling processes, or recovery technologies required in a particular 

area has high added value since it can help oil clients to exploit 

opportunities more successfully than other companies. The value can 

be added also because the expertise can help their clients to achieve 

lower operations’ costs than another producer less familiar with that 

area. It is in the unconventional, higher-cost, and frontier areas such
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as offshore throughout the world that the benefits of these expertise 

are manifest (ibid.). In Malaysia, for example, those contractors and 

drillers located with 3D seismic and drilling equipment, have 

technological advantages for obtaining considerable business 

opportunities.

3.5.3.3 Current Technological Status in the Selected Countries

The Chinese industry has been, to a great extent, self-sufficient, with 

its own geological, geophysical, drilling and production facilities, 

although specialist technologies were imported from the west from 

the early 1980s (Scottish Enterprise, 2002). Although China produces 

equipment for onshore exploitation, it is estimated that about 80 per 

cent of the equipment needed for offshore activity is imported (CTI, 

1995). Other Chinese enterprises, such as Chiwan Sembawang 

Engineering Co. Ltd-CSE, belong to the labour intensive 

manufacturing industry. Other Chinese companies such as CITIC 

Offshore Helicopter Co., Ltd cooperate with international corporations 

so that the Chinese companies can use advanced foreign experience 

for reference.

In Singapore, there are domestic human resources shortages and 

numerous foreign specialised dealers service the larger companies, 

providing opportunities for small or medium overseas firms to supply 

equipment or components (DTI, 1996). Malaysia has also to import 

advanced technologies from abroad. In this sense, foreign owned 

service companies are more competitive than indigenous companies 

which don’t have the same advanced technologies. Quite often, 

indigenous companies’ access to new or advanced technologies has 

not been easy not only because of competitive issues but also on 

account of the policies of foreign companies’ governments that have
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prevented the exports of certain high technologies to the countries 

where they operate.

3.6 Competitive Environment

3.6.1 Industry Concentration6 Ratios

Within the oil and service sector, a small proportion of service firms 

may share a majority of the total industry revenues. In the North Sea, 

for example, of over 1300 suppliers of goods and services, more than 

80 per cent of the total spend was with fewer than 140 suppliers in 

1998 (Lee, 2000). However, some niche service industries could be 

highly concentrated. For instance, in offshore drilling, firms like 

CNSPC, CONDC (China Offshore Oil Northern Drilling Company) and 

COSDC (China Offshore Oil Southern Drilling Company) are the 

owners of rigs which operate in the China Sea, the South China Sea 

and North China Sea (World Oil, 1999). Chinese local policy 

encourages Chinese oil companies to use drilling rigs owned by the 

Chinese at a lower rig day rate than the international standard. Most 

of the E&P companies are either totally or partially owned by the 

Chinese. By applying the location and policy advantages, these 

Chinese players are able to keep a hold on most domestic drilling 

spending leaving little for industry followers or outsiders. Since the 

market is controlled by a few key players, it could be one of the 

reasons why there has been relatively little discounting within this 

industry sector.

6 Concentration refers to “the extent to which industry sales are dominated by only a few firms. In a highly 
concentrated industry the intensity of competition declines over time. High concentration serves as a barrier to 
entry into an industry because it enables the firms that hole large market shares to achieve significant economies 
of scale and to lower their prices to stymie attempts of new firms to enter the market” (Pearce and Robinson, 
1997).
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A similar scenario can be seen in an offshore logistics industry. For 

example, in the UK North Sea, the concentration ratio of the industry 

is high because over 50 per cent market share was held by the top 

two main competitors - ASCo Group Limited and Seaforth Maritime 

in 2000. In the South China Sea, however, there is nothing like a 

logistics service industry. Also, due to customs problems, and 

always-changing Chinese import policy, oil companies have to keep 

enormous inventories - similar to North Sea or Gulf based oil 

companies in the 1980s. Chinese management realises the issues 

and has started to search for a way of reducing their high inventory 

cost. This situation shows a potential market demand and indicates 

business opportunities. Thus, there is a gap in terms of the current 

situation between the mature industry in the west and the still 

developing industry in East Asian countries when comparing 

concentration ratios. It is assumed that the ratio could increase 

dramatically if several players were able to develop the logistics 

market. First in would have a chance to dominate that market if they 

apply suitable strategies.

3.6.2 Industry Structure

There are four major features of the industry structure (Porter, 1985) 

for sendee companies. Firstly, service firms create high value for their 

buyers and have historically captured a good proportion of the value. 

For example, many products can significantly reduce the cost of 

drilling and as a result, many firms have been able to retain a share 

of these savings in the form of high returns. The industry structure 

has made favourable opportunities for oil service firms. Secondly, the 

structural attractiveness of many niche specialists in the oil and gas 

service sector has been eroded as a result of falling demand, new 

entrants, eroding product differentiation and greater buyer price
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sensitivity. Consequently, despite the fact that products offered still 

create enormous value for buyer, the profits of many firms and 

therefore the industry as a whole may have fallen significantly 

(Porter, 1985). Thirdly, exit barriers keep firms from leaving an 

industry when there is too much capacity, and prolonged periods of 

excess capacity. In oil tanker shipping, for example, the exit barriers 

are very high because of the specialisation of assets. In price terms, 

this has translated into short peaks and long troughs. Thus the 

industry structure shapes the supply and demand balance and the 

duration of imbalances.

Finally, the consequence for industry profitability of an imbalance 

between supply and demand also differs widely depending on 

industry structure. Some industries will trigger price wars and low 

profitability even if there is little change in the amount of excess 

capacity. In oil tools and many other oilfield equipment products, for 

example, there was intense price-cutting during the recent sharp 

downturn in East Asia. There are sectors where there are structural 

pressures that create intense rivalry, or powerful buyers, like CNOOC 

and Petronas. In other sectors, periods of excess capacity have had 

relatively little impact on profitability because of favourable structure. 

In drill bits, for instance, there has been relatively little discounting. 

China National Star Petroleum Corp. (CNSPC), China Offshore Oil 

Northern Drilling Co. (CONDC) and China Offshore Oil Southern 

Drilling Co. (COSDC) are examples of competitors operating in a 

favourable industry structure in their domestic markets.

3.6.3 Rivalry within the Service Sector

The East Asian market is very competitive (DTI, 1996). Pricing and 

after sales services are the crucial issues when competing in this
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sector of the market. Competition comes from USA, Japan, Korea, 

Italy, Germany and France. American Petroleum Institute (API) 

equipment standards are commonly used in the procurement 

process. Competition for the provision of offshore oil and gas 

equipment comes from several main sources. For instance, mobile 

rigs (jack-up or semi-submersible) are provided by nine main 

suppliers from Japan, Singapore, Norway, Sweden and China 

respectively, while support vessels are mostly supplied by Japan, 

Norway, Malta, Singapore, Denmark and China (Scottish Trade 

International, 1995). For contractors and consultants, competition 

comes mainly from USA, Japan and Korea who have a strong foothold 

in the region (DTI, 1996). Foreign companies may need to bring in 

their own technicians from elsewhere. There are manpower shortages 

in Singapore. Attracting technical talents may also be a competition 

issue within the industry particularly in Singapore.

3.7 Key Industry Participants
The oil and gas industry comprises different participants including 

operators, contractors, investors, government administrators, service 

and supply firms and pressure groups (Phillips, 1998). Currently, 

there are over 2,000 large, medium and small indigenous and 

international oil and gas firms in Asia (Petromin, 2000). Of those, 

service and support entities are the majority within the industry. This 

sector is characterised by a large number of companies, which are 

widely diverse in terms of size, product or service provided and niche 

activities. It has developed very quickly to become one of the most 

important developed energy service industries. The following tables 

identify mainly government administrators, oil operators and some 

leading services companies in each of the selected countries.



3.7.1 Government Administrators

The oil industry was controlled and developed by a variety of 

ministries in China (Table 3.10). China’s oil and gas industiy is 

monopolised by the three key companies owned by the state. The key 

players, China Petrochemical Corp (Sinopec). China National 

Petroleum Corp. (CNPC) and China National Offshore Oil and Gas 

Corp. (CNOOC), are controlled by China’s State Council. The State 

Economic Trade Council (SETC) co-ordinates the majority of 

economic activities within the oil and gas sector and supervises the 

operations of all subsidiary organisations, which refer to CNPC, 

Sinopec and CNOOC.

Table 3.10 Chinese Petroleum Ministries

Y e a r M in is tr ie s
1929-1955 Ministry of Fuel Industry
1955-1970 Ministry of Petroleum Industry
1970-1978 Ministry of Fuel and Chemistry Industry, which controlled petroleum, 

coal and chemical sectors
1978-1988 Ministry of Petroleum and, to a limited extent, the Ministry of Geology 

Bureau of Mineral resources
1982 China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC), which was formed 

to be responsible for offshore exploration in association with foreign 
companies

1983 China National Petrochemical Corporation (Sinopec), which was formed 
to be responsible for downstream activities

1988 China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC), which was formed to be 
responsible for onshore exploration and production

Source: Adapted from Scottish Enterprise, 2002.

Before 1998, CNPC, Sinopec and CNOOC had administered the 

Chinese petroleum industry on behalf of the government. They had 

been awarded considerable co-ordinating and supervisory powers by 

the State Council. Nonetheless, as a result of the government’s 

continuing marketing economic drive in 1998, the companies handed 

over all of their previous regulatory authorities to the State Economic
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and Trade Commission (SETC), enabling the central government to 

assume full regulatory control of the sectors. The companies 

continued to restructure themselves further towards market 

orientation and their attentions focused mainly on commercial 

activities (Scottish Enterprise, 2002).

Sinopec, CNPC and CNOOC have their own numerous subsidiaries or 

institutions to support and service every activity from exploration to 

production and refining. For instance, the China Offshore Oil 

Development and Engineering Corporation (COODEC) is the only 

design institute for China's large offshore projects. CNOOC self- 

financed projects are designed by this organisation. If any service 

companies want to sell their equipment to projects, it is essential that 

they should contact COODEC and more importantly, to a greater 

extent, its procurement department and the end-user of the one the 

four CNOOC’s regional corporations (CTI, 1995). However, when a 

foreign company seeks to do business in the Chinese service sector, it 

needs only to deal with various local oil and gas field bureaux and 

administrations (end users) as well as the design institutes, rather 

than go to the headquarters of the key organisations.

In Malaysia, the National Oil Company of Malaysia, Petronas 

(Petroleum National Berhad) was established in 1974. It controls 

petroleum activity and participates in all production sharing 

contracts (PSCs). In Singapore, National Oil Co Pte Ltd is the major 

indigenous organisation (Petromin. 2000).
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3.7.2 Major Operators7

3.7.2.1 Indigenous Companies

CNPC produces crude oil onshore for its domestic refineries as well as 

supplying Sinopec’s. Sinopec produces crude oil onshore and offshore 

but only has one oil field at Pinghu (a joint venture with CNOOC). 

CNPC owns six major oilfields: Shengli, Zhongyuan, Henan, 

Jianghan, Jiangsu, and Dianqianqui. Over the past 40 years, CNPC 

has grown into a multi-disciplinary vertically integrated organisation, 

engaged not only in petroleum exploitation and processing, but also 

in the manufacture of relevant equipment as well as in other 

diversified businesses. CNPC's own factories produce 60 per cent of 

the equipment which it uses in exploration and production (CTI, 

1995). By the late 1980s’, the company was divided into more than 

20 divisions, each responsible for a specific geographical area 

(Scottish Enterprise, 2002). CNOOC focuses on the E&P offshore 

petroleum and natural gas resources in China, frequently in co

operation with foreign oil companies. It also owns the China Offshore 

Oil Research Centre, one chemicals company, eight specialist service 

companies and five logistics companies (ibid.). CNOOC claims to own 

4,000 offshore rigs, engineering vessels and other special equipment, 

most of it conforming to world standards. CNOOC’s equipment is not 

only used by itself, but also rented by foreign companies (CTI, 1995). 

PetroChina owns 13 large oilfields: Daqing, Jilin, Liaohe, Huabei, 

Dagang, Jidong, Changqing, Sichuan, Xinjiang (Karamay), Tarim, 

Tuha, Yumen and Qinghai. In 2000, it produced around 66 per cent 

of China’s total production of oil and gas. 7

7 The company or other organisation responsible for conducting operations on a concession, on behalf of itself 
and any other concession-holders (non operators). The operator usually has the largest share of equity 
participation.
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PetroChina, Sinopec and CNOOC have good experience in developing 

partnerships with foreign companies, both in terms of joint ventures 

in exploration, development, petrochemicals and downstream 

activities, and being significant purchasers of foreign plant, 

equipment, technology and services. These three companies continue 

to have the State as their major shareholder and are regulated by the 

State Economic and Trade Commission after they were listed in New 

York, London and Hong Kong in 2000. The three oil firms started 

venturing overseas for exploration and production, mainly to North 

Africa, South America and former Soviet countries as the growth in 

domestic crude oil output has declined significantly in recent years 

(Scottish Enterprise, 2002).

Compared with China, the component of national oil companies in 

Malaysia and Singapore is less sophisticated. Petronas is an active 

driller and operator, being engaged in almost every sphere of activity 

in the Malaysian petroleum industry, including the oil and gas 

service sector. Its corporate structure comprises a number of wholly- 

owned subsidiaries and other partially-owned or associated firms. 

Anticipated investment estimated in the mid to late 1990s was RM 4- 

5 billion per annum (DTI, 1996).

3.7.2.2 Multinationals and Joint Development Projects

In China, major international oil firms8 with production interests in 

China include those companies from North America, Europe, South 

East Asia and Middle East. The international operators were still 

increasing in 2000. For Malaysia, the only international operators 

offshore in Malaysia were Esso and Shell by 1996 and by 2000,

8 Shell and BP Amoco respectively had a capital commitment in excess of S7 billion involving in the Nanhai and 
Jinshan petrochemical projects in 2000 (CBBCI Scotland, 2000). Chevron Texaco planed to invest $45 million in 
offshore exploration and development in 2002. For Kerr-McGee China Petroleum Ltd, its first oil from the South 
China Sea was produced in 1996, followed by first production from a field onshore Indonesia in 1997.
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international producers increased dramatically (DTI, 1996). In 

Singapore, there are many major international oil and gas operators 

(Petromin, 2000).

Offshore oil and gas projects could be divided into two categories in 

China: joint exploitation between CNOOC and foreign companies, and 

CNOOC self-financed exploitation. It is essential to identify the 

designers and owners of the projects concerned when seeking to 

supply equipment. Joint exploration projects (Production Sharing 

Agreements - PSAs) are always conducted by a foreign company 

which begins exploration at its own risk, having successfully bid for 

the contract. In this scenario, the suppliers would be expected it to 

approach the foreign company (e.g. Shell and Arco) rather than the 

Chinese side. Onshore, in the Tarim Basin, PetroChina is conducting 

exploration with Exxon, Agip and JNOC. Agip signed an agreement 

with PetroChina in mid 2000 to explore for oil and gas in the Cai Da 

Mu Basin in the west of the country. Offshore, CNOOC announced 

that in 2000, new contracts and agreements were signed with BP, 

Shell. Kerr-McGee and Santa Fe (Scottish Enterprise, 2002).

3.7.3 The Supply and Service Companies

Small companies are not well known and are difficult to identify 

because they go in and out of business, alter their corporate 

identities and change addresses frequently (Pearce and Smith, 1997). 

This is one reason why it is difficult to determine accurately the 

number of companies in the oil and gas service industry in the East 

Asian region. Some world leading giants, such as Schlumberger, 

Bechtel, Halliburton and Baker Hughes have operated widely in East 

Asia, but they comprised only a small portion of all service 

companies.
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In Malaysia, the supply to platforms operated by EPMI and Carigali 

offshore Terengganu is generally from the Kemaman Supply Base 

(KSB) near Kertech. KSB has an expansion programme. The supply to 

platforms operated by Shell and Carigali offshore Sarawak and Sabah 

is from the Asian Supply Base on Labuan and some equipment is 

also supplied from the supply base in the Singapore where there are 

two offshore supply bases. The Loyang base, operated by Singapore 

Offshore Petroleum Services (SOPS), part of the Sembawang group 

provides office, warehousing, and workshop facilities. Jurong Marine 

Base acts mainly as a storage, consolidation and rear-supply base, 

and can offer temporary office facilities for visiting teams of engineers 

(DTI, 1996).

In China, U.S. based oil-engineering firms such as Halliburton, Baker 

Hughes and Schulumberger are very active in collaboration with 

CNPC’s Changqing oilfield company and enjoy strong traction in the 

local market for their advanced technologies, oil instruments, tools 

and equipment (Scottish Enterprise, 2002). In Singapore, numerous 

specialised international dealers service the larger companies, 

providing opportunities for small or medium overseas firms to supply 

equipment or components. Schlumberger, Unocal, Hunting, Expro 

Group, Weatherford and Halliburton, as well as many small operators 

are among the 150 companies using the Loyang base.

3. 8 Discussions of the Service Industrial Sector
A number of features set oil and gas sendee companies apart from 

other industries. First, the service industry as a whole has a low level 

of concentration because provision of services is very widely spread. 

Second, the sendee industry is diversified and characterised both by 

few players with large market shares and many players with 

fragmented market shares engaged in a wide range of different
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activities. The service companies range from small to very large 

indigenous and international firms, including technology intensive 

and labour intensive enterprises. Some firms only focus on certain 

areas while some others have vertically integrated businesses. Third, 

the service business activities rely largely on the oil and gas clients 

for their survival. Between this buyer-seller relationship, oil 

companies usually have a dominant power. Fourth, many service 

companies (although highly specialised) provide sendees not only to 

the oil and gas industry, but also to other energy industries like 

electricity and nuclear; or even provide services outside the energy 

industry. Fifth, the maturity of the domestic resource base in East 

Asia made overseas investment attractive. Although the oil service 

firms heavily depend on oil companies, they do not necessarily 

appear to be in the same place as where their clients stay. The trend 

of such a development is to provide services globally. E-commerce 

and e-business create necessary conditions for this. Many 

multinational firms like Halliburton, Schlumberger or Baker Hughes 

have set up their subsidiaries or joint ventures or offices in the 

domestic East Asian markets like China, Singapore and Malaysia.

Sixth, the industry is regarded as dynamic. Bankruptcies, mergers, 

and acquisitions, organisational restructuring, and changed 

ownership structures have substantially reduced the number of 

companies of all sizes and types active in the industry. Looking at the 

Petromin Directory 2000, it indicates that many companies had left 

the service industry sectors in their East Asian marketplaces and 

many senior managers have moved to their headquarters or left or 

resigned there jobs by 2002. Some of these companies went out of 

business or were sold, and many others sold their producing 

properties and undeveloped acreage or changed their business 

domains. For example, Sembawang’s business in China has been
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different from five years ago. In 2002, Petromin had to convert its 

annual compilation to the directory, since industry consolidation had 

changed the number of services firms in the region of East Asia. The 

service firms in China used to be owned by the state companies. Now 

the ownership structure is changing through joint ventures (JVs), 

joint development, wholly foreign-owned and domestic ownership 

shifts. The service industry's market is also changing. The oil and gas 

service market is quite different from oil and gas markets and is be 

restructured consistently. Oil and gas companies are focused on 

production and integrate into mid-stream and downstream activities. 

While service companies produce products or technologies, or 

relevant support. Some have also diversified into other energy 

sectors, with clear implications for the service sector. Historically, 

state owned companies in China (e.g. Chinese CNPC, CNOOC and 

CNSOC) and Malaysia (e.g. Petronas Carigali) have been the key 

buyers from the sendee industry there. In recent years, with more 

and more international oil firms stepping into E&P activities in the 

East Asia domestic markets, the buyer structure has been widened. 

Buyers from the wider energy or marine industries are becoming one 

of the market segments on the service companies’ customer profiles.

Finally, forces acting and having a significant impact on the sendee 

sector in East Asia include: continuing dynamic economic conditions; 

restructuring of industry markets; changing of ownership structures; 

growing importance of technology; and competitions within the 

industry. Companies in the oil and gas sendee industry create and 

maintain competitive advantages in four primary ways: attaining a 

competitive price; and establishing high added value for clients by 

developing expertise in a particular area; applying advanced 

technologies and developing new technologies through research and 

development (R&D). For firms operating in China, the competitive
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advantages may refer to the advantaged geographical conditions, 

powerful shareholders background and first class processing 

equipment and technical talents.

3.9 Summary
This chapter has several objectives. Firstly, it introduces the oil and 

gas service industry. Secondly, it reviews the sendee sector in East 

Asia and gives the reason why three countries as stated above have 

been selected while the others are excluded for the empirical 

research. Thirdly, it examines the oil and gas economics in East Asia, 

including a macro-economic context. Fourthly, it illustrates political 

issues related to the industrial sector and fifthly, it demonstrates the 

technological factors in the region. Sixthly, it discusses the 

competition and seventhly, key industrial participants. Finally, it 

draws conclusions regarding the service sector.

Overall, the chapter examines the oil and gas service industry in East 

Asia as a basis upon which a strategic theoretical framework can be 

constructed, focusing on dominant industrial environmental factors. 

It tries to explain how these environmental factors could form 

opportunities or challenges to service firms. The chapter indicates 

why China, Singapore and Malaysia have been selected for the 

empirical research, while other East Asian countries were excluded. 

The economic trend shows the market is not mature and the selected 

countries are in better economic and financial shape than others in 

the East Asian region. It also reveals the lack of reliable records 

regarding relevant industry statistics in East Asia, which indicates 

gaps left by previous industry researchers. A series of assumptions 

stressed for later propositions development of further empirical 

investigations.
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CHAPTER 4

THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

When talking about the word “environment”, people normally might 

think about the natural or ecological environment. However, in 

business, and specifically under the context of this research project, 

the term of environment does not only refer to this, although that 

may be an important matter for many organisations. This chapter 

sets out a methodology for understanding the total environment in 

which a company operates and then identifying and analysing those 

significant elements or sectors.

4.1 Definitions of Environment
According to Brooks and Weatherston (1997), the business 

environment “is a generic concept which embraces the totality of 

external environmental forces which may influence any aspect of 

organisational activity”. Similarly, the word “business” is used to 

imply any type of organisation, whether it is a financial or market 

driven enterprise, a government agency or a non-profit charitable 

trust. Thus, the term of the “business environment” can be 

considered as a term of the “organisation environment”. It is 

suggested that the business environment can be segmented into the 

broad forces set out below, which have been found frequently by 

strategists to be the most crucial.

Environmental conceptions vary according to the theoretical level of 

analysis selected. Scott (1985) identifies three levels of analysis: 

ecological community, population of organisations and organisation-



set. The first level of the ecological community is mainly to do with 

the pattern or network of relationships connecting individual 

organisational units and other social entities in a delineated 

geographical area. The second level of the population of organisations 

refers to aggregates of organisations that are alike in some respect 

and it focuses on what firms do in the industry. The third level of the 

organisation-set refers to a variety of relations between an 

organisation and its specific partners, such as suppliers, customers 

and regulating bodies and so on.

Figure 4.1 Environment Viewed as Factors or Actors

External factors such as politics, industry competition, markets, customers and suppliers.

“The business environment” includes a broad and comprehensive 

content which cover any sort of external influences which affect 

organisations. It is the “set of forces outside the organisation” 

(Mintzberg, et, ah, 1998). Mintzberg, et al. (1998) comment that some
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schools of thoughts see this as a factor; while the environmental 

school sees it as an actor (Figure 4.1).

Some leading theorists proposed that the relationship between an 

organisation and its key suppliers, customers, regulators and other 

government agencies and competitors. Organisational daily 

operations interact with these external environmental factors. Such 

daily operations related factors have been named as the “task 

environment”. This concept was raised by Dill (1958) and is 

concerned with the day-to-day activity of an organisation.

Hence, the environment consists of these interactions, which over 

time produce an increasingly complex and powerful set of norms 

which dominate practice. In order to achieve success, an organisation 

must meet and master these norms. In the same environment, 

organisations are driven by the environmental interactions to adopt 

similar structures and practices.

It can be summarised that factors refer to the external environmental 

influences whereas actors are more likely relevant to organisational 

internal forces which are driven by the external impact. For different 

industries, the focus of the factors or actors may be different. These 

standpoints construct the basic frame of this research and are the 

bases for the formulation of the research propositions.

4.2 Environment Categories
Many well-known researchers (Brooks and Weatherston, 1997; 

Mintzberg, et al,; 1998; Weick, 1979) have categorised the different 

approaches to define the environment. Strategic, organisational and 

international business scholars and researchers develop the 

conceptions of the business environment from three different
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perspectives, and suggest that the business environment may be 

viewed as the objective, perceived and enacted environment.

The objective environment is a clear, measurable and definable 

reality. It emphasises the external existing facts which affect an 

organisation. Nearly all strategic management literature includes this 

assumption that there are factors that all organisations face and deal 

with. The business environment can be apprehended only if it is 

described and measured.

The perceived environment “remains real, material and external”, but 

involves strategists’ “incomplete and imperfect perceptions of the 

‘environment’, and focuses on minimizing the gap between their 

flawed perceptions and reality of their environment” when they set up 

missions, goals and objectives (Mintzberg, et al., 1999). This is a 

subjective fact. The particular characteristics of the environment rely 

on each individual's interpretation and perceptions. Brooks and 

Weatherston (1997) point out that that “different organisation in the 

same industry often ‘view’ environmental forces quite differently from 

one another, even though those forces may in fact be very similar”.

The enacted environment refers to companies’ strategists link the 

business environment to their behaviours by using strategies and 

developing strategic models or using exist models to test them (when 

they adapt approaches to achieve their goals) (ibid.). Weick et al. 

(1979) propose the concept of enacted environment as a replace with 

the external environment since “the human actor does not react to an 

environment, he enacts it”. In which case, the category between 

organisation and environment is not clear and the environment is 

created and defined by individuals (Brooks and Weatherston, 1997). 

Thus, objective measures of the environment become irrelevant 

(Corrieria, 1994). In Porter’s (1980) and Ohmae’s (1982) books, they 

use examples that some companies raise a price to damage the
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profitability of the other companies within the industiy and then 

upset the whole industry. On the other hand, Weick’s (1979) concept 

of enacted environment can be view as a development of the perceived 

environment since its attention is to understand the subjective 

approach to organisations’ interactions with environment.

Part of the contradiction present in empirical results is caused by an 

unresolved issue in the environmental literature, for instance, 

objective versus perceived environment (Bourgeois, 1980). Bourgeois 

(1980) thus distinguishes three categories of definitions currently 

used for describing the environment: objects, attributes

and perceptions. The first category refers to entities or objects 

external to the organisations. The most influential contribution for 

this category was that of Dill (1958) who distinguished between 

general and task environments, the latter including customers, 

suppliers, competitors and regulatory groups. The category of 

attributes focuses on the complexity and turbulence of the task 

environment. The category of perceptions refers to managers’ 

perceptions of environmental uncertainty. Sutcliffe (1991) found that 

a number of mismatches can occur between managerial perceptions 

of environmental attributes and actual environmental attributes.

There are also limitations of the understanding on the business 

environment by organisations and individuals. Corrieria (1994) 

argues,

...different organisations and different individuals will react differently to the same 
context. Because individuals are submitted to innumerable constraints, their 
perceptions and understanding of reality are necessarily limited, and their 
representation of the world is shaped by their own experience... Not only is it limited... 
it is also a representation of the past, because nothing that has not occurred is 
available for processing. Because all decisions and plans for future action are based 
on prior experience, this is, on an enacted environment of the past, any failure that 
might occur as a result of a given decision or plan means that the theory of the past 
that was built upon description of past events was wrong.

(Corrieria, 1994)
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Due to the drawbacks of individual differences as the only 

determinants in the perceived and enactment process, it is necessary 

to adopt an approach of using systematic records of the reports, 

statistics, facts or information that are regularly collected when the 

business environment is investigated. In other words, a 

comprehensive understanding of the business environment covers 

the objective facts and subjective views as well as enacted 

interpretations.

4.3 Dimensions of Environment
Two approaches are widely employed. The first one is to conceive 

environment as a source of information and the second is to view the 

environment as a stock of resources (Aldrich and Mindlin, 1978). 

Information-based theories focus attention on the degree of 

uncertainty confronting organisations, whereas resource-based 

theories focus on the degree to which the organisation is dependent 

on others for vital resources (Fahay and Nayaranan, 1985). 

Mintzberg, et al., (1998) suggest that environment is usually 

delineated as a set of abstract dimensions. The following proposes 

several dimensions as affecting uncertainty or dependence.

4.3.1 Information Uncertainty Perspectives

One of the important concepts used in the description of 

organisational environments is that of uncertainty, which can be 

defined as the degree of difficulty in anticipating or predicting future 

developments in the organisational environment (Huber and Daft, 

1987). Uncertainty refers to the unpredictability of environmental or 

organisational variables that have impact on corporate performance 

or the degree to which future states of the environment cannot be
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accurately predicted (Pfetter & Salancik, 1978). It is determined by 

the capability of the organisation to forecast the coming events.

The conceptual confusion involving the use of the construct of 

environmental uncertainty aroused some problems. Starbuck noted:

The usefulness of subjective perceptions, including environmental uncertainty, is not 
in question. What is in question is whether data about perceived environments should 
be treated as if they were data about real environments and whether uncertainty 
should ever be considered an environmental characteristic.

(Starbuck, 1976)

Bourgeois (1980) adds that perceived environmental uncertainty is 

more relevant to the study of strategy making than to the study of an 

organisation’s external environment. Dill (1962) argues the 

uncertainty of the environment when its properties are intent to be 

analysed:

The complexity of what we find and the grossness of most of the data that we collect 
are not consistent with the standards of precision and parsimony that social scientists 
have become to respect. Good bases for general propositions about environmental 
influences of or for systematic classifications and comparisons of different 
environments are hard to find.

(Dill. 1962)

The environmental school (Mintzberg, et al., 1998) has its roots in 

contingency theory, which grew up to oppose the confident assertions 

of classical management that there is one best way to run an 

organisation. To contingency theorists, “it all depends”: on the size of 

the organisation, its technology, and the stability of its context, 

external hostility, and so on. This has satisfied the common sense 

realisation that different situations give rise to different behaviours. 

Nevertheless, it also made necessary more systematic descriptions of 

the environment.
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Therefore, work began to identify the dimensions of the environment 

responsible for the differences we observe in organisations. Mintzberg 

et al,. (1998) summarised this in four main groups: complexity, 

dynamism, diversity and hostility.

First, stability refers to a variety of factors can make an environment 

dynamic. It includes unstable governments; unexpected changes in 

customer demand or competitor supply; client demands of creativity 

or frequent novelty, as in an advertising agency; a rapidly changing 

technology, or knowledge base, as in the case of electronics 

manufacturer; even whether that cannot be forecasted. Second, 

complexity indicates that an environment is complex to the extent 

that it requires the organisation to have a great deal of sophisticated 

knowledge about products, customers, or whatever. It becomes 

simple, however, when that knowledge can be rationalised, that is 

broken down into easily comprehended components. Third, market 

diversity refers to that the market of an organisation can range from 

integrated to diversified, from that of a firm sells its single product or 

service to a single industry in one geographical marketplace, to those 

of a company that seeks to promote all of a nation’s industrial 

products or services all over the world. In the context of this study, 

market diversity is regarded as an evidence of environmental 

complexity. Fourth, hostility is influenced by competition, by the 

organisation's relationships with government, and other outside 

groups, as well as by the availability of resources to it.

4.3.2 Resource Dependence Perspectives

Emery and Trist (1965) identify four types “causal texture” or 

environment which can be thought of as existing in the real world of 

most organisations. Tung (1979) argues that these could be turbulent 

or stable, complex or noncomplex, routine or non-routine. Corrieria 

(1996) gives a summary from four different aspects. First, placid-
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randomised environment is where resources needed by the 

organisation are randomly distributed. Second, placid-clustered 

environment is where the pattern of resources is predictable. Third, 

disturbed-reactive environment is where the distribution and 

probabilities of resources are created by the organisation themselves. 

Third, turbulent environment is where the environment itself is 

interconnected with other sets of interdependent actors causing 

greater uncertainty to affect organisations (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Four Types of “Causal Texture” or Environment

T y p e s R e s o u r c e s N a tu r e K e y  O b je c t iv e s

Placid- randomized 
environment

are randomly distributed stable and unchanging do one’s best strategy

Placid- clustered 
environment

are concentrated, some 
positions in the environment 
are richer than others

stable seek an optimal location

Disturbed-reactive
environment

are concentrated (resources are) unstable 
because there is more 
than one kind of 
organisation

meet competitive 
challenges

Turbulent
environment

are changing dynamic efficient environmental 
scanning and monitoring

Source: Adapted from Emery and Trist, 1965.

Some other researchers extended their propositions, arguing that the 

four types of environments were in fact stages in an evolutionary 

process, since environments were becoming increasingly turbulent. 

More explanations are given by Mintzberg, who suggests that the 

environment is seen “as a repository of two types of resources: 

economic and symbolic” (1998). Mintzberg et al. (1998) say:

Economic resources are the familiar, tangible money, land, and machinery. Symbolic 
resources include such things as reputation for efficiency, leaders celebrated for pass 
achievements, and the prestige that derives from close connection with powerful and 
well-known firms. Strategy becomes finding ways of acquiring economic resources 
and converting them into symbolic ones and vice versa, in order to protect the 
organisation from uncertainty in its environment. Hence, the process moves into the 
realm of “impression management”.

(Mintzberg et al., 1998)
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Preffer and Salancik’s (1978) resource dependency theory emphasises 

that organisations structure their external relationships in response 

to the uncertainty resulting from dependence on elements of the 

environment.

4.3.3 Concept of Perceived Environmental Uncertainty

Some have used the concept of uncertainty as if it were a 

characteristic of the environment itself (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967), 

other have used it of the perceptions that individual members of 

organisations have about the environment under which 

circumstances it is called perceived environmental uncertainty. A 

conceptual shortcoming in much of the existing literature on 

uncertainty is the tendency to isolate particular managerial 

uncertainties to the exclusion of others. Little research integrates the 

perspectives on organisational uncertainties.

Managers operating in the international business context confront a 

variety of uncertain environmental factors. In the past, international 

management researchers have focused primarily on the assessment 

of political government policy and macroeconomic uncertainties and 

appropriate organisational responses. In the strategy field, 

researchers view industry dynamics as giving rise to managerial 

uncertainties. As such, the strategy field emphasises uncertainties 

regarding product and process technologies, the availability of critical 

input supply, product market demand, and strategic moves by 

competitors and potential entrants. The reliability of an instrument 

for measuring managers’ uncertainty perception is developed and 

tested (Miller, 1993).

Miller (1993) proposes a threefold uncertainties: general environment, 

industry and firm-specific variables. Most commonly, general 

environmental uncertainties include the PEST uncertainty. Industry
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uncertainties encompass suppliers, buyers, entrants, substitute 

products or services, rivals among competitors and partners. The 

third category, firm-specific uncertainties includes uncertainties 

regarding operations, research and development. The concept of 

uncertainty has long been a central component of a number of 

theorise of organisation and strategy. Thompson (1967) suggests that 

an organisation’s primary task is coping with the uncertain 

contingencies of the environment, particularly those of the task 

environment.

4. 4 Major Theoretical Developments

4.4.1 Theories on Environment and Their Evolution

A first stream of theorists has focused on numerous presentations of 

the business environment (Daft, 1992). Theorists have attempted to 

provide typologies of environments and to formulate some general 

theories of their evolution. The representative work includes: strategic 

and organisational scholars and contemporary business researchers. 

The following presents the developments and differences (Figure 4.3).

For analytical purposes, Pearce and Robinson (1997) separate a 

firm’s external environment into three categories. They refer to firstly 

the “remote environment”, including global and domestic political, 

social and technological concerns: secondly the “industry 

environment” (the use of Porter’s (1980) five competitive forces): and 

thirdly the “operating environment”, which comprises a rather mixed 

group of actors including suppliers and customers and is similar to 

Dill’s (1958) task environment.
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Figure 4.3 The Evolution of the Business Environment as a Field of Study

Fahey and Narayanan (1985) summarise four types of models: 

natural selection models, resource dependence models, industrial 

organisation models and re-adaptation models. They also defined 

three levels of environment with similar contexts. At the general level, 

it includes factors (PEST) which influence all the industries. At the 

competitive or industrial environmental level, it refers to factors, 

which affect all competitors and comprises, a firm or a business unit 

and its competitors functioning in the same industry. At the task 

environmental level (Dill, 1958), it focuses on day-to-day operations 

and includes customers, suppliers, competitors and other 

environmental agencies directly related to the firm.

McNamee (1992) separates environment into different segments, but 

points out that, in practice, the separated environments are 

overlapping, and the distinction between each of them will not always 

be clear. He suggests that the segment “other” has been included as a 

catch-all or new category for environmental influences not captured 

by the other segments named in the list.
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Table 4.1 Some Major Contributors to the Redefinition of the Field: Models of the Business Environment

A u th o r T y p e s  o f  M o d e l M o d e l T y p o lo g y C o n te n ts D im e n s io n  P e rs p e c t iv e s
Dill (1958) T ask C us tom ers , supp lie rs , 

com p e tito rs , re g u la to ry  g roups, 
trade  u n io ns  and  sh a re ho lde rs

E m ery  and T ris t 
(1965)

P la c id -ran do m ised , p lac id - 
c lus te re d , d is tu rb e d -re a c tive  
and  tu rb u le n t en v ironm en t.

U nce rta in ty  and  de pe n d e n ce

W e ick  (1979) E nacted
en vironm en t

R ep lace  ex te rn a l en v ironm en t, un d e rs ta n d  the 
su b je c tive  ap p ro ach  to  o rg a n isa tio n s  in te ra c tion s  
w ith  en v ironm en t.

A nso ff, e t al. (1974, 
1979)

P rim arily  un ce rta in ty

P fe ffe r and S a lanc ik  
(1978)

R esource
depe nde nce

T yp ica lly , supp lie rs , cus tom ers , 
co m p e tito rs , and  regu la to rs  are 
tre a te d  as v ita l in pu t and  ou tpu t 
resou rce s  o f the  o rg an isa tion .

V ie w  o rg a n isa tio n s  as  d e p e n d e n t on 
e n v iro n m e n t fo r resou rce s  and  an o rg an isa tio n  
has c o n tin u e d  ab ility  to  acqu ire  and  m a in ta in  
resou rce s  is  the key  to  its  e ffec tiven ess .

(ad dre ss  th e  de pe n d e n ce  d im e n s io n s  o f 
the  en v ironm en t)

A ld rich  and M ind lin , 
(1978)

In fo rm a tion  sou rce  and 
resou rce s  s tock

D eg ree  o f un ce rta in ty ; o r de g re e  to  w h ich  the 
o rg a n isa tio n  is de p e n d e n t on o the rs  fo r 
resou rce s.

In fo rm a tion  un ce rta in ty ; resou rces  
d e pe nde nce

S chende l 
and  H o fe r (1979)

F ive  fo rce s  va ria b le s  w h ich  ac t to g e th e r 
de te rm in e  the  p ro fita b ility  o f an industry .

P orter (1980) Industria l
O rgan isa tiona l

(ad d re ss  th e  resou rce  d im e ns ion s  o f the 
en v ironm en t)

B ou rge o is  (1980) O b je c t, pe rce p tions  and 
a ttribu te s  en v ironm en t

G en era l and  ta sk  en v ironm en t/ 
en v ironm en ta l un ce rta in ty /co m p le x ity  and 
tu rb u le n ce  o f the  ta sk  en v ironm en t.

La w rence  and D yer 
(1983)

R e-adap ta tion
m ode ls

R esou rce  sca rc ity  
In fo rm a tion  co m p le x ity :

(ad d re ss  both un ce rta in ty  and  de pe n d e n ce  
d im e n s io n s  o f th e  en v ironm en t)

D aft (1992) “D artb oa rd " G overnm en t, E conom y, S o c io 
cu ltu ra l, In te rna tiona l, 
T e ch n o lo g y , In dustry  raw  
m a teria l m arke t, H um an 
R esource, F inance .

S im ila r to  the LE P E S T  C m odel.

(to be continued)
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(T a b le  4 .1 continued)

A u th o r T y p e s  o f  M o d e l M o d e l T y p o lo g y C o n te n ts D im e n s io n  P e rs p e c t iv e s
M cN am ee (1992) E nv ironm enta l

segm en ts
M arke t fo rces , C om pe titive  
fo rces  (P orter), PEST, 
G eo gra p h ica l loca tion . O the r 
fo rces.

T h e  en v iro n m e n t can  be se g m e n te d  in to  the 
b road  fo rces .

B rooks  and 
W ea th e rs to n  (1997)

LE P E S T C Lega l, E co lo g ica l, P o litica l, 
E conom ic, S oc ia l, 
T e ch n o lo g ica l, C om petitive .

P e rce ive  en v iro n m e n t re fe rs  to  d iffe re n t 
o rg a n isa tio n s ’ v ie w s  and  en ac ted  e n v iro n m e n t is 
c re a te d  an d  d e fin e d  by in d iv id ua ls .

P earce and 
R ob inson  (1997)

R em ote
Industry
O pe ra tin g

P E S T, P o rte r’s five  fo rces, 
C u s to m e r com p os itions , 
supp lie rs , c re d ito rs , labour 
m a rke ts  and  com p e tito rs .

M in tzbe rg , e t al., 
(1998)

E nv ironm enta l
school

O b je c tive , pe rce ived  and 
enacted .

J o h n so n  and 
S cho les  (2000)

G o ve rn m e n t ac tion  and 
res tru c tu rin g , d e m o grap h ics , 
s o c ia l-cu ltu ra l, cap ita l m arke t, 
te ch n o lo g y , la bo u r m arke t, 
eco logy , com p e titio n , econ om ic  
co n d itio n s , supp lie rs .

(E nv iro nm e n ta l in flu e n ce s  can  affect 
o rg a n isa tio n a l s tra tegy).

L y n c h (2000) E igh t s tag es S C S D , P E S T  and  scen arios , 
In dustry  life cyc le , K S Fs, five  
fo rces , fo u r links, com p e tito r 
a n a lys is  and  p ro du ct portfo lio , 
m arke t and  segm en ta tion .

N atu re  o f e n v ironm en t, fa c to rs  a ffec tin g  
n o rm a lly , g ro w th , fa cto rs  d e liv e r in d u s try ’s 
success , fa cto rs  sp e c ific  to  the  in du stry  
com p e titio n , fa cto rs  to  co -o p e ra tio n  in the  
in du stry , fa cto rs  to  im m e d ia te  com p etito rs , 
cu s to m e r an a lys is .
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Pfetter and Salancik (1978) adopt the description by levels with a 

different formulation. They distinguish between a first level 

corresponding to the entire system of individuals and organisations 

related to one another and to a focal organisation, a second level 

corresponding to a sub-set of individuals and organisations keeping 

direct interactions with the focal organisation and a third level 

corresponding to the enacted environment (the organisation’s 

perceptions and representation of the environment). Given the basis 

at these three levels, the developments by different researchers and 

scholars are presented in the above summarised table (Table 4.1).

4.4.2 Theories on Organisation-Environment Relations

A second stream of theorists has focused on relationships between 

organisations and environments. Over the last three decades, a wide 

range of theorists and researchers has been concerned with the 

organisation-environment interface (Fahey and Narayanan, 1985). 

Differences exist in level of analysis, dimensions of environment 

attended to (Scott 1981) and various theories’ primary focus.

According to Emery and Trist (1965), a comprehensive understanding 

of organisational behaviour requires some knowledge of each member 

of three major sets. The first set refers to some potentially lawful 

connection; the second set is the organisation; and the third is the 

environment. They further propose three processes: processes within 

the organisation - the area of internal interdependencies; exchanges 

between the organisation and its environment -  the area of 

transactional interdependencies, from either direction; and processes 

through which parts of the environment become related to each other 

- i.e. its causal texture - the area of interdependencies that belong 

within the environment itself (Emery and Trist, 1965). Based on the 

above propositions given by Emery and Trist (1965), this research is
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focused primarily on the second and third processes which are 

relevant to the “area of transaction interdependencies”.

Fahay and Nayaranan (1985) suggest that the linkages of 

environment to a firm present themselves as threats and 

opportunities to firms. Business strategy could indicate the linkage 

between organisation and environment. Lawrence and Dyer (1983) 

develop a model of environmental relationships. Hence, two 

dimensions have been generated: information domains and resource 

domains (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4 Model of Environmental Relationships

Information
Domain

Competitive

Technical

Customers

Products

Government
Regulatory

SI I

X

E o 
O , 
s ö
2 o

l

High I.C. Low g.S. 
Strategy: Prospector

High I.C. R.S

Int. I.C . Low R.S. 
Strategy: Prospector

7
Low. I.C. and R.S 
Strategy: Reactor

Strategy: Defender

Int. I.C. and R.S
Strategy: Analyser

Int. I.C. and High R.S 
Strategy: Defender

Unstudied

Low Intermediate 

Resource Scarcity

High

Resource Domain
• Availability of raw materials, human resources and capital.
• Customer, competitor and government impacts on resource capability.
• Competition levels.

Source: Adapted from Lawrence and Dyer, 1983.
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Information domains include competitions or competitors, 

Technology, customers, products and government regulatory. 

Resource domains refer to the availability of raw materials, human 

resources or capitals; customers, competitors, government impact on 

resource capability; and the competition level. The correlations 

between these two dimensions may form various strategies. For 

instance, when information complexity is low and the resource 

scarcity is also low, a reactive strategy is preferred; when information 

complexity is high whereas the resource scarcity intermediate or low, 

a prospective strategy is preferred.

The significance of these models is that they provide a map of the 

kinds of linkage between environment and organisations that need to 

be stressed. Environment is linked to business strategies (product- 

market directions). More details on similar research are discussed 

and a new model is developed in Chapter 6 that deals with the 

proposition development of this study.

4.5 Conceptual Frameworks for Analysis
Numerous attempts have been made to model the business 

environment either in “its totality or in its specific elements” (Johnson 

and Scholes, 1999). The normal understanding is that of external 

environment. The most popular accepted demonstration of the 

external environment refers to general, industry and task. Based on 

the above theoretical developments, a model which describes the 

three environmental levels is developed (Figure 4.5). General or 

remote or macro-environment refers to the broadest which impacts 

on all industries, even though in different ways (Corrieria, 1994). 

Perhaps the most popular and classical category of the general or 

macro-environment refers to political, economic, social and 

technological (PEST) when considering the array of environmental 

influences on the business activity. In addition, the elements of
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cultural, legal and ecological categories are encompassed in most 

areas of concern regarding the general external environment. PEST 

enables us to assemble a logical and comprehensive picture of the 

business environment; “it is the interrelationship between the 

apparently different factors which adds not only complexity and 

uncertainty to the analysis but also richness and greater accuracy” 

(Corrieria, 1994).

Figure 4.5 Levels of the Business Environment

Industry or competitive environment represents specific

characteristics of a certain industry and refers to the forces which 

drive the competition of an industry. The most known competitive 

forces are the power of buyers and suppliers, the threats of 

substitute, entry barriers and the rival within an industry. The 

concept of industry environment is in a certain way an overlap of the 

concept of task environment as they have similar environmental 

categories. As said earlier, the elements of operating or task 

environment include the sub-set of customers, suppliers, competitors
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and other agencies (Corrieria, 1994) directly influence the “daily 

based" company’s business (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6 The Business Environment Model

Suppliers
Sources of materials, 
money and labour.

Customers 
Clients within the oil 
and cas industry.

Technological
New techniques, 
innovations and 
research.

Economic
Factors such as oil price, oil E&P levels as 
well as reserves, well counts, rigs counts 
(including rate paid) and support vessels.

I
I

Energy Service Company

Competitors
All competitors (existing firms, 
new entrants and firms provide 

.substitute products/services); and 
competitive actions among firms 
within the industry (based on 
price, quality, response speed, 
safety, technology and social 
relationships.)

Political
Regulations and policies at all level of government. 
Factors such as government policies on the oil and 
industry.

Classifications of the type outlined above attempt to model the 

environment, and although they tend to simplify reality, they help us 

to identify and understand what are complex environmental 

processes and forces, and serve as useful tools to aid the analysis of 

the environment. The “real” environment is a complex array of 

interrelated forces. In reality, a number of forces within the 

environment combine to influence an organisation (Corrieria, 1994). 

This research concentrates a number of important aspects of 

environment which influence the oil and gas service company's 

activity and its business and strategic decision making in an East 

Asian like China, Singapore and Malaysia.
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4.6 Methods of Environment Analysis
Lynch (2000) suggests that the environmental forces surrounding the 

organisation can be assessed according to two main measures: 

“Changeability” - the degree to which the environment is likely to 

change (low or high of the market) and “Predictability” - the degree 

with which such changes can be predicted (Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7 Assessing the Nature of the Environment 
-  A Typology of Organisational Environments

Environmental Uncertainty Scales of an Environmental Variable

Complexity

Novelty (innovation-new)

Rate of change

Visibility of future

Homogeneity

Complexity

Dynamism

Connectedness

Munificence

Dispersion

Turbulence

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Uncertainty Level Low High

s/j

d&

These measures can each be subdivided further. Changeability 

comprises: complexity - the degree which the organisations 

environment is affected by factors such as internationalisation and 

technological, social and political complications; novelty- the degree 

to which the environment presents the organisation with new 

situations. Predictability can be further subdivided into: rate of 

change of the environment (from slow to fast): visibility of the future 

in terms of the availability and usefulness of the information used to
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predict the future. Using these factors as a basis, it is then possible 

to build a spectrum that categorises the environment and provides a 

rating for its degree of turbulence.

Following numerous studies in organisational and strategic 

management theory, this researcher summarises six dimensions of 

environment that capture uncertainty: dynamism, complexity, 

hostility, competition, technology and market or industry 

concentration.

Environmental dynamism is defined as the rate and the instability of 

environmental change (Child, 1972; Dess and Beard, 1984). 

Environmental dynamism is the product of several forces operating at 

one time. These include an increase in the size and number of 

organisations within an industry, and an increase in the rate of 

technological change and its diffusion throughout that industry. An 

effect of increasing levels of environmental dynamism is to reduce 

access to knowledge needed to make critical decisions. This, in turn, 

reduces the stability and predictability of relations among firms and 

their constituents within an industry.

Fahey and Narayanan (1986) define complexity as referring to the 

degree of similarity or differentiation between elements or entities 

within and across environmental factors or components. It pertains 

to the number and heterogeneity or diversity of factors and 

components in the external environment Hostility describes the 

capacity of the environment to support organisations in the 

marketplace. Competition highlights the interrelations between the 

focal organisation and its environment. An ecological conception of 

this construct indicates that competitive interdependence among 

firms in an industry will increase environmental uncertainty (Barnett 

and Carroll, 1987).
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Technological change induces firms to divert substantial resources to 

adaptation. Technological shift results in greater product 

sophistication and dynamism. Technological shifts in the 

environment generate uncertainty because they increase firm-level 

competition as technologically superior firms attempt to displace 

firms with outmoded technologies.

The construct of the environmental uncertainty is not complete 

without including an industry structure variable. An important 

variable that measures industry structure is market concentration 

(Porter, 1980). Market or industry concentration describes the 

number and the size distribution of firms competing against each 

other in an industry. The degree of environmental uncertainty is 

affected by the extent of realised or potential collusion that results 

from the number and size distribution of firms in the industry 

(Scherer, 1980).

In this study, the researcher concentrates on three environmental 

measures, namely, complexity, dynamism and hostility. Relevant 

concepts and similar research in the area will be introduced further 

in Chapter 6.

4.7 Purpose and Limitations of Environmental Analysis
The purpose of environmental analysis is concerned with predicating 

environment based upon the assumption that the forces in the 

environment affect industries and destinies of the firms within them. 

In this study, the researcher conceives the environment as sectors. 

Macro environmental sector consists of four segments or sets of 

forces (social, economic, technological and political). Industry or task 

environment refers to stakeholders (new entrants, buyers, suppliers, 

competitors and partners). Environmental analysis is thus the 

analysis of current and potential change in these segments or
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stakeholders and the assessment of their implications for strategic 

management.

Nevertheless, Fahay and Narayana (1985) have pointed out that there 

are some limitations of environmental analysis. For instance, 

environmental analysis does not foretell the future, nor does it 

eliminate uncertainty for any organisation. Environmental analysis 

in and of itself is not a sufficient guarantor of organisational 

effectiveness. It forms only one input for strategy development and 

testing. Environmental analysis should be used in conjunction with 

other forms of analysis such as competitor and organisational 

analysis. Sometimes, certain information derived form environmental 

analysis may become irrelevant due to the fast changing business 

environment.

4.8 Summary
This chapter outlines some theoretical notions and a framework for 

thinking about the environment. A conception of environment built 

around three levels is presented and various linkages to strategy 

formulation are pointed out. An analytical framework for engaging in 

environmental analysis is developed. The critical activities in 

environmental analysis - scanning and assessment - are described in 

detail. The analytical process involved in doing environmental 

analysis is also detailed.
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CHAPTER 5

THE ESSENCE OF STRATEGY

The literature on strategy can be divided into two areas: one deals 

with the concepts of strategy in the East and the other focuses on 

strategy development in the West. Of these two areas, work 

conducted by Western strategists on strategy development is far more 

extensive. Much of this work is about the content of strategy, both in 

terms of conceptual frameworks and empirical evidence. The exact 

definitions of the strategy concept differ between Western and 

Eastern strategic theorists or strategists. However, what is never in 

question is the key attribute of strategy: the means of achieving a 

strategic goal. In this regard, there is clear unanimity. Basic doctrines 

about strategy -  for instance, its importance to a firm’s long-term 

success, the components of strategy, and levels of strategy -  receive 

almost universal acceptance (Hawkins, 1995). Particularly, in a 

Western context, a large amount of work has been carried out in 

some key areas such as the strategy types an organisation can 

pursue and the organisational levels at which these strategies should 

be implemented.

The objective of this chapter is to review strategic theories so that a 

framework for the investigation of business strategies can be 

developed. It contains five main aspects of strategy. Firstly, it offers a 

historical perspective on how strategy definitions evolved from 

military use into a discipline within the field of strategic management. 

Secondly, it explores chronologically the various schools of business 

strategists and the major thrust in each of their arguments. An 

overview of major work that has been carried out in the area of 

strategy development in the past and an outline of how it will develop



in the future are presented. This discusses the evolution of different 

conceptual frameworks over time, together with their impact on 

today’s business practice. Thirdly, it looks at the nature of strategy, 

including strategic sense, its functions, components, power and 

limitations. Fourthly, strategy in relation to the strategic management 

process is discussed and finally, the applications of strategies in both 

Western and Eastern contexts as well as in the oil and gas industry 

are presented.

5.1 Concept of Strategy
A most serious semantic problem in strategic management literature 

is the lack of consistency in the use of fundamental concepts like 

strategy and business strategy. In some instances, strategy is defined 

as the means to achieve a goal; in others, the definition is expanded 

to include both the goal and the means to achieve this goal. In spite 

of the surrounding polemics, it can be seen that any differences in 

definitions lie mainly in their scope: some authors bring goals into 

the definition; others do not. This section reviews the overall 

traditional concepts of strategy and outlines the difficulties in 

reducing strategy concepts to one single definition.

5.1.1 A Brief Review of Definitions

Different definitions of strategy have been addressed world wide, from 

the East to the West, and from ancient times to the modern epoch. 

Although strategy definitions vary, the major content of strategy 

concepts can be generalised. A generic definition provided in the 

Concise Oxford Dictionary of Current English (1995) says:

Strategy is the art of war; is the management of army in a campaign, or the art of 
moving troops, ships, aircrafts, etc. into favourable positions, or an instance of this or 
a plan formed according to it; is a plan of action or policy in business or politics etc.
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The word “Strategy” in Middle English came from French strategeme 

and Latin strategema from Greek strategema via strategeo to stratego. 

“Stratagem is a cunning plan or scheme especially for deceiving an 

enemy or trickery” (Oxford Dictionary, 1995). From Greek literature, 

the term “Strategy” is a derivative of the word “stratego”, which 

means the psychological capability and skills that generals should 

have when they lead an army.

As a word, “Strategy” can be derived from two main sources: military 

and commercial terms. In military terms, the Oxford English 

Dictionary (1933) defines strategy as:

the art of a commander-in-chief; the art of projecting and directing the larger military 
movements and operations of a campaign; usually distinguished from tactics, which is 
the art of handling forces in battle or in the immediate presence of the enemy.

The importance of strategy as a topic of study may be traced back to 

1513 when Nicolo Machiavelli, the first great political philosopher of 

the Renaissance, studied how a government can stay in power. Later, 

Carl von Clausewitz (1780-1831), a famous Prussian military thinker 

and strategic theorist, provides a detailed concept of strategy. In his 

definition, he emphases not only the content of strategy but also the 

process involved in strategy. He argues that

strategy is the employment of the battle to gain the end of the war; it must therefore 
give an aim to the whole military action, which must be in accordance with the object 
of the war; in other words, strategy forms the plan of the war; and to this end it links 
together the series of acts which are to lead to the final decision... it makes the plans 
for the separate campaigns and regulates the combats to be fought in each... strategy 
must go with the army to the field in order to arrange particulars on the spot, and to 
make the modifications in the general plan which incessantly become necessary in 
war.

(Vom Kriege, translated by Gatzke 1942). 

In commercial terms, Johnson and Scholes (2000) say that
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Strategy is the direction and scope of an organisation over the long term. It ideally 
matches its resources to its changing environment and in particular its markets, 
customers or clients so as to meet stakeholder expectations.

Strategy is about an organisation’s ability to utilise its strengths and weaknesses to 
take advantage of the opportunities and overcome the threats facing the business. 
Strategy is about balancing the internal factors with the external drivers of the 
business.

Similarly, Kay (1999) suggests that “business strategy is concerned 

with the match between a company's internal capabilities and its 

external environment” and says that strategy “is a set of analytic 

techniques for understanding and influencing a company’s position 

in the market place”. In his holistic review of definitions, Chandler 

(1962) describes strategy as the determination of the basic goals and 

objectives of an enterprise; and the adoption of courses of action and 

the allocation of resources necessary for carrying out these goals. In 

short, strategy is the art of management in establishing goals, 

making decisions and preparing action plans with available 

capabilities and resources to gain the final victory in battles, and 

particularly, long-term success for a commercial purpose.

5.1.2 Major Streams of the Strategy Concept

5.1.2.1 Military and Political Rules of Strategy

Militarily, the first documented concept of strategy goes back to the 

world’s first acknowledged strategist Sun Zi1, whose “The Art of War” 

was written in the later years of Spring and Autumn Period 

(approximately from 770 BC to 476 BC) in China and at almost the 

same period as the ancient Greek strategists. The Art of War 

comprises thirteen chapters. From chapter one to chapter six, it is 

concerned with strategy. The first chapter, Laying the Plan, is the key 

to The Art of War. It begins, “military action is of vital importance to

1 Named as Sun Tzu by Westerns.
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the state. It is a matter of life and death, a road either to safety or to 

ruin.” Then Sun Zi points out that a victory depends not only on 

martial power but also other issues such as politics, economics, time, 

location, people and discipline. He emphasises that “these elements 

should be familiar to every general; he who knows them will be 

victorious; he who does not know them will fail.” Both ancient 

Chinese and Greek strategists emphasise attributes of the guile and 

cunning required to develop a wining strategy.

5.1.2.2 Entry of Strategy Concepts into Commerce

Through the medieval period into the present day revolutions in 

agriculture and industry have made an increasing need to adopt 

strategy from a military use for commercial purposes (Alexander, 

1990). Strategic warfare has been applied over many centuries to 

help kings win wars over their enemies. Pheng and Sirpal (1995) 

comment that the business world is like war. Military manoeuvres 

can similarly and equally be applied strategically to help businesses 

win the “business war” (Low. 1995; Low and Sirpal, 1995; Low and 

Yeo, 1993).

Many business leaders and researchers have begun to bring the 

lessons of the battlefield to the marketplace. Frank (2002) comments 

that there is a widespread American belief that books about the arts 

of war can teach us about the art of business. The relationship of 

military strategy and business elements is a major flow found in 

many strategy studies. Whenever possible, a preamble on the 

parallels between the military and business is always included in the 

study of corporate strategy (Alexander, 1990). For example, attempts 

have been made by Pheng and Sirpal (1995) to extend the thirty-six 

Chinese classical strategies of war into the realms of Western generic 

business (Porter, 1980, 1985; Hofer and Shendel, 1978) and

corporate strategies (Drucker, 1974) for use in the business world.
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5.2 Evolution of Strategy: A Chronological Review
This section provides a compendium chart depicting the evolution of 

strategy. It moves chronologically to provide a snapshot view of the 

major influences on the concept of strategy. In order to do so, the 

period of strategy evolution is divided into four major parts (Figure 

5.1).

Figure 5.1 Evolution of Strategy

5.2.1 Period I: Initial Appearance of Strategy (Post-World War II 
Era)

The first period refers to the years preceding World War II when 

strategy was used mostly as the military parlance for warfare and 

political control. As stated above on page seven, the recorded history 

of strategy reaches back to 476 BC when the Chinese military
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strategist Sun Zi wrote “The Art of War”, which has been regarded as 

the most influential classical strategic thinking in East Asia (Chen, 

1995). Zhuge Liang (around 229 AD) is another most famous Chinese 

military strategist but the gist recommended by some researchers is 

that his book is in favour of generals displaying leadership, character, 

responsibility and knowledge. Therefore, Zhuge Liang’s strategic 

thoughts are more suitable for managers who wish to have competent 

management skills. The third highly influential ancient Chinese 

military strategy is “Thirty-six Chinese Classical Strategies of War”. It 

was written by an anonymous Chinese scholar (around 1644 AD), 

gathering ancient Chinese strategists’ thoughts emerging about 

fifteen hundred years ago. On the whole, Pheng and Sirpal (1995) 

divide the entire book into six sections, each containing six strategies: 

strategies when in a superior position: strategies for confrontation; 

strategies for attack: strategies for confused situations: strategies for 

gaining ground: strategies for desperate situations. They suggest that 

the first three sections are useful when one holds the advantage and 

the second set of strategies is useful when one is in a disadvantaged 

situation.

Having compared the similarities and differences on strategic 

thoughts given by Eastern and Western strategists, Frank (2000) 

suggests that Sun Zi seems wiser than Clausewitz or Clausewitz's 

20th-centuiy followers: Sun Zi emphasised that states should not 

pursue wars beyond their original objective and also said things 

similar to Clausewitz’s famous pronouncement: the war must be 

supported by politicians and people back home. No matter what is 

stressed, the aim of strategy at this period was to assist army 

commanders to win battles of the war and gain access to the 

extended agricultural resources such as land for political rulers.

In the era of economic development between the First and Second 

World War, there was an overlapping period when military strategies
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were transformed or applied for the use of business purposes. Over 

the period, for instance, Japanese systematically studied and applied 

Sun Zi’s strategic thinking to their management and business 

strategy-making. Pheng (1998) states that nowadays the ancient 

Chinese strategies of war are commonly applied to business practice 

by Asian managers. Though the first acknowledged strategy book 

appeared in China, strategy development has been generated mainly 

in the West.

5.2.2 Period II: Theory Building (1950s-1960s)

The second peak period of strategy development is during the 1960s. 

Many of the concepts that form the basis of today’s understanding of 

strategy development were developed during the first half of the 

twentieth century. Since the concept of strategy was not developed 

extensively in the business literature until the late 1950s, almost no 

empirical research related to it was done until the early 1960s. Since 

the late 1960s, a number of studies have emphasised the generic 

content of the organisation’s strategy.

At the early stage of the theory development, scholars like Ansoff 

(1965) laid the foundations for strategic planning by demonstrating 

the need to match business opportunities with organisational 

resources and illustrating the usefulness of strategic plans. Later, 

Hofer (1975) discovered that the concept of organisational strategy 

during this period had emerged as one of the cornerstones of both 

management theory and practice. Formal theory in the 1960s focused 

on tools and techniques to help managers with decisions about 

business direction (Whittington, 1990). The critical works include the 

portfolio matrices produced by consultants like the Boston 

Consulting Group. By then industrial economics was dominated by 

the structure-conduct-performance paradigm. This emphasised how 

market structure was the principal influence on a company’s
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behaviour (Kay, 1999). Rainer and Chaharbaghi (1995) summarise 

that this early phase was followed by a stage of generalisation in 

which researchers attempted to identify common patterns of success.

5.2.3 Period III: Theory Debate and Development (1970s-1980s)

In the 1970s, both theory and research on the content of business 

and corporate strategy developed in a piecemeal fashion. However, 

the most influential criticism given by Hofer (1975) is that much of 

this work has failed to differentiate between business and corporate 

strategies. Shortly after that, Miles and Snow (1978) developed a 

typology for assigning different business strategic orientations.

In the 1980s, the focus shifted from strategic planning towards 

strategic management. In 1980, Michael Porter’s “Competitive 

Strategy: Techniques for Analysing Industries and Competitors” was 

published. Led by Porter (1980, 1985), a broad range of concepts and 

techniques evolved which were aimed at building and sustaining 

competitive advantage by anticipating and exploiting business 

opportunities. This was popular during the 1980s and remains 

deeply entrenched in strategy thinking today. It translates the 

structure-conduct-performance paradigm into an industry structure 

model, which can be used by business, although some people, such 

as Lynch (2000), have pointed out the serious limitations of this 

model. For example, the model does not allow for the phenomenon of 

co-operation within an industry.

As Rainer and Chaharbaghi (1995) summarised, during the 1970s 

and 1980s, researchers increasingly recognised that strategy 

development cannot be regarded as a simple design mechanism but 

that different strategy processes may exist in different organisations. 

The idea that there may be a gap between the intended and achieved 

strategy had also been raised. Numerous studies culminated in a
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large number of strategy tools and frameworks that are still used for 

analysis purposes today.

5.2.4 Period IV: Theory Test, Modification and Standardisation 
(1990s to the present and future)

The fourth period is from the 1990s to the present and future. In the 

1990s, the concept of strategy was still developing and literature was 

growing rapidly in eveiy direction, such as strategic groups, value 

chains and key success factors and other ideas. The represented 

work was conducted by Minsberg et al. (1998, 1999) by studying 

various types of strategies. Intended strategy and realised strategy 

means that organisations develop plans for their future, in part by 

evolving patterns out of their past. Deliberate strategy and unrealised 

strategy refer to the intentions that are fully realised or not realised. 

Emergent strategies, where actions are taken one by one and some 

sort of consistency or pattern emerged over time are not expressly 

intended.

Today, strategists become aware of the increased speed of change and 

the level of uncertainty in the business environments. In fast- 

changing circumstances, some (Rainer and Chaharbaghi, 1995) 

argue that it is not possible to determine a strategic direction for an 

organisation on a systematic basis. Hence, organisations must 

constantly adapt to such circumstances and move towards dynamic 

strategy development. As Alexander (1990) has pointed out, the 

future strategy development will become more fragmented, more 

flexible, and enable local divisions to react decisively to the newest or 

strongest threat arising from the environment. However, there is a 

need to set up standards for universal application of numerous 

theoretical models, frameworks and theories.
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5.3 Main Aspects of Strategy

5.3.1 Strategy in the Broad and Narrow Sense

Hawkins (1995) observes that the literature on strategy can usually 

be organised into two areas, one focusing on the content of strategy 

and other focusing on the process. Of these two areas, work on 

content is far more extensive. The two areas can refer to strategy in 

the broad and narrow sense. In the broad sense, strategy contains 

goals, intention or aims and the main policies made for achieving 

these goals and strategy is a pattern of plans. The strategic pattern 

defines the business activities a firm undertakes and defines the 

industry in which the firm should be. Hence, the strategy to be 

selected should be determined by the environment prospects, the 

nature of the competition and the company's resources, goals and 

culture. For example, Sondhi (1999) suggests that strategy is a broad 

and general plan developed to reach long-term objectives, focusing on 

actions for each of the functional areas and strategy can be expressed 

in terms of the visions, missions, objectives and tactics.

Defining strategy in the narrow sense, the period of goal setting is 

linked with the strategic formulation and implementation process. 

Ansoff (1979) is among those who held this idea of strategy in a 

narrow sense. He suggests that strategy is a “main line of operation” 

throughout a firm’s operation, products and markets. It decides the 

current businesses a firm undertakes, or the plans the firm will be 

engaged in. This main line consists of four main elements: the range 

of products and markets, which means products produced and 

markets they compete in; the growth direction, which means a firm’s 

plan of the changing direction for its products and market segments; 

the competitive advantages, which mean the characteristics that 

enable a firm to be in a strong competitive position with regard to its
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products competing in the marketplace; and the co-operation within 

the firm.

Hofer and Schendel (1978) suggest that when a firm makes its 

strategy, it should consider the interrelationship between the 

resources and the external environment. On a more management 

specific view, Hofer and Schendel (1978) define strategy as; 

“fundamental pattern of present and planned resource deployments 

and environmental interactions that indicates how the organisation 

will achieve its objectives”. This definition is preferable to Ansoffs 

(1979), as it takes the external environmental factors into account, 

and so is much closer to the modern thinking on strategic 

management.

In summary, the main thoughts of scholars in terms of strategy in 

the broad sense is that strategies should include the objectives 

pursued and the way to achieve them. On the other hand, the 

process of making up objectives is one part of strategic decision 

making and the concept of strategy in the narrow sense only 

emphasises the approaches a firm uses to pursue the planned 

objectives.

5.3.2 Elements of Strategy

Sun Zi defines strategy in terms of five key elements. These are; Tao - 

the Moral law, means doctrine of the organisation. It essentially 

means the culture or values and beliefs of an organisation. Tian -  

Heaven or Nature, refers to the environment of the organisation. The 

environment of nature represents the boundaries of the organisation, 

including its competitors. Di - Earth, means the situation, that is the 

current position of the organisation or its current strengths and 

weaknesses, particularly in relation to the environment. Jiang -  The 

Commander or Leadership, means that the role of leadership is vital
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in ensuring progress against objectives is met, through the 

motivation of individuals and communication within the team. Fa - 

Methods and Discipline, mean that the goals or outcomes of a 

strategy should be made without emotional attachment. The strategy 

needs to be based on complete control of the strategic planning 

process.

Clausewitz in “Vom Kriege” suggests that the elements of strategy 

may include the moral, physical, mathematical, geographical and 

statistical ones. In their review of strategy research, Hofer and 

Schendel (1978) identified four key elements of an effective strategy: 

scope, resource deployments, competitive advantage and synergy. 

The four components are widely regarded as equal contributors to a 

firm’s overall success, although in some cases, one component may 

assume a greater role than another. Taken together, an organisation's 

four strategic elements determine its effectiveness (Hawkins, 1995). 

Similarly, Alexander (1995) suggests nine strategic elements: external 

assessment, best choice, multi-tiered goals or plans, resource 

allocation, forecasted assumptions, internal assessment, contingent 

plans, monitoring and scanning. Robert (1999) also has ten 

components as an entity’s strategic engine. Namely, strategy can be 

driven by product, user or customer class, market type or category, 

technology, production capability or capacity, sales or marketing 

method, distribution method, natural resources, size or growth, and 

by return or profit.

When a company has formulated its strategy, normally, it needs to 

illustrate its mission and define the goals and objectives. Mission 

statements go back to the late 1960s. Levitt (1969) emphasises that 

companies should focus the mission on customer needs, or benefits 

sought, rather than production or technology processes. Drucker 

(1970) also states that a firm needs a clear definition of what 

business each is in, backed up with specific objectives and strategies.
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Mission therefore means that management defines the directions, 

aims, characteristics and guiding ideology which a firm should follow 

(Xu, 1997). It reflects the value set by management and the image 

that a firm tries to build up, and reveals the differences in objectives 

between the firm and the other companies in the same industry. It 

also includes the range of its main products and sendees and how 

the firm tries to satisfy customers’ needs and requirements. In a 

simple structured firm, a corporate owner who is also a manager 

takes all the responsibilities, and his beliefs, desires, and aspirations 

decide the mission of the firm. Thus, the corporate mission basically 

includes: products and services which a firm’s production and 

technology can provide: benefits received from products or services 

provided: satisfaction provided to customers in market segments 

served by the firm’s products or services; management self- 

consciousness: and corporate public image.

When firms develop and grow, or are forced to change their products, 

markets and technologies due to competitive stresses, they must re

define their missions. In this situation, although a firm’s mission is 

basically the same as that of a simple structured firm, its contents 

should reflect the new ideas. First, it includes goals, especially the 

economic goals. Survival, growth and profit are the three economic 

objectives which decide the strategic direction of a firm. Second, it 

includes competitive positions. A firm needs to define its competitive 

position based on the technology owned, products produced and 

markets served, by assessing its strengths and weaknesses. 

Therefore, the standards for its competition can be made. Third, it 

refers to corporate beliefs and fourth public image. Finally, benefits to 

stakeholders should be mentioned.

In management literature, goal and objective are sometimes two 

different concepts while sometimes they mean almost the same thing. 

From the straiegic management perspective, some scholars (Xu,
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1997) suggest that goal is the intention behind management’s 

decisions or actions and goals will frequently never be achieved and 

may be incapable of being measured. McNamee (1992) defines that 

objective is the detailed programme set up for the firm and its 

employees to achieve those goals and objectives are goals expressed 

in a form in which they can be measured. The shorter the time limit 

available for the firm, the greater must be the details of the objective.

Particularly, with regard to long-term goals, Xu (1997) indicates that, 

normally, the period for long-term goal planning in China is five 

years. Strategic decision-makers set up long-term goals by taking the 

following factors into account: capability of making profit, production 

capability, competitive position, advanced technology and employee 

development.

In conclusion, the normal elements of a strategy are summarised as: 

mission, goals and objectives; business range (including products, 

technology and customers), resources held and competitive 

advantages pursued. These elements will be examined further in the 

next chapter when formulating a comprehensive typology of business 

strategies. The typology will then be used as part of the conceptual 

framework in this study.

5.3.3 Functions, Power and Limitations of Strategy

In the modem business world, strategy is further developed. Strategy 

is considered by Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel (1998) to have four 

functions: strategy sets direction, focuses effort, defines the 

organisation and provides consistency. Prahalad (2000) asserts that 

strategy is “not an extrapolation of the current situation but an 

exercise in ‘imagining and then folding the future in'. This process 

needs a different starting point. This is about providing a strategic 

direction -  a point of view and identifying, at best, the major
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milestones on the way.” Therefore, the art of strategy is concerned 

with managing conflicts within an organisation, within the external 

business environment, with competitions and among leaders.

With regard to the power of strategy, Sondhi (2000) suggests that “a 

broad and general plan is the translation of the strategy into 

meaningful terms for the benefit of employees, customers and all 

other stakeholders”. Hawkins (1995) finds that strategy can give a 

firm and its top management a distinct advantage in providing a 

long-term direction, adapting to an increasing rate of change, gaining 

a competitive advantage in high-risk environment, and achieving a 

more effective organisation.

Researchers’ synthesis of the relevant research over the last few 

decades clearly shows a strong link between strategy and 

performance: those who use strategic management concepts are more 

likely to conduct systematic planning, and better at understanding 

their environment and anticipating future changes, take a more long

term perspective, and better empower both managers and employees 

by involving them in the strategic decision-making process and thus 

are more profitable and successful (Hawkins, 1995). Nonetheless, 

Alexander (1990) points out that “a strategy, at its best can provide a 

degree of certainty that one is acting ‘proactively’ in an uncertain 

environment, but it is not a guarantee of success.” Ohmae (1982), the 

former Director of Mckinsey and Company Inc., also comments: “In 

the real world of business, ‘perfect’ strategies are not called for. A 

good business strategy is one by which a company can gain 

significant ground on its competitors at an acceptable cost to itself’.
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5.4 Types of Strategy
From strategic management literature, there are numerous ways of 

categorising the types of strategies. Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel 

(1997) are the most influential in the field and have developed various 

frameworks for assigning types of strategy. An initial framework 

developed is five P's for strategy. The five Ps refer to plan, pattern, 

position, perspective and ploy. When strategy is considered as a plan, 

or something equivalent, it is a direction, a guide or course of action 

into the future, a path to get from here to there. When strategy is 

considered as a pattern, it shows the consistency of an organisation’s 

behaviour over time. Strategies may arise out of the experiences from 

the past. When you look "down”, strategy can also be a position, 

which means the location of particular products in marketplace. 

Strategy is a perspective, which defines the fundamental way of doing 

things for an organisation as in this situation, strategy looks in - 

inside the organisation but it also looks up - to the grand vision of 

the enterprise. Finally, strategy is described as a ploy, and the nature 

of this kind of strategy is to create threats to outwit an opponent or 

competitor (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel, 1997). Shortly after 

that, a model of ten schools was generated (Mintzberg et al. 1999). 

These ten schools include: design, planning, positioning, 

entrepreneurial, cognitive, learning, power, cultural, environmental 

and configuration. The ten schools provide a comprehensive typology 

for assigning strategy into different type.

Prahalad (1999) argues that the traditional view sees strategy as 

fitting with available resources; or as positioning in existing industry 

space; or as top management activity; or as an analytical exercise; or 

as extrapolating the past. However, the emerging view of strategy 

contrasts dramatically with the traditional view. The new emerging 

view perceives strategy as stretch and leverage; or as creating new 

industry space; or total organisational process; or as an analytical 

and organisational exercise; or as creating the future. Based upon the
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various theories reviewed, a summary of strategy concepts and 

strategy development is given in Table 5.1.

In the similar field of work, Quintella (1993) develops types of 

strategies in the sense of being related to the strategic results. She 

suggests eight different types of strategies. Planned strategies must 

be deliberate and initiate “through formal plans, where exact 

intentions exist and are formulated and implemented by central 

leadership, using formal controls to avoid any possible surprise”. 

Entrepreneurial strategies come from a central vision of a single 

leader, but intentions exist as personal views and these strategies are 

extremely adaptable to new opportunities and threats. These 

strategies usually situated in a “niche environment” and are relatively 

deliberate but can also emerge. Ideological strategies are originated 

from shared beliefs and are mainly deliberate. Umbrella strategies are 

generated from constraints and they are partly deliberate, partly 

emergent and partly deliberately emergent. Process strategies 

originate in process and they are partly deliberate, partly emergent 

and partly deliberately emergent. Unconnected strategies are 

“generated in enclaves where some of the actors produce their own 

patterns of actions consciously contradictory to central or common 

intentions, or in the absence of the strategies emerge, whether or not 

deliberate.” Consensus strategies are emergent and, through a 

natural learning from each actor to the other, and from the response 

from the environment, they originate through mutual adjustment. 

Imposed strategies are mostly emergent and they dictate “patterns of 

actions either through direct imposition or ‘implicitly pre-emptying' 

organisation choice” (Quintella, 1993).
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Table 5.1 Review of Strategy

Main Thrust of Strategy Concepts Corresponding to Current Thinking on Strategy
Rules of 
Strategy

Major Influences in the East Major Influences 
in the West

In M ilitary Sun Z i’s (circa BC 476) “The Art of W ar” Com petitive  strategies, also concerning planning and 
position ing (Lee, et al., 1998).

Secret Art of W ar: Thirty-six S trategies (by 
an anonym ous scholar but its first 
appearance was about 1500 years ago).

Business and corporate strategies (Low and Sirpal, 
1995).

Zhuge L iang’s “Long Zhong Dui” (circa AD 
220-280), translated m eaning is the “A rt of 
M anagem ent” .

Leadersh ip  deve lopm ent (Low and Lee, 1997).

C lausew itz ’s (1812) Vom  Kriege Planning

Representative work
Entry Into 

Com m erce
Sondhi (1999), M aNam ee (1992). Design
Ansoff (1 97 9 ). Planning

O hm ea (1982) Porter (1980 ,1985), Bowm an (1995). Positioning
W eick (1979), Prahalad (1999). Learning
Pfeffer and Salanncik (1978). Power
C handler (1993), M intzberg et al. 
(1999), Miles and Snow (1978).

Configuration
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5.5 Strategy at Corporate and Business Levels
Ansoff (1965) defines corporate strategy as a grand or mixed strategy 

and comments that it also plays a decisive role in the choice of 

particular strategies that the firm should consider in a particular 

situation. Kay (1999) suggests that “business strategy is concerned 

with the match between a company’s internal capabilities and its 

external environment” and says that strategy “is a set of analytic 

techniques for understanding and influencing a company’s position 

in the market place”.

Drucker (1980) also discusses the issue of size constraints and his 

research indicates that firms with fewer than fifty employees 

generally do not engage in strategic planning. When firms in this 

bracket engaged in such activities and were successful in a European 

context, they either did not remain small for long or were acquired. 

He also points out that it was only when the firm started to increase 

to over fifty employees, or the firm had been in business over fourteen 

years that strategic activities were pursued (Alexander, 1990).

5.5.1 An Outlook of Levels of Strategy

In most large organisations, there are a number of separate Strategic 

Business Units -  SBUs (Hall, 1978) and their corporate strategies and 

business strategies are usually different; but in some organisations, 

especially small businesses, their corporate-level strategy and 

business-level strategy may be the same. In each incidence, it is 

important to be clear about the basis of strategic option at a business 

level (Johnson and Scholes, 1999). From the strategic implementation 

point of view, it is popularly and widely accepted by strategists 

(McNamee, 1992; Johnson and Schole, 2000; Pearce and Robinson, 

1997; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel, 1997) that strategy can be 

identified at three different levels: corporate, business and functional.
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At the early stage of strategy development, Hofer (1975) distinguishes 

the level of strategy:

The term business level refers to that level in an organisation at which responsibility 
for the formulation of a multifunctional strategy for a single industry or product-market 
arena is determined; the term corporate level refers to the top level of the organisation 
regardless of the number of industries in which it competes. Thus, for a multi-industry 
company, the business level normally would correspond to the divisional level. In 
single product line company, however, the business and corporate levels would be 
the same.

Ohmae (1982) also gives definitions of business and corporate

strategy:

What business strategy is all about - what distinguishes it from all the kinds of 
business planning - is, in a word, competitive advantage. Without competitors there 
would be no need for strategy, for the sole purpose of strategic planning is to enable 
the company to gain, as efficiently as possible, a sustainable edge over its 
competitors. Corporate strategy thus implies an attempt to alter a company’s strength 
relative to that of its competitors in the most efficient way.

In the narrow sense, functional strategies normally refer to those 

conducted in the departments within an organisation.

Traditionally, the key departments within an organisation should 

include marketing, finance, production and personnel. Hence there 

are four basic functional strategies: The marketing function has the 

goal of ensuring that the company’s products or services meet the 

needs and wants of customers in a manner that enables the company 

to realise its goals. The primary goal of the finance function is to 

maximise shareholders’ wealth. The finance function pursues this 

goal through three main and interrelated sets of strategies: the 

investment strategies, the financing strategies and the dividend 

strategies. The production function attempts to satisfy company goals 

through producing the highest quality goods at the lowest possible 

costs through cost reduction, quality maximization and capacity 

flexibility strategies. Personnel function should provide appropriate
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people needed through strategies in the fields of recruitment, training 

and development, appraisal compensation and reward system 

(McNamee, 1992).

Because of the purpose of this study, which is to investigate business 

strategies employed by oil and gas service organisations in East Asia, 

the following will focus on discussions of strategies at the corporate 

and business levels.

5.5.2 Major Influences in Corporate Strategies:

5.5.2.1 Some Generic Typologies of Corporate Strategies

Ohmae (1982) suggests that there are three kinds of corporation: 

single-product, conglomerate and diversified. The strategy of a single

product company that is not planning to diversify is identical with 

business unit strategy. Conglomerates try to maximize the wealth of 

the stockholder by financial measures such as resource allocation, 

especially allocation of funds. The diversified company goes a step 

further. “It tries to maximize the wealth of the corporation by 

exploiting synergies (cross-fertilization of strengths) between its 

various businesses” (Ohmae, 1982). Based on this, Ohmae (1982) 

develops nine specimen standardised corporate strategies: serious 

entry into the market: limited expansion or withdrawal: loss

minimizing; selective growth; selective expansion; overall harvesting; 

all-out struggle; maintenance of superiority; and limited harvesting.

By comparison, McNamee (1992) develops five fundamental strategies 

which are carried out at a corporate level: conservative growth, high 

growth, neutral, recovery and reduction. A conservative growth 

strategy could have various sub-strategies: greater internal efficiency, 

deeper penetration of existing markets with existing products, 

existing products in new markets, new related products in existing
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markets, and new related products in new markets. When a company 

is adding to its portfolio of products and (or) markets and (or) 

businesses, a high-growth strategy occurs and it can be achieved by 

internal and external means. The sub-strategies to achieve high 

growth are: increasing sales of existing or related products; and 

increasing sales of unrelated products.

A neutral strategy is defined as one where there is no significant 

deviation from the past strategy, i.e. the goals achieved, the 

company’s activities and its current competitive position have been 

historically satisfactory and similar achievements in the future would 

also be considered satisfactory. In this type of strategy no change is 

proposed.

The aim of any recovery strategy is at the least to minimize the losses 

that are occurring and, if possible, to change a declining company 

into one achieving satisfactory returns and developing a long-term 

sustainable competitive position. The essential elements of recovery 

ŝ Fg ĝgy are, identifying causes of failure, how to recover, and then 

implementing that recovery. It there is a decline in demand due to 

economic recession, then the appropriate reduction strategy in the 

scale of operations of the company, including range of activities, 

products, markets, and assets and personnel, should be adopted to 

match the reduced economic circumstances. Overall, the above five 

fundamental decisions will be determined by the company s goals, its 

current strategic position and its competitive prospects.

5.5.2.2 Grand Strategies

Pearce and Robinson (1997) argue that the need for firms to develop 

generic strategies remains an unresolved debate. They summarised 

14 grand strategies, which are also called master or business 

strategies and commonly used by firms in the USA. These grand
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strategies provide basic direction for strategic actions. Any one of 

these strategies could serve as the basis for achieving the major long

term objectives of a single firm. A firm involved with multiple 

industries, businesses, product lines, or customer groups usually 

makes a mix of several grand strategies. These grand strategies are 

illustrated briefly as follows.

Corporate integration refers to a firm obtaining external business 

resources, and seeking external development. There are five types. 

Horizontal integration means that two firms operating in the same 

markets at the same region and being engaged in the same products 

merge. Vertical integration means that two firms located close 

together in the supply chain merge. Expanding product categories 

integration refers to the merger of two firms that have a relationship 

in production or sales, but the products sold are not in direct 

competition. Where there is a merger of two firms that produce 

similar products that are sold in different markets, this is know as 

expanding markets integration. Multi-integration when firms that 

have no relationship in terms of products and markets merge.

Concentrated growth is the strategy of the firm that directs its 

resources to the profitable growth of a single product, in a single 

market, with a single dominant technology. The main rationale for 

this approach, sometimes called a market penetration or 

concentration strategy, is that the firm thoroughly develops and 

exploits its expertise in a delimited competitive arena. The strategies 

lead to enhanced performance. The ability to assess market needs, 

knowledge of buyer behaviour, customer price sensitivity, and 

effectiveness of promotion are characteristics of a concentrated 

growth strategy.

Market development, selling present products in new markets, 

includes opening additional geographic markets such as regional
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expansion, national expansion and international expansion; 

attracting other market segments, which refers to developing product 

versions to appeal to other segments, entering other channels of 

distribution and advertising in other media. Product development is 

to develop new products for present markets. This kind of strategy 

develops new product features by adapting (to other ideas, 

developments), modifying (change colour, motion, sound, form, 

shape), magnifying (stronger, longer, thicker, extra value), minifying 

(smaller, shorter, lighter) and substituting (other ingredients, process, 

power). It can also develop quality variations and additional models 

or sizes. Innovation might involve the purchase or acquisition of one 

firm by another. The underlying rationale of the grand strategy is to 

create a new product life cycle and thereby make similar existing 

products obsolete. Thus, this strategy differs from the product 

development strategy of extending an existing product's life cycle.

Concentric diversification is a grand strategy typically involving the 

acquisition of businesses which are related to the acquiring firms in 

terms of technology, markets or products; or internal generation of a 

separate business to balance the strengths and weaknesses of the 

two businesses. Conglomerate diversification is based principally on 

profit considerations. The principal concern of the acquiring firm is 

the profit pattern of the venture.

Joint Ventures are third commercial companies (children) created 

and operated for the benefit of the co-owners. Strategic Alliances are 

distinguished from joint ventures because the companies involved do 

not take an equity position in one another. Strategic alliances are in 

many instances identical with licensing agreements. Outsourcing is 

another approach to strategic alliances that enables firms to gain a 

competitive advantage. Consortia are defined as large interlocking 

relationships between businesses of an industry. It is designed to use 

industry coordination to minimize risks of competition, in part
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through cost sharing and increased economies of scale (Pearce and 

Robinson, 1997).

The above grand strategies were utilised when developing a typology 

of business strategies in this study. The recovery and reduction 

related grand strategies including turnaround, divestiture, and 

liquidation are irrelevant to the objective of this study and thus are 

not dealt with here.

5.5.3 Business Strategies

5.5.3.1 Major Schools of Eastern Approaches to Business 
Strategies

Sun Zi, Zhuge Liang, the Chinese Thirty Six strategies and Ohmae 

can be regarded as the major influences of strategy in the East. 

Particularly, there are a number of papers and books published on 

Sun Zi’s The Art of War applying the war strategies in business and 

management environments (Lee et al 1998). Low's (2001) views of 

Sun Zi’s The Art of War could be made to converge with the Western 

marketing concepts and could be adapted for its relevance or 

application in business management. The first 13 chapters of the 

book were researched by Lee et al (1998) with the equivalent 

competitive business strategies.

From the point of view that "operational” improvements can be 

regarded as a part of business strategy, Ohmae (1982) develops four 

basic business strategies based upon the practice from successful 

Japanese industries. He suggests that business strategy is based on 

key success factors (KSFs) and the identification of its differences 

from competitors. Ohmae’s (1982) philosophy is that in any of his 

four strategic methods, the principal concern is to “avoid doing the 

same thing, on the same battleground, as the competition”. The aim 

is to attain a competitive situation in which a company can gain a
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relative advantage through making its competitors feel difficult to 

follow, and further enhance that advantage. The remarkable 

competitive performance of Japanese industry largely relies on these 

approaches. In his thoughts, these strategies can be constructed 

based on three Cs: the customers, the corporate and the competitors. 

A firm that uses the customer-based strategies is in fact driven by the 

marketing factors. The corporate strategies are defined as a 

functional basis. In the competitor-based strategies, business 

strategy can be constructed by looking at possible sources of 

differentiation in functions ranging from purchasing, design and 

engineering to sales and services.

5.5.3.2 Main Thrust of Western Theories on Business Strategy

Miles and Snow’s (1978) typology and Porter’s (1980) taxonomy are 

two of the most widely accepted conceptual frameworks on business 

strategy (Carter, et al 1994; Slater and Olson, 2000). As a result, in 

this study, the focus is on the generic strategies advanced by Miles 

and Snow (1978) and Porter (1980, 1985) as well as competitive 

positions based upon Bowman's strategy clock model (Johnson and 

Scholes, 1999). The details of these major theoretical models and 

their associated debates will be discussed with more details in 

Chapter 6.

5.6 Applications of Strategy in an East Asian Context
The applications of strategy in an East Asian context are examined 

from four clusters of organisations: ethnic Chinese companies; 

indigenous companies in China, Singapore and Malaysia; non- 

indigenous international companies in East Asia; and particularly, 

the service sector within the oil and gas industry. For the latter type, 

it comprises two sub-groups: indigenous service organisations and 

non-indigenous international service companies.
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5.6.1 Strategies of Ethnic Chinese Companies throughout East 
Asia

The ethnic Chinese business firms are major players in the regional 

economy throughout Southeast Asia. In Malaysia, Thailand, 

Singapore, Indonesia and, to a lesser extent, the Philippines, Chinese 

business firms are family-based businesses, most of which are run by 

heads of the family, who make key decisions, change directions, and 

exhibit aggressive entrepreneurship (Peng et al., 2001). Originally, 

these Chinese business groups were immigrants from China a few 

decades ago. During their early existence in the twentieth century, 

Chinese business firms focused predominantly on domestic 

operations. Their business strategies and management structures 

were very much based upon traditional Chinese strategic 

philosophies and their strategic practices were “imported” from China 

(Yeung, 1999).

A number of researchers (Yeung 1999; Peng et al. 2001) have 

discovered some unique features of their strategies. These common 

strategic characteristics can be highlighted into four categories. The 

first hallmark of these firms' strategies is family ownership and 

management to exercise strict control and intra-group coordination 

among foreign affiliates. These firms rely on loose and entrepreneurial 

networks linking different business groups. A second strategy is the 

sector specialisation through forward and backward vertical 

integration. It is commonly adopted by Chinese conglomerates from 

Southeast Asia in their internationalisation process and is applicable 

to both manufacturing and non-manufacturing Chinese firms when 

specialisation takes place in different segments of production chains.

A third key strategy pursued by family-based Chinese business firms 

from East Asia is diversification into unrelated businesses. In order to 

minimise their risks, large Chinese family firms in East Asia tend to
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have highly diversified holdings pursuing economies of scale. Peng et 

al. (2001) argue that there is very little rigorous research examining 

the relationship between diversification strategies and performance. 

As there are some similarities between diversification corporate 

strategy and analyser or balancer business strategy, this argument 

provides a fundamental reason for developing relevant frameworks 

and propositions (see Chapter 1 and 6) which are concerned with the 

association between business strategies and strategic performance.

As a form of direct investment, a fourth strategy is acquisition so that 

economies of scale can be gained quickly. Once critical mass is 

achieved in a particular host country, such firms can exploit their 

business networks and other cooperative strategies to further their 

business growth (Yeung, 1999; Peng et al., 2001).

In summary, family-based decision structures with extended 

business networks, conglomerate-style diversification, forward and 

backward vertical integration and acquisition emerge as predominant 

strategies of the ethnic Chinese firms operating in an East Asia 

business environment.

5.6.2 Strategies of Indigenous Organisations in Selected 
Countries

5.6.2.1 Chinese Indigenous Companies

Low (2001) points out that ancient Chinese treatises in the areas of 

philosophy, administration, management and strategy can continue 

to provide much wisdom for modem business application. It is just 

unfortunate that all of these archaic treatises were originally written 

in the Chinese language which does not appeal to a majority of the 

English-speaking business world today. In his work, a comparison 

was made between modern Western business and corporate 

strategies and ancient Chinese classical strategies of war. It is found
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that there is considerable overlap in concepts between the two. This 

indicates that, more than 2, 000 years ago, Chinese people have 

already confronted and dealt with the same business issues of 

modern time (Low, 2001).

Chinese State Owned Enterprises (SOEs) have dominated the 

mainland Chinese economy for the past half century. As a result, the 

mainstreams in Western literature regard SOEs widely as stylised 

firms to which a lot of research attention has been paid. Research by 

Peng et al. (2001) shows that mainland Chinese SOEs exhibit a 

number of strategic behaviours such as expensive bargaining 

between their managers and the government and the lack of concern 

for efficiency due to the soft budget constraints.

More recently, scholars have increasingly paid attention to the 

strategies applied by other types of firms, such as private firms, 

collective firms, and township and village enterprises (Clarke and Du, 

1998). Strategies adopted by these firms are found to be similar to 

those of SOEs and to some extent, similar to the above mentioned 

ethnic Chinese: the extensive use of networks involving managers 

and government officials - a “collective hybrid” strategy named by Nee 

(1992). He suggested that for newly founded firms, the network with 

local officials in China may form an effective strategy to lead to better 

institutional protection, and hence, to better performance.

It was not until the late 1980s, that Western modem strategic 

management and strategic theories were introduced into China at the 

academic level and little applied in business practice. Nowadays, as 

China is the home nation of Sun Zi, his book The Art of War is still 

the number one handbook for Chinese business people when they 

generate strategies or business tactics. Not surprisingly, firms in 

China have exhibited distinctive business strategies that dazzle and 

bewilder the outside world (Peng et al. 2001). Today, many Chinese
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scholars continuously develop the concept of strategy by combining 

Western theory and Chinese practice.

More findings have been gained with regard to strategic applications 

in China. Based on the value chain concept and in line with the 

Chinese business practice, Xu (1997) discovered that Chinese firms 

have employed three types of strategies: corporate integration, 

internal rebuilding and co-operation. As the sub-fundamental 

strategies, these are quite similar to the grand corporate strategies 

(which were described earlier) developed by Pearce and Robinson 

(1997).

5.6.2.2 Singaporean and Malaysian Indigenous Companies

Compared with China, international scholars pay much less attention 

to strategies applied in Singapore and Malaysia. In this field of study, 

little work has been carried out in these two countries. From the 

limited number of work, a snapshot of strategies employed by 

Singaporean and Malaysian indigenous companies can be provided.

Wong and Kwan (2001) found that, for hotels and travel agents, “cost 

competitiveness, mobilising people and partners, and building a 

robust sendee delivery system are the top three competitive 

strategies” in Singapore. Igel and Islam (2001) studied Malaysian 

entrepreneurial software firms to develop a strategic management 

framework for service and market development by identifying their 

dominant business strategies. The theoretical framework in their 

study was based on Porter's competitive strategies. It was found that 

the Malaysian entrepreneurial software firms lacked a clear strategic 

focus on developing technological superiority and assessing multiple 

sources of technology to achieve competitive advantages. The 

research also found that more organisations had adopted 

differentiation as a competitive strategy, followed by focus and cost
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leadership strategies. In short, research that has been conducted for 

the investigation of strategies in Singapore and Malaysia concentrates 

on strategies employed at a business level. For a technological based 

industry, differentiation is a dominant competitive strategy.

5.6.3 Non-indigenous International Companies in East Asia

Lasserre (1995) attempted to propose a framework for organising the 

architecture of an Asian strategy and discuss the various strategic 

issues to be addressed at each stage of the formulation process for 

Western companies. He suggests that it is important to consider a 

firm’s Asian strategy as an independent part of its overall world-wide 

strategic effort. The finding is that there are two types of strategic 

opportunities in the region: resources-based versus market-based 

strategies. He suggests that for a strategic orientation based on 

access to resources, the firm should concentrate its activities in the 

countries which have the cheapest and or best sources of supply. In 

the case of a market-based strategy, the choice can be made for local 

marketing and sometimes manufacturing activities, either wholly- 

owned or with local partners. Hence, market development or joint 

venture strategies may get involved.

Many researchers pay extra attention to international firms in China. 

By examining foreign-invested electronics firms in China, Li et al. 

(2000) observe that three strategic choices confronting those 

multinational corporations (MNCs) in the country: labour-intensive 

versus capital-and technological-intensive; coastal versus inland 

location; and joint venture versus wholly-owned investment. They 

argue that, to compete successfully in China today, firms cannot just 

focus on cheap labour and the production of low-value-added goods; 

a capital and technology-intensive strategy is more rewarding.
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Elsewhere such as in Japan, the research conducted by Gemba and 

Kodama (2001) shows that, for large Japanese international firms 

such as Hitachi, Toshiba and Sony, related or unrelated 

diversification strategies into downstream activities would contribute 

to increased profitability. In conclusion, strategies applied commonly 

by non-indigenous international companies in East Asia are 

diversification, joint venture or market development. Seeking to 

achieve cost advantages is perceived as a feasible option by these 

international firms for a competitive strategy in the region.

5.6.4 Strategies Applied in the Oil and Gas Service Sector

Since existing study of strategy within the oil and gas service sector is 

limited, from service firms’ corporate websites or where available, 

organisational brochures, this researcher has searched intensively in 

order to gain a basic understanding on what common strategies are 

employed within this industrial sector. The major trends of strategies 

are outlined as below:

5.6.4.1 Strategies of International Service Companies

When looking to strategies pursued at a corporate level, international 

oil service organisations grow through both internal and external 

development. For internal development, many service companies 

grow via market and product development. These companies may 

also emphasise product development and technological innovation to 

pursue leadership within the industry world wide. For example, the 

Cooper Cameron Corporation’s strategy is to expand aggressively and 

profitably and defend its position as an established market leader in 

its served markets through product leadership, focused attention, 

aggressive marketing, responsive service and teamwork.
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For external development, corporate integration and diversification as 

well as co-operation are commonly employed by these international 

companies. First, these service companies seek to achieve business 

growth through diversification by mergers and acquisitions. For 

examples, Baker Atlas has grown as a global company through a 

progressive series of mergers, acquisitions and expansions, Baker 

International and Hughes Tool Company merged in 1987 to form 

Baker Hughes Incorporated, which is the combination of many 

innovative companies that have developed and introduced technology 

to serve the petroleum service industry. During its history, it has also 

acquired and assimilated numerous oilfield pioneers. Second, the 

service companies also pursue growth through integrating. Hunting, 

for example, is a vertically integrated provider with sales, sendee and 

manufacturing facilities located throughout the major petroleum 

centres £j-[g ■world. Third, co-operation strategies have become a 

noticeable feature throughout the oil and gas industry. For instance, 

Pinlliburton, the energy service group has developed and maintained 

strategic supplier relationships that bring long-term value to its 

customers.

Besides, international service organisations appear to pursue 

comprehensive business strategies and compete through focusing on 

differentiation. Weatherford, for example, is one of the leading oilfield 

products and services companies in the world, offering customers 

innovative mechanical technologies and responsive, specialised 

services focusing on the drilling, completion and production sectors 

of the oil and gas industry. Cooper Cameron Corporation is focused 

entirelv on the oil and gas and power equipment industries and is 

committed to allocate resources, make investments and direct its 

efforts toward meeting the specialized needs of its customers.
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energy service organisations also devote their attention 

to low cost strategy. Halliburton, for example, set up its mission to 

ensure the delivery of the lowest total cost of acquisition of materials, 

equipment and service across the company.

5.6.4.2 Strategies of Indigenous Service Organisations in the 
Selected Countries

The oil service companies located in China and Malaysia pursue a 

growth mainly through internal development such as market 

penetration, market development and product development. Usually, 

Chinese companies have a wide and complete range of niche 

industrial products and services. For example, Chinese Offshore 

Helicopter Company (COHC) regarded marine petroleum helicopter 

services as its main business. Realising the value of diversification, 

the company opened up general aviation businesses. This has 

allowed the company to become the leading enterprise in the general 

aviation industry in China.

From the perspective of the range of maikets, some of the indigenous 

service companies focus on their core businesses (i.e. a defensive 

strategy). In this case, Shenzhen Chiwan Sembawang Engineering 

Company Limited, for instance, has set up its goal to become a first 

class international offshore engineering conti actor based upon 

domestic Chinese market and covering Southeast Asia. Nonetheless, 

some of them are also engaged in a number of non-oil industry 

related businesses such as real estate or even entertainment 

industries.

Indigenous Malaysian service organisations also have a wide range of 

products and services for petroleum and other related industrial 

markets. However, there is a lack of formal evidence to indicate what 

types of strategies these Malaysian companies pursue. Companies 

situated in Singapore are most likely to pursue a growth strategy
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through product development and innovation. Organisations like Pan 

Abrasives attempt to enhance its market share with a continued 

program of organic growth, strategic alliances and acquisitions. 

Integrated Production Services, a Singaporean organisation offers a 

unique combination of essential services, advanced technologies and 

production engineering and it is committed to integrity and technical 

depth. South Seas International, another Singapore registered 

company has focused on the oil and gas industry providing a full 

range of sendees to its clients in the region.

5.6.4.3 A Comparison of Strategies in the Selected Countries

Service companies are aware of the importance of innovation and the 

development of high technology products or sendees in East Asia. In 

order to maintain a broad range of pioducts and services, leading oil 

and gas service companies always seek to innovate and initiate 

change in the industry. To achieve a competitive advantage within the 

petroleum industry, they realise that advanced technologies are 

essential.

In connection with a relevant technological level, international firms 

are outstanding in specialised fields in terms of the technologies and 

skills of their products or services. They create and lead industrial 

standards, while indigenous Chinese, Malaysian and Singaporean 

organisations make efforts to trace and reach the international 

standards (e.g. ISO 9001) or standards developed by the others. They 

can only achieve a technologically leading position in their domestic 

markets.

Compared with Singapore based or international oil and gas service 

companies, Chinese and Malaysian firms pay less attention to 

pursuing a competitive strategy such as cost leadership or 

differentiation. Most Singapore or international companies conduct a
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differentiation strategy in an attempt to create a unique feature that 

is perceived industry wide. Hence, the competition of Singapore based 

organisations is based on high technology while indigenous Chinese 

and Malaysian companies can achieve a relatively lower cost due to 

the cheaper labour expenses. The major types of strategies employed 

by service organisations are summarised in Table 5.2.

Overall, from the existing organisational related data resources (e.g. 

companies’ brochures and websites), it appears that many indigenous 

service organisations do not have clarified corporate strategies. In 

most cases, business strategies throughout the oil and gas service 

sector in East Asia are almost non-existent. This situation stimulates 

further the researcher’s enthusiasm and provides inspiration to 

further investigation into the oil and gas service industry.

Table 5.2 Characteristics of Strategies for Oil and Gas Service Organisations

C o rp o ra te  G ro w th  S tra te g y B u s in e s s  S tra te g y  
(C o m p e tit iv e n e s s )

Indigenous
Companies

C h in a Mainly through internal 
development

Lack of a competitive 
strategy; might achieve a low 
cost.

S in g a p o re Both internal and external 
development

Compete through providing 
high technologies

M a la y s ia Mainly through internal 
development

Lack of a competitive 
strategy; might achieve a low 
cost.

International
Companies

Both internal and external 
development

Compete through creating 
high technologies

5.7 Identify Theoretical Areas for Further Research
On the whole, contemporary research into the subjects pertaining to 

East Asia is increasing. However, little has been done for strategies, 

and particularly business strategies, relevant strategic models or 

frameworks, or theory applications in this area of the world. Much
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less work regarding strategic management has been conducted for 

Singapore and Malaysia. In addition, hardly any proper research into 

the energy service sector has been found. Particularly, for several 

decades, the Chinese economy exhibited enviable growth. Since the 

growth of the economy boils ultimately down to the growth of the 

firm, some researchers like Peng, et al. (2001) argue that firms in this 

region must have employed strategies that have led to such 

performance. Consequently, the common trends of business 

strategies employed by the energy service organisations in East Asian 

countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia present new research 

opportunities.

Mintzberg (1985) was one of the first to point out that the iealised 

strategy of an organisation can strongly differ from the intended 

strategy and that the extent to which an intended strategy can be 

realised is closely related to the strategic processes that exist within 

the organisation. In this regard, strategies described in organisational 

documents, brochures or archives would be perceived as intended 

strategies. It is considered worthwhile to conduct empirical research 

reaiiSed strategies. Two areas that have not received much 

research attention are worth investigating to. the orientations of 

business strategies and competitive strategies (including strategic 

competitive positions).

5.8 Summary
This chapter examines the essence of strategy, and by way of 

conclusion, identifies the current research gap in the strategic field of 

studies. Five main aspects of strategy were determined. Various 

definitions of strategy were given firstly. Next, it moved 

chronologically towards the development of different concepts of 

strategy. Third, it looked at strategy sense and the functions, 

elements, power and limitations of strategy. Fourth, strategy in
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relation to strategie management process was discussed and fifth, the 

applications of strategies in both Western and Eastern contexts were 

illustrated presented. The research gap in strategy field of work was 

identified and will then be used as the theoretical backbone for this 

study.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS 
AND PROPOSITIONS

For different industries in different countries, the strategic directions 

pursued by firms can be different. What are the general trends of 

business strategies adopted by existing firms in East Asia? This is an 

essential question for senior managers to take into account as they 

seek to apply better business practice in this region. Yet little or 

nothing is known about the solutions needed for the oil and gas 

service companies to survive and prosper long-term. Particularly, 

business strategies adopted by such companies operating in East 

Asia have not been researched to any great depth. In order to fill this 

gap, conducting research into what effective business strategies they 

need is essential. A general objective guiding this study was to 

examine the common trends concerning strategic orientations across 

the existing oil and gas service organisations in the East Asian 

business environment.

This chapter discusses the conceptual framework underpinning the 

study. The conceptual framework brings together the business 

environment concepts model introduced in Chapter 4, the strategy 

concepts and industrial and regional strategic applications 

introduced in Chapter 5, and the typology of business strategies 

developed and the strategic performance assessment approach 

generated in this chapter. In order to gain a view of a proper context 

for the study, an overview of the strategic management process is 

presented firstly.



6.1 The Conceptual Context

6.1.1 A Generic Model for Strategic Management Processes

A formal strategic management process can be progressed in five 

major phases when an organisation has operated businesses for a 

number of years (Figure 6.1). Phase one involves an evaluation of 

current strategies. In this stage, corporate, business and functional 

strategies should be clearly identified or clarified. Particularly, 

business strategies are distinguished from business tactics (e.g. niche 

focus competitive strategies versus marketing segmentation 

strategies).

Phase two is concerned with information gathering, strategic scenario 

analysis and new strategic options. The environmental (internal and 

external) scanning and assessing progress is conducted at this stage.

Phase three pertains to developing models and frameworks for 

existing strategic business units. Based on current strategies, it is 

also a so-called business process modelling and strategy developing 

progress. The above three phases form the process of strategic 

formulation.

Phase four is a strategic implementation process. The defined 

strategies and the strategic process should be promoted to the 

organisational management team and if necessary, appropriate 

training can be arranged.

In phase five, the on-going process of the strategic management 

assessment is carried out to monitor the expected outcomes of the 

adopted strategic solutions. This may include the development of a 

strategic performance assessment system. This process can also be 

called strategic monitoring and controlling.
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Within this conceptual context, the scope of the present research is 

limited to three focused aspects: the business environment 

assessment, the identification of existing strategies and evaluation of 

strategic performance. More details relating to these three aspects 

will be discussed in the following sections.

Figure 6.1 A Generic Model of Strategic Management Processes

1) Existing Strategies

^3} Strategic Choices

Internal Environment

2) Environmental 
C on d i t i on s An a l vsis

f
Formulation:

^  Further Strategic 
/ Decisions

A 4) Implementation

5) Monitoring/Controlling

6.1.2 Business Growth-Related Grand Strategies

An oil and gas service organisation can conduct its operations at both 

a corporate level to achieve growth and a business level to compete in 

the marketplace. Its core businesses grow up through both internal 

and external development. For internal development, there are five 

strategic approaches. Concentrated growth is to increase the use of 

current services provided by existing business units in the existing 

markets. Market development is concerned with finding new markets 

for the current services, i.e. seeking opportunities in the international
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markets or other upstream sectors. Service development involves 

finding new solutions to provide services or finding new oilfield 

technologies which can be applied by the company and its end users 

for the present markets or clients (e.g. the asset transition business 

unit). Business “fission” means that when a business unit becomes 

big, it can be split up into small parts for purpose of effective 

management.

Figure 6.2 The Corporate Growth Strategy through External Development

For external development, integration and diversification as well as 

co-operation strategies such as joint venture, strategic alliance and 

consortia are essential strategic options (Figure 6.2). Integration 

includes horizontal integration and vertical integration. Horizontal 

integration seeks to pursue growth through the acquisition of one or 

more similar firms operating the same stage of the production-market 

chain. Vertical integration acquires firms that supply the company 

with inputs (raw materials) or are customers for its output 

(warehouses for finished products). Diversification includes
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concentric and conglomerate types. Concentric diversification refers 

to acquisition of businesses that are related to the firm in terms of 

technology, markets, or products. Conglomerate divei sification refers 

to acquisition of a business representing the most promising 

investment opportunity and it is based on profit considerations 

(Pearce and Robinson, 1997).

6.1.3 Theoretical Focus: A Model of Environmental School 
Analysis

Duncan (1972) defines a concept to distinguish external environment 

from internal. The internal environment refers to all factors existing 

inside an organisation, including organisational culture, structure 

and functions. The external environment refers to all the forces 

outside the organisation. In this study, the term environment refers 

to the external environment. The features of a firm s external 

environment are described in numerous ways. Most strategy theories 

characterise environments in terms of their levels, e.g., general, 

industrial, task or operating environment (Duncan, 1972, Pearce and 

Robinson, 1997) and firm specific variables (Koberg, 1987; Daft, et 

al., 1988: Ireland, et al., 1987; Miller, 1993: Hegaiy and Tiahnyi, 

1999: Luo and Park, 2001: Tan and Lischert, 1994). Thompson 

(1967) suggests that the priority for an organisation is to deal with 

the uncertain eventualities of the environment, paiticularly those oi 

the task environment (Dill, 1958).

In the past, researchers have made a distinction between the 

composition of organisational environments and environmental 

characteristics or dimensions (Tung, 1979). The composition of 

environments refers to the factors or sectors encompassing the 

crucial environment, e.g., economics, government regulations and 

policies, technology, society, customers, competitors and suppliers 

(Miles and Snow, 1978: Miller, 1993). For environmental 

characteristics or dimensions, it refers to the aspects of the
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environment confronting the organisation, e.g., complexity, 

dynamism, hostility (Tung, 1979; Miles and Snow, 1978; Miller, 

1993). The organisational environment could be static or dynamic, 

complex or simple, hostile or favourable (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and 

Lampel, 1998).

Having reviewed the industrial context in Chapter 3, the principal 

focus of the empirical study will be on the perceived business 

environment and the development of a theory of business strategy 

(See Figure 6.3). The decision to concentrate on the perceived and 

enacted business environment rests on two assumptions. First, the 

research into the objective business environment for the oil and gas 

service organisations has received a huge amount of attention from 

industrial analysts or expertises. Second, and equally importantly, 

few examples of work concerning the perceived and enacted business 

environment for the oil and gas service sector in East Asia have been 

found.

Furthermore, with regard to the enacted business environment, the 

focus lies on the study of business strategies employed by oil service 

organisations that operate in East Asia. There are three reasons for 

this and two are based upon Hofer’s assumptions (1975). First, the 

study of the business strategy requires a smaller, less complex set of 

variables than the study of the corporate strategy. Second, a firm 

cannot achieve long-term success at a corporate level until it knows 

how to achieve success at a business level (Hofer, 1975). Third, it was 

discovered that international oil and gas service organisations had a 

vital role within the industrial sector in East Asia due to their 

advanced technological competencies, yet many of them had only 

business or operating units in the region. Hence, the study of 

strategy at a business level would be more appropriate and 

applicable.
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Figure 6.3 A Model of the Environmental School and Theoretical Focus

The following will review broader literature of previous studies in the 

field of the perceived business environment and business strategies 

and then explain the reasons for conducting relevant research.

6.2 Perceived Business Environment

6.2.1 Essence of Analysing Perceived Business Environment

Early in the 1950s, organisational theorists started to investigate 

organisation-environment interaction (Tung, 1979) and they have 

found that the views of managers play a central role in learning about 

the environment (Hegarty and Tihanyi, 1999). Strategic management 

theories and practices stress that understanding the business 

environment is crucial in every organisation’s life. Managers are
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encouraged to become more responsive to the dictates of the external 

environment and are required to scan and assess environment 

conditions when making strategic decisions (Fahey and Narayanan, 

1986). Fahey and Narayanan suggest that assessment implies 

identifying and evaluating how and why current and projected 

environment changes affect or will affect the strategic management of 

the organisation. Assessment attempts to investigate what key issues 

are presented by the environment and what the implications of these 

issues are for the organisation. Accurate assessment of the 

environment by managers may help bring about more effective 

organisational strategies and thereby higher performance for long

term success (Downey and Slocum, 1975; Hambrick, 1982; Daft, 

Sormunen and Parks, 1988; Hegarty and Tihanyi, 1999). In spite of 

the fact that most publications on organisational or strategic 

management theories have introduced the concept of the 

environment, comprehensive analyses or empirical studies of 

environmental characteristics are limited. Tung (1979) argues that a 

major obstruction has been how best to describe and conceptualise 

organisational environments. The reliability of an instrument for 

measuring the business environment is still to be developed and 

tested. Especially, research on managerial perception of the business 

environment remains an important theoretical and empirical task.

6.2.2 A Typology of Environmental Dimensions

This study uses a multidimensional construct (Elenkov, 1997, Luo 

and Park, 2001) to conceptualise environmental uncertainty. Three 

dimensions of the environment, viz. complexity, dynamism and 

hostility were assessed for the environmental sectors at three levels: 

remote, industry and operating environment (Pearce and Robinson, 

1997).
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6.2.2.1 Perceived Uncertainty

The concept of uncertainty has long been a central component of a 

number of theories of organisation and strategy. In recent years, 

researchers have devoted their attention to managerial perception 

under uncertain environmental conditions. The concept of the 

uncertainty of the perceived environment advanced by many 

researchers (Tung, 1979; Hrebiniak and Snow, 1980; Koberg, 1987, 

Daft, Sormunen and Parks, 1988) has been a key aspect of a number 

of strategy theories (Miles and Snow, 1978; Lawrance and Lorsch, 

1967; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel, 1998; Miller, 1993).

Managers operating in the external environment context confront a 

variety of uncertain factors. International business management 

researchers have focused primarily on the assessment of political 

government policy and macroeconomic uncertainties and appropriate 

organisational responses. Some researchers in the strategy field 

emphasise that uncertainties are related to market demand for 

products or sendees, product and process technologies, the 

availability of critical inputs, and strategic actions by competitors and 

potential entrants (Miller, 1993). Most commonly, general 

environmental uncertainty includes the uncertainty of politics, 

economics, social or cultural factors and technology (PEST). 

Industrial or task or operating environmental uncertainty 

encompasses suppliers, buyers, potential entrants, substitute 

products or services and rivalry among competitors. Some analysts 

(Sutcliffe and Huber, 1997) have identified industry environment 

characteristics in terms of industry concentration, entry barriers and 

changes in demand or changes in product characteristics. The 

category of firm-specific uncertainties pertains to the uncertainties of 

operations, management, research and development as well as 

employee actions (Miller, 1993).
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Research (Ireland, Hitt, Bettis and Porras, 1987; Kotha and Nair, 

1995; Sutcliffe and Huber, 1998; Sutcliffe and Zaheer, 1998; 

Elenkov, 1997; Simerly and Li, 2000) integrating the perspectives on 

organisational uncertainties has been developed. As Miller (1993) find 

out, “a major obstacle to empirical research on perceived 

environmental uncertainties is the lack of well-established 

measurement instruments. Existing measures from organisation 

theory suffer from conceptual problems and inadequate reliability 

and validity”. That difficulty still exists.

In this study, the researcher addresses some of these concerns by 

examining the relative effects of the environment on the offshore oil 

and gas sendee sector in East Asia. It studied executives’ perceptions 

of the environmental characteristics in order to modify, on an 

empirical basis, an environmental typology grounded in 

organisational and strategic management theory.

6.2.2.2 Perceived Complexity

Fahey and Narayanan (1986) define complexity as referring to the 

degree of similarity or differentiation between elements or entities 

within and across environmental factors or components. It pertains 

to the number and heterogeneity or diversity of factors and 

components in the external environment. Tung (1979) explains that 

the heterogeneity or diversity includes two arrays of variables: the 

number of factors and components in external environments and the 

relative differentiation or variety of these factors and components. 

Early work (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Duncan, 1972; Tung, 1979; 

Downey and Slocum, 1975; Dess and Beard, 1984; Luo and Park, 

2001) find that if the number and diversity of environmental factors 

or components increase, the executives’ cognitive abilities to figure 

out the significances are increasingly limited. As a result, the level of 

perceived environmental uncertainty increases.
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6.2.2.3 Perceived Dynamism

Previous research has directed attention to managerial perceptione 

under changing environmental conditions and suggested that 

dynamism is an important dimension (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; 

Duncan, 1972; Tung, 1979; Dess and Beard, 1984). Industry 

dynamics have been viewed as giving rise to managerial 

uncertainties. They suggest that environmental dynamism is the 

product of several forces operating at one time, including the growth 

of the size and number of organizations within an industry, and the 

growth of the rate of technological change and its dispersion 

throughout the industry. Dess and Beard (1984) define 

environmental dynamism as the rate and the degree of instability of 

environmental change. Change rate refers to the frequency and 

enormity of turbulence of environmental factors and components. 

Instability may increase the complexity of environmental factors and 

require prompt organisational actions (Hegarty and Tihanyi, 1999). 

Miles and Snow (1978) emphasise that uncertainty refers to the 

unpredictability of environmental or organisational variables that 

have an impact on corporate performance. An effect of increasing 

levels of environmental dynamism is to reduce access to knowledge 

needed to make strategic decisions. This, in turn, reduces the 

stability and predictability perceived by executives regarding 

environmental factors or components (Tung, 1979).

Tung (1979) defines that the concept of dynamism pertains to change 

rate, which includes frequency and magnitude of change; and the 

stability of change or predictability of the change pattern. If the 

change is more or less random rather than following a trend, the 

change may be too sudden and completely unpredictable for 

organisations to possess the capabilities to deal with the change. It 

was hypothesized that this sort of change would greatly increase the
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fjggj-gg of gnvironment uncertainty perceived by executives (Tung, 

1979). When it is difficult or impossible for an organisation to predict 

the latest changes and grasp their implications of operations and 

activities, the dynamism dimension thus has an impact on the degree 

of uncertainty perceived by executives (Thompson, 1967, Duncan, 

1972; Downey and Slocum, 1975, Tung 1979; Simerly and Li, 2000). 

Simerly and Li (2000) propose that greater environmental uncertainty 

is associated with greater environmental dynamism.

6.2.2.4 Perceived Hostility

Research has shown that there are two aspects to hostility (Luo and 

Park 2001). Firstly, it points out how critical are the resources 

controlled by each environmental sector and secondly, it refers to the 

deterrence factor, in other words, the extent to which each 

environmental sector becomes a threat to the growth of an 

organisation. In the first case, hostility shows the extent to which 

resources required by the organisation are available in its 

environment and describes the capacity of the environment to 

support organisations in the marketplace (Fahey and Narayanan, 

1986). In the second case, Pfeffer’s and Salancik’s (1978) resource 

dependency theory proposes that organisations arrange their external 

relationships in response to the uncertainty rising from dependence 

on components of the environment. Using Tan s and Litschert s 

(1994) approach and suggesting from the resource dependence 

perspective, hostility focuses on the degree of the organisation’s 

dependence on others for resources. The degree of dependency on the 

factors and components affect or restrict the executives’ management 

capabilities for carrying out business activities. What is more, the 

level of perceived environmental hostility depends not only on 

resource availability, but also on relationships with direct 

agencies and competition within the same industry 

(Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel, 1998). As the environment
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becomes less favourable or more hostile, firms are subjected to 

greater uncertainty (Tan and Litschert, 1994; Luo and Park, 2001; 

Kotha and Nair, 1995).

6.3 Major Streams of Business Strategy
Over the years, researchers identified more and more types of 

business strategy through both empirical and theoretical research, 

culminating in a wide range of business strategy models and 

typologies. Most of these business strategy models and typologies 

stand by two major schools of business strategies. Miles and Snows 

taxonomy (1978) and Porter’s theory (1980, 1985).

6.3.1 Miles and Snow’s Typology of Business Strategic Directions

Miles and Snow (1978) propose that organisations develop relatively 

enduring prototypes of strategic orientations in line with 

characteristics like the range of products and markets, technology 

solutions, desired growth pattern, and attitude toward change. In this 

study a conceptual framework of five types of business strategies, 

namely, Defender, Prospector, Analyser, Balancer and Reactor, was 

developed (Figure 6.4).

Defenders seek stability and control in their operations to maximise 

efficiency. They provide a narrow range of products or services to 

serve well-defined niche markets. Normally, they focus on a single 

core technology and typically grow by market penetration. In 

contrast Prospectors provide a broad range of products or services 

and create changes in the industiy. They pursue growth through 

product and market development. Analysers emphasise both stability 

and flexibility, and follow keenly the most promising changes 

developed by Prospectors and Defenders. Reactors are naturally 

unstable in terms of their adjustment and lack consistency in
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strategic options. As a result, the Reactors’ performance is relatively 

poor.

Figure 6.4 A Model of Strategic Orientations: Generic Business Strategies

Researchers such as Hambrick (1982) criticise the Miles and Snow 

typology on the grounds that it is not the most elaborate framework 

that could be chosen. A later study by Wright et al. (1990) suggests a 

good-performing amalgamation strategy: the Balancer. They assume 

that the Balancer combines the features of Defender, Prospector and 

Analyser. Parnell, et al. (2000) summarise the Balancer as having 

three separate product-market spheres. The feature in the first 

sphere is very similar to that of Defenders whose managers stress the 

q£ existing products or services and customers. The second 

sphere resembles the Analyser type. Conducting technological 

changes is encouraged in order to imitate the best of products and 

markets developed by Prospectors. In the third sphere, managers 

attempt to initiate changes within the industry. The strategically 

operational style tends to bear a resemblance to the characteristic of 

Prospector organisations.
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6.3.2 Porter’s Taxonomy of Generic Competitive Strategies

Porter (1980) proposed four types of generic business strategies 

under a competitive situation. The first competitive strategy is overall 

cost leadership. Cost leadership is the total control oi expenditure 

and pursuit of cost reductions for an efficient performance within an 

organisation so that competitive advantages such as a high relative 

market share or favourable access to raw materials can be achieved. 

The second competitive strategy is Differentiation. This generic 

strategy is concerned with bringing differences to the product or 

ggj-yjog produced by firms. It intends to create an unicjue feature that 

is perceived industry wide. Focus is the third competitive strategy. 

This generic strategy is to gain competitive advantage through a 

company focusing on a particular customer group or market segment 

or geographic market; and not attempting to serve any others. 

Competitive advantages can be achieved if one s strategy is tailored to 

the needs of a relatively small niche market. A firm can achieve either 

differentiation or low cost or both. The fourth competitive situation is 

“stuck in the middle”. “Stuck in the middle” is where a firm fails to 

develop its strategy in at least one of the three strategic directions 

stated above. The firm is regarded as one of low profitability. It is 

¿jgggjjyjggj that, in some industries, when some firms became stuck in 

the middle, it may mean that “the smaller (focused or differentiated) 

firmg and the largest (cost leadership) firms are the most profitable, 

and the medium-sized firms are the least profitable (Porter, 1980).

Porter (1980, 1985) emphasises that the basis of business generic 

strategy is how customer or client needs can best be met, usually 

through achieving a certain competitive advantage. A competitive 

position is the basis on which a business might achieve competitive 

advantage in its market (Johnson and Scholes, 1999). Great attention 

has been attracted in analysing generic strategies and competitive
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positions associated with the organisational performance (Yamin et 

al., 1999). However, the majority of research on business generic 

strategy has been conducted in relation to Western businesses. A 

limited number of studies have been conducted in East Asia. Little or 

nothing is known about the solutions needed for service companies 

within the oil and gas industry in China, Singapore and Malaysia. 

Empirical academic studies examining the competitive position for 

these service companies are also rare.

6.4 Conceptual Development of Strategic Performance
Performance has been of interest to both academic researchers and

practising managers. There is literature widely available for the 

assessment of organisational or business performance and there are 

numerous ways to measure the performance (Nash, 1983). Slater and 

Olson (2000) suggest that performance is a complex 

multidimensional construct that is influenced by both the level of 

analysis (i.e. individual, business unit, or organisation as a whole) 

and strategy type. However, Croteau and Bergeron (2001) argue that 

measuring organisational performance can be a problem because no 

universally recognised measure of this concept is available. Today, 

academic debates about issues of terminology, level of analysis, and 

conceptual bases for assessing performance are still on going.

The most dominant model in empirical research on business or 

organisational performance is based on the simple outcome of 

financial indicators and is referred to as the financial performance 

(Yamin et al., 1999). Typical financial indicators usually include sales 

or production turnover, profitability and total asset growth. Some 

strategy studies have employed market or value-based measurements 

in conjunction with financial based measures because of their 

relevance regardless of types of strategy (Parnell et al., 2000). In 

addition to indicators of financial performance, another broader
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conceptualisation of business performance (Venkatraman and 

Ramanujam, 1986) would include non-financial emphasis indicators 

such as operational performance (Helm et al., 1997). The available 

measures can be product or service quality, effectiveness, efficiency, 

added value and technological reliability.

In order to measure the fulfilment of the overall goals of business, 

using only the single functional performance approach is not an 

appropriate solution applied in this study. The concept has therefore 

been expanded to a wider range including the indicators which are 

assumed to reflect the general achievement of an organisational 

business. This concept is referred to as strategic performance that 

covers the organisational activities such as marketing, operations, 

finance, human resource management and organisational image 

(Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5 Measurement of Strategic Performance
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6.5 Developing Theoretical Frameworks

6.5.1 The Assessment of Environmental Sectors

Previous research (Tan and Litschert, 1994; Miles and Snow, 1978; 

Hrebiniak, and Snow, 1980) has developed a number of sectors or 

categories to measure the three dimensions of environmental 

uncertainty in general and task environment. However, the limitation 

of the validity of their environmental components is that the scope of 

the concept on each of the environmental factors is still too broad for 

Chinese managers to understand perfectly the meaning. For instance, 

when assessing regulatory environmental sector (Tan and Litschert, 

1994), Chinese managers might wonder which levels of governmental 

regulations they should consider. Is it the international level, national 

level, or local level? Very recently, several studies (Hegaiy and 

Tihanyi, 1999; Luo and Park, 2001) were conducted to model the 

perceived business environment through quantitative analysis, but 

few consider how to combine the degree and scope of determinant 

environmental sectors and environmental dimensions to gain a 

comprehensive perception of the business environment. As such, it is 

indeed necessary to develop a well-defined typology for interpreting 

and analysing three environmental dimensions. In this research, the 

three environmental dimensions investigated were complexity, 

dynamism and hostility.

Based on the work of Simerly and Li (2000), Sutcliffe and Zaheer 

(1998) and Elenkov (1997), the measurement of the three 

environmental dimensions focused on the six environmental sectors, 

namely, economics, regulatory, technology, customers, suppliers and 

competitors. Using the above environmental components as a basis, 

it is possible to build a scale that categorises the environment and 

provides a rating for its degree of environmental uncertainty. The
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three dimensions were developed as the following typology presented 

in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6 Environmental Typology: Three Dimensions 
Versus Defined Environmental Variables

Dimensions Variables 7-point Bipolar Scale*

Facto rs o f T a sk
E nvironm enta l

Secto rs

i ! l H om oae ne itv H e te roo ene itv

C o m p le x ity E conom ics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
T e chn o logy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
R egu la to ry 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C us tom ers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

C om petitions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
S upp lie rs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

IÜ) P red ic tab ility U np red ic ta b ility

D yn am ism E conom ics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
T e chn o logy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
R egu la to ry 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C ustom ers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

C om petitions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
S upp lie rs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

i l l l l F riend liness H ostility

H os tility 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
E conom ics 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

T e chn o logy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
R egula tory 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C ustom ers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

C om pe titions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
S upp lie rs 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The Uncertainty Level: Very Low Very High

T he  7-point bipolar scale is introduced In Chapter 2.

(Adapted from Tan, et al., 2000)

Hence, four basic assumptions emerged as follows. First, the greater 

the numbers or heterogeneity (diversity) of an environmental sector, 

the higher the degree of the perceived complexity of this 

environmental sector. Second, the higher the unpredictability of an 

environmental sector, the higher the degree of the perceived 

dynamism. Third, the higher the degree of the difficulties of resource 

availability and resource deterrence, the higher the degree of the 

perceived hostility. Fourth, when the degree of the perceived
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complexity, dynamism and hostility is high, the perceived 

environmental uncertainty also tends to be high.

Although some other researchers have proposed different 

environmental dimensions which may also produce a resulting degree 

of perceived uncertainty (Thompson, 1967; Lawrence and Lorsch, 

1967j, such as dimensions of the routines of organisational 

environment (Tung, 1979) and visibility of future (Luo and Park, 

2001), they are not within the scope of this study.

6.5.2 Typology of Generic Business Strategy

Figure 6.7 illustrates a Balancer framework for an oil and gas service 

organisations. As a Defender, its strategies may be concentrated 

growth across other upstream industrial sectors (e.g. from serving 

exploration to appraisal to development to decommissioning) or 

across different countries throughout the world. Prospectors may 

pursue firstly, market development to find new markets for current 

services internationally; and secondly, service development based 

upon creating differentiations so that new services can be available 

for existing clients. An Analyser may have concentric or conglomerate 

business units. It has an existing range of products and services 

such as technical Tie-backs units. In the mean time, it also 

benchmarks the changes of identified competitors’ businesses and 

seeks to obtain potential profitable or new technologies from oil 

companies, technological institutions or government parties. A 

Balancer is a combination of these three strategic types.
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Figure 6.7 Business Modeling:
A Balancer Framework for an Oil and Gas Service Organisation
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6.5.3 Taxonomy of Competitive strategies

According to Porter (1980), businesses can attain significant and 

enduring competitive advantage over their rivals by adroitly pursuing 

generic strategies (i.e. cost leadership, differentiation, low cost focus 

or differentiation focus and multiple strategies). A firm failing to 

adopt its strategy in any one of the generic directions or engaging in 

each generic strategy without achieving any of them will stay in the 

position of being “stuck in the middle (Porter, 1980, 1985).

The “focus" generic strategy is that a firm is concentrating on a 

number of particular market segments such as buyer group, division 

of the product line, or geographic market (Porter, 1985). Because the 

nature of this study accentuates business rather than marketing 

attributes, and in so far as no existing standards have been found to 

define the "focus” level for firms within the oil and gas service sector,
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the focus strategy is not included in this study. Consequently, 

attention has been devoted on the other types of generic strategies.

A number of empirical studies have been conducted to test the 

validity of Porter's (1980, 1985) generic strategies. The debates lie in 

two principal areas. In the first area, empirical investigations 

contradict the prospect on the pursuit of more than one generic 

strategy (Miller, 1992; White, 1986). The key point is that low cost 

and differentiation strategies are incompatible. Many researchers 

support the argument that, for higher business performance, an 

organisation has to choose either the low cost or the differentiation as 

a prior strategy, rather than both (Porter, 1985; Faulkner and 

Bowman, 1995). In the second area, some other researchers argue 

against Porter (1985) in his assertion of using a single generic 

strategy. They emphasise that a firm can pursue low cost and 

differentiation simultaneously and the combination of both sti ategies 

can also result in higher business performance (Chang and Wang, 

1999; Proff, 2000).

Regardless of the above debates, a number of researchers (Helms et 

al., 1997; Yamin et al., 1999; Wright et al., 1990) support both 

schools of thought and suggest that organisations should deploy 

generic competitive strategies that best suit their circumstances. In 

this study, a taxonomic framework for generic business strategies 

has been generated based on conceptual theories and contemporary 

empirical studies. Four basic generic strategies are defined as low- 

cost, differentiation, hybrid and no-purpose (Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.8 The Matrix of Generic Competitive Strategies

Lowering cost

Differentiating business

Yes No
Yes Hybrid Low-cost

No Differentiation No-purpose
Based upon Porter’s (1980) taxonomy

As Yamin et al. (1999) demonstrate, differentiation strategy aims at 

achieving, even at considerable cost, a superior quality throughout 

the value chain and creating the image of an unique feature; while 

the emphasis of a low-cost strategy is on lowering cost more than 

competitors wherever possible. A hybrid strategy means that a firm 

seeks to deploy more than one of the generic strategies and achieves 

cost leadership and differentiation simultaneously (Johnson and 

Scholes, 1999; Proff. 2000; Porter, 1980). If a firm fails to develop its 

strategy in at least one of the three directions or, is inconsistent in 

pursuing the generic strategies, and achieves no competitive 

advantage, the firm has no distinctive strategy (Hunt, 2000). Such 

firms are described as no-purpose strategy organisations.

6.5.4 Bowman’s Model: Strategy Clock of Strategic Competitive 
Positions

According to Porter (1985), competitive advantage is the underlying 

concept of generic strategies. All organisations are in a competitive 

position in relation to each other as they compete either for 

customers or for resources (Johnson and Scholes, 1999). Because of 

the characteristics of the service sector within the oil and gas 

industry, firms compete mainly for customers (i.e. operators). In 

order to understand an organisation’s strategic position within which 

it attains competitive advantage, Bowman’s strategy clock (Johnson 

and Scholes, 1999), which is advanced by Faulkner and Bowman
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(1995) as Customer Matrix, has been developed further in this study 

(Figure 6.9).

Figure 6.9 Strategic Competitive Positions
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Two basic dimensions of the strategy clock are defined as Perceived 

Customer Added Value (PCAV) and perceived price. The PCAV is 

conceptualised by Faulkner and Bowman (1995) as Perceived Use 

Value. In this study, the PCAV refers to the senior managerial 

perceptions on the degree of the value that their businesses create to 

meet the satisfaction of customers. Perceived price refers to the level 

of price charged by firms for their products or services. In order to 

simplify, five basic competitive positions are defined as: high value 

premium (i.e. above the moderate level) price; high value moderate
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price; high value cornpetitive (i.e. below the moderate level) price, low 

or moderate value low price; and un-competitive value and price.

6.5.5 Measuring Strategic Performance

It is difficult to access directly organisational archive data such as 

financial or marketing figures as they are usually viewed as being 

sensitive and confidential. Consequently, this study employed a 

subjective measurement (Dess and Robinson, 1984) that calls upon 

the managerial perceptions. The reliability of this self-reporting 

approach has been proved by various studies (Tan and Litschert, 

1994; Luo and Tan, 1998; Luo and Park, 2001). However, a five-point 

Likert scale (from bottom 20% to top 20% in the industry) was 

inappropriate because the relevant information of the oil and gas 

service sector in China, Singapore and Malaysia was unavailable or 

hard for respondents to obtain. To solve this, a 7-point interval scale 

was drawn from Ramanujam and Venkatraman’s (1987) work, with 1 

indicating much less or worse and 7 indicating much more or better 

(see Appendix B).

6.5.6 The ESP Framework

The research for establishing the link among the environmental 

uncertainty, strategy and performance has long been asserted in 

conceptual work in strategic management (Miles and Snow, 1978, 

Porter. 1980). More recently, empirical evidence of the existence and 

the nature of this link in various management disciplines have been 

explored. In their work, Kotha and Nair (1995) examine the roles 

played by the environment and realised strategies on performance. 

Similar research conducted by Tan and Litschert (1994) and Parnell, 

et al. (2000), Ramanujam and Venkatraman (1987) have studied the 

relationship between strategic planning and performance. 

Venkatraman and Presott (1990) also test the proposition of a positive
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performance impact of environment-strategy coalignment. Some of 

the studies have extended further to research in operations (Ward, et 

al., 1995; Badri, et al., 2000) and sales (Slater and Olson, 2000).

In this study, the unique relationships between the two variables 

amongst the business environment, business strategies and strategic 

performance will be examined. That is, the unique correlation or 

difference relationships between the business environment and 

business strategies, the business environment and strategic 

performance, and between business strategies and strategic 

performance will be analysed. Figure 6.10 illustrates this principle for 

examining the three variables.

Figure 6.10 The ESP -  Environment, Strategy and Performance - Model
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6.6 Broader Literature Search
Broader literature search is now shifting towards the relationships 

between the business environment, strategy and performance. Most 

work has been carried out to examine strategy and performance 

correlations. Researchers (e.g. Wright, et al. 1995; Croteau and 

Bergeron, 2001; Parnell, et al. 2000) have not only attempted to 

classify business strategies into typologies but also studied more
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effectively relations between strategy and other variables like 

performance. A common observation is that the more specific the type 

of business strategy adopted by an organisation, the better the 

organisational performance. However, there should be a negative link 

for the Reactor type, which means that Balancers are high performers 

while Reactors are low performers (Parnell, et al. 2000). In their work, 

Croteau and Bergeron (2001) also discover that there is a positive 

link between strategic activities and performance for Prospectors 

whereas there is a negative link for Reactors. Slater and Olson (2000) 

focus on the evidence that Prospectors, Analysers and Defenders can 

¡jctiigye superior performance when implementing strategies 

appropriately.

In this field of studies, empirical evidence has also been gathered in 

China. Tan and Litschert (1994) find that defensive-oriented 

are related to higher overall performance. Luo and Tan 

(1998) further prove that both Defender and Analyser strategies are 

positively and significantly related to the Chinese firms’ financial 

performance. Luo and Park (2001) provide evidence showing that the 

Analyser orientation organisations yield a high performance, while 

the Prospector and Defender orientations lead to poor financial 

performance when mismatching with a highly dynamic and complex 

Chinese market. Since similar empirical research in the oil and gas 

service sector is rare, this study sought to examine the typology of 

business strategy and also correlate this with the assessment of 

managerial perceptions of strategic performance.

Besides, Porter (1985) suggests that a firm achieving cost leadership 

or differentiation may potentially obtain above-average profitability 

performance. The rewards of achieving simultaneously cost 

leadership (which implies lower costs) and differentiation (which leads 

to premium prices) are also great because the firm gains extra 

benefits (Porter, 1980). Several researchers provide evidence to
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support Porter that a company adopting its strategy in a hybrid 

direction outperforms businesses pursuing a single generic strategy 

(Chan and Wong, 1999; Proff, 2000; Wright et al. 1990). Researchers 

(Rainer and Chaharbaghi, 1995) have realised that business 

pgj-fQrmance depends not only on the formulation and successful 

implementation of a given strategy but also on the process by which 

competitive positions are created or maintained. In their opinion, 

successful performance can be achieved through forming the basis of 

differentiation. Hambrick (1983) has pointed out that, in a dynamic 

industry environment, the low cost strategy would be unlikely to be 

found. It has been discovered that the business environment in an 

East Asian country like China is dynamic (Tan and Lischert, 1994) 

and competition within the oil and service industry in the region is 

fierce. What is more, for a firm pursuing the lowest cost, information 

on cost levels of competitors is usually very difficult to obtain 

(Faulkner and Bowman, 1995).

The strategic situation of a firm is extremely poor when it develops its 

strategy in a way that has no distinctive emphasis (Porter 1980, 

1985). Porter suggests further that such a firm is almost guaranteed 

low profitability because firms deploying low-cost, differentiation or 

hybrid strategies are able to sustain a stronger position and compete 

better in any segment. However, researchers (Porter, 1980, Faulkner 

and Bowman, 1995) also point out that, although a firm may have no 

distinctive emphasis on any generic str ategies for achieving 

competitive advantage, it can still attain a satisfactory performance, 

notably through earning attractive profits. There may be two reasons 

for this. First, the structure of its industry is highly favourable or 

secondly, the other firms in the industry do not adopt successfully 

any generic strategies. Nevertheless, in the long-term, those firms 

that have not made a choice between the generic strategy alternatives 

will be exposed when an industry becomes mature and competition is 

fierce (Faulkner and Bowman, 1995).
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Based on these debates, three assumptions can be relevant for 

further investigations. First, for oil and gas service companies in East 

Asia, a low-cost generic strategy may not be a preferred option for 

senior management. Second, having a generic strategy such as low- 

cost or differentiation or hybrid yields the firm a higher level of 

strategic performance; and pursuing none of these three generic 

strategies (no-purpose) produces a relatively poor strategic 

performance. Third, hybrid organisations outperform those competing 

mainly with either low-cost or differentiation strategy.

Furthermore, Helms et al. (1997) have pointed out that a firm’s 

success is associated with the possession of strategic advantages, 

rather than strict adherence to Porter’s generic strategies. They insist 

that the more competitive advantages a firm holds the bettei the 

business performance it receives. Hence, one more assumption can 

be explored further: organisations that aim for the position of high 

value with competitive price outperform companies in othei 

categories of competitive positions.

Finally, several hundred empirical studies in strategic management 

have examined the correlations between strategy and performance 

but most work has been found to investigate strategy-performance by 

excluding the role played by the business environment (Kotha and 

Nair, 1995). Li’s research (2001) on Chinese township enterprises 

provides the evidence that their businesses have been forced to 

develop coping strategies to deal with the significant level of 

uncertainty and adversity of the business environment. Few 

researchers (Venkatraman and Prescott, 1990; Tan and Litschert, 

1994; Luo and Park, 2001) have attempted to provide empirical 

evidence of the environment-strategy-performance paradigm. On the 

whole, empirical studies examining the relative impact of strategy and 

environment on performance in East Asian industries are rare.
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Consequently, it is worthwhile to explore the interface between 

environment and strategy and the coalignment between environment 

and performance.

6.7 Testing the Applicability of the Models
After a review of the strategic management literature pertaining to the 

content of strategies, the variables of business environmental 

dimensions and business strategic characteristics as well as overall 

qI" strategic performance are summarised. Some of the 

relationships among these variables are explored. Based on the 

classification of variables generated by this author and the 

conceptual developments and research findings to date, a number of 

propositions about the perceived business environment, appropriate 

business strategies and the associated strategic performance are then 

proposed.

6.7.1 Propositions Relating to Perceived Business Environment

The present study is exploratory as there is no readily available 

conceptual framework that has been utilised and tested in the 

identified industrial sector. In order to portray a picture of managerial 

perceptions of the business environment in East Asia, the 

propositions relating to the first research objective (see Chapter 1) 

can be summarised as follows:

Proposition 1: The six environmental sectors -  technology, 

regulation, economics, customers, suppliers and competitors - can be 

defined as the key task environmental sectors as they will be 

perceived by oil and gas service executives to be significant for the 

growth of their businesses in East Asia.
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This proposition can be examined from four perspectives. First, each 

of the six task environmental factors will be perceived to be important 

for the growth of the businesses of the oil and gas sendee companies 

in East Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia. Second, 

the impact of each of the six task environmental factors on the 

growth of the businesses of the oil and gas service companies in the 

three selected countries will tend to be strong. Third, for oil and gas 

sendee sector in East Asia, the degree of the influences of task 

environmental factors will vary (e.g., customers are perceived to be 

more important than suppliers and the impact of customers will be 

stronger than that of suppliers). Fourth, the degree of importance of 

an environmental factor will be associated with the degree of the 

impact of that environmental factor (i.e. the higher the degree of the 

impact of the environment factors on the growth of an organisation, 

the higher the degree of importance attached to it).

Proposition 2: For oil and gas service companies that operate in East 

Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia, the nature of the 

business environment will be perceived to be uncertain.

Proposition 3: Oil and gas service companies' executives in East Asia 

perceive that the business environment in which they operate will be 

dynamic, complex and hostile.

Proposition 4: The perceived environmental uncertainty will be 

associated with the perceived environmental complexity, dynamism 

and hostility.

Proposition 5: The perceived environmental uncertainty will be 

associated with the influences of the task environmental factors.

Proposition 6: The level of perceived environmental complexity, 

dynamism and hostility will be associated with the influence of the
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task environmental factors for the oil and gas service sector in East 

Asia.

Hence, this proposition can be examined in terms of three aspects. 

First, the greater the numbers or heterogeneity (diversity) of 

environmental sectors, the higher the degree of the environmental 

complexity. Second, the higher the degree of unpredictability of the 

environmental sectors, the higher the degree of the environmental 

dynamism. Third, the higher the degree of the difficulties of resource 

(tangible and intangible) availability and resource deterrence 

(competition and relationships with directly environmental agencies), 

the higher the degree of the perceived hostility.

6.7.2 Propositions Relating to Business Strategies

Firms adopt different strategic orientation for achieving short-term 

profitability or long-term success. In this study, based on the 

managerial identifications, organisations will be able to be 

categorised into five major strategic categories: Prospector, Defender, 

Analyser, Balancer and Reactor. Firms which emphasise market 

penetration, a single technological score, and seek stability and 

control in their operations to achieve maximum efficiency are 

classified as Defenders and firms which seek to exploit new product 

and market opportunities are identified as Prospectors. Organisations 

which operate in two types of product-market domains, one relatively 

stable, the other changing, and capitalize on the best of both of the 

preceding strategic types, are identified as Analysers. Balancers are 

firms which combine the strategic characteristics of Analyser, 

Defender and Prospector. They operate in three separate product- 

market spheres: stressing established products and buyers 

(Defender): welcoming technological changes only if they have 

explicitly yielded promising products for competitors (Analyser); and 

initiating technological change (Prospector). Firms that lack
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consistency in strategic options ore classified ns Reactors. In order to 

construct a picture of business practice of service firms operating in 

East Asia, the propositions relating to the second research objective 

(see Chapter One) can be summarised as follows.

Proposition 7: For oil and gas sendee organisations operating in 

East Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia, the 

managerial perceptions of their business strategies will be different.

This proposition can be investigated by examining three aspects. 

First, the majority of the oil and gas service organisations in East 

Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia will seek to adopt 

a Balancer or Analyser strategy whereas a Reactor strategy will not be 

an option preferred by senior management. Second, the majority of 

these organisations will pursue a Dilferentiation-oriented strategy, 

whereas a Low-cost generic strategy will not be an option preferred by 

senior management. Third, the majority of the organisations will be 

keen on a strategic position of high value competitive price whereas 

the minority will fall into a category of un-competitive price and 

value.

6.7.3 Propositions Relating to the Relationships among 
Environment, Strategy and Performance Oil

Oil and gas service companies which operate in China, Singapore and 

Malaysia perceive the degree of business environmental uncertainty 

to be different. Defenders tend to perceive the business environment 

as certain; Analysers stress both stability and flexibility; Prospectors 

perceive the business environment as uncertain and Balancers also 

accept an uncertain environment. Reactors don't have consistent and 

stable views on environment. Firms that are consistently profitable 

over a period of time may have made more accurate interpretations of 

the environment. The higher the degree of the alignment that is 

between the business strategic orientation and the perceived
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environment, the better the performance of organisations (Hawkin, 

1995). In order to achieve the third research objective, which is to 

evaluate the reliability of the developed frameworks applied in a non- 

Western business environment like East Asia, relevant propositions 

are developed as below.

Proposition 8: For oil and gas service organisations operating in East 

Asia, the managerial perceptions of the business environmental 

uncertainty will vary in associating with the types of their strategic 

orientations.

It can be assumed that firms adopting a Prospector, Analyser or 

Balancer strategy will have a higher level of the perceived 

environmental uncertainty than if they had chosen a Defender 

strategy and that the higher level of perceived uncertainty will be 

associated with Multiple strategy organisations such as Balancers or 

Analysers.

Proposition 9: There will be a relationship between the perceived 

business environment and strategic performance for oil and gas 

service organisations operating in East Asia.

This proposition can be examined when based upon the assumption 

that a higher degree of strategic performance is correlated with a 

higher degree of perceived environmental uncertainty, complexity, 

hostility and dynamism.

Proposition 10: For oil and gas service organisations operating in 

East Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia, strategic 

performance will be associated with their business strategic

orientations.
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Hence, several basic assumptions can be proposed for the 

investigation of this proposition. Firstly, Balancers and Analysers will 

outperform organisations in other categories of strategic orientations; 

having a Reactor character will yield the organisation a relatively poor 

strategic performance; and strategic performance of Defenders and 

Prospectors will stand in the middle among the five groups of 

organisations. Secondly, having a generic strategy such as Low-cost 

or Differentiation or Hybrid yields the firm a higher level of strategic 

performance, whilst pursuing none of these three generic strategies 

(No-purpose) produces a relatively poor strategic performance. Hybrid 

(dual) strategies organisations will outperform those competing 

mainly with either Low-cost or Differentiation strategy. Firms with a 

Differentiation strategy will outperform those with a Low-cost 

strategy. Thirdly, high value competitive price organisations will 

outperform companies in other categories of competitive position; and 

un-competitive value and price organisations will be guaranteed to 

have a relatively poor strategic performance.

6.8 Summary
This chapter illustrates the initial emergent models pertaining to the 

perceived business environment and business strategies. Then, a 

broader range of reviewing previous work was carried out. In order to 

define the significance of conducting an empirical work, it also 

provides criticisms of existing models and frameworks advanced by 

previous researchers. Based on the completed theoretical literature 

review, new models and frameworks were developed for the empirical 

investigation of this study. Finally, ten propositions relating to the 

three research objectives (see Chapter 1) emerged.
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CHAPTER 7

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

This chapter intends to portray a picture of the oil and gas service 

sector in the three East Asian countries. China, Singapore and 

Malaysia. The first task of result presentations is to determine the 

pattern in which cases are distributed on each variable in the data file. 

Hence, this chapter focuses on descriptive analysis. In order to assess 

the statistical significance of various assumptions or hypotheses about 

a single variable pertaining to the business environment and business 

strategy, univariate statistics is also utilised.

Descriptive statistics are calculated including sample size (n), typical 

score (means or medians) and how the scores are dispersed around the 

typical score (standard deviations). This is done for all the variables in 

section II and III of the survey questionnaire. To analyse the 

background information on company profiles, industry segment and 

business activities in East Asia, frequency distributions are used. In 

addition, the histogram graph is drawn up to examine the skewness of 

some variables. To evaluate the significance of each of the 

environmental sectors, the one-sample chi-square test is computed. To 

evaluate differences in medians among the managerial per ceptions of 

the importance or impact of six task environmental factors, Friedman's 

tests are conducted.

7.1 Background Context
Questions related to the organisational background are based on a 

category scale. The type of data measured is nominal and therefore



relevant types of descriptive analysis are frequency tables and 

proportions. The results are presented in three areas: company profiles, 

industrial segments of the energy service sector and business activities 
in East Asia.

7.1.1 Company Profiles

This part of the questionnaire includes category data which are 

measured by a nominal-level scale; the researcher used frequency SPSS 

subprograms to present the raw count of cases for each value. Among 

98 participating organisations (Table 7.1), 39 are independent

companies, 41 are divisional or subsidiary companies, 18 are operating 

or business units and of these, one is a regional office, with 31 

organisations situated in China, 39 in Singapore, 21 in Malaysia and 7 

in other countries such as Thailand, Indonesia, UK, etc. Those 

companies located outside China, Singapore and Malaysia operated 

businesses in these three countries, but their business strategic 

decisions were made at the headquarters elsewhere.

Regarding the organisational size in terms of full time employees, 39 

organisations have fewer than 50 full time (or equivalent) employees 

while 16 are large or very large size organisations with 500 or more than 

500 employees. Most of the participating organisations are classified as 

medium and large' organisations with 50 or more employees (61.2 per 

cent).

11n China a small enterprise refers to one which is owned individually, or by a collective of working people, who 
participate in the democratic management of their own workplace. In many countries, organisations with fewer than 
500 employees are defined as small and medium size enterprises; and organisations with fewer than 50-100 
employees are defined as small enterprises (Lu, 1999). In this study, the small size enterprises refer to organisations 
with fewer than 50 employees; medium size enterprises refer to organisations with employees from 50 to 499; and 
large size organisations refer to those with 500 or more employees.
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Table 7.1 Frequency: Participating Organisations Operating in East Asia (n=98)

Frequency Percent

Legal Status Category
Division/Subsidiary Companies 41 41.8

Independent Companies 39 39.8
Operating/Business Units 18 18.4

Country Where Based
Singapore 39 39.8

China 31 31.6
Malaysia 21 21.4

Other Countries 7 7.1

Full Time Employees
1-49 39 39.8

50-199 20 20.4
200-499 19 19.4

500-2999 16 16.3
3000 or more 4 4.1

Years Since Present Business Was Formed
5 Years or more 92 93.9

<5 Years 6 6.1

Ownership Category
Wholly Foreign Owned 38 38.8

Joint Venture 22 22.4
Wholly Domestic Private/Individual 15 15.3

Domestic Share Holding/Public Limited Companies 13 13.2
Wholly Domestic Stale Owned 10 10.2

Respondent's Position
Senior Manager 62 63.3

Regional Manager or Business Head 30 30.6
Functional Head 6 6.1

A large majority of the organisations had operated for five or more since 

their existing businesses were formed (93.9 per cent). Only six 

participating organisations had operated businesses for less than five 

years.

Most of the respondent organisations are wholly foreign owned or joint 

ventures (61.2 per cent); a considerable proportion are domestic 

organisations (38.8 per cent), including wholly domestic state owned, 

wholly domestic private or individual owned and domestic share holding 

or public limited companies. Three of the domestic organisations
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indicated that their ownership is PTY Ltd. (case SG012), proprietary 

(case CN005), and foreign majority with domestic private (case ML014). 

PTY Ltd is the normal designation for Private Limited Liability 

companies in Singapore. It is the same as LTD in the UK (Radwanski, 

2003). The ownership category result shows a fact that the 

characteristics of service organisations is internationalisation or 

globalisation as the majority within the oil and gas sendee sector in 

East Asia were linked to foreign investment.

Regarding managerial positions of the participating respondents, 63.3 

per cent are senior managers (i.e., managing directors, general 

managers, CEOs or presidents) and 30.6 per cent are managers at an 

organisational middle management level (i.e. regional sales or operating 

or division managers, organisational business development managers). 

In the context of this study, these middle level executives are regional 

heads and than can be regarded as at a senior management level in the 

region of East Asia. Besides, a small proportion of responses are from 

functional heads such as organisational marketing or sales or 

operations or commercial managers (6.1 per cent).

At this stage, it is decided to use the 98 participating organisations for 

environmental analysis. However, when doing strategy related data 

analysis, the six functional managers’ responses will be excluded; and 

when doing strategic performance related analysis, eleven organisations 

that had less than five years in their existing businesses and had 

functional managers responses will be excluded.

7.1.2 Industrial Segments of the Energy Service Sector

Adopting the concept generated by Simmons and Company 

International (2000), a model for assigning service companies into 

different oil and gas service segments was developed. From the SPSS 

simple bar chart, the results pertaining to the participating
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organisations’ service activities within the energy industry are reported 

in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1 Energy Industry Services Segmentation

Participation By Industry Segment

Amongst the 98 participating organisations, most focused their 

businesses on serving the upstream oil and gas industry (67 per cent); 

near half provided services to other oil and gas sendees companies (44 

per cent); 21 per cent are involved in serving midstream oil and gas 

transportation; and 33 per cent in serving downstream oil and gas 

refining or processing and marketing. The business involvement with 

respect to energy services outside the oil and gas industry is 

considerable. 7 per cent of these service organisations served the 

hydropower industry, 13 per cent served the electrical industry, 5 per 

cent served nuclear and 8 per cent served other energy sectors such as 

wave, coal and wind power.
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In addition, for the 98 participating organisations’ upstream service 

activities (Figure 7.2), most of them served oil production (67 per cent), 

43 per cent served exploration and 39 per cent provided services to 

development (including completions). The smallest proportion was 

engaged in serving appraisal activities (14 per cent). Noticeably, a 

minority of the participating organisations served other oil and gas 

sectors outwith upstream activities (18 per cent).

Figure 7.2 Oil and Gas Upstream Service Activities

7.1.3 Business Activities in East Asia

The service activities of the participating organisations were widely 

distributed in various countries and regions throughout East Asia 

(Figure 7.3). For one organisation, its businesses may be carried out in 

more than one countiy. Consequently, the majority of the 98 

participating organisations had operated businesses mainly in China,
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Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia (64, 53, 60 and 54 per cent 

respectively). A considerable proportion of the organisations had 

conducted their services in Philippines, Vietnam and Thailand (31, 38 

and 42 per cent respectively). A small proportion of them carried out 

businesses in Japan and South Korea (13 and 15 per cent respectively). 

Besides, 14 per cent of these organisations had operated businesses in 

other East Asian countries or regions such as Brunei (e.g. cases SG036, 

ML002 and OT005), Taiwan (e.g. case SG003), Hong Kong (e.g. case 

ML017), Maldives, Myanmar (e.g. cases ML008 and OT005) and also 

Azerbaijan (e.g. case ML021).

Figure 7.3 Participating Organisations’ Businesses in East Asia

Yes Responses of Business in East Asia

7.2 Task Environmental Sectors
The six environmental factors - technological, regulatory, economic, 

customers, suppliers and competitors -  form a task environment 

confronting the daily and direct business operations of oil and gas
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organisations. They will be perceived by oil and gas service executives to 

be significant for the growth of their businesses in East Asia 

(Proposition 1, see Chapter 6). In order to investigate this Proposition, 

the significance of an environmental factor is evaluated in two 

dimensions. The first dimension is its importance and second 

dimension is its impact on the growth of the service organisation’s 

businesses in East Asia.

7.2.1 Assumptions of Importance and Impact

The researcher has tabulated the minimum, maximum, mean (M), and 

standard deviations for importance and impact of the environmental 

variables. The figures in Table 7.2 show that the standard deviation for 

environmental impact varies, s = 0.92, 0.98, 0.90, 0.80. 0.93 and 0.99 

respectively. The standard deviation for environmental importance is 

also different, s = 0.97, 1.04, 0.97, 0.76, 0.88 and 1.01 respectively. 

These standard deviation values show that ratings given by respondents 

for environmental importance and impact were consistently close to the 

mean rating. There was a small fluctuation, but generally the 

managerial assessment on each of the environmental sectors did not 

vaiy substantially. The mean is taken to be an accurate representation 

of the ratings on impact and importance and is considered a good fit of 

the data.

From the descriptive statistics, the extent of environmental impacts on 

the growth of their business in East Asia was found to vary. The impact 

of economic, customers’ and competitors’ factors was strong and 

especially, with the customers’ factor having the strongest impact (Mean 

= 3.96. 4.29 and 3.57). The technological, regulatory and suppliers’ 

factors were perceived to be moderate and the suppliers’ factor had the 

least significant impact on the businesses of these organisations (M = 

3.37, 3.01 and 2.64).
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Table 7.2 Frequency: Importance and Impact of Environmental Factors (N=98)

M in im u m | M a x im u m M e an S td . D e v ia tio n

E c o n o m ic  Im p a c t 1 .00 5 .0 0 3 .9 6 0 .9 2
T e c h n o lo g ic a l  Im p ac t 1 .00 5 .0 0 3 .3 8 0 .9 8
R e g u la to ry  Im p a c t 1.00 5 .0 0 3.01 0 .9 0
C u s to m e rs ' Im p a c t 2 .0 0 5 .0 0 4 .2 9 0 .8 0
C o m p e t i to r s ' Im p a c t 1.0 0 5 .0 0 3 .5 7 0 .9 3
S u p p l ie r s ' Im p ac t 1.00 5 .0 0 2 .6 3 0 .9 9

E c o n o m ic  Im p o rta n c e 1.00 5 .0 0 3 .9 0 0 .9 7
T e c h n o lo g ic a l  Im p o rta n c e 1.00 5 .0 0 3 .2 8 1 .04
R e g u la to ry  Im p o r ta n c e 1.0 0 5 .0 0 3 .0 2 0 .9 7
C u s to m e r s ’ Im p o rta n c e 2 .0 0 5 .0 0 4 .4 2 0 .7 6
C o m p e t i to r s ’ Im p o rta n c e 1.0 0 5 .0 0 3.51 0 .8 8
S u p p l ie r s ’ Im p o rta n c e 1.00 5 .0 0 2 .6 9 1.01

With respect to the importance of environmental conditions, senior 

managers perceived some environmental sectors as having a higher 

level of importance than others. The customers’ factor was seen as the 

most important (M = 4.42) and the economic and competitors' factors 

were important (M = 3.90 and 3.51) for them when operating in East 

Asia. The technological and regulatory factors were perceived to be less 

important (M = 3.28 and 3.02) than the above three factors. Suppliers’ 

influence was the least important (M = 2.70) among the six task 

environmental factors.

It is observed that the rank of environmental impact is the same as the 

rank of environmental importance. Amongst six environmental factors, 

the impact of the customers’ factor was perceived to be the strongest, 

and this environmental factor was also perceived to be the most 

important; the impact of the suppliers’ factor was perceived to be the 

least, and the importance of this environmental influence was also 

perceived to be the least. The significance of the findings derived from 

this result is that oil clients could be identified as a critical predictor of 

environmental influences for oil and gas service organisations in East
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Asia. The oil clients related data such as their preference for price and 

their demand for existing and new products or services or for the 

quality of products or services should be used as lead indicators to 

determine the required approaches of service deliveries or the 

establishment of competitive positions for various businesses.

7.2.2 Examining Task Environmental Sectors

Two categories of the importance assessment are combined. The first 

combined category is “important, very important and most important” 

and the second one is “not important and slightly important”. The 

researcher wants to test the assumption that the participating oil and 

gas service organisations’ executives are more likely to choose the first 

combined category when asked to assess the degree of environmental 

importance from the five defined categories.

A one-sample chi-square test was conducted to assess whether 

executives perceive that each of the six task environmental factors 

would have a strong impact on and would be seen as important for the 

growth of oil and gas service businesses in East Asia. The hypothesised 

proportion for the combined category of “not and slightly important" or 

“important, very important and most important is 0.50 (1 out of 2 

combined categories). The expected frequency is 49 [= (0.50) (98)] for 

“important, very important and most important”.

For the importance of economic, technological, regulatory, competitors’ 

and customers’ factors, the results indicate that the sample proportions 

are significantly different from the hypothesised values of 0.5 (Table 

7.3). For instance, customers’ importance x2 = 90.163 (df = 2), p <

0.001. The observed frequencies of 11 and 87 tend to support the 

original assumption that executives perceive the customer factor to be 

important. Similarly, the results provide significant evidence to support
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the view that the economic, technological, regulatory, competitors are 

important environmental factors.

Table 7.3 One-Sample Chi-Square Test: Importance of Environmental Sectors

Economic Observed N | Expected N Residual
not or slightly important 9 49.0 -40.0
important, very important or most important 89 49.0 40.0

Technological
not or slightly important 22 49.0 -27.0
important, very important or most important 76 49.0 27.0

Regulatory
not or slightly important 26 49.0 -23.0
important, very important or most important 72 49.0 23.0

Customer
not or slightly important 2 49.0 -47.0
important, very important or most important 96 49.0 47.0

Competitors
not or slightly important 1 1 49.0 -38.0
important, very important or most important 87 49.0 38.0

Suppliers
not or slightly important 47 49.0 -2.0
important, very important or most important 51 49.0 2.0

Total 98

Test Statistics
Economic Technological Regulatory Customer Competitors Suppliers 
Importance Importance Importance Importance Importance Importance

Chi-Squarea- 65.306 29.755 21.592 90.163 58.939 0.163
df 1 1 1 1 1 1

Asymp. Sig. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.686
a 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 49.0.

For the suppliers’ importance assessment, the sample proportions are 

very similar to each other, 47 for “not or slightly important” and 59 for 

“important, very important or most important” categories, and *2 =

0.163 (df = 1). p = 0.686. The follow up tests with equal expected 

frequencies show a significant difference in proportion between “not 

important” and “slightly important”. The significant result is due to the 

number of executives in “slightly important” category, which is 

significantly greater than the number of executives in “not important” 

category. The results suggest that the suppliers’ sector is still 

considered important for most oil and gas service organisations in East
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Asia but the level of its importance is lower than that of the other task 

environmental factors.

In summary, the results of the test were significant for the economic, 

technological, regulatory, customers and competitors sectors. The 

proportion of executives who perceived these factors as important was 

much greater than the hypothesised proportion of 0.50, while the 

proportion of perceiving the factors as slightly important was less than 

the hypothesised proportion of 0.50. The test indicates that the 

proportion of executives who perceived that these environmental factors 

were important did differ significantly from the proportion of executives 

who perceived it as not or slightly important. What is more, the majority 

of respondents perceived that the suppliers factor was important and 

the test was significant between “not important” and “slightly 

important". Hence, the results support the assumption that each of the 

six task environmental factors are important for the growth of oil and 

gas service businesses in China, Singapore and Malaysia (see Chapter 1 

and 6).

Similarly, the researcher also wants to test the assumption that these 

executives are more likely to choose the categories of “strong and veiy 

strong” when asked to assess the degree of the impact of the six 

environmental factors from five categories. The rest of the five categoiies 

are “non-existent or very weak, weak and moderate . Three categoi ies 

are adopted when assessing the impact of six environmental sectors. 

The hypothesised values for the combined categories of "non-existent or 

very weak and weak", “moderate” and “strong and very strong” are 1/3, 

1/3 and 1/3. The expected frequency is 32.7 [= (1/3) (98)] for “strong or 

very strong" impact. The analysis shows that observed proportions do 

differ significantly from the hypothesised values of 1/3, 1/3 and 1/3 

(Table 7.4).
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Table 7.4 One-Sample Chi-Square Test: Impact of Environmental Sectors

Economic Observed N Expected N Residual j
non-existent/very weak and weak 5 32.7 -27.7 j
moderate 25 32.7 -7.7 !
strong and very strong 68 32.7 35.3 |

Technological
non-existent/very weak and weak 15 32.7 -17.7 i
moderate 39 32.7 6.3 j
strong and very strong 44 32.7 1 1.3 1

Regulatory
non-existent/very weak and weak 26 32.7 -6.7 !
moderate 46 32.7 13.3
strong and very strong 26 32.7 -6.7 1

Customers I
non-existent/very weak and weak 3 32.7 -29.7 1
moderate 12 32.7 -20.7 1
strong and very strong 83 32.7 " 50.3 1

Competitors
non-existent/very weak and weak 10 32.7 -22.7 1
moderate 33 32.7 0.3 1
strong and very strong 55 32.7 22.3 I

Suppliers
non-existent/very weak and weak 46 32.7 13.3 !
moderate 32 32.7 -0.7 !
strong and very strong 20 32.7 -12.7 1

Total 98
[Test Statistics

Economic Technological Regulatory Customers’ Suppliers’ Competitors’
Impact Impact Impact Impact Impact Impact

Chi-Squarea 63.449 14.714 8.163 117.571 10.367 31.000
df 2 2 2 2 2 2

Asymp. Sig. 0.000 0.001 0.017 0.000 0.006 0.000 i

a 0 cells (.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 32.7.

From the observed proportions, the initial significant results of the 

impact of economic, technological, customers and competitors are due 

to the number of executives in the combined category of strong and 

very strong”. The significant result of regulatory is however due to the 

number of executives in the moderate category and for suppliers, it is 

due to the number in the "non-existent or very weak and weak” 

category. For instance, for customers impact %2 -  117.571 (df - 2), p < 

0.001. The observed frequencies of 3, 12 and 83 support the original 

assumption that customers affect the growth of oil and gas service 

businesses in East Asia strongly. For suppliers’ impact assessment, X2 =
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10.367 (df = 2), p = 0.006, yet the observed frequencies of 46, 32 and 20 

tend not to support the original assumption that the suppliers have a 

strong impact on oil and gas service businesses. This might be the 

reason whv the earlier results show that quite a number of executives 

regarded the suppliers’ factor as slightly important. For similar reasons, 

the results also disprove the assumption that the regulatory factor 

would have a strong effect on the services businesses in East Asia. 

Rather, the observed results indicate that the impact of the regulatoiy 

factor is moderate. Hence, the results tend to support assumption that 

the impact of the customers’, economic, technological and competitors’ 

factors would be strong for oil and gas sendee businesses growing in 

East Asia.

7.2.3 A Hypothetical Approach of Lead Industrial Indicators

In order to evaluate differences in medians among the managerial 

perceptions on the importance or impact of six task environmental 

factors, the non-parametric Friedman’s tests were also conducted. The 

tests were significant, x2 = 159.9 (df - 5), p < 0.001 for the 

environmental importance and x2 = 156.3 (df = 5), p < 0.001 for the 

environmental impact. Furthermore, the value of mean rank for the 

importance of customers sector is 4.97, the highest among the six 

environmental factors; the mean rank of the importance of suppliers is 

2.22, the lowest among the six environmental factors. For the mean 

ranks of environmental impact, the highest value is customers’ (4.82) 

and the lowest mean rank value is suppliers (2.12). The result of mean 

ranks is consistent with the results demonstrated above (Section 7.4.1). 

Using these mean rank values of the environmental importance and 

impact, a hypothetical approach of the lead industrial indicators matrix 

can be generated (Figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.4 Mean Ranks (Impact, Importance) and Lead Industrial Indicators

Obviously, the managerial perceptions on environmental influences 

differed significantly: the impact of customers is stronger than that of 

suppliers and customers are more important than suppliers foi oil and 

gas service organisations in East Asia. Consequently, senior 

management may devote more attention to customers rathei than 

suppliers when scanning and assessing the task environmental 

conditions for strategic decisions. From the emerged ranking positions 

presented in Figure 7.4 for each of the six task environmental sectors, 

customers', economic, competitors’ and technological factors can be 

regarded as the lead indicators within the oil and gas service sector in 

the three selected countries.
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7.2.4 Importance and Impact Correlation

In order to test whether there is a direct relationship between the 

importance of each individual environmental factor and its impact, a 

nonparametric correlation analysis was carried out. The results show 

that the degree of the importance of an environmental factor is 

associated with the degree of the impact of that environmental factor 

(Figure 7.5). For instance, the hypothetical data regarding the impact 

and importance of the economic environmental sector was presented in 

the form of a scatterplot in which each dot represents a respondent’s 

score on both variables.

The two variables are positively related, indicating that as values of 

economic impact increase, values of economic importance also increase. 

It shows that the higher the perceived economic impact, the higher the 

perceived economic importance. The same scatterplot graphs were 

computed for each pair of the rest of the environmental factors. The 

results obtained are the same: the greater the impact of an environment 

factor on the growth of an organisation, the more important the factor 

perceived by the oil and gas service organisations’ executives.

The non-parametric Correlation Matrix (Table 7.5) shows the correlation 

between pairs of variables. A value close to +1 indicates a perfect 

positive association, and a value close to -1 indicates a strong negative 

association whilst a value close to 0 indicates no statistical association.

In this analysis, the values of 0.772, 0.703, 0.732 and 0.784 between 

importance and impact of economics, technology, regulatory, and 

suppliers respectively suggest a strong positive association between 

these pairs of two variables. The value of 0.674 suggests a reasonably 

strong positive association between these two variables for the 

competitors’ sector. The value of 0.554 suggests a moderate positive 

association between the two variables for the customers’ sector.
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Figure 7.5 Pattern of the Relationships between Importance and Impact of Each of the Six Task Environmental Factors

Note: the more cases, the more petals
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Table7.5 Correlations between Importance and Impact of the Task Environmental Sectors

Correlations

Economic
Importance

rechnological
Importance

Regulatory
Importance

Customers
Importance

Competitors
Importance

Suppliers
Importance

Economic
Impact

fechnological
Impact

Regulatory
Impact

Customers
Impact

Competitors
Impact

Suppliers
Impact

Spearman's rho Economic Importance Correlation Coefficien 1.000 .252* .150 -.160 .082 -.047 .772*' .253* .059 -.052 .034 .004
Slg. (2-tailed) .012 .142 .116 .422 .647 .000 .012 .566 .613 .741 .971
N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98

Technological Importance Correlation Coefficien .252* 1.000 .166 -.044 .035 .083 .226* .703*' .184 .062 -.026 .052
Sig. (2-tailed) .012 .103 .670 .735 .415 .025 .000 .070 .542 .796 .614
N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98

Regulatory Importance Correlation Coefficien .150 .166 1.000 -.030 ,25V .164 .027 .013 .732*’ -.011 -.051 .030
Sig. (2-tailed) .142 .103 .767 .013 .106 .791 .899 .000 .917 .621 .767
N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98

Customers Importance Correlation Coefficien -.160 -.044 -.030 1.000 .031 .157 -.158 -.071 -.073 .554*’ .060 .119
Sig. (2-tailed) .116 .670 .767 .764 | .122 .120 .489 .475 .000 .560 .244
N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98

Competitors Importance Correlation Coefficien .082 .035 .251* .031 1.000 .343*' .020 .043 .102 -.072 .674* .285*
Sig. (2-tailed) .422 .735 .013 .764 .001 .843 .671 .316 .482 .000 .004
N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98

Suppliers Importance Correlation Coefficien -.047 .083 .164 .157 .343* 1.000 .071 .000 .149 .014 .212* .784*
Slg. (2-tailed) .647 .415 .106 .122 .001 .490 .998 .144 .888 .036 .000
N _98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98

Economic Impact Correlation Coefficien f  .772* y. .226* .027 -.158 .020 .071 1.000 .169 -.026 -.092 -.106 .025
Slg. (2-tailed) ( .000 ) .025 .791 .120 .843 .490 .097 .796 .365 .299 .810
N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98

Technological Impact Correlation Coefficier .253* / .703*\ .013 -.071 .043 .000 .169 1.000 .057 .049 .089 .184
Sig. (2-tailed) .012 l .000 / .899 .489 .671 .998 .097 .579 .634 .385 .069
N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98

Regulatory Impact Correlation Coefficier .059 .184 / .732* \ -.073 .102 .149 -.026 .057 1.000 .098 -.044 .062
Sig. (2-tailed) .566 .070 V.000 J  .475 .316 .144 .796 .579 .335 .667 .544

x 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98
Customers Impact Correlation Coefficier -.052 .062 -.011 T554* A -.072 .014 -.092 .049 .098 1.000 .045 .081

Sig. (2-tailed) .613 .542 .917 \000 J  .482 .888 .365 .634 .335 .660 .430
N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 98

Competitors Impact Correlation Coefficie .034 -.026 -.051 .060 -v .212* -.106 .089 -.044 .045 1.000 .297*
Sig. (2-tailed) .741 .796 .621 .560 (.000 J .036 .299 .385 .667 .660 .003
N 98 98 98 98 V98y  ^  w 98 98 98 98 98 98

Suppliers Impact Correlation Coefficie .004 .052 .030 .119 .285 .025 .184 .062 .081 .297* 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed) .971 .614 .767 .244 .004 ( .000 .810 .069 .544 .430 .003
N 98 98 98 98 98__ X_9£ 98 98 98 98 98 98

*• Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 
"• Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).
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Hence, the results support the researcher s assumption that the 

degree of the importance of an environmental sector is associated with 

the degree of the impact of that environmental factor. The higher the 

degree of impact of an environmental factor, the higher the degree of 

its importance of that environmental factor. Overall, Proposition 1 that 

six task environmental factors are significant for the growth of oil and 

gas service businesses in East Asia is supported by the research

results.

7.3 Perceived Business Environmental Conditions
This section attempts to investigate Proposition 2 that, for oil and gas 

service companies that operate in East Asian countries like China, 

Singapore and Malaysia, the nature of the business environment is 

uncertain. It also seeks to prove the contention of Proposition 3 that 

the business environment in which the service organisations operate 

in East Asia is dynamic, complex and hostile.

7.3.1 Preliminary Observations of Environmental Dimensions

The SPSS Output below (Table 7.6) shows the table of descriptive 

statistics for the four variables, viz. complexity, hostility, dynamism 

and uncertainty, providing an insight into the perceptions of these 

environmental dimensions. As the exploratory nature of the analysis, 

the mean is employed as a hypothetical value (Field, 2000) for the 

measure of central tendency. From the table, on average, the 

participating executives perceived that the business environment in 

which they operated in East Asia was uncertain (M = 4.17), 

complicated (M = 5.04) and dynamic (M = 5.22). However, for the 

perceived environmental hostility, the environment tended to be 

benign (M = 3.81) for service organisations to conduct their businesses

in the region.
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Table 7.6 Perceptions of Environmental Dimensions in East Asia (N=98)

Perceived
Complexity

Perceived
Hostility

Perceived
Dynamism

Perceived
Uncertainty

Mean 5.04 3.81 5.20 4.14
Sid. Error of Mean 0. i 3 0.15 0.13 0.15

Median 5.00 4.00 5.00 4.50
Mode 5.00 4.00 5.00 5.00

Std. Deviation 1.26 1.50 1.28 1.53
Variance 1.59 2.26 1.63 2.33
Skewness -0.58 -0.05 -0.88 -0.35

Std. Error of Skewness 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24
Range 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00

Minimum 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Maximum 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00

At this stage, the intention (demonstrated in Proposition 2) that the 

nature of the business environment is perceived to be uncertain is 

supported preliminarily. However, Proposition 3 (that oil and gas 

sendee companies’ executives in East Asia perceive that the business 

environment in which they operate will be dynamic, complex and 

hostile) has gained limited support from the preliminary results.

Relationships between individual factors and the perceived 

environmental dimensions will be examined further in Chapter 8. In 

the following sections, factors in association with the perceived 

complexity, dynamism and hostility are examined.

For environmental uncertainty, the z-score of skewness is -0.35/0.24 

= -1 46 For perceived dynamism, the z-score of skewness is - 

q gg/Q 24 = -3.67. For environmental complexity and hostility, the z- 

scores of skewness are -2.42 and -0.21 respectively. As a z value above 

1.96 is considered significantly different from chance to be problematic 

(Field, 2000). it is clear that the dynamism and complexity scores are 

negatively skewed, indicating a pile-up of scores on the right of the 

distributions and hence most respondents gave high scores, except for 

hostility. The following presents barcharts of each of the four variables 

with the normal distribution overlaid (Figure 7.6).
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Figure 7.6 Making Sense of the Nature of the Business Environment

Perceived Uncertainty

Perceived Hostility

Perceived Complexity

Perceived Dynamism

The graphs displayed in Figure 7.6 represent various scenarios. First, 

it looks as if the uncertainty score is somewhat normally distributed. 

In this sense, a few (4) respondents perceived the business 

environment as very uncertain and a few (4) perceived it as very 

certain, but half of the respondents’ (49) perceptions on the 

environment turned out to be uncertain. Secondly, the hostility scores 

are distinctive because this distribution is fairly clearly not normal and 

there are two peaks indicative of two modes. This suggests that the 

respondents’ opinion towards the environmental hostility was divided: 

most respondents perceived that the environment was pleasant (41.8 

per cent): 26.5 per cent of the respondents felt it was at a middle 

situation between pleasant and unpleasant; whereas 21.6 per cent
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perceived that it was an unpleasant environment. Finally, complexity 

and dynamism tests produced very negatively skewed data, indicating 

that the majority of the respondents perceived the business 

environment as complex and dynamic whereas the minority perceived 

the environment as simple and static. This observation corresponds 

with the earlier discussions about the z-scores.

7.3.2 Factors Reflecting Perceived Complexity

A 10-item scale was used to assess the perceived environmental 

complexity. The minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation 

were tabulated for each environmental sector. The standard deviation 

values presented in Table 7.7 are from 1.23 the lowest (i.e. economics 

knowledge required) to 1.80 the highest (i.e. number of suppliers).

Table 7.7 Descriptive Statistics: Perceived Environmental Complexity

Minimum Maximum Mean
Std.

Deviation
Economics Knowledge Required 1.00 7.00 4.77 1.23
Technological Level 2.00 7.00 5.09 1.36
The Similarity of Industrial Products/Services 1.00 7.00 3.51 1.59
Government Regulations, Legislation and Policies 1.00 7.00 4.34 1.51
Number of Oil and Gas Clients 1.00 7.00 4.30 1.64
Needs and Preferences of Oil and Gas Clients 1.00 7.00 3.22 1.53
Number of Suppliers 1.00 7.00 3.92 1.80
Similarity of Supply Conditions by Suppliers 1.00 7.00 3.80 1.55
Number of Firms within the Industry Sector 1.00 7.00 3.26 1.75
Scope of Firms within the Industry Sector 1.00 7.00 5.03 1.59

These values are relatively high compared to the mean. The ratings for 

the assessment of environmental complexity are clearly spread from 

the mean, that is, for some respondents, very high ratings (e.g. 7 

indicating the greatest complexity of an environmental factor) were 

given and for others, the ratings were very low (e.g. 1 indicating the 

simplest situation of the same environmental factor). As the standard
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deviations are far away from zero, the mean may be a poor fit of the 

data. In spite of this, the mean can be used as a hypothetical value.

An approach to interpreting the mean value is developed as follows. As 

introduced in Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 2, the weight of 1 is assigned to 

the response of the most favourable attitude on the statement 

anchored at the beginning (positive adjectives); the weight of 7 is 

assigned to the response of strongest agreement indicating the most 

favourable attitude on the statement anchored at the end (negative 

adjectives); 4 is the point assigned to the neutral attitude on that 

statement. If the mean is above 4, hypothetically, the perception is 

associated with the right statement showing the level of complexity; if 

below 4, it is associated with the left statement showing the extent of 

simplification. By doing this, the observed results emerge as below.

Five environmental influences show the levels of complexity (Table 

7.5). The knowledge required for understanding the economic situation 

in the region where they operated was complicated (M = 4.77). The 

government regulations, legislation and policies tended to be 

sophisticated (M = 4.34). The level of technology involved in the oil and 

gas service sector was high (M = 5.09). The number of customers 

whom they served within the oil and gas industiy tended to be large (M 

= 4.30). The scope of companies within the service sector in which they 

operated was extensive as they came from all over the world (M = 

5.03).

On the other hand, five other issues appear to show the simplification 

of the environmental influences. The observed results show that the 

needs and preferences of the oil and gas clients whom they serve were 

similar (M = 3.51). Both the number of firms within the industiy sector 

and the number of suppliers tended to be small (M = 3.26 and 3.92). 

In this circumstance, the niche market was shared or dominated 

mainly by few firms. Supply conditions (e.g. price, quality, speed or
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service) provided by their suppliers tended to be similar (M 3.80). In 

addition, using a simple barchart (Figure 7.7), more than half of the 

respondents thought that, within the service industrial sector in which 

they operated, the products or services offered to clients were similar

to each other.

Figure 7.7 Similarity of Industrial Products or Services

7 .3 .3  Factors Reflecting Perceived Hostility

Thirteen items were used to assess the perceived environmental 

hostility, which was also measured by tabulating the minimum, 

maximum, mean and standard deviation. For the same reason as 

stated in the above section, the appropriated measuie of central 

tendency is the mean value. The method employed in the above section 

was used to demonstrate the hypothetical means. The details on the 

distributions for each of these items could also be reported by using a 

simple barchart. To simplify, the results are summarised in Table 7.8.
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Table 7.8 Descriptive Statistics: Perceived Environmental Hostility

Minimum Maximum Mean
Std.

Deviation
Size of Market Demand LOO 7.00 3.32 1.48
Changing of Market Demand 1.00 6.00 3.34 1.19
Access to Available Technologies 1.00 7.00 3.73 1.44
National Government Regulations and Legislation 1.00 7.00 4.03 1.36
Local Government Policies LOO 7.00 4.14 1.31
Relationship with Government 1.00 7.00 4.13 1.40
Levels of Key Customers Switching to Competitors 1.00 7.00 4.66 1.46
Relationship with Customers 1.00 6.00 2.29 1.06
Access to Suppliers for Materials or Goods 1.00 7.00 3.01 1.32
Relationship with Suppliers 1.00 5.00 2.70 1.02
Entry Barriers 1.00 6.00 3.14 1.37
Rivalry among Competitors 1.00 7.00 4.54 1.49
Competitive Actions 1.00 7.00 4.29 1.44
Relationship with Competitors 1.00 7.00 4.17 | 1.44

Overall, the favourable situation was relevant to seven environmental 

influences. Market demand within the oil and gas industry to which 

they served was big (M = 3.32) and also increasing (M = 3.34). It was 

easy to have an access to available technologies and to suppliers for 

obtaining available raw materials or standard goods and services (M = 

3.73 and 3.01). The participating organisations had established good 

relationships with their key oil and gas clients (M = 2.29). The 

relationships between the participating organisations and their key 

suppliers also tended to be supportive (M = 2.70). Entry barriers to the 

oil and gas service sector in which they operate were slightly high (M = 

3.14) and this situation could discourage new competitors from 

entering into existing industrial sectors.

The following three environmental influences made the environment 

unfavourable to the oil and gas service organisations. First, the 

respondent executives perceived that it was easy for their key 

customers to switch to another competitor’s products or services (M = 

4.67). Second, competitive actions adopted by firms within the service 

sector might tend to be unreasonable (M = 4.29), indicating that some 

firms imitated the changes or innovations created by leading firms
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which could be very concerned to see the situation that they were 

followed closely by their competitors. Third, the rivalry among the 

competitors within the sendee sector in which they operate was 

turbulent (M = 4.54). In the last circumstance, as service firms within 

a niche industrial sector provide similar products or services to their 

common oil clients, competitions were largely based on price. Some 

service companies such as labour services in South China conducted a 

fierce price war. However, lowering price was not considered an 

appropriate approach for obtaining contracts as it could cause quality 

problems. Operators in China preferred to take both prices and 

previous quality performance in consideration when they evaluated 

bidding proposals.

Several environmental influences could be interpreted as having a 

neutral impact on the service organisations. National government 

regulations and legislation in the region could benefit some 

organisations while limiting other firms’ service businesses (M = 4.03); 

for those firms holding a neutral opinion, some governmental policies 

brought benefits whereas some restricted businesses. Similarly, local 

level government policies (e.g. Customs or administrative bureaus) 

could have both negative and positive influences on the oil sendee 

companies’ businesses (M = 4.14). Some of the participating 

organisations had a close relationship with government some were 

distant from the government whereas the others were neither distant 

nor close to the government (M = 4.13). The relationship of some 

participating organisations with their competitors was collaborative, 

and the relationship of some other participating organisations with 

their competitors was un-collaborative, while some organisations had 

a neutral relationship (i.e. neither bad nor good) with competitors (M = 

4.17). A conspicuous observation emerges that the majority of oil and 

gas sendee organisations in East Asia had amicable relations with 

their competitors and stayed peacefully with each other although the 

competition could be very strong.
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Eighteen items were used to measure the level of environmental 

dynamism and the means were used to provide hypothetical 

connotations of the data. From descriptive statistics shown in Table 

7.9, apart from the fact that the influence of changes in competitive 

price appeared to be at a neutral point between predictable and 

unpredictable (M = 4.04), most of the factors in the six environmental 

sectors stayed about the same from year to year.

7.3.4 Factors Reflecting Perceived Dynamism

Table 7.9 Descriptive Statistics: The Perceived Environmental Dynamism

Minimum Maximum Mean
Std.

Deviation

Customer Demand for Existing Products/Sei vices
Customer Demand for New Products/Services
Customer Demand for Higher Quality 01 Moie Seivice
Customer Preference lor Lower Prices
Changes in Competitive Price
Competitors' Quality Improvement
Competitors' Introduction ol New Products/Sei vices
Suppliers Rising Prices
Suppliers Quality Reduction
Suppliers Introduction of New Materials or Standard Products
Changes in Oil and Gas E&P Level
Changes in Well Counts
Changes in Rig Counts
Technological Changes
Rate of Technological Diffusion
Changes in National Regulations and Legislation
Changes in Local Government Policies_______ _______________

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00

7.00
6.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.00 
6.00
7.00
7.00

3.01
3.50 
2.93 
2.31 
4.04
3.51
3.69 
3.43 
3.85
3.69
3.76 
3.47 
3.64 
3.26
3.52
3.76 
3.80

1.39
1.38 
1.47
1.39
1.54 
1.18
1.39 
1.36
1.27 
1.18 
1.74 
1.44 
1.49 
1.11
1.28 
1.51
1.55

The predictable customer influences were: demand for existing 

products or services (M = 3.01) and for new products or services (M = 

3.50); demand for higher quality or more services (M = 2.93); and 

customers' preference for lower prices (M = 2.31). For the competitive 

sector, improvement in quality of products or services by competitors 

and competitors' introduction of new products or services appeared to 

be predictable (M = 3.51 and 3.69). Service organisations were able to 

predict their suppliers' rising prices (M = 3.43), the reduction in quality 

of suppliers' goods and services (M = 3.85) as well as suppliers' 

introduction of new materials or standard products (M = 3.69). For
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regulatory influences, the participating organisations appeared to have 

advance warning of changes in government regulations, policies and 

legislation at both national and local levels (M — 3.76 and 3.80). The 

industry economic factors such as oil and gas exploration and 

production, well counts and rig activities in the East Asian region were 

predictable (M = 3.27, 3.64 and 3.27). The service firms were also able 

to forecast technological changes in the service sector and the rate of 

technological diffusion throughout the sector (M — 3.27 and 3.52). 

Obviously, the above results show that the unpredictability doesn’t 

reflect the perceived dynamism. Senior executives perceived the 

environment as dynamic yet they were able to predict dynamic 

changes occurring in the six environmental sectors.

7.4 Enacted Business Environment! Business Strategies
In this section, it seeks to investigate Proposition 7 that, for oil and gas 

sendee organisations operating in East Asian countries like China, 

Singapore and Malaysia, the managerial perceptions of their business 

strategies will be different. Based on the theoretical frameworks 

generated in Chapter 6, the participating organisations can be 

categorised into different strategic groups.

7.4.1 Generic Business Strategies Employed by Oil and Gas 
Service Firms

The present study allocates strategic orientations for businesses based 

on Miles and Snow’s (1978) theory and an approach developed by 

Parnell, et al. (2000). A business was categorised as pursuing the 

strategy reflected by the highest number of its responses and was 

firstly assigned into the categories of Defender, Prospector and 

Reactor. When there was a tie between Defender and Prospector 

strategies, the business was assigned as an Analyser. When there was 

a tie among three non-Reactor strategies, the business was classified
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as a Balancer. To distinguish the characteristics of a Balancer from 

those of an analyser, the business should indicate its capability of 

“adapting to" and "creating” changes or innovation simultaneously. 

Finally, when there was a tie between the Reactor and one or two other 

strategies, the business was classified as a Reactor.

Table 7.10 Strategic Orientation Assignment

Frequency Percent
Defender 4 4.1

Prospector 5 5.1
Analyser 59 60.2
Balancer 17 17.3
Reactor 13 13.3
Total 98 100.0

By carrying out the above procedure case by case, the 98 participating 

oil and gas sendee organisations were assigned as 17 Balancers, 59 

Analysers, 5 Prospectors, 4 Defenders and 13 Reactors (Table 7.10). A 

big majority of the participating organisations had developed well- 

defined strategies guiding their business practice in East Asia (86.6 

per cent). Most of the participating organisations were Analysers (60.2 

per cent) and the fewest organisations were Defenders (4.1 per cent).

7.4.2 Trends of Pursued Competitive Strategies

An approach categorising competitive strategies was developed based 

upon Porter’s typology. If firms compete on the basis of highest quality 

or differentiate themselves from competitors in the industry, they are 

assigned to the categoiy of Differentiation organisations; if firms 

compete based on the lowest cost in the industiy, they are categorised 

as Low-cost organisations. If firms pursue both the lowest possible 

cost and the highest possible quality or a unique feature and are able 

to compete simultaneously based on both the lowest cost and 

differentiated business, they are classed as Hybrid organisations. If 

firms pursue one competitive strategy while are also able to compete
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based on the combined competitive advantages, the firms sire still 

assigned to a Hybrid strategy (e.g., case SG023). In contrast, if firms 

seek to attain both cost leadership and differentiation yet fail to 

achieve a strategy in either direction, they are assigned to the category 

of No-purpose organisations. If firms pursue one type of strategy but in 

fact appear to have other types of competitive advantages, these firms 

are also No-purpose organisations (e.g., case ML004). If firms pursue a 

Hybrid strategy while failing to achieve either Low-cost or 

Differentiation, they are assigned to an associated strategy - either one 

of the two basic competitive strategies.

Table 7.11 Competitive Strategies of the Participating Service Organisations

Frequency Percent
Low Cost 5 5.1

Differentiation 48 49.0
Hybrid 36 36.7

No-puipose 9 9.2
Total 98 100.0

By carrying out above procedures, the 98 participant oil and gas 

service organisations were classified into 48 Differentiation, 36 Hybrid, 

5 Low-cost and 9 No-purpose organisations (Table 7.11). Overall, 

nearly half of the participating firms deployed a Differentiation- 

oriented competitive strategy (49 per cent) and a minority of firms 

pursued a Low-cost strategy (5.1 per cent), which was obviously not a 

preferred option selected by senior management of oil and gas sendee 

companies operating in East Asia. The result supports this 

researcher’s contention that one of the typical attributes of the oil and 

gas service industry is differentiation.

7.4.3 A Picture of Strategic Competitive Positions

A scatter graph was used to plot the profile of price level and Perceived 

Customer Added Value (PCAV). As explained earlier, in order to obtain
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a value of PCAV, the average value of five variables (i.e. products or 

sendee quality valued by customers, reliability of technology, safety 

performance of products or services, speed of response to clients’ 

requirements and price that customers are willing to pay) was adopted. 

In order to eliminate a self-report bias, the mean of the perceived PCAV 

was used as the central tendency in the service industrial sector.

By carrying out the above procedure, it was possible to categorise five 

clusters of strategic competitive positions for the participating 

organisations. The five positions are defined as: high value premium 

(i.e. above the moderate level) price, high value moderate price, high 

value competitive (i.e. below the moderate level) price, low or moderate 

value low price and un-competitive value and price.

Table 7.12 Strategic Competitive Positions of the Participating Organisations

Competitive Positions Competitive Strategy Frequency Percent

Low (or moderate) value competitive price Low cost 5 5.1
High value competitive (lower than moderate) price Hybrid 7 7.1
High value moderate price Hybrid 28 28.6
High value premium price Differentiation 33 33.7
Un-competitive value and price No-purpose 25 25.5
Total 98 100.0

Using frequency statistics, the results presented in Table 7.12 show 

that, among 98 participating organisation, 33 were at a high value 

premium price competitive position, 28 high value moderate price, 7 

high value competitive (lower than moderate price), 5 low (or moderate) 

value competitive price, and 25 un-competitive value and price. To 

simplify, four clusters of competitive positions were obtained (Figure 

7.8).
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Figure 7.8 Scatterplot: Emerged Strategie Competitive Positions

Charged Price Level

(Note: in Figure 7.8, the more cases, the more petals)

Position 1 indicates “No frills” (Johnson and Scholes, 1999) group, 

comprising organisations which were likely to target the Low-cost low- 

added-value sector, in which they believed that they would not be 

defended by their competitors. The price of their products or services 

was lower than the moderate industrial level and brought limited 

added value prospects. For organisations at Position 2, the quality, 

reliability, and safety performance of their products or services and 

their speed of response to clients' requirements was higher than the 

moderate industrial levels. They could sell their products or services at 

a relatively competitive price. They combined both price and value 

advantages. In Position 3, organisations sought to establish a premium 

price by providing products or services which had unique features
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within their particular market segments. Position 4 indicates the 

organisations which employed strategies “destined for ultimate failure” 

(Johnson and Scholes, 1999) as they had neither value nor price 

advantages for successful competition in the marketplace. In 

conclusion of the above three sections, Proposition 7 pertaining to 

different business strategies is supported.

7.4.4 Observations of Key Industrial Competitive Factors

Competitive issues are related to long-term organisational success. 

This section intends to explore further that that, for oil and gas sendee 

organisations operating in the selected three countries, there will be a 

relationship between strategic performance and key industrial 

competitive factors. Using the Spearman correlation and rho (r) values, 

these factors are examined in association with strategic performance. 

As the prediction is not directional, a two-tailed test is selected.

A matrix is displayed giving the correlation coefficient between 

strategic performance and each of the five competitive factors. It is 

found that there is a significant position relationship between strategic 

performance and each of the five competitive features. For products’ or 

services’ quality valued by customers, r = 0.25, p = 0.022; for reliability 

of technologies of products or services, r = 0.26, p = 0.018; for safety 

performance of products and services, r = 0.22, p = 0.044; for speed of 

response to customers, r = 0.25, p = 0.021; and for price that 

customers are willing to pay, r = 0.24, p = 0.025 (Table 7.12). As all 

correlation coefficient values are positive, it can be concluded that as 

the level of a competitive advantage improves, there is a corresponding 

improvement in strategic performance. Hence, the assumption that 

there is a relationship between strategic performance and the defined 

competitive factors is supported.
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Table 7.12 Key Industriai Competitive Faetors and Strategie Performance

Correlations

Q uality  Valued 
by C ustom ers

R eliab ility  of 
(P roducts / 
Services) 

Techno logy

Safe ty
Perform ance 
of P roducts/ 

Serv ices

Speed of 
R esponse 
to  C lients ' 
R equires

Price that 
C ustom ers 

A re W illin q  to 
Pay

S tra teg ic
Perform ance

Spearm an's rho Q ua lity  Valued by C orre la tion  C oeffic ien t 1.000 .496** .567** .290** .264* .246*
C ustom ers Sig. (2-ta iled) .000 .000 .007 .015 .022

N 87 85 85 85 85 87
R eliab ility  of C orre la tion  C oeffic ien t .496** 1.000 .441** .013 .150 .256*
(P roducts /S erv ices) Sig. (2-ta iled) .000 .000 .906 .171 .018Techno logy

N 85 85 85 85 85 85
Safe ty Perform ance of C orre la tion  C oe ffic ien t .567**1 .441** 1.000 .434** .266* .219*
P roducts /S erv ices Sig. (2-ta iled) .000 .000 .000 .014 .044

N
85 85 85 85 85 85

Speed of R esponse to C orre la tion  C oe ffic ien t .290** .013 .434** 1.000 .209 .250*
C lien ts ' R equires Sig. (2-ta iled) .007 .906 .000 .055 .021

N 85 85 85 85 85 85
Price tha t C ustom ers C orre la tion  C oe ffic ien t .264* .150 .266* .209 1.000 .244*
Are W illing  to Pay Sig. (2-ta iled) .015 .171 .014 .055 .025

N 85 85 85 85 85 85
S tra teg ic  Perform ance C orre la tion  Coeffic ien t .246* .256* .219* .250* .244* 1.000

Sig. (2-tailed) .022 .018 .044 .021 .025
N 87 85 85 85 85 87

**• C orre la tion  is s ign ificant a t the  .01 leve l (2-ta iled). 
*■ C orre la tion  is s ign ificant at the .05 level (2-ta iled).

Note: 11 Organisations which had been in their existing businesses for less than five years and had functional managers’ responses were excluded.
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7.5 Strategic Performance
The data were measured by using an interval scale. The Boxplot (Figure 

7.9) for the strategic performance looks moderately symmetrical as the 

box is almost in the middle of the whiskers and median is only slightly 

above the middle of the box. This suggests that these data are only very 

slightly skewed and therefore the mean may be employed as the 

appropriate measure of central tendency (Kerr, et al., 2002)

Figure 7.9 Boxplot: Strategic Performance of the Participating Organisations

Note: 92 cases with no fewer than five years of business were selected.

Through Explore and Histogram descriptive statistics, an overall 

assessment of range, minimum, maximum, mean, standard derivations 

for the strategic performance of each of the 20 items has also been 

calculated. This helps to construct a picture presenting further a 

general trend of strategic performance within the industry. Overall, the
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performance of participating organisations in each examined area 

became better. Using Histogram descriptive statistics, Figure 7.10 

presents the distribution of strategic performance scores. The mean of 

the strategic performance of the 92 participating organisations with no 

fewer than five years of business is 5.15, indicating that more than half 

(the majority) of them had improved their strategic performance over a 

period of five years. This reflects a favourable status of oil and gas 

service organisations operating in China, Singapore and Malaysia.

Figure 7.10 Histogram: The Assessment of Individual Strategic Performance
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7.6 Summary
This chapter is concerned with a preliminary analysis pertaining to four 

major contents: the background content, the perceived business 

environment, business strategies and strategic performance. Base on 

the preliminary results derived from descriptive statistics, this chapter 

has displayed a basic understanding on strategic management issues 

for the oil and gas service sector in East Asia.

While proceeding this preliminary analysis process, propositions such 

as 1, 2, 3 and 7 are examined. At this initial analytical stage, some 

conclusions can be drawn: Proposition 1, 2 and 7 are supported 

whereas the results give limited support to Proposition 3.

Apart from summarising the collected data, the conducted analysis is 

also a process of transforming and modifying the collected primary data 

into a form more appropriate for understanding and interpreting 

results. The modified data (e.g. the strategic classifications emerged in 

Section 7.4) will be explored further for the later two chapters of 

statistical analysis.
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CHAPTER 8

RESEARCH RESULTS

t

Following the preliminary results obtained in Chapter 7, this chapter 

moves on to further business statistical analysis in three main phases. 

It starts from examining the relationships regarding the perceived 

business environmental characteristics. Next, the relationships 

pertaining to the associations between two variables (i.e. environment 

and strategy; strategy and performance, environment and performance) 

are evaluated. Then, the differences or similarities of the managerial 

perceptions of the business environment and strategic performance 

amongst different strategic options are presented.

Bivariate analysis (Kerr, et al. 2002) are applied to assess the 

relationships or conduct significance tests for the comparison of 

similarities and differences of various categories. As the data are 

categorical or ordinal and are not normally distributed, non-parametric 

methods are applied in this part of the analysis. The results pertaining 

to the three variables are observed and discussed. As four propositions 

have been investigated in Chapter 7, the rest of the propositions are 

examined in this chapter.

To test cognitive coherence between the perceived business environment 

uncertainty and the perceived dynamism, hostility and complexity, the 

Spearman correlation and chi-square tests are used. To evaluate the 

relationship between the two variables among the three dimensions of 

the perceived business environment, business strategic orientations 

and strategic performance, the Spearman correlation and Crosstabs 

with two-way contingency table analysis and chi-square tests are 

employed. To test the differences of the perceived environmental



uncertainty and strategic performance by strategic groups, the Kruskal- 

Wallis tests are applied. A number of Boxplot graphs and Scatter 

diagrams are also applied to highlight the pattern of differences and 

correlations.

8.1 Assessment of the Business Environment in East Asia
This part of the analysis was conducted from three major aspects. 

Firstly, it looks at whether the perceived environmental uncertainty is 

associated (positively or negatively) with the perceived environmental 

complexity, dynamism and hostility (Proposition 4). Secondly, it intends 

to examine how the perceived environmental uncertainty is associated 

with the influence of the variables within the six task environmental 

sectors (Proposition 5). Thirdly, it investigates how the perceived 

complexity, dynamism and hostility are associated with the various 

environmental variables (Proposition 6). In order to do the analysis, 

Spearman’s correlation coefficients between the two variables among 

the environmental characters or factors are computed.

8.1.1 Perceived Environmental Uncertainty, Complexity, 
Dynamism and Hostility

Before conducting correlation analyses, a scatterplot graph is plotted to 

look at the general trend of the data. The twelve scatterplots in Figure

8.1 represent the various combinations of each variable plotted against 

each other variable. Hence, the grid references represent the plots such 

as: A4: Perceived Uncertainty (Y) vs. Perceived Dynamism (X); C4: 

Perceived Uncertainty (Y) vs. Perceived Hostility (X): A2: Perceived 

Complexity (Y) vs. Perceived Dynamism (X) and A3: Perceived Hostility 

(Y) vs. Perceived Dynamism (X).
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Figure 8.1 Perceived Uncertainty, Complexity, 
Dynamism and Hostility Correlations

A B C D

1

2

3

4

The six scatterplots below the diagonal of the matrix are the same plots 

as the ones above the diagonal but with axes reversed (Field, 2000). 

Based on the perceptible slope shown in the matrix, there seems to be a 

relationship for at least three pairs of variables: the first pair is between 

the perceived uncertainty and the perceived dynamism; the second pair 

is between the perceived uncertainty and the perceived hostility; and 

the third one is between the perceived dynamism and the perceived 

complexity. It is observed that the perceived unceitainty is positively 

related to the perceived hostility and the perceived dynamism. 

Meanwhile, the perceived hostility and complexity also have a positive 

association with the perceived dynamism.

Having taken a preliminary glance at the data, the correlation analysis 

is carried out. In order to examine further whether the perceived 

environmental uncertainty is associated with the perceived 

environmental complexity, hostility and dynamism, Spearman s rho (r)
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values are computed. The prediction is that the perceived uncertainty 

would correlate with the perceived complexity, dynamism or hostility. 

This hypothesis is not directed and so a two-tailed test should be 

selected (Field. 2000).

Table 8.1 Perceived Uncertainty, Complexity, Dynamism and Hostility

C orre la tions

Percived
Complexity

Perceived
Dynamism

Perceived
Hostility

Perceived
Uncertainty

Spearman's rho Perclved Complexity Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .236* .064 -.144
Slg. (2-tailed) .019 .530 .157
N - —a? 98 98 98

Perceived Dynamism Correlation Coefficient (  ,236*> 1.000 .234* .209*
Sig. (2-talled) V  .o iy .020 .039
N 98 98 98 98

Perceived Hostility Correlation Coefficient .064 f  .234*'\ 1.000 .269*
Sig. (2-tailed) .530 V  020̂ .007
N 98 98 98 98

Perceived Uncertainty Correlation Coefficient 
Slg. (2-tailed)
N

-.144
.157

98
(

*X 1.000 

98
"■ Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 
*’■ Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-talled).

The results (Table 8.1) show that the perceived uncertainty has a 0.209 

correlation with the perceived dynamism, and a 0.269 correlation with 

the perceived hostility. The correlation coefficients in these samples are 

low but significant (p = 0.039 and 0.007). The correlation between the 

perceived uncertainty and complexity is not significant (p = 0.157). 

Hence, when the perceived hostility and dynamism are high, the 

perceived uncertainty also tends to be high. Another observation can be 

found that the perceived dynamism is associated with the perceived 

complexity (r = 0.236, p = 0.019) and the perceived hostility (r = 0.234, 

P = 0.02). In this sense, the higher the degree of the perceived 

uncertainty, complexity or hostility, the higher the degree of the 

perceived dynamism.

Hence it has proved the assumption that the higher the degree of the 

perceived environmental dynamism and hostility, the higher the degree 

of perceived uncertainty. However, the results do not support the 

assumption that there is a relationship between the perceived
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complexity and the perceived uncertainty. This is consistent partially 

with the Item Analysis results presenting in Appendix A that only these 

four items are not considered as reliable to measure the perceived 

environmental uncertainty. In the context of this study, no enough 

evidence can be given to prove that only the three environmental 

dimensions (perceived complexity, dynamism, and hostility) alone can 

reflects the perceived uncertainty. Thus, the research results give limited 

support to Proposition 4. As a consequence, the perceived 

environmental uncertainty is measured further by assessing factors in 

the task environmental sectors below.

8.1.2 Perceived Environmental Uncertainty and Environmental 
Factors

Spearman’s correlation coefficients are computed among the perceived 

environmental uncertainty, numbers and heterogeneity (i.e. the 

complexity characteristics), unpredictability (i.e. the dynamism 

characteristics) and resource difficulties and deterrence (i.e. the 

hostility characteristics) of six task environmental sectors. The results 

of the correlation analyses presented in Table 8.2 show that 19 

correlations were statistically significant at the 0.05 or 0.01 levels. The 

significant relationships between the environmental uncertainty and 

each of the individual environmental factors gave coefficients ranging 

from 0.221 to 0.401, showing low positive correlations.

Regarding the numbers and heterogeneity (or the emerged complexity) 

of the environmental sectors, the environmental uncertainty is 

associated with government regulations, legislation and policies (r = 

0.221, p = 0.029) and the supply conditions by suppliers (r = 0.226, p = 

0.026). The results suggest that the more complicated the government 

regulations, legislations and policies in the region where a service 

organisation operates in East Asia, or the more different the supply 

conditions (e.g. price, quality, speed or service) provided by the
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organisation's suppliers, the higher the degree of the perceived 

environmental uncertainty.

Table 8.2 Correlations: Perceived Uncertainty and Environmental Factors

Uncertainty
Spearman's Uncertainty Correlation Coefficien 1.000

rhc Sig. (2-tailed .
Government Regulations, Legislation and Policies Correlation Coefficien .221*

Sig. (2-tailed .029
Similarity of Supply Conditions by Suppliers Correlation Coefficien .226*

Sig. (2-tailed .026
Levels of Key Customers Switching to Competitors Correlation Coefficien .244*

Sig. (2-tailed) .015
Relationships with Customers Correlation Coefficient .242*

Sig. (2-tailed) .016
Access to Suppliers for Materials or Goods Correlation Coefficient .245*

Sig. (2-tailed .016
Relationships with Suppliers Correlation Coefficient .262*

Sig. (2-tailed) .010
Rivalry among Competitors Correlation Coefficient .276*

Sig. (2-tailed) .006
Competitive Actions Correlation Coefficient .209*

Sig. (2-tailed) .039
Relationships with Competitors Correlation Coefficient .229*

Sig. (2-tailed) .023
Customer Demand for Existing Products/Services Correlation Coefficient .307*

Sig. (2-tailed) .002
Customer Demand for Higher Quality or More Service Correlation Coefficient .270

Sig. (2-tailed) .007
Changes in Competitive Price Correlation Coefficient .291*

Sig. (2-tailed) .004
Suppliers Quality Reduction Correlation Coefficient .401**

Sig. (2-tailed) .000
Changes in Oil and Gas E&P Level Correlation Coefficient CO CO o

Sig. (2-tailed) .000
Changes in Well Counts Correlation Coefficient .230*

Sig. (2-tailed) .024
Changes in Rig Counts Correlation Coefficient .283*

Sig. (2-tailed) .006
Rate of Technological Diffusion Correlation Coefficient .282*

Sig. (2-tailed) .005
Changes in National Regulations and Legislation Correlation Coefficient .301“

Sig. (2-tailed) .003
Changes in Local Government Policies Correlation Coefficient .250*

Sig. (2-tailed) .013
.»Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 

Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).

Pertaining to the difficulties of resource availability and resource 

deterrence (i.e. the emerged hostility), the perceived uncertainty is
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associated with seven factors: key customers switching to competitors (r 

= 0.244, p = 0.015), customer’s relationship (r = 0.242, p = 0.016), 

access to suppliers for materials or goods (r = 0.245, p = 0.016), 

relationship with suppliers (r = 0.262, p = 0.01), rivalry among 

competitors (r = 0.276, p = 0.006), competitive actions (r = 0.209, p = 

0.039) and competitor’s relationship (r = 0.229, p = 0.023). Hence, the 

difficulties of resource availability and resource deterrence in the six 

task environmental sectors may be the occasion of the business 

environmental uncertainty. If the level of perceived hostility (difficulty) 

of each of these seven environmental factors becomes higher, the degree 

of the business environmental uncertainty perceived by the service 

executives also tends to be higher.

For the environmental unpredictability (i.e. the emerged dynamism 

characteristics) the perceived uncertainty is associated with ten 

environmental factors. These uncertainty related variables include: 

customer demand for existing products or services (r = 0.307, p = 

0.002), customer demand for higher quality or more service (r = 0.27, p 

= 0.007), changes in the competitors' competitive price (r = 0.291, p = 

0.004), the reduction of suppliers’ quality (r = 0.401, p <0.001), changes 

in the oil and gas exploration and production level (r = 0.38, p < 0.000), 

changes in well counts (r = 0.23, p = 0.024), changes in rig counts (r = 

0.283, p = 0.006), rate of technological diffusion (r = 0.282, p = 0.005), 

changes in national regulations and legislation (r = 0.301, p = 0.003) 

and changes in local government policies (r = 0.25, p = 0.013).

The above results suggest that any unpredictability of the changes 

emerging in the six task environment sectors (i.e. regulatory, 

technological, economical, customers, competitors and suppliers) may 

result in the uncertainty of the business environment in which service 

organisations operate. If the level of the unpredictability of each of these 

environmental factors becomes higher, the degree of the business
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environmental uncertainty perceived by the service executives also 

tends to be higher.

Hence, four comments can be addressed. Firstly, the more easily the 

customers switch to another competitor’s products or services, the 

higher the degree of the environmental uncertainty. Secondly, the 

perceived environmental uncertainty is also associated with the nature 

of organisational relationships. The better the relationships with clients, 

or the more supportive the relationships with suppliers, or the more 

collaborative the relationships with competitors, the higher the level of 

the environmental certainty perceived by the service executives. Thirdly, 

when access to suppliers for obtaining available raw material or 

standard goods and services is more difficult, the perceived uncertainty 

also becomes higher. Fourthly, when the rivalry among the competitors 

within the service sector in which an organisation operates is more 

turbulent, or competitive actions adopted by firms within the sendee 

sector are more unreasonable, the managerial perceptions on the 

business environment tend to be more uncertain.

The above results provide evidence to support the assumption that the 

perceived uncertainty is associated with individual environmental 

factors. In general, the greater the diversity (in numbers of customers, 

suppliers and technology, etc) associated with an environmental factor, 

the higher the degree of the perceived environmental uncertainty. The 

higher the degree of perceived environmental unpredictability, the 

higher the degree of the perceived environmental uncertainty. The 

higher the degree of the difficulties with regard to resources availability 

and resource deterrence, the higher the degree of the perceived 

environmental uncertainty. Proposition 5 is supported by these results.
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8.1.3 Perceived Environmental Dimensions and Associated 
Environmental Factors

Spearman's rho values indicating the perceived environmental 

complexity and associated environmental factors are presented in Table

8.3. The perceived complexity has a significant correlation with the 

variable of “economic knowledge required (r = 0.396, p < 0.001), a 

significant correlation with the variable of technological level (r 

0.386, p < 0.001), and a significant correlation with the variable of 

“customers’ needs and preferences” (r = 0.226, p < 0.001). This is 

consistent with the findings obtained in Chapter 7.

There is a tie between the perceived environmental complexity and the 

sophisticated economic knowledge required, the technological level and 

diversification of customers' needs and preferences. This means that the 

more sophisticated the knowledge required to understand the economic 

situation, the more complex the perceived business environment; the 

higher the degree of the level of technology involved in the oil and gas 

service sector in which an organisation operates, the more complex the 

perceived business environment; and the more different the needs and 

preferences of the oil and gas clients whom the organisation serves, the 

more complex the perceived business environment. A conclusion can 

thereby be reached. For the oil and gas service organisations in East 

Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia, the perceived 

environmental complexity is associated with the level of technologies 

existing in the industry, the customer related factors and oil economic 

conditions.

Spearman’s rho values indicating the perceived environmental hostility 

and associated environmental factors are presented in Table 8.4. The 

results show that the perceived hostility has a positive correlation with 

the variable of “relationships with customers” (r = 0.354, p < 0.001); 

and a positive correlation with the variable of “rivaliy among 

competitors” (r = 0.284. p < 0.001).
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Table S.3 P erceived  C om plex ity  and E nvironm ental Factors

C o r r e la t i o n s

Complexity

I Economics 
Knowledge 
Required

Technological
Level

Similarity of 
Industrial 
Products/ 
Services

I Government 
Regulations, 
Legislation 

and Policies

Number of 
Oil and Gas 

Clients

I Needs and 
Preferences 

of Oil and Gas 
Clients

—

Number of 
Suppliers

Similarity of 
Supply 

Conditions

Number of 
Firms within 
the Industry

Scope of 
Firms within 
the Industry

Spearman s rho Complexity Correlation Coefficier
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

1.000

98

.396*

.000
98

.386*

.000
98

.104

.310
98

.063

.536
98

-.130
.201

98

.226*

.026
98

.068

.507
97

.089

.383
97

.140

.169
98

.085

.407
98Economics Knowledge Correlation Coefficier 

Recfuired Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.000 
V  98>

1.000 

' 98

.390*

.000
98

-.011
.916
98

.099

.333
98

-.060
.555

98

.240*

.017
98

.310*

.002
97

.034

.738
97

.240*

.017
98

-.044
.669
98Technological Level Correlation Coefficier 

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

/38§*<
.000

.390*

.000
98

1.000

98

-.034
.741

98

.046

.649
98

.029

.779
98

.188

.064
98

.251*

.013
97

.061

.555
97

-.039
.701

98

.109

.284
98Similarity of Industrial Correlation Coefficier 

Products/Services Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.104

.310
98

-.011
.916

98

-.034
.741

98

1.000

98

.075

.464
98

-.005
.959

98

.282*

.005
98

.013

.900
97

.081

.430
97

.273*

.007
98

-.246*
.015

98Government Regulations Correlation Coefficier 
Legislation and Policies sig. (2-tailed)

N

.063

.536
98

.099

.333
98

.046

.649
98

.075

.464
98

1.000

98

-.059
.562

98

.124

.224
98

.046

.657
97

.114

.268
97

.034

.739
98

-.037
.715

98Number of Oil and Gas Correlation Coefficier 
<-'l'en*s Sig. (2-tailed)

N

-.130
.201

—

-.060
.555

98

.029

.779
98

-.005
.959

98

-.059
.562

98

1.000

98

.018

.858
98

.193

.058
97

-.006
.953
97

.076

.459
98

-.084
.411

98Needs and Preferences Correlation Coefficier 
of Oil and Gas Clients sig. (2-tailed)

N

/ .226* 
.026

1 .240* 
/ .017 

98

.188

.064
98

.282*

.005
98

.124

.224
98

.018

.858
98

1.000

98

-.006
.956

97

-.008
.940

97

.164

.106
98

-.071
.486

98Number of Suppliers Correlation Coefficier 
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.068

.507
97

.310“

.002
97

.251*

.013
97

.013

.900
97

.046

.657
97

.193

.058
97

-.006
.956

97

1.000

97

.306*

.002
97

.346*

.001
97

.028

.788
97Similarity of Supply Correlation Coefficier 

Conditions by Suppliers Slg. (2-tailed)
N

.089

.383
97

.034

.738
97

.061

.555
97

.081

.430
97

.114

.268
97

-.006
.953

97

-.008
.940

97

.306*

.002
97

1.000

97

.227*

.025
97

-.073
.475

97Number of Firms within Correlation Coefficier 
the Industry Sector Sig. (2-tailed)

N

.140

.169
98

.240*

.017
98

-.039
.701

98

.273*

.007
98

.034

.739
98

.076

.459
98

.164

.106
98

.346*

.001
97

.227*

.025
97

1.000

98

.059

.566
98Scope of Firms within the Correlation Coefficier 

Industry Sector Slg. (2-tailed)
N

.085

.407
98

-.044
.669
98

.109

.284
98

-.246*
.015

98

-.037
.715

98

-.084
.411

98

-.071
.486

98

.028

.788
97

-.073
.475
97

.059

.566
98

1.000

98

*• Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
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Table 8.4 P erceived H ostility  an d  E nvironm ental Factors
Correlations

r

H o s til ity
S iz e  o f M a rke  

' D e m a n d

/ N a tio n a l 
/ G o v e rn m e n t 
/ R e g u la tio n s  
/ a n d  
I L e g is la t io n

/ L o ca l 
/ G o v e rn m e n t 
Ì P o lic ie s

/ R e la t io n s h ip  
/ w ith  
' G o v e rn m e n t

L e v e ls  o f  Key  
/ C u s to m e rs  
/ S w itc h in g  to  
' Competitors

/ R e la t io n s h ip  
I w ith  

Customers

/ A c c e s s  to  
S u p p lie rs  fo r  
M a te r ia ls  o r  

G o o d s
' Relationship 
with Suppliers Entry Barriers

'Rivalry among 
Competitors

Competitive
Actions

Relationship
with

Competitors
S p e a rm a n 's  rho H o s til ity C o rre la tio n  C o e ff ic ie i 1 .00 0 .1 0 7 .1 4 2 -.011 .0 2 6 .0 1 9 .354* .1 7 3 .105 .095 .284* .139 .149

S ig. (2 -ta ile d ) .2 9 2 .164 .916 .7 9 7 .851 .000 .0 9 2 .308 .354 .005 .171 .143
N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 96 96 98 98 98 98

S ize  of Market Demand Correlation Coefficier .107 1.000 .237* .319* .281*' -.085 .443*' .148 .291*' .172 -.092 -.027 .288*'
Sig. (2-tailed) .292 .019 .001 .005 .407 .000 .151 .004 .089 .367 .789 .004
N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 96 96 98 98 98 98

National Government Correlation Coefficier .142 .237* 1.000 .526* .189 .147 .147 .156 -.026 .187 .181 .199* .080
Regulations and Sig. (2-tailed) .164 .019 .000 .063 .150 .148 .130 .799 .066 .074 .050 .431
Legislation N

98 98 98 98 98 98 98 96 96 98 98 98 98

Local Government Correlation Coefficier -.011 .319* .526*' 1.000 .370* .173 .147 .082 .064 .250* .094 .192 .057
Policies Sig. (2-tailed) .916 .001 .000 .000 .089 .147 .429 .535 .013 .359 .059 .575

N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 96 96 98 98 98 98
Relationship with Correlation Coefficier .026 .281* .189 .370*’ 1.000 .247* .303*' .057 .197 .129 -.029 .065 .159
Government Sig. (2-tailed) .797 .005 .063 .000 .014 .002 .578 .054 .207 .774 .527 .118

N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 96 96 98 98 98 98
Levels of Key Customer Correlation Coefficier .019 -.085 .147 .173 .247* 1.000 .023 -.060 -.050 -.055 .286* .083 .039
Switching to Competitor sig. (2-tailed) .851 .407 .150 .089 .014 .820 .564 .630 .592 .004 .419 .704

N 98 98 98 98 98 98 96 96 98 98 98 98
Relationship with Correlation Coefficier f  .354* \  .443*' .147 .147 .303* .023 1.000 .038 .441*’ .082 -.055 .046 .226*
Customers Sig. (2-tailed) l  .000 /  .000 .148 .147 .002 .820 .713 .000 .423 .590 .652 .026

N 98 98 98 98 98 98 96 96 98 98 98 98
Access to Suppliers for Correlation Coefficier .173 .148 .156 .082 .057 -.060 .038 1.000 .268*' .206* .265* .188 .169
Materials or Goods Sig. (2-tailed) .092 .151 .130 .429 .578 .564 .713 .008 .044 .009 .066 .100

N 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96
Relationship with Correlation Coefficier .105 .291* -.026 .064 .197 -.050 .441* .268* 1.000 .089 -.003 -.048 .277**
Suppliers Sig. (2-tailed) .308 .004 .799 .535 .054 .630 .000 .008 .389 .975 .645 .006

N 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96
Entry Barriers Correlation Coefficier .095 .172 .187 .250* .129 -.055 .082 .206* .089 1.000 .158 .198 .162

Sig. (2-tailed) .354 .089 .066 .013 .207 .592 .423 .044 .389 .120 .051 .112
N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 96 96 98 98 98 98

Rivalry among Correlation Coefficier / r .284*>\  -.092 .181 .094 -.029 .286* -.055 .265* -.003 .158 1.000 .505* .322**
Competitors Sig. (2-tailed) ( .005 ) .367 .074 .359 .774 .004 .590 .009 .975 .120 .000 .001

N V  9Sx '  98 98 98 98 98 98 96 96 98 98 98 98
Competitive Actions Correlation Coefficier .139 -.027 .199* .192 .065 .083 .046 .188 -.048 .198 .505* 1.000 .434“

Sig. (2-tailed) .171 .789 .050 .059 .527 .419 .652 .066 .645 .051 .000 .000
N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 96 96 98 98 98 98

Relationship with Correlation Coefficier .149 .288* .080 .057 .159 .039 .226* .169 .277* .162 .322* .434* 1.000
Competitors Sig. (2-tailed) .143 .004 .431 .575 .118 .704 .026 .100 .006 .112 .001 .000

N 98 98 98 98 98 98 98 96 96 98 98 98 98
“ • Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 

*• Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
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As such, the better the relationships of an oil and gas service organisation 

with its key oil and gas clients, the more pleasant the business environment 

perceived by its senior executives; the more turbulent the rivalry among the 

competitors within the service sector of an organisation, the more 

unpleasant the business environment perceived by the senior executives of 

the organisation. Hence, the perceived environmental hostility is associated 

with relevant customers’ and competitors conditions.

To examine the perceived dynamism and associated environmental factors, 

Spearman’s rho values are presented in Table 8.5. The results also indicate 

that the perceived dynamism is significantly associated with the oil and gas 

economic conditions. The perceived dynamism has a 0.215 significant 

correlation with the variable of “changes in oil and gas E&P (Exploration 

and Production) level” (p = 0.034); a 0.261 significant correlation with the 

variable of “changes in rig counts (p = 0.011), and a 0.174 marginally 

significant correlation with the variable of changes in well counts (p — 

0.087). As a result, if the unpredictability of changes in the oil and gas E&P 

levels, well counts and rig counts becomes higher, the business 

environment in which a service organisation operates is perceived to be 
more dynamic.

It is found that the perceived environmental dynamism has nothing to do 

with the variables of the other task environmental sectors, as their 

associations shown in the table are not significant. This means that, from 

Tear to year, even though details of changes in the regulatory, technological, 

customers’, suppliers’ and competitors’ conditions cannot be forecast, each 

°f the remaining task environmental sectors is not subject to a dynamic 

situation. The final conclusion is that, for the oil and gas service 

0rganisations in East Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia, 

the perceived environmental dynamism is in association with the 

unpredictability of the oil economic conditions.
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Table 8.5 Correlations: Perceived Dynamism and Environmental Factors

Spearman'
P e rce ive d  D yn am ism

n's P e rce ive  D yn am is n  C orre la tion  C oe ffic ie r i t  1.000
ho S ig . (2-ta ilec )

\l 98
C u s to m e r D em and fo r  E x is tinq  P ro d u c ts /S e rv ice s C orre la tion  C o e ffic ie r t -.036

S ig . (2 -ta ilec ) .721
\l 98

C us to m e r D em and  fo r N ew  P ro d u c ts /S e rv ice s C orre la tion  C o e ffic ie r t -.137
S ig. (2 -ta iled ) .180

98
C u s to m e r D em and fo r H igh e r Q u a lity  o r M ore  S e rv ic C orre la tion  C o e ffic ie n t -.149

S ig. (2 -ta iled ) .142
h 98

C us tom er P re fe ren ce  fo r L o w e r P rice C orre la tion  C oe ffic ie n .059
S ig . (2 -ta iled .562

h 98
C ha nge s  in C o m p e titive  Price C orre la tion  C o e ffic ie n -.009

S ig. (2 -ta iled .933
N 98

C om pe tito rs ' Q u a lity  Im provem en C orre la tion  C oe ffic ie n .017
S ig. (2 -ta iled .867

N 98
C o m p e tito rs ' In troduction  o f N ew  P ro d u c ts /S e rv ice s C orre la tion  C oe ffic ie n t .143

S ig. (2 -ta iled ) .160
N 98

S up p lie rs  R is ing  P rices C orre la tion  C o e ffic ie n t -.070
S ig . (2 -ta iled ) .495

N 97
S up p lie rs  Q u a lity  R ed uc tion C o rre la tio n  C o e ffic ie n t .086

S ig . (2 -ta iled ) .401
N 97

S up p lie rs  In trod uc tion  o f N ew  M a teria ls  o r S ta n d a rd  P roducts C o rre la tio n  C o e ffic ie n t -.011
S ig . (2 -ta iled ) .913

N 97
C ha nqe s  in O il and  G as E & P  Leve l C o rre la tio n  C o e ffic ie n t .215*

S ig. (2 -ta iled ) .034
N 98

C hanges in W e ll C ounts C orre la tion  C oe ffic ie n t .174(a)
S ig. (2 -ta iled )

r-.ooo

N 97
C ha nqe s  in R ig C ou n ts C orre la tion  C o e ffic ie n t .261*

S ig. (2 -ta iled ) .011
N 95

T e ch n o lo g ica l C ha nge s C orre la tion  C oe ffic ie n t -.011
Sig. (2 -ta iled ) .918

N 97
R ate o f T e ch n o lo g ica l D iffu s ion C orre la tion  C o e ffic ie n t .150

S ig . (2 -ta iled ) .142
N 97

C ha nge s  in N ationa l R e g u la tio ns  an d  Le g is la tio n C orre la tion  C o e ffic ie n t .016
S ig. (2 -ta iled ) .872

N 98
C hanqes in Loca l G o ve rn m e n t P o lic ies C orre la tion  C o e ffic ie n t -.017

S ig. (2 -ta iled ) .867
N 98

— .«uv/ii 10 uidiyiiiaiiy sigrimcam ai irie u. iu iev
Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 
Correlation is significant at the ,01 level (2-tailed).
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Based upon the above analysis, the level of perceived environmental 

complexity, dynamism and hostility is associated with the influences of the 

task environmental factors for the oil and gas service sector in East Asia. 

Hence, Proposition 6 is supported by the research results.

8-2 Business Environment and Strategic Alignment
Bor oil and gas service organisations operating in East Asia, the managerial 

Perceptions of the business environmental uncertainty will vary in 

associating with the types of business strategies (Proposition 8). In order to 

investigate the assumptions regarding the association between the strategic 

options and the perceived environmental uncertainty, the chi-square tests 

with Crosstabs are applied. Where appropriate, to test the strength of 

association, Cramer’s v values are used as each of the two variables has 

^ore than two categories.

8-2.1 Perceived Uncertainty with Generic Business Strategies

in this section, the comparison of perceived uncertainty amongst strategic 

groups is explored firstly. It is assumed that for oil and gas sendee 

organisations pursuing different strategies, their perceptions of the 

environmental uncertainty would be different. There are five strategic 

groups of the independent variable. The five groups are defined as: Group 1 

~ Reactors, Group 2 -  Defenders, Group 3 -  Prospectors, Group 4 - 

Analysers and Group 5 -  Balancers. The null hypothesis is that all the 

medians of the perceived environmental uncertainty are equal.

In order to examine whether the perceived environmental uncertainty 

differed for the participating sendee organisations with different strategic 

options, a Boxplot graph is used to explore the results informatively (Figure 

8-2a). Balancers appeared to have a relatively lower degree of perceived 

environmental uncertainty than that of the organisations in other strategic
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categories as they had lowest medians. Reactors and Prospectors tended to 

have a higher level of perceived uncertainty. The managerial perception ol 

Defenders and Analysers on the environmental uncertainty was relatively 

lower than that of Reactors and Prospectors.

The Kruskal-Wallis test (Figure 8.2b) indicates that there is a marginally 

significant difference in the medians, x2 (4, N = 83) = 8.308, p = 0.081. This 

means that the hypothesis that all the medians of perceived environmental 

uncertainty amongst different strategic groups are equal can be rejected at 

the to per cent significant level. Because the overall test is significant, 

pairwise comparisons among the five groups were conducted. Using the 

Mann-Whitney U tests (Figure 8.2c), three pairs of comparisons between the 

two of the five groups are significant different. Gioup 5 and 1, 3, 4 

respectively. No significant results were obtained to prove significant 

differences between Group 2, the Defenders and Group 5, the Balancers. 

Obviously, Balancers had a significantly different perception of the 

Environmental uncertainty from the organisations in other categoiies of 

business strategies. Compared with Reactors, Prospectors and Analysers, 

the degree of environmental uncertainty perceived by Balancers was lower. 

However, Balancers and Defenders shared similar views on the degree of the 

Perceived uncertainty. As a result, Balancers felt relatively more comfortable 

whh the business environment than Prospectors, Reactors and Analysers 

did- The results do not provide sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis 

that medians of the perceived environmental uncertainty amongst Reactor, 

Defender, Prospector and Analyser strategic groups aie equal. This suggests 

that for organisations having any of the four types of strategies, their 

uianagerial perceptions on the uncertainty of the business environment 

U'ay not be dissimilar.
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Figure 8.2a Boxplot:
Comparisons of Perceived Uncertainty with Generic Business Strategies

(‘  In order to obtain a picture to better distinguish different levels of the perceived uncertainty by Miles and Snow's typology, 
the mean value of the assessment of environmental factors is adopted for assigning the perceived uncertainty).

Figure 8.2b Kruskal-Wallis Test:
Perceived Uncertainty and Generic Business Strategies (N = 83)c

Ranks

M iles  a n d  S no w  T ypo loqy N M ean R ank
P erce ive d  R e a c to r 13 52 .65
U nce rta in ty  (m ean ) D e fe n d e r 4 35 .50

P ro sp e c to r 5 50 .70
A n a lyse r 48 42.71
B a la n ce r 13 27 .38
To ta l 83

Test Statistics a b

Perceived
U ncerta in ty

(mean)
Chi-Square 8.308
df 4
Asym p. Sig. .081

a. Kruskal W allis  Test
b. Grouping Variab le: M iles and Snow Typology

c. Organisations which were less than five years old were omitted as it was decided to evaluate strategic performance over 
the period of a t least five years. In order to avoid a biased assessment, responses o f the functional managers and from other 
countries were also omitted. As a result, totally 83 organisations were selected to run this test.
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Figure 8.2c Mann-Whitney U Tests:
Generic Business Strategies and Perceived Uncertainty
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A two-way contingency table analysis is conducted to evaluate whether 

strategic options are related to the different levels of the environmental 

uncertainty (Table 8.6). Most of Prospectors (60 per cent), Analysers (52.5 

per cent) and Reactors (61.5 per cent) perceived that the business 

environment was uncertain. If the two categories of Defenders and 

Prospectors are combined, then the results show that most of the single 

strategic type perceived that the business environment was uncertain (i.e.

55.6 per cent of Defenders and Prospectors). Conversely, most of Balancers 

(52.9 per cent) - nine out of seventeen - perceived that the business 

environment was certain.

Before moving on to look at the test statistics it is vital to check that the 

assumption for chi-square has been met (Field, 2000). The assumption is 

that in 5 x 3 tables, all expected counts should be greater than 5. When 

looking at the expected counts in the crosstabulation table, it is clear that 

the smallest expected count is 0.70 (for Defenders which perceived the 

business environment at the neutral point between certain and uncertain).

This value is much smaller than 5 due to the very small numbers in the 

categories of Defenders and Prospectors. In total, nine cells (60 per cent) 

have expected counts less than 5 and so the assumption has not been met. 

In order to resolve this, combining categories of each variable for more data 

becomes necessary to boost the proportion of cases falling into each 

category.

The combined categories of the first variable are non-multiple business 

strategy users (i.e. Prospectors, Defenders and Reactors) and multiple 

business strategy users (i.e. Balancers and Analysers); the combined 

categories of the second variable are uncertainty (i.e. tend to be uncertain, 

uncertain and very uncertain) and not uncertain (i.e. neutral, tend to be 

certain, certain and very certain).
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Table 8.6 Selected SPSS Output for Strategies-Environment Relations

Miles and Snow Typology * Perceived Uncertainty Crosstabulation

Perceived Uncertaint

Total

tend to be 
uncertain, 

uncertain, very 
unceratain

neutral 
between 

certain and 
uncertain

very certain, 
certain, tend 
to be certain

Miles and Reactor Count 8 2 3 13
Snow Expected Count 6.5 2.1 4.4 13.0
Typology % wjthin Miles and 61.5% 15.4% 23.1% 100.0%

Snow Typology
% within Perceived 16.3% 12.5% 9.1% 13.3%
Uncertainty
% of Total 8.2% 2.0% 3.1% 13.3%

Defender Count 2 1 1 4
Expected Count 2.0 .7 1.3 4.0
% within Miles and 50.0% 25.0% 25.0% 100.0%
Snow Typology
% within Perceived 4.1% 6.3% 3.0% 4.1%
Uncertainty
% of Total 2.0% 1.0% 1.0% 4.1%

Prospector Count 3 1 1 5
Expected Count 2.5 .8 1.7 5.0
% within Miles and 60.0% 20.0% 20.0% 100.0%
Snow Typology
% within Perceived 6.1% 6.3% 3.0% 5.1%
Uncertainty
% of Total 3.1% 1.0% 1.0% 5.1%

Analyser Count 31 9 19 59
Expected Count 29.5 9.6 19.9 59.0
% within Miles and 52.5% 15.3% 32.2% 100.0%
Snow T ypology
% within Perceived 63.3% 56.3% 57.6% 60.2%
Uncertainty
% of Total 31.6% 9.2% 19.4% 60.2%

Balancer Count 5 3 9 17
Expected Count 8.5 2.8 5.7 17.0
% within Miles and 29.4% 17.6% 52.9% 100.0%
Snow Typology
% within Perceived 10.2% 18.8% 27.3% 17.3%
Uncertainty
% of Total 5.1% 3.1% 9.2% 17.3%

Total Count 49 16 33 98
Expected Count 49.0 16.0 33.0 98.0
% within Miles and 50.0% 16.3% 33.7% 100.0%
Snow Typology
% within Perceived 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Uncertainty
% of Total 50.0% 16.3% 33.7% 100.0%

A chi-square test (Table 8.7) was used to determine whether there is an 

association between two categorical variables (i.e. generic strategic 

directions and the perceived environmental uncertainty). As the significance 

value is 0.247 then the hypothesis that the variables are independent is not 

rejected and the hypothesis that they are in some way related cannot be 

accepted. Hence, generic business strategies do not provide any hints
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whether or not the perceived business environment could be uncertain. The 

obtained results are thereby not able to support Proposition 8 that, for oil 

and gas service organisations operating in East Asia, managerial 

perceptions of the business environmental uncertainty vary in associating 

with the types of their strategic orientations.

Table 8.7 Perceived Uncertainty - Types of Business Strategy Crosstabulation

T y p e s  o f B u s in e s s  S tra te g y
N o n -m u ltip le M u tip le

B u s in e s s B u s in e ss
S tra te g y S tra te g y T o ta l

P e rce ive d  U n ce rta in ty  u n ce rta in ty  C o u n t 13 31 44
E xpec te d  C ount 10.6 3 3 .4 4 4 .0
%  w ith in  P erce ived
U n ce rta in ty 29 .5% 7 0 .5 % 10 0.0 %

%  w ith in  M iles and
S n o w  S im p lify 5 9 .1 % 4 4 .9 % 4 8 .4 %

%  o f T o ta l 14 .3% 34 .1% 48 .4%
no t u n ce rta in ty  C o u n t 9 38 47

E xpec te d  C ount 11 .4 35 .6 4 7 .0
%  w ith in  P erce ived
U n ce rta in ty 19 .1% 80 .9% 100.0%

%  w ith in  M iles and
S n o w  S im p lify 4 0 .9 % 55 .1% 5 1 .6 %

%  o f To ta l 9 .9 % 41 .8% 51 .6%
T o ta l C o u n t 22 69 91

E xpec te d  C ount 2 2 .0 69 .0 91 .0
%  w ith in  P erce ived
U n c e rta in ty 2 4 .2 % 75 .8% 10 0.0 %

%  w ith in  M iles and
S n o w  S im p lify 10 0 .0 % 100.0% 100.0%

%  o f T o ta l 2 4 .2 % 75 .8% 10 0.0 %

Chi-Square Tests

V a lu e d f
A s ym p . S ig . 

(2 -s id e d )
E x a c t S ig . 
(2 -s id e d )

E x a c t S ig . 
(1 -s id e d )

P e a rs o n  C h i-S q u a re 1 ,3 4 0 b 1 .2 4 7

C o n tin u ity  C o rre c tio n 3 .8 3 3 1 .361

L ik e lih o o d  R a tio  
F is h e r 's  E x a c t T e s t

1 .3 4 4 1 .2 46
.3 2 8 .181

L in e a r-b y -L in e a r
A s s o c ia tio n

1 .3 2 5 1 .2 5 0

N o f V a lid  C a s e s 91

a - C o m p u te d  o n ly  fo r  a  2 x 2  ta b le

b - 0  c e lls  (.0 % ) h a ve  e x p e c te d  c o u n t le s s  th a n  5. T h e  m in im u m  e x p e c te d  c o u n t  is  
1 0 .64 .
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8.2.2 Perceived Uncertainty with Competitive Strategies and Strategic 
Positions

A two-way contingency table analysis was conducted to evaluate whether 

generic competitive strategies were related to the different levels of the 

environmental uncertainty (Table 8.8). It was observed that most of 

Differentiation organisations perceived that the business environment was 

uncertain (56.3 per cent); and most of the participating organisations which 

perceived the business environment as uncertain pursued a Differentiation 

strategy (55.1 per cent). Three out of five Low Cost organisations and five 

out nine No-purpose organisations perceived the business environment as 

uncertain. For Hybrid organisations, the managerial views on the business 

environment were fragmented as 38.9 per cent of the organisations fell into 

the uncertainty category, 33.3 per cent fell into the certainty category and 

27.8 per cent in the neutral point category. In short, most of the 

organisations in each category of competitive strategies perceived the 

business environment as having an uncertain character.

However, six cells (50 per cent) in the above 4 x 3  crosstabulation table were 

seen to have expected counts less than five and so the assumption that all 

expected counts should be greater than five has not been met in this case. 

Even though the categories were combined, the number of expected counts 

was still not enough for a reliable chi-square test. Hence, whether there is 

an association between two categorical variables of competitive strategies 

and the perceived environmental uncertainty cannot be examined. There is 

not enough evidence to prove the hypothesis that the two variables 

(competitive strategies and the levels of perceived uncertainty) are 

independent and the hypothesis that they are in some way related.

To examine whether there is a relationship between the strategically 

competitive positions and the perceived environmental uncertainty, the 

same contingency table was applied. Similarly, the assumption that all 

expected counts should be greater than five has not been met because four 

cells (33.3 per cent) have expected counts less than five. Even combing
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categories, the number of expected counts was also not enough for a 

reliable chi-square test. As such, the hypothesis that the two variables 

(strategic positions and the levels of perceived uncertainty) are independent 

cannot be investigated as well.

Table 8.8 Selected SPSS Output for Competitive Strategies - Environment Relations

Competitive Strategy By Porter * Perceived Uncertainty Crosstabulation

P erce ive d  U nce rta in ty
te nd  to be ne u tra l
un ce rta in , be tw een very  ce rta in ,

un ce rta in , ve ry ce rta in  and certa in , te nd
un ce ra ta in u n ce rta in to be  ce rta in T o ta l

C om pe titive  L o w  C o s t C o u n t 3 0 2 5
S tra teg y  By E xpected C ou n t 2 .5 .8 1.7 5 .0
Poi1er %  w ith in  C om pe titive 60 .0% .0% 40 .0% 10 0.0 %

S tra teg y  By Porter
%  w ith in  P erce ived 6 .1% .0% 6.1% 5 .1 %
U ncerta in ty
%  o f To ta l 3 .1% .0% 2 .0 % 5.1%

D iffe re n tia tio n  C ou n t 27 5 16 48
E xpected C o u n t 24 .0 7.8 16.2 4 8 .0
%  w ith in  C om pe titive 56 .3% 10.4% 33 .3% 10 0.0 %
S tra teg y  By P orte r
%  w ith in  P erce ived 55 .1% 31 .3% 48 .5% 4 9 .0 %
U ncerta in ty
%  o f To ta l 27 .6% 5.1% 16 .3% 4 9 .0 %

H yb rid  C ou n t 14 10 12 36
E xpected C ou n t 18.0 5.9 12.1 36 .0
%  w ith in  C om pe titive 38 .9% 27 .8% 3 3 .3 % 100.0%
S tra tegy  By Porter
%  w ith in  P erce ived 28 .6% 62 .5% 36 .4% 3 6 .7 %
U ncerta in ty
%  o f To ta l 14 .3% 10 .2% 12.2% 3 6 .7 %

N o -p u rp o se  C ou n t 5 1 3 9
E xpected C ou n t 4 .5 1.5 3 .0 9.0
%  w ith in  C om pe titive 55 .6% 11.1% 33 .3% 100.0%
S tra tegy  By Porter
%  w ith in  P erce ived 10 .2% 6.3% 9.1% 9.2%
U ncerta in ty
%  of To ta l 5 .1% 1.0% 3.1% 9.2%

T o ta l C ou n t 49 16 33 98

E xpected C oun t 49.0 16.0 33 .0 98 .0
%  w ith in  C om petitive 50 .0% 16.3% 33 .7% 10 0.0 %
S tra tegy  By P orte r
%  w ith in  P erce ived 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 10 0 .0 %
U ncerta in ty
%  of To ta l 50 .0% 16.3% 33 .7% 10 0.0 %

By means of the above two methods, the same findings pertaining to the 

perceived uncertainty and strategy alignment can be reached: no evidence 

can be provided to support the assumption that the perceived uncertainty 

vary when applying different strategic types: or in other words, none of the
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business generic strategies or competitive positions was found to be 

significantly related to the perceived environmental uncertainty. Hence, no 

matter what generic strategic directions a sendee organisation follows or no 

matter what competitive strategies it pursues, the level of the perceived 

environmental uncertainty might not be associated with the strategic 

options adopted. No significant relationship between the perceived 

uncertainty and strategic competition positions can be proved. Conclusions 

drawn from the findings indicate that there is no evidence to reveal a 

relationship between strategic options and perceived environmental 

uncertainty. Consequently, the results also fail to prove the contention of 

Proposition 8 that there is a relationship between the perceived business 

environmental uncertainty and types of business strategic options.

8.3 Environment and Strategic Performance Relationship
This section is concerned with the examination of Proposition 9 that there

will be relationships between the perceived business environment and 

strategic performance for oil and gas service organisations operating in East 

Asia. In order to evaluate whether the perceived environmental uncertainty, 

complexity, dynamism and hostility are associated with strategic 

Performance, Spearman's correlations were processed. Since the two 

variables were ordinal data, the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient

was computed.

8.3.1 Environmental Characteristics and Strategic Performance

The results can be presented by a Scatterplot graph shown in Figure 8.3. It 

displays the result that there is a negative relationship between strategic 

Performance and the perceived environmental hostility and uncertainty 

(slope down), yet there is no relationship between strategic performance and 

the perceived environmental dynamism and complexity.
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Figure 8.3 Cluster Scatterplot: Perceived Environment and Strategic Performance
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h was predicted that strategy performance would correlate significantly with 

the perceived environmental uncertainty, complexity, dynamism and 

hostility. Thereby, the test for these variables should be two-tailed. SPSS 

Output provides a matrix of the correlation coefficients for the five variables 

(Table 8.10). There is a significant negative correlation between the strategic 

Performance and the perceived environmental uncertainty (r = - 0.412. p < 

0-001). The strategic performance is also negatively related to the perceived 

hostility (r = - 0.324, p = 0.001). Hence, it can be confidently stated that the 

relationship between strategic performance and the perceived uncertainty or 

hostility is legitimate.
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Table 8.10 Environmental Characteristics and Strategic Performance Relationships

Correlations

Perceived
Uncertainty

Perceived
Hostility

Percived
Complexity

Perceived
Dynamism

Strategic
Performance

spearman's rho Perceived Uncertainty Correlation Coefficient 1.000 .269* -.144 .209* -.412”
Sig. (2-tailed) .007 .157 .039 .000
N 98 98 98 98 98

Perceived Hostility Correlation Coefficient .269*’ 1.000 .064 .234* -.324’
Sig. (2-tailed) .007 .530 .020 .001
N 98 98 98 98 98

Perceived Complexity Correlation Coefficient -.144 .064 1.000 .236* .137
Sig. (2-tailed) .157 .530 .019 .179
N 98 98 98 98 98

Perceived Dynamism Correlation Coefficient .209* .234* .236* 1.000 -.042
Sig. (2-tailed) .039 .020 .019 .684
N 98 98 98 98 98

Strategic Performance Correlation Coefficient -.412** -.324** .137 -.042 1.000
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .001 .179 .684
N 98 I 98 98 98 98

• C orre la tion  is s ign ifican t a t the  .01 leve l (2-ta iled). 
• C orre la tion is s ign ifican t a t the  .05 leve l (2-ta iled).

Since the significance value for their association coefficient is less than 

0-01, the results provide sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis that the 

Perceived environmental uncertainty or the perceived hostility is 

independent of strategic performance. This indicates that as the degree of 

the perceived environmental uncertainty increases, the level of strategic 

Performance decreases. On the other hand, as the managerial perception of 

the business environment becomes more pleasant, there is a coordinated 

improvement in strategic performance. Conversely, the significance value 

f°r the correlation coefficient between strategic performance and the 

Perceived complexity or the perceived dynamism is more than 0.10. 

Therefore, the hypothesis that the perceived environmental complexity or 

dynamism is independent of strategic performance cannot be rejected.

8.3.2 Findings of Environment and Performance Relationship

There is a significant relationship between strategic performance and the 

Perceived environmental uncertainty or the perceived hostility. As the 

correlations are negative, it can be concluded that as the degree of perceived 

uncertainty decreases, there is a corresponding improvement in strategic 

Performance. As such, the results do not support the assumption that the 

higher the degree of perceived environmental uncertainty, the higher the
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degree of strategic performance. For the same reason, the results also do 

not support the assumption that the greater the degree of the perceived 

environmental hostility, the stronger the strategic performance. No 

sufficient evidence was provided to reject the hypothesis that the perceived 

environmental complexity or dynamism is not associated with strategic 

performance (p > 0.05). Hence, the findings fail to provide evidence to 

support the assumption that the degree of perceived complexity or perceived 

dynamism is related to the level of strategic performance. Overall, the 

results support partially Proposition 9 that there is a relationship between 

the perceived business environmental dimensions and strategic

Performance for oil and gas service organisations operating in East Asia. 

Strategic performance is negatively related to the perceived environmental 

uncertainty or hostility. In this sense, the higher the perceived 

environmental uncertainty or hostility, the weaker the strategic 

Performance.

8*4 Comparisons of Strategic Performance amongst Strategic 
Groups
in this section, attention is paid to examine Proposition 10 that, for oil and 

§as service organisations operating in East Asian countries like China, 

Singapore and Malaysia, strategic performance will be associated with their 

business strategic orientations.

8-4.1 Strategic Performance with Generic Business Strategies

h was assumed that, for oil and gas service organisations pursuing different 

strategies, their strategic performances would be different. In order to 

examine whether strategic performance differed for the participating service 

organisations with different strategic options, the Kruskal Wallis Tests were 

aPplied. Where appropriate, follow-up pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests were 

applied if the overall test was significant. Before conducting the significance
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test, a Boxplot graph was used to portray a basic picture of the differences 

(Figure 8.4a).

The strategic performance of Analysers and Balancers appeared to be 

generally higher than the organisations in other strategic categories as they 

had higher medians and quartiles. It is observed that having a Reactor 

strategy did not give the organisations a relatively poor strategic 

Performance. Rather, organisations with Defender and Prospector strategies 

appeared to perform poorly.

Figure 8.4a Boxplot: Generic Business Strategies and Strategic Performance

The Kruskal-Wallis test (Table 8.4b) indicates that there is a marginally 

significant difference in the medians, %2 = 8.712 (df = 4), p = 0.059. This 

Cleans that the hypothesis that all the medians of strategic performance 

amongst different strategic groups are equal can be rejected at the 10 per 

Cent significant level.
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T a b le  8 .4b  S trateg ic  P e r fo rm a n c e  o f  G e n e r ic  B u s in ess  S tra teg ies

R a n k s

M ile s  a n d  S n o w  T y p o lo g y N M e a n  R a n k
S tra te g ic  P e rfo rm a n c e  R e a c to r 13 3 0 .9 2

D e fe n d e r 4 1 9 .75
P ro s p e c to r 5 3 4 .5 0
A n a ly s e r 48 4 5 .4 4
B a la n c e r 13 5 0 .1 2
T o ta l 83

T e s t  S t a t is t ic s ?  6

S tra te g ic
P e rfo rm a n c e

C h i-S q u a re 9 .0 7 0
d f 4
A s ym p . S ig . .059

a - K ru s ka l W a llis  T e s t

b. G ro u p in g  V a ria b le : M ile s  a n d  S n o w  T y p o lo g y

Because the overall test is significant, pairwise comparisons among the five 

groups were conducted. The five groups are defined in the same way as 

above: Group 1 - Reactors, Group 2 -  Defenders, Group 3 - Prospectors, 

Group 4 -  Analysers, and Group 5 - Balancers. Using the Mann-Whitney U 

tests, four pairs of comparisons between the two of the five groups are 

significantly different: Group 1 and 4, and Group 1 and 5, Group 2 and 4, 

Group 2 and 5 (Table 8.4c).

The evidence proves that Analysers or Balancers outperformed Defenders 

and outperformed Reactors in the East Asian market. This suggests that 

using either an Analyser or Balancer strategy can guarantee organisations 

better success than those using a Defender or Reactor strategy.
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Table 8.4c: Mann-Whitney U Tests for G e n e r ic  B u siness  S tra teg ies  a n d  S tra teg ic  P e r fo rm a n c e

R a n k s Test Statistics a

I
Group 
1 and 4

M ile s  and S n o w  T y p o lo g y N M ean R ank S u m  o f R anks
S tra te g ic  P e rfo rm a n c e  R ea cto r 13 22 .69 2 9 5 .0 0

A n a lyse r 48 33 .25 1596 .00
T o ta l 61

R a n k s

Strategic
Performance

Mann-Whitney U 204.000
Wilcoxon W 295.000
Z -1.903
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .057

a- Grouping Variable: Miles and Snow Typology

Test Statistics b

II
Group 
1 and 5

M ile s  and  S no w  T yp o lo g y N M ean R ank S um  o f R anks
S tra te g ic  P e rfo rm a n c e  R ea c to r 13 10 .46 136.00

B a la n ce r 13 16 .54 2 1 5 .0 0
T o ta l 26

Strategic
Performance

Mann Whitney U 45.000
Wilcoxon W 136.000
Z -2.027
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .043
Exact Sig. [2*(1 -tailed 
Sig.)] ,044a

a- Not corrected for ties.

R a n k s

III
Group 
2 and 4

M iles and  S no w  T yp o lo g y N M ean R ank S um  of R anks
S tra te g ic  P e rfo rm a n ce  D e fe n d e r 4 11.38 4 5 .50

A n a lyse r 48 2 7 .76 1332.50
T o ta l 52

b- Grouping Variable: Miles and Snow Typology

Test Statistics b

Strategic
Performance

Mann-Whitney U 35.500
Wilcoxon W 45.500
Z -2.079
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .038
Exact Sig. [2*(1 -tailed 
Sig.)] .034a

a- Not corrected for ties.
b.

R a n k s

Grouping Variable: Miles and Snow Assignment

Test Statistics b

IV
Group 
2 and 5

M iles and S now  Typo logy N M ean Rank Sum  of R anks
S tra teg ic  P erform ance  D efende r 4 3.63 14.50

B a lance r 13 10.65 138.50
Tota l 17

Strategic
Performance

Mann-Whitney U 4.500
Wilcoxon W 14.500
Z -2.439
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .015
Exact Sig. [2*(1 -tailed 
sig.)]

a
.010

a- Not corrected for ties.

b- Grouping Variable: Miles and Snow Assignment
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The results do not provide sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis that 

the medians of strategic performance amongst Defender. Prospector and 

Reactor strategic groups are equal. This suggests that there are no 

differences of strategic performance if an organisation pursues a Defender, 

or a Prospector or a Reactor strategy. What is more, no significant results 

were obtained to prove the differences between Prospectors and Analysers 

or between Prospectors and Balancers. Hence, having a Prospector strategy 

does not yield an organisation a significantly different strategic performance 

compared with Analysers or Balancers.

8.4.2 Strategic Performance with Competitive Strategies

A Boxplot graph (Figure 8.5a) shows that among the four competitive 

strategies. Hybrid organisations had a relatively higher strategic 

performance whereas Low-cost organisations performed relatively poorly. 

Differentiation organisations had a sound performance and No-purpose 

organisations did not perform the worst even though they did not adopt any 

competitive strategies. Low-cost organisations appeared to perform more 

poorly than No-purpose organisations.

Figure 8.5a Boxplot: Generic Competitive Strategies and Strategic Performance
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It was assumed that for the sample organisations that adopted different 

competitive strategies, the strategic performance would not be the same. In 

order to examine whether strategic performance is different with various 

competitive strategies, the Kruskal Wallis tests were applied. The results are 

shown in Figure 8.5b.

Table 8.5b Kruskal-Wallis Test: The Performance of Generic Competitive Strategies

R a n k s

C o m p e tit iv e N M e an  R an k
S tra te g ic  P e rfo rm a n c e  L o w  C o s t 5 2 0 .6 0

D iffe re n tia tio n 41 4 2 .0 7
H ybrid 31 4 8 .8 2
N o -p u rp o se 6 2 4 .0 8
T o ta l 83

T e s t  S t a t is t ic s ?  0

S tra te g ic
P e rfo rm a n c e

C h i-S q u a re 9 .7 50
d f 3
A s y m p . S ig . .021

a - K ru s k a l W a llis  T e s t
b - G ro u p in g  V a ria b le : C o m p e tit iv e  S tra te g y  B y  P o rte r

The Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that there is a significant difference in the 

medians. X2 = 9 750 (df = 3). p = 0.021. Hence, the hypothesis that the 

Strategic performance differs for organisations with different competitive 

strategies cannot be rejected. Since the overall test is significant, using the 

Mann-Whitney U test, pairwise comparisons among the four groups were 

conducted. The comparisons between two of the four groups were made. 

Groups 1, 2. 3. and 4 are Low-cost. Differentiation. Hybrid and No-purpose 

respectively. The comparisons between Low-cost and Differentiation 

Groups, Low-cost and Hybrid Groups, and Hybrid and No-purpose Groups 

are significant (Figure 8.5c).
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Table 8.5c Mann-Whitney U Test: Competitive Strategies and Performance

R a n k s

C o m p e t i t iv e N M e a n  R a n k S u m  o f  R a n k s
S t r a te g ic  P e r fo r m a n c e  L o w  C o s t 5 1 1 .6 0 5 8 .0 0

D if fe r e n t ia t io n 41 2 4 .9 5 1 0 2 3 .0 0
T o ta l 4 6

Test Statistics b

Strategic
Performance

tviann-W hitney U 43.000
W ilcoxon W 58.000
Z -2.102
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .036
Exact Sig. [2*(1 -tailed 
Sig.)]

a
.034

a - Not corrected for ties.
b- G rouping Variable: Com petitive Strategy By Porter

R a n k s

C o m p e t it iv e N M e a n  R a n k S u m  o f R a n k s
S tra te g ic  P e r fo rm a n c e  L o w  C o s t 5 9 .6 0 4 8 .0 0

H y b r id 31 1 9 .9 4 6 1 8 .0 0
T o ta l 3 6

Test Statistics b

Strateg ic
Perform ance

M ann-W hltney  U 33.000
W ilcoxon W 48.000
Z -2.038
Asym p. Sig. (2-ta iled) .042
Exact Sig. [2 '(1  -ta iled 
S ig.)]

a
.041

a - Not correc ted fo r ties.
b- G roup ing Variab le: C om petitive S tra tegy By Porter

R a n k s

C o m p e t it iv e N M e a n  R a n k S u m  o f R a n k s
S tra te g ic  P e r fo rm a n c e  H y b r id 31 2 0 .6 3 6 3 9 .5 0

N o -p u rp o s e 6 1 0 .5 8 6 3 .5 0
T o ta l 3 7

Test Statistics b

Strateg ic
Perform ance

M ann-W hitney  U 42.500
W ilcoxon W 63.500
Z -2.082
Asym p. Sig. (2-ta iled) .037
Exact Sig. [2*(1 -tailed 
Sig.)]

a
.035

a - N ot corrected fo r ties.
b- G roup ing Variable: C om petitive S tra tegy By Porter
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The significant results prove that Differentiation or Hybrid organisations 

outperformed Low-cost organisations. This finding suggests that the Low- 

eost strategy should not be an ideal option for service organisations within 

the oil and gas industiy. Meanwhile, Hybrid organisations also 

outperformed those without any competitive strategies. There is no 

significant evidence to prove that strategic performance differs between No

purpose and Low-cost or Differentiation organisations. This indicates that 

those organisations not pursuing any competitive strategies may perform in 

a similar way as those pursuing a Low-cost or Differentiation strategy. For 

similar reasons, Differentiation organisations did not perform significantly 

differently from Hybrid organisations.

8.4.3 Strategic Performance with Strategic Positions

It was also assumed that strategic perfonnance varied when organisations 

had been in different strategic positions in the marketplace. To test the 

differences of strategic performance, the same tests as above were 

conducted. A Boxplot diagram was used for preliminaiy exploration of the 

results (Figure 8.6a).

From the Boxplot graph, it is observed that organisations with competitive 

Price low or moderate value produced the highest performance, while un

competitive value and price organisations were in the category of the lowest 

strategic performance. Strategic performance for organisations with high 

value and competitive or premium price stood in the middle. The overall 

Kruskal-Wallis test indicates that there is a significant diflerence in the 

medians, ^  = 11.722 (df = 3), p = 0.008 (Table Figure 8.6b). Hence, strategic 

performance for organisations in different strategic positions varied.
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Figure 8.6a Boxplot: Strategie Positions and Strategie Performance

0OCcoÊ
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T:0
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28
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22

LVHP

S tra te g ie  C o m p e tit iv e  P o s itio n *

* CVCP' competitive price and low or moderate value; HVCP: high value competitive 
prjce; HVpp: high value premium price; LVHP: un-competitive value and price

Figure 8.6b Kruskal-Wallis Test: Strategic Performance of Strategic Positions

Ranks

S tra te q y  C lo c k N M e a n  R a n k

S tra te g ic  P e r fo rm a n c e  lo w  (o r m o d u la le )  v a lu e  
c o m p e tit iv e  p r ic e

4 5 7 .8 8

h ig h  v a lu e  c o m p e tit iv e  
( lo w  a n d  m o d e ra te  p r ic e )

2 9 4 8 .2 9

h ig h  v a lu e  p re m iu m  p r ic e 2 8 4 4 .4 3

u n -c o m p e tit iv e  v a lu e  and  
p r ic e

2 2 2 7 .7 3

T o ta l 8 3

Test Statistics’-15
S tra teg ic

P erfo rm a nce
C h i-S q u a re 11 .722

df 3
A sym p. Sig. .008

a. K ruska l W a llis  Test
b. G roup in g  V a riab le : S tra teg y  C lo ck
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Pairwise comparisons by the Mann-Whitney U test between two of the four 

groups were also made (Figure 8.6c). Three pairs of comparisons are 

significant. Low or moderate value with competitive (low and moderate) 

price organisations, organisations with high value competitive price, and 

organisations with high value premium price outperformed those with un

competitive value and price. Obviously, being in a strategic position of 

providing low customer added value with a high price will definitely bring 

organisations a poor strategic performance. There is no significant 

difference in strategic performance amongst the other three categories of 

strategic positions apart from the un-competitive value and price situation.

8.4.4 Findings of Strategic Performance with Strategic Options

In summary, the results partially support the assumption that Balancers 

and Analysers outperform Defenders or Reactors. The analysis fails to prove 

that Reactors are associated with a relatively poor strategic performance 

and the strategic performance of Defenders and Prospectors stands in the 

middle among the five categories of strategic orientations. The results do not 

support the assumption that having a generic competitive strategy yields 

the organisation a higher level of strategic performance, while pursuing 

none of the three generic competitive strategies produces a relatively poor 

strategic performance. The assumption that Hybrid organisations yield a 

higher level of strategic performance than Low-cost and Non-purpose 

strategic groups was partially proved.

Meanwhile, the initial assumption that Hybrid organisations outperform 

Differentiation organisations was not proved. The assumption that firms 

with a Differentiation strategy outperform those with a Low-cost strategy 

was supported. This finding suggests that a Differentiation strategy is a 

more appropriate option than a Low-cost strategy for service organisations 

operating in East Asia.
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Figure 8.6c Mann-Whitney U test for Strategie Positions and Performance

Ranks

Strateav Clock N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks I
strategic Performance high value premium price 28 30.05 841.50 I

un-competitive value and 
price 22 19.70 433.50 I
Total 50

Test Statistics a

Strategic
Performance

Mann-Whitney U 180.500
Wilcoxon W 433.500
z -2.494
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .013

a. Grouping Variable: Strategy Clock 

R a n k s

Strategy Clock Positions N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
strategic Performance low (or moderate) value 

competitive price 4 20.75 83.00
un-competitive value 
and price 22 12.18 268.00
Total 26

Test Statistics b

S tra te g ic
P e r fo rm a n c e

M a n n - W h itn e y  U 1 5 .0 0 0

W ilc o x o n  W 2 6 8 .0 0 0

Z -2 .0 6 4

A s y m p .  S ig . (2 - ta ile d ) .0 3 9

E x a c t  S ig . [2 *(1  - ta i le d  
S ig .) ]

,0 3 9 a

a . N o t  c o r re c te d  fo r  t ie s .

b . G ro u p in g  V a r ia b le :  S t r a te g y  C lo c k  P o s it io n s

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
°uaiegic Performance high value competitive 

(low and moderate) price 29 31.43 911.50
un-competitive value and 
price 22 18.84 414.50

Total 51

Ranks

Test Statistics a

S tra te g ic
P e r fo rm a n c e

M a n n -W h itn e y  U 1 6 1 .5 0 0
W ilc o x o n  W 4 1 4 .5 0 0
Z -2 .9 9 9
A s y m p . S ig . (2 - ta ile d ) .0 0 3

a . G ro u p in g  V a r ia b le :  S t ra te g y  C lo c k
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The finding supports the assumption that organisations falling into the 

category of low value high price would have a poorer strategic performance 

than other organisations. The results do not support the assumption that 

organisations with a high value competitive (low and moderate) price 

position would outperform companies in the other three categoiies of 

competitive positions. Overall, the statistics show that Proposition 10 

supported the thesis that the good or bad strategic performance is 

associated with certain strategic orientations adopted for the service 

businesses in East Asia. Based on the results, three points can be reached. 

First, better strategic performance is associated with Balancer or Analyser 

strategies rather than with other types of strategy. Second, better strategic 

performance is associated with Differentiation—oriented strategies rathei 

than with other types of competitive strategy. Third, poorer strategic 

performance is associated with low customer added value premium pi ices 

rather than with other types of strategic competition position.

8.6 Summary
In this chapter, relationships among the perceived business environment, 

strategic options and strategic performance were explored. The completed 

analysis measured the correlation between the types of strategies pursued 

by the participating organisations and strategic performance, by taking 

account of the perceived environmental uncertainty. This was carried out in 

terms of three aspects. First, it discovered the alignment between the 

perceived uncertainty and strategic options. Next, it established the 

relationships between strategies and the associated strategic performance. 

Then, the correlations between the perceived environment and strategic 

performance were generated. For these three steps. Spearman s rho values 

and the Kruskal Wallis tests were applied. Following Chapter 7, the rest of 

ten propositions were examined continuously. Propositions 5 and 6 were 

shown to be well grounded whereas Propositions 4. 9 and 10 were not. In 

addition, evidence was not able to prove Proposition 8.
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CHAPTER 9

CROSS-NATIONAL COMPARISONS: 
CHINA, SINGAPORE AND MALAYSIA

Following the examination of individual variables and their 

relationships evaluated in the previous two chapters, this chapter 

is moving on to the comparisons of single variables and relations 

among various variables across the three selected East Asian 

countries. Responses provided by seven respondents whose 

organisations were not based in China, Singapore and Malaysia 

are excluded from the main part of comparative analysis. The 

research results obtained in this chapter provide supplementary 

evidence to prove the ten proposed research propositions.

In order to explore the differences or similarities for variables in 

different countries, Mann-Whitney test of two medians, Kruskal- 

Wallis test of k medians, and chi-squared test of Cross-tabulation 

contingency table are performed to report the results of company 

profiles, the perceived business environment and business 

strategic orientations. In addition, analysis of variance (ANOVA) of 

k means and multiple comparison tests (Tukey) to identify 

significant differences are calculated for the results report of 

strategic performance.

9.1 Cross-National Comparisons: Company Profiles
To compare the differences for companies’ background 

information across the three selected countries, cross tabulations 

are applied to detect significant trends.



9.1.1 Legal Status and Employees

Looking at the legal status in the three countries, most of the 39 

independent organisations are from China (53.8 per cent), among 

the 41 divisional or subsidiary organisations, the majority are 

from Singapore (48.8 per cent) and half of the 18 operating or 

business units are from Singapore (50 per cent). Among the 31 

China-based participating organisations, most are independent 

organisations (67.7 per cent) and among the 29 Singapore-based 

organisations, more than half are operating or business units 

(51.3 per cent). For the 21 Malaysia-based organisations, nearly 

half of those are divisional and subsidiary companies (47.6 per 

cent).

Regarding the full-time employees (Table 9.1), the common feature 

in these three countries is that proportion of organisations with 

employees between 50 and 199 is small in each individual 

country, with 25.8 per cent in China, 23.1 per cent in Singapore 

and 14.3 per cent in Malaysia. The majority the 39 organisations 

with fewer than 50 employees and most of the 20 organisations 

with employees between 50 and 199 are from Singapore (46.2 per 

cent and 45 per cent respectively). For the 39 medium to large 

organisations (with 200 or more employees), the frequency is 

fragmented, with 38.5 per cent from China, 30.3 per cent from 

Singapore and 23.1 per cent from Malaysia.

When looking into individual countries, for the China category, 

nearly half of the 31 organisations had 200 or more full time (or 

equivalent) employees (48.4 per cent). The majority of the 39 

Singapore based organisations had fewer than 50 employees (46.2 

per cent). In Malaysia, the proportion of the organisations with 

200 or more full time employees equals the proportion of the
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organisations with fewer than 50 employees (both are 42.9 per 

cent).

Table 9.1 Full Time Employees - Country Where Based Crosstabulation

C o u n try  W h e re  B ased
C h in a S in g a p o re M a la ys ia O th e r T o ta l

Hull T im e 1-49 C ou n t 8 18 9 4 39
E m p lo ye e s %  w ith in  Full 

T im e  E m p lo ye es 2 0 .5 % 46 .2% 2 3 .1 % 10 .3% 100.0%

%  w ith in  C o u n try  
W h e re  B ased 2 5 .8 % 46 .2% 42 .9% 57 .1% 39 .8%

5 0 -19 9 C ou n t 8 9 3 20
%  w ith in  Full 
T im e  E m p lo ye es 4 0 .0 % 45 .0% 15 .0% 100.0%

%  w ith in  C o u n try  
W h e re  B ased 25 .8% 23 .1% 14 .3% 20 .4%

2 0 0-4 99 C oun t 4 8 6 1 19
%  w ith in  Full 
T im e  E m p lo ye es 2 1 .1 % 42 .1% 31 .6% 5 .3% 100.0%

%  w ith in  C o u n try  
W h e re  B ased 12 .9% 20 .5% 2 8 .6 % 14 .3% 19 .4%

50 0-2 9 9 9 C ou n t 8 3 3 2 16
%  w ith in  Full 
T im e  E m p lo ye es 50 .0% 18.8% 18.8% 12 .5% 100.0%

%  w ith in  C ou n try  
W h e re  B ased 2 5 .8 % 7.7% 14 .3% 2 8 .6 % 16.3%

30 00 + C ou n t 3 1 4
%  w ith in  Full 
T im e  E m p lo ye es 75 .0% 25 .0% 100.0%

%  w ith in  C ou n try  
W h e re  B ased 9 .7% 2.6% 4.1%

T o ta l C o u n t 31 39 21 7 98
%  w ith in  Full 
T im e  E m p lo ye es 31 .6% 39 .8% 2 1 .4 % 7 .1% 100.0%

%  w ith in  C o u n try  
W h e re  Based 100 .0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Hence, it is observed that organisations with more than 200 

employees are essential in China. Unlike China, small entities 

(fewer than 50 employees) form an important proportion of sendee 

organisations located in Singapore; whereas in Malaysia, 

organisations are either small size or medium large size mainly. In 

each of three countries, entities with employees in the category of 

from 50 to 199 tend to have a small proportion if the category of 

organisational size is divided into three groups; from 1 to 49, from 

50 to 199 and 200 or more.
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9.1.2 Organisational Age

From Figure 9.1, most of the organisations with their age of ten or 

more were from Singapore; whereas for the organisations between 

five and ten years in age, most were from China. A common trend 

shows that, in each of the three countries, a big majority of the oil 

and gas service organisations was more than five years old, with 

97 per cent in both China and Singapore and 90.5 per cent in 

Malaysia.

Figure 9.1 A Comparison of Organisational Age

Malaysia

China

The proportion of the Singapore based organisations which were 

more than ten years old in age is bigger (74 per cent) than the
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proportion of the China and Malaysia based organisations at the 

same age (55 per cent and 66.7 per cent respectively). Since the 

proportion of organisations with fewer than five years in their 

existing businesses is small, it is considered that the statistical 

results on managerial perceptions pertaining to strategic 

performance will be reliable if this category is excluded.

In general, the offshore oil and gas service industry appears to 

have a longer history than those of China and Malaysia. 

Meanwhile, for organisations which were between five and ten 

years old in age, the proportion in China is bigger (39 per cent) 

than the proportion in Singapore (23 per cent) and Malaysia (23.8 

per cent). It proves further the fact that the offshore oil and gas 

sendee businesses were carried out earlier in Singapore than the 

businesses were carried out in China.

9.1.3 Ownership

In Table 9.2, most of the 21 joint ventures come from China (61.9 

per cent) and noticeably, all ten domestic state owned companies 

are from China. A big majority of 38 wholly foreign owned entities 

is from Singapore (75.8 per cent) and six out of 13 domestic 

share-holding organisations or public limited companies ai e from 

Malaysia. Half of 14 domestic private or individual enterprises are

from Singapore.

Looking at the situation in individual countries, joint ventures in 

the China oil and gas sendee sector are more popular (41.9 per 

cent) than those in Malaysia (23.8 per cent) and Singapore (7.7 

per cent).
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Table 9.2 Ownership Category - Country Where Based Crosstabulation

C a te g o ry

T o ta l

C o u n try  W h e re  B ased
C hina S ingapore M a la ys ia T o ta l

W h o lly  D om estic  S ta te  C o u n t 10 10
O w n e d %  w ith in  O w n e rsh ip  

C a te g o ry - ^ i  0 0 .0 7 J 10 0 .0 %

%  w ith in  C o u n try  
W h e re  B ased 32 .3% 11 .0%

%  o f To ta l 11 .0% 1 1 .0 %
W h o lly  D om estic C o u n t 3 7 4 14
P riv a te /ln d iv id u a l %  w ith in  O w n e rs h ip  

C a te g o ry 21 .4% ( (  50 .0% )  28.6% , 10 0 .0 %

%  w ith in  C o u n try  
W h e re  B ased 9 .7% 17.9% 19 .0% 15 .4%

%  o f To ta l 3 .3% 7 .7% 4 .4 % 15 .4%
W h o lly  F o re ig n  O w n ed  C o u n t 2 25 6 33

%  w ith in  O w n e rs h ip  
C a te g o ry 6 .1% ( (  75 .8% )  18 .2% 10 0 .0 %

%  w ith in  C o u n try  
W h e re  B ased 6 .5% V  64 .1% , )  28.6% , 3 6 .3 %

%  o f To ta l 2 .2% 27 .5% 6.6%, 3 6 .3 %
J o in t V e n tu re C o u n t 13 3 5 21

%  w ith in  O w n e rs h ip  
C a te g o ry (^ 6 T 9 % )  14 .3% 23.8% , 100.0%,

%  w ith in  C ou n try  
W h e re  B ased ( 4 1 .9 % )  7 .7% 2 3 .8 % 23.1% ,

%  o f To ta l 14 .3% 3.3%» 5.5%, 2 3 .1 %
D o m e s tic  S ha re C o u n t 3 4 6 13

C o m p a n y
/o w itriin  f jw iic iio N ip  
C a te g o ry 23 .1% 30.8%» ( ( 4 6 . 2 % ^  100.0%,

%  w ith in  C o u n try  
W h e re  B ased 9.7% 10.3% 2 8 .6 % 14 .3%

%  o f To ta l 3 .3% 4.4%, 6.6%, 14.3%,
C o u n t 31 39 21 91
%  w ith in  O w n e rs h ip  
C a te g o ry 34 .1% 42.9% , 23.1% , 10 0 .0 %

%  w ith in  C o u n try  
W h e re  B ased 100.0% 100.0%, 100.0%, 100.0%,

%  o f To ta l 34 .1% 42 .9% 23.1% , 100.0%,

Wholly foreign owned entities are dominant within the offshore oil 

and gas service industrial sector in Singapore (64.1 per cent). For 

Malaysia, the types of ownership for the oil and gas service 

organisations are fragmented: the service sector is a mixture of 

wholly domestic private companies (19 per cent), wholly foreign 

owned entities (28.6 per cent), joint ventures (23.8 per cent) and 

domestic share holding organisations or public limited companies 

(28.6 per cent). This fact shows that a joint venture is a preferred 

approach which can be adopted in China. Hence, an effective 

entry strategy for the foreign service organisations to enter into
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the China's market is to set up a joint venture with Chinese 

partners.

Contrasting Singapore and Malaysia, the Chinese government has 

played a business role in the offshore oil and gas service sector. 

Singapore and Malaysia appeared to have a free competitive 

market with a lesser governmental interference in oil sendee 

businesses. This is very true as China is a socialist economy 

whereas both Malaysia and Singapore follow an economic system 

of capitalism. Furthermore, Singapore is indeed a favourable place 

where foreign companies considered establishing their own 

regional headquarters.

9.1.4 Respondents Management Positions

The management positions oi respondents are presented in Figui e 

9.2. In each of the above three countries, most of the respondents 

are senior executives, with 71 per cent for the China group, 64 per 

cent for Singapore and 52 per cent for Malaysia. The middle level 

managers refer to those who were business development 

managers or regional heads of operating or business units. They 

form the second large proportion of respondents in each country, 

with 26 per cent in China, 29 per cent in Singapore and 42 per 

cent in Malaysia. Particularly, for the respondents from Malaysia, 

apart from senior executives, the rest were middle managers.

Only four out of 91 participating respondents were functional 

heads (i.e. marketing, regional sales or operating managers), with 

one from China and three from Singapore, 4 pei cent oi the total. 

Since the proportion of functional managers, it is considered that 

the statistical results on managerial perceptions pertaining to 

strategic performance will be reliable if this category is excluded.
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Figure 9.2 Respondents’ Managerial Positions 
in China, Singapore and Malaysia

China

Functional Head

1 . 3%_____________________________

Middle Manager

8 / 26%

Senior Manager 

2 2 / 71%

Singapore

Functional Head

3/8%____
Middle Manager 

11 / 28%

Senior Manager 

2 5 / 64%

9.2 Cross-National Comparisons: Environmental 
Dimensions

9-2.1 The Perceived Business Environment in China, 
Singapore and Malaysia

In order to emphasise the differences and similarities pictorially 

among the items, Figure 9.3 shows the barcharts of the 

environmental dimensions’ variables split according to the country 

where the service organisations were located. First, the 

distribution of the perceived environmental uncertainty scores 

appears to be normal. This result explains the observations made 

in Chapter 7 that the overall uncertainty score is normally
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distributed. It is observed that the perceived uncertainty in China 

is the lowest (mean = 3.6) whereas in Singapore, the managerial 

perception on the degree of environmental uncertainty is the 

highest (mean = 4.7). The Malaysia organisations’ executives have 

a neutral view on the environmental uncertainty (mean = 4) 

indicating that the business environment in which they operate 

cannot be perceived as either certain or uncertain.

For the perceived environmental complexity scores, the 

distribution is negatively skewed in the China group (there is a 

larger concentration at the higher end of scores) whereas the 

Singapore and Malaysia based organisations are normally 

distributed around a mean of 5.1 and 4.7 respectively. Therefore, 

the overall negatively skew observed in Chapter 7 is due to the 

mixture of countries (the China organisations affect the normally 

distributed scores of Singapore and Malaysia). The results indicate 

that in each country, the business environment is perceived to be 

complex.

Nevertheless, for the perceived environmental dynamism, the 

distribution is negatively skewed in both the China and Malaysia 

groups yet the Singapore organisations are normally distributed 

around of mean of 5.2. Hence, the China and Malaysia based 

organisations contribute the overall negative skew observed in 

Chapter 7. It is observed that, in each country, the business 

environment is perceived to be dynamic. When looking at the 

distribution of perceived environmental hostility scores, all the 

distributions are bimodal (i.e. there are two peaks indicative of two 

modes). It seems that regardless of the country, there is always a 

split between organisations' executives: they are either pleased 

(one mode at 2 or 3 indicating pleasant conditions) or unpleased 

(one mode at 6 indicating unpleasant conditions) with the 

business environment in which they operate.
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Figure 9.3 Distributions of the Perceived Business Environment for the Service Organisations
in China, Singapore and Malaysia

China Singapore Malaysia

Perceived Uncertainty Perceived Uncertainly

Pere ived Ci :s nplex <iy Perc-ved Compie xity
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(Figure 9.3 Continuing)
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However, for Singapore and Malaysia, there is a great 

concentration of executives’ perceptions around the higher mode 

(the peak is taller) at 4 indicating the neutral point between 

pleasant and unpleasant. In each of the three countries, a 

common feature shows that less than half of the respondents were 

displeased with the business environment in which they operate, 

suggesting they are favourable places for the oil and gas service 

businesses.

9.2.2 Comparisons of Environmental Dimensions in China, 
Singapore and Malaysia

As this researcher intended to compare the median differences of 

the perceived environmental conditions among three countries 

groups, the overall Kruskal-Wallis tests are conducted firstly 

(Table 9.3) and follow-up tests are carried out by using the Mann- 

Whitney U test.

The Kruskal-Wallis tests indicate that in each country, there is no 

significant difference in the medians of dynamism x2 = 0.259 (df = 

2), p = 0.878; complexity, x2 = 2.991 (df = 2), p = 0.224; hostility, 

x2 = 1.098 (df = 2), p = 0.578. In contrast, the same tests show a 

significant difference in the medians of the perceived uncertainty 

x2 = 6.991 (df = 2), p = 0.030 in these three countries.

There is no evidence to suggest that the managerial perceptions 

on environmental complexity, dynamism and hostility in the three 

selected countries are dissimilar. If speaking strictly, these results 

fail to reject the null hypothesis that managerial perceptions on 

environmental complexity, dynamism and hostility in the three 

selected countries are dissimilar. In order to prove similarity, 

bigger samples are need. Nonetheless, the observed results may 

indicate that executives in China, Singapore and Malaysia share
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similar views on the environmental complexity, dynamism and 

hostility.

Table 9.3 Kruskal-Wallis Test:
The Perceived Business Environment in China, Singapore and Malaysia

Ranks

C o u n t r y  W h e r e  B a s e d N M e a n  R a n k
P e r c e iv e d  D y n a m is m  C h in a 31 4 6 .9 5

S in g a p o r e 3 9 4 4 .4 5

M a la y s ia 21 4 7 .4 8

T o ta l 91

P e r c iv e d  C o m p le x i t y  C h in a 31 4 9 .8 1

S in g a p o r e 3 9 4 7 .4 0

M a la y s ia 21 3 7 .7 9

T o ta l 91

P e r c e iv e d  H o s t i l i t y  C h in a 31 4 3 .4 0

S in g a p o r e 3 9 4 9 .2 8

M a la y s ia 21 4 3 .7 4

T o ta l 91

P e r c e iv e d  U n c e r ta in t y  C h in a 31 5 5 .1 6

S in g a p o r e 3 9 4 0 .0 6

M a la y s ia 21 4 3 .5 0

T o ta l 91

Test Statistics?13

Perceived
Dynamism

Percived
Complexity

Perceived
Hostility

Perceived
Uncertainty

Chi-Square .259 2.991 1.098 6.991

df 2 2 2 2

Asymp. Sig. .878 .224 .578 .030

a. Kruskal Wallis Test

b. Grouping Variable: Country Where Based

Because the overall test for the perceived environmental 

uncertainty is significant, pairwise comparisons among the three 

groups of countries should be conducted. The selected SPSS 

results are presented below (Table 9.4). Only the comparison 

between China and Singapore is significant. It suggests that 

senior executives in Singapore had rather different views from 

those in China: the degree of perceived uncertainty in Singapore 

was much higher than the degree of perceived uncertainty in 

China. However, no evidence is given to show the views in
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Malaysia were dissimilar to those in Singapore or China. As such, 

executives in Malaysia might share similar opinions to those 

either in Singapore or China.

Table 9.4 Mann-Whitney Test:
The Perceived Environmental Uncertainty in China and Singapore

Ranks

C o u n try  W h e re  B ased N M e an  R ank S um  o f R an ks
P e rc e iv e d  U n c e rta in ty  C h in a 31 2 7 .7 3 8 5 9 .5 0

S in g a p o re 39 4 1 .6 8 1 6 2 5 .5 0
T o ta l 70

Test Statistics1

P erce ive d
U nce rta in ty

M a n n -W h itn e y  U 3 6 3 .5 00
W ilco xo n  W 859 .5 00
Z -2.911
Asym p. S ig . (2 -ta iled) .004

a. G roup in g  V ariab le : C o u n try  W h e re  B ased

9.3 Cross-National Comparisons: Strategic Options

9.3.1 Business Strategies Employed in China, Singapore and 
Malaysia

The following Clustered Bar chart (Figure 9.4) shows the trends of 

strategic orientations in the three selected countries. The 

similarity over the three countries is that most organisations were 

Balancers or Analysers with few adopting a Defender strategy in 

the country where they operate. The proportion of Balancers and 

Analysers was higher in Singapore (82 per cent) than in China (74 

per cent) or Malaysia (66 per cent). A crosstabulation table is 

attached in Figure 9.4 to demonstrate further the research 

results.
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Figure 9.4 Business Strategie Directions in China, Singapore and Malaysia
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C ountry  W h e re  Based
C hina S inga po re M alaysia T o ta l

R ea cto r C ount 3 4 6 13
%  w ith in M iles and 
S now  S im plify
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D efe nd e r C ount 2 1 1 4
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S now  S im plify

60 .0% 40 .0% 100.0%
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A na lyse r o r B a lancer C ount 23 32 14 69
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%  w ith in  C ountry  
W he re  Based 74 .2% 82 .1% 66.7% 75 .8%

C ount 31 39 21 91
%  w ith in  M iles and 
S now  S im plify

34 .1% 42 .9% 23.1% 100.0%

%  w ith in  C ountry  
W he re  Based 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

and
Snow

Total
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The proportions of the service organisations which adopted 

Balancer or Analyser strategies in China, Singapore and Malaysia 

were 0.333, 0.464 and 0.203 respectively. The majority of 

Balancers and Analysers were from Singapore. Amongst four 

Defenders, two were from China and one from Singapore and one 

from Malaysia. None of five Prospectors was from Malaysia, three 

of those were the China based organisations and two were from 

Singapore. The greatest proportion of Reactors was from Malaysia 

(0.462) and fewest Reactors were from China (0.231). In 

conclusion, Singapore organisations were more likely to conduct 

multiple strategies than the China and Malaysia based 

organisations.

Initially, five categories were designed for assigning business 

strategies. In order to obtain more expected count (ideally greater 

than 5) in the crosstabulation table and reliable chi-square test 

results, the categories of business strategies were recoded into two 

combined categories: using multiple business strategies (i.e. they 

were either Balancers or Analysers) or not using multiple business 

strategies (i.e. they were Defenders, Prospectors or Reactors).

The two-way contingency table analysis was conducted to evaluate 

the association between strategic types and country locations 

(Table 9.5). The business strategic orientation followed by an 

organisation was found to have no significant association with the 

country in which the organisation situated, Pearson %2= 1.831 (df 

= 2), p = 0.40. Hence, countries and business strategic options 

were found to have no significant association.
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Table 9.5 Using Multiple Strategies-Country Where Based Crosstabulation

Country Where Based
China Singapore Malaysia Total

Using MultipleYes Count 23 32 14 69
Strategies? Expected Count 23.5 29.6 15.9 69.0

% within Using 
Multiple Strategie 33.3%5 46.4% 20.3% 100.0°/

% within Country 
Where Based

74.2% 82.1% 66.7% 75.8%

% of Total 25.3% 35.2% 15.4% 75.8%

No Count 8 7 7 22
Expected Count 7.5 9.4 5.1 22.0

% within Using 
Multiple Strategie

36.4%5
31.8% 31.8% 100.0°/

% within Country 
Where Based

25.8% 17.9% 33.3% 24.2%

% of Total 8.8%> 7.7% 7.7% 24.2%

Total Count 31 39 21 91
Expected Count 31.0 39.0 21.0 91.0

% within Using 
Multiple Strategie

34.1%5
42.9% 23.1% 100.0°/

% within Country 
Where Based

100.0°/ 100.0°/ 100.0°/ 100.0°/

% of Total 34.1% 42.9% 23.1% 100.0°/

C h i-S q u a re  Tests

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
Pearson Chi-Square 1.831 2 .400

N of Valid Cases 91

9.3.2 Competitive Strategies in China, Singapore and Malaysia

In order to present the results better, a Bar chart is applied 

(Figure 9.5). Figure 9.5 compares the differences of competitive 

strategies applied in three selected countries. In Singapore, most 

organisations emphasise creating a unique feature within the 

industry (64 per cent).
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Figure 9.6 Distributions unci Comparisons of Competitive Strategies Applied in Three Countries
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The majority of the China based organisations emphasise 

differentiating themselves from competitors (45.2 per cent). 

However, in Malaysia, most of the 19 organisations were keen on a 

combined advantage such as pursuing a Hybrid strategy (57.1 per 

cent).

Likewise, the two-way contingency table was presented to provide 

o picture of similarities or differences with respected competitive 

strategies used in China, Singapore and Malaysia (Table 9.6). The 

proportions of the service organisations which adopted a Hybrid 

strategy toward China, Singapore and Malaysia were 0.286, 0.371 

and 0.343 respectively. For the category of a Differentiation 

strategy, the associated proportions were 0.318, 0.568 and 0.114.

Obviously, most of Differentiation organisations were from 

Singapore. Besides, no Low-cost organisations were iound 

operating in Singapore. Five out of seven No-purpose 

organisations were from China, one was from Singapore and one 

was from Malaysia.

Additionally, in Singapore and Malaysia, the lowest percentage of 

competitive strategic type was No-purpose organisations, with 2.6 

per cent and 4.8 per cent respectively. In China, however, the 

lowest percentage of competitive strategies was found as Low-cost 

organisations (6.5 per cent) rather than No-purpose organisations 

(16.1 per cent).
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Table 9.6 Competitive Strategy by Porter - Country Where Based
Crosstabulation

C ou n try  W h e re  B ased
To ta lC h in a S in g a p o re M a la ys ia

C o m p e tit iv e  L o w  C o s t C o u n t 
S tra te g y  B y  E xpec te d  C ou n t 
P o rte r %  w ith in  C om pe titive

S tra te g y  B y P orte r 
%  w ith in  C ou n try  
W h e re  B ased  
%  o f T o ta l

2
1.7

40 .0%

6.5%

2.2%

0
2.1

.0%

.0%

.0%

3
1.2

6 0 .0 %

14 .3%

3 .3 %

5
5.0

100 .0%

5.5%

5.5%

D iffe re n tia tio n  C o u n t
E xpec te d  C o u n t 
%  w ith in  C o m p e titive  
S tra te g y  B y  P orte r 
%  w ith in  C ou n try  
W h e re  B ased  
%  o f T  otal

14
15.0

31 .8%

" 4 5

15 .4%

25
18.9

/ ^ 5 6 k %

l  64  .y /o  

V ~S A 5%

5
10 .2  

11 .4%

2 3 .8 %

5 .5 %

44
44 .0

100 .0%

48 .4%

48 .4%

H yb rid  C o u n t
E xpec te d  C o u n t 
%  w ith in  C om pe titive  
S tra te g y  By P orte r 
%  w ith in  C ou n try  
W h e re  B ased  
%  o f To ta l

10
11.9

28 .6%

32 .3%

11.0%

13
15.0

3 7 .1 %

33 .3%

14 .3%

12
8.1

3 4 .3 %

^  5771)% 

13 .2%

35
35 .0

100.0%

38 .5%

38 .5%

N o -p u rp o se  C o u n t
E xpec te d  C ou n t 
%  w ith in  C om pe titive  
S tra te g y  B y P orte r 
%  w ith in  C ou n try  
W h e re  B ased  
%  o f To ta l

5
2.4

71 .4%

16.1%

5.5%

1
3.0

14 .3%

2 .6%

1.1%

1
1.6

14 .3%

4 .8 %

1.1%

7
7.0

100 .0%

7.7%

7.7%

T o ta l C ou n t
E xpec te d  C o u n t 
%  w ith in  C om pe titive  
S tra te g y  By P orte r 
%  w ith in  C o u n try  
W h e re  B ased  
%  o f To ta l

31
31 .0

34 .1%

100.0%

34 .1%

39
3 9 .0

4 2 .9 %

100.0%

42 .9%

21
2 1 .0

2 3 .1 %

10 0 .0 %

2 3 .1 %

91
91.0

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Note: As 50 per cent of cells have expected count less than 5, and the minimum expected count is 12, the 
resulting p-value for the overall chi-square test may not be trustworthy and hence the coefficient value of 
chi-square test is not applied.

In summary, the similarity in the three countries is that the 

majority of the organisations did endeavour to pursue a 

differentiation-oriented strategy that sought to emphasise a 

unique feature of their businesses and differentiate themselves 

from others. Singapore organisations were more likely to seek to 

achieve a differentiation character than China and Malaysia 

organisations did.
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9.3.3 Strategie Positions for Service Organisations in China, 
Singapore and Malaysia

The same two-way contingency table analysis was used to 

evaluate the situation regarding competitive positions in the three 

selected countries (Table 9.7). The observed results are shown in 

Figure 9.6.

Table 9.7 Strategy Clock Positions - Country Where Based Crosstabulation

C o u n try  W h e re  B ased
C hina S inga po re M a la ys ia T o ta l

S tra te g y lo w  (o r m o de ra te ) va lu e  C o u n t 1 0 3 4
C lock c o m p e tit iv e  p rice  E xp e c te d  C ou n t 1.4 1.7 .9 4 .0
P o s itio n s %  w ith in  S tra teg y  

C lo c k  P os ition s 25 .0% .0% 7 5 .0 % 1ÖÜTÜ%

%  w ith in  C ou n try  
W h e re  B ased 3 .2% .0% 14 .3% 4 .4 %

%  o f To ta l 1.1% .0% 3 .3 % 4.4%
h igh  va lu e  co m p e titive  C o u n t 8 13 11 32
(lo w  and  m o de ra te ) p rice  E xp e c te d  C ou n t 10.9 13.7 7 .4 3 2 .0

%  w ith in  S tra teg y  
C lo c k  P os ition s 25 .0% r  4 0 .6 % ' ) 3 4 .4 % 100.0%

%  w ith in  C ou n try  
W h e re  B ased 25 .8% 3 3 .3 % (  5 2 .4 % )  35 .2%

%  o f To ta l 8 .8% 14 .3% 12 .1% 35 .2%
h igh  va lu e  p rem ium  price  C o u n t 10 19 2 31

E xpec te d  C ou n t 10.6 13.3 7 .2 31 .0
%  w ith in  S tra te g y  
C lo c k  P os itions 32 .3% C  61 -3 % u ) 6 .5% 100.0%

%  w ith in  C ou n try  
W h e re  B ased 32 .3% 4 8 .7 % 9 .5% 34 .1%

%  o f To ta l 11.0% 2 0 .9 % 2 .2 % 34 .1%
u n -co m p e tit lv e  va lu e  an d  C o u n t 12 7 5 24
p rice  E xp e c te d  C ou n t 8.2 10.3 5 .5 24 .0

%  w ith in  S tra teg y  
C lo c k  P os ition s  
%  w ith in  C ou n try  
W h e re  B ased

'  50 .0% 2 9 .2 % 2 0 .8 % 100.0%

38 .7% 17 .9% 2 3 .8 % 26 .4%

%  o f To ta l 13 .2% 7 .7% 5 .5 % 26 .4%
To ta l C o u n t 31 39 21 91

E xpec te d  C ou n t 31.0 39 .0 2 1 .0 91 .0
%  w ith in  S tra te g y  
C lo c k  P os ition s 34 .1% 42 .9% 2 3 .1 % 100.0%

%  w ith in  C ou n try  
W h e re  B ased 100.0% 100.0% 10 0.0 % 100.0%

%  o f To ta l 34 .1% 42 .9% 2 3 .1 % 100.0%

Note: As 25 per cent of cells have expected count less than 5, and the minimum expected count is 0.92, the 
resulting p-value for the overall chi-square test may not be trustworthy and hence the coefficient value of 
chi-square test is not applied.
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Singapore organisations appeared to have better strategic 

positions than the China and Malaysia based organisations. Most 

of the high value premium organisations (61.3 per cent) were from 

Singapore. Most organisations following a strategy destined for 

ultimate failure with both un-competitive price and value were 

from China (50 per cent) and the majority of the high value 

competitive price organisations were from Singapore (41 per cent). 

None of four organisations with low or moderate value and 

competitive price was from Singapore, whereas three of those were 

from Malaysia and one was from China.

In Singapore, the majority of the organisations fell into the 

category of high value premium price organisations (48.7 per 

cent). Most of the Malaysia organisations pursued a combined 

advantage of high value and competitive (low and moderate) price 

(52.4 per cent). For China, the organisations pursued mainly three 

types of strategic positions and the majority fell into the group of 

un-competitive price and value (38.7 per cent).

In short, there was nothing in common in terms of competitive 

positions in these three countries. In this sense, the strategic 

approaches adopted by oil and gas service organisations for 

competing businesses in the region of East Asia varied greatly in 

their nature. Notably, organisations in Singapore appeared to be 

in a better competitive position compared with those in China and 

Malaysia.
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ligure 9.6 Distributions and Comparisons of Strategic Positions in Three Countries
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9.4 Cross-National Analysis of Strategic Performance
An overall one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied for 

the assessment of whether the means on strategic performance 

were significantly different among the country groups. Where 

appropriate, Post Hoc multiple comparisons were conducted in an 

instance where the variances are assumed as equal.

9.4.1 An Overall View of Strategic Performance in China, 
Singapore and Malaysia

The resulting chart is shown in Figure 9.7. There was a marked 

difference between the “become better” bar and “become worse” or 

“no change” bars in each of the country group. For the China 

based organisations, most (79 per cent) had improved their 

strategic performance. A similar pattern is observed for the 

Singapore and Malaysia groups.

Figure 9.7 Strategic Performance in China, Singapore and Malaysia
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It is noticed that the low performance (become worse) bar only 

appeared in the Singapore group. The no change bar for the China 

group is larger than both the Singapore and Malaysia groups. This 

indicates that a higher proportion of organisations in China than 

that in Singapore and Malaysia had made no improvements in 

their strategic performance.

Furthermore, the hypothetical mean values can be used to depict 

roughly the level of strategic performance. If the mean value is less 

than 3.5, hypothetically, the organisation is assigned as a low (i.e. 

become worse) performance type; if the mean is between 3.5 and 

less than 4.5, the organisation is assigned as a medium (i.e. no 

change) performance type; if the mean is above 4.5, the 

organisation is assigned as a high (i.e. become better) performance 

type (see Table 9.8).

From Table 9.8, 23 out of the 29 organisations’ strategic 

performance had become better in China, with the mean of 5.51; 

28 out of 35 organisations’ strategic performance had improved in 

Singapore, with a slightly lower mean of 5.18, and in Malaysia, 17 

out of 19 organisations had improved theii strategic performance, 

with the highest mean of 5.53. In total, only two Singapore based 

organisations had performed worse, with the mean value of 3.23. 

Six China based organisations, five Singapore based organisations 

and two Malaysia based organisations had made no changes in 

their strategic performance, with the mean values of 4.15, 4.09 

and 3.98 respectively. The differences in the level of strategic 

performance across the three countries were tested by the 

following ANOVA tests.
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Table 9.8 Performance Classification of Organisations in China, Singapore and Malaysia

Hypothetical Mean Levels

C o u n try  w h e re  B a s e d T o ta l

Levels of 
Strategic 

Performance

C h in a S in g a p o r e M a la y s ia

N u m b e r  o f  
F i r m s

M e a n  o f  
P e r f o r m a n c e

N u m b e r  o f  
F i r m s

M e a n  o f  
P e r f o r m a n c e

N u m b e r  o f  
F i r m s

M e a n  o f  
P e r f o r m a n c e

B e c o m e  W o rs e

(Mean less than 3.5)
L o w 2 3.23 2

N o C h a n g e

(Mean between 3.5 and 4.5)
M ed iu m 6 4.15 5 4.09 2 3.98 13

B e c o m e  B e tte r

(Mean greater than 4.5)
H ig h 23 5.51 28 5.18 17 5.53 68

Total 29 5.22 35 4.90 19 5.36 83
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9.4.2 Comparisons of Strategic Performance in the Three 
Selected Countries

First, the ANOVA results are depicted using the error bar chart to 

show the distributions of the strategic performance across the 

country groups (Figure 9.8). The error bar chart was used only as 

a rough guide to the data. From this chart, the means plots show 

the different levels of strategic performance. The mean value of 

strategic performance for China (5.22) and Malaysia (5.36) based 

organisations is greater than that for Singapore based 

organisations (4.90), suggesting that China and Malaysia 

organisations outperformed Singapore organisations. It is also 

observed that all of the error bars overlap indicating that there are 

no between-group differences.

Figure 9.8 Comparisons of Strategic Performance 
in China, Singapore and Malaysia

Country Where Based
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From the table of descriptive statistics (Table 9.9), the means 

corresponding to the results shown in the error bar chart are 

obtained. In addition, standard deviations and standard errors are 

presented. China, Singapore and Malaysia had standard 

deviations of 0.72, 0.68 and 0.75 respectively. They are all 

relatively small compared to the mean. It means that, in each of 

the three selected countries, managerial ratings for organisational 

strategic performance were consistently close to the mean ratings. 

In each case, there was a small fluctuation, but generally the 

strategic performance did not vary. As such, the mean is an 

accurate representation of strategic performance ratings and a 

good fit of the data. As all the mean values are above 4 (mean = 

5.22, 4.90 and 5.36 in China, Singapore and Malaysia 

respectively), in each selected country organisations had improved 

their strategic performance over the five-year period examined. 

This is consistent with the results obtained in Chapter 7.

Table 9.9 Strategic Performance in China, Singapore and Malaysia

Descriptives

Strategic Performance

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error

95% Confidence Interval 
Mean

Minimum MaximumLower Bound Upper Bound
China 29 5.227 .723 .134 4.951 5.502 3.8500 6.4000
Singapore 35 4.910 .678 .115 4.677 5.142 3.0000 6.0000
Malaysia 19 5.366 .748 .172 5.005 5.726 3.5000 6.5000
Total 83 5.125 .727 .080 4.966 5.284 3.0000 6.5000

T e s t  o f  H o m o g e n e i t y  o f  V a r i a n c e s

S tra te g ic  P erfo rm an ce

Levene
S ta tis tic df 1 d f2 Sig.

.396 2 80 .674

The next part is a summary table of the Levene's test to examine 

whether the variances of the groups of three countries’ may be 

equal. The SPSS Output shows that the Levene’s test is 

insignificant (p >0.05) then the null hypothesis that the variances
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are equal should not be rejected. As such, the variances of China, 

Singapore and Malaysia groups are identical.

This means that organisations in each of the three countries 

tended to have a similar variation in assessment of their strategic 

performance. Hence, in each individual country, organisations 

had similar trends: the strategic performance had become better 

over the period of the five years examined. However, the level of 

the improvement in strategic performance of organisations i n 

different countries may vaiy and this is examined by applying the 

ANOVA tests below.

In the ANOVA scenario (Table 9.10), the output represents the 

results with respect to the differences of strategic performance in 

different countries. Although, as said earlier, the error bar plot 

indicated that no difference would be found, the overall ANOVA is 

considered marginally significant, F = 2.77 (df = 2), p = 0.068. 

Arguably, the null hypothesis that there are no differences among 

the groups can be rejected. This indicates that for organisations 

located in various countries, the levels of their strategic 

performance differ.

Table 9.10 Differences of Strategic Performance in Three Selected Countries

ANOVA

Strategic Performance
Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Siq.
Between Groups 3.025 2 1.513 3.002 .055
W ithin Groups 40.316 80 .504
Total 43.341 82

Since the ANOVA test was significant the follow up Post Hoc 

multiple comparisons’ tests to see which groups differed were
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carried out. As said above, the variances of China, Singapore and 

Malaysia groups are identical, Tukey’s test was applied (Table 

9.11). It is clear that each group of subjects is compared to all of 

the remaining groups. For each pair of groups the difference 

between group means is displayed, including the standard error 

and the significance level (at a 90 per cent confidence interval) of 

that difference.

The China group is compared to the Singapore and Malaysia 

groups and reveals a non-significant difference (Sig. is greater 

than 0.10). These comparisons indicated that the strategic 

performance for organisations situated in China did not differ 

from those situated in Singapore and Malaysia. When comparing 

the Singapore based organisations with the Malaysia based 

organisations, however, there is a marginally significant difference 

(Sig. is less than 0.10). This observation shows that the Malaysia 

based organisation outperformed significantly the Singapore 

based organisations.

Table 9.11 also shows the results of Tukey’s test, which displays 

subsets of groups that have the same (similar) means. Therefore, 

the Tukey creates two subsets of groups with statistically similar 

means. The first subset contains the Singapore and Malaysia 

groups (indicating that these two groups have the similar means) 

whereas the second subset contains the China and Malaysia 

groups. These results demonstrate that the Singapore group has a 

similar mean to the China group but not to the Malaysia group, 

and the China group has a similar mean to both Singapore and 

Malaysia groups. In other words, the only groups that have 

significantly different means are the Singapore and Malaysia 

groups.
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Table 9.11 Post Hoc Tests for Strategic Performance in Different Countries

Multiple Comparisons

Dependent Variable: Strategic Performance 
Tukey HSD

Mean
Difference 90% Confidence Interval

(1) Country Where Based (J) Country Where Based (i-j) Std Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
China Singapore .317293 .1782582 .183 -.053866 .688452

Malaysia -.138748 .2095258 .786 -.575010 .297514
Singapore China -.317293 .1782582 .183 -.688452 .053866

Malaysia -.456041* .2022920 .068 -.877241 -.034840
Malaysia China .138748 .2095258 .786 -.297514 .575010

Singapore .456041* .2022920 .068 .034840 .877241
*• The mean difference is significant at the .10 level.

Strategic Performance

Subset for alpha = .10
Country Where Based N 1 2

lukey H S O b Singapore 35 4.909749
China 29 5.227041 5.227041
Malaysia 19 5.365789
Sig. .248 .762

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.
a- Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 25.932.
t>- The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group sizes is used. Type I

error levels are not guaranteed.

9.5 Cross-National Correlations Comparisons
In Chapter 8, the relationships were set up between the two 

variables of strategies and performance or the perceived business 

environment and performance; whereas no relationships were set 

up between the two variables of the perceived business 

environment and strategic options. This section intends to 

compare the differences of those established associations in 

various country groups.

9.5.1 Cross-National Strategy-Performance Association

The relationship of two variables - business strategies and 

strategic performance -  is examined in this section. The 

crosstabulation table is applied and it contains the number of
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cases that falls into each combination of categories. It is split into 

three: data for the China group, data for the Singapore group and 

data for the Malaysia group (Table 9.12).

9.5.1.1 Summarise Data

Initially, there are five categories for business strategies and seven 

ordinal categories for strategic performance. In order to obtain a 

more reliable outcome (ideally expected count greater than 5) in 

the crosstabulation table, the categories of business strategies and 

strategic performance are recoded. For business strategies, there 

are two combined categories of whether or not multiple business 

strategies are used: yes (i.e. they were either Balancers or 

Analysers) or no (i.e. they were Defenders, Prospectors or 

Reactors). Three combined categories for the level of strategic 

performance are formed as: become better (including tend to be 

better, better and much better categories), no change and become 

worse (including tend to be worse, worse, much worse categories).

(i) China

In total, the 21 China based organisations used multiple business 

strategies (72.4 per cent of the total). Of those, 18 organisations’ 

strategic performance had become better (85.7 per cent of the 

total that used multiple strategies) and only three organisations’ 

strategic performance remained the same (14.3 per cent of the 

total that used multiple strategies) over a five-year period. Eight 

organisations did not use any types of multiple business strategies 

such as Balancer or Analyser strategies (27.6 per cent of the 

total). Of those, five organisations’ strategic performance had 

become better (62.5 per cent of the total that did not use multiple 

strategies) and only three organisations’ strategic performance 

remained the same (37.5 per cent of the total that did not use
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multiple strategies) over a five-year period. In summary, 

regardless of the selection of using multiple businesses strategies, 

most of the China based organisations had improved performance 

(79.3 per cent of the total). Furthermore, a lot more organisations 

in China employed multiple business strategies (72.4 per cent) 

than did not (27.6 per cent).

(ii) Malaysia

For the Malaysia group, the data can be summarised in a similar 

way and the results observed are similar to the China group. In 

total 12 of the Malaysia based organisations used multiple 

business strategies (63.2 per cent of the total). Of those, 11 

organisations’ strategic performance had become better (91.7 per 

cent of the total that used multiple strategies) and only one 

organisation’s strategic performance remained the same (8.3 per 

cent of the total that used multiple strategies) over a five-year 

period. Seven organisations did not use any types of multiple 

business strategies such as Balancer or Analyser strategies (36.8 

per cent of the total). Of those, six organisations’ strategic 

performance had become better (85.7 per cent of the total that did 

not use multiple strategies) and only one organisations’ strategic 

performance remained the same (14.3 per cent of the total that did 

not use multiple strategies) over a five-year period.

Hence, more of the Malaysia based organisations employed 

multiple business strategies (i.e. either Balancers or Analysers) 

(63.2 per cent) than those that did not (i.e. Defenders, Prospectors 

or Reactors) (36.8 per cent). In both categories, a large majority 

had improved their strategic performance. In short, organisations 

operating in Malaysia appeared to have improved strategic 

performance over the years no matter whether or not they chose 

to use multiple business strategies (89.5 per cent of the total).
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Table 9.12 Multiple Strategies - Strategic Performance
- Country Where Based Crosstabulation

Strategic Performance
become become

Country Where Based worse no chang better Total
China Multiple Strategies? Yes Count 3 18 21

Expected Count 4.3 16.7 21.0
% within Multiple 
Strategies? 14.3% 85.7% 100.0%,

% within Strategi 
Performance 50.0% 78.3% 72.4%

% of Total 10.3% 62.1% 72.4%,
No Count 3 5 8

Expected Count 1.7 6.3 8.0
% within Multiple 
Strategies? 37.5% 62.5%, 100.0%,

% within Strategic 
Performance 50.0% 21.7%, 27.6%

% of Total 10.3% 17.2%, 27.6%,
Total Count 6 23 29

Expected Count 6.0 23.0 29.0
% within Multiple 
Strategies? 20.7% 79.3%, 100.0%,

% within Strategic 
Performance 100.0% 100.0%) 100.0%,

% of Total 20.7%) 79.3%, 100.0%,
Singapore Multiple Strategies? Yes Count 1 2 25 28

Expected Count 1.6 4.0 22.4 28.0
% within Multiple 
Strategies? 3.6% 7.1%> 89.3% 100.0%,

% within Strategic 
Performance 50.0% 40.0% 89.3%, 80.0%

% of Total 2.9% 5.7%, 71.4% 80.0%
No Count 1 3 3 7

Expected Count .4 1.0 5.6 7.0
% within Multiple 
Strategies? 14.3% 42.9%, 42.9%, 100.0%

% within Strategic 
Performance 50.0% 60.0%, 10.7%, 20.0%,

% of Total 2.9% 8.6%, 8.6%, 20.0%,
Total Count 2 5 28 35

Expected Count 2.0 5.0 28.0 35.0
% within Multiple 
Strategies? 5.7% 14.3%, 80.0%, 100.0%

% within Strategic 
Performance 100.0% 100.0%o 100.0%, 100.0%,

% of Total 5.7% 14.3%, 80.0%, 100.0%,
Malaysia Multiple Strategies? Yes Count 1 11 12

Expected Count 1.3 10.7 12.0
% within Multiple 
Strategies? 8.3%, 91.7%, 100.0%

% within Strategic 
Performance 50.0%, 64.7%, 63.2%

% of Total 5.3%, 57.9%, 63.2%,
No Count 1 6 7

Expected Count .7 6.3 7.0
% within Multiple 
Strategies? 14.3%) 85.7%, 100.0%,

% within Strategic 
Performance 50.0%, 35.3%, 36.8%,

% of Total 5.3% 31.6%, 36.8%
Total Count 2 17 19

Expected Count 2.0 17.0 19.0
% within Multiple 
Strategies? 10.5%, 89.5%, 100.0%,

% within Strategic 
Performance 100.0% 100.0%, 100.0%,

% of Total | 10.5%, 89.5%, 100.0%,
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(iii) Singapore

An extra category of the level of strategic performance appears in 

the summary data for the Singapore group. In total 28 Singapore 

based organisations used multiple business strategies (80 per cent 

of the total). Of those, 25 organisations’ strategic performance had 

become better (89.3 per cent), two organisations’ strategic 

performance remained the same (7.1 per cent) and one indicated 

that its strategic performance became worse (3.6 per cent). Seven 

organisations did not use any type of multiple business strategies 

(20 per cent of the total). Of those, 3 organisations’ strategic 

performance had become better (42.9 per cent), three 

organisations’ strategic performance remained the same (42.9 per 

cent) and one had performed worse (14.3 per cent) over a five-year 

period.

In summary, when multiple business strategies were employed, 

most Singapore organisations performed better, but when multiple 

business strategies were not introduced, most Singapore 

organisations did not perform better (their performance either 

remained the same or became worse). However, regardless of 

strategic performance they could achieve, a large majority of 

organisations used multiple business strategies.

9.5.1.2 Significant Differences of Strategy-Performance 
Association in the Selected Countries?

The chi-square test (Table 9.13) examines whether there is an 

association between two categorical variables: the level of strategic 

performance and whether the organisations used multiple 

strategies or not. The Pearson chi-square statistic tests whether 

the two variables are independent.
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Table 9.13 Chi-Square Tests3'6: Strategy and Performance Association

Country where Based Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)
Chinab Pearson Chi-Square 1.903 1 0.168

N of Valid Cases 29
Singapore0 Pearson Chi-Square 7.634 2 0.022

N of Valid Cases 35
Malaysia0 Pearson Chi-Square 0.166 1 0.683

N of Valid Cases 19

a Computed only for a 2x2 table
b 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.66. 
c 4 cells (66.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .40. 
d 2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .74.
e More than 20 per cent o f expected frequencies below 5, the result may be a loss of statistical power. Proportionately small 
differences in cell frequencies could result in statistically significant associations between variables (Field, 2000). For these reasons, 
the observed results are only used as exploratory findings for the study.

For both the China and Malaysia groups, the chi-square statistic 

is observed to be insignificant (p > 0.05), indicating that the level 

of strategic performance is not affected by whether multiple 

strategies would be used. This finding reflects the fact that the 

level of strategic performance for the China and Malaysia groups 

was identical in the two strategic options. On the contrary, for the 

Singapore group, the chi-square statistic observed is significant (p 

< 0.05), and the hypothesis that the variables are independent 

could be rejected. This means that in Singapore strategic 

performance was in some way associated with the choice of 

business strategies. Better strategic performance is significantly 

associated with multiple business strategies whereas poor 

strategic performance is associated with those users of non

multiple business strategies.

Figure 9.9 highlights these differences: the proportion of levels of 

strategic performance in the two strategic conditions is opposite 

for the Singapore group, but identical in the China and Malaysia 

groups.
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Figure 9.9 C ra m e r ’s Statistics: the Com parisons o f  Strategic Perform ance with Different Business Strategies
in China, Singapore and Malaysia

China

Strategic Performance

Singapore Malaysia

Strategic Performance

Symmetric Measures

Country where Based Value Approx. Sig.
China Nominal by Phi .256 .168

Nominal Cramer's V .256 .168
N of Valid Cases 29

Singapore Nominal by Phi .467 .022
Nominal Cramer's V .467 .022
N of Valid Cases - 35

Malaysia Nominal by Phi .094 .683
Nominal Cramer's V .094 .683
N of Valid Cases 19
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For the Singapore group, the Cramers statistic is 0.467 out of a 

possible maximum value of 1. This represents a relatively strong 

association between the level of strategic performance and 

whether the organisations used multiple strategies or not. This 

value is significant (p < 0.05) indicating that strength of the 

relationship is significant. For the China and Malaysia groups, 

Cramers statistic is 0.256 and 0.094 respectively, indicating the 

association between the two variables is weak for China and 

Malaysia organisations. The probability that this value is a chance 

result is 0.168 for China and 0.683 for Malaysia. These results 

confirm what the chi-square test shows: the level of strategic 

performance is significantly related to whether an organisation 

uses or doe not use multiple strategies for the Singapore based 

organisations, but this is not true for the China and Malaysia 

based organisations.

For the Singapore group, the trend of strategic performance (i.e. 

the proportion of organisations that became better to the 

proportion that did not) in the two strategic conditions is 

significantly different. This significant finding reflects the fact that 

when multiple business strategies are introduced as a formal 

strategic process, the big majority (89 per cent) of Singapore based 

organisations improved their strategic performance. When 

multiple business strategies are not used, the opposite is true (the 

majority — 57 per cent - had not impioved strategic performance 

and 43 per cent had improved strategic perlormance). This 

indicates that in Singapore, it appears that an association 

between the degrees of strategic performance (two levels) and 

whether or not multiple strategies (two options) were used.

For the China and Malaysia based organisations, there is not such 

a significant result. In both strategic categories, the majority of the 

firms had improved their strategic performance (86 per cent for
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Yes and 63 per cent for No in China; 92 per cent for Yes and 86 

per cent for No in Malaysia).

9.5.1.3 Findings of Strategy-Performance Association in the 
Selected Countries

In each individual country, the majority of organisations used 

multiple strategies. Regardless of strategies pursued, the majority 

of China and Malaysia based organisations had a better strategic 

performance. However, in Singapore, for those employing multiple 

strategies the majority had improved their performance, yet when 

multiple strategies were not used, the majority had not improved 

their strategic performance at all.

It can be assumed that in Singapore, the type of strategic options 

provides significant impacts on strategic performance for service 

organisations: the higher level of strategic performance is 

associated with multiple strategies and the lower level of strategic 

performance is associated with non-multiple strategies. The type 

of strategy, on the other hand, does not influence organisations 

strategic performance in China and Malaysia. service 

organisations can achieve a sound strategic performance no 

matter what types of strategy are selected.

As too few numbers of cases for some categories (e.g. become 

worse) were obtained, there is an inevitable limitation of the 

research results. In this sense, no conclusions can be drawn 

based upon the observed results. More cases are needed if seeking 

to prove the significance of the findings in individual countries.
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9.5.2 Cross-National Environment-Performance Relationships

9.5.2.1 Exploring data

The resulting scatterplot is shown in Figure 9.10. First, there 

seems to be some general trends in the data such that the higher 

levels of strategic performance are associated with lower levels of 

perceived environmental uncertainty. Second in each individual 

country, the scatterplot shows that the perception of the 

environmental uncertainty is fairly fragmented. However, the 

majority of organisations had improved strategic performance 

(there are very few cases that had strategic performance levels 

below 3, which means, becoming worse). Third, another noticeable 

trend in these data is that none of the three countries had cases 

having a strategic performance ol becoming much worse (strategic 

performance below 2).

Amongst the three selected countries, foi the China and Malaysia 

groups the perceived environmental uncertainty was at a 

relatively low level (mean = 3.6 and 4.0 respectively) yet they 

achieved a relatively high level of strategic performance (mean -

5.2 and 5.4 respectively). For the Singapore group, the perceived 

environmental uncertainty was the highest (mean - 4.7) and the 

Singapore based organisations had a relatively poorer strategic 

performance than that of the other two countries’ groups (mean = 

4.9). These observed results indicate a pattern that, when making 

a comparison amongst individual countries in an East Asia 

context higher levels of strategic performance are associated with 

lower levels of perceived environment uncertainty; while lower 

levels of strategic performance are associated with higher levels of 

environmental uncertainty.
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Figure 9.10 Exploring Data:
Perceived Uncertainty and Performance Relationship
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9.5.2.2 Environment-Performance Correlation Comparisons

A matrix is displayed giving the Spearman correlation coefficient 

between the two variables of the perceived uncertainty and 

strategic performance in each of the three selected countries 

(Table 9.14). For China, the marginally significant result indicates 

that there is an association between the perceived uncertainty and 

strategic performance, r (29) = - 0.323, p = 0. 087. For Singapore, 

the correlation coefficient between the two variables of uncertainty 

and performance is r (35) = - 0.375, p = 0.027; and for Malaysia, 

the correlation coefficient is r (35) = - 0.629, p = 0.004. The 

significance value for this correlation coefficient is less than 0.05; 

therefore, in both Malaysia and Singapore, there is a significant 

relationship between strategic performance and the degree of the 

perceived environmental uncertainty. As all correlations are 

negative, it can be concluded that as the degree of environmental 

uncertainty decreases, there is a corresponding improvement in 

levels for strategic performance.

Table 9.14 Spearman Correlations:
Perceived Uncertainty and Strategic Performance

C o u n t r y  w h e r e  B a s e d S tr a te g ic  P e r fo r m a n c e

C hina Correlation Coefficient P e r c e iv e d -.323
Siq. (2-tailed) U n c e r ta in ty .087**

N 29
S in q ap o re

Correlation Coefficient P e r c e iv e d -.375
Siq. (2-tailed) U n c e r ta in ty .027*

N 35
M alays ia

Correlation Coefficient P e rc e iv e d -.629
Siq. (2-tailed) U n c e r ta in ty .004*

N 19

* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed).
’ * Correlation is marginally significant at the .10 level (2-tailed).

Furthermore, amongst the three countries, the association for the 

China group is similar with the Singapore group but is weaker
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than the Malaysia group. The Singapore and China groups had a 

weak correlation coefficient whereas the Malaysia group showed a 

strong correlation between strategic performance and 

environmental uncertainty. This means, when the degree of 

perceived environmental uncertainty decreases at a same level, 

the corresponding improvement of strategic performance is 

different: the China based organisations improved in a manner 

similar to Singapore organisations; the Malaysia based 

organisations show a greater improvement in strategic 

performance than China and Singapore organisations.

9.6 Cross-National Comparisons: Differences
Having compared the differences of correlations in each of the 

three countries, we now proceed to compare the differences in 

levels of perceived environmental uncertainty and strategic 

performances for organisations employing various strategies. In 

order to gauge the situation more precisely, the five categories of 

business strategies are also merged into two. Balancers and 

Analysers are combined to form a category of using multiple 

strategies; Prospectors, Defenders and Reactors are combined 

together into the second category of not using multiple strategies.

9.6.1 Differences of Environmental Uncertainty with Business 
Strategies

A Boxplot graph was displayed (Figure 9.11). When using the 

median as a measure of central tendency, it is observed that 

organisations in China using multiple business strategies such as 

Analysers or Balancers perceived a lower level of environmental 

uncertainty (median = 3) than those without multiple business 

strategies such as Prospectors, Defenders or Reactors (median = 

4).
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The Malaysia group shows exactly the same trend with respect to 

the level of environmental uncertainty: the degree of 

environmental uncertainty perceived by organisations using 

multiple business strategies is lower (median = 4) than that 

perceived by organisations not using multiple business strategies 

(median = 5). However, the Singapore group shows a different 

pattern from the China group. Regardless of whether or not 

multiple business strategies were used, the level of perceived 

environmental uncertainty is same (both medians are 5).

When conducting Mann-Wbitney tests, none of the differences is 

significant, for the China group, p = 0.536, for the Malaysia group, 

p = 0.264. This means that there is no significant difference of 

perceived environmental uncertainty between using and not using 

multiple strategies. In other words, though different strategic 

options are conducted by organisations, it does not make any 

differences for the level of perceived uncertainty.

9.6.2 Differences of Strategic Performance with Business 
Strategies

A graph displaying a Boxplot was presented (Figure 9.12). Using 

the median as a measure of central tendency, in each of three 

countries, the common character is that Balancers or Analysers 

outperformed organisations with Prospector, Defender or Reactor 

strategies. In order to examine the significance of these 

differences, Mann-Whitney tests were carried out.

Obviously, in each of the three countries, the level of strategic 

performance varied when conducting different business strategic 

approaches. In China, Analysers and Balancers outperformed 

significantly (median = 5.55) organisations with Prospector, 

Defender or Reactor strategic directions (median = 4.45), p = 0.04.
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Figure 9.12 Business Strategies and Associated Performance in China, Singapore and Malaysia
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For the Singapore group, organisations using multiple strategies 

also outperformed significantly (median = 5.00) organisations not 

using multiple strategies (median = 4.45), p = 0.027. In Malaysia, 

the strategic performance of Analysers or Balancers was better 

(median = 5.53) than that of the other three strategic types 

(median = 4.95) and this difference is marginally significant, p = 

0.073. These results are consistent with the observation 

demonstrated above. It can be concluded that appropriate 

strategic options should be essentially relevant to a better 

performing business.

9.7 Summary
This chapter has compared differences and similarities across the 

three selected East Asian countries. China, Singapoie and 

Malaysia. Non-parametric analytical techniques are applied 

mainly for analysis. More evidence can be obtained from the 

statistical results of the three individual countries and then to 

prove further some of the proposed research propositions.

In each of the three countries, the business environment is 

perceived as complex, dynamic and pleasant. China appears to 

have a certain business environment and the situation of the 

environmental uncertainty in Malaysia is neutral (i.e. neither 

certain nor uncertain). Only in Singapore, the managerial 

perception of the business environment is uncertain.

The participating organisations can be classified into different 

strategic groups in individual countries. Among those, the 

Singapore based organisations are more likely to employ Balancer 

or Analyser strategies and are more likely to seek to achieve a 

differentiation character than the China and Malaysia based 

organisations. For strategically competitive positions, the majority
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of Singapore organisations fall into the category of high value 

premium price. In Malaysia, the organisations are mainly keen on 

a combined competitive advantage with high value competitive 

price. The majority of China organisations are categorised into the 

group of un-competitive price and value. In addition, for 

organisations in each individual country, their strategic 

performances become better over the period examined.

The key findings also indicate that a higher strategic performance 

is associated with a lower level of perceived environmental 

uncertainty regardless of strategic types used in each of the three 

countries.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this study, effective business strategies for the energy sendee 

industry in an East Asian business environment have been 

researched. This chapter attempts to summarise the results of the 

survey questionnaires from the 98 oil and gas sendee organisations 

operating in China, Singapore and Malaysia. It then discusses the 

findings derived from the research results. Verifications of 

propositions are illustrated. It also demonstrates the contributions of 

the current study to the theoretical and empirical literature. The 

implications of the research findings for organisations operating in 

East Asia are explored and limitations of the current study are 

considered. The chapter also points to directions along which further 

research may be conducted.

10.1 General Findings of the Research Results
Regarding an overall picture of the participating sendee organisations’ 

background, several points can be made. First, China s oil and gas 

service sector is comprised mainly of independent entities; by 

contrast, divisional companies and subsidiaries play a vital lole in 

the oil and gas sendee economies of Singapore and Malaysia. Second, 

while large organisations are an important feature in China, small 

entities form a large proportion of service organisations located in 

Singapore. In Malaysia, organisations are either small size or large 

size. Third, the results support the fact that the offshore oil and gas 

service businesses were established earlier in Singapore than in 

China. Fourth, joint ventures in the China oil and gas service sector



are more popular than in both Malaysia and Singapore. Foreign 

companies consider Singapore to be a favourable place for 

establishing their own regional headquarters. Finally, the big majority 

of the respondents in each individual countiy are senior managers or 

regional heads who were in charge of businesses.

10.1.1 Oil and Gas Service Organisations

Sendee organisations are divided mainly into independent entities, 

divisional or subsidiary companies, operating or business units. In 

China, the oil and gas service sector is comprised mainly of 

independent entities; and amongst the three countries, most of 

independent organisations are from China. Hence, independent 

entities appear to be more popular than other types when operating 

service business in this country. On the other hand, divisional 

companies and subsidiaries play a vital role in the oil and gas service 

economy of Singapore and Malaysia. In addition, among the three 

countries, most of divisional or subsidiary organisations and most of 

operating or business units are from Singapore. As many of those are 

foreign owned, Singapore is perceived to be a favourable place for 

international organisations to operate remotely . This observation is 

consistent with the point made in Chapter 3 that Singapore is the 

preferred hub for international service organisations in East Asia.

The service sector consists of large or veiy large size organisations 

with 500 or more full-time employees and small and medium 

organisations with fewer than 500 employees. In detail, medium to 

large organisations (50 or more employees) are essential in China 

whereas small entities (fewer than 50 employees) form an important 

proportion of service organisations located in Singapore and 

Malaysia. Especially, in Malaysia, organisations are either small size 

or medium size. In each of these three countries, medium entities
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(from 50 to 199 employees) tend to make up a small proportion of the 

total.

A notable finding shows that most of divisional or subsidiary 

organisations and most of operating or business units are from 

Singapore whereas most of independent organisations are from 

China. This indicates that independent entities are more popular 

than other types of entities in China; whereas divisional companies 

and subsidiaries play a vital role in the oil and gas service economy in 

Singapore and Malaysia. As many of divisional companies and 

subsidiaries in Singapore are foreign owned, Singapore is perceived to 

be a favourable place for international organisations to operate 

“remotely” and this country is deemed a preferred hub for 

international service organisations.

At the time of the survey, a large majority of the sendee organisations 

have been in their existing businesses for live or more years. In 

particular, the offshore sendee organisations are oldei in Singapore 

than those in China, indicating a longer industrial development of 

that small and prosperous country.

Wholly foreign owned or joint ventures are the majority in East Asia. 

There is also a considerable proportion of indigenous organisations 

which consist of wholly domestic state owned, wholly domestic 

private or individual owned, and domestic share holding 01 public 

limited companies. China prefers joint ventures. Hence, an effective 

entry strategy for foreign service organisations wishing to enter into 

the Chinese market is to set up a joint venture with Chinese 

partners. Moreover, in contrast with Singapore and Malaysia, the 

Chinese government has played a business role in the offshore oil 

and gas service sector. This is because China has a socialist economy 

whereas Malaysia and Singapore, having a capitalist system, operate 

a relatively open economy with lesser governmental interference in oil
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service businesses. Furthermore, it has been the policy of Singapore 

to market itself as a favourable place for foreign investors to establish 

regional headquarters.

10.1.2 Business Activities

Offshore oil and gas service organisations serve not only the oil and 

gas industry, but also the other energy industries like hydropower, 

electricity, and nuclear. In this sense, such enterprises can be 

regarded as energy service organisations. The upstream service 

activities usually offer services throughout the four industrial sectors 

of exploration, appraisal, development and production; some may be 

even involved in serving other oil and gas industrial sectors outwith 

their upstream activities.

Service activities are widely distributed in various countries and 

regions throughout East Asia and a service organisation may carry 

out its business in more than one country. China, Singapore, 

Malaysia and Indonesia are the most fruitful markets for 

international oil and gas service businesses but that of China dwarfs 

all other nations in the region of East Asia.

10.1.3 A Picture of the Service Sector in East Asia

Overall, for the nature of the perceived business environment, the 

perceived environmental uncertainty in China is low and in Malaysia, 

it tends to be at a neutral point, whereas in Singapore the business 

environment is perceived as uncertain. The degree of the perceived 

environmental uncertainty in Singapore is higher than in the other 

two selected countries and was significantly greater than that 

perceived by the China group (see Figure 9.3 in Chapter 9).
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With respect to business strategies, countries and business strategic 

options are found to have no significant association. The common 

feature is that organisations appear to adopt the use of multiple 

strategies. Another similarity in the three countries is that most of 

the organisations did endeavour to pursue a differentiation strategy 

to emphasise a unique feature of their businesses and differentiate 

themselves from their competitors. Singapore organisations are more 

likely to seek to achieve a differentiation charactei than China and 

Malaysia organisations do. What is more, nothing is found to be 

common with respect to the strategic approaches adopted by oil and 

gas service organisations for competing businesses in the three 

selected countries.

No significant differences in strategic performance are found for the 

groups between China and Malaysia or between China and 

Singapore; the results for strategic performance are significant 

between the groups of Malaysia and Singapore because the Malaysia 

group outperformed the Singapore group significantly.

10.2 Key Findings of the Research Results
Manderson (2000), the chief executive officer at ASCO pic — an 

Aberdeen logistics oil and gas service company, suggests that the 

economic situation was the most important factor because it 

indicates the state of the markets and controls the level of activities. 

It is clear that for oil sendee organisations, if there were not any oil 

and gas activities, they will not go to the market place to conduct 

business. In addition, the power of the buyer means market and 

economic background and hence is the most significant. Buyers’ 

power is very strong to any service firms and, in this buyer-seller 

relationship, oil clients are dominant in terms of their relative scale of 

suppliers (i.e. the number of suppliers is big).
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In this study, the six task environmental sectors, namely, economics, 

technology, regulatory, customers, competitors and suppliers, are 

considered by executives as important for the growth of their 

businesses in the region. Amongst these sectors, economic, 

technological, customers’ and competitors’ factors have a relatively 

strong impact whereas the regulatory factors are likely to have a 

moderate impact on the business growth in the region. The suppliers’ 

impact is more likely to be weak. In addition, the impact of customers 

is the strongest and this factor is therefore perceived as the most 

important one. Conversely, the impact of suppliers is the weakest and 

the suppliers’ factor is less important.

The four environmental sectors of customers, economics, competitors 

and technologies are therefore considered significant for oil and gas 

service businesses in East Asia. Hence, executives within the oil and 

gas service sector in East Asia should have close attention to these 

four task environmental sectors and see them as key indicators when 

formulating strategies. Particularly, senior management should 

devote more attention to customers than suppliers when scanning 

and assessing the task environmental conditions for strategic 

decisions.

In Singapore, environmental factors do not affect some service 

companies directly but the effects they have on the industry do, as 

more legislation is put in place to try and control the industry. It 

becomes more expensive for companies to operate and then they have 

less cash margin, so they spend less. Even with the price of oil at its 

present high, this situation is not seen changing significantly in the 

future (Croy, 2000). In China, on the other hand, the survival of 

oilfields means that service firms survive. For suppliers and service 

companies, oil price, the number of offshore fields, new discoveries 

and new projects were regarded as very crucial indicators (Tan, 13 

August 2000).
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The competition within the offshore service industry is not very 

strong. The service industry is fragmented and for this 1 eason direct 

comparisons are difficult (Manderson, 2000). Croy (2000) said the 

same thing: “Service and supply is dominated by a few major 

companies, whether in Kuala Lumpur, Beijing, Timbuktu, Houston or 

Alaska. The slack is taken up by local companies, who still have, in 

the main, to depend on the major companies to provide equipment, 

materials etc”. Although on the lower end of the supply and service 

chain there is a lot of competition, with companies coming and going, 

established companies compete on a swings and roundabouts 

approach. They can’t cover all the bases, so they are prepared to 

forfeit one contract to pick up some other contract they may feel 

happier in doing (Croy, 2000).

10.2.1 The Perceived Business Environment

Manderson (2000) also suggests that the service industry is highly 

uncertain in North Sea. The industry is very dynamic because of oil 

price instability, which strongly influences oil and gas industry 

activity. What is more, the service sector used to be simple but is 

becoming more complex as it has taken more and more 

responsibilities from the oil and gas companies. Many service 

companies have been set up and a large number are very specialised. 

This situation makes the industry complex. The same scenario may 

be seen in China, Singapore and Malaysia.

As discovered in Chapter 7, senior executives who participated in the 

survey perceive the business environment for the oil and gas service 

businesses in East Asia as complex and dynamic. However, the 

managerial perceptions on environmental hostility tend to be benign 

when conducting their businesses in the region. Compared with 

China, the level of perceived business environmental uncertainty in
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Singapore tends to be higher. This may be related to the following 

reasons. The number of oil and gas clients in China was large 

whereas in Singapore, the number of the clients was small. The 

market demand for the oil and gas service industry perceived by 

senior executives was small in Singapore (as there are no production 

operations in this country), whilst in China, it was perceived to be 

big. Competitive actions adopted by firms within the service sector 

were more unreasonable in Singapore than in China. For instance, a 

fierce price war is more likely to be conducted in Singapore and firms 

are more likely to imitate their competitors there. Furthermore, 

customer demand for new products or services, changes in oil and 

gas exploration and production levels, changes in well counts and in 

rig counts were more unpredictable in Singapore than in China. 

Despite of the fact that the business environment in Singapore and 

Malaysia is relatively abrasive, access to available technologies was 

easier in Singapore and Malaysia whereas in China it was more 

difficult to get technologies needed by the service organisations.

The offshore oil and gas industry business environment in the South 

China Sea in 2000 teetered between unstable and stable due to the 

small market, which, at the time, consisted of five FPSOs (Floating 

Production Storage and Off Loading Vessel), eight platforms and four 

subsea wells (collectively producing 250,000 bpd). There were only 

five oil companies and the scale of service business to the oil industry 

was not big. Stable means that each oilfield operator adheres to an 

annual expenditure plan intended to achieve its operational 

objectives. For example, flight services for crew change, supply boats 

for weekly cargo transportation, diesel for fuel, catering for offshore 

personnel, and etc. This makes it possible to forecast the market. 

Each service firm could find out an oil company’s next annual plan 

through “guanxi” (personal relationship) and accordingly, make it its 

plans to gain businesses. Unstable refers to the need to spend extra 

on emergency repairs which occur every year. This kind of
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expenditure is much higher than spending that has been budgeted. 

For instance, although in 2000 CACT (CNOOC, Agip, Chevron and 

Texaco Operators Group) budgeted 1.2 million US dollars for 

maintenance, the extra expenditure for that year was over 6 million 

US dollars for the repair of a 12-inch subsea pipeline damaged by 

fishing nets. The other oil companies have suffered the same 

problems as CACT had (Tan, 13 August 2000).

Regarding the business environmental situation in Singapore, Croy 

(2000), the editor of PetroMin Hydrocarbon Asia (2000), wrote: “The 

oil and gas industry has survived the ups and down of the global 

economy, stock market crashes, fuel crises, etc., but it always comes 

back on top. There are so many influences in the industry that it is 

always in a state of flux, but it always seems to get back on an even 

keel. Right now, things are about as stable as can be expected. I don’t 

believe that the industry itself is complex to understand. The causes 

and effects may be complex, but not the industry”.

Barriers to entry into the industry in the provision of sophisticated 

logistics services are high because it requires special knowledge, 

relevant experience and up to date information (Manderson, 2000). 

Others such as Croy (2000) prove this point: “We are obviously 

always on the lookout for rivals, but we are so entrenched in this area 

that any competitor would find it difficult to enter the arena and 

challenge us”. He also told: “To start up an oil company costs a lot of 

financing. To become a service or supply company to the oil and gas 

industry is relatively cheap (e.g. cost about half million dollars 

though). A lot of people start up what is called ‘Farm-in’ companies. 

They know enough about the industry to attract venture capital, 

through ‘farming into’ a project by a major oil company who will ‘sell’ 

a share of their project. If they ‘buy-in’ a large enough share, they can 

actually become operators, eventually becoming an oil company in 

their own right. Main barrier would be money - it’s always money!”
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Such high obstacles for new entrants to join the service industry may 

make the industrial environment less hostile for existing companies 

within the industry.

10.2.2 The Enacted Environment: Business Strategic Options

Firstly, organisations can be split up in terms of different business 

strategic orientations. Five groups can be assigned as Prospectors, 

Defenders, Balancers, Analysers and Reactors. This study shows that 

most of the service organisations employ well-defined strategies 

guiding their business practice in East Asia. The Analyser strategy is 

the most popular option selected by service organisations and most of 

organisations used multiple strategies (i.e. Balancers and Analysers). 

On the whole, executives avoid the Defender strategy.

Defender organisations attempt to devote attention to the oper ational 

efficiency of their existing businesses while avoiding rapid 

adjustments in the organisational structure of their methods of 

operation They tend to ignore developments outside established 

businesses and focus on well-defined customers groups with a full 

set of products or services. Prospectors seek to initiate changes in 

their industrial sector and lead innovation in the development of new 

products or services. Such organisations offer a broad range of 

products or services to the markets they serve and grow mainly 

through product and market development as well as diversification.

Organisations following Analyser strategic orientations tend to adapt 

rapidly to the changes developed by others. Some of their pioducts 01 

services and markets are stable while others are changing. The 

essential feature of Balancers is that they combine the characteristics 

of Defender, Prospector and Analyser. There are three types of 

scenario with regard to their attitudes towards change: they seldom 

make a rapid adjustment for their existing businesses, but they are
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also able to adapt to changes created by others and meanwhile, they 

are capable of initiating changes within the industry.

Reactor organisations have the following attributes that weaken 

organisational strategic performance. First, their management or 

structure is not linked to the established strategy in an appropriate 

manner. Secondly, they adhere to existing structures or methods of 

operation, even though these are no longer relevant to environmental 

conditions. Thirdly, they frequently perceive crucial changes 

occurring but are not always ready to respond. Finally, they make 

changes only when forced to do so by pressures.

According to Croy (2000), when events of oil activities developed in 

the 1990s, the drive in business was to consolidate, down-size and 

increase asset value. Exxon realised this when they decided to merge 

with Mobil, BP did the same with Amoco and Arco. The net effect was 

to increase asset value, which determined market value. Service 

companies did the same thing. As the oil companies merged, there 

became fewer clients for the service companies to work for, but more 

work. Schlumberger, Halliburton, BJ Services, vigorously pursued 

acquisitions to increase their net asset value and broad their range of 

services. They also have the necessary resources to develop higher 

technology R&D (Research and Development), something smaller 

companies find difficult to do. Croy (2000) comments: “It is an 

interesting situation in the sense that as the oil companies merge, 

they become so big that they lose interest in the smaller offerings in 

the oil field - it would cost too much for them to develop the 

infrastructure to handle small fields or reservoirs, leaving a gap into 

which upstart, smaller oil companies can fit. The same thing with the 

service companies -  smaller operations will evolve to meet the needs 

of the smaller oil companies who could not cope with the costs of the 

bigger service companies. It has happened before, in 1973, in 1980
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and in the later 1980s, so there is no reason to believe it will not 

happen again”.

Furthermore, there are four categories for assigning the service 

organisations’ competitive strategies: Low-cost, Differentiation, 

Hybrid (or Dual) and No-Purpose. In this study, a Differentiation- 

oriented competitive strategy is the major strategic selection whereas 

a Low-cost strategy is not a preferred choice within the industry. This 

is supported by each of the three countries.

In each country, most of the organisations endeavour to pursue a 

differentiation-oriented strategy that seeks to emphasise a unique 

feature of the business. Moreover, a higher proportion of Singapore 

organisations than of China and Malaysia organisations are keen on 

differentiating themselves from others. The result supports this 

researcher’s contention that one of the typical attributes of the oil 

and gas service industry in East Asia is differentiation.

A Differentiation strategy aims at achieving, even at a considerable 

cost, a superior quality throughout the value chain and creating the 

image of a unique feature. The emphasis of a Low-cost strategy is on 

lowering cost more than competitors wherever possible. A Hybrid 

strategy means that a firm seeks to deploy more than one of the 

generic strategies and achieves cost leadership and differentiation 

simultaneously. If a firm fails to develop its strategy in at least one of 

the three directions, or is inconsistent in pursuing the generic 

strategies, and achieves no competitive advantages, the firm has no 

distinctive strategy and such firms are then defined as No-purpose 

strategy organisations.

In addition, from a strategic aspect, service organisations can be 

categorised in terms of five competitive positions: high value premium 

(i.e. above the moderate level) price; high value moderate price; high
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value low (i.e. below the moderate level) price; low or moderate value 

low price; and un-competitive value and price. The most frequent 

situation is the position with high customer added value, moderate or 

premium prices.

Technology is pushing out the smaller operators as it becomes more 

and more expensive to compete with the “big brothers”. Technology in 

the oilfield usually comes with fairly hefty price tag (Croy, 2000). Both 

national and international contractors provide services to oil clients 

in offshore China. Local contractors normally offer high labour low 

technology services such as small-scale fabrication, including 

offshore structures. Foreign contractors offer low labour high 

technology services to support operations, subsea inspection, 

engineering machinery overhaul, etc. In this regard, Chinese 

contractors are less competitive compared with international 

organisations due to their relatively less advanced knowledge of 

offshore technologies.

On the other hand, the competition is sometimes largely based on 

pricing, for instance, in a logistics industrial sector, as competitors 

always imitate what industry leaders have done (Manderson, 2000). 

In a Singapore case, Croy (2000) says: “If anyone can do what we do, 

cheaper, they would have to cut their own throat to do so. Risk 

capital to start up an operation like ours would run into several 

million dollars - I doubt if there are people around with that kind of 

money, willing to get involved in this type of business. If someone did 

take the risk, we would do as we always do, out-survive them".

Nevertheless, managers both in oil companies and service companies 

admitted that conducting a price war could destroy the industrial 

structure and no one would benefit from this type of practice. 

Offering low prices is not the way to gain contracts as it is this 

approach which causes the quality problems. In China, oil operators
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take both price and previous quality performance into consideration 

when they evaluate bidding proposals (Tan, 13 August 2000). Such 

buyer power has forced significant adjustments in the way that 

Chinese based organisations operate.

When comparing the three countries, the majority of the Singapore 

and Malaysia based organisations pursue a combined advantage of 

high value and competitive (low and moderate) price. For China, the 

majority of the organisations are in the group of un-competitive price 

and value. To boot, the strategic position of Singapore organisations 

appear to be better than that of China based organisations as most of 

the high value premium organisations are fiom Singapore and the 

majority of the organisations following a strategy destined for 

ultimate failure with both un-competitive price and value are from 

China. Nevertheless, there is nothing significantly in common in 

terms of strategic competitive positions. In this sense, the strategic 

positions pursued by oil and gas service organisations for competing 

businesses in the region of East Asia are iragmented.

10.2.3 Strategic Performance

Overall, the oil and gas service organisations have improved their 

strategic performance over the period examined, indicating a 

favourable situation for this industrial sector in East Asian countries 

like China, Singapore and Malaysia. The general results are proved in 

each of the three countries. Particularly, organisations in Malaysia 

outperform Singapore organisations and perform at a similar level to 

those located in China. The reasons that Malaysian organisations 

outperform Singapore organisations could be strong government 

support or easier access to oil clients as they are closer to oilfields 

than Singapore based organisations. The reasons behind this need to 

be investigated in future research.
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In addition, the service organisations may be less comfortable with 

their strategic performance relating to price competitiveness 

improvement, their capability of influencing customers’ purchasing 

decisions, as well as their innovation speed and implementation of 

changes. Conversely, the best performance improvement is in the 

increase of total assets and of the confidence to achieve growth.

Since the market place is a congenial environment where 

organisations can perform well, the situation encourages service 

organisations, especially those international ones that take brave 

steps to gain an entry into the market place. As the industry grows, 

more and more energy service entities such as those separate from 

indigenous or foreign based oil organisations are becoming members 

of this big family to serve the oil and gas industry in the region.

10.2.4 Business Environment, Business Strategy and Strategic 
Performance Relationships

In each of the three countries, different strategic options do not make 

any differences for the level of perceived uncertainty but a higher 

strategic performance is associated with a lower level of perceived 

environmental uncertainty regardless of strategic types. Strategic 

performance is found to be associated with business strategies: 

multiple strategic options are related significantly to a higher level of 

performance. This finding is supported by the Singapore group only. 

Hence, the type of strategy selected provides impacts significantly on 

strategic performance for service organisations: the higher level of 

strategic performance is related to the use of multiple strategies and 

the lower level of strategic performance is associated with non

multiple strategies.
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10.2.5 Does Perceived Environmental Uncertainty Have an 
Alignment with Business Strategies?

Obviously, Balancers have a significantly different perception of the 

environmental uncertainty from the organisations in other categories 

of business strategies. Compared with Reactors, Defenders, 

Prospectors and Analysers, the degree of environmental uncertainty 

perceived by Balancers is lower. As a result, Balancers may be 

relatively more comfortable with the business environment than other 

groups The results do not provide sufficient evidence to reject the 

hypothesis that the levels of perceived environmental uncertainty 

amongst Reactor, Defender, Prospector and Analyser strategic groups 

are equal. This suggests that organisations having any of the four 

types of strategies may share similar views on the environmental 

uncertainty. Nonetheless, since the perceived business environment 

has not been proved completely to have an alignment with business 

strategies, whether or not strategic options are the results of 

managerial responses to the business environment in which they 

operate still needs further study. Overall, in each of the three 

countries, different strategic options do not make any differences for 

the level of perceived uncertainty.

10.2.6 Are Strategic Options Associated with Strategic 
Performance?

Amongst the various strategic directions followed by businesses, the 

levels of their strategic performance differ. Defender organisations are 

not associated with a higher level of strategic performance yet 

Prospectors' strategic performance appears to be better than 

Defenders. Analysers are associated with a sound strategic 

performance and the Balancer organisations have an ideal strategic 

performance. Organisations with a high level of strategic performance 

are not a Reactive type. Rather, organisations in a low strategic 

performance context are inclined to embrace a Reactor strategy. This
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suggests that organisations following a Reactor strategic direction 

tend to obstruct organisational strategic performance.

Nevertheless, the general results are supported partially by the 

service organisations in the three countries. Regardless of strategic 

types, organisations in both China and Malaysia are likely to improve 

their strategic performance. As such, there is not a significant linkage 

between business strategies and strategic performance in the above 

two countries. In Singapore, however, the observed results show that 

only those companies using multiple strategies are likely to have an 

improved strategic performance; and when multiple strategies are not 

used, most have not improved their strategic performance at all. 

Hence, organisations adopting multiple stiategies appear to 

outperform others and poorer strategic performance is associated 

with those which do not use multiple business stiategies.

In conclusion, the level of strategic performance is related to whether 

or not an organisation will use multiple strategies for the Singapore 

based organisations, but this is not true foi the China and Malaysia 

based organisations. In Singapore, the highei level of strategic 

performance is associated with using multiple strategies and the 

lower level of strategic performance is associated with not using non

multiple strategies. On the other hand, in China and Malaysia, 

service organisations can achieve a sound strategic performance, no 

matter what types of strategies are selected for their businesses. 

Since multiple strategies like Balancers or Analysers appear to offer 

oil and gas service organisations better strategic performance, these 

strategies are most appropriate for managerial selection in an East

Asian context.

From the above results, two additional points can be made. Firstly, 

the industrial structure of the offshore oil and gas service in China 

and Malaysia is still at its developing period. The industiy in China
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and Malaysia is not as mature as in Singapore since the age of 

latter’s organisations is greater. For firms operating in China and 

Malaysia at this present stage, they should be more aware of external 

environmental issues instead of strategic issues. In other words, 

conducting formal strategic approaches, at least at this stage, is not 

of the highest priority in these two countries. It is worthwhile to 

generate suitable frameworks or models further for operating in a 

developing-industry context.

Secondly, Singapore is a countiy, which had its industrial 

development earlier than others, using multiple strategies and 

pursuing multiple competitive advantages that are essential for 

business success. This indicates the direction of managerial 

movements within the industry in East Asia. When industry 

development in China and Malaysia reaches the same stage as 

Singapore, formal strategic processes and selections for carrying out 

businesses for a long-term success become crucial.

10.2.7 Are Environmental Dimensions Related to Strategic 
Performance?

The environment and strategic performance relationship was 

examined in Chapter 8. There is a significant relationship between 

strategic performance and the perceived environmental uncertainty or 

the perceived hostility. As the correlations are negative, it can be 

concluded that as the degree of perceived uncertainty decreases, 

there is a corresponding improvement in strategic performance. As 

such, the results do not support the assumption that the higher the 

degree of perceived environmental uncertainty, the higher the degree 

of strategic performance. Findings derived from each of the three 

countries lead to the same conclusions. The perceived environmental 

uncertainty is associated with the strategic performance: the higher 

the degree of environmental uncertainty, the lower the level of 

strategic performance achieved. For the same reason, the results also
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do not support the assumption that the greater the degree of the 

perceived environmental hostility, the stronger the strategic 

performance. Quite the reverse, strategic performance was negatively 

related to the perceived environmental hostility.

10.3 Emerging Findings
It is found that, for oil and gas service entities in East Asia, the 

degree of importance of an environmental factor is associated with 

the degree of the impact of that environmental factor. It means that 

the higher the degree of the impact of the environment factors on the 

growth of an organisation, the higher the degree of importance 

attached to it. Some other emerging findings are summarised below.

10.3.1 Perceived Uncertainty and Environmental Dimensions

The perceived environmental uncertainty can be evaluated by 

examining two environmental characteristics or dimensions: the 

perceived dynamism and hostility. For oil and gas service 

organisations in East Asian countries like China, Singapore and 

Malaysia, the perceived uncertainty is associated with the perceived 

dynamism and hostility but not associated with the perceived 

complexity. When the level of environmental dynamism and hostility 

increases, the level of environmental uncertainty is also augmented, 

whereas any change of environmental complexity does not have an 

impact on environmental uncertainty.

Although the perceived business environment has been dynamic from 

year to year, service company executives are able to forecast the 

changes within their industrial sectors as all environmental factors 

are predictable. Hence, the overall assessment of unpredictability 

doesn’t reflect the perceived dynamism in this study. Additionally, the 

perceived environmental dynamism is also correlated positively to the
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perceived dynamism and hostility. In this sense, the higher the 

degree of the perceived complexity or hostility, the higher the degree 

of the perceived dynamism.

10.3,2 Perceived Environmental Characteristics and Associated 
Factors

First, the perceived complexity is found to be associated with the 

three factors of economic, technological and customers' conditions. 

Second, the perceived dynamism is associated with only one factor in 

the economic sector: the higher the level of unpredictability of rig 

counts, the higher the degree of the perceived dynamism. The 

perceived environmental dynamism has no relationship with the 

variables of the other task environmental sectors. This means that, 

from year to year, even though the changes in the regulatory, 

technological, customers’, suppliers’ and competitors’ sectors cannot 

be forecast, each of these remaining task environmental sectors is not 

subject to a dynamic situation. Hence, for the oil and gas service 

organisations in East Asian countries like China, Singapore and 

Malaysia, the perceived environmental dynamism is not correlated 

with the unpredictability of the rest five task environmental 

conditions. Third, with reference to the perceived hostility, it is 

associated with relevant customers’ and competitors’ conditions. The 

more distant the relationships with clients or the more turbulent the 

competitions, the higher the degree of perceived hostility.

It can therefore be concluded that the economic, technological, 

competitors’ and customers’ conditions are more essential than 

regulatory and suppliers’ influences in contributing to the nature of 

the three business environmental characteristics.
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The perceived environmental uncertainty can be evaluated by 

examining not only the perceived dynamism and hostility but also 

each individual environmental factor. Nineteen environmental factors 

are relevant to the perceived uncertainty throughout the six task 

environmental sectors. Amongst these, two factors (government 

regulations, legislation and policies; similarity of supply conditions by 

suppliers) pertain to the number and heterogeneity of the 

environmental sectors (named as the emerged complexity).

Ten factors are relevant to the level of unpredictability (named as the 

emerged dynamism). As such, the emerged dynamism contains the 

unpredictability of changes in the customer demand for existing 

products or services and for higher quality or more service; 

competitive prices: suppliers" quality reduction; oil and gas 

exploration and production levels, well counts and rig counts; rate of 

technological diffusion; national regulations and legislation and local 

government policies.

Seven factors are concerned with the difficulties of resource 

availability and resource deterrence (named as the emerged hostility). 

Hence, the emerged hostility is associated with the levels of key 

customers switching to competitors; relationships with customers, 

suppliers and competitors; access to materials or goods; and rivalry 

among competitors. These environmental influences made the 

environment unfavourable to the oil and gas service organisations. 

For instance, it is easy for key customers to switch to another 

competitor’s products or services. Competitive actions adopted by 

firms within the service sector are unreasonable due to the imitations 

of the changes or innovations created by leading firms. Then the 

rivalry among the competitors within the service sector becomes 

turbulent because of fierce price combats for gaining contracts.

10.3.3 Emerged Environmental Characteristics in Task
Environmental Sectors
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Despite the fierce competitions amongst competitors, oil and gas 

service organisations in East Asia manage to retain amicable 

relations with their competitors and stay peaceful with each other.

10.3.4 Observations between Emerged and Perceived 
Environmental Characteristics

A relationship map regarding the environmental uncertainty, 

complexity, dynamism and hostility as well as the environmental 

factors has been generated and constructed by this author. As shown 

in Figure 10.1, there are some overlaps between the perceived 

dynamism and emerged dynamism as well as between the perceived 

hostility and emerged hostility. Conversely, the perceived complexity 

and emerged complexity do not have any factors in common. 

Government regulations, legislation and policies and special 

conditions insisted on by suppliers are associated with environmental 

uncertainty yet not associated with environmental complexity. The 

knowledge of economics required and the industrial technological 

level, as well as the needs and preferences of oil and gas clients, are 

associated with the environmental complexity yet not associated with 

the environmental uncertainty. This may suggest that the perceived 

complexity and its associated environmental factors do not make a 

direct contribution to the perceived environment uncertainty in the 

context of the oil and gas service sector in East Asian countries like 

China, Singapore and Malaysia.

From the above observations and discussions, it is concluded that, 

for oil and gas sendee organisations operating in the region of East 

Asia, not only should environmental dimensions be considered 

carefully but also individual environmental influences in order to 

obtain an accurate interpretation of the business environment. 

Senior management can make the right strategic decisions for their 

businesses only if they gain a proper insight into the business 

environment in which they operate.
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Figure 10.1 Environmental Characteristics and Associated Factors

Environmental Factors Environmental Characteristics
Government regulations, legislation and 
policies
Similarity of supply conditions by suppliers

Customer demand for existing products/servicesx 
Customer demand for higher quality or more 
service
Changes in competitive price 
Suppliers quality reduction 
Changes in oil and gas E&P level 
Changes in well counts

The level of unpredictability.....  Perceived Dynamism
(Emerged Dynamism)

Number and heterogeneity of 
the environmental sectors 
(Emerged Complexity) Perceived Complexity ■<

Environmental Factors
Economics knowledge 

required 
Technological level 

Needs and preferences of 
oil and gas clients

Changes in rig counts

Changes in rig counts
Rate of technological diffusion
Changes in national regulations and legislation
Changes in local government policies
Levels of key customers switching to
competitors
Relationship with customers
Access to suppliers for materials or goods

V
Relationship with suppliers 
Rivalry among competitors 
Relationship with competitors

y

Difficulties of resource 
availability and resource 
deterrence 
(Emerged Hostility)

Relationship with customers

Perceived Hostility

v  Rivalry among competitors
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10.3.5 Strategie Performance and Key Competitive Factors

In this study, five elements were identified as the key competitive 

factors based upon strategic management literature and discussions 

with the oil and gas service organisations’ executives in East Asia. 

The five competitive factors are: the products’ or services’ quality 

valued by customers, the reliability of products’ or services’ 

technology, the products’ or sendees’ safety performance, the speed of 

response to clients’ requirements and the price that the customer is 

willing to pay.

It was proved that there is a positive relationship between strategic 

performance and customer willingness to pay prices, safety 

performance, and the perceived customer value of quality. The higher 

the degree of product or services quality valued by customers, or the 

higher the degree of safety performance, or the higher the price the 

customer is willing to pay, the better the strategic performance that a 

service organisation achieves. It was not proved that strategic 

performance would be associated with the technological reliability 

and response speed. Hence, the reliability of product or service 

technology and the speed of response to clients’ requirements have 

not been found to relate to strategic performance. Verification of this 

proposition calls for more focused research on each of environmental 

factors in association with strategic performance.

In short, a higher level of strategic performance is associated with 

better quality of products and services valued by customers, the 

willingness of customers to pay higher prices, the greater reliability of 

product or service technology and the higher speed of response to 

clients’ requirements. As these competitive characters are positively 

associated with strategic performance, they can be regarded as the 

key competitive factors for conducting service businesses in East 

Asia.
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10.4 Discussions of Findings and Proposition 
Verifications
This section summarises the responses of the 98 organisations as a 

group in the light of the ten propositions. The first three propositions 

and propositions 7 were examined in Chapter 7; propositions 4, 5. 6,

8, 9 and 10 were examined in Chapter 8; additional evidence 

pertaining to the ten propositions in the three selected countries was 

provided in Chapter 9. The statistical significance levels in relation to 

the questionnaire responses were also calculated in Chapter 7, 8 and

9. Results emerged show that some of the statistical findings were 

significant at the 0.01 or 0.05 levels or marginally significant at the 

0.10 level whereas other findings were not statistically significant.

Proposition 1 The six environmental sectors -  technology, 

regulation, economics, customers, suppliers and competitors -  can be 

defined as the key task environmental sectors which oil and gas 

service executives perceive to be significant for the growth of their 

businesses in East Asia.

The research results support this contention. Firstly, it is 

demonstrated that each of the six task environmental factors has 

been important for oil and gas service companies’ businesses in East 

Asia. Secondly, the economical, technological, customers’ and 

competitors’ factors have had a strong impact on the growth of their 

businesses in the region. In contrast, the impact of regulatory factors 

has been more likely to be moderate and the impact of suppliers has 

been more likely to be weak. Especially, the customers’ factor has the 

strongest impact on businesses and it is thus considered as 

extremely important.
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Proposition 2 For oil and gas service companies that operate in East 

Asian countries such as China, Singapore and Malaysia, the nature 

of the business environment will be uncertain.

The research results support this proposition. Overall, the business 

environment in which the service organisations operate is slightly 

uncertain. Amongst the three countries, the perceived uncertainty is 

supported by the Singapore groups. The perceived environmental 

uncertainty in China is the lowest and the business environment is 

perceived to be certain in that countiy. Generally, Malaysia 

organisations’ executives have a neutral view on the environmental 

uncertainty indicating that the business environment in which they 

operate can be perceived as neither certain nor uncertain.

Proposition 3 Oil and gas service organisations’ executives in East 

Asia perceive that the business environment in which they operate 

will be complex, dynamic and hostile.

This proposition is supported in part by the research. Significant 

statistical evidence proved that the business environment for the oil 

and gas service sector is complex and dynamic. The perceived 

complexity and dynamism are supported by the results emerged from 

each of the three countries. It is also perceived that the business 

environment is pleasant for operating businesses in East Asia. 

However, in each of the three countries, there is always a split 

between organisations’ executives: they are either pleased or 

unpleased with the business environment in which they operate. In 

particular, for Singapore and Malaysia, executives’ perceptions tend 

to have a neutral view between pleasant and unpleasant towards the 

environmental hostility.
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Proposition 4 The perceived environmental uncertainty will be 

associated with the three environmental dimensions of perceived 

complexity, dynamism and hostility.

The research results give limited support to Proposition 4. It has been 

proved that the perceived uncertainty is positively related to the 

perceived dynamism and hostility. The results show that the higher 

the degree of the perceived environmental dynamism and hostility, 

the higher the degree of perceived uncertainty. Moreover, the results 

do not support the initial assumption that there is a i elationship 

between the perceived complexity and the perceived uncertainty.

Proposition 5 The perceived environmental uncertainty will be 

associated with the influences of the task environmental factors.

The results support this proposition. It is proved that the perceived 

environmental uncertainty has a positive correlation with the number 

or diversity (heterogeneity) of environmental factors. For example, the 

results suggest that the more complicated the government 

regulations, legislations and policies in the region where a service 

organisation operates in East Asia, or the more different the supply 

conditions (e.g. price, quality, speed or service) provided by the 

organisation’s suppliers, the higher the degree of the perceived 

environmental uncertainty.

The unpredictability of the changes emerging in the six task 

environment sectors (i.e. regulatory, technological, economic, 

customers, competitors and suppliers) is correlated to the perceived 

environmental uncertainty. It is evident that the higher the degree of 

the unpredictability of environmental factors, the higher the degree of 

environmental uncertainty. If the level of unpredictability of certain 

environmental factors becomes higher, the degree of the business
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environmental uncertainty perceived by service executives also tends 

to be higher.

The results also indicate that the greater the degree of the difficulties 

of resource (tangible and intangible) availability or resource 

deterrence (e.g. industry rivalry and relationships with clients), the 

higher the degree of perceived environmental uncertainty. For the 

associated environmental factors, if the level of perceived hostility 

becomes higher, the degree of perceived uncertainty also tends to be 

higher.

In conclusion, the perceived uncertainty is associated with individual 

environmental factors. Hence, the greater the diversity (in numbers of 

customers, suppliers and technology, etc) associated with an 

environmental factor, the higher the degree of the perceived 

environmental uncertainty. As also stated immediately above, the 

higher the degree of perceived environmental unpredictability, the 

higher the degree of the perceived environmental uncertainty; the 

higher the degree of the difficulties with regard to resources 

availability and resource deterrence, the higher the degree of the 

perceived environmental uncertainty.

Proposition 6 The perceived environmental complexity, dynamism 

and hostility will be associated with the influences of the task 

environmental factors for the oil and gas service sector in East Asia.

The results support this proposition. With respect to the three 

perceived environmental dimensions, they can be examined by 

looking at their associations with various environmental factors. 

First, the perceived complexity is associated with the three factors of 

economic, technological and customers’ conditions. The more 

complicated the knowledge required for understanding the economic 

situation in the region, or the higher the levels of technology involved
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in the oil and gas service sector, or the more diversity in the needs 

and preferences of oil and gas clients, the higher the level of perceived 

environmental complexity.

Second, the perceived dynamism is associated with only one factor in 

the economic sector: the higher the level of unpredictability of rig 

counts, the higher the degree of the perceived dynamism. The 

perceived environmental dynamism has no relationship with the 

variables of the other task environmental sectors. This means that, 

from year to year, even though the changes in the regulatory, 

technological, customers’, suppliers’ and competitors’ sectors cannot 

be forecast, each of these remaining task environmental sectors is not 

subject to a dynamic situation. Hence, for the oil and gas service 

organisations in East Asian countries like China, Singapore and 

Malaysia, the perceived environmental dynamism is correlated with 

the unpredictability of the oil economic conditions.

Third, with reference to the perceived hostility, it is associated with 

relevant customers’ and competitors conditions. The more distant 

the relationships with clients or the more turbulent the competitions, 

the higher the degree of perceived hostility.

It can therefore be concluded that the economic, technological, 

competitors’ and customers’ conditions are more essential than 

regulatory and suppliers’ influences in contributing to the natuie of 

the three business environmental characteristics. This is consistent 

with the earlier results that the key environmental indicators are 

these four environmental sectors for service organisations in East 

Asia.

Proposition 7 For oil and gas service organisations operating in East 

Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia, their business 

strategies will be different.
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The results support this proposition. Service businesses can be 

assigned from three strategic aspects. First, organisations can be 

split up in terms of five strategic groups: Prospectors, Defenders, 

Balancers, Analysers and Reactors. Second, four competitive 

strategies of Low-cost, Differentiation, Hybrid (or Dual) and No- 

Purpose can be assigned for categorising service organisations. Third, 

organisations can be classified into five strategic competitive 

positions as presented in Chapter 7.

In addition, the majority of the organisations are Balancers or 

Analysers and the Defender (rather than Reactor) strategy is not an 

option preferred by senior executives who conduct businesses in East 

Asia. Similarly, the majority pursue Differentiation-oriented generic 

strategies and a Low-cost generic strategy is not an option preferred 

by senior management. There is not a significant majority in favour of 

assigning strategic competitive positions. This is in contrary to the 

author’s earlier assumption that the majority of organisations are 

keen on a strategic position of high value competitive price whereas 

the minority fall into a category of un-competitive price and value.

Proposition 8 For oil and gas service organisations operating in East 

Asia, the managerial perceptions of the business environmental 

uncertainty will vary in associating with the types of their strategic 

orientations.

There is insufficient evidence to support this proposition. First, none 

of the business generic strategies was found to be significantly 

related to the perceived environmental uncertainty. Regardless of the 

generic strategic directions a service organisation follows, the 

category of the perceived environmental certainty and uncertainty 

was not found to be associated with the strategic options adopted. 

Second, there is also not enough evidence to prove the hypothesis
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that the two variables of competitive strategies or strategic positions 

and the category of perceived uncertainty are in some way related. In 

each of the three countries, though different strategic options are 

conducted by organisations, it does not make any difference for the 

level of perceived uncertainty.

Conclusions drawn from the findings indicate that there is no 

significant relationship between strategic options and perceived 

environmental uncertainty. The current evidence fails to prove that 

the type of generic business strategies or strategic positions can 

provide any hints whether or not the perceived business environment 

could be uncertain.

Proposition 9 There will be relationships between the perceived 

business environmental dimensions and strategic performance foi oil 

and gas service organisations operating in East Asia.

This proposition has gained limited support from the results. There is 

a significant relationship between strategic performance and the 

perceived environmental uncertainty or the peiceived hostility. As the 

correlations are negative, it can be concluded that as the degree of 

perceived uncertainty or hostility decreases, there is a corresponding 

improvement in strategic performance.

Predominantly, results indicate a pattern that, when making a 

comparison amongst individual countries in an East Asian context, a 

higher level of strategic performance appears to be associated with a 

lower level of perceived environment uncertainty, while a lower level 

of strategic performance is associated with a higher environmental 

uncertainty. When the perceived uncertainty decreases at a same 

level the corresponding improvement of strategic performance is 

different. China based organisations improve in the same way as 

Singapore organisations do, by contrast, Malaysia based
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organisations have a greater improvement in strategic performance 

than organisations based in China and Singapore.

What is more, insufficient evidence was provided to support the 

hypothesis that perceived environmental complexity or dynamism is 

associated with strategic performance. Hence, the research indicates 

that perceived complexity or dynamism is not significantly related to 

strategic performance.

The findings fail to provide evidence to support the assumption that 

the degree of perceived complexity or perceived dynamism is related 

to the level of strategic performance. Overall, the results support 

Proposition 9 that there is a relationship between two perceived 

business environmental dimensions and strategic performance for oil 

and gas service organisations operating in East Asia, the higher the 

perceived environmental uncertainty or hostility, the weaker the 

strategic performance.

Proposition 10 For oil and gas service organisations operating in 

East Asian countries like China, Singapore and Malaysia, strategic 

performance will differ in association with their business strategic

orientations.

The proposition has gained limited support fiom the research results. 

In each country, results show that appropriate strategic options 

should be essentially relevant to a better performing business. It is 

observed that Balancers and Analysers outperformed the other 

categories of organisations. However, the analysis does not to prove 

that Reactors are associated with a relatively poor strategic 

performance while the strategic performance of Defenders and 

Prospectors stands in the middle among the five categories of 

strategic orientations.
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The assumption that Hybrid organisations perform better than other 

organisations was disproved. It has been found that Hybrid 

organisations yielded a higher level of strategic performance than 

Low-cost and Non-purpose strategic groups yet did not outpeiform 

Differentiation organisations. The results also show that having a 

generic competitive strategy of Low-cost or Differentiation or Hybrid 

does not yield the organisation a higher level of strategic 

performance, while pursuing none of the three generic competitive 

strategies (No-purpose) produces a relatively poor strategic 

performance. In addition, having a Differentiation strategy yields the 

service organisations in East Asia a higher strategic performance 

than Low-cost organisations.

Although organisations with high value competitive (i.e. low and 

moderate) price had a dual competitive advantage, they did not 

appear to perform better than organisations in all other categories of 

competitive positions. Organisations with un-competitive value and 

price appeared to perform poorly in China, Singapore and Malaysia. 

However, the evidence is not sufficient to prove that organisations 

with various strategic competitive positions would have diiferent 

strategic performance.

Overall, the statistics partially supported the thesis that good or bad 

strategic performance is associated with certain strategic orientations 

currently adopted for the service businesses in East Asia. Three 

themes should be stressed. Firstly, better strategic performance is 

associated with Balancer or Analyser strategies rather than with 

other types of strategy. As such, multiple strategy organisations 

(Balancers and Analysers) will outperform non-multiple strategy 

organisations (Defenders, Prospectors and Reactors). Next, better 

strategic performance is associated with Differentiation -  oriented 

strategies rather than with a Low-cost competitive strategy. Hence, a 

Differentiation strategy is a more appropriate option than a Low-cost
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strategy for service organisations operating in East Asia. Finally, 

better strategic performance is associated with high customer added 

value premium prices rather than with other types of strategic 

competition position. Un-competitive value and price organisations 

are guaranteed to have a relatively poor strategic performance in each 

of the three selected countries.

10.5 Research Conclusions
In the introduction (Chapter 1) to this thesis, three objectives were 

proposed. These have now been achieved successfully and it is 

necessary to examine what conclusions can be drawn.

The first objective was to examine the dominant business 

environmental conditions which affect oil and gas service industry in 

China and, to a lesser extent, in Singapore and Malaysia. In the 

previous three chapters, it has been demonstrated that the research 

has portrayed a picture of the environmental uncertainty by 

evaluating environmental factors of the six task environmental 

sectors (i.e. customers, suppliers, competitors, regulatory, technology 

and economic) from three dimensions of complexity, dynamism and 

hostility. Propositions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 presented above in this 

chapter provide detailed evidence to support this particular research 

objective.

The second objective was to empirically investigate strategies adopted 

by oil and gas service companies in response to the business 

environment(s) in which they operate. To classify oil and gas service 

organisations, Miles and Snow’s (1978) taxonomy, Porter's typology 

and Bowman’s model were generated for formulating a theoretical 

framework. Within the theoretical context, generic business 

strategies, competitive strategies employed and strategic positions
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achieved by oil and gas service organisations were investigated. 

Proposition 7 provided evidence to support this research objective.

Service organisations pursued different business strategies in East 

Asia. Their businesses in East Asia can be assigned into different 

strategic groups that are classified as Defenders, Prospectors, 

Analysers, Balancers and Reactors. Furthermore, in order to achieve 

competitive advantages for businesses, their strategies varied and are 

categorised into four distinguished clusters in this study. Low-cost, 

Differentiation, Hybrid and No-purpose.

Additionally, there are five different strategic competitive positions for 

assigning the service organisations: high value premium price, high 

value moderate price, high value low price, low or model ate value low 

price as well as un-competitive value and price.

The final objective was to evaluate the reliability of the strategic 

theoretical frameworks based upon Western business practice 

applied in a non-Western business environment like East Asia. This 

objective has three foci: to evaluate the significance of environmental 

influences towards the service organisations long-term strategic 

success; to identify the effective business strategies which should be 

employed in an East Asia context, and to observe how strategic 

options can be selected in responding to the business environment. 

Propositions 8, 9 and 10 are used to evaluate the third objective.

On the whole, firms that consistently outperform over a period may 

have made a more accurate interpretation of the business 

environment. They may be more confident in coping with the 

environmental influences. Hence, improved strategic performance is 

associated with the lower level of perceived environmental 

uncertainty. What is more, service organisations with an outstanding
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performance in the East Asian business environment pursued 

multiple business strategies.

In the light of the empirical evidence, it can be concluded that some 

strategic theoretical frameworks based upon Western business 

practice can be applied. Conversely, some others cannot be applied 

directly in an East Asian context unless they are developed according 

to the local situation. In Singapore, the dominant players are foreign 

(mainly Western) organisations. Since the industrial sector in 

Singapore is mature and the organisational practice is relatively 

standardised or Westernised, the proposed strategic models based 

upon Western theories are more applicable there than in China and

Malaysia.

Compared with Singapore, the history of the offshore oil and gas 

industrial development in China and Malaysia is shorter. In 

particular, the offshore service sector in China is fairly young as the 

Chinese government has conducted a process to i eform the oil and 

gas industry since the 1990s. In fact, indigenous companies (which 

usually have a government background) play a vital role within the 

service sector in China and Malaysia. Hence, these two markets are 

non-Western standardised and one outcome is that the strategic 

applications were not working very well in China and Malaysia when 

this study were being carried out.

Consequently, in the context of China and Malaysia, the business 

environmental issues are crucial. It can be concluded that when 

initiating businesses in an immature or a non-Western standardised 

business environment in East Asia, senior executives should devote 

attention to significant environmental indicators and be confident in 

coping with the business environment. For the long-term, when the 

majority of organisations practice Western strategic management 

theories, the application of appropriate business strategies should be
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essential for an outstanding strategic performance. This is the case 

from what we can see in Singapore.

10.6 Contributions and Implications of the Study
Overall, the merit of this study is that it should prove valuable to

both business strategists (or those responsible for formulating 

strategy for business) and to researchers in academic, industiial and 

government spheres. Oil service organisations in East Asia in 

particular will find that the conclusions can assist them in devising 

profitable strategies for their businesses in the region. Moreover, 

having gathered empirical evidence from the interview and 

questionnaire survey of firms that operate in that area, this research 

will have made a significant addition to existing strategic 

management literature. This claim must, however, be substantiated 

by analysis of both the theoretical and methodological contribution 

together with a brief account on practical implications for the 

industry in East Asia.

10.6.1 Theoretical Contribution

This study has contributed new data to the theory of strategic 

management. It has looked at existing literature based on Western 

strategic models, frameworks and theories and examined them in 

Eastern contexts. Having completed the study, a better 

understanding of whether Western strategic theories can be adapted 

for successful application in East Asia is obtained. The following 

demonstrates how Western models could be adjusted for Eastern

application.

First in the strategic management literature pertaining to the 

business environment, most writings have addressed issues such as 

the industry driving forces, key success factors or major 

environmental indicators. Through this study, these themes can be
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evaluated quantitatively by using available models developed by this 

researcher. Furthermore, the applications of relevant strategic 

management theories have been examined and evaluated in the 

context of the energy service industry in East Asia. This achievement 

enables the author to fill in the existing theoretical gap for the similar 

field of studies.

Second, the research results have observed that employing 

appropriate business strategies as defined in Western theory can 

yield organisations a good strategic performance. Strategic theories 

have been developed further to the extent that organisations with 

multiple business strategies outperform those without multiple 

business strategies in the context of the oil and gas service sector. 

Thus, the theory development and generated theoretical approach 

employed in this study are new contributions to knowledge.

10.6.2 Methodological Contribution

The methodological contribution derived fiom this study is also 

important. It is considered challenging for any researcher channelled 

into Western thinking to conduct empiiical woik in East Asia. This 

study developed a methodology for data collection and data analysis 

in China, Singapore and Malaysia. The combined research 

methodology designed for this study contains both qualitative and 

quantities attributes (see Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2). The methodology 

could be applied to other countries and industries in the region. In 

particular, the techniques employed in this study for cross-national 

comparisons can also be applied by researchers who wish to conduct

similar work.

It was assumed that conducting empirical research into senior 

executives operating in the oil and gas service industry in China, 

Singapore and Malaysia would be a huge and very difficult task.
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During the pilot study phase, it was found that senior managers 

might be puzzled about the purpose of the researcher s visits for 

interviewing and keenly aware of information confidentiality. In 

addition, the political sensitivities of senior managers in China, 

especially those in state-owned enterprises, may also contribute to 

the difficulties of conducting primary research in the country. Other 

crucial difficulties continually surfaced during the study. There was a 

lack of authoritative information on the East Asian oil and gas service 

sector and on the service organisations in China and Malaysia. Due 

to the continuous restructuring of the oil and gas industry in China, 

the total sample population was changing and therefore unknown. 

These difficulties are compounded by the fact that some Chinese 

senior managers were not familiar with using English and then the 

researcher had to communicate with respondents in Chinese when 

necessary.

This hostile research environment, plus the limited industrial and 

geographical applicability of existing theories in assessing the 

business environment and employing business strategies, led to the 

conclusion that the survey questionnaire method was the most

appropriate.

There are two major aspects with respect to the use of the survey 

questionnaire. Firstly, the searcher has generated a contingency 

approach to gaining assess to the potential senior executive 

respondents A range of industry contacts in China, Singapore and 

Malaysia was established for the accession to the potential 

respondents. Based upon the rapport established with the industiy 

informants, the researcher then took the opportunity to ask for their 

knowledge or further information about the oil and gas service 

companies in the region of study. Eventually, a mail list was prepared 

for the questionnaire survey. Five hundred questionnaires were 

distributed to the senior managers via post, email and fax at the first
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phase. At the second phase, following-up phone calls, mails and 

emails were made in an attempt to achieve the proposed response 

target. A response rate of 21.6 per cent (China, 18 per cent, 

Singapore, 23 per cent; and Malaysia, 14 per cent) has not only 

enabled the researcher to gain enough data for statistical analysis, 

but also prove the success of the use of this contingency approach. It 

was observed that indigenous managers in China and Malaysia are 

more likely to respond to someone with whom they are familiar or 

someone they know in advance or someone introduced by their 

existing middle contacts. In China’s case, the middle person is also 

called “guanxi” (personal relationship). This sort of obstacle could be 

the reason behind the relatively lower response rates from China and 

Malaysia. In these two countries, more efforts such as direct phone 

calls should be made in order to get a response from senior

executives.

Secondly, as the researcher Intended to reveal a wide picture of the 

energy service industry in the selected countries, the survey 

questionnaire is believed to be more informative and comprehensive 

than a purely qualitative exercise such as a case study. In the survey 

carried out for this study, there was a common focus reflected in the 

ten propositions related to the nature of the business environment, 

strategies and performance. The purpose of these propositions was to 

ensure that all responses could generate a common approach 

towards the issues under scrutiny. Besides, it was also possible to 

provide evidence to verily the propositions derived from the literature.

10.6.3 Practical Implications for the Industry Sector in East Asia

The practical implication of this study is the contribution of 

knowledge to the industry. As the firms under investigation operate 

in East Asia, the findings from this research can enrich knowledge of 

the oil and gas and wider energy service industries and service sector
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in particular. The findings help corporate senior management 

generate effective strategies to increase their ability to survive long

term in East Asia. Conclusions drawn from this study can be 

practically useful for industrial experts and management to tackle 

particular issues when formulating strategic options.

Tor oil and gas service organisations, they perceived that the 

business environment was uncertain. This scenario is supported by 

organisations in Singapore but different in China as the business 

environment was perceived as certain there. It is clear that oil and 

gas service organisations can achieve a better strategic performance 

when their perceptions on the level of the environmental uncertainty 

are lower. This finding is supported by each of the three countries. 

Multiple strategies such as Balancers and Analysers are veiy 

desirable for a consistent improvement in strategic performance. 

When applying a Reactor strategy in the environment they operate, 

there is a corresponding poor performance. This is also applicable for 

organisations in each of the three countries.

Above all, the approach used for the assessment of environmental 

uncertainty in this study helps senior executives to identify the 

environmental situations. Thereby, the most appropriate methods 

such as scenario planning or forecasting for formulating strategies 

can be taken into account after making accurate appraisal of the 

business environment.

10.7 Limitations of Present Study
The limitations of the methodology have already been outlined in 

Chapter 2. Nevertheless, in the interests of academic honesty, it 

seems appropriate to repeat in general terms, the limitations of the 

chosen methodology for the present study, although they do not 

appear to affect the conclusions adversely.
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As the survey was used as a major method to collect primary data, it 

has the built-in limitations of the method. The survey sought to deal 

with managerial attitudes and perceptions as well as their contexts, 

but its ability to investigate the context was deemed to be limited. 

This is because there were limits to the number of variables to be 

analysed, the number of questions that could be asked, and the 

number of respondents that could be surveyed. Another limitation of 

postal questionnaires is that the survey results are not backed up by 

supporting evidence with more qualitative information which may 

contain in-depth details. As the questionnaire was structured, it 

constrained the freedom for respondents to provide information.

There are always limitations in the use of questionnaires. Managers, 

especially those in China, have a tendency to give positive rather than 

negative answers. Senior management would be able to scan and 

assess the environment for signals which can be fed into business 

strategic decisions yet middle or functional-level management might 

have a veiy parochial outlook on these relevant issues. As the survey 

confronted various cultural environments, executives may have 

different perceptions on the same subject. All these phenomena 

contribute to "response bias” (Zikmund, 2000). Some data are 

missing as there were cases where respondents did not answer the

questions.

Another drawback common to survey research occurs when a 

company has been closed down, or addresses have been changed, or 

target respondents are away on business or holiday, or senior 

executives’ secretaries cut off contacts. For instance, surveys are 

interfering. When making a phone call to get an access to the target 

respondents, middle channelled persons (e.g. secretaries or other 

staff) may interrupt and can be an obstacle for contacting senior 

executives. The middle people were aware of their bosses’ time or
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interests as well as companies commercial confidentiality. Such 

awareness can potentially affect the responses from their 

organisations.

Finally, surveys require that reasonably large samples be taken. 

Location and time constraints made it difficult to obtain sufficient 

cases for each categoiy of the classified groups. This limits the 

statistical analysis which was carried out later (in Chapter 8 and 9) in 

this study. On account of the lack of sufficient data for several 

statistical tests, some correlations between the categories ol strategy 

options and strategic performance could not be examined. For the 

same reason, the tests were not able to prove the alignment between 

Porter’s and Bowman’s models, and that was why competitive 

strategies were analysed separately based upon the two models 

generated in this study. Moreover, when the whole sample was 

divided into sub-samples, the latter were unequal and very small in 

some cases. This gives difficulties in gaining significant statistical

results.

In spite of these limitations, this researcher believes that they did not 

adversely affect the research results. Care was taken at each stage of 

the research process to reduce the drawbacks in the methods applied 

in the present study. First, in designing the survey questionnaire, one 

of the intentions was to construct the questionnaire in a way that 

respondents would be made unable to work out what were acceptable 

answers. This had been dealt with through the following perspectives. 

The survey questionnaire was arranged to begin with easy or general 

questions before moving into more difficult or sensitive and specific 

areas. Particularly, in the Induction part, participants were told there 

was no such thing as right or wrong, nor were there good or bad 

answers, what mattered was their thoughts. The subjects were 

therefore encouraged simply to respond by justifying from their own 

experience, how they felt about each topic. In addition, as the survey
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questions were not designed to elicit commercially confidential 

information, executives were encouraged to be more open in 

answering questions. In order to eliminate question-ordering bias, 

questions pertaining the business environment and strategic 

orientations were also arranged in a random order.

Second, attempts were made to design questions in a soft rather 

than a "hard” manner. For instance, in order to evaluate any hostility 

perceived by management in a regulatory environment, the 

respondents were asked whether they had experienced benefits 

arising from government policies. They were not asked questions 

such as whether government policies were good or bad, or whether 

the government had a hostile attitude towards their businesses. 

Further more, in order to make a postal questionnaire more "user 

friendly" (Bourque and Fielder, 1995), a photograph of the researcher 

was included in the covering letter of the survey questionnaire. A 

Chinese version of the survey questionnaire was also prepared lor the 

data collection in China because, in some cases, Chinese senior 

managers are not familiar with using English.

Third, much attention has been paid to examining the scales for 

internal consistency or reliability, especially to check response 

consistency. This was done through the inter-item analysis (Appendix 

A). In this analysis, Cronbach’s coefficient alpha was calculated for 

each scale (dimension), as recommended for empirical research in 

business strategies by many researchers. For instance, the coefficient 

was 0.9247 for 20 items of strategic performance dimensions, 

showing a high level of consistency in responses and a high level of 

reliability of the 20 items designed. As such, all the 20 items can be 

used for the scale of performance assessment. On the whole, the test 

results showing that the alpha values exceeded by a comfortable 

margin of 0.5 to 0.6 the criterion which is generally considered 

adequate for exploratory work (Nunnally, 1978). These results provide
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evidence to support the reliability of the scales designed in the survey 

questions under scrutiny.

In summary, having completed the pilot fieldwork, relevant 

approaches were designed and employed to reduce each error. 

Throughout the study, each research progress was made and dealt 

with carefully. More details concerning the drawbacks of postal 

questionnaires and how this researcher dealt with the associated 

problems arising from the questionnaire survey are also 

demonstrated in one of this researcher’s previous papers (see 

Publication 2 in Volume Two of this thesis). To minimise the potential 

effects of these limitations, the reliability and validity of the research 

results, by applying advanced statistic tests, were also examined and 

related results are presented in Appendix A.

10.8 Recommendations for Future Research
First, generating a model to define environmental challenges and 

opportunities is considered worthwhile. This can be done by 

obtaining the importance and impact assessment of environmental 

factors. When the assessment of importance times the assessment ol 

impact (negatively or positively), a figure can be obtained. If the figure 

is negative, it indicates an environmental challenge, if positive, it 

suggests an environmental opportunity. A hypothetical equation is

presented below.

Importance of a factor x Impact of the factor (negative or positive)

= Challenges (if negative figures) or Opportunities (if positive figures)

Environmental factors with big negative or positive figures can be 

regarded or identified as the key environmental indicators. This 

researcher believes that the quantified environmental factors can be
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used as assistance for the establishment of corporate and business 

strategies.

Second, a future study can also be carried out by developing a model 

to measure strategic performance. In this study, strategic 

performance was measured by self-report assessment. The 

assessment of strategic performance can be developed by combining 

the real organisational data. In order to achieve this, senior 

executives in an organisation can address what in their opinion the 

assessments of strategic performance should contain. Then the data 

pertaining to the performance issues can be collected through self- 

report assessment (primaiy data) and by gathering organisation 

records (secondaiy data). If the results derived from primary and 

secondary data tell different stories, depth studies can be carried out 

to explore the reasons further. This is a useful development for 

monitoring a strategic process.

Third, a framework pertaining to environmental factors and strategic 

performance can be considered further. Future work can be done by 

looking into the association between environmental factors and 

strategic performance. When a certain factor will be found to have a 

significantly strong association with strategic performance, it will be 

the dominant indicator for an organisation to take into account. This 

is an extremely important application if operating in a growing and 

developing business environment.

Fourth, relationships amongst environmental factors can be further 

explored. For example, as stated in Chapter 7, entry barriers to the 

oil and gas service sector were high. Further investigations can be 

carried out to find out which factors are associated significantly with 

the entry barriers: is it because of technological issues or something 

else? Relevant findings can help oil and gas service organisations’ 

strategic decisions in the market place.
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Fifth, since multiple strategies such as Analysers and Balancers 

outperform others, it will be worthwhile to study fuither the features 

of this type of organisation. An overall depth study on strategic issues 

of Analysers and Balancers can be conducted. It is important to find 

out which characteristics of the multiple strategy users are 

associated with a higher level of strategic performance. Besides, 

Analysers and Balancers can be categorised into smaller segments in 

order that various levels of strategic performance can be explored. 

The development of such a study will help organisations to select 

appropriate business strategies for themselves and improve their 

existing strategic settings.

Finally, further research can be carried out to develop a relationship 

model amongst three variables of the business environment, business 

strategy and strategic performance. For example, research can be 

conducted to answer these questions: Is it possible to examine 

whether the perceived uncertainty and strategic performance can be 

used as predictors to identify what strategies firms should employ? 

Do lower levels of environmental uncertainty and higher levels of 

strategic performance determine a multiple strategy? Alternatively, 

which environmental factors and strategic characters will deliver a 

sound strategic performance? In order to so, measurements designed 

for these three variables should be improved further.

At present, the thesis tells about the extent to which western 

concepts of strategy can be applied and little about the other critical, 

especially local, factors that managerial decisions may need to take 

into account. As acknowledged previously in the Introduction 

chapter, other environmental variables such as organisational 

structure, managerial effectiveness and cultural factors have also an 

impact on strategic effectiveness. Because of the nature the industry, 

the other external environmental factors as well as strategy
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implementation and control were excluded from this study. The 

absence of these issues inevitably limits this thesis but they are 

suggested as the future avenues for potential further research. For 

instance, Hofstede’s (1994) dimensions of national culture can be 

expanded in future research and it is worthwhile looking at how these 

dimensions affect strategic decisions within energy organisations 

operating in East Asia.

The current study focused on a quantitative approach - questionnaire 

survey - for data collection. Future research can be developed based 

on the current methodology (which was regarded suitable at this 

exploratory stage of the industry study) by giving more emphasis to 

qualitative methods such as case studies to collect data. In this way, 

the research will be enhanced by showing whether the qualitative 

material supports or contradicts the results derived from quantitative 

approaches. What is more, in-depth details of different cases will also 

make a thesis more interesting.

In conclusion, conducting further development for future research 

has two foci: external dominant issues such as environmental factors 

and internal dominant issues such as strategic characteristics in 

relation to strategic performance. The significance of such a 

development will not only contribute to theory but also benefit 

organisations' strategic practice for long-term success.
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1. Introduction

This supplementary analysis attempts to achieve four aims. First, it pays attention to 
the validity of the research instrument -  the survey questionnaire. Second, it intends 
to find another possible means to assigning groups for the participating 
organisations. Third, it also seeks to evaluate the reliability of survey responses and 
fourth, to examine the validity of the research results.

According to Zikmund (2000), two basis groups of multivariate techniques are 
classified: dependence methods and interdependence methods. Analysing 
dependence attempts to explain or predict the dependent variable(s) on the basis of 
two or more independent variables. The dependence methods are irrelevant to the 
purpose of this part of analysis and are thereby not considered here. Interdependence 
methods seek to classify (cases) by providing meaning to a set of variables or to seek 
to group things together. Each variable or classified variable subset is not supposed 
to predict or explain the others (Zikmund, 2000). The methods selected for analysis 
of interdependence are factor analysis and cluster analysis.

By doing factor analysis, the researcher can examine the validity of the domain 
constructs or dimensions developed in the survey questionnaire. Factor analysis 
detects the underlying dimensions designed in the survey questionnaire and observes 
constancy by finding variable constructs as well as evaluates the adopted analytical 
technique. It may also reduce dimensions to form factors that may have a regularity 
which is associated with the initial developed constructs. Hence, the validity of the 
constructs developed for the survey questionnaire can then be evaluated.

Cluster analysis is a generic term for a set of techniques which produce 
classifications from initially unclassified data. The logic of cluster analysis is to 
group individuals or objects on the bases of their similarity or distance from each 
other (Everitt. 1986). Zikmund (2000) suggests the cluster should have high internal 
(within cluster) homogeneity and high external (between cluster) heterogeneity. The 
reason for using clustering techniques is to establish the validity of this technique to 
classifying the responding organisations into five business strategic groups. By doing 
cluster analysis, a set of strategy classifications, for instance, can be generated. The 
researcher can then assess the agreement between business strategic typologies 
defined in Chapter 8 and the categories obtained from this statistical test so that 
whether cluster analysis is suitable for the assignment of strategic groups can be 
clarified.

Furthermore, inter-item analysis was used to check the scales for internal consistency 
°r reliability, especially to check the consistency across response reliability. In this 
analysis, Cronbach’s coefficient alpha was calculated for each scale (dimension), as 
recommended for empirical research in business strategies by many researchers. In 
addition, the Wilcoxon tests involve ranking all nonzero differences scores and then 
evaluating the mean of the positive and the mean of the negative ranks (Green, 
Salkind, and Akey, 2000). In order to check whether managers within the same 
organisation or the same respondent responding at different times have different 
views on their organisations, Wilcoxon tests were conducted by comparing the
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research results of the control groups". Hence, the associated research questions 
could be raised as: Does median concern for managers at a lower level differ from 
median concern for managers at a senior level within the same organisation, or does 
median concern for responses provided at the beginning of the survey differ from 
median concern for responses provided at the end of the survey by the same 
respondent?

Based upon the results derived from supplementary analysis, it is also expected to 
modify or clarify, where appropriate, the analytical techniques applied previously in 
chapter 7, 8, and 9, and to provide evidence to support the research results produced 
in these three previous chapters.

2. Validity of Research Instrument: Factor Analysis

There are three domain parts in the survey questionnaire: the business environment, 
business strategies and strategic performance. The objectives pursued in this factor 
analysis are: to define indicators of constructs and discuss whether they match the 
initial components; to identify dimensions for the existing measures; to select items 
or scales, where appropriate, to be included on a measure; and then to validate the 
scales, including dimensional validity from those scales. Three criteria were used to 
determine the number of factors to rotate: the scree test, the loading value, and the 
interpretability of the factor solution.

2.1 Environmental Sectors and Dimensions

This researcher has developed a number of sectors or categories to measure three 
environmental dimensions in the task environment. In this research, the three 
environmental dimensions that this researcher intended to investigate were 
complexity, dynamism, and hostility. It is assumed that, these three components can 
be regarded as a basis to build a scale that categorises the business environment and 
provides a rating for the degree of environmental uncertainty. Nevertheless, 
environmental factors in each of the three dimensions may also produce a resulting 
degree of the perceived uncertainty. This assumption will be investigated by the 
iollowing tests.

45 items concerning managerial perceptions on the business environment in the 
survey questionnaire were developed. On the basis of the factor analysis, the 
information contained in the 45 variables can be summarised into a smaller number 
°f factors. Where appropriate, some items may not be significant and can be deleted 
to revise the environmental measures. The research questions that have arisen for 
analysis may be: firstly, is there a single dimension or are multiple dimensions 
Underlying the 45 environmental items; secondly, are there items not associated with 
the identified factors that might be eliminated from the measures because they are 
irrelevant?

In this study, the control groups (Zikmund. 2000) encompass participating executives at a lower 
kvel of management position within a service organisation, from which two completed questionnaires 
were received, and those respondents who responded to the survey questionnaire twice.
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Figure 1 Selected SPSS Output for Factor Extraction of Environmental
Variables

(Communalities)
Extraction

Perceive Dynamism .812
Perceived Complexity .680
Perceived Hostility .729
Economics Knowledge Required .790
Size of Market Demand .803
Changing of Market Demand .759
Technological Level .734
Similarity of Industrial Products/Services .789
Access to Available Technologies .792
Government Regulations, Legislation and Policies .737
National Government Regulations and Legislation .724
Local Government Policies .779
Relationship with Government .652
Number of Oil and Gas Clients .833
Needs and Preferences of Oil and Gas Clients .742
Levels of Key Customers Switching to Competitors .629
Relationship with Customers .778
Number of Suppliers .807
Similarity of Supply Conditions by Suppliers .656
Access to Suppliers for Materials or Goods .596
Relationship with Suppliers .658
Number of Firms within the Industry Sector .831
Scope of Firms within the Industry Sector .711
Entry Barriers .725
Rivalry among Competitors .787
Competitive Actions .718
Relationship with Competitors .740
Perceived Uncertainty .662
Customer Demand for Existing Products/Services .742
Customer Demand for New Products/Services .784
Customer Demand for Higher Quality or More Service .735
Customer Preference for Lower Prices .744
Changes in Competitive Price .743
Competitors' Quality Improvement .795
Competitors' Introduction of New Products/Services .775
Suppliers Rising Prices .771
Suppliers Quality Reduction .727
Suppliers Introduction of New Materials or Standard Products .786
Changes in Oil and Gas E&P Level .860
Changes in Well Counts .891
Changes in Rig Counts .897
Technological Changes .807
Rate of Technological Diffusion .766
Changes in National Regulations and Legislation .784
Changes in Local Government Policies .815
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

- 4 -
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Figure 2  E nvironm ental Variables: R o ta ted  C om ponent M atrix  (a)

Component

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Changes in Well Counts .903

Changes in Rig Counts .890

Changes in Oil and Gas E&P Level .836

Local Government Policies .845

National Government Regulations and Legislation .741

Changes in Local Government Policies .622 .307 -.340

Changes in National Regulations and Legislation .497 .427

Relationship with Government 

Changing of Market Demand

.424

.835

-.414

Size of Market Demand .361 .594

Relationship with Customers .520 -.372

Relationship with Suppliers .515 .376 -.312

Levels of Key Customers Switching to Competitors 

Competitive Actions

-.388

.761

-.349

Rivalry among Competitors .731

Relationship with Competitors .366 .619

Entry Barriers .358 .311 .330

Access to Suppliers for Materials or Goods 

Rate of Technological Diffusion

.329 .358

.782

Technological Changes .719

Scope of Firms within the Industry Sector 

Competitors' Introduction of New Products/Services

.413

.81 £

-.377 -.380 .347

Competitors' Quality Improvement .75E
_ _
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( F i g  il i r e  2  c o n t i n u in g )
C o m p o n e n t

8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
S up p lie rs  In troduction  o f N ew  M a te ria ls  o r 

Standard Products 

Technological Level 

Perceived Dynamism 

Economics Knowledge Required 

Customer Demand for New Products/Services 

Customer Demand for Existing Products/Services 

Number of Suppliers

Number of Firms within the Industry Sector 

Similarity of Supply Conditions by Suppliers 

Suppliers Quality Reduction 

Perceived Uncertainty 

Customer Preference for Lower Prices 

Customer Demand for Higher Quality or More 

Service

Suppliers Rising Prices 

Access to Available Technologies 

Similarity of Industrial Products/Services 

Needs and Preferences of Oil and Gas Clients 

Perceived Complexity 

Number of Oil and Gas Clients 

Perceived Hostility 

Changes in Competitive Price 

Government Regulations, Legislation and Policies

303

.544

-.304

.322

-.380

.730

.536

.532

-.374

.802

.699

-.345

.519

.769

.676

.647

709

.666

.807

.543

.459

.434

.331

.827

.694

.347

.344

.678

.667

.337

-.831

.465

.707

.763
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varlmax with Kaiser Normalisation, 
a Rotation converged in 31 iterations.
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The SPSS data file of factor analysis has the scores on these variables for 98 
managers engaged in the service businesses in East Asia. As all communalities in 
Figure 1 are above 0.5 with a range from 0.596 (i.e. the “access to suppliers for 
materials or goods" variable) to 0.897 (i.e. the “changes in rig counts”), the sample 
size of 98 organisations is regarded to be adequate (Field, 2000). By using a principal 
components method, variables were reduced to 16 factors. The extracted 16 separate 
underlying factors or components account for 75.5% of the variation among the 45 
variables.

When rotated, these 16 dominant factors can be interpreted in Figure 2. From Figure 
2, variables may be strongly positive contributors to some of 16 rotated factors 
whereas have a weak or negative contribution to the other factors. For example, 
changes in rig counts, changes in well counts, and changes in oil and gas E&P 
(exploration and production) level with the loading values of 0.903, 0.890 and 0.836 
respectively are strong positive contributors to Factor 1. Factor 1 appears therefore to 
assess the predictability of the oil and gas economics related issues. The variable of 
“hostility” is a strong negative contributor with a loading of -0.831 to Factor 13. 
Some of the rotated factors contain a mixture of positive and negative variables. For 
example, Factor 3 and 5 are this kind of factors which contain the contrast between 
the set of positives and negatives. These immediate results provide an answer to the 
first analytical question that there are multiple dimensions underlying the 45 
environmental items. However, 16 factors are far beyond the expected number which 
was proposed in terms of three environmental dimensions, or three environmental 
levels, or six environmental compositions. In Field's (2000) book, it is suggested that 
if a factor has four or more loadings greater than 0.6 then it is reliable regardless of 
sample size. From the results presented in Figure 2, none of the 16 factors has 
satisfied this condition. In which case, the 16 extracted factors should not be 
considered significant for interpreting a reasonable number of environmental 
components.

In order to form three possible dimensions, the researcher continued factor analysis 
by selecting to suppress absolute values less than 0.50 (Field, 2000) and by 
specifying the number of extracted factors as 3. Three factors were rotated using a 
varimax rotation procedure. After rotation, three components account for 28.8% of 
variation were obtained and Factor 1, 2 and 3 accounted for 11.1%, 9.1% and 8.5% 
of the item variance respectively. Three components extracted are presented in 
Figure 3. These factors are interpreted by naming them based on the size of the 
loadings. This researcher also decided that the emerged three factors containing 
associated items with a loading greater than 0.512 could be regarded as reliable.

From items I and 5, these variables are associated with the first component. From 
■tern 21 to 26, the relevant variables are associated with the second component. 
Variables between item 34 and 38 are associated with the third component. 
Noticeably, 29 of 45 variables don't seem to make important contributions as their 
absolute loading values are smaller than 0.5. They are insignificant contributors to 
the emerged particular factor. This result further provides the answers to the second 
analytical question that these items are not associated strongly with the emerged 
components and. if the emerged factors were employed as the domain dimensions, 
those items might be eliminated from the set of measures because they appear to be 
irrelevant.

- 7 -
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Figure 3 Rotated Component Matrix (a)

C o m p o n e n t
Item 1 2 3

1 C h a n g e s  in N a tion a l R e g u la tio n s  a nd  Leg is la tion .785
2 C h a n g e s  in L oca l G o ve rn m e n t P o lic ies .776
3 R ate  of T e ch n o lo g ica l D iffus ion .557
4 Local G o ve rn m e n t P o lic ies .550
5 E ntry  B arrie rs .532
6 A cce ss  to  S u p p lie rs  fo r M a te ria ls  o r G oods
7 R iva lry  a m o n g  C o m p e tito rs
8 T e ch n o lo g ica l C h a n g e s
9 S u p p lie rs  In tro d uc tion  of N ew  M a te ria ls  or S tan da rd  P roducts

10 N u m b e r of F irm s w ith in  the  Ind us try  S ecto r
11 C o m p e titive  A c tio n s
12 S im ila rity  o f S u p p ly  C o n d itio n s  by S upp lie rs
13 P erce ived  U nce rta in ty
14 C u s to m e r D em a nd  fo r H ig h e r Q u a lity  o r M ore  S erv ice
15 C ha ng es  in C o m p e titive  P rice
16 N a tion a l G o ve rn m e n t R e g u la tio n s  a nd  Leg is la tion
17 G o ve rn m e n t R eg u la tio ns , L eg is la tio n  and P olic ies
18 C u s to m e r D em a nd  fo r E x is tin g  P ro du c ts /S e rv ice s
19 Leve ls  o f K ey C u s to m e rs  S w itch ing  to  C om p etito rs
20 S cope  of F irm s w ith in  th e  Ind us try  S ec to r
21 C h a n g e s  in O il and  G as E&P Level .645
22 C ha ng es  in W e ll C ou n ts .631
23 C h a n g e s  in R ig C ou n ts .623
24 C o m p e tito rs ' In tro d uc tion  o f N ew  P ro du c ts /S e rv ice s .577
25 N eeds and  P re fe re n ce s  of O il and  G a s  C lien ts .528
26 C o m p e tito rs ' Q u a lity  Im p ro ve m e n t .502
27 S u p p lie rs  Q u a lity  R ed uc tion
28 P erce ived  H os tility
29 P erce ived  D yn am ism
30 S u p p lie rs  R is ing  P rices
31 A cce ss  to  A va ila b le  T e ch n o lo g ie s
32 S im ila rity  o f Ind us tria l P ro d u c ts /S e rv ice s
33 C u s to m e r P re fe ren ce  fo r L ow e r P rices
34 S ize  of M a rke t D em a nd .731
35 R e la tio nsh ip  w ith  C us to m e rs .593
36 E con om ics  K no w led ge  R eq u ired -.576
37 P erce ived  C o m p le x ity -.541
38 T e ch n o lo g ica l Level -.5 05
39 N u m b e r of S u p p lie rs
40 C u s to m e r D em a nd  fo r N ew  P ro du c ts /S e rv ice s
41 R e la tio nsh ip  w ith  G o ve rn m e n t
42 C ha ng ing  of M a rke t D em a nd
43 R e la tio nsh ip  w ith  S up p lie rs
44 R e la tio nsh ip  w ith  C o m p e tito rs
45 N u m b e r of O il a nd  G a s  C lien ts

E xtrac tion  M e thod : P rin c ipa l C o m p o n e n t A na lys is . R o ta tion  M e thod : V a rim a x  w ith  K a ise r 
N orm alisa tion .
a R ota tion  co n ve rg e d  in 4  ite ra tion s .
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Overall, the dimensionality of the 45 items from the environmental measures was 
analysed using principal component factor analysis. By examining the content of the 
three rotated components, the dimensions of willingness to donate are more likely to 
be in a disorder style. Variables in each of the components do not show common 
features on their own or appear to have similar characters in terms of three 
environmental dimensions (i.e. complexity, hostility and dynamism).

Furthermore, the cumulative percentage (28.8%) cannot present a domain proportion 
of the 45 items. Consequently, the rotated solution yielded three interpretable factors 
but they failed to generate theoretically matched components. The factor analysis 
result shows that this technique is not applicable when forming environmental 
dimensions. As a result, this researcher’s initial contention that the business 
environment in an East Asian context can be assessed by examining perceived 
environmental complexity, dynamism and hostility may give greater insight into the 
determinants of environmental uncertainty.

2.2 Strategic Taxonomy

2.2.1 Examining the Measures Based on Miles and Snow’s Theory

Based on Miles and Snow, the appropriate measures were constructed that assessed 
the range of product or service domains, product-market strategies, the attitude 
toward change; and the approach of managing change. 20 items were designed to 
deal with the variations of managerial perceptions in business strategies. A 
conceptual framework of five types of business strategies, namely, Defender, 
Prospector, Analyser, Balancer and Reactor, was developed (see Chapter 6).

The eigenvalues are listed for components 1 through 20 in Figure 4. By using 
principal components method, variables were reduced to 7 factors. As five types of 
business strategic orientations were generated by this researcher, it was decided to 
rotate five factors for analysis and variables with the loading value greater than 0.4 
could be adopted. These 5 factors account for 53.6% of the variation. Factor 1, 2, 3, 
4, and 5 account for 20.3%, 10.4%, 8.9%, 7.2% and 6.8% of the item variance 
respectively.

As the exploratory nature of this factor analysis, a minimum loading value of 0.4 was selected 
although Field (2000) suggests that factors with 10 or more loadings greater than 0.40 are reliable if 
the sample size is greater than 150.
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Figure  < /  Factor Analysis: Generic Business Strategies

T o t a l  V a r i a n c e  E x p l a i n e d

Initial E igenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
Com ponent Total % of Variance Cum ulative % Total % of Variance Cum ulative % Total % of Variance Cum ulative %
1 4.069 20.345 20.345 4.069 20.345 20.345 3.196 15.979 15.979
2 2.079 10.393 30.738 2.079 10.393 30.738 2.091 10.457 26.436
3 1.776 8.880 39.618 1.776 8.880 39.618 1.920 9.600 36.036
4 1.443 7.217 46.835 1.443 7.217 46.835 1.814 9.070 45.106
5 1.356 6.779 53.614 1.356 6.779 53.614 1.702 8.509 53.614
6 1.231 6.153 59.768
7 1.110 5.549 65.317
8 .937 4.686 70.003
9 .833 4.163 74.166
10 .748 3.741 77.907
11 .710 ' 3.550 81.457
12 .650 3.250 84.707
13 .608 3.039 87.746
14 .506 2.531 90.277
15 .407 2.033 92.310
16 .379 1.895 94.205
17 .344 1.721 95.927
18 .314 1.568 97.495
19 .294 1.469 98.964

e
OCM .207 1..036 100.000

Extraction Method: Principal Com ponent Analysis.
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The rotated dominant variables are emphasised and interpreted in Figure 5. Factor 1 
is the blend of issues of insisting on unsuitable managements (0.775), unable to 
respond to changes (0.758), rare rapid adjustment (0.709), ignoring development of 
outside existing business (0.660), unavailable management or structure (0.523) and a 
contrast negative variable of clear articulated business strategies (-0.545). It is 
indicated that item 5 is negatively associated with the rest of the first six items which 
form Factor 1. This special item suggests that organisations classified in the category 
of factor 1 do not have a clear articulated business strategy.

Figure 5 Business Strategic Orientations: Rotated Component Matrix(a)

Component

Item 1 2 3 4 5

1 Insist on Unsuitable Managements .775
2 Unable to Respond to Changes .758
3 Rare Rapid Adjustment .709
4 Ignore Development of Outside Existing Business .660 .315
5 Clear Articulated Business Strategies -.545 .376
6 Unavailable Management or Structure .525 -.405 -.331
7 Serve Well Defined Customers .732
8 Offer a Full Set of Products/Services .519 .304
9 Develop Related Business .517 .309
10 Operational Efficiency Focus -.309 .373
11 Diversification .732
12 Stable and changing Products/Services and Markets .630
13 Market Development -.307 .496
14 Increasing Existing Products/Services in Current 

Markets
.375 .461

15 Innovation .817
16 Product Development .718
17 Create Changes -.386 .496
18 Adapt to Changes .786
19 Forced to Change -.330 -.653
20 Broad Range Products/Services .328 .363 .405

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser 
Normalisation.
a Rotation converged in 10 iterations.

Factor 2 is compounded by three variables. Serving the well-defined customers is a 
strong position contributor (0.732) whereas offering a full set of products (0.519) and 
services and developing related business (0.517) are moderate positive contributors 
to this factor. Factor 3 is a mixture of variables of having both stable and changing 
Products or services and markets (0.630), increasing existing products or services in 
current markets (0.461), market development (0.496) and diversification strategy 
0.732).

11
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Factor 4 is a combination of innovation strategy (0.817), product development 
strategy (0.718) and creating changes (0.496). The variable of adapting to changes is 
a strong positive contributor (0.786), forcing to change is a moderate negative 
contributor (-0.653) and a broad range products or services is a moderate positive 
contributor (0.405) to factor 5. Hence, organisations fell into the category of factor 5 
show the sign of adapting aggressively to the changes developed by others rather 
than reacting passively to make changes when forced to do so. Besides, the variable 
of operational efficiency focus does not have a loading value greater than 0.40 and 
this item may be considered to be negligible and may then be omitted from the factor 
groups.

It is observed that variables emerged in each component are very similar to the 
features defined for five business strategic orientations. Factor 1 presents a number 
of Reactors’ characters; factor 2 shows similar features which Defenders contain; 
factor 3 appears to be relevant to Analysers; factor 4 seems to have Prospectors’ 
characteristics; and factor 5 has a specific feature (i.e. adapting to changes) defined 
for Balancers. The results of these generated five components support the concepts 
designed by this researcher for assigning strategic directions pursued by 
organisations at a business level. In addition, it emerges that factor analysis may be 
an appropriate technique in assisting researchers who wish to develop the constructs 
of strategic taxonomy.

2.2.2 Examining the Measures Based on Porter’s Framework

8 items were used as the measures to assess generic competitive strategies by looking 
at three dimensions; low cost, differentiation and hybrid strategies. Variables reduced 
to three factors by Principal Components Method (Figure 6). These three factors 
account for 70.3% of the variation. Factor 1, 2 and 3 account for 34.2%, 18.8% and 
17.4% of the item variance respectively.

Factor 1 is the combination of competing based on high quality (0.844) competing 
based on differentiation (0.831), seeking to high quality (0.768) and seeking to 
differentiate (0.742). Factor 2 is the combination of seeking to achieve cost 
leadership (0.904) and compete based on cost leadership (0.878). Factor 3 is 
combined by two variables: emphasising quality, price, unique features or other 
products (services) attributes depending on the business activity' concerned (0.832); 
switching between emphasising factors such as quality, unique features, price or 
other products or services attributes within a single business activity.

According to the features that each of the factors has, Factor 1 and 2 can be titled as 
Differentiation and Cost Leadership whereas factor 3 can be named as Hybrid. These 
results support the initial set up of the three basic dimensions for generic competitive 
strategies. It indicates further that factor analysis is a useful approach for generating 
the constructs of competitive strategies and the validated constructs can help to 
assign organisations in competitive terms.
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Figure 6 Factor Analysis: Generic Competitive Strategies

C o m p o n e n t In itia l E ig e n va lu e s
E x tra c tio n  S u m s  o f S quared  

Lo a d in g s
R ota tion  S u m s  o f S q u a re d  

Lo a d in g s

Total
Vc o f  

Variance
C um ulative

V, Total
Vc o f 

Variance
C um ulative

Vc Total
% o f

Variance
C um ulative

Vc
1 2 .7 3 5 3 4 .1 9 3 34 .19 3 2 .7 3 5 3 4 .1 9 3 3 4 .1 9 3 2.568 3 2 .0 9 5 3 2 .0 9 5
2 1.502 18.771 52 .964 1.502 18.771 5 2 .96 4 1.658 2 0 .7 3 0 5 2 .8 2 5
3 1.388 17 .352 70 .31 6 1.388 17 .352 7 0 .31 6 1.399 17.491 7 0 .3 1 6
4 .688 8 .599 78 .915
5 .578 7 .228 86 .143
6 .510 6 .370 92 .514
7 .367 4.591 97 .105
8 .232 2 .895 100.000

T o t a l  V a r i a n c e  E x p la i n e d

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

R o t a t e d  C o m p o n e n t  M a t r i x ( a )

Component
1 2 3

Emphasise quality, price, unique features or other products/servlces 
attributes depending on the business activity concerned. -.036 .080 .832

Within a single business activity, switch between emphasising factors 
such as quality, unique features, price or other products/services 
attributes.

.030 -.092 .822

Seek to provide the highest possible quality of businesses or 
products/services. .768 .034 -.070

Tend to emphasise a unique feature of businesses or 
products/services. .742 .207 -.017

Seek to achieve the lowest possible cost of businesses or 
products/services. .119 .904 .004

Compete based on the highest quality of businesses or 
products/services .844 .105 -.058

Differentiate businesses or products/services from those of 
competitors .831 -.023 .151

Compete based on the lowest cost of businesses or 
products/services .084 .878 -.016

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser 
Normalisation.
a Rotation converged in 4 iterations.

2.2.3 Examining the Measures Based on Bowman’s Strategy Clock Model

For testing Bowman’s strategy clock model which can be used for assigning strategic 
competitive positions, a 6-item scale was constructed as the basic measures. Two 
dimensions were also defined as the perceived price and the perceived customer 
added value (PCAV). The six variables were reduced to two factors by the Principal 
Components Method (Figure 7). These two factors account for 58.9% of the 
variation (38.8% and 20.1% respectively). Factor 1 is the blend of issues of quality 
valued by customers (0.829), safety performance of products and services (0.785) 
and reliability of the technology of products and services (0.762). Factor 2 seems to
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be items of level of price (-0.683) and speed of response to customers (0.722). The 
level of price item appears to have a contract loading against the item of speed of 
response to clients. It may suggest that organisations which respond to customers 
slowly tend to require a high level of price. Additionally, one item - price level 
customers willing to pay -  appears to be loaded on both two factors (0.457 for factor 
1 and 0.407 for factor 2).

Figure 7 Strategic Competitive Positions: Rotated Component Matrix(a)

Component
1 2

Products/Services Quality Valued by Customers .829 .054
Safety Performance of Products/Services .785 .264
Reliability of Products/Services Technology .762 -.246
Price that Customers are Willing to Pay .457 .407
Speed of Response to Customers .296 .722
Level Price Charged .256 -.683

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser 
Normalizsation.
a Rotation converged in 3 iterations.

The results presented in Figure 7 show that, when classifying competitively strategic 
groups, two dimensions produced may be slightly different from the definitions in 
the original design. Factor 1 may form one dimension with four variables counted 
and Factor 2 can form another dimension with two variables counted. However, if 
the item of speed of response to customers is ignored in Factor 2, the level of price 
item remains a separate dimension for the classification. Hence, Factor 1 can be titled 
as PCAV and Factor 2 can be titled as the perceived price. Thus, the validity of the 
two dimensions developed based on Bowman’s Strategy Clock model can be proved.

Furthermore, the items of speed of response to customers and price that customers 
are willing to pay are not associated strongly with the emerged components and they 
might be eliminated from the set measures because they appear to be irrelevant. On 
the whole, the above results also indicate that factor analysis is a constructive 
approach for constructing the items which can be used to assign strategic competitive 
positions.

3. Assigning Business Strategic Groups: Cluster Analysis

The use of cluster analysis here is facilitating business strategic groups by identifying 
-subjects or individuals who have similar options, styles or responses to business 
strategies. To check the validity of business strategic groups classified by using the 
approach developed by this researcher, K-means cluster analysis, was carried out by 
specifying five clusters. Optimal final cluster centres are presented in Figure 8. Cases 
are allocated to the cluster with the closest centre using Euclidean distances.

- 14-
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Figure 8 Final Cluster Centres for Generic Business Strategies

Cluster

1 2 3 4 5

Clear Articulated Business Strategies 2.73 1.33 3.60 2.09 1.33

Broad Range Products/Services 2.90 4.33 4.20 1.91 1.67
Serve Well Defined Customers 2.17 2.00 2.00 1.96 1.67
Offer a Full Set of Products/Services 2.56 1.33 4.20 2.35 2.22
Stable and changing Products/Services and Markets 2.85 1.67 3.00 2.26 3.22
Increasing Existing Products/Services in Current Markets 2.12 2.00 2.40 1.91 3.11
Develop Related Business 2.44 4.00 3.80 1.91 3.33
Market Development 2.23 1.00 5.00 1.65 2.44
Product Development 2.63 3.00 3.20 1.74 2.44
Diversification 4.77 1.67 5.40 4.30 5.56
Innovation 4.38 6.67 4.80 3.78 4.11

Operational Efficiency Focus 2.48 1.67 3.20 1.96 1.78

Ignore Development of Outside Existing Business 3.75 6.67 5.20 5.74 5.89
Rare Rapid Adjustment 3.44 6.33 2.60 5.48 5.22
Unavailable Management or Structure 3.73 2.33 1.60 5.30 5.44
Insist on Unsuitable Managements 4.60 6.67 3.20 6.13 5.89
Unable to Respond to Changes 3.56 5.33 2.00 5.13 5.33
Adapt to Changes 3.88 5.67 5.20 3.57 4.67
Create Changes 3.81 4.67 6.00 3.04 2.00
Forced to Change 3.96 5.33 2.40 5.26 ! 2.33

Figure 8 shows that 92 valid cases are classified into 5 clusters. Of which, cluster 1 
has certain characters of Analysers, and cluster 2, 3, 4 and 5 are assumed to have 
features of Defenders, Prospectors. Balancers and Reactors respectively. Hence, the 
alignment can be tackled with by using cross-tabulation statistics to compare the 
correlation between the groups produced by cluster analysis and previous assignment 
of strategic orientations (i.e. Reactors, Defenders, Prospectors, Analysers and 
Balancers studied in Chapter 8). The allocated cluster number is stored in “qcl_ 1 ” 
and this is tabulated against previous assignment of strategic types (Figure 9).

7 responses from other countries outvvith China. Singapore and Malaysia are excluded.
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Figure 9 Miles and Snow’s Assignment - Cluster Number of Case
Crosstabulation

Cluster Number of Case Total

1 2 3 4 5

Miles and Snow Analyser 31 3 1 16 7 58
Assignment Defender 3 0 0 0 0 3

Prospector 2 0 0 1 2 5
Balancer 7 0 0 6 0 13
Reactor 9 0 4 0 0 13

Total 52 3 5 23 9 92

The observed results in Figure 9 show that none of the clusters is correctly classified 
in all cases. In Cluster 1,31 of 52 Analysers are correctly classified. All Defenders 
(3), Prospectors (5) and Reactors (13) are wrongly classified and only 6 out of 13 
Balancers are correctly classified. In order to seek the significance of agreement 
between the emerged clusters and initial assignment of business strategies, Kappa 
value was computed for the non-parametric significance test allowing to compare the 
classifications of two different approaches to assigning strategic types (Figure 10).

Figure 10 Symmetric Measures

Value Asymp. Std. Error(a) Approx. T(b) Approx. Sig.

Measure of Agreement Kappa .006 .030 .195 .846
N of Valid Cases 92

a Not assuming the null hypothesis.
b Using the asymptotic standard error assuming the null hypothesis, 
c Based on normal approximation.

Classification of categories into cluster shows poor agreement when using the Kappa 
test. The crosstab test between the obtained five clusters and emerged five strategic 
categories is insignificant, Kappa 0.006, p = 0.846. Consequently, the hypothesis that 
the five clusters do not have significant agreement with the five classified strategic 
groups can not be rejected. The researcher was then aware of the criticism of the 
clustering technique as it does not provide significant agreement when comparing 
with the initial assigned strategic groups.

4. Reliability of Responses: Item analysis

4.1 The Business Environment

In order to assess the reliability of environmental importance and impact constructs, 
the value of Cronbach's reliability coefficient a for each of six task environmental 
dimension was calculated. The a values ranged from 0.6929 (i.e. customers' 
significance) to 0.8795 (suppliers’ significance) for the dimension of environmental
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significance, indicating that the two items designed for each environmental sector are 
reliable.

Figure 11: Cronbach a  values of Task Environmental Sectors

Dimension Items Title Cronbach a  values (items)
Economic Importance and Impact 0.8851 (2)

Technological Importance and Impact 0.8256 (2)
Regulatory Importance and Impact 0.8562 (2)
Customers Importance and Impact 0.6929 (2)

Competitors Importance and Impact 0.8232 (2)

Suppliers Importance and Impact 0.8795 (2)

Next, the researcher intended to examine whether it was reliable if using three 
dimensions (i.e. complexity, dynamism and hostility) to measure the environmental 
uncertainty. The results (Figure 12) show that Cronbach’s reliability coefficient a 
value is 0.41. These four items are not reliable to measure the intended factor of the 
environmental uncertainty and should not be considered alone when assessing the 
environmental uncertainty. It must be worthwhile to put the rest of the additional 
items with these four items together to form the scale of the environmental 
uncertainty. Adding up the rest of 45 items leads to a large increase of Alpha 
(0.8263). Hence, the initially designed 45 variables in the three environmental 
dimensions are reliable measures for the perceived environmental uncertainty.

Figure 12 Reliability Analysis: Environmental Dimensions Scale (Alpha)

Scale 
Mean 

if Item 
Deleted

Scale 
Variance 
if Item 
Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Alpha 
if Item 
Deleted

d y n a m i s m 12.9898 7.3916 .3245 .2465
COMPLEXI 13.1531 . 9.1000 . 0770 . 4749
h o s t i l i t 14.3878 6.5491 .3198 .2302
UNCERTAI 14.0510 7.3066 . 1981 .3760

Reliability Coefficients
N of Items = 4
Alpha = 4101

4.2 Environmental Dimensions

4.2.1 Perceived Complexity

The researcher developed a measure that evaluates the degree of the perceived 
business environmental complexity. 11 items assess the environmental complexity. 
The selected SPSS output is presented in Figure 13 below. The item regarding 
number of customers had the lowest corrected item-total correlation (0.026) and the 
item regarding scope of firms within the industry had the next lowest correlation 
(0.03). They were therefore candidates for elimination.
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To ensure that the item of scope of firms within the industry would still have a low 
correlation after deleting the item of number of customers, the Reliability Analyses 
procedure without the item of number of customers was rerun. The output shows 
that, as expected, the item of scope of firms within the industry had the lowest 
corrected item-total correlation.

Figure 13 Reliability Analysis: Perceived Complexity Scale (Alpha)

Scale 
Mean 

if Item 
Deleted

Scale 
Variance 
if Item 
Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Alpha 
if Item 
Deleted

COMPLEXI 41.2474 44.2298 .3319 .4941
EKNOWLED 41.5361 44.0846 .3458 .4913
TECHLEVE 41.2165 43.8797 .3083 .4967
PSIMILAR 42.8041 46.4716 .1036 .5479
REGULATI 41.9588 46.4358 .1246 .5409
NCUSTOME 42.0206 47.9996 .0260 . 5691
CLIENTND 43.0825 43.1181 .2880 .4989
NSUPPLIE 42.3918 39.5533 .3775 .4678
CDSUPPLI 42.5052 43.9609 .2395 . 5118
NFIRMS 43.0412 38.6441 .4396 .4484
SCOPEFIR 41.2887 49.43 66 -.0303 .5811

Reliability Coefficients

N of Items = 11

Alpha = 5399

The Reliability procedure was rerun again without the above two elimination 
candidate items to determine whether additional revisions needed to be made. The 
output shows the alpha value is 0.6087 (0.6171). Based on the above results, the 
researcher chose not to eliminate any other items while the two items were excluded 
from the analysis.

4.2.2 Perceived Hostility

Based on the results provided in the following Reliability test (Figure 14), item 
pertaining to accessing to technology had the lowest corrected item-total correlation 
(0.0701) and item pertaining to clients switching to other competitors had the next 
lowest correlation (0.713). These two items lead to a slight increase of Alpha (0.703 
and 0.7051) if they are deleted. It is then concluded that both items may be still 
included in the 15 items which form the scale of perceived hostility.
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Figure 14 Reliability Analysis: Perceived Hostility Scale (Alpha)

Scale 
Mean 
if Item 
Deleted

Scale 
Variance 
if Item 
Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Alpha 
if Item 
Deleted

HOSTILIT 51.6170 68.5399 .3070 .6745
MDEMAND 52.0851 66.1647 .4135 .6595
MDEMANR 52.0532 72.9756 .1990 . 6866
ACCESTEC 51.6383 74.8355 . 0701 .7039
NREGULAT 51.3085 68.3232 .3768 . 6657
LREGULAT 51.1915 68.0275 .3975 . 6633
GRELATIO 51.2340 69.7941 .2799 .6779
CLIENSWI 50.7021 74.5555 . 0713 .7051
ACCSUPPL 52.3936 69.2090 .3431 .6701
SRELATIO 52.7128 72.5080 .2903 .6777
ENTRYBAR 52.2340 70.9554 .2448 . 6822
RIVALRY 50.8191 68.6874 .3122 .6737
COMACTIO 51.0638 67.7593 .3670 . 6664
COMRELAT 51.1915 65.9844 . 4444 . 6557
CRELATIO 53.1170 70.3195 .3934 .6672

Reliability Coefficients
N of Items = 15
Alpha = .6907

Figure 15 Reliability Analysis: Perceived Dynamism Scale (Alpha)

Scale 
Mean 
if Item 
Deleted

Scale 
Variance 
if Item 
Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Alpha 
if Item 
Deleted

DYNAMISM 59.1383 158.6581 .1031 . 8390
PRODUCDE 61.3404 143.5173 . 5428 . 8178
NEWPRODE 60.8511 148.0636 .4026 . 8252
HQUADE 61.4681 145.5420 .4589 . 8222
LOWERP 62.0213 157.5479 .1163 . 8397
COMPRICE 60.3191 144.8433 .4342 .8236
IMQUALIT 60.8191 148.5368 .4713 .8222
n e w p r o d i 60.6064 151.2735 .3087 . 8299
RISPRICE 60.9255 148.8224 .3855 .8260
QUAREDUC 60.5106 149.0698 .4123 .8247
n e w m a t e r 60.6809 149.8325 .4427 .8236
e a n d p c h a 60.5745 134.2471 .6409 .8102
WELLCHAN 60.8723 142.4997 .5457 .8173
RIGCHANG 60.7021 140.5770 .5839 . 8149
t e c h c h a n 61.1064 150.8273 .4218 . 8246
d i f r a t e 60.8511 149.4830 .3970 . 8254
n r e g c h a n 60.6064 144.0262 .4863 . 8206
l o c a l p c h 60.5745 145.3439 .4413 . 8231

Reliability Coefficients • -
N of Items = 18
Alpha = .8323
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4.2.3 Perceived Dynamism

The Reliability test (Figure 15) shows the 18 items designed as a scale for measuring 
dynamism. If any of these 18 items is deleted, it increases a value. Nonetheless, all 
items may be included in the scale as the Cronbach’s reliability coefficient a value is 
high (0.8323) for these items.

4.3 Business Strategic Directions

20 items were used to form a scale to examine business strategies. The Alpha value 
obtained is 0.3792. This suggests that the strategy scale should be developed further. 
In which case, the new scales can be formed by examining the item content. The 
further divided scales may be formed by the items which sought to measure similar 
strategies such as Defenders, Prospectors, Reactors, Analysers and Balancers. The 
reliability procedure was rerun with the separated items. The results obtained show 
that the designed items for assessing each of the five strategies were much more 
reliable when they were grouped separately. For example, the following output 
shows the scale to measure Defenders. The Alpha is 0.5088 showing a certain degree 
of the reliability of this scale with those 7 items (Figure 16). Amongst those items, 
the “ignore change” item can be omitted as it has a poor correlation with the others 
and the Alpha value increases significantly if the item is deleted. The result is 
consistent with the earlier factor analysis.

Figure 16 The Scale for Defenders

Scale 
Mean 
if Item 
Deleted

Scale 
Variance 
if Item 
Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Alpha 
if Item 
Deleted

NICHE 16.3441 16.7716 .2675 . 4657
FULLSET 15.8817 15.3663 .3084 .4431
PENETRAT 16.2258 16.8506 .2408 . 4742
RELATEBU 15.8817 14.1054 .4239 .3866
m a r k e t d e 16.1828 - 15.3249 .2796 . 4551
e f f i c i e n 16.1075 16.6187 . 2233 . 4797
i g n o r a n o 13.7634 16.3782 . 0681 .5730

Reliability Coefficients
N of Items = 7
Alpha = 5088 *

Besides, the coefficients resulted in 0.6556 for a Rector business strategy (5 items) 
and the coefficients were 0.5992 for differentiation competitive strategy (six items), 
0.7574 for low-cost competitive strategy (two items) and 0.6827 for perceived 
customer added value (five items). It is also observed that the a values of strategy 
classification dimensions can be improved after modifying the original 7-point scale 
in a plain form which only contains three options, with -1 indicating disagreement, 0 
indicating neither disagreement nor agreement, and 1 indicating agreement.
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4.4 Strategic Performance

The coefficient was 0.9247 for 20 items of strategic performance dimensions, 
showing a high level of reliability of the 20 items designed (Figure 17). As such, all 
the 20 items can be used for the scale of performance assessment.

Figure 17 Strategic Performance: Item-total Statistics

Scale 
Mean 

if Item 
Deleted

Scale 
Variance 
if Item 
Deleted

Corrected
Item-
Total

Correlation

Alpha 
if Item 
Deleted

TAS 96.8710 203.4397 . 5103 .9231
ROI 97.2796 203.3558 .5527 .9219
REN 96.9032 202.4144 . 5438 .9223
NPM 97.4301 201.9652 .5013 .9237
TAT 97.0860 204.1664 .5179 .9227
COSTIMPR 97.1935 207.7665 . 5129 . 9226
PRICECOM 97.8387 206.5933 .4360 .9247
RELIABLE 97.2366 207.4652 . 5267 .9223
QUALITY 97.0538 206.3123 .5233 .9224
RELATION 96.9892 200.9021 . 6805 .9192
CAPABLE 97.5269 203.6433 . 5964 . 9210
OPTIMSM 97.2796 200.0079 .6329 . 9202
STABILIT 97.3226 199.1774 . 6780 . 9191
CALIBRE 97.1290 202.5919 .7170 . 9189
e f c e n c y 97.1613 204.8541 .6502 .9202
INOSPED 97.4731 204.9694 .6187 .9206
EFETIVE 97.3011 203.6475 . 6437 .9201
ADVALU 97.2258 205.1550 . 6490 .9202
IMAGE 96.9247 196.9182 . 7777 . 9170
COFDENT 96.9032 199.4579 .7211 .9183
Reliability Coefficients
N of Items = 20 Alpha = .9247

In conclusion, the above values exceeded by a comfortable margin of 0.5 to 0.6 the 
criterion which is generally considered adequate for exploratory work (Nunnally, 
1978; Badri, et ai, 2000). As such, the results provide evidence to support the 
reliability of the scales designed in the survey questions for investigation. Some 
items should be excluded when conducting formal analyses.

5. Comparison of the Control Groups

5.1 Data Files and Analytical Techniques

There are 16 samples matched in 8 pairs for the comparison analysis of the control 
groups. Among those, three pairs (i.e SG023 versus SG023_, SG032 versus SG032_, 
and CN016 versus CN016J refer to the same respondents who responded to the 
same questionnaire twice - at the beginning and end of the survey (i.e. duration of 
approximately six months). Responses provided in SG023, SG032 and CN016 were 
analysed for the results presented in Chapter 7, 8 and 9. Meanwhile, responses 
SG023_ and SG023_ were given by respondents at the second time but CN016_
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represents the first time responses provided by the same respondent. These three 
responses are only used here as a part of the control groups.

As said earlier, CN016 and CN016_ were subject to the same respondent. At the 
beginning, the respondent was not familiar with the questionnaire design and thought 
that some questions did not fit in their organisation as they were mainly engaged in 
engineering and construction businesses. The respondent had difficulties following 
some of the questions in the questionnaire. This is a special occasion which appeared 
only once over the period of survey investigation. After communicating with the 
informant on the phone and via emails, the purpose of the questionnaire was 
explained further. This respondent then was able to provide answers to the same 
questionnaire according to the induction. The respondent suggested that the second 
completed questionnaire (i.e. CN016) should be used in the data file.

Each of the rest five pairs is concerned with two respondents at different managerial 
levels within the same organisation. Four respondents (i.e. OTOOl versus OTOOl*, 
OT008TS versus OT008TS*) provided answers during the pilot study. The 
managerial positions for each of the sample respondents in the control groups are 
also summarised below (Figure 18).

Figure 18 Managerial Positions for the Respondents in Control Groups

Company
Code

Management level

Respondents at different levels SG022
SG022*
CN004
CN004*
CN014
CN014*
OT001
OT001*
OT008ts
OT008ts*

General Manager
Manager of Business Development Far East
General Manager
Sales Manager
Chief Executive Officer
Operations Manager
Business Development Manager
Marketing Manager
Managing Director
Director of Sales and Marketing

Respondents provided 
answers twice

SG023 
(SG023 ) 
SG032 
(S G 032J 
CN016 
(CN016 )

Business Development Manager 

Managing Director 

International Business Manager

Two criterions were considered for selecting a Wilcoxon test technique. The 
normalities tests (using a Minitab software package) show that for each variable of 
the 16 cases, the data is not normally distributed. Nonparametric procedures are then 
considered firstly since the population distribution of the difference scores was not 
normal (Green, Salkind, and Akey, 2000). Furthermore, as each variable was 
measured at an ordinal level, it is preferable if a Wilcoxon test is conducted because 
medians are a more meaningful measure of central tendency. The survey 
questionnaire was designed based on multiple dimensions; both 5-point Fikert and 7- 
point Fikert scales were employed as measurement instruments. Because of these, 
the researcher decided to conduct separate Wilcoxon tests for the responses provided 
in each associated part of the questionnaire.
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5.2 Environmental Sectors: Importance and Impact

A Wilcoxon test was conducted to evaluate whether the perceptions on the 
environmental factors by managers at a higher level differ from the perceptions given 
by managers at a lower level within the same organisation or the same manager 
would respond differently at different times during the survey. The results are shown 
in Figure 19.

Figure 1 9  Wilcoxon Test ( R a n k s ) :  Environmental Impact and Importance

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
SG022* - SG022 Negative Ranks 1(a) 3.00 3.00

Positive Ranks 7(b) 4.71 33.00
Ties 4(c)

SG023_ - SG023 Negative Ranks 2(d) 3.00 6.00
Positive Ranks 5(e) 4.40 22.00
Ties 5(f)

SG032_ - SG032 Negative Ranks 2(g) 2.50 5.00
Positive Ranks 2(h) 2.50 5.00
Ties 8(i)

CN004* - CN004 Negative Ranks Kl) 3.00 3.00
Positive Ranks 2(k) 1.50 3.00
Ties 9(1)

CN014* - CN014 Negative Ranks 2(m) 3.75 7.50
Positive Ranks 5(n) 4.10 20.50
Ties 5(0)

CN016_ - CN016 Negative Ranks 0(P) .00 .00
Positive Ranks 5(q) 3.00 15.00
Ties 7(r)

OT001* - OT001 Negative Ranks 6(s) 5.00 30.00
Positive Ranks 3(t) 5.00 15.00
Ties 3(u)

O T008T S *- OT008TS Negative Ranks 5(v) 4.10 20.50
Positive Ranks 4(w) 6.13 24.50
Ties 3(x)

a S G 0 2 2 * < S G 02 2 ; b S G 0 2 2 *>  S G 02 2; c S G 0 2 2 * =  S G 02 2 ; d S G 02 3_  < S G 02 3; e S G 0 2 3 _  > S G 023; 
f  S G 0 2 3 _  = S G 02 3 ; g S G 0 3 2 _  <  S G 03 2; h S G 0 3 2 _  >  S G 032; i S G 03 2_  = S G 03 2; j C N 0 0 4 * < C N 004 ; 
k C N 0 0 4 * >  C N 004 ; I C N 004* =  C N 004 ; m  Ö N 014* < C N 014 ; n C N 014 * > C N 014 ; o C N 0 1 4 * = C N 014  
p C N 0 1 6 _  < C N 016 : q C N 016 _  > C N 016 ; r C N 0 1 6 _  =  C N 016 ; s O T 00 1* <  O T 0 0 1 ; t O T 0 0 1 * >  O T001 
u O T O O r =  O T 0 0 1 ; v O T 00 8T S * < O T 0 0 8 T S ; w  O T 0 0 8 T S * > O T 00 8T S ; x O T 0 0 8 T S * = O T 00 8T S .

T e s t  S t a t i s t i c s ( d )

SG022*- 
SG022

SG023_ - 
SG023

SG032_ - 
SG032

CN004* 
- CN004

CN0I4*-
CN0I4

CN016_ - 
CN016

OT001 * 
-OT001

OT008TS* 
- OT008TS

2
Asymp.

-2.165(a) -1.406(a) .000(b) .000(b) -1.119(a) -2.070(a) -.921(c) -.241(a)

Sig. (2- 
tailed)

.030 .160 1.000 1.000 .263 .038 .357 .809

a B ased  on  n e g a tiv e  ranks , b The sum  o f n e g a tiv e  ra n ks  e q u a ls  th e  su m  o f po s itive  ranks , c B ased  on  po s itive  
ran ks . d W ilc o x o n  S ig n e d  R anks Test
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The results for the Wilcoxon test indicate significant different perceptions on the 
impact and importance of the environmental factors for SG022 versus SG022* and 
CN016 versus CN016_, z = -2.16, -2.07, p = 0.03, 0.04 respectively. The reason of 
producing a significant difference is thought as the same as what has been discussed 
or explained in the above section.

Managers operating at a lower management level may have different views when 
they assess environmental conditions but they might have biased views that may fail 
to provide a comprehensive assessment; and the respondent (CN016) failed to follow 
correctly the induction given in the questionnaire initially. However, if the results are 
examined at a 0.01 significance level, then it shows that there is no significant 
evidence to support that executives had different views on the impact and importance 
of the environmental factors or executives responded differently at various times.

Moreover, the differential perceptions for each of the rest pairs are insignificant. For 
both scenarios, SG032 versus SG032_ and CN004 versus CN004 *, z = 0, p = 1; for 
OT008TS versus OT008TS*, z = -0.241, p = 0.81. Hence, no evidence can be 
provided through these pairs of responses that managerial perceptions at different 
levels or responded at different times varied significantly from each other.

5.3 Nature of the Business Environment

The first table in Figure 20 shows that, of pair 1, for 18 of 45 subjects, theirs score 
given by SG022 was greater than the score given by case SG022* (negative ranks);
16 of 45 subjects, their score given by SG022* was greater than the score given by 
SG022, indicating that respondent manager SG022* perceived a greater level of 
uncertainty than that was perceived by respondent manager SG022.

There were eleven tied ranks and these eleven zero difference scores were excluded 
form the analysis for the further Wilcoxon test. The differential perceptions for five 
pairs are not significant, z = -0.63, 0.995, -0.61, -1.12, -1.25 for pair 1,2, 5, 7 and 8, 
all p values are above 0.05. The results indicate a significant difference for pair 3, 4 
and 6, z = - 0.98, -2.05, -2.50, p = 0.05, 0.04, 0.013.

The reason causing different answers has been discussed above: lower level managers may 
have a biased view regarding their originations; the respondent failed to follow 
correctly the induction given in the questionnaire. If the significance is at a 0.01 
level, then a similar conclusion can be drawn: managers at different levels or 
responding at different times provide consistent perceptions on the nature of the 
business environment.
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Figure 20 Wilcoxon Test (Ranks): the Business Environment:

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks

SG022* - SG022 Negative Ranks 18(a) 18.56 334.00
Positive Ranks 16(b) 16.31 261.00
Ties 11(c)

SG023_ - SG023 Negative Ranks 12(d) 9.88 118.50
Positive Ranks 7(e) 10.21 71.50
Ties 26(f)

SG032_ - SG032 Negative Ranks 7(g) 14.14 99.00
Positive Ranks 19(h) 13.26 252.00
Ties 19(i)

CN004* - CN004 Negative Ranks 23(j) 16.07 369.50
Positive Ranks 9(k) 17.61 158.50
Ties 13(1)

CN014* - CN014 Negative Ranks 14(m) 17.64 247.00
Positive Ranks 19(n) 16.53 314.00

Ties 9(o)
CN016_ - CN016 Negative Ranks 19(P) 15.05 286.00

Positive Ranks 8(q) 11.50 92.00

Ties 18(r)
OT001*- OT001 Negative Ranks 7(s) 13.29 93.00

Positive Ranks 15(t) 10.67 160.00
Ties 23(u)

OT008TS* - OT008TS Negative Ranks 15(v) 17.00 255.00
Positive Ranks 21 (w) 19.57 411.00

Ties 8(x)
a S G 0 2 2 * < S G 0 2 2 ; b S G 0 2 2 *>  S G 02 2; c S G 02 2* =  S G 0 2 2 ; d S G 0 2 3 _  < S G 0 2 3 ; e S G 0 2 3 _  > S G 02 3; 
f S G 0 2 3 _  = S G 0 2 3 ; g S G 0 3 2 _  < S G 03 2 ; h S G 0 3 2 _  > S G 03 2 ; i S G 0 3 2 _  =  S G 0 3 2 ; j C N 004 * < C N 004 ; 
k C N 004 * > C N 0 0 4 ; I C N 0 0 4 ' =  C N 004 ; m  C N 014 * < C N 0 1 4 ; n C N 0 1 4 * > C N 0 1 4 ; o  C N 014 * = C N 014  
p C N 0 1 6 _  < C N 016 ; q C N 0 1 6 _  > C N 016 ; r C N 016 _  =  C N 016 ; s O T 0 0 1 * < O T 0 0 1 ; t O T 00 1* > O T001 
u O T001 * = O T 0 0 1 ; v  O T 0 0 8 T S * <  O T 0 0 8 T S ; w  O T 0 0 8 T S * > O T 0 0 8 T S ; x O T 0 0 8 T S * = O T 00 8T S .

T e s t  S t a t i s t i c s ( c )

S G 0 2 2 *  
- S G 02 2

S G 0 2 3 _  
- S G 02 3

S G 0 3 2 _  
- G 0 3 2

C .N 0 0 4 *  - 
C N 0 0 4

C N 0 1 4 *
- C N 0 1 4

C N 0 1 6 _  - 
C N 0 1 6

O T 0 Q 1 * -
O T 00 1

O T 0 0 8 T S *  
- O T 0 0 8 T S

Z

A s ym p .
-.6 2 9 (a ) -.9 9 5 (a ) -1 .9 8 2 (b ) -2 .0 4 6 (a ) - .6 0 8 (b ) -2 .4 9 7 (a ) -1 .1 2 4 (b ) -1 .2 4 8 (b )

S ig . (2 - 
ta ile d )

.529 .3 2 0 .047 '  .041 .543 .013 .261 .2 12

a Based on positive ranks, b Based on negative ranks, c Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test.

5.4 Business Strategies

In this part of assessment, the original measures on strategic orientations used a 7- 
point Likert scale with ,1 indicating strong agreement, 4 indicating neutral and 7 
indicating strong disagreement. In order to simplify, the 7-point scale was recoded into 3- 
point scale with - I indicating agreement, 0 indicating neutral and 1 indicating disagreement.
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The results (Figure 21) show that, apart from the pair of SG023_versus SG023 and 
the pair of CN014* versus CN014, there is not a significant difference of the answers 
given by the rest of the pairs of respondent samples. Pair 2 (SG023_ and SG023) and 
4 (CN014* and CN014) appeared to have a significant difference, z = -2.54, -2.63, p 
= 0.011,0.009 respectively.

Figure 21 Wilcoxon Test ( R a n k s ) :  Business Strategic Orientations

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
SG022* - SG022 Negative Ranks 7(a) 6.71 47.00

Positive Ranks 5(b) 6.20 31.00
Ties 22(c)

SG023_ - SG023 Negative Ranks 6(d) 14.50 87.00
Positive Ranks 21(e) 13.86 291.00
Ties 7(f)

SG032_ - SG032 Negative Ranks 4(g) 3.50 14.00
Positive Ranks 2(h) 3.50 7.00
Ties 28(i)

CN004* - CN004 Negative Ranks Kl) 2.50 2.50
Positive Ranks 9(k) 5.83 52.50
Ties 24(1)

CN014* - CN014 Negative Ranks 4(m) 9.00 36.00
Positive Ranks 12(n) 8.33 100.00
Ties 18(o)

CN016_ - CN016 Negative Ranks 9(P) 8.17 73.50
Positive Ranks 7(q) 8.93 62.50
Ties 18(r)

OT001* - OT001 Negative Ranks 2(s) 1.50 3.00
Positive Ranks 0(t) .00 .00
Ties 15(u)

OT008TS* - OT008TS Negative Ranks 0(v) .00 .00
Positive Ranks 2(w) 1.50 3.00
Ties 15(x)

a S G 0 2 2 * < S G 02 2 ; b S G 0 2 2 '>  S G 02 2 : c S G 02 2* =  S G 0 2 2 ; d S G 0 2 3 _  < S G 02 3; e  S G 0 2 3 _  > S G 02 3 ; 
f S G 0 2 3 _  = S G 0 2 3 ; g S G 0 3 2 _  < S G 03 2; h S G 0 3 2 _  > S G 03 2 ; i S G 0 3 2 _  =  S G 03 2; j C N 0 0 4 * < C N 004 ; 
k C N 0 0 4 * > C N 004 : I C N 0 0 4 * =  C N 004 ; m  C N 0 1 4 * <  C N 0 1 4 ; n C N 0 1 4 * >  C N 014 ; o  C N 0 1 4 * =  C N 014  
p C N 0 1 6 _  < C N 0 1 6 ; q  C N 0 1 6 _  >  C N 016 ; r C N 0 1 6 _  = C N 0 1 6 ; s O T 0 0 1 * < O T 00 1 ; t O T 0 0 1 * > O T001 
u O T001 * =  O T001 ; v O T 0 0 8 T S * < O T 0 0 8 T S ; w  O T 0 0 8 T S * > O T 0 0 8 T S ; x O T 0 0 8 T S * =  O T 0 0 8 T S .

T e s t  S t a t i s t i c s ( c )

SG022* 
- SG022

SG023_ - 
SG023

SG032_ 
- SG032

CN004* - 
CN004

CN014* - 
CN0I4

CN016_ 
-CN0I6

OT001*
-OT00I

OT008TS* 
- OT008TS

Z
Asymp.

-.660(a) -2.542(b) -.750(a) -2.626(b) -1.767(b) -.294(a) -1.342(a) -1.342(b)

Sig. (2- 
tailed )

.509 .011 .453 .009 .077 .768 .180 .180

a Based on positive ranks, b Based on negative ranks, c W ilcoxon Signed Ranks Test

For the respondent in pair 2, the reason for making significant different opinions may 
be that the informant had obtained an overall view on business strategies after giving 
answers at the first time. The respondent might wish to show their organisation with 
a more appropriate strategic appearance when responded to the questionnaire at the 
second time. In this case, the response provided at the first time was used in the 
formal analysis. For different respondents at the same organisation, the reason for
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making significant different opinions might because that the lower level manager 
failed to understand fully on their business strategies. In this case, the response 
provided by senior level manager should be used in the formal analysis.

The rest of five pairs of responses did not show a significant difference, for SG022* 
versus SG022, z = -0.66, p = 0.509; for SG032 versus SG032_, z = -0.75, p = 0.45; 
for CN 016 and CN016_, z = -0.29, p = 0.77; for OT001* versus OT001, z = -1.34, p 
= 0.18; and for OT008TS and OT008TS*, z = -1.34, p = 0.18. The results provide 
positive evidence that there is not a significant difference of answers given by 
managers at different levels or by managers responding at different times on their 
strategic orientations.

Figure 22 Wilcoxon Test (Ranks): Strategic Competitive Positions

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
SG022* - SG022 Negative Ranks 1(a) 1.50 1.50

Positive Ranks 2(b) 2.25 4.50
Ties 3(c)

SG023_ - SG023 Negative Ranks 1(d) 3.00 3.00
Positive Ranks 4(e) 3.00 12.00
Ties 1(f)

SG032_ - SG032 Negative Ranks 2(g) 2.00 4.00
Positive Ranks 1(h) 2.00 2.00
Ties 3(0

CN004* - CN004 Negative Ranks 0(1) .00 .00
Positive Ranks 2(k) 1.50 3.00
Ties 4(1)

CN014* - CN014 Negative Ranks 3(m) 3.00 9.00
Positive Ranks 2(n) 3.00 6.00
Ties 1(0)

CN016_ - CN016 Negative Ranks 1(P) 1.50 1.50
Positive Ranks 1(g) 1.50 1.50
Ties 4(r)

OT001 * - OT001 Negative Ranks 0(s) .00 .00
Positive Ranks 0(t) .00 .00
Ties 2(u)

OT008TS’ - OT008TS Negative Ranks 0(v) .00 .00
Positive Ranks 0(w) .00 .00
Ties 2(x)

a  S G 0 2 2 * < S G 02 2; b S G 0 2 2 *>  S G 02 2 ; c S G 0 2 2 ' =  S G 02 2; d S G 0 2 3 ^  < S G 02 3; e  S G 0 2 3 _  > S G 02 3; 
f S G 0 2 3 _  =  S G 0 2 3 ; g S G 0 3 2 _  < S G 03 2 ; h S G 0 3 2 _  > S G 03 2 ; i S G 0 3 2 _  = S G 03 2 ; j C N 0 0 4 * <  C N 004 ; 
k C N 0 0 4 * > C N 004 ; I C N 004 * =  C N 004 : m C N 0 1 4 * < C N 014 ; n C N 014 * > C N 014 ; o  C N 0 1 4 * = C N 0 1 4  
p C N 0 1 6 _  < C N 016 ; q C N 0 1 6 _  > C N 016 : r C N 0 1 6 _  = C N 016 ; S O T 0 0 1 *  < O T001 ; t O T001 * >  O T001 
u O T 00 1 * = O T001 ; v  O T 0 0 8 T S * < O T 0 0 8 T S ; w  O T 0 0 8 T S * > O T 0 0 8 T S ; x  O T 0 0 8 T S * =  O T 0 0 8 T S .

T e s t  S t a t i s t i c s ( d )

SG022* 
- SG022

SG023_ 
- SG023

SG032_ 
- SG032

CN004* - 
CN004

CN0I4*
-CN0I4

CN0I6_ 
- NO 16

OT00I* 
- TOO I

OT008TS* - 
OT008TS

z
Asymp.

-.816(a) -1.342(a) -.377(b) -1.342(a) -.447(b) .000(0 .O't)O(c) .000(c)

Sig. (2- 
tailed )

.414 .180 .564 .180 .655 1.000 1.000 1.000

a Based on negative ranks, b Based on positive ranks, c The sum of negative ranks equals the sum of 
positive ranks, d Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
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5.5 Strategic Competitive Positions

The results in Figure 22 show that, for each pair of sample respondents, the 
Wilcoxon is not significant. Particularly, z-score is 0 and this value is insignificant 
for pairs between CN016 and CN016_, OTOOl and OTOOl* as well as OT008 and 
OT008* (p = 1). It can therefore be concluded that for managers at different levels at 
the same company or managers providing responses at different times during the 
survey, there was a consistency of their opinions on the strategic competitive 
positions of their organisations.

5.6 Strategic Performance

The first table in Figure 23 shows that, of pair 1 for instance, for 6 of 20 subjects, 
their score given by case SG022 was greater than the score given by case SG022* 
(negative ranks); 8 of 20 subjects, their score given by case SG022* was greater than 
the score given by case SG022. The result indicates that SG022* perceived a higher 
level of strategic performance than SG022 did. There were 6 tied ranks (i.e. subjects 
which were scored the same by both cases). These six differences of 0 scores were 
excluded from the analysis for the further Wilcoxon test.

The table also shows the average number of negative and positive ranks and the sum 
of positive and negative ranks. In pair 1, the mean of the positive rank is 7.25 and the 
mean of the negative ranks is 7.83. The second table in SPSS output tells that the test 
statistic was based on the negative ranks, that the z-score is -0.353 for SG022* 
versus SG022, but this value is insignificant as p = 0.724. Because this value was 
based on negative ranks, it can be concluded that there was no significant increase in 
the strategic performance from the assessment given by 80022* to the assessment 
given by SG022.

For pair 2, the test statistic was carried out based on the positive ranks then this could 
tell that the results were in the opposite direction (namely the scores were greater for 
SG023_ compared to SG023). However, the z-score is -0.047 and this value is not 
significant because p = 0.963. Therefore, it can be concluded that for managers at the 
same organisation, there was not a significant difference in perceiving their strategic 
performance between senior managers at different levels.

Similar results can be seen for the other pairs of the cases that none of the difference 
tests is significant. For OT008TS* versus OT008TS, z = 0, p = 1; CN004 versus 
CN004*; z = -0.50, p = 0.617; SG032 versus SG032_, z = - 0.88, p = 0.377; and 
OTOOl versus OTOOl*, z = -1.00. p = 0.32 respectively.

There is a marginal significant difference at the 0.10 level for CN014 versus CN014* 
and CN016 versus CN016_. When looking into the original data file, CN014* was an 
operations manager at the company. As a functional manager, the informant may not 
have an overall balanced view on their organisations. This might be the reason why 
this respondent had a marginally different view on their organisational performance 
from the respondent who was, as a chief executive officer, at the most senior 
management level. In this circumstance, responses provided by managers at the 
higher management level should be more reliable than those provided by managers at
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the lower management level. A marginal different between CN016 and CN016_, as 
said above, may because of lack of understanding when this respondent answered the 
questions initially.

Figure 23 Wilcoxon Test ( R a n k s )  for Strategic Performance

N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks
SG022* - SG022 Negative Ranks 6(a) 7.83 47.00

Positive Ranks 8(b) 7.25 58.00
Ties 6(c)

SG023_ - SG023 Negative Ranks 5(d) 6.70 33.50
Positive Ranks 6(e) 5.42 32.50
Ties 9(f)

SG032_ - SG032 Negative Ranks 4(g) 5.88 23.50
Positive Ranks 7(h) 6.07 42.50
Ties 9(i)

CN004* - CN004 Negative Ranks 6(j) 6.50 39.00
Positive Ranks 7 (k) 7.43 52.00
Ties 7(1)

CN014* - CN014 Negative Ranks 14(m) 8.86 124.00
Positive Ranks 4(n) 11.75 47.00
Ties 2(o)

CN016_ - CN016 Negative Ranks 9(P) 6.72 60.50
Positive Ranks 3(q) 5.83 17.50
Ties 8(r)

OT001 * - OT001 Negative Ranks 1(s) 1.00 1.00
Positive Ranks 0(t) .00 .00
Ties 3(u)

OT008TS* - OT008TS Negative Ranks 0(v) .00 .00
Positive Ranks 0(w) .00 .00
Ties 4(x)

a S G 0 2 2 * < S G 02 2 ; b  S G 0 2 2 *>  S G 02 2: c S G 02 2* =  S G 02 2; d S G 0 2 3 _  < S G 02 3; e  S G 0 2 3 _  > S G 023; 
f S G 0 2 3 _  =  S G 02 3 ; g S G 0 3 2 _  <  S G 03 2 ; h S G 0 3 2 _  > S G 03 2; i S G 0 3 2 _  =  S G 03 2 ; j C N 004* < C N 004 ; 
k C N 004 * > C N 004 ; I C N 0 0 4 * =  C N 004 ; m  C N 0 1 4 * < C N 014 ; n C N 0 1 4 * >  C N 014 ; o  C N 014 * = C N 014  
p C N 0 1 6 _  < C N 016 ; q C N 0 1 6 _  > C N 016 ; r C N 0 1 6 _  =  C N 016 ; s O T 0 0 1 * <  O T 0 0 1 ; t O T 00 1* > O T001 
u O T 0 0 1 * =  O T001 ; v  O T 0 0 8 T S * < O T 00 8T S ; w  O T 0 0 8 T S * > O T 0 0 8 T S ; x O T 0 0 8 T S * =  O T 008T S .

T e s t  S t a t i s t i c s ( d )

SG022* 
- SG022

SG023_ 
- SG023

SG032_ 
- SG032

CN004* 
- CN004

CN014* - 
CN0I4

CN016_ - 
CN016

OT001* - 
T00I

OT008TS* 
- OT008TS

z
Asymp.

-.353(a) -.047(b) -.884(a) -.500(a) -1.715(b) -1.731(b) -1.000(b) .000(c)

Sig. (2- 
tailed)

.724 .963 .377 .617 .086 .083 .317 1.000

a Based on negative ranks, b Based on positive ranks, c The sum of negative ranks equals the sum of 
positive ranks, d Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test

In short, the hypothetical assumption that managers at different levels or responding 
tit different times would provide different assessment on their organisational strategic 
performance should be rejected. Hence, it can be concluded that views on strategic 
performance given by managers at different levels or at different times are consistent.
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6. Conclusions of Supplementary Analysis

The completed supplementary analysis intended to establish the reliability and 
validity for the research instrument and responses. For doing this, four statistical 
techniques were applied. First, to check the validity of the constructs of the survey 
questionnaire, factor analysis was conducted. By combining various items to more 
abstract factors, factor analysis helped the researcher to discover the basic structure 
for the domains and to have a more comprehensive interpretation to the underlying 
dimensions. The results emerged in factor analysis support the dominant dimensions 
for strategic taxonomy and strategic performance. However, for environmental 
dimensions, the emerged results did not provide classifications showing a common 
trend or pattern. In fact, it varies from the researcher's intention that the perceived 
environment uncertainty in an East Asian context could be evaluated from three 
aspects: complexity, dynamism and hostility. As such, factor analysis is considered 
an inappropriate approach for generating the business environmental constructs 
whereas the researcher decided to stick on the initial contention of these three 
dimensions as they may have greater insight into the determinants of environmental 
uncertainty.

Second, in order to compare with the previous classification of business strategic 
groups assigned in the formal data analysis, cluster analysis was employed. The 
results based on cluster analysis are not consistent with factor analysis and provide 
insignificant evidence to validate the classifications of the strategic typologies 
developed by this researcher. Hence, cluster analysis is found to be an appropriate 
technique to allocate strategic groups. Third, item reliability analysis was carried out 
in an attempt to check the consistency of responses and results. The results obtained 
from the item analyses prove further the reliability of the constructed scales for the 
survey questionnaire despite a few items that could be excluded from analysis.

Finally, in order to check whether managers within the same organisation, or the 
same respondent responding at different times, have similar views on their 
organisations, Wilconxon tests were conducted. Through the comparative analysis of 
the control groups, the results have generally validated the data sets and have proved 
the reliability of the data used in the formal analysis. If significance is assessed at a 
0.01 level, then almost all pairs of sample respondents in the control groups did not 
have significantly different views on the perceived business environment, strategic 
orientations and strategic performance. The hypothetical assumptions of significant 
differences between the two sides of each pair of the responses should be rejected. It 
is then considered further that managers at different levels in the same organisation 
may have equal or similar views on their organisations. In which case, responses 
from respondents at a higher management position could be regarded as 
representative and should be adopted for data analysis. In addition, respondents may 
also provide consistent answers when responding at different times. Consequently, 
by analysing the control groups, the response data used in the formal analysis have 
been validated and proved reliable.
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Covering Letter (in English and Chinese) 
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T H E
ROBERT GORDON 

UNIVERSITY

The Energy Service Industry in East Asia

Dear S ir /M a d a m

FACULTY OF MANAGEMENT
A b e r d e e n  B u s i n e s s  S c h o o l

Kepplestone Mansion 
Viewfield Road 
Aberdeen 
AB15 7AW 
United Kingdom

Tel: 0044 1224 263148 

Fax: 0044 1224 263100 

e-mail: y.tan@rgu.ac.uk

In recent yea rs, m a n a g e rs  are en co u ra g e d  to  b e c o m e  m o re  r e sp o n s iv e  to  th e  d ic ta te s  o f  th e  
e t e r n a l  en v ir o n m en t an d  are requ ired  to  scan  an d  a sse ss  en v ir o n m en t c o n d itio n s  w h e n  m a k in g  
strategic d ec is io n s .

H ow ever, litt le  or n o th in g  is  k n o w n  a b o u t th e  stra teg y  n e e d e d  for serv ic e  c o m p a n ie s  to  su r v iv e  
and p ro sp er  lo n g -term  in  th e  East A sia  b u s in e s s  en v iro n m en t. In an  a ttem p t to  fill th is  g a p , 1 
prop osed  in  la te  1999 m y  d o cto ra l research  project. T h is  is  b a sed  u p o n  b o th  p r ev io u s  research  
w ork an d  m y  p erso n a l in terest.

O ver th e  last tw o  yea rs, I h a v e  carried  o u t a co n s id er a b le  a m o u n t o f  research  o n  th e  o il an d  g a s  
service sector, in c lu d in g  p ilo t  f ie ld w o rk  d u r in g  la te  2000  an d  ea r ly  2001 in  C hina . A s  a resu lt  o f  
this w o rk , I h a v e  d e v e lo p e d  a research  su r v e y  q u estio n n a ire , w h ic h  re la tes  to  the business 
environment a n d  strategies for th e  oil and gas service companies in  East Asia.

becau se o f  th e  research  ob jectiv es , th e  q u estio n n a ire  is  b e in g  se n t o n ly  to  e x e c u tiv e s  o f  
c°m p a n ie s /o r g a n is a t io n s  lo ca ted  m a in ly  in  China, S ingapore  an d  M alaxjsia .

hi order to  c o m p le te  m y  P h D  th e s is  su cc ess fu lly , it is  v er y  im p o rta n t for m e  to  o b ta in  y o u r  
asse ssm en t a n d  it is  for th is reason  that I w o u ld  b e  v er y  g ra te fu l if  y o u  w o u ld  sp are  th e  t im e  to  
com p lete  th e  a tta ch ed  q u estio n n a ire .

M eanw h ile , 1 v er y  m u ch  b e lie v e  that, b y  a n sw e r in g  m y  q u e s tio n s , y o u  w ill a lso  o b ta in  b en efits ,  
as y o u  m a y  b e  a b le  to  d e v e lo p  a fresh  v ie w  o f  y o u r  o rg a n isa tio n  an d  its  m a n a g em en t.

 ̂look  forw ard  to  h ea r in g  from  y o u  so o n .

mailto:y.tan@rgu.ac.uk


T H E
ROBERT GORDON 

UNIVERSITY
ABE RDEEN

Executive Survey

The Business Environment and Strategies 
For The Energy Service Sector in East Asia

TanYi
Doctoral Student

Aberdeen Business School, The Robert Gordon University

Induction
îh'^ ls PhD research project seeks to develop a comprehensive understanding of the business environment 
 ̂^hich you operate and the strategies which your organisation pursues to adapt to that environment. 
esPondents to this questionnaire are oil and gas service company executives (CEOs, general managers, 
’Actors, or heads of operating/business units) mainly in China, Singapore and Malaysia.

re you start, please read the following notes carefully.

It will take you around 30 minutes to complete this questionnaire. IT IS IMPORTANT TO 
ANSWER EVERY QUESTION.

Please provide the appropriate answers as accurately as you can.

There are neither right nor wrong, neither good nor bad answers to the questions being 
asked. Please be frank in your answers.

All responses will be treated as fully confidential and will be utilised anonymously in the 
research report and thesis. N o information w ill be published about the person or the 
organisation.

return your COMPLETED questionnaire within ONE month of receipt in the envelope provided or to the 
ress given. Thank you for assisting the researcher and contributing to this important undertaking.

H0 P* address: Tan Yi, Doctoral Student, Aberdeen Business School, The Robert Gordon University, Kepplestone Mansion, Viewfield 

Aberdeen AB15 7AW, United Kingd om.

L  0044 1224 263148 Fax: 0044 1224 263100

ry.taniSrgu.ac.uk (or tanyiasia@hotmail.com and tanyi_2000@yahoo.com)

mailto:tanyiasia@hotmail.com
mailto:tanyi_2000@yahoo.com
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SECTION (I): BACKGROUND

YOUR ORGANISATION 1. Define the legal status of the organisation for which you ar
Tick ✓  on ly  one as appropriate responsible.

□  Independent company D  Operating/Business Unit
□  Division/Subsidiary Company □  Other (Please specify)....

ORGANISATION LOCATION 2. In which country is the organisation as defined above situa
Tick ✓  on ly  one as appropriate

□  China 0  Singapore 0  Malaysia 0  Other (Please specify)................

SIZE
Tick ✓  on ly  one as appropriate

□  1-49 □  50-199

3. How many full time (or equivalent) people are employ^ * * 
above organisation?

□  200-499 □  500-2999 □  > 3000

inthe

AGE 4. How long has the above organisation been in business 
present form?

Please specify: .....................  years

underits

OWNERSHIP
Tick ✓  on ly  one as appropriate

5. Identify the type of ownership of your organisation.

0  Wholly Domestic State Owned 0  Jointventure ,
| | Wholly Domestic Private/Individual 0  Domestic Share Holding/Public Limited (Company 
— 0  Other (Please specify)...........................................I I Wholly Foreign Owned

INDUSTRY SEGMENT
Tick ✓ the box (es) as appropriate

6. Which energy industry does the above organisationicHon service?

(Oil and gas sector)
□  Upstream (E&P)
I I Midstream (Transportation)
□  Downstream (Refining/processing and marketing)
□  Other oil and gas service companies

(Other energy sector)
0  Hydropower
0  Electricity
1 I Nuclear
I I Other Energy (Please specify)-

7. For which oil and gas business activities do you pm 
service?

vide :

□  Exploration 0  Appraisal 0  Development 0  Production 0  Other.

BUSINESS IN EAST ASIA
Tick ✓ the box(es) as appropriate

I I China 
I I Vietnam

0  Singapore
1 I Thailand

erat*oil
8. In which East Asian countries does this organisation oper‘ 

and gas service businesses at present?

0  Malaysia 0  Philippines 0  Indonesia
0  Japan 0  South Korea 0  O t h e r . ....................

TITLE OF PERSON RESPONDING 9. Please specify:

Important notes: all your follow ing answers should be based on
• the "O R G AN IS AT IO N " for which you are responsible
• the "R E G IO N " where the organisation as identified above operates in East Asia
• the "OIL AND GAS SERVICE SECTOR" in which the above organisation operates

Tan Yi, Doctoral Student, Aberdeen Business School, The Robert Gordon University, Viewfield Road, Aberdeen
Tel: 0044 1224 263148 Fax:0044 1224 263100 Email: y.tan@rgu.ac.uk (or tanyiasia@hotmail.com).

---
-
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SECTION (II): THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

ârt One Environmental Sectors

business environment consists of the external factors considered to be crucial to the growth of your business 
"Whin the oil and gas industry. These factors can be grouped into the following six sectors:

Technological
The development of new production techniques and methods; 
innovation in materials and products/services; general trends 

in research and science within the industry.

gnomic
g w  economics relevant to your

mess, oil and gas economic factors such
price, E&P levels and reserves, well 

ms, rig counts and rates paid.

ĴPpliers
f0rUrces °f raw materials and componen 
prô ro<̂ Ucri°n, or sources of standard 

ucts for providing service business.

Energy Service Company 
(Oil and Gas Industry)

t
Competitors

All competitors (existing firms, new entrants and firms 
providing substitute products/services); competitive tactics 

and actions among firms within the industry.

Regulatory
At all levels of government, regulations, 
legislation and policies relevant to the oil 
and gas industry and your business.

Customers
The oil and gas clients that purchase the 
products or services provided by your 
organisation.

If a
sniall change within an environmental sector brings about a great consequence to business, that sector is therefore 

^sidered im portan t. However, it may be that a big change within that sector makes little difference to business 
8 0r> that basis, the sector maybe considered to be of no or lit t le  importance. It is inevitable that each environmental
th t0r' w^afever its level of importance, will have a varying effect (therefore im pact) on your business. Please circle 
5 Vj UlTl̂ er l̂at kest indi^tes the above environmental sectors as they have affected your business over the LAST

Inyour opinion, how IMPORTANT are these sectors on the growth of your business?

not slightly very most
important important important important important

^ Economic 1 2 3 4 5

^ Technological 1 2 3 4 5

C Regulatory 1 2 3 4 5

^ Customers 1 2 3 4 5

Competitors 1 2 3 4 ‘ 5

 ̂ Suppliers 1 2 3 4 5

P
0r your experience, how does the IMPACT of these sectors affect the growth of your business?

non-existent/
very weak weak moderate strong very strong

9 Economic 1 2 3 4 5

^ Technological 1 2 3 4 5

Regulatory 1 2 3 4 5

 ̂ Customers 1 2 3 4 5

Competitors 1 2 3 4 5

Suppliers 1 2 3 4 5

1 ri, T)In/ °ctoral Student, Aberdeen Business School, The Robert Gordon University, Viewfield Road, Aberdeen AB15 7AW, UK
‘224 263148 Fax:0044 1224 263100 Email: y.tan@rgu.ac.uk (or tanyiasia@hotmail.com).
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Part Two Nature of the Business Environné10 11*

For different industries, the nature of the business environment can mean different things. In each of the fo 0 j 
statements, you may select only one by circling the number you consider most accurately reflects your organi 
environment over the LAST 5 YEARS.

(1 and 7 = very/dramatically/strongly, 2 and 6 =exactly, 3 and 5 = tend to be, and 4 is neutral)

1. The business environment in which you operate is

very static 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very dynamic

2 .

very simple

The business environment in which you operate is 

1  2 3 4 5 6 7 very compte*

3.

very pleasant

The business environment in which you operate is 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very unpleasant

4. The knowledge required to understand the economic situation is

very simple 6 very so,iphisticated

5. The market demand within the oij and gas industry which you serve is

very big verystndl

6.

7.

The market demand within the oil and gas industry which you serve is

increasing
dramatically

decreasing
dramatically

The level of technology involved in the oil and gas service sector in which you operate is 

very low 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 veryln$h

8. The products/services provided within the service sector in which you operate are

very similar to 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very different
each other ea

9. In the region where you operate, access to available technologies is

very easy verydifßc^

10. Government regulations, legislation and policies in the region where you operate are

very simple 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 verV
compitea«*

Tan Yi, Doctoral Student, Aberdeen Business School, The Robert Gordon University, Viewfield Road, Aberdeen
Tel: 0044 1224 263148 Fax:0044 1224 263100 Email: y.tan@rgu.ac.uk (or tanyiasia@hotmail.com).
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11.

12.

T h e n a tio n a l g o v e r n m e n t reg u la tio n s  an d  le g is la t io n  in  th e  reg io n  w h e r e  y o u  op era te  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7strongly benefit 
your business

strongly limit 
your business

T he lo ca l le v e l g o v e r n m e n t p o lic ie s  (e .g . C u sto m s or a d m in is tra tiv e  b u reau x)  
in  th e  reg io n  w h e re  y o u  op era te

very positively 
influence 
your business

very negatively 
influence 

your business

13.

very close

T h e re la tio n sh ip s  o f  y o u r  o rg a n isa tio n  w ith  g o v e r n m e n t are  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very distant

W ith in  th e  o il an d  g a s  in d u stry , th e  n u m b er  o f  cu sto m e rs  w h o m  y o u  se r v e  is  

very small 1 2  3  4  5  6 7 very large

T h e n e e d s  an d  p referen ces o f  th e  o il an d  g a s  c lien ts  w h o m  y o u  se rv e  are 

very similar 1 2 3 4 5 6 Z very different

Y our k e y  cu sto m ers  sw itc h  to  a n o th er  c o m p etito r 's  p r o d u c ts /s e r v ic e s  

with great difficulty 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very easily

T he re la tio n sh ip s  o f  y o u r  o rg a n isa tio n  w ith  y o u r  k ey  o il an d  g a s  c lien ts  are  

very good 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very poor

T h e n u m b er  o f  su p p lie r s  to y o u r  o rg a n isa tio n  are 

very small 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very large

19
The supply conditions (e.g. price, quality, speed or service) provided by your suppliers are 

very similar 1 2 3 4 5 6 Z very different

Access to suppliers for obtaining available raw materials or standard goods and services is 

very easy 1 2 3 4 5 6 Z very difficult

T he re la tio n sh ip s  o f  y o u r  o rg a n isa tio n  w ith  y o u r  k e y  su p p lie r s  are 

very supportive 1  2 3  4 5 6 Z very unhelpful

Te|. Doctoral Student, Aberdeen Business School, The Robert Gordon University, Viewfield Road, Aberdeen AB15 7AW, UK
044 1224 263148 Fax:0044 1224 263100 Email: y.tan@rgu.ac.uk (or tanyiasia@hotmail.com).
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22. T h e n u m b er  o f  firm s w ith in  the serv ice  sector  in  w h ic h  y o u  o p era te  is

very small (market 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very large
is dominated by a is shared H
few firms) numerous firms

23. T he sc o p e  o f  firm s w ith in  the serv ice  sector  in  w h ic h  y o u  o p era te  is

very narrow 
(completely domestic 
companies only)

24. T h e en try  barriers to th e  o il an d  g a s  serv ice  sector  in  w h ic h  y o u  o p era te  are

very high 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very loi»

25. T he riva lry  a m o n g  the co m p etito rs  w ith in  the serv ice  secto r  in  w h ic h  y o u  o p era te  is

very orderly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very turbulent

26. C o m p e tit iv e  a c tio n s  a d o p te d  b y  firm s w ith in  th e  serv ice  secto r  in  w h ic h  y o u  o p era te  are

very reasonable 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 very unreasonable

27. T he re la tio n sh ip  o f  y o u r  o rg a n isa tio n  w ith  y o u r  k ey  co m p etito r s  is

very collaborative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very un-collaboratif 28

28. T h e b u s in e s s  en v ir o n m en t in  w h ic h  y o u  op era te  is

very certain 1 2 3 4 5 5 7  very uncertain

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very extensive
(companies from a

over the world)
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following questions pertain to the degree of predictability taking place in each of the same six environmental 
fetors as defined above. PREDICTABLE means the situation stays about the same from year to year. 
UNPREDICTABLE means things that cannot be forecast from year to year. How would you rate the following 
environmental factors on the degree of their predictability in the LAST 5 YEARS?

____________2_____________ 3____________4____________ 5________________6_______________ 7________

highly predictable tend to be neutral tend to be unpredictable highly
Predictable predictable unpredictable unpredictable

(Circle one)

29 „
* Customers

a) demand for existing products/services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

h) demand for new products/services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

c) demand for higher quality or more services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

d) preference for lower price 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Competitors

a) changes in their competitive price of 
products/ services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

h) improvement in quality of products/services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

c) introduction of new products/services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Suppliers

a) rising prices 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

b) reduction in quality of goods and services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

c) introduction of new materials and components 
or standard products 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3* Fr
t c onom ic

a) changes in oil and gas exploration and production 
in the region where you operate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

k) changes in well counts in the region where you 
operate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

changes in rig activities (rig counts) in the region 
where you operate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

technological

technological changes in the service sector in 
which you operate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

k) rate of technological diffusion throughout the 
service sector in which you operate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

H jj
Regulatory

changes in national regulations and legislation 
■n the region where you operate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

k) changes in local level government policies in 
the region where you operate 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

lei- jyj' doctoral Student, Aberdeen Business School, The Robert Gordon
^1224 263148 Fax:0044 1224 263100 Email: y.tan@rgu.ac.uk (or

University, V iew field Road, Aberdeen AB15 7AW, UK 
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Part Three Strategic Orientatio11

Strategy is defined as a pattern of organisational decisions for positioning a firm in the environment and guî J  
internal operations. From your knowledge, please assess each of the following statements by selecting ‘ 
applicable to your organisation over the LAST 5 YEARS.

strongly agree agree tend to agree neutral tend to disagree disagree strongly disagree

(Circle one)

1. We have clearly articulated our business strategy(ies). 1 2 3 4 5 6

2. We offer a broad range of products/services to the 
markets we serve. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3. We direct our product/services to well-defined 
customer groups. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4. We offer customers a full set of products/services. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

5. Some of our products/services and markets are stable, 
others changing. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6. We seek to increase use of existing products / 
services in existing markets. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7. We seek to develop some products/services that 
are closely related to our existing products/services 
in existing markets. 1 2 3 4 5 6

7

8. We seek to develop new markets for our existing 
products/services. 1 2 3 4 5 6

7

9. We seek to introduce new products/services in 
our existing markets. 1 2 3 4 5 6

7

10. We seek to generate unrelated new products/ 
services and markets. 1 2 3 4 5 6

7

11. We seek to create new products/services to make 
similar existing products/services obsolete. 1 2 3 4 5 6

7

12. We devote attention to the operational efficiency 
for our existing business. 1 2 3 4 5 6

7

13. We tend to ignore developments outside our 
established business. 1 2 3 4 5 6

7

14. We seldom make rapid adjustments in our
organisational structure or methods of operation. 1 2 3 4 5 6

7

15. We have a viable strategy but our management or 
structure is not linked to it in an appropriate manner. 1 2 3 4 5 6

7

16. We adhere to our structure or methods of operation 
even though they are no longer relevant to 
environmental conditions. 1 2 3 4 5 6

7
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Executive Survey

^  Within a single business activity, w e sw itch betw een  
em phasising factors such as quality, unique features, 
price or other products/services attributes.

18. vVe em phasise quality, price, unique features or other 
products/services attributes depending on the 
business activity concerned.

19. VVe frequently perceive crucial change occurring 
but are not alw ays ready to respond.

20. VVe rapidly adapt to the change developed by others.

21. VVe usually create change in the industry.

We make changes only w hen forced to do so by  
pressures.

3̂. VVe seek to provide the highest possible quality of 
business or products/services.

^ We tend to em phasise a unique feature of business 
°r products/services.

2e
• We seek to achieve the low est possible cost of 

business or products/services.

We com pete based on the highest quality of business 
°r products/services.

17' We differentiate our business or products/services  
from those of our competitors.

Jo
' We com pete based on the low est cost of business 

0r products/services.

2

2

2

2

2

Within the oil and gas service industry, each time w e com pete 
with other com panies in a marketplace in East Asia,

a) price charged by our products/services is

(tick *- the boxes as appropriate)

□  Very low □  Below moderate Q  Moderate □  Above moderate □  Very high

b) products/services quality valued by customers is

□  Very low □  Below moderate □  Moderate | | Above moderate □  Very high

c) reliability of (products/services) technology is

Q  Very low □  Below moderate □  Moderate 1 ]  Above moderate Q  Very high

d) safety performance of products/services is 

□  Very low □  Below moderate Q  Moderate | | Above moderate □  Very high

e) speed of responding to clients' requires is

| | Very low O  Below moderate Q  Moderate (/I] Above moderate □  Very high

f) price that customers are willing to pay is

| 1 Much lower Q  Below what we offer 
than what 
we offer

□  The same as 
what we offer

Q  Above what we 
offer

□  Much 
higher 
than what 
we offer

^  Y  ------------
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Executive Survey

Part Four Strategic Performance

This part is concerned with how your organisation performance changed in the PAST 5 YEARS, 
following questions, to your knowledge, you may select only one by circling the number that best 
organisation's situation.

In each of the 
estimates y°u

much less less slightly less no change slightly more more

1. Total assets (current and fixed assets) 1 2  3 4

much more

2. Return on total assets
(net profits after taxes to total assets)

3. Annual sales/production revenue

1 2  3 4

1 2  3 4

5 6 7

5 6 7

4. Annual net profit margin (net profits after taxes 
to sales/production revenue) 1 2  3 4 5 6 7

5. Total asset turnover (sales/production revenue 
to total assets) 1 2  3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5

much worse worse slightly worse no change slightly better

6. Products/services cost improvements 1

7. Price competitiveness 1

8. Products/services reliability (cost involved, 
ease of use, speed of delivery, technical support,
service availability, etc.) 1

9. Products/services quality 1

10. Relationship with key customers 1

11. Capability of influencing customers' purchase decisions 1

12. Optimism of obtaining/resuming contracts 1

13. Key employment stability 1

14. Personnel calibre at all levels 1

15. Operational efficiency (do things right first time) 1

16. Speed of innovation and implementation of change 1

17. Overall organisation effectiveness (do right things
and eliminate non-positive impact activities) 1

18. Value added 1

19. General organisation image 1

20. Confidence to achieve growth 1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

better
much better

4 5

4 5

6

6

7

7

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7
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Executive Survey

( ^ank you for responding to the executive survey. All information provided will be treated in strict confidence.
however, purely for the purpose of clarification, it would be appreciated if you could provide a business card or fill 
ln the following. Completion of this is optional.

Name of person responding

Company name (in full)

Address (full postal)

Post code

Telephone No. Country code:................... Area code:.................  No:...................

Fax No. Country code:................... Area code:.................  No:........

E-mail

Website

Please return this COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE at your earliest convenience. Thank you.

t , - ^ * octoral Student, Aberdeen Business School, The Robert Gordon University, Viewfield Road, Aberdeen AB15 7AW, UK
44 1224 263148 Fax:0044 1224 263100 Email: y.tan@rgu.ac.uk (or tanyiasia@hotmail.com).

mailto:y.tan@rgu.ac.uk
mailto:tanyiasia@hotmail.com
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Appendix C

Coding Sheet
V a r ia b le  C o d in g  a n d  D efin itio n s  

( fo r  S P S S  D a ta  In p u t)

I II S h o r t F u ll L ab el V a lu e s V a lu e  L a b e l
N a m e

J :  variables: II: questions' numbers of the survey questionnaire

/ 0 ID Company None SG : Singapore
Code C N : China 

M L : Malaysia
_ (e.g. SGOOI, CNOO1. MLOO1 )

S e c tio n  I: B a c k g r o u n d

2 1 Status Legal Status 1 IDC: Independent Company
Category 2 DV/SB: Division/Subsidiary Company

3 OU/BU: Operating/Business Unit
___ 4 OT: Other Type

3 2 Location Situated East 1 CN
Asian Country 2 SG

3 ML
_____ 4 OC: Another Country

4 3 Size Full Time 1 1-49
Employees 2 50-199

3 200-499
4 500-2999

___ 5 3000+
5 4 Age Years Since 

Present
Business Form

None

6 5 Owner Ownership 1 WDSO: Wholly Domestic State Owned
Category 2 WDPAVDI: Wholly Domestic

3 Private/Individual
4 WFO: Wholly Foreign Owned
5 JV: Joint Venture

DSH/PLC: Domestic Share Holding/Public
6 Limited (Company)

OOT: Other Ownership Type
E n e r g y  S e r v ic e  S ec to r 0 No

^ __ 1 Yes
7 6 Energy 1 Upstream

(E&P)
8 Energy2 Midstream
9 Energy? Downstream
l o Energy4 Other service 

companies
' j T ~ Energy? Hydropower

Energyò Electricity
Energy7 Nuclear
Energy« Other Energy



Append ix  C

O il a n d  G a s S e r v ic e  
S e c to r

0
1

No
Yes

15 7 Service 1 Serve
Exploration

16 Service2 Serve
Appraisal

17 Service? Serve
Development

18 Serviee4 Serve
Production

19 Otherser Serve other oil 
& gas business 
activities

B u s in e s s  C o v e r a g e  E a st  
A sia n  C o u n tr ie s

0
1

No
Yes

J > 0 8 Asial China
_ 2 1 Asia2 Singapore

22 Asia? Malaysia
__23 Asia4 Philippines
_ 2 4 Asia5 Indonesia
J 2 5 Asia6 Vietnam

26 Asia7 Thailand
_ 27 Asia8 Japan
J 2 8 Asia9 South Korea

29 Asia 10 Other East
Asian
Countries

30 9 Title Respondent
Management
Level

None CEO: Chief Executive Officer: GM: General 
Manager: VP: Vice President; ED: Executive 
Director; PR: President; MD: Managing 
Director; BDM: Business Development 
Manager; RM; Regional Manager (Sales or 
Operations); BUM: Business Unit Manager: 
DM: Division Manager; IBM: International 
Business Manager; FM: Functional Manager 
(Sales or Operations); OT: Other.
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S e c tio n  II - P a r t  O n e

31 1 Impianti Economic 1 NI: Not important
a Importance 2 SI: Slightly important

32 i> Imptant2 Technological 3 IM: Important
Importance 4 VI: Very important

33 c Imptant3 Regulatory 5 MI: Most important
Importance

34 d Imptant4 Customers
Importance

35 c Imptant5 Competitors
Importance

36 f Impiantò Suppliers
Importance

37 2 Impact 1 Economic 1 NE/VW: Non-existent/very weak
a Impact 2 WK: Weak

38 b Impact2 Technological 3 MD: Moderate
Impact 4 ST: Strong

39 c Impaci? Regulatory 5 VS: Very Strong
._ Impact

40 d Impact4 Customers
Impact

41 e Impaciò Competitors
Impact

42 f Impaciò Suppliers
Impact

__
S e c tio n  II - P a r t T w o

43 i Dynamic Environmental 1 VST: Very static
Dynamism 2 ST: Static

3 TS: Tend to be static
4 NT: Neutral
5 TD: Tend to be dynamic
6 DY: Dynamic
7 VD: Very dynamic

44 2 Complex Environmental 1 VSP: Very simple
Complexity 2 SP: Simple

3 TSP: Tend to be simple
4 NT: Neutral
5 TCX: Tend to be complex
6 CX: Complex

__ 7 VCX: Very complex
45 3 Hostile Environmental 1 VP: Very pleasant

Hostility 2 PL: Pleasant
3 TP: Tend to be pleasant
4 NT: Neutral
5 TUP: Tend to be unpleasant
6 UPL: Unpleasant
7 VUP: Very unpleasant

46 4 Econom 1 Economics 1 VSP: Very simple
Knowledge 2 SP: Simple
Required 3 TSP: Tend to be simple

4 NT: Neutral
5 TSH: Tend to be sophisticated
6 SH: Sophisticated
7 VSH: Very sophisticated

I
3
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4 7 5 Econo m2 Size of Market 
Demand

1
2
3
4
5
6 
7

VB: Very big 
BG: Big
TB: Tend to be big 
NT: Neutral 
TS: Tend to be small 
SM: Small 
VS: Very small

4H 6 Econom3 Changing of 1 1CD: Increasing dramatically
Market 2 IC: Increasing
Demand 3 TIC: Tend to be increasing

4 NT: Neutral
5 TDC: Tend to be decreasing
6 DC: Decreasing
7 DCD: Decreasing dramatically

49 7 Tech 1 Technology 1 VL: Very low
Level 2 LW: Low

3 TL: Tend to be low
4 NT: Neutral
5 TH: Tend to be high
6 HG: High
7 VH: Very high

~~50 8 Tech2 Similarity of 1 VSMR: Very similar
Industrial 2 SMR: Similar
Producls/ 3 TSMR: Tend to be similar
Services 4 NT: Neutral

5 TDFR: Tend to be different
6 DFR: Different

_____ 7 VDFR: Very different
51 9 Tech3 Access to 1 VE: Very easy

Available 2 ES: Easy
Technologies 3 TE: Tend to be easy

4 NT: Neutral
5 TDFC: Tend to be difficult
6 DFC: Difficult
7 VDFC: Very difficult

52 10 Result 1 Government 1 VSP: Very simple
regulations, 2 SP: Simple
Legislation 3 TSP: Tend to be simple
and Polices 4 NT: Neutral

5 TCP: Tend to be complicated
6 CP: Complicated

.___ 7 VCP: Very complicated
53 11 Result2 National 1 SBF: Strongly benefit

Government 9 BFT: Benefit
Regulations 3 TBF: Tend to benefit
and 4 NT: Neutral
Legislation 5 TLT: Tend to limit

6 LIT: Limit
7 STLT: Strongly limit

54 12 Result3 Local 1 VPS: Very positive
Government 2 PST: Positive
Policies 3 TPS: Tend to be positive

4 NT: Neutral
5 TNG: Tend to be negative
6 NEG: Negative

< ---- 7 VNG: Very negative

4
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55 13 Relatl Relationship
Willi
Government

1
2
3
4
5
6 
7

VCL: Very close 
CL: Close
TCL: Tend to be close 
NT: Neutral
TDT: Tend to be distant 
DT: Distant 
VDT: Very distant

56 14 Cstmerl Number of Oil 1 VSML: Very small
and Gas 2 SML: Small
Clients 3 TSML: Tend to be small

4 NT: Neutral
5 TLG: Tend to be large
6 LGL: Large
7 VLG: Very large

57 15 Cstmer2 Needs and 1 VSMR: Very similar
Preferences of 2 SMR: Similar
Oil and Gas 3 TSMR: Tend to be similar
Clients 4 NT: Neutral

5 TDFE: Tend to be different
6 DFE: Different
7 VDFE: Very different

58 16 Cstmer3 Levels of Key 1 GDFY: With great difficulty
Customers 2 DFY: With difficulty
Switching to 3 TDFY: Tend to be with difficulty
Competitors 4 NT: Neutral

5 TES: Tend to be easily
6 ES: Easily
7 VES: Very easily

59 17 Relat2 Relationship 1 VGD: Very good
With 2 GD: Good
Customers 3 TGD: Tend to be good

4 NT: Neutral
5 TPR: Tend to be poor
6 PR: Poor
7 VPR: Very poor

60 18 Suplieri Number of I VSML: Very small
Suppliers 2 SML: Small

3 TSML: Tend to be small
4 NT: Neutral
5 TLG: Tend to be large
6 LGE: Large

._ 7 VLG: Very large
61 19 Suplier2 Similarity of 1 VSMR: Very similar

Supply 2 SMR: Similar
Conditions by 3 TSMR: Tend to be similar
Suppliers 4 • NT: Neutral

5 TDFE: Tend to be different
6 DFE: Different
7 VDFE: Very different

62 20 Suplier3 Access to 1 VE: Very easy
Suppliers for 2 ES: Easy
Materials or 3 TE: Tend to be easy
Goods 4 NT: Neutral

5 TDFC: Tend to be difficult
6 DFC: Difficult

L ___ 7 VDFC: Very difficult

5
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63 21 Relat3 Relationship 
with Suppliers

1
2
3
4
5
6 
7

VSP: Very supportive 
SPT: Supportive 
TSP: Tend to be supportive 
NT: Neutral
TUHP: Tend to be unhelpful 
UHP: Unhelpful 
VUHP: Very unhelpful

64 22 Conipet I Number of 1 VSML: Very small
Firms within 2 SML: Small
the Industry 3 TSML: Tend to be small
Sector 4 NT: Neutral

5 TLG: Tend to be large
6 LGE: Large
7 VLG: Very large

65 23 Compet2 Scope of 1 VNW: Very narrow
Firms Within 2 NW: Narrow
the Industry 3 TNW: Tend to be narrow
Sector 4 NT: Neutral

5 TET: Tend to be extensive
6 ET: Extensive
7 VET: Very extensive

66 24 Compet3 Entry barriers 1 VH: Very high
2 HG: High
3 TH: Tend to be high
4 NT: Neutral
5 TLW: Tend to be low
6 LW: Low
7 VLW: Very low

67 25 Compet4 Rivalry 1 VOD: Very orderly
Among 2 OD: Orderly
Competitors 3 TOD: Tend to be orderly

4 NT: Neutral
5 TTB: Tend to be turbulent
6 TB: Turbulent

_ 7 VTB: Very turbulent
68 26 Compet5 Competitive 1 VRS: Very reasonable

actions 2 RES: Reasonable
3 TRE: Tend to be reasonable
4 NT: Neutral
5 TUR: Tend to be unreasonable
6 UR: Unreasonable

___ 7 VUR: Very unreasonable
69 27 Relat4 Relationship 1 VCL: Very collaborative

With 2 CL: Collaborative
Competitors 3 TCL: Tend to be collaborative

4 NT : Neutral
5 • TUCL: Tend to be un-collaborative
6 UCL: Un-collaborative

__ 7 VUCL: Very collaborative
70 28 Certaint Environmental 1 VCT: Very certain

Nature 2 CT: Certain
3 TCT: Tend to be certain
4 NT: Neutral
5 TUCT: Tend to be uncertain
6 UCT: Uncertain
7 1 VUCT: Very uncertain

6
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P r e d ic ta b ility
71 29 Precstm 1 Customer 

Demand lor 
Existing 
Products/ 
Services

72 Precstm2 Demand for 
New Products/ 
Services

72 Precstm3 Demand for 
Higher
Quality or 
More Service

74 Precstm4 Preference for 
Lower Price

75 30 Precomt 1 Changes in
Competitive
Price

76 Precomt2 Competitors’
Quality
Improvement

77 Precomt3 Competitors' 
Introduction 
of New 
Products/ 
Services

78 31 Presupl 1 Suppliers 
Rising Prices

79 Presupl2 Suppliers
Quality
Reduction

80 Presupl3 Suppliers 
Introduction 
of New 
Materials or 
Standard 
Products

81 32 Preecm 1 Changes in Oil 
and Gas E&P 
Level

82 Preecm2 Changes in 
Well Counts

83 Preecm3 Changes in 
Rig Counts

84 33 Pro tech 1 Technological
Changes

85 Pretech2 Rate of
Technological
Diffusion

86 34 Preregu 1 Changes in 
National 
Regulations 
and
Legislation

87 Preregu2 Changes in 
Local
Government
Policies

HP: Highly predictable 
PR: Predictable 
TP: Tend to be predictable 
NT: Neutral
TUP: Tend to be unpredictable
UP: Unpredictable
HUP: Highly unpredictable

7
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S ec tio n  III - P a r t T h r e e

B u sin e ss  S tr a te g ic  
O r ie n ta tio n s

88 1 Characl 1 Clear
Articulated
Business
Strategies

89 2 Prosptrl Broad Range
Products/
Services

90 3 Defend 1 Well Defined 
Customers

91 4 Defend2 Offer A Full 
Set of 
Products/ 
Services

92 5 Anlysorl Stable and 
Changing 
Products/Servi 
ces and 
Markets

93 6 DF/AN Increasing 
Existing 
Products/Servi 
ces in Current 
Markets

94 7 Defend? Develop
Related
Business

95 8 Prosptr2 Market
Development

96 9 Prosplr? Product
Development

_97 10 Prosplr4 Diversification
J ) 8 11 ProsptrS Innovation

99 12 Defend4 Operational
Efficiency
Focus

100 13 Defend5 Ignore
Development
Outside
Business

101 14 Defendó Rare Rapid 
Adjustment

102 15 Reactor 1 Unavailable 
Management 
or Structure

103 16 Reactor2 Insist on
unsuitable
managements

104 17 Reactor? No
Competitive
Strategies

105 18 Characl2 Emphasise
Competitive
Strategies

SA: Strongly agree
AG: Agree
TA: Tend to agree
NT: Neutral
TD: Tend to disagree
DA: Disagree
SD: Strongly disagree

8
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106 19 Reactor4 Unable to 
Respond to 
Changes

1
2
3
4
5
6 
7

SA: Strongly agree
AG: Agree
TA: Tend to agree
NT: Neutral
TD: Tend to disagree
DA: Disagree
SD: Strongly disagree

107 2« Anlysor2 Adapt to 
Changes

108 21 Prosptr6 Create
Changes

109 22 Reactor5 Forced to 
Change

110 23 Charact5 Seek to High 
Quality

111 24 Charactó Seek to 
Differentiate

112 25 Charact7 Seek to 
Achieve Cost 
Leadership

113 26 Charact8 High Quality
114 27 Charact9 Differentiation
115 28 Charat 10 Cost

Leadership

C o m p e tit iv e  P o s it io n s
116 29 Clock 1 Level of Price !

2
3
4
5

VL: Very low 
BM: Below moderate 
MD: Moderate 
AM: Above moderate 
VH: Very high

117 Clock2 Quality valued 
by Customers

118 Clock3 Reliability of 
Products/ 
Services 
Technology

119 Clock4 Safety
Performance 
of Products/ 
Services

120 Clock5 Speed ol 
Responding to 
Customers

121 CIock6 Price Level 
Customers 
Willing to Pay

1
7
3
4
5

MUCH LOWER 
BELOW OFFER 
SAME
ABOVE OFFER 
MUCH HIGHER

9
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S e c tio n  III - P a r t  F o u r

F in a n c ia l A sse ssm e n t
122 1 TAS Total Assets 1 ML: Much less
123 2 ROI Return On 2 LS: Less

Total Assets 3 SL: Slightly less
124 3 REN Annual Sale or 4 NC: No change

Production 5 SM: Slightly more
Revenue 6 MO: More

125 4 NPM Annual Net 7 MM: Much more
Profit Margin

126 5 TAT Total Asset 
Turnover

O th e r
S tr a te g ic  A sp e c ts

127 6 Cost Cost 1 MW: Much worse
Improvement 2 WR: Worse

128 7 Price Price 3 SW: Slightly worse
competitive- 4 NC: No change
ness 5 SB: Slightly better

129 8 Reliable Reliability 6 BT: Better
130 9 Quality Products/

Service
7 MB: Much better

Quality
131 10 Relation Key

Customers'
Relationships

132 11 Capablty Influence
Customers

_ Decisions
133 12 Oplimsm Optimism of

Obtaining
/Resuming
Contracts

134 13 Stabilty Key
Employment

._ Stability
135 14 Calibre Personnel 

Calibre At. all 
Levels

136 15 Efcency Do Things 
Right First 
Time

137 16 Inosped Innovation 
Speed and 
Implementing 
Change

•

138 17 Efetive Overall
Organisation
Effectiveness

J J 9 18 Advalu Value added
140 19 Image General

Organisation
Image

'41 20 Cofdent Growth
Confidence

10
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T H E
R O B E R T  G O R D O N  

U N IV E R S IT Y
ABERDEEN

FACULTY OF MANAGEMENT
Aberdeen Business School

The business environment in East Asia:
An evaluation of opportunities, challenges and strategies 

for the energy service industry

Interview Guide
P repared  by  T am m y Tan  

A u g u st 00

In order to to  c la r ify  the sc o p e , var ia b les  and  e ffe c tiv e n e s s  o f  the q u estio n n a ire  to  b e u sed  for  
the p ilo t stu d ies  and further em p irica l in v estig a tio n s , the research er in ten d s to  undertake  
d iscu ss io n  w ith  a ca d em ics  and o th er in terest g ro u p s/in d iv id u a ls  and a lso  co n d u c t d iscu ss io n -  
based  in terv iew s w ith  C E O s from  th e se lec te d  serv ice  firm s.

The questions are follows:

Nature of the environment
* W hat is you r v ie w  o f  the b u s in ess  en v iron m en t in term s o f  u ncerta in ty?

a) Is it re la tiv e ly  sta tic  or  d o e s  it sh o w  s ig n s  o f  ch a n g e , and  in w hat w a y s?
b) Is it s im p le  or c o m p lex  to understand  ?

" W hat ap p roach es d o  you  u se  in term s o f  m ak in g  se n se  o f  th e  en v iro n m en t?

Environmental influences
* W hat en v iron m en ta l factors currently  a ffec t your orga n isa tio n ?  W h ich  are the m ost  

im portant n o w  and w ill be im portant in the next fe w  years?

* H o w  d o  y o u  co n s id e r  th e  w a y  in  w h ich  the m ost im portant en v iro n m en ta l in flu en ces  
im p in ge  on  you r o rgan isa tion s and th e  industry? H o w  d o  e c o n o m ic  and tech n o lo g ic a l 
factors a ffec t you r firm ?

Competitive forces
* W h ich  o f  the f iv e  fo rc es  (th e  p o w e r  o f  b u yer or su pp lier, th e  threats o f  en try  or  su bstitu te , 

riva ls w ith in  the industry) do  you  id en tify  as the m ost s ig n ifica n t b a ses  o f  ad vantage upon  
w h ich  yo u r  firm  (o r  its S B U s)  can  b u ild  in  order to  cap ture b u s in ess  o p p ortu n itie s?  W hy  
are they s ig n ifica n t?

Industry and competition
* a) W hat d o  you  think the b ou n d aries o f  the industry are? W h ere d o  the b ou n d aries o f  the 

industry b eg in  and end?
b) W hat are the ch aracteristics o f  the industry in term s o f  co n cen tra tio n , e c o n o m ic s  o f  
sca le , p ro d u ct/serv ice  d ifferen tia tio n , and  barriers to  en try?
c)  W h ich  firm s are your co m p etito rs?  H o w  do you r id en tify  them ?

operating environment
* W hat factors a ffec t you r firm ’s su c c e s s  in term s o f  acq u ir in g  n eed ed  resou rces or in 

p rofitab ly  m ark eting  its g o o d s  and  se r v ic e s?  H o w  d o  y o u  a c c e s s  the m ajor d eterm in ants  
o f  co m p etitio n  am o n g  th e  fo llo w in g  m ost im portant factors:

L
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th e  firm ’s c o m p etit iv e  p o s it io n , 
the co m p o sitio n  o f  its cu sto m ers, 
its reputation  am o n g  su p p liers  and cred itors, 
and its ab ility  to attract ca p ab le  e m p lo y e e s?

Competitive position
■ a) W hat do you  think the k ey  s u c c e s s  factors (K S F s)  are for  you r firm  or stra teg ic  

b u sin ess  unit (S B U )  to  co m p e te  w ith  other-firm s for  the sa m e reso u rces, or cu stom ers?
b) H o w  d o es  you r firm  stand in relation  to others co m p etin g  in the sam e sector  as y o u r se lf  
w ith  regard to th ese  K S F s?

Opportunities and threats
■ H ow  d o  you  id en tify  the key  op p ortu n itie s  and threats to  y o u r  firm ?

Strategic position
■ In yo u r  o p in io n , w hat is the current stra teg ic  p osition  o f  you r firm  or its S B U s?

Strategy
■ D o e s  you r firm  u se  a form al stra teg ic  p lann in g  p ro cess?  W h ich  lev e l in your firm  m akes  

strateg ic  d ec is io n ?  W hat is you r firm ’s m iss io n ?

Generic strategy
* a) T h ere are b a ses o f  stra teg ic  c h o ic e  in term s o f  h o w  the firm  se ek s  to  co m p ete  at S B U  

lev e l. W hat is you r id en tifica tio n  o f  b ases o f  c o m p etit iv e  ad vantage arisin g  from  an 
und erstan d ing  o f  both m arkets and cu stom ers, and the sp ec ia l co m p eten c ie s  that you r  
firm  has to o ffer  w h ich  con trib ute to you r gen er ic  strategy?
b) W hat are the g en er ic  s tra teg ies  that you r co m p a n y  p u rsu es to a ch ie v e  a c o m p etit iv e  
ad vantage?

Strategy generation
* T here m ay be severa l p o ss ib le  co u rses  o f  action  that yo u r  firm  co u ld  have fo llo w e d .  

W ou ld  you  h istor ica lly  r e v ie w  stra teg ies  u sed  in the past ( f iv e  years), and d escr ib e  w hat 
you  w o u ld  (or you  th ink  you  sh o u ld ) fo llo w  in the future (n ex t f iv e  years)?

Strategy evaluation and selection
* Suitability: W h ich  o f  you r stra teg ic  o p tio n s built u pon  stren gth s, o v erca m e w ea k n e ss  and  

took  ad vantage o f  op p ortu n ities , w h ile  m in im is in g  or c irc u m v en tin g  the threats that the  
b u sin ess  faced?

* Feasibility: In you r o p in io n , to  w hat ex ten t cou ld  a s tra teg ic  op tion  be put in to  e ffec t?  
Can required fin an ce  be ra ised , and su ff ic ien t  stock  b e m ade av a ila b le  at the right tim e  
and in the right p lace?  A lso , can  s ta ff  be recruited  and trained to reflect yo u r  firm ’s 
im age?

* Acceptability: In you r o p in io n , are yo u r  current s tra teg ies  a ccep ta b le  to  the stak eh o ld ers?  
W h y?

Spared by Tammy Tan. Aberdeen Business School 
July 0()



THE
ROBERT CORDON 

UNIVERSITY
ABERDEENSURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

By completing this questionnaire you will be able to develop a comprehensive understanding of the 
business environment in which you operate and the strategic activities which your organisation pursues 
to adapt to that environment

Your assessment, together with other senior management (CEOs, directors, functional heads) in China, 
Singapore and Malaysia will constitute a critical value of the report on the business environment and 
strategies for the oil and gas service industry in East Asia.

Uric®,

It will take you around 30 minutes to complete this questionnaire. PLEASE ANSWER ALL THE 
QUESTIONS AS COMPLETELY AS POSSIBLE.

All responses will be treated as fully confidential. No information will be published about the person or 
the organisation.o All of these responses and your written comments will be combined anonymously 
■n a research report and thesis. The researcher will be pleased to send a Summary Report to all 
respondents who return a completed survey.

There are no rmht or wrong answers to the questions being asked. Please provide the appropriate 
answers as accurately and as clearly as you can. and please be frank and honest in your answers. Please 
return your COMPLETED questionnaire within one month of receipt in the envelope provided or to the 
address given. ,

Thank you for assisting the researcher and contributing to this important undertaking.

l i t
n ± m % ±

Tiewfield Road 
Aberdeen 
AB15 7AW 
Waited Kingdom

Tel: 0044 1224 263 !48 (office) or 0044 1 11  I 743708 (mobile) 
E-mail: v.ian@rgu.ac.uk ortanyi_2000@yahoo.com

(English-Chinese Version

Ti (Tammy) Tan (Doctoral Candidate) 
Aberdeen Business School 
The Robert Gordon University 
Jlepplestone Mansion

L

mailto:v.ian@rgu.ac.uk
mailto:ortanyi_2000@yahoo.com


Survey Questionnaire

_____________________

O r g a n isa tio n  S ta tu s

Tick Z  only one as appropriate

iitlls
___

iilSfiBIlli
|§__

Define the legal status of your organisation for which you 
are responsible. 5/Ûi k IS F fi H i u t t î t? t / l\'Z1Ï-Jfüfei'A «

| Independent company (owner managed)
c rm M i-a -)

i  Independent company (not owner managed) 

i  Subsidiary company

|  Division
ft & r1 bJc Zi #1#>J

J  Operating Unit 

J  Office 

U Business Unit
iikg-vrc

J Other (Please specify)
M !i (iffiM ) ....

In d u str y  S e g m e n t

Tick Z the boxi es) as appropriate

-Ûi-nMfâiÊtM-tfT 7̂ V

Which energy industry does the organisation as 
above service?
m  &  i*r W & n J sJc 4k 9 t  ffli & T  m  S  ftm  T. 4k ?

defined

(Oil and gas sector) (T itS —

J Upstream Oil (E&P))
-LSffTTii (JFitc)

Midstream Oil and Gas (Transportation) 

|  Downstream Oil (Refinery)
TtrTofi ( )

D Other oil and gas service companies

3 Hydropower
7 k J j

3 Electricity 
fijJj

3 Nuclear 

| | Coal

| - | Solar
*H]ft6

3 Other (please specify):. 
Witll .....

I Exploration
i&mwR

3 Appraisal
ÌÉ  HI t f i , 'i

B u s in e s s  in  E a s t  A s ia

j£4E4k&
Tick V thè box(es) as appropriate
z té -m m 4 ± z r z iz

China cf1 H Philippines ìfÌ^S ì
Singapore Thailand U H
Malaysia '!/))<:Fi 'If. Vietnam J$r$J
Indonesia EfilSjtiPi 'Ik Hong Kong iSktt

For which u p s tr e a m  oil and gas business activities do yoU 
provide a service?

I I Development | [ Production Q  Not applicable

In w'hieh East Asian countries (regions) do you offer your 
oil and gas supply and service business at present?
Hir. ® W. f f t f f l  
m H  t . 4k ig  fit- fit; *v: w ±  & ?

Taiwan uT ir}
Japan H 
South Korea 
Other d tÌ i  ..........

©Yi (Tammy) Tan, 2001
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Survey Questionnaire

Important Note: A l l  your fo llow ing  answers shou ld  he appropria te  to y o u r  organ isa tion  w ithin the 

dom estic industry. “ Y ou r orga n isa tion ”  refers the o rgan isa tion  as defined above; the “ d om es tic”  is 
in re la tion  to  the coun try  o r  reg ion  in w hich y o u r  organ isa tion  is located and operates; and the 
“ industry”  m eans the o i l  and gas service sector o f  y o u r  business.

Ti&jt: f t  “M m • mmmmmu.
“ b a m t  æ & M m & s j R & B B & m j & B A ;  m m

Number of Employees
S i  A *
Tick V  only one as appropriate
tm -m T M  v

How many full time (or equivalent) people are employed in 
your organisation as defined above?

0-9 100-149 500-999
10-49 150-199 1000-1499
50-99 200-499 1500-1999

2000-10.000 
>10,000 AT-1 h
N o t a p p lic a b le  A d M > ln l c?

Service Categorv
m & m i

Tick V  the boxes as appropriate
¿7 'J

Identify the category of your service business in the oil and 
gas industry.
&77il&A$n.T.4krt,

□  SuPPl iers & Manufacturers service

□ Mia [nl ift-hVlJBK
Service without products

□
□

Purchased products service 

Other (Please specify)............
W Ë  (it?±fW) .............

Assess Business(es)

Tick Vonlx one as appropriate
m g -iM m  v

Has your annual business (sales or production) turnover 
increased every year over the last five years?

a .
A l_ | | No iSf 3 Not applicable TüAvMiÎ

□ Yes -Sl

On average, have you made a profit over the last five 
years? T - i W r i .

Q  No f i 3 Not applicable A7AI0I

Currently, your service business is: y  flij,

|^[] Primarily within the oil and gas Primarily outside the oil Q  Half within half outside the
industry and gas industry oil and gas industry — T-/±
lAinil 'TTvfiAM'̂ .TflkiÛ I' nIC —

Cl] Few [ | Several
J L t

®Yi (Tammy) Tan, 2(X)1
Aberdeen Business School

The number of the principal products/services you 
currently provide to the domestic oil and gas industry is:
U fly. m 16fMi m rt 77 ̂  A M H Iflk M±35r  nnn sJcJM
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] ]  S om e
-jHs

| M a n y
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Survey Questionnaire

Age of Business

T ic k  Vonlv one as appropriate
J i f f —TJUfTi l  V

How long has your organisation as defined above been m 
business under its present form?

Hi H HU T $  L<:H-J'|hJ ?

Less than one year —Ip 
1 - <5 years I flj 5 JplUT  
5 -  < 10 years 5 PJ 10

10 -  <20 years 10 |:J 20 i p T  

More than 20 years i a i t  20 ip 
Not applicable JcAAMï?

Ownership Type
m m a
T ic k  V th e  boxi e s ) a s  a p p r o p r ia te

ffû Iê fi-jT i-L jÏÏ-tfr ÌJ V

Identify the type of your organisation's ownership.
5/ÎJiÀwt/L ft fft 0r WtX M iC

J  Domestic State Owned (Enterprise)

]  Domestic Private/Individual (Enterprise) 

]  Foreign Owned (Enterprise)

| Joint Venture

Public Limited (Company)

| Share Holding (Company)

]  Other (Please specify).......
(it&flJJ) .........

Who owns your organisation? f / l f t  •

Oil and gas service company Oil and ggas company
S, /AA nj

]] Other (Please specify)
At'S (iffiìflJJ)

Identify from where the business, or its parent organisât'011 
originates. Û T ^ X t?

China Japan Ü 4^
Singapore St u s a  m
Malaysia HrAiFÎ 'lt British

Europe Kiffi 
Hong Kong S i#  
Other - I t 'S ........

Which city is the headquarters of the business or c o m p a|L

m & pj ficik <h w & ?

City: ££jS

©Yi (Tam m y) Tan. 2001
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Survey Questionnaire

Pari One
n - m %

Nature o f the Business Environment

For different industries, the nature of the business environment can mean different things. In the 
following questions, we would like to know what you think. Respondents are asked to rate the 
following statements according to:

t  ifij (}'■] m  m  i f  i,11 /?t w  a  w  m  ■■

Most strongly 
agree with the 
assessment as 
stated on the 
left

Strongly agree 
with the 
assessment as 
stated on the 
left

Agree with the 
assessment as 
stated on the 
left

Agree that the 
situation is 
midway 
between both

Agree with the 
assessment as 
stated on the 
right

1 2 3 4 5
£1 lnJ ¿i. tr id InJ.&Æi&lÏÏ H.Sft'f+Æ! H.SGiSW

Strongly agree 
with the
assessment as 
stated on the 
riaht

6
& Hû; Fj ii

Most strongly 
agree with the 
assessment as 
stated on the 
right_________

7
iii lol-fifiii

You may select only one by circling the number (a scale ranging trom I to 7, with 4 representing the 
neutral) you consider most accurately reflects your organisation in the domestic business environment. 
For example.

iu|i||Aj (4 )
1 f i j  7  fry.

Overall, your company
VÎ̂ inJ

lags behind in technology 1 2 3 I ©  6  7 is an industry leader in technology

m n u i m  « # * * » * * *

(T h e  s e le c tio n  in d ica tes  tha t von  “ a g re e  w ith the assessment as s ta ted  on  the r ig h t ” )

GttMJ¥£W?£ ‘‘flm & m m .'.'.i"  )

PLEASE ANSWER EACH OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I

's relatively static

The business environment in which you operate 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 shows siens of change

2

simple to understand

The business environment in which you operate is 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 complex to understand

3

Munificent

The business environment in which you operate is 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 hostility
• iit SX M fi'Ü if Sl

4

Migrated market

The business environment in which you operate has a

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 diversified market

®Yi (Tammy) Tan. 2001 5
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Survey Questionnaire.

knowable
nj £l I ft

The business activity of your key competitors is
itß qr V-- n -'C .'-3 -  M s -

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

P
AL_

not knowable

predictable
nlfüi JÂLfitJ

The demands of your clients are
fr&Pfti^Æ

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not predictable

predictable
nJÏÜÎEft

The supplies to the domestic oil and gas industry by you and your competitors are
fc fu & ft*m r T-*£rffl ¿1 Witt-bV:S ..

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 not predictable
4'

8

slow
ÎSft

A growth in the number of organisations within the industry in which you operate is 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

i ■ n .Ls./4i quick
tfetf)

decreased

The skills of your operating processes, products and services have 
& ft *£ m m ,  &. R  r 1 nnn f  U §1 %■ ft ■& He d £

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
increased

10

decreased

Your operation or production methods and marketing tactics have 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
increased

11 The domestic government policy

ensures your consistent confidence 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 creates problems for your business
with doing business every day
life iix'hf i d ' l l ® ¡itW—

12 The products/services provided within the domestic oil and aas service industry of your business

± m ther
are very similar to each other 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 are very different from each o1^

13

normally the same

The needs and wants of your clients are
® ft‘#Pft/?iiJ5/?r&

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 always dificrel\|
'''T"'

14 The level of technology involved in the domestic service industry of your business is
Mfc/?r£ft m rt W L & t tm m m & fc m S i hiah

low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ^
f£ft

© Y i  (Tammy) Tan, 2001
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Survey Questionnaire

15 The business environment requires your organisation to have

simple knowledge about products, 
services, customers and whatever

M £ ,
lfilW£llif

2 3 4 5 6 7 sophisticated knowledge about 
products, services, customers and 

whatever
nn> IMÜ.

liti'Will ill

16 The relevant domestic government regulations and policies
H if Win Ai&Jf j&iSM/il

benefit your business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 limit your business

17 The domestic legal system which might influences your oil and gas service businesses
si® w t t , t o w m if

is well developed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 is not complete

18 The domestic Customs procedures
[Slf W)§Af?:)W

positively influence your business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 nnegatively influence your business
ft ®W>ik& f  IK IS W Mi «H M i t W ilk #  w is W Mi U|H)

19

low
fsw

The barriers to enter the oil and gas service industry in which you operate are
it A i tffi&fi  WTT W® %■ if ik W n

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 high
¡few

20

easily
77 ü

Your organisation as defined above obtains available resources
WW#

1 2  3 4 6 7 with difficulty

21

Picks and chooses customers

22

has good links and networks with 1 
clients or domestic government
LJ i f  ® If til If ii  Hi iT %

Your organisation
m m

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Your organisation

2 3 4 5 6 7

must make a bit for all its contracts

lacks links and networks with 
clients or the domestic government
L J  &  P  SR S  I f  ®  I f  t i l  t f  2  Hi U  

A ̂  M in ®c %.

23 The size of the domestic market in which your oil and gas service business is located is
&®iik&rjff&W77iiflK&fi!ikt. a  if wmm m &

small 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 big
*W • AW

®Yi (Tammy) Tan, 2001
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Survey Questionnaire

24 The size of the market domestic in which your oil and gas service business is located is

increasing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 decreasing
ig lie

25 The market share of your oil and gas service business in the domestic market place

always remains the similar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  is rapidly changing

26 The domestic market in which your oil and gas service business is located is

dominated by only a few firms 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 shared by numerous competitors

21

have fair competitive practices 

28

difficult to persuade to switch to 
another competitor's products or 
services
m m m m  *• a  m t-

Your main competitors 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Your key customers are 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

adopt unfair competitive practices

easily persuaded to switch to 
another competitor's products or

services

29 The rivalry between the competitors within the domestic industry of your service business is

polite and friendly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 warlike

30 The scope of competitive rivalry in the domestic industry consists oi
i±m m wism

domestic companies only 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
fJL 1%J H'J YLL l~PI

com panies from all over the world
£ltS£Ü TlU ;y fftW ti£ßJ

31

suffering a loss
IE & vili

Overall, the oil and gas service industry in which you operate is

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 enjoying profit 1
IE V-12 i  J vhl ^  ̂

benefits

32

reduced

Since last five years, your expenditure on promoting products/services has been
m* m w * , m n & m i" -m m m  da

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
increasê

m

33 Technology and its diffusion throughout the domestic oil and gas
A TTiA* &ir4k ■'

has been stable for a long period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

service industry

is rapidly chang‘d
m

© Y i (Tammy) Tan. 2001
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34 In the market place in which you operate, your organisation
m jm n t t ìm . ,  m m

waits for others to try new 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 is the first to introduce new
technologies first technologies

35 Once you decide to adopt a new' technology, you adopt this
—.HÎ&fAÆ-3sffl§fffôA> S A

gradually 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 straight-away

36 Your organisation
m m

depends on others for technology 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 uses your own technology
fôiUtkAiWi* developed in-house

d AiilfAiMSA

Part Two Opportunities and Challenges

3 7  W h a t d o  y o u  th in k  a re  th e  k ey  o p p o r tu n it ie s  in  th e  b u s in e ss  e n v ir o n m e n t in  w h ic h  v o u  
o p e r a te ?

3^ In y o u r  o p in io n , w h a t a re  th e  c u r r e n t c h a lle n g e s  th a t  fa c e  v o u r  b u s in e ss9

(Tammy) Tan, 2001
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Survey Questionnaire

Part Three
% E L m

m m : M m ?M>" < ' SA; v, ' "i ' i f M

The Domestic Oil and Gas Service Industry

You may assess the degree of each of the following statements by circling the most accurate number 
from the answer scale of I to 5 as it appliers to each. 
im 'i T f l l /T r f W f t f f t M .  AAMuitt i f'J 5 iivivElil.

Not exist/very w'eak Weak Neutral Strong Verv strone__—
1 2 3 4 5

t f f H j Sili iRSii

39

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

H o w  d o  y o u  th in k  th e  fo l lo w in g  fo r c e s  a ffe c t  y o u r  
b u sin e ss  a t p r e s e n t  a n d  w ill a ffe c t  it in th e  fu tu r e ?

T h r e a ts  o f  e n tr a n ts  (Potential new entrants bring new 
capacity, the desire to gain market share and substantial 
resources. As a result, the profit of the industry in which you 
operate might be reduced.)

ja ¿-t ik n m m m m n pi w im *  w
ix^lkTU m ;¥ W m ift ■ ¿ U n jx ti& iftilk& ia  liE B .
B a r g a in in g  p o w e r  o f  b u y e r s  (Buyers can force down prices, 
demand higher quality or more service and play competitors 
against each other to compete with the industry.)

T - w i t

B a r g a in in g  p o w e r  o f  su p p lie r s  (Suppliers can exert 
bargaining power on participants in the industry by raising prices 
or reducing the quality of purchased goods and services.)
« f g i i f f r iW l iS A  S i t t i k %m m ' it?,
nj cb TMrt i r i k P i # b % Wfjt.hV:r= nnn iu

T h r e a ts  o f  s u b s t itu te s  (Substitute products or services limit 
the potential returns of an industry by placing a ceiling on the 
prices firms in the industry can profitably charge.)

iB W ^  W r  nnn itK ^  ̂  W i  'J b  ±¡3HI11'J ifil i s  L< . 
C o m p e tit iv e  r iv a lr y  (Existing firms take the familiar form of 
manoeuvring for an advantageous position -  using tactics like 
price competition, advertising battles, product introduction, and 
increased customer service or warranties.)

rm t& , fnWHs. m

T h r e a ts  o f  th e  s tr a te g ic  p a r tn e r sh ip  (Business activities 
might be constrained because of your alliances, networks and 
collaboration with suppliers, customers or whatever.)

mljmwm/>v.

C u rren t Future.

È f i Ï Ï

Circle as appropriate

1 2 3 4 5 1 2  3 4 5

1 2  3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2  3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2  3 4 5 1 2 3 4 -5

1 2  3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 2  3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

© Y i (Tammy) Tan. 2001
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Survey Questionnaire

4 0  W h a t d o  y o u  see  a r e  th e  d r iv in g  fo rces  in  th e  o il a n d  g a s  se r v ic e  in d u s tr y  in  w h ic h  y o u  
o p e r a te ?

41 W h a t a r e  th e  k ey  su c c e s s  fa c to r s  (K S F s )  w h ic h  y o u  m u st ta k e  in to  c o n s id e r a t io n  to  
c o m p e te  s u c c e s s fu lly  w ith  ea ch  o th er  fo r  th e  sa m e  r e so u r c e s  o r  cu sto m e r s?  1

(Tammy) Tan, 2001
Aberdeen Business School
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Part Four
f&HfflS#

Information on Strategy

42 T h e  fo llo w in g  q u e s t io n s  a sk  a b o u t v o u r  o r g a n is a t io n  in  re la t io n  to  s tr a te g y .

Circle as appropriate

a) Does your company currently have a standard mission (or equivalent) statement? Yes/ no

b) Has your company set up formal/explicit long-terms goals ?
tìt £ pj 7 m m t&  rjj 5/û a ?

Yes / no

c) Has your company/business set up formal/explicit short-term objectives?
a  & 5 j pjc ik % ̂  i  t  m m {t  bJc m m w m  m m u  ̂  ?

d) Does your company/business currently use formal/explicit strategies?
pjBjolkg- U HO 1$ffl ®?5itbJcr>J5i|jFit)ScW&n4 ?

e) Does your company currently have strategic plans for undertaking business 
activities?

Yes/ no
'fe'lfà'fâ

Yes/ no
7'/S^

Yes/ no

4 3  In  y o u r  o p in io n , h o w  im p o r ta n t a r e  th e  s tr a te g ie s  to  th e  su c c e ss  o f  y o u r  b u s in e ss?
T ic k  V only one as a p p r o p r ia te .

Cj 7c

]  Not important | | Slightly important | | Important ] | Very important [ [ The most important
7 7® m ' -D7® *3? 1777® ài7®

44

45

W h ich  le v e l(s )  in  y o u r  f ir m  m a k es  s tr a te g ic  
d e c is io n s?

H o w  fr e q u e n t ly  d o e s  y o u r  o r g a n isa tio n  
m a k e  s tr a te g ie s ?

T ic k  a s  a p p r o p r i t i te

jit-fêûiâ

Board of directors
rA-

Corporate

V

Divisional IW/ii T t '£  OJ 
Business /operating unit isfi-'/iklj- ‘T'-VC 

Functional
Other ^"¡¿(please specify in iiO /J).......

Never
Randomly liiSt/U^ 

Less than l year A '3 J I 7  
Every l year 19 I 7  

Every 3 years 19 3 7  
Every 5 years 19 5 7  

Every 10 years 19 10 7t .
More than 10 years 10 

)ther -Jl-'¿(Please specify i/i7 ¿J)•

© Yi (Tammy) Tan. 2(X)1
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46

47

W h a t is  th e  len g th  o f  the s tr a te g ie s  m a d e?

H o w  fr e q u e n t ly  d o es  y o u r  o r g a n isa tio n  
r e v ise  th e  s tr a te g ie s  m ade?

T ic k  a s  a p p r o p r ia te  

ÎÊfêûiêtiïfT ¿7 
V

Less than 1 year 5s 1(1 1 if 
1 year 1 if 

3 years 3 if 
5 years 5 ifi 

10 years 10 ifi 
More than 10 years 10 ifi

Not applicable Jj-Vvij&fe

Never I X M 't i z 'k '  

Randomly ItifitilJfil 
Less than 1 year -CP] I ifi 

Every 1 year 45 I ifi 
Every 3 years 45 3 ifi 
Every 5 years 45 5 ifi 

Every 10 years 45 10 ifi 
More than 10 years lO iL W i: 

Other i t " t  (Please specify i f  aifljj).......

Part Five Corporate Growth
¿ f̂ife-fee

48

a )

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

W h ic h  o f  th e  fo llo w in g  s ta te m e n ts  d o  y o u  th in k  a p p ly  to  y o u r  o r g a n isa tio n ?

T ic k  th e  b o x (e s )  a s  a p p r o p r ia te

V
Your business growth rate is similar to the domestic industry average. CD
m Kjikfcis h \H irik r n w R u m m u  .

Your business growth rate is significantly greater than the domestic industry average. 

Your business growth rate is similar to its own historical performance.
® fiWkfciB ^ o

Your business growth rate is significantly in excess of historical performance.
& ÌSM4J; W l± M m m M o

Your business growth continues to serve the same or related markets with similar or 
related products/services.
&  lì U ± Jr iS  15 lj M iU  Tx aJc+U 15] Tfl IS  fit- 15' in  15) r  nn s it I t  & & £  »

Previously accepted levels of historical measures of performance need to be adjusted.
mx & n j & %. w  w  i t  it  ii1; *  T- in m u  «  m .
None of the above situations is applicable to your business.
±j£trf M f l t G - m Wik %

□

□

□

□

□

©Yi (Tammy) Tan. 2001
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itti
—

___________ _

Part Six Cpnprif Strategy

4 9

a)

W h ic h  o f  th e  fo l lo w in g  s ta te m e n ts  d o  y o u r  th in k  is th e  m o st a p p lic a b le  fo r  y o u r  cornpan.' 
o r  b u s in e ss (e s )  to  c o m p e te  in  th e  m a r k e tp la c e ?

T ic k  th e  h o .x le s ) a s  a p p r o p riClte

v
C o st  L e a d e r sh ip  refers that you pursue a cost position lower than your competitors -—t 
through the total control of expenditure and pursuit of cost reductions for an efficient 
performance within your organisation.
M I M S S &ftJj'RMW i£WM'k'MWMViVi-' { t i i M  
tm . , m.m\ i k is\ m % mwp nnn* u .

b)

c)

D if fe r e t ia t io n  intends to create a unique feature that is perceived industry wide.
life a  & m m r ; ̂  #  hk & r± if 4k ft in a  ¡hf p  .

F o c u s  refers that you focus on particular customer groups or market segments or 
geographic markets to achieve either differentiation or low cost or both.
S i W S f i y W & i n l k f t i R ' J '

(k/s ^ bJc - x m & m m i

0

0

d) S tu c k  in  th e  m id d le  is that you develop none of the three strategic directions stated 0  
above.

W f t f ï  f t  -  f t  m m  fid 'Rir<.

Part Seven

5 0  T h e  p r ic e  le v e l(s )  o f  th e  p r in c ip a l p r o d u c ts /se r v ic e s  y o u  c u r r e n t ly  o f f e r  w ith in  the 

d o m e s t ic  se r v ic e  in d u s tr y  is: ( T i c k  V the box(es) as appropriate )

a fir. a w m .

I | Lowest | | Lower than average | | Average | | Higher than average | | Highest □  Not appkcable
SIR (RTT'-Bj T'fii iHiTT't'J ¡̂ùt

*
51 T h e  q u a lity  le v e l(s )  o f  th e  p r in c ip a l p r o d u c ts /se r v ic e s  y o u  c u r r e n t ly  o f f e r  w ith in  

d o m e s t ic  se r v ic e  in d u s tr y  is: ( T i c k  V th e  h o x (e s )  as  a p p r o p r ia te  )
ftWtfMiJR&trilkft,

V)

3  Lowest [ I Lower than average | | Average | | Higher than average
S IR  f R - f f B j  ‘ TÜJ ( ir fm

□  Highest Q  Not appeal.bis

5 2  T h e  p e r c e iv e d  a d d e d  v a lu e  o f  y o u r  p r in c ip a l p r o d u c ts /se r v ic e s  y o u  c u r r e n t ly  c 

w ith in  th e  d o m e s tic  se r v ic e  in d u s tr y  is: ( T i c k  V  th e  b o .x (e s ) a s  a p p r o p r ia te  )

BfiT.
(& £ M D m W ± t T * J  V )

reate

□  Very low □  Low
ili IS fCc

© Y i (Tamm y) Tan. 2001
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Survey Questionnaire

Part Eight Grand Strategy
±1

53 Please define the grand strategy(ies) that your organisation's top 
management (CEOs, directors, functional heads) adopted in the past and has 
decided to pursue in the future. W h ic h  o f  th e  fo llo w in g  s ta te m e n ts  is  th e  
m o st a p p lic a b le  to  y o u r  c o m p a n y  o r  b u s in e ss?
i t « t S i 2001
±3?aüii&.

-2000
V

2005
Y

53.1

a)

b)

c)

d)

In te r n a i D e v e lo p m e n t [*}

Tick as appropriate

M a r k e t  p e n e t r a t io n  (increases use of present products/services in present markets).

M a r k e t  d e v e lo p m e n t  (sells present products/services in new markets).

P r o d u c t  d e v e lo p m e n t  (develops new products/services for present markets).

I n n o v a t io n  (creates a new product/service life cycle and makes similar 
existing products/services obsolete).

ttko )

^ 3.2 C o r p o r a te  In te g r a tio n  an d  D iv e r s if ic a t io n

a) H o r i z o n t a l  in t e g r a t io n  (involves acquisition of one or more similar firms 
operating at the same stage of the production-markeling chain).
T k ^ -w it
Y z  I k  % ■ , '$  A  #  ^ s K  ^  ' t  Y ±  £ i f f  S t  ffi) P/ M& ì i  W  frt) U  &

nj o )

b) V e r t i c a l  in t e g r a t io n  (involves in acquiring firms that supply it with inputs, 
such as raw materials or which are customers for its outputs, such as 
warehouses for finished products).
Hit—fâ-ik [ÎB-WriMkHHÏilk&iftÎMAiiw idìlli il«

c) C o n c e n t r i c  d iv e r s i f ic a t io n  (involves in acquiring businesses that are related to 
your firm in terms of technology, markets, or products).

>

d) C o n g lo m e r a t e  d iv e r s i f ic a t io n  involves acquisition of a business based 
principally on its profit benefit).

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□  □

□  □

□  □

□  □

® Y i (Tammy) Tan, 2001
Aberdeen Business School



Survey Questionnaire

rw®

Tick as  appropriate

5 3 .3  C o -O p e r a t io n

a) J o in t  v e n tu re s  [are third commercial companies (children) created and 
operated for the benefit of the co-owners (parents)].
'êr&iHk

oj o )

b ) S t r a te g ic  a l l ia n c e s  (are ongoing contractual agreements between two or more 
independent companies, without any equity position involved in one another).

c ) C o n s o r t ia  (are defined as large interlocking relationships between the 
businesses of an industry, typically focusing on a particular venture or project).

a . )

v
□

V

□

□ D

□  0

5 3 .4  R e c o v e r y  a n d  R ed u ctio n

a) T u r n a r o u n d  (means that, when your firm finds itself with declining profits, your firm 
makes a concerted effort to fortify its distinctive competences and minimize the losses 
that are occurrina for pursuina survival and eventually recovery).

M£iR[£| 0 fiic/i li] Hitt
^MiS= )

b) D iv e s t i t u r e  (involves the sale of your firm/business >or a major component of your 
firm/business ).

c) L iq u id a t io n  (typically involves your firm being sold in parts or as a w'hole but O  
only for its tangible asset value).

5 3 .5  O th e r  (please specify) Â ' È  ) □

□

a

a

a

© Y i (Tammy) Tan, 2001
Aberdeen Business School
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Survey Questionnaire

FURTHER INFORMATION

-  The purpose of this section is purely for classification purposes.^— -p'fltJ H fój&fU
mJ-i. O

This information will enable the researcher to provide you with an analytical feedback report. W T  
fy£ n j y  a -M nTÎIÊfëiJt— .

-  No information will be published about the person or the organisation.

-  Response to this section is optional.Î^.^WiÊiJ'¥/?;:Îrlnl<a ;T ? J l0J®î0

M a in  O il a n d  G a s S e r v ic e  B u s in e s s  What are the main business(es) of your organisation as 
± 5 ? T fÎÈ X $ 'fet I^ Ë l4 k £ J J ! i&  defined above?

Tick V the boxies) as appropriate V
[ I Bits & Tools [^ ]  Lease Services, Location & Roadwork

ttiW-nx.fft«
Blow-out and Firefighting Specialists 

Caterers Food & Services
IdfiM
Computer Services- Oil & Gas
'liftïlKfc—A itU A M A X ^

Q j Corrosion Control & Cathodic Protection Services
M fcbfr:rfeij in ini IT I a T-ÏMUI i lit & « iT
Design Services -  Oil and Gas
ix it  UK AM A TMm
Directional Drilling, Well Surveying & MW D Services

ifriiiiSJi-, mwduk&
Q j Diving & ROV Contractors

(ROV) /fV&fà
Drilling Contractors
tUJi'/fttliSj
Drilling Mud & Mud Loggers
iviitîÂ üTnilbiH lfi
Engineering & Construction
T.f£in;ym*T.
Environmental Services
im m p n m
Fabricators -  Machine Shops -  Welders

Geologists
JÉüŜ '
Geophysical &  Seismographic Services 

Information Services -  Reports, Maps. Log
ffFmaâfc-Jüfr. âiïi. «t&iu
Insurance Services. Claims Adjusters

m m ®
Laboratories -Core Analysis, Measuring Services
W F ft& t& a — Ï Ï Ï Ï i> # T .  »ÄUKäS-
Lease. Royalty & Property Brokers, inch Landmen
+.JË, Æ M sm & ïv.

ms. m m % ,
Logistics Specialists -  Oil and Gas
tjÿÎLfidütfÿi—GtUj AM A T.ikïfê

[ Marine Contractors
' M  I'./RAlei

j] Marine Supply Bases. Expediters & Chandlers
V'U i'.'td"'. ffiiii. l i'i yrJt.fl/i'rti 

J  Marine Surveying & Positioning
k& iM Ijilingft;

^  Oilfield Chemicals Personnel Sendees
” vlU IM i t  T -# HR Aw UK $5-

J  Petroleum & Consulting Engineers 
AS ¡tU it X itl '¿A ifrj X. fS llrfi 

J  Pipe Services
‘m 'M M f o

J  Pipeline Contractors
AS jib AM X'WM/iiil fà
Rental. Tools & Equipment
T.&mz&mims-m
Ship. Boat & Offshore Rig Builders
HfliHh1. àffi ffl HttTn . ! -, id! J r - ûtJ ffcU3S râ'
Stimulation & Cementing Services
ff if tin A iU M

J  Surveyors, Lease & Pipeline
&Jlh8bgJ. A M A -iiS in iim  

J  Transportation Contractors -  Land, Air, Marine 
ilfiiuik—Rfîitk» jfi.l-., UltX 

^ Valve & Instrument Reconditioning
iif n fli w  # ; iRüsÛTl 'J- iW f t

Well Testing. Completion & Wireline Services
■jibJI-SM. TciAin^KUK^j-
Workover & Well Services

Other (please specify)......................................
J tf t  ( intAIIJ ) ......................................

©Yi (Tammy) Tan. 2001
Aberdeen Business School
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Survey Questionnaire

Competitive position
a m t!i&
T ic k  V o n lv  o n e  a s  a p p r o p r ia te .

I I Strong
Sili

I I Neutral

O  Leader [ J  Follower
mm#

How would you describe your organisation's relative 
competitive position in the domestic market place?

I I Weak Q [] Dropout [ ^ |  Not applicable
®  iSLU £/AM£

Identify your relative competitive position in terms of both 
market share and your annual sales or production turnover 
within the domestic industry in which you operate.
M.TUiftW,fu^ 'Ik &:m'

p.al.:

I 1 Defender | | New entrant | | Not applicable
m m # ffii&K#

□  l - 5

The number of your current competitors is:

I I 6— 10 □  II — 50 Q  51 — 100 Q  > 100 Q ]  Not applicable

D  0_< 1 %  Q  19c-<10<7r

What is your market share in the domestic market that you 
serve?

&  t o  H  |Aj r U ± . t o  Ttrig *  # # £ :*
1 I 1 0 9 f-< 5 0 9 f  | | >509f | | Not applicable

£/AMg

□  $0-<lm I I $1 -<5m

Principal Customers

I............

?

3.......

What recent annual business (sales or production) turnover 
(US$) has this organisation made?
W #1 &  M  iS  ■- Q  ffi frj m  tfj *¥■ ±  %  JR ( ffi f t  m  sE r  f t  >

□  S -V <50 m | | $ 50 -  <500 m | | > 5 0 0 m  | | N o t  applicable

X/AM^

Please give the names of up to three of your principal oil 
and gas clients.

Which key OILFIELDS are these fimlS 
located in?

© Y i (Tammy) Tan. 2001
Aberdeen Business School 18



Survey Questionnaire

If you  w ish  to r e c e iv e  a su m m ary report o f  th is su rvey  
q u estion n a ire  as so o n  a s it is ava ilab le , p lea se  p rov id e  
you r b u sin ess  card or f ill in the fo llo w in g  con ten ts .
tin ^  3 \  i t  f t  |nj ^  Ü  fi<J IS  ÎS U  £  . i f  Ü®

C o m p a n y  n a m e  (in  fu ll)

N a m e  o f  p erso n  r e sp o n d in g

O c c u p a t io n  o f  p e r so n  r e sp o n d in g

A d d r e ss  (fu ll p o sta l)

P o st c o d e

a m
T e le p h o n e  N o .

É .ÌS

Country c o d e : ............... Area c o d e : .......... N o : ..................
m m m : ............... ¿ m m ............... ^ 53: ...............

F a x  N o . Country c o d e : ............... Area c o d e : .......... N o : ..................
.............  it ! i(A ft53 : ............... - ^ 5 3 : ...............

E -n ia il

W e b site

m n

If vou wish, please feel free to comment on the questionnaire and this research.

Please return this C O M P L E T E D  Q U E S T IO N N A IR E  to the following addresses:

Yi(Tammy) Tan. Research Student.
Aberdeen Business School. The Robert Gordon University, 

Kepplestone Mansion, Viewfield Road, Aberdeen,
ABI5 7AW. United Kingdom

Thank you for responding to the questionnaire survey.

© Y i (Tammy) Tan. 2001
Aberdeen Business School
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Business Environment in East Asia: 
Opportunities, Challenges and Strategies 
for The Energy Service Industry

The Business Environment in 
East Asia, a PhD research 

project is sponsored by 
Simmons & Company 

International. Respondents to 
the questionnaire are oil and 

gas service company 
executives mainly in the UK, 

the USA and East Asian 
countries. The research is 

being conducted by Tan Yi 
studying at the Robert Gordon 

University, Aberdeen, UK.

It would be appreciated if you would spare the time to answer this questionnaire and return it 
to me. Tan Yi, by 30 November 1999 in the attached, pre-addressed envelope, or fax it to me. 
(Fax number: 0044, 1224, 202303).

1. Do you have business or trade in East Asian countries? (tick as appropriate)

Yes

No
If yes, please go to 
question 2;

If no, please go to 
question 3.

2. If you answer Yes to question 1, which of the following countries (or districts) does 
your company do business with (tick box as appropriate) and, on a scale of 1 - 5, what is 
the level of each country's importance to your company's business development in the 
next five years. (1 = not important & 5 = very important) (circle as appropriate)

not important important very important

Great China
P.R. of China □ 1 2 3 4 5

Hong Kong □
1 2 3 4 5

Taiwan □ 1 2 3 4 5

Southeast Asia 
Vietnam

□
1 2 3 4 5

Indonesia □ 1 2 3 4 5

Malaysia □
1 2 3 4 5

Philippines □ 1 2 3 4 5

Singapore □ 1 2 3 4 5

Thailand □ 1 2 3 4 5

Northeast Asia 
Japan □ 1 2 3

• - 
4 5

South Korea □ 1 2 3 4 5

go to question 4

t



3. If you answer No to question 1, which of the following countries (or districts) is your 
priority market option (tick box as appropriate) and, on a scale of 1 - 5, what is the level 
of each country's importance to your company's business development in the next five 
years. (1 = not important & 5 = very important) (circle as appropriate)

not important important very important

Great China
P.R. of China 
Hong Kong 
Taiwan □ 

0 
□ 1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

Southeast Asia
Vietnam □ 1 2 3 4 5

Indonesia □ 1 2 3 4 5

Malaysia □ 1 2 3 4 5

Philippines □ 1 2 3 4 5

Singapore □ 1 2 3 4 5

Thailand □ 1 2 3 4 5

Northeast Asia
Japan □ 1 2 3 4 5

South Korea □ 1 2 3 4 5

go to question 4

4. Which energy industry does your company service? (tick as appropriate )

Oil and gas
Upstream □

Midstream Gas □
Downstream Oil □
Other oil and gas □
service company

Hydropower □

Electricity □
Nuclear □
Coal □
Solar □
Wave power □

The others



5 . As an energy service company, among the following business environmental factors, 
how important do you think these influences affect your company's business in the East 
Asian areas? (1 = not importance & 5  = very important) (circle as appropriate)

not important important very important

Legal 1 2 3 4 5

Ecological 1 2 3 4 5

Competitive 1 2 3 4 5

Operating 1 2 3 4 5

Political 1 2 3 4 5

Economic 1 2 3 4 5

Technological 1 2 3 4 5

Social 1 2 3 4 5

In terms of employees, what is your company's size? (tick as appropriate)

0  - <  10 □
1 0 - < 5 0 □
5 0  - < 2 5 0 □
> 2 5 0 □

l



7. What is your company's annual turnover (US$)? (tick as appropriate)

$ 0 - < 5 m □
$ 5 - <10 m □
$ 10 -< 50 m □
$ 50 - < 100 m □
> $ 100 m □
don't know □

8. What percent of your company’s sales are made in East Asia? (tick as appropriate)

0%-<l% □

1 - < 10% □

10-<25 % □

25 - <50 % □

>50% □
don't know □

9. Are you willing to join the further research of this project if I contact you again?

Yes □  No I I

The findings of this survey will be made available at the end of January 2000. Please tick box below 
you would like to receive a copy of the report. Yes |----- 1 No | |

Thank you for completing the questionnaire. All information provided will be treated *n 
strict confidence. But it would be appreciated if you provide a business card with 
completed questionnaire in the return envelope, or complete the form below.

Your name: 

Company: _ 

Telephone: _ 

Address:

Occupation:

Fax: Email:

Post Code:



Business Environment in East Asia: 
Opportunities, Challenges and Strategies 
for The Energy Service Industry

The result of the questionnaire answers 
January 2000

This questionnaire investigated 
the attitudes and interests on the 
business environment in East 
Asia as well as related business 
issues, from the perspective of 
mainly Western oil and gas 
service companies. Respondents 
to the questionnaire include 
company executives from 111 oil 
and gas service and support firms. 
The answers were received 
between September and 
November in 1999.

/ .  D o y o u  h a ve  b u s in e ss  o r  trade  in  E a s t A sian  
co u n tr ie s?

Among the 111 companies that 
responded. 94 (85%) have already 
conducted business or trade in East 
Asian countries, whereas 17 (15%) 
companies have not yet tackled the 
East Asian market.

2. (T o  the co m p a n ie s  w h ich  have b u sin ess  in E ast A s ia )  W h ich  o f  th e  fo llo w in g  co u n tr ie s  
(o r d is tr ic ts )  d o es  y o u r  co m p a n y  do  bu sin ess  w ith ?

* Covering the regions of Great China. Southeast Asia and Northeast Asia respectively. P .R . o f  
C h in a , S in g a p o r e  a n d  J a p a n  are the three leading countries to have already attracted 
international energy (mainly oil and gas) service investment. *

* International energy service investment is relatively more active and popular in Southeast Asia. 
For example. 52 respondents are active in M a la y s ia  and 48 in In d o n e s ia , compared with 60 
companies in S in g a p o r e , which is ranked top for energy service activities in East Asia.



On a  sc a le  o f  1 - 5, w h a t is  th e  le v e l o f  im p o rta n ce  ( o f  th e  fo llo w in g  co u n tr ie s) to  y  out 
co m p a n y 's  b u s in e ss  d e v e lo p m e n t in  the n e x t f iv e  y e a r s ?  (1 = n o t im p o r ta n t & 5  =  very 
im p o rta n t)

2

(Note: This result includes 1 1 1 respondents' answers and the interview' data.)

■ Overall. P .R . o f  C h in a , M a la y s ia  a n d  S in g a p o r e  are regarded as the top three countries in 
terms of important business development over the next five years. For example, 70#  0 
respondents thought that Singapore was an important country for developing oil and gaS 
service business.

■ Taking the main regions. Great China, Southeast Asia and Northeast Asia respectively- P'P* 
o f  C h in a , M a la y s ia  a n d  J a p a n  are the countries, which are regarded by most respondents 
(74#, 72#  and 66%> respectively), as the important places for the next five years" business 
development.

■ 66#, 63# , and 53 #  respondents thought that Taiwan, Hongkong and PhilipP’neS 
respectively were not important places.

■ Regarding Japan's status in the oil and gas services marketplace, respondents recognising lts 
importance, said that:

a) In fact, Japanese contractors are among the top ones in the world, and quite a nurnbu' 
are involved in the oil and gas business in South Korea and Southeast Asia.

b) Japanese business people are very good and easy to deal with.
c) A lot of oil and gas related construction has been done in Japan.

January 00. prepared by Tan Yi. Aberdeen. UK
All rights reserved.
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3. (T o  the co m p a n ie s  w h ich  d o n 't h a v e  b u s in e s s  in E ast A s ia )  W h ich  o f  th e  fo llo w in g  
co u n tr ie s  (o r  d is tr ic ts )  is y o u r  m a rk e t o p tio n ?

I“ ' " " " ' i— 13 •-------■
--------- L A lu iyR . . .  ....  j

P .R .o t ; S o u th
| M a la y s ia  i P i l l ip p in e s V ie tn a m

..
In d o n e s ia  S in g a p o re  i T h a ila n d

! 1
C h in a

H o n g k o n g  i T a iw a n
I :

J a p a n
K o re a  i:

□  n u m b e r  o f c o m p a n y  | 5  | 4 _____ 4 3  3  1 2 1 0  j o 0 0

Of the 17 companies which currently have no business in East Asia. 3 are not interested in this area at 
all. The majority of the respondents are interested in South East Asia (e.g. 5 companies selected 
Malaysia as their priority option). One company is keen to enter China's oil and gas service market. 
None of the respondents regarded Hongkong, Taiwan, Japan or South Korea as a priority 
marketplace.

4. W hich  en erg y  in du stry  d o es  y o u r  c o m p a n y  m a in ly  
se rv ic e ?
—---- ----- ----------------------------  j

m S B m
m

Wind |2  

Wave power |3  

Solar J2 

Coal tS |1 3  

Nuclear g ^ 22 

Electricity g g ^ ^ ! 30 

Hydropower IB M I19 

Other oil and gas service company r"  

Downstream Oil 

Midstream Gas I2 2 J 2 1  

Upstream

_]69

Oil and gas Jt11

All 111 respondents provide 
services to oil and gas industry.

The upstream oil industry is a 
major sector to the service 
industry. 69 firms are engaged 
in services to other oil and gas 
service companies, while 59 
companies service the upstream 
oil and gas sector directly.

The other relatively focused 
businesses of the companies are 
downstream oil, electricity and 
nuclear power services.

43 companies are involved in 
energy services other than for 
the oil and gas industry. 13 
respondents are engaged in 
providing service throughout 
the whole oil and ¡ias industry.

January 00. prepared by Tan Yi. Aberdeen. UK
AH rights reserved.



5. A s  a n  e n e rg y  serv ice  c o m p a n y , a m o n g  th e  fo llo w in g  b u sin ess  e n v iro n m e n ta l fac to rs, 
h o w  im p o r ta n t d o  y o u  th in k  th e se  in flu e n c e s  a ffec t y o u r  co m p a n y 's  b u s in e ss  in the East 
A sia n  a re a s?  (1 =  n o t im p o r ta n c e  & 5  = very  im p o rta n t)

4

0  %  2 0 %  4 0 %  6 0 %  8 0 %  100%

□  n o t im p o r ta n t  □  im p o r ta n t  □  v e ry  im p o r ta n t  * 6

The competitive, technological, economic and operating environmental factors are relatively 
important issues to the companies’ businesses in East Asia, whereas a smaller proportion of 
respondents regard legal, ecological and social as important factors. For example. 90% and 93% °1 
respondents thought that the competitive and economic factors respectively were important, and 
nearly halt ot the respondents (43% and 48%) thought that the ecological and social environmental 
drivers were not important.

6. In  te rm s o f  em p loyees, w h a t is  y o u r  co m p a n y 's  s ize?

0-<10
4 %

>250
3 9 %

1 0 -< 5 0
29%

50 - <250 
28%

Among 111 companies,

■ 44 (39%) companies are large 
with more than 250 employees.

■ 31 (28%) companies are
medium size with from 50 to 
250 employees.

■ 36 (29%) companies are small 
size with not more than 50 
people.

■ 4 (4%) are mini-small size with 
not more than 10 employees.

January 00. prepared by Tan Yi. Aberdeen. UK
All rights reserved.
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7. W h a t  is  y o u r  c o m p a n y 's  t u r n o v e r

Turnover Number of company

35 (31 %) respondents are
engaged in more than 100 
million US dollars businesses.

$ 0 - < 5 m 
$ 5 - < 10 m 
$ 10 - < 50 m 
$ 50 - < 100 m 
> $ 100 in 
Don’t know

16
23
20
14

35
3

23 (21%) respondents have a 
turnover ranging from $5 
million to not more than $10 
million.

20 (18%) respondents have a 
turnover from $10 million to 
not more $50 million.

8. What percent o f your company’s sales ate made in 

East Asia?

>50% don't know
3% A  4%

25 - < 50%
3%

1 0- <25%  
32%

1 - < 10%  

39%

14 (13%) companies have a 
turnover from $50 million to 
not more $100 million.

39% of respondents' sales in 
East Asia are from 1% to not 
more than 10% of their total 
sales.

32% of companies have 
business ranging from 10% to 
25% of total sales in East Asia.

6%- of companies' sales in East 
Asia have more than 25% of 
total sales.

9. Are you willing to jo in  the further research o f this project i f  I  contact you again:

Number of company

Y es N o N ot sure

73 36 2

73 respondent companies, including some energy service industry leaders, were willing to join the 
further research.

January 00. prepared by Tan Yi. Aberdeen, UK
611 rights reserved.
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China

China can boast one o f  the fastest growing economies 

anywhere in tire world. While fellow east Asian 

nations like Korea and Japan suffered badly during 

the 1997-98 financial crisis, the Chinese appeared 

'east affected. Their economy slowed, but nothing like as dras- 

hcally as their neighbours’ did. The giant Asian tiger started off 

^99 predicting 8 per cent economic growth -  though this has 

Sltlce been downgraded to just above 7 per cent, it is still purring 

alo'\g and impressive by any standards.

That is not to say that the Chinese do not have problems. 

There is, for example, deep concern about Hong Kong, whose 

ec°nomy stumbled after the U K  handed the protectorate back 

to Beijing. This in turn has had a knock-on effect on Shenzhen, 

huge economic free-zone/city created right next Hong 

^ °ng some 20 years ago, though the huge amount o f  

^erican-style office/hotel/retail complex and freeway system 

^ ' ’elopnient currently in hand paints a liighly dynamic picture.

With Portugal returning the much less significant Macao 

^ack to Beijing, a long European tradition o f  camping on 

China’s doorstep is ending. It remains to be seen how Macao’s 

^Uch Jess dynamic economy fares, and whether the 

November 1999 handover has a negative impact on the neigh-

° uring free zone powerhouse Zhuhai. Such cities are just 

C°gs in the vast Chinese economic machine that grinds on 

relentlessly, sucking in an apparendy never ending stream o f  

1(1'Vard investment as Western companies literally queue to 

establish manufacturing operations.

The process is set to accelerate over the next few years as 

Washington and Beijing, nud-November, buried the hatchet 

V̂er a number o f  key issues blocking access to eventual mem- 

ership o f  the W T O  (World Trade Organisation).

All this activity is placing enormous strains indigenous 

China’s energy resources, where coal remains king, but whose

b,

22

price is pollution on such horrendous levels that Beijing is now- 

taking steps to curtail some usage, notably the ending o f  steam 

locomotive traction on the state rail network. O il and gas are 

becoming increasingly important and it will take a very modest 

increase in per capita consumption o f  the billion or so Chinese 

to result in a massive rise in pressure on limited known indige

nous resources and a significant impact on the quantities o f  oil 

and gas bought on the international market.

Good news
There was excitement indeed when Phillips Petroleum 

announced in July 1999 that it had come up trumps with an 

apparendy major heavy oil and gas discovery- offshore in the 

Bohai Bay area. The find w-as made on a large anticline some 

six miles in length and located at the centre o f  block 11/05, 

approximately 80 miles from the port o f  Dalian in just over 20m 

o f  w-ater.

The PL 19-3-1 discovery- w-ell reached a total depth o f  

5,531ft on 15 M ay encountering a gross pay interval o f  more 

than 1,400ft, with 712ft o f  net pay in the Minghuazhen and 

Guantao formations.

Phillips reported the presence o f  a “ thick hydrocarbon 

column” . The company immediately set about drilling an 

appraisal w-ell o f  much the same depth 1.6 miles south-south- 

west o f  the discovery- well, encountering 1,700ft o f  gross pay and 

748ft net.

“ These two w-ells were drilled in a fault block with an area 

o f  closure o f  approximately 1,400 acres. Both wells encountered 

high quality reservoirs with good porosities and permeabilities,” 

said Phillips in a statement.

Three satisfactory drill-stem tests o f  crudes ranging from 

22deg AP I to 16.8deg AP I were conducted using natural flow 

conditions. Phillips summed the results up in an upbeat
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The Chinese oil and gas 
Tdustry is evolving rapidly, 
T line with much of the rest 
°f the Asian tiger economy

to existing C N O O C  production facilities.”  Phillips 

has since gone on to drill further wells. Two more 

had been completed by early November 1999, each 
one successful. In the case o f  the fourth well, PL 19- 

3-5, this encountered a gross pay interval o f  850ft 

with 260ft o f  net pay in a previously untested fault 

block on the western flank o f  the clearly very large 

field. Limited drill-stem tests were conducted, pro

ducing variously 13deg AP I and 17deg AP I crudes. 

Phillips was sufficiendy encouraged to upgrade its 

reserves estimate from the original 400m barrels 

figure made public in October. This is a very large 

discovery, it seems.

The appraisal programme continues and conceptual studies 

are well under way with C N O O C . In addition, Phillips is plan

ning four new field exploration wells on other unexplored 

features o f  block 11/05.

A
C ytit  issued in July 1999: “ Analysis o f  produced oil indicates 

Id k° Ul'-point crude that’s easy to produce, process, transport

.Met.
tllltiediate plans are to drill as many as five more appiaisal 

\  to year-end to delineate the productive area o f  this 

lii ^ature and jointly initiate commercialisation studies with 

■^^itional Offshore O il Corporation (C N O O C ).

|j| acüity and drilling costs are expected to be low due to 

^  Water and reservoir depths. The discovery is also close

Bad news
But not everyone is enjoying success offshore China. For 

example, energy information specialist EOS has reported on the 

trials and tribulations regarding X C L  and Apache. The former 

launched an action to remove the latter from the Zhaodong 

licence, also in Bohai Bay. X C L  maintains that Apache has 

carried out unauthorised, unnecessary and wasteful activities 

with regard to the intended development o f  discoveries made at 

Zhaodong. Apache has countered by saying that X C L  owes it
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^  but, by its own admission, lacks the funds to cover capital 

ûiture obligations. Amidst this confusion, Zhaodong was 

Sed to come onstream late 1999/early 2000.

^ rparendy running more smoothly is a production sharing 

^ylent hatched between Statoil o f  Norway and China 

|jj°na* Petroleum Company (C N P C ). The target is the 

again in Bohai, a low  technology, shallow water 

^ Ct’ Part o f  which is located in the littoral zone between 

v low water. However, it has been reported that the 

^  ent could be hampered by differences in Norwegian and 

. ese attitudes regarding both corporate philosophy and 

i tights. Until now, Statoil’s only offshore China involve- 

i as been Lufeng, a less than spectacular project that utilised 

FPSO Berge Hugin.
total, China has 12-plus major oil and gas fields in pro- 

1,, t>t1’ plus a number o f  lesser developments. Offshore oil 

^Ojnt production in 1999) accounts for around 10 per
> f

for
°verall Chinese production. The gas contribution is 

Per cent overall.

4. n°',v. Am oco’s Liuhua field located in the South China 

ns the largest offshore development, with an original 

5 estimate of 1.5 billion barrels o f  oil equivalent.

V d largest is Suizhong 36-1 in Bohai Bay. A rco ’s 

*acheng gas field, which came onstream in 1995 is also 

h fuels Hainan Island and H ong Kong, 

ijjj °n8 various discoveries currently undergoing develop- 

k  0t Waiting in the wings for the starting gun are 

\ir an&dao 32-6 and Nanbao 35-2 in the Central Bohai Sea. 

<Pĵ 0rr,bined reserves are put at 1.5 billion barrels o f  oil and 

V. ° O C  project is expected to deliver some 80,000bpd and 

> « „ , 2 0 0 4 .
V 15 i)
N lV0
L n°niy, and that huge structural changes are taking place 8

s lrUportant to realise that the Chinese oil and gas indus- 

lvuig rapidly, in line with much o f  the rest o f  the Asian

---- “" ‘“6------------
S in g ly  opens its doors to western influence.

i^ 'tig  the past
there have been problems within the Chinese

8as sector. It is regarded as a basic supporting indus-

nat i°nal economy. Here, state-owned enterprises 

tL ternsin dominant and there have also been problems 

^W-SeCtors organisation, marketing direction, pricing

•stration.

Interestingly, Beijing central planners are aware that the 

industry’s supply chain badly requires reorganising, and steps 

have been taken to sort out the mess. Many o f  the US and 

European oil service b ig names have established offices and 

support facilities, variously in Beijing, around Bohai Bay and in 

the Pearl Delta area (notably Shenzen/Shokou).

In March 1998, Beijing announced that the oil and gas 

industry would be divided into northern and southern groups, 

according to geography. Basically the Great Wall o f  China is the 

border. The previously separate upstream and downstream 
sectors have become integrated.

One sector, broadly the northern half, was placed under the 

control o f  the China National Petroleum Corporation 

(C N P C ), the other area, covering the southeast and along the 

coast down to Guangzhou came under the China Petroleum 

Corporation (S IN O PEC ). C N P C  was formerly the Chinese 

Ministry o f  Petroleum Industry. C N P C  is an extremely big 

SOE and is directly administrated by the central government. 

S IN O PE C  is an organisation in which the central government 
invests direcdy.

The China National Offshore O il Corporation (C N O O C ) 

split o f f  from C N P C  in 1982, to become a sister company and 

be responsible for China’s offshore oil production. C N O O C  has 

been responsible for all the country's offshore activities.

According to the American embassy in Beijing’s 1997 

report, a total o f  S35-45 billion (US) will be invested in the E&P 

side o f  the oil and gas industry' over the next few years.

Offshore expenditure is forecast to increase by around 5 per 

cent to SI.5 billion in 2000. The total offshore commitment 

during 1996 and 2000 in China is estimated by Mackay 

Consultants to be S7.8 billion, which is very' modest when mea

sured against the North Sea.

To date, C N O O C  has signed around 1,000 contracts with 

foreign oil companies for exploration and development in its 

four major regions: the South China Sea, East China Sea, Bohai 

G u lf and Beigu Basin. China’s offshore reserves currendy stand 

at least 6.2 billion barrels o f  oil (not counting die Phillips find) 

and 4.9TCF o f  gas, mosdy in the South China Sea.

In its (1997) report on the Chinese energy sector, Houston 

oil bank Simmons Company International noted that the 

South China Sea accounted for 43 per cent o f  the foreign 

licensed acreage, the East China Sea with 36 per cent, Bohai 

Basin with 19 per cent and Beigu Basin with 2 per cent. ■
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Employing strategies to adapt to the business environment: 
An empirical pilot study in China
% Yi Tan

Woduction

China and Malaysia are the most attractive emerging oil exploration and production (E&P) markets in 
East Asia (BP's Statistical Review of World Energy 1998) and offer profitable business opportunities. It 
is also well known that Singapore offers environmental advantages to the oil and gas service industry in 
tenris of -ood financial and economic stability as well as advanced information-technology. For different 
NistriesMn different countries, the nature of the business environment can mean different things. How 
Can the business opportunities and challenges be evaluated? What is the common trend of strategies 
a%>ted by existin'* firms? What is the alignment between strategy and environment? (Simerly and Li, 
2000, Luo and Park. 2001) These can be three typical issues for senior managers to take into account as 
S  seek to apply better business practice in an emerging market. However, little or nothing is known 
‘Nit the strategic solutions needed for service companies to survive and prosper long-term in the East 
Asia business environment. In an attempt to fill this gap, and based on the researcher’s personal interest, 
Previous studies and work experiences, a research project was proposed in late 1999 with its mam focus 
°n the oil and -as service sector in China and to a lesser extent, Singapore and Malaysia. It seeks:

( to examine the dominant business environment conditions which affect the service organisations 
to identify common trends concerning the strategic directions across existing organisations within the 

( industry
to establish an understanding of the alignments, if any, between the business environment and 
strategies

fi
e original proposal of the research programme was that it should include four major stages. The initial 

■a§e would be devoted to literature review, methodology design and the development of research 
r struments including an interview guide and a questionnaire. In order to test the effectiveness of the 
jNrch method designed and the survey questionnaire, it was proposed to conduct pretests and pilot 
Îclwork. In the second stage, a multi-method approach (Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill, 1997) was 
 ̂ gned in order to conduct the empirical research, which was planned to progress in two phases. Phase 
tee Would involve a questionnaire survey addressed to senior management. The data obtained would 
{|Bresent the problems to be investigated and highlight the critical issues that will form an important 
¡Nent of the project. In phase two, the problems revealed by the questionnaire would be investigated 
H N r  in order to clarify the content of some of the questionnaire results. This would be crucial to 
^standing the implications behind some of the data gathered in questionnaires. The third stage would

pren involve in-depth studies of selected service companies based on the results from the above research 
°gress. The focus of the last stage would be to justify the relevance and validity of the data obtained 

dj. to discuss the extent to which the theories the researcher started with have been developed as a result 
iptBe research. Thereby, the significance of the research for oil service companies seeking long-term 
Ccess in the business environment of East Asia would be addressed.

Vitj tost of this article is organised as follows: First, it discusses the key issues on research measurement 
.p Questionnaire design. Next, it deals with the empirical pilot fieldwork that was undertaken to test 
|{Ny techniques and the questionnaire. Then, it discusses the major indicative outcomes of and lessons 
^rr|ed from the fieldwork. Finally, it summarises, as the result of the above work, what will be carried 

during the next phase of the research.
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Measures

E n v iro n m e n ta l s e c to r s

This study uses a multidimensional construct (Elenkov, 1997, Luo and Park, 2001) to conceptualise 
environment. Four dimensions of the environment, viz. complexity, dynamism, hostility and market 
diversity (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel, 1998) were assessed for the environmental sectors at three 
'evels: remote, industry and operating environment (Pearce and Robinson, 1997, p.63). The senior 
e*ecutives' views of and attitudes towards the environmental factors were measured by using a 36-item 
Scale developed by the researcher. Based on the work of Elenkov (1997), Simerly and Li (2000), and 
S,Jtcliffe and Zaheer (1998), the measurement of perceived dynam ism and complexity; focused on 
environmental factors such as politics, economics, social-culture, technology, industry, buyers, suppliers, 
c°nipetitors, and resources. For example, the researcher measured technological change by rating the 
hews on technology transfer speed and the attitude towards adopting new technology. Since industry 
c°ncentration describes the number and size distribution of firms in an industry (Kotha and Nair, 1995), 
tlle researcher also measured this based on evaluating whether market share was dominated by several 
firms. Perceived h o s tility  was measured mainly by means of competition and likelihood of obtaining 
c°ntracts based on the work of Sutcliffe and Huber (1998), Luo and Park (2001), and Tan and Litschert 
(l994). Market diversity reflects the extent of the markets of an organisation ranging from integration to 
“'Versity. This was directly accessed with a question.

The respondents were asked to rate the degree to which they agreed on various characteristics of the 
eilvironmental sectors. The answers were measured by a series of 7-point bipolar rating scales (Zikmund, 
2000 p 293) Bipolar adjectives anchor the right and left ot the scale, with 1 indicating that the 
V nden t most strongly agreed with the left assessment; 7 indicating that the respondent most strongly 
feed with the right "assessment; and 4 showing that the respondent felt that, for his company, the 
filiation was midway between both. For instance, if the question asks.

The business environment in which you operate 
is relatively static 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 shows signs of change

Should “5" be selected by a respondent, it indicates that the respondent “agrees with the assessment as 
shted on the riCTht”. In each measuring situation a score has been assigned foi the natuie of the business 
environment.

,,(h is try  f o r c e s

fh, e Perceived dynam ism  and h o s tility  were further measured by accessing the industry environmental 
°rces. The researcher developed a 6-item scale based on Porter (1980) and Sondhi (1999) to assess
h
5 5--

feial entrants, buyers, suppliers, substitutes, rivals, and strategic partnerships. This researcher defined 
Point scale to clarify the six forces which have a current and future “threaten” impact on an 

'jganisation, with a score of 1 indicating non-existent or very weak, 2 indicating weak, 3 indicating 
fege, 4 indicating strong and 5 indicating very strong. Assessing characteristics of the key six sectors 
Oultaneously enabled the researcher to compare the impact of the industry forces and distinguish 
‘Hificant influences.

eg y  ta x o n o m y

J ee dimensions of strategy on generic strategy (Porter. 1980), strategy clock (Bowman and Faulkner, 
J 6.) and grand strategy (Pearce and Robinson, 1997) were developed as measurements. A 
, ^dimensional construct approach was also adopted to measure each organisation’s strategic 
'Nation. To assess generic strategies, four items - “cost leadership”, “differentiation”, “focus” and 

in the middle” - were developed to examine competitive advantages of a firm or business. Based 
:()î earce and Robinson, 14 items were utilised to assess grand strategies, which provide basic direction 

strategic actions. Respondents were simply asked to select the grand strategies, which they had
o



adopted in past years and planned to adopt for near-term. A scale of three was used to assess the strategy 
dock, which was another way to analyse the competitive position of a company or business versus the 
brings of competitors within the domestic industry. The respondents were asked to assess their 
Principal products/services by selecting options scaled on price, quality and perceived added value 
(Johnson and Scholes, 2000). The questions used a 6-category scale response format.

Wckground information

Company background and industry classification were assessed in order to find out, within a particular 
industry context, what the characteristics of the industry were in line with the foregoing category 
measures This researcher developed eight sectors in order to measure organisation status, industry 
Segment businesses in East Asia, number of employees, service category, business assessment, age of 
business and ownership type. In particular, the firm's size (measured by the number of employees), age 
(based on years) turnover (by sales or production), and ownership structure have proved to be common 
and important control variables in similar studies (Luo and Park, 2001, Simerly and Li, 2000).
b
Warding the assessment of strategies, a 5-item scale was set up to evaluate whether the selected 
tanisations formally adopted any type of corporate or business strategies: whether or not a firm had set 

missions, goals and objectives; and whether it used strategies and business plans. The perceived 
llnPortance of strategy was measured by five categories: not important, slightly important, important, very 
^Portant and the most important. In order to cross check the validity of pertinent information, the 
strategic decision making process was measured in terms of the level at which management decisions 

made, how often they made and revised strategies and timescale of strategies.

% estionnaire Design

Sloped by the researcher, the pilot questionnaire was arranged to begin easy/general questions before 
^ in g  into more difficult/sensitive and specific areas. The questionnaire had both closed and open
e d  questions, and was divided into three distinct sections, each dealing with one of the following 
l!iSUes: Section I, Com pany Background and Indus try  C lass ifica tion , together with section III, The 
^ u s in e n t o f  strategy, were used to survey facts on organisations. Section II, The assessment o f  the 
Usi'iess environm ent was used on individuals to survey attitude of managers or senior executives.

R ipan ts were told there was no such thing as right or wrong, nor were there good or bad answers.
: aat mattered were their thoughts. Therefore, the subjects were encouraged simply to respond by 
defying, from their own experience, how they felt about each topic. Section I, as described above, was 
lv*ded into eight sub-sections. The first 41 questions formed Section II with three distinct parts, each 
( eceded with a lead-in subject title indicating the focus of that part: nature of the business environment, 
jpP°rtunities and challenges, the domestic oil and gas service industry. The next twelve questions formed 
: >  III to evaluate the respondents' variations in strategies. These questions were based on 
4 ntemporary writings and similar research on strategy. Respondents were first investigated, based on a 
estem strategic standard, whether their organisations utilised formal/explicit strategies, and were then

'>4,
ed about their strategic orientations at business and corporate levels by using the measurements as 
ed above.

|Part from the three main sections, an additional part covering “further information” was also designed at 
^ end of the questionnaire. Together with Section I, the questions were used as control variables or for 
Deification purposes. Three areas were investigated: main businesses, competitive position, and major 
 ̂lelds in which their principal customers operate. Participants were instructed that it was optional to 
SvVe*‘ questions in this part.
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said earlier, the purpose of the pilot fieldwork was to find out how the data collection protocols and 
tlle survey instruments worked in a real situation (Fowler, p.100). The pilot study (Zikmund, 2000, p.58, 
Fowler, 1992, p.100) was undertaken for the following distinctive perspectives: content of questionnaire, 
survey techniques, sampling, as well as for generating primary data. In addition, the researcher could 
âuge the validity and sensitivity of questions, as well as the reliability of the data collected.

F*eldworl '< pretests

In order to build a picture of the important issues the researcher was likely to encounter in the research 
and to suggest possible topics for formal investigation, in-depth interviews (Zikmund, 2000. p. 108) were 
c°nducted with experts and interest parties in the UK. This was essential contextual data, which helped 
5entify the scope of the survey questionnaire. Based upon this and before the researcher left for China in 
(’°vember 2000, the first questionnaire draft was completed. However this draft had not been perfected 
°r administration. Pretests of survey questionnaire were conducted using a structured-interview 
^hnique to test sections of the survey questionnaire (Bourgue and Fielder, 1995, p. 79) in December 
^00. Ten senior and operating/business managers from eight companies within the Chinese offshore 
Service sector, including three foreign-owned organisations participated in pretests. The interviews were 
"ndertaken in Chinese and English as appropriate. Each respondent was asked to complete the 
gestionnaire as presented at that time and provide comments on the questionnaire and the research. The 
°ngest meeting took around three hours and the shortest meeting was one hour.

p ,

leldwork p ilo t tests

°i'der to further refine the questionnaire and test the administrative procedures that would be used in 
e study, the researcher conducted a pilot survey in South China during January/February 2001 after 

d ie t in g  the pretests. The pilot survey questionnaires were distributed via nine more interviews, one 
ePhone interview, nine by mail and three by email, plus five hand deliveries. For those respondents 

.. 0 took part in interviews, the survey questionnaire was used. During the interviews, the researcher had 
.'dussions with respondents to ensure the accuracy of information recorded. Follow-up phone calls and 
t̂er personal visits were also made to clarify points that were not clearly made during the interviews.

( ach of the 14 packets mailed or delivered by hand to potential respondents contained the questionnaire 
Eluding an induction page), and a self-addressed envelope for returning completed to the researcher.

(h J i
Native ou tcom es

^°gether, 34 pilot questionnaires were distributed to a cross-section of up. mid and downstream service 
^Punies during the pretests and pilot tests. The researcher received back 21 questionnaires or 70% of 
i(j°Se distributed. 15 were returned after face-to-face interviews, with four cases based on one-to-one self- 
ministered questionnaires (Bourgue and Fielder, 1997); four after the researcher’s next visit; one after a 
ePhone interview; one after the email, and none after the mailing (see Table 1).

Table 1: Questionnaire distribution and its response rate in the pilot tests, China

em pirica l p ilo t study

Questionnaire Interview
Mailing Email DeliveryFace to face Telephone

.Distributed 16 1 9 3 5
^Received 15 1 0 I 4
JEarly notice 16 1 0 1 5
..Response rate 94% 8% 807c
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Response rates varied greatly, with a 94 % response rate for interviews. 80% for the hand delivery group 
and only 8% for the mailing and email group. This was partially due to procedural differences in the way 
gestionnaires were administered and distributed. The interview and hand delivery groups were selected 
Gth help from managers of oil companies in China. Permission to complete the questionnaire was 
Secured in advance. In the mailing and email groups, only one of the twelve potential respondents was 
&ven early notice by phoning in advance and returned the questionnaire in time. In the case of self- 
administered questionnaires, the researcher was able to answer any questions that respondents had about 
’Gn during completion.

°ased in the South China Sea area, 24 managers from 23 services companies participated in pilot 
Gestionnaire. Most were highly specialised and technology-based. Access was achieved through the 
Gocess of “guanxi” (Nair and Stafford, 1998, et a l) or personal contacts with the industry people. 
êspondents included general managers (four cases), vice presidents or deputy general managers (six 

Cases), operations or business managers (six cases), managing directors (four cases), representatives (two 
Cases) and one commercial manager.

Gestionnaire Revision

Visions made during the pretests and pilot tests have resulted in the following key improvements to the 
Gestionnaire. First, questions and information, which respondents and, ultimately the researcher too, 
c°nsidered irrelevant, or which acted as a barrier to the subject of the investigation, were dropped. For 
Gtance, when Revision 7 of the questionnaire was developed, questions regarding a firm’s internal 
actors became irrelevant and were therefore taken away. Secondly, ambiguous questions have been 
Gised and the questionnaire layout has been improved. Wording of questions in both English and 
Gnese was modified in each revision. The outcome of the pilot tests helped to change the wording of 

¡jGstions found to be confusing. For example, Question 50 and 51 originally were designed to identify 
G price and quality levels pursued by organisations within the service industry. A respondent queried: 
how do you clarify this standard? International or domestic? Local or the whole country?” As a result, 
e measure of “domestic” service industry was redefined to access the varying levels of price and quality 

Güghout China. The questions covering “company background and industry classifications” were 
finally  designed for that one section but were later developed to appear in the first (Company 
Aground and Industry Classifications) and last (Further Information) parts of the questionnaire

Hile
Pectively. The main reason was that the author tried to focus on the key variables at the beginning,

those relevant but sensitive questions were moved to the end of the questionnaire.

Grdly, the researcher re-phrased the questions that respondents felt uneasy about answering. In order to

lie'
V

,£ss the environmental factors that have an effect on a firm’s business activities, the original
stionnaire design included attempting to measure the importance and impact of the environment 

lct°rs by using a 5-point and 11-point Likert scale respectively. But it was found that respondents 
^Understood what they were asked and lost motivation when they were asked similar questions again. 
f Gpondents had a lot to say about some items' but could make no sense of the others. This meant that 
^  item had to be clearly identified by providing more details. Based on discussions with and advice

V
V

0yided by the interviewees, the original scales were replaced by a 7-point numerical scale to assess 
lronment. This change enabled all later respondents to express their views on the business
lronment directly.

V:alll■e of pretests and pilot tests

Sii°ns learned

G fieldwork pilot studies made the researcher aware of some fundamental problems. First, pretests and 
0t lests help to find out how long it takes to complete or respond to the questionnaire and made the
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Searcher realise that the revisions of the questionnaire, survey cost and the amount of personnel time 
required for the exercise had been underestimated. Secondly, counter to the researcher’s original belief, 
s°me middle managers, especially, those working in global operational oil and gas service organisations, 
Were not familiar with their corporate strategic directions. However, they contributed views on the 
business environment and they had an idea of how to compete in the marketplace in which they operate. 
Thus, a better strategy assessment approach should be carefully developed further. Thirdly, while the 
Searcher used the questionnaire as a guide for interviews, it was found that in parts one and three, where 
T'Point and 5-point scales were used respectively, the respondents had difficulty in providing options 
c°ntpared with those who completed questionnaire by themselves. Thus, another Interview Guide should 

developed based on the questionnaire for interview survey work.

ĥe pretests and pilot tests helped to test the validity of the questionnaire. The results of pretesting 
'ndicate that, although Chinese managers were not familiar with western theories, they were capable of 
ynderstanding strategic options characterised by Pearce and Robinson (1997), Porter (1980) and Bowman 
,l996), if the concepts were clearly explained. However, several respondents indicated that their 
°rEanisations provided many principal products or services to their clients. Therefore, each different 
Pr°duct or service might enquire a different strategic direction to be competitive. In this case, using 
F°rter’s generic strategy and Bowman’s strategy clock models to assess competitive strategies for an 
°rEanisation might result in a validity problem. In order to deal with this, a multi-category scale 
^asurement combining the two models should be developed. Besides, both pretests and pilot tests 
"Seated that the 7 -point numerical scale did not completely reflect subtle attitude variations as several 
lterhs did not apply to a certain organisation or several respondents had no feel for some topics. In order 
to eliminate the problems, the researcher should further consider whether to use a forced-choice or a 
^forced-choice scale for the final revision of the questionnaire.

e lo p in g  r e s e a r c h  m e th o d s

Kae results of the pilot studies are being evaluated and used in making changes to not only the 
Gestionnaire but also the administrative procedures. Based on the above results of pretests and pilot tests, 
j.^Ulti-method approach has emerged. It will compose at least three and quite likely four steps. First, 

selected for participation in this study will be contacted by emails or phone calls. Permission for 
Pagers to participate will be obtained in advanced and the researcher will ask them which method, 
'tller mailing (email) or telephone, is best suited for their participation. After initial contact and 
^Urination, the researcher will act as appropriate. Four weeks after the first mailing, follow up emails or 
iohe calls will be made to all mailing respondents to remind those who have not yet completed 
j sbonnaires to complete them and to thank those who have returned them. Then, a follow-up telephone 
Purview will be conducted with all those who have not completed and returned their questionnaires. 
ltlilHy, face-to-face interviews will be carried out where insufficient responses have been received.

Pretests and pilot tests helped the researcher to identify the most appropriate sampling technique and 
¡ îfy the sample that should be selected. It was impossible to find a complete list of oil and gas 
t ^Panies in China and therefore the total population was difficult to identify. Combining snowball and 
lenience sampling (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 1997, p. 147). the following multi-stage sampling 
Clique is being considered in the next phase of the study: select the most accessible cases, including 
|0se that participated in the earlier surveys and interviews; make initial contact with these cases; ask 
^  cases to identify further cases; ask the new cases to identify further new cases (and so on); and 
nt>nue the sampling process until the required sample size has been reached.

L
9lln g  w ith  z e r o / lo w  r e s p o n s e  to  m a i l in g  q u e s t io n n a ir e

Ljk as proved by the pilot tests that the response rate for mail-based questionnaire surveys was very low 
L^ina. Six key reasons for this were identified. First of all, senior managers were very busy and 

refore not willing to contribute any time to complete a questionnaire, which they perceived to be
6



^important and non-beneficial to them. Secondly, a 12-page English version (19-page Chinese-English 
Vei'sion) of questionnaire was too long and thirdly, the questions might not appeal to potential respondents 
because they were not familiar with relevant theoretical concepts. Fourthly, they did not trust using the 
Postal system. In this circumstance, the potential respondents might have wondered whether this 
^searcher was a commercial or political spy from the West and, for reasons of confidentiality, they were 
lot willing to tell the truth in their answers and therefore declined to response. The fifth is a cultural 
feason - Chinese people are conditioned to give right or good answers. If they are not confident of being 
able to provide the right or good answers to questions, they might try to avoid answering. The last point is 
*bat most Chinese managers are willing to talk rather than write. Some respondents expressed a 
Willingness to talk with someone they could get to know, rather than completing a questionnaire from a 
Cornplete stranger.

liow to increase the response rate in the actual study has to be further thought about. For the reasons 
exPlained above, several key issues must be taken into account. First, since the survey questionnaire is too 
^tailed on some points, it should be shortened by reducing the number of questions, sections and sub- 
elernents. The omitted content can be inserted into the next phase of the researcher’s in-depth studies if 
Pessary. Secondly, improving communication techniques is essential. The significance and importance 

the work to the researcher and emphasis of the possible benefit of the survey to potential respondents 
stlould be clearly addressed in a covering letter or via an advance telephone call. In order to make a postal 
gestionnaire more “user friendly” (Bourque and Fielder, 1995, p.82), a photograph of the researcher will 
“e considered. Thirdly, there is the issue of obtaining help from the industry through the use of “guanxi” 
to increase trust. “Guanxi” proved to be very important in securing appointments with respondents in 
°rder to encourage them to become more amenable to replying to the questions. Finally, the mixed 
jJPproach to distributing the questionnaire and the multi-stage sampling technique as stated above should 
e utilised.

^ h er d i f f ic u l t ie s

!?°ne meeting, a senior manager was puzzling the purpose of the researcher’s visit before interviewing.
respondent asked whether the researcher was doing the work for a foreign organisation or country 

^  Would any information obtained from the meeting be published. It was carefully explained that the 
bterview was for the researcher’s studies and that his response would be kept confidential. It was 
Utilised that no information would be published about the person or the organisation. Apart from the 
C0lhmon business attitude of secrecy towards research like this, the political sensitivity of Chinese senior 
Angers, especially at state-owned enterprises, may also contribute to the difficulties of conducting 
Search in China. One Chinese respondent said that he and the other managers were once told not to fill 
b any type of questionnaire when they were on a business trip abroad because foreign organisations tried 
^°btain confidential information from them. The respondent asked the researcher’s opinion on this and 
e researcher expressed the view that such a hostile attitude smacked of cold-war thinking. If a survey 

^stionnaire is anonymous, and responses to questions are regarded as confidential, and questions are 
01 related to their commercial or corporate secrets, in most circumstances, they should not be so 
^itive or worry too much. Other crucial challenges continually surfaced during the pilot work. There
„as a lack of authorised information on the Chinese oil and gas service sector, mainly due to theto. ■Sinuous restructuring of the state's oil and gas industry. Also, the total population was changing and
before unknown. Existing literature on business research methods applied by Chinese scholars remains

l;

remely scarce. In many cases, Chinese senior managers were not familiar with using English, so it is 
ential to prepare a Chinese version of survey questions when conducting research in China.

atest Development
L
! ed on the results of preliminary analysis, revision of the questionnaire is continuing in order to further 
bprove its reliability, validity and sensitivity. Final revision of the questionnaire will be completed 
°rtly and the project will proceed into the next phase of study: questionnaire survey. In June 2001,
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subsequent questionnaires will be distributed to senior management within the oil and gas service 
•udustry in China, Singapore and Malaysia via the multi-method approach outlined above.
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1. Introduction

Early in the 1950s, organisational theorists started to investigate organisation- 
environment interaction (Tung, 1979) and they have found that the views of managers 
play a central role in learning about environment (Hegarty and Tihanyi, 1999). 
Strategic management theories and practices stress that understanding the business 
environment is crucial in every organisation’s life. Managers are encouraged to 
become more responsive to the dictates of the external environment and are required 
to scan and assess environment conditions when making strategic decisions (Fahey 
and Narayanan, 1986). Fahey and Narayanan suggest that assessment implies 
identifying and evaluating how and why current and projected environment changes 
affect or will affect the strategic management of the organisation. Assessment 
attempts to investigate what the key issues are presented by the environment and what 
the implications of the issues are lor the organization. Accurate assessment ol the 
environment by managers may help bring about more effective organizational 
strategies and thereby higher performance for long-term success (Downey and 
Slocum, 1975; Hambrick, 1982; Daft, Sormunen and Parks, 1988; Hegarty and 
Tihanyi, 1999).

In spite of the fact that most literatures on organisational or strategic management 
theories have introduced the concept of the environment, comprehensive analyses or 
empirical studies of environmental characteristics are limited. Tung (1979) argues that 
a major obstruction has been how best to describe and conceptualise organisational 
environments. The reliability of an instrument for measuring manager perception on 
the business environment is still to be developed and tested. Given the distinction ol 
the perceived business environment construct to theory and research in strategic 
management, research on managerial perception of the business environment remains 
an important theoretical and empirical task.

The concept of uncertainty has long been a central component of a number of theories 
of organisation and strategy. In recent years, researchers have devoted their attention 
to managerial perception under uncertain environmental conditions. The concept of 
the uncertainty of the perceived environment advanced by many researchers (Tung, 
1979: Hrebiniak and Snow, 1980; Koberg, 1987, Daft, Sormunen and Parks, 1988) 
has been a key aspect of a number of strategy theories (Miles and Snow, 1978: 
Lawrance and Lorsch. 1967; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel, 1998; Miller, 1993). 
Research (Ireland, Hitt. Bettis and Porras, 1987; Kotha and Nair, 1995; Sutcliffe and 
Huber, 1998; Sutcliffe and Zaheer, 1998; Elenkov, 1997; Simerly and Li, 2000) 
integrating the perspectives on organisational uncertainties has been developed. As 
Miller (1993) find out, “a major obstacle to empirical research on perceived 
environmental uncertainties is the lack of well-established measurement instruments. 
Existing measures from organisation theory suffer from conceptual problems and 
inadequate reliability and validity”. That difficulty still exists.

In this pilot study, we address some of these concerns by examining the relative 
effects of the environment on the offshore oil and gas service sector (OOGSS) in the 
South China Sea. We studied executives’ perceptions of the environmental 
characteristics in order to develop and test, on an empirical basis, an environmental 
typology grounded in organisational and strategy management theory.
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China is a leading country in terms of oil and gas exploration and production (E&P) 
in East Asia. Now that China is moving towards membership of the World Trade 
Organisation and has secured the 2008 Olympic games, conditions in this emerging 
market are becoming much more optimistic for future's business developments. Until 
now, around 80 per cent of national offshore oil and gas has been produced from the 
South China Sea. ShenZhen, a city located in South China near Hongkong, is an 
offshore service and supply hub and therefore acts as a magnet to oil service 
companies within China and from overseas. That was the reason why this city was 
selected for the China pilot study.

There are three major reasons for choosing the OOGSS. First, this industrial sector is 
considered representative because it is characterised both by few players with large 
market shares and many players with fragmented market share engaged in different 
activities (Tan, 2001). Second, the sector is important because it services the needs of 
the wider oil and gas industry, other sectors of economically important energy 
industry, such as nuclear, coal, power generation and petrochemicals. Third, empirical 
studies examining the relative impacts of the business environment in the oil and gas 
service industry are rare.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section two discusses the problems 
with existing environmental typology and develops an alternative approach; section 
three discusses the experimental method utilized in the study and examines the 
validity of the typology developed in this research; in the penultimate section, we 
present the results of the pilot research; and the final section presents discussions, 
including the implications and limitations of the empirical findings for theory and 
research.

2. Environmental typology

Duncan (1972) defines a concept to distinguish external environment from internal. 
The internal environment refers to all factors existing inside an organisation, 
including organisational culture, structure and functions. The external environment 
refers to all the forces outside the organisation. In this study, the term environment 
refers to the external environments. The features of a firm’s external environment are 
described in numerous ways. Most strategy theories characterise environments in 
terms of their levels, e.g., general, industry and task environment, and firm specific 
variables (Duncan, 1972; Koberg, 1987; Daft, Sormunen and Parks, 1988; Ireland, 
Hitt, Bettis and Porras, 1987; Miller, 1993; Hegary and Tiahnyi, 1999; Luo and Park, 
2001; Tan and Lischert, 1994). Thompson (1967) suggests that the priority for an 
organisation is to deal with the uncertain eventualities of the environment, particularly 
those of the task environment (Dill, 1958).

In the past, researchers have made a distinction between the composition of 
organisational environments and environmental characteristics or dimensions (Tung, 
1979). The composition of environments refers to the factors or sectors encompassing 
the crucial environment, e.g., economic, regulatory, technological, social, customers, 
competitors, suppliers (Koberg, 1987; Daft, Sormunen and Parks, 1988; Ireland, Hitt, 
Bettis and Porras, 1987; Hrebiniak and Snow, 1980; Miles and Snow, 1978; Miller, 
1993; Hegary and Tiahnyi, 1999; Luo and Park, 2001; Tan and Lischert, 1994). For 
environmental characteristics or dimensions, it refers to the aspects of the
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environment confronting the organisation, e.g., complexity, dynamism, hostility 
(Daft, Sormunen and Parks, 1988; Tung, 1979; Hrebiniak and Snow 1980; Miles and 
Snow, 1978; Miller, 1993; Hegary and Tiahnyi. 1999; Simerly and Li, 2000; Luo and 
Park, 2001; Kotha and Nair, 1995; Tan and Lischert, 1994; Sutcliffe and Huber, 
1997). The organizational environment could be static or dynamic, complex oi 
simple, hostile or favourable (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel, 1998).

Managers operating in the external environment context confront a variety of 
uncertain factors. International business management researchers have focused 
primarily on the assessment of political government policy and macroeconomic 
uncertainties and appropriate organisational responses. Some researchers in the 
strategy field emphasise that uncertainties are related to market demand for products 
or services, product and process technologies, the availability of critical inputs, and 
strategic actions by competitors and potential entrants (Miller, 1993).

Most commonly, general environmental uncertainty includes the uncertainty oi 
politics, economics, social/culture and technology (PEST). Industrial or task 
environmental uncertainty encompasses suppliers, buyers, potential entrants, 
substitute products/services and rivalry among competitors. Some analysts (Sutcliffe 
and Huber, 1997) have identified industry environment characteristics in terms of 
industry concentration, entry barriers and changes in demand or changes in product 
characteristics. The category of firm-specific uncertainties pertains to uncertainties of 
operations, management, research and development and employee actions (Millei, 
1993).

A
Previous research (Tan and Litschert. 1994; Miles and Snow, 1978: Hegary and 
Tihanyi, 1999; Hrebiniak, and Snow, 1980; Luo and Park, 2001) has developed a 
number of sectors or categories to measure the three dimensions of environmental 
uncertainty in general and task environment. However, the limitation of the validity of 
their environmental components is that the scope of the concept on each of the 
environmental factors is still too broad for Chinese managers to understand perfectly 
the meaning. For instance, when assessing regulatory environmental sector (Tan and 
Litschert. 1994), Chinese managers might wonder which levels of governmental 
regulations they should consider. Is it the international level, national level, or local 
level? As such, it is indeed necessary to develop a well-defined typology f01 
interpreting and analysing three environmental dimensions.

In this research, the three environmental dimensions investigated were complexity» 
dynamism, and hostility. Using the above environmental components as a basis, i t 1 
possible to build a scale that categorises the environment and provides a rating tor hs 
degree of environmental uncertainty. The three dimensions were developed as the 
following typology presented in Table 1. Although some other researchers have 
proposed different environmental dimensions which may also produce a resulting 
degree of perceived uncertainty (Thompson, 1967; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Tung» 
1979), such as dimensions of the routiness of organisational environment (Tung» 
1979), visibility of future (Luo and Park, 2001), they are not within the scope of this 
study.
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TABLE 1
Environmental typology: Three dimensions versus defined environmental variables

Dimensions Variables 7-point Bipolar Scale

m Homoaeneitv Heterogeneity

Comnlexiiv Environment simple 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 complex
Knowledge required simple 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 sophisticated
Market integrated 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 diversified
Technological level low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 high
Products or services similar 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 dissimilar
Customer same 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 different
needs/wants
Competitors domestic 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 worldwide
Industry firms a few 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 numerous
Operating skills decreased 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 increased
Operations/ decreased 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 increased
marketing methods
Adopt new depends on others 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 use own developed
technology technology

(ill Stability Instability

Dynamism Environment static 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 change
Government consistent 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 create
policies confidence problems

Technology stable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 change
Growth in number 
of firms

slow 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 quick

Competitors'
activities

more predictable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 less predictable

Clients' demands more predictable 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 less predictable
Service supplies more predictable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 less predictable
Market share remains similar 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 rapidly changing
Adopt new tech gradually 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 straiglit-away

(111) Munificence Hostilitv

Hostility Environment favourable 2 3 4 3 6 7 hostile
Government benefit 2 3 4 5 6 7 limit
regulations 
Legal system well developed 2 3 4 3 6 7 not complete
Customs' impact positive 2 3 4 3 6 7 negative
Market size big 2 3 4 5 6 7 small
Market size increasing 2 3 4 5 6 7 decreasing
Industry profit 2 3 4 3 6 7 loss
Entry barriers Itiglt 2 3 4 3 6 7 low
Obtain resources easily 2 3 4 5 6 7 with difficulty
Relationships good 2 3 4 3 6 7 lack
Competitive choose customers 2 3 4 3 6 7 bid for contracts
situation *
Competitors fair competition 2 3 4 3 6 7 unfair competition
Customers switch to with difficulty 2 3 4 3 6 7 easily
other competitors 
Rivalry friendly 2 3 4 3 6 7 warlike
Use new technology others try first 2 3 4 3 6 7 first introduce
Promotion
expenditure

reduced 2 3 4 3 6 7 increased

Uncertainty level: Low High
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Complexity

Fahey and Narayanan (1986) define that complexity refers to the degree of similarity 
or differentiation between elements or entities within and across environmental 
factors or components. It pertains to the number and heterogeneity/diversity of factors 
and components in the external environment. Tung (1979) explains that the 
heterogeneity/diversity included two arrays of variables: the number of factors and 
components in external environments, and the relative differentiation or variety ot 
these factors and components. Early work (Lawrence and Lorsch. 1967; Duncan, 
1972; Tung, 1979; Downey and Slocum, 1975; Dess and Beard, 1984: Luo and Park, 
2001) found that if the number and diversity of environmental factors or components 
increase, the executives’ cognitive abilities to figure out the significances are 
increasingly limited. As a result, the level of perceived environmental uncertainty 
increases.

3. Perceived environment uncertainty

Dynamism

Previous research has directed attention to the managerial perception under changing 
environmental conditions and suggested that dynamism is an important dimension 
(Lawrence and Lorsch. 1967; Duncan, 1972; Tung, 1979; Dess and Beard, 1984). 
Industry dynamics have been viewed as giving rise to managerial uncertainties. They 
suggest that environmental dynamism is the product of several forces operating at one 
time, including the growth of the size and number of organizations within an industry, 
and the growth of the rate of technological change and its dispersion throughout the 
industry. Dess and Beard (1984) define environmental dynamism as the rate and the 
degree of instability of environmental change. Change rate refers to the frequency and 
enormity of turbulence of environmental factors and components. Instability may 
increase the complexity of environmental factors and require punctual organizational 
actions (Hegarty and Tihanyi, 1999). Miles and Snow (1978) emphasise that 
uncertainty refers to the unpredictability of environmental or organisational variables 
that have an impact on corporate performance. An effect of increasing levels of 
environmental dynamism is to reduce access to knowledge needed to make strategic 
decisions. This, in turn, reduces the stability and predictability perceived by 
executives regarding environmental factors or components (Tung 1979).

Tung (1979) defines that the concept of dynamism pertains to change rate, which 
includes frequency and magnitude of change; and the stability of change 01 
predictability of the change pattern. If the change is more or less random rather than 
following a trend, the change may be too sudden and completely unpredictable 
organisations to possess the capabilities to deal with the change. It was hypothesize 
that this sort of change would greatly increase the degree of environment uncertainty 
perceived by executives (Tung, 1979). When it is difficult or impossible for an 
organisation to predict the latest changes and grasp their implications of operations 
and activities, the dynamism dimension thus has an impact on the degree ° 
uncertainty perceived by executives (Thompson, 1967: Duncan. 1972; Downey ant 
Slocum. 1975, Tung 1979; Simerly and Li, 2000). Simerly and Li (2000) propose that 
greater environmental uncertainty is associated with greater environmental dynamism-
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Hostility

Research has shown that there are two aspects to hostility (Luo and Park 2001). 
Firstly, it points out how critical are the resources controlled by each environmental 
sector and secondly, refers to the deterrence factor, in other words, the extent to which 
each environmental sector becomes a threat to the growth of an organisation. In the 
first case, hostility shows the extent to which resources required by the organisation 
are available in its environment and describes the capacity of the environment to 
support organisations in the marketplace (Fahey and Narayanan, 1986). In the second 
case, Pfeffer and Salancik’s (1978) resource dependency theory proposes that 
organisations arrange their external relationships in response to the uncertainty rising 
from dependence on components of the environment. Using Tan and Litschert (1994) 
approach, suggesting from the resource dependence perspective, hostility focuses on 
the degree of the organisation’s dependence on others for resources. The degree of 
dependency on the factors and components affect or restrict the executives’ 
management capabilities for carrying out business activities. What is more, the level 
of perceived environmental hostility depends not only on resource availability, but 
also on relationships with direct environmental agencies and competition within the 
same industry (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel, 1998). As the environment 
becomes less favourable or more hostile, firms are subjected to greater uncertainty 
(Tan and Litschert, 1994; Luo and Park, 2001; Kotha and Nair, 1995).

In summary, the levels of perceived environmental complexity, dynamism and 
hostility are associated with the influence of major environmental sectors upon 
organisations within the same industry. The greater the degree of the numbers and 
heterogeneity/diversity of the environmental sectors, the greater degree of 
environmental complexity; the greater the rate of change and unpredictability of the 
environmental sectors, the greater the degree of environmental dynamism; and the 
greater the degree of difficulties associated with resource availability and resource 
deterrence, the greater the degree of perceived hostility.

4. Empirical pilot study

One major task attempted by this pilot study was an examination of the relationship 
between perceived environmental uncertainty and environmental factors. There were 
two major foci. Some researchers (Tan and Litschert, 1994) have provided empirical 
evidence that the environment in China is dynamic, complex and hostile. Thus, we 
first sought to demonstrate that the business environment of the oil and gas service 
sector in China would be seen as uncertain. Some factors in general, industry and 
task environmental sectors would be perceived as having a greater influence than 
others in terms of the environmental uncertainties. Researchers (Hegarty and Tihanyi 
1999) have found that sectors in the industry and task environment create greater 
perceived strategic uncertainty than sectors in the general environment. It was evident 
that senior managers perceived the customer and competitor sectors to be more 
uncertain than supplier factors in the task environment (Hegarty and Tihanyi 1999). 
The second focus may therefore be stated as follows: Senior managers will perceive 
some external environmental sectors as having a higher level of uncertainty than 
other environmental sectors.
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Hegarty and Tihanyi (1999) propose that for success, it is also essential for a firm to 
be able to identify potential opportunities and challenges in the environment. 
Although some environmental events help businesses to sustain their competitive 
advantage, others may create hostile conditions for survival. In strategic management 
theories, it is very common to use strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 
(SWOT) framework for assessing internal and external environmental factors. 
McNamee (1992) developed an approach to identify opportunities and threats of 
environmental sectors. He weighted the importance and impact of each of 
environmental sectors by using a 5-point scale from 1 to 5 and an 11-point Likert 
scale from -5 to +5. When importance and impact are multiplied, negative or positive 
results are possible. It was suggested that a positive result indicated an environmental 
opportunity while a negative one indicated a threat to the organisation examined. Due 
to the exploratory nature of this phase ol the research project, we examined the above 
approach by posing the following open-ended question: What will executives 
perceive the opportunities and challenges to be within the oil and gas service 
sector in China?

Due to the lack of information, managers from major offshore oil and gas production 
companies and participating service companies were asked to estimate the total 
population of the service sector in Shenzhen. It emerged that there were around 50 to 
60 organisations providing sendees and supplies to oil companies. 24 South China 
Sea-based executives (CEOs, general managers, directors and operation/business unit 
heads) from 23 offshore oil and gas services companies participated in a pilot 
questionnaire survey. The questionnaire was administered to each of these executives 
via email, face-to-face and telephone interviews and hand delivery. This was to 
establish the key issues considered important by executives and to enable 
improvements to be made to the content, layout and wording of the questionnaire. Foi 
reasons ot confidentiality, the 23 participant service companies are identified by a 
code, namely PL101. PLf02... and PLf23. Participant organisations were considered 
representative because they were the major players and they represented most service 
activities within the service sector. A more detailed description of the participating 
organisations and executives as well as data collection techniques is presented in 
Table 2. Due to the limited time made available, three participating managers could 
not finish their questionnaires. Consequently, only 20 completed questionnaires can 
be used for results analysis at this stage.

As said earlier, following numerous studies in organisational and strategic 
management theory, three dimensions of complexity, dynamism and hostility are 
assessed in this study. Based on a 7-point Bipolar rating scale, 36 items were 
measured to present the managerial perceptions of the business environment in China- 
Each of the bipolar adjectives anchors the right and left extremis of the scale. The 
respondents were asked to rate each of environmental variables by selecting a number 
from a scale ranging from 1 to7. with 4 presenting neutral ground.
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Table 2; Companies of the participation in the pilot study in South China
Company

code
Ownership style Oil and gas industry services * Respondents Administering the questionnaire

PL ft) 1 Share holding company Upstream and service companies Managing Director Delivery and collection
PLI'02 Foreign company Services companies Disl Rep. Delivery and collection
PLl'03 Joint venture Upstream and service companies Deputy Business Manager Delivery and mailing return
PLI'04 Domestic Private company Upstream Managing Director Structured personal interview
PLI05 State-owned company Other service companies Marketing Manager Delivery and self-completion
PLI'06 Foreign owned office Upstream, midstream and service companies Operations Support Delivery and self-completion
PL 107 Private company Upstream and downstream Deputy General Manager 

General Manager
Structured personal interview 
Structured personal interview

PLI08 Joint venture Upstream and downstream Manager Structured personal interview 
(half completed)

PLI09 Foreign subsidiary company Upstream General Manager Structured personal interview 
(half completed)

PLflO Private company Upstream, midstream and service companies Managing Director Delivery and collection
PLfl 1 Subsidiary company Upstream Vice President Telephone interview
PLfl 2 Public company Upstream Vice President Structured personal interview
PLfl 3 Foreign owned operating unit Upstream Operations Manager, China Delivery and self-completion
PLfl 4 Foreign owned operating unit Upstream and service companies Operations Manager-China Delivery and self-completion
PLfl 5 Joint venture Upstream, midstream and service companies Operation Manager Structured personal interview
PLfl 6 Foreign owned office Upstream, downstream, and service companies Chief Representative Structured personal interview
PLfl 7 State owned company Upstream General Manager Structured personal interview 

(half completed)
PLfl 8 Joint venture Upstream Deputy General Manager Delivery and collection
PLfl 9 Public company Upstream General Manager Delivery and mailing return
PLI20 Joint venture Upstream and downstream Managing Director Structured personal interview
PLI2I State owned company Upstream Vice General Manager Structured personal interview
PLI22 Foreign company Upstream Commercial Manager Structured personal interview
PLC2.3 Private company Upstream and service companies Vice General Manager Structured personal interview

*Note: Oil and gas services are split in four. Upstream covers exploration and production: midstream covers transportation (pipelines and tankers), downstream covers 
refining marketing and sales, and service companies refer to any suppliers within the supply chain of the oil and gas industry.



The majority of this empirical study in China was to pilot test the primary data 
collection method and the reliability, validity and sensitivity of the survey 
questionnaire; and to generate early relevant primary data. The contents, layout and 
wording of the questionnaire changed over the period of this empirical fieldwork. 
Answers to 36 items are not complete in the 20 completed questionnaires and are 
therefore not available presented entirely. Collected data are thus not subjected to 
strict statistical techniques here. However, data analysis using descriptive statistics 
from SPSS software package has been used to present the results, that is, respondents’ 
answers. Therefore, regardless of whether or not managerial perceptions on the 
business environment align the above stated foci can be examined.

5. Results

Preliminary analysis provides insights into the relative factors for explaining 
managers’ perceptions of environmental uncertainties. The empirical findings 
reported in this paper prove that manager rankings of complexity, dynamism and 
hostility of environmental components vary from person to person. Results based on 
20 respondents from the major oil and gas players indicate that the environment for 
the oil and gas service sector in the South China Sea is uncertain as managers 
perceive it to be complex, dynamic and hostile (see Table 3).

TABLE 3
Descriptive Statistics: Perceived Environmental Uncerttainty

Environment N(cases) Minimum Maximum Mean
SIMPLE/COMPLEX 20 2.00 7.00 4.8000
STABLE/DYNAMIC 20 2.00 7.00 4.8500

FAVOURABLE/HOSTILE 20 1.00 7.00 4.6000

Evidence also shows that executives perceived economic and technological factors as 
key indicators of uncertainty in the general environment; and customers, competitors 
and rivalry within the existing industry had stronger influences than other sectors in 
the industry or task environment. The environment was complex for the reasons of 
required sophisticated knowledge; diversified markets involved; desired high 
technologies in marketplace; a combination of worldwide competitors; increased 
operating skills; increased operations and marketing methods; and the ability ot firms 
to use their own technologies developed in house.

There were three environmental factors that resulted in dynamism: a quick increase in 
the number of organisations within the industry; and rapid change of market share. 
The environmental factors which indicate hostility were: negative influences 0 
domestic Customs procedures; high barriers to new entrants; the level of effort needed 
to win contracts; perceived unreasonable competitive practices; customers switching 
easily to other competitors; a perceived hostile rivalry within the industry; the 
tendency for some organisations to introduce new technologies first; and enhanced 
marketing activities such as increased promotional expenditure (Table 4).
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TABLE 4
Descriptive Statistics: Perceived complexity, dynamism and hostility

fl) Complexity Assessment
Variables Bipolar N (cases) Minimum Maximum Mean

Knowledge required S1MPLE/SOPHISTICATED 20 2.00 7.00 5.4000
Market INTEGRATED/DI VERSIFIED 20 1.00 7.00 4.1500
Technological level LOW/HIGH 19 2.00 7.00 4.6842
Products/services SIMILAR/DIFFERENT 20 2.00 6.00 3.9000
Customer needs/wants SAME/DIFFERENT 20 1.00 7.00 3.9000
Competitors DOMESTIC/ WORLDWIDE 14 1.00 7.00 4.8571

Industry firms A FEW/NUMEROUS 20 1.00 7.00 3.3500
Operating skills DECREASED/INCREASED 13 2.00 7.00 4.9231
Operations/marketing
methods

DECREASED/INCREASED 13 3.00 7.00 4.7692

Adopting new 
technology

DEPEND ON/USE OWN TECH 14 1.00 7.00 4.4286

(II) Dynamism Assessment

Variables Bipolar N (cases) Minimum Maximum Mean
Government policies CONFIDENCE/PROBLEMS 20 LOO 5.00 3.4000

Technology STABLE/CHANGING 20 1.00 7.00 4.0000
Growth in number of 
firms

SLOW/QUICK 13 2.00 7.00 4.3077

Competitors' activities MORE PRED./LESS PRED. 13 2.00 5.00 3.9231
Clients’ demands MORE PRED./LESS PRED. 14 1.00 5.00 3.2857
Service supplies MORE PRED./LESS PRED. 13 2.00 5.00 3.0000

Market share SIMILAR/CHANGING 13 1.00 6.00 4.4615
Adopting new 
technology

GRADUALLY/STRAIGHT-
AWAY

13 1.00 7.00 3.7692

(III) Hostility Assessment
Variables Bipolar N (cases) Minimum Maximum Mean

Government
regulations

BENEFIT/IIMIT 20 1.00 7.00 3.9500

Legal system DEVELOPED/UNCOMPLETED 13 1.00 7.00 4.0000
Customs' impact POSITIVE/NEGATIVE 13 1.00 7.00 4.9231

Market size SMALL/BIG 13 2.00 7.00 4.3077

Market size INCREASING/DECREASING 14 1.00 7.00 3.8571

Industry LOSS/PROFIT 13 3.00 7.00 5.2308

Entry barriers LOW/HIGH 13 2.00 • 7.00 4.2308
Obtaining resources EASILY/DIFFICULTY 20 2.00 6.00 3.7500
Relationships GOOD/LACK 20 1.00 6.00 3.4000
Competitive
situation

CHOOSE CUSTOMER/BIT FOR 
CONTARACTS .

20 2.00 7.00 5.2000

Competitors FAIL/UNFAIL 20 2.00 5.00 4.1000
Customers switch to 
other competitors

WITH DIFFICULTY/EASY 13 3.00 6.00 4.3077

Rivalry FRIENDLY/WARLIKE 20 1.00 7.00 4.3000

Using new 
technology

WAIT/FIRST 20 2.00 7.00 4.7000

Promotion
expenditure

REDUCED/INCREASED 13 3.00 7.00 4.8462

The oil and gas firms found business opportunities and faced challenges at the 
different external environmental levels. It was found that an environmental sector was



perceived to include both challenges and opportunities for the offshore oil and gas 
service sector in the South China Sea (Box 1).

BOX 1
Opportunities and challenges for the oil and gas service sector in China

(Number of cases: 20) 6

Environmental
sectors

Opportunities Challenges

Political 
(policy and 
regulatory)

• Join World Trade Organisation 
(WTO).

• Stricter environmental requirements 
(increase the demand for high 
quality products).

• Restructuring within the oil industry 
in China.

• Nationalisation trends bring more 
market protection to national 
suppliers.

• State-owned companies are 
protected.

• It is not a regulated and standardised 
market. ____

Economic • New entrants gain entry to the sector 
because oil companies reduced their 
costs when oil prices fell.

• More capital injection into 
exploration in the South China Sea 
east sector.

• Major oilfield discoveries.
• Increasing offshore activities.
• New oilfields are under 

development.
• The increasing need for integrated 

services and program management.
• Continually market expand

• Current oilfields are becoming 
mature.

• Oilfield market demand reduces 
when it has been developed lor a 
long time.

• The total size of our niche industry 
market is reducing. We are seeking 
changes, such as changing ° ur 
investment directions and jumping 
out the oil industry for new 
opportunities.

• Demand is limited in a certain 
market. This requires involvement m 
a diversified marketplace. _—

Social • A good Guanxi -personal 
relationship brings opportunities.

• Even though we have good 
technologies and quality, it's no use 
without a good Guanxi. —

Technological • Mainland oilfields are mature, with a 
high "water-cut" (water content) 
and new technologies are needed to 
help operators to reduce their costs.

• Industry’s highly specialised 
(technological) characteristics.

• Improve and renew hi-tech 
equipment and technology.

• Technology research alic* 
development are required to meet 
clients’ rapid changing needs.

• Lack of our own core technologies^—
Industry/Task
environment

• Long-term co-operation 
relationships with oil clients

• Our clients trust us because we have 
created an honest image among our 
customers.

• Oil companies development. If they 
find oil. it means we will have 
opportunities.

• The planning characteristics of oil 
companies suggest what the business 
opportunities could be.

• The competencies of (Chinese) 
domestic oil and gas service 
suppliers become stronger ant* 
stronger.

• The competition within the industry 
is fierce, turbulent and unreasonable-

• The others are able to do what we 
can do.
• Our suppliers raise price ° r 

reduce quality.

6. Conclusion

The principal findings of this empirical pilot study in China show that it is possible 
both to conceptualise and to analyse organizational environments in terms of three 
dimensions. The three environmental characteristics - complexity, dynamism, and
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hostility were shown to be significant interpreters of the degree of the perceived 
environmental uncertainty. It is also believed that the results of this pilot study 
provide a significant improvement in terms of measuring the three environmental 
dimensions. A better-defined environmental typology can assist organizational and 
strategy theorists and researchers to identify more clearly the problems confronting 
organisations in each of the different environmental sectors. In addition, with better- 
defined variables, the survey questions are found to be more effective as they helped 
to avoid misunderstanding of the issues investigated.

Secondly, the findings of this pilot study provide evidence that an environmental 
sector cannot be considered as an indicator of only either opportunity or challenge. 
Each environment sector might indicate both opportunities and threats for the oil and 
gas service sector. McNamee’s (1992) technique of assessing environmental 
opportunities and threats is deemed inappropriate. Finally, the findings of this 
empirical pilot study have widespread implications for the next stage of our research 
on strategic management theory. One limitation of the questionnaire is that the 
reliability and validity should be further tested and adjusted. Moreover, the variables 
designed for measuring the three dimensions of environment could be improved 
further.
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Abstract

This paper addresses various types of business strategies adopted by oil and gas supply 
and service companies operating in East Asian countries like China, Singapore and 
Malaysia. Based on Miles and Snow’s typology, it provides empirical evidence gathered 
from a survey completed mainly by senior managers and business or regional heads 
from 70 firms. By presenting the results on strategic orientations and performance, we 
are able to identify the types of business strategy that deliver the best organisational 
performance for firms operating in East Asia. Results support our contention that the 
strategic directions of the firms operating in the region can be categorised into five 
groups: Prospector, Defender, Analyser, Balancer and Reactor. Among the five strategic 
orientations, we found that Balancer organisations displayed the highest strategic 
performance while the strategic performance of Reactor organisations was relatively 
poor. The result also indicates that the service companies in China were more aggressive 
or reactive than Singapore-based organisations.
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Introduction

China is the leading oil and gas exploration and production (E&P) country in East Asia- 
Malaysia ranks as an attractive emerging E&P market, where there has been substantial oil 
and gas activity for over 30 years. Having been supported by its government, Singapore has 
been the preferred regional hub for numerous international oil and gas supply and service 
companies since the 1960s (DTI, 1996; EIA, 2000). These three countries are considered 
politically stable and offer profitable business opportunities. The magnitude of then 
contribution to the oil and gas industry in East Asia is considerable.

For different industries in different countries, the strategic directions pursued by firms can be 
different. What are the general trends of business strategies adopted by existing firms in East 
Asia? This is an essential question for senior managers to take into account as they seek to 
apply better business practice in the region. Yet little or nothing is known about the solutions 
needed for the oil and gas service companies to survive and prosper long-term. Particularly» 
business strategies adopted by such companies operating in East Asia have not been 
researched to any great depth. In order to fill this gap. conducting research into what effectiye 
business strategies they need is essential. A general objective proposed in late 1999 guiding 
this study was to examine the common trends concerning strategic orientations across the 
existing oil and gas service organisations in the East Asian business environment.

In this study, the service sector comprises organisations which supply products and services to 
the oil and gas industry. The service companies serve the needs of the wider oil and gaS 
industry and other sectors of economically important energy industries, such as nucleai 
energy, coal, power generation and petrochemicals. They range from small to very lal§ 
indigenous and international firms, including technology intensive and labour intensive 
enterprises. This service sector is characterised both by few players with large market shaieS 
and many players with fragmented market shares engaged in a wide range of diffeieIlt 
activities. The scope of service activities covers businesses such as oil and gas drilling» 
logistics, oilfield chemicals, engineering and construction, equipment leasing, as well aS 
environmental, geological, well testing and catering services, etc.

The rest of this article is organised as follows: It deals first with the conceptual framework 0 
the existing typology of business strategies and strategy-performance relationship. Next, 
briefly presents hypotheses and then outlines the methods concerning research measures a 
approaches used for data collection and preliminary analysis. In the penultimate section, 
reports findings of descriptive statistics. Finally, it draws conclusions on the implications an 
limitations of the empirical findings for theory and research.

Conceptual framework

Typology of business strategies

ofMiles and Snow (1978) propose that organisations develop relatively enduring prototype 
strategic orientations in line with characteristics like the range of products and marketsj 
technology solutions, desired growth pattern, and attitude toward change. In this study» 
conceptual framework of five types of business strategies, namely, Defender. Prospecto1' 
Analyser, Balancer and Reactor, was developed.

The British Academy o f Management Annua! Conference 2002
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Defenders seek stability and control in their operations to maximise efficiency. They provide 
a narrow range of products/services to serve well-defined niche markets. Normally, they focus 
on a single core technology and typically grow by market penetration. In contrast, Prospectors 
provide a broad range of products/services and create changes in the industry. They pursue 
growth through product and market development. Analysers emphasise both stability and 
flexibility and follow keenly the most promising changes developed by Prospectors and 
Defenders. Reactors are naturally unstable in terms of their adjustment and lack consistency 
in strategic options. As a result, the Reactors’ performance is relatively poor.

Researchers such as Hambrick (1982) criticise the Miles and Snow typology on the grounds 
that it is not the most elaborate framework that could be chosen. A later study by Wright et a l. 
(1990) suggests a good-performing amalgamation strategy: the Balancer. They assume that 
the Balancer combines the features of Defender, Prospector and Analyser. Parnell, et a l 
(2000) summarise the Balancer as having three separate product-market spheres. The feature 
in the first sphere is very similar to that of Defenders whose managers stress the domain of 
existing products/services and customers. The second sphere resembles the Analyser type. 
Conducting technological changes is encouraged in order to imitate the best of products and 
markets developed by Prospectors. In the third sphere, managers attempt to initiate changes 
within the industry. The strategically operational style tends to bear a resemblance to the 
characteristic of Prospector organisations.

Strategy-performance relationship

Researchers (e.g. Wright, et al. 1995; Croteau and Bergeron, 2001; Parnell, et a l, 2000) have 
not only attempted to classify business strategies into typologies but also studied more 
effectively relations between strategy and other variables like performance. A common 
observation is that the more specific the type of business strategy adopted by an organisation, 
the better the organisational performance. However, there should be a negative link for the 
Reactor type, which means that Balancers are high performers while Reactors are low 
performers (Parnell, et al, 2000). In their work, Croteau and Bergeron (2001) also discover 
that there is a positive link between strategic activities and performance for Prospectors 
Whereas there is a negative link for Reactor. Slater and Olson (2000) focus on the evidence 
that Prospectors, Analysers and Defenders can achieve superior performance when 
implementing strategies appropriately.

in this field of studies, empirical evidence has also been gathered in China. Tan and Litschert 
(1994) find that defensive-oriented strategies are related to higher overall performance. Luo 
and Tan (1998) further prove that both Defender and Analyser strategies are positively and 
significantly related to the Chinese firms' financial performance. Luo and Park (2001) 
Provide evidence showing that the Analyser orientation organisations yield a high 
Performance, while the Prospector and Defender orientations lead to poor financial 
Performance when mismatching with a highly dynamic and complex China’s market. Since 
similar empirical research in the oil and gas service sector are rare, this study sought to 
fam ine the typology of business strategy and also correlate this with the assessment of 
Managerial perceptions of strategic performance.
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Hypotheses

The piesent study is exploratory as there is no readily available conceptual framework that 
has been utilised and tested in the identified industrial sector. In order to construct a picture of 
business piactice ot service firms operating in East Asia, the hypotheses examined in this 
study can be summarised as follows:

Hypothesis 1: For oil and gas service organisations operating in East Asian countries 
like China, Singapore and Malaysia, senior managers' perceptions of their business 
strategies will be different, and, based on managerial identifications, organisations will 
be able to be categorised into five major strategic categories: Prospector, Defender, 
Analyser, Balancer and Reactor.

Hypothesis 2: For oil and gas service organisations operating in East Asian countries 
like China, Singapore and Malaysia, strategic performance will be associated with 
strategic orientations: Balancers and Analysers will outperform organisations in other 
categories of strategic orientations; having a Reactor character will yield 
organisation a relatively poor strategic performance; strategic performance 
Defenders and Prospectors will stand in the middle among the five groups 
organisations.

the
of
of

Hypothesis 3: For oil and gas service organisations operating in East Asian countneS 
like China, Singapore and Malaysia, in order to achieve a long-term success, most 
organisations will seek to adopt a Balancer or Analyser strategy whereas a Reactoi 
strategy will not be a preferred option by-senior management.

Research methods

M ea su re s

Business strategies
We measured the construct of business strategy by examining the above generated five tyPeS 
of strategic orientation. Based on the original Miles and Snow (1978) typology, contempo1 jr  ̂
writings and the discussions with the industry experts and managers, the appropriate measures 
were constructed which assessed 1) the range of product/service domains; 2) the grò" 
pattern; 3) the attitude toward change; and 4) the approach of managing change.

22 questions were designed to deal with the variations of managerial perceptions of strategy 
orientation (see Appendix). Of those, three questions were related to whether they had clea ■> 
articulated business strategies in supporting the assignment of strategic categories. Questio 
were randomly arranged to eliminate a questions ordering bias. The participants were asked ^  
respond, by justifying from their own experience, how they felt about each topic-  ̂
responses were measured on a 7-point numerical scale (Zikmund, 2000), with 1 indicatm- 
strong agreement; 7 indicating strong disagreement.

The present study allocated strategic orientations for businesses based on an 
developed by Parnell, et al. (2000). A business was categorised as pursuing the stratCp̂  
reflected by the highest number of its responses. When there was a tie between Defendei 11  ̂
Prospector strategies, the business was classified as an Analyser. When there was a tie am011̂

appr°ach
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all non-Reactor strategies, the business was classified as a Balancer. When there was a tie 
between the Reactor and one or two other strategies, the business was classified as a Reactor.

Strateg ic perform ance
In this study, we also measured managerial perceptions of strategic performance. Performance 
has been of interest to both academics researchers and practising managers. There is literature 
widely available for the assessment of organisational or business performance and there are 
numerous ways to measure the performance (Nash, 1983). Slater and Olson (2000) suggest 
that performance is a complex multidimensional construct that is influenced by both the level 
of analysis (i.e. individual, business unit, or organisation as a whole) and strategy type. 
However, Croteau and Bergeron (2001) argue that measuring organisational performance can 
be a problem because no universally recognised measure of this concept is available. Today, 
the academic debates about issues of terminology, level of analysis, and conceptual bases for 
assessing performance are still on going.

The most dominant model in empirical research on business or organisational performance is 
based on the simple outcome of financial indicators and is referred to as the financial 
performance (Yamin et a l., 1999). Typical financial indicators usually include sales or 
production turnover, profitability and total asset growth. Some strategy studies have 
employed market or value-based measurements in conjunction with financial based measures 
because of their relevance regardless of types of strategy (Parnell et al., 2000). In addition to 
indicators of financial performance, another broader conceptualisation of business 
performance would include non-financial emphasis indicators such as operational 
performance (Helm et a l., 1997). The available measures can be product or service quality, 
effectiveness, efficiency, added value and technological reliability.

In order to measure the fulfilment of the overall goals of business, using only the single 
functional performance approach is not an appropriate solution applied in this study. The 
concept has therefore been expanded to a wider range including the indicators which are 
assumed to reflect the general achievement of an organisational business. This concept is 
referred to as strategic performance that covers the organisational activities such as marketing, 
operations, finance, human resource management and organisational image.

Another set of 20 questions was formed to evaluate strategic performance (see Appendix). 
These questions were developed based on strategic management text books, previous research 
and an empirical pilot study carried out in early 2001 in China (Tan, 2001). It is difficult to 
access directly organisational archive data such as financial or marketing figures as they are 
Usually viewed as being sensitive and confidential. Consequently, this study employed a 
subjective measurement (Dess and Robinson, 1984) that calls upon the managerial 
Perceptions. The reliability of this self-reporting approach has been proved by various studies 
(Tan and Litschert, 1994; Luo and Tan, 1998; Luo and Park, 2001). However, a five-point 
Likert scale (from bottom 20% to top 20% in the industry) was inappropriate because the 
relevant information of the oil and gas service sector in China, Singapore and Malaysia was 
Unavailable or hard for respondents to obtain. To solve this, a 7-point interval scale was 
brawn from Ramanujam and Venkatraman's (1987) work, with 1 indicating much less or 
^orse and 7 indicating much more or better (see Appendix). For simplification, the average 
score of each case has been adopted as a result of strategic performance.
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D ata  collection  and  prelim in a ry  analysis

The collected data was based on a questionnaire survey sent to the senior managers of the oil 
and gas service companies operating in East Asian countries like China, Singapore and 
Malaysia. Apart from the above mentioned two sets of questions, the questionnaire also 
includes a background section, which seeks to gather the basic information on the legal status, 
location, size, age, and ownership of the participating organisations as well as the job title o 
person responding. Both closed and open-ended questions were used in this section.

Samples included either foreign or domestic oil and gas service companies generating then 
business mainly in the domestic market. We focused on independent entities, which had their 
own strategic decision-making and control centres particularly foreign companies operating 
internationally.

The formal questionnaire survey addressed to senior management was progressed as follows- 
400 questionnaires were distributed to the senior management respondents via post (mainly)’ 
email and fax in October 2001, followed by a second round mail-shot by December. Each o 
the packets mailed contained a covering letter with the correspondent’s photograph on it, the 
questionnaire and a self-addressed envelope for return. By February 2002, 78 complete 
questionnaires had been returned by managers involved in operating businesses in Chin^ 
Singapore and Malaysia. The postal survey response rate at this stage is near 20 per cent, 
completed questionnaires were usable for preliminary data analysis.

The preliminary analysis was conducted by employing techniques such as frequency, expl°re’ 
and cross-tabulation descriptive statistics. Frequency and cross-tabulation statistics describe a 
picture of the participating organisations; and explore statistics assess the relationship 
between strategic orientations and performance. In order to distinguish the companies 1° 
China from the firms in Singapore and Malaysia, a comparative analysis method was utilise 
Excel and SPSS software package for data analysis were used and the research findings me 
presented below.

Findings

Partic ipa ting organisations

Among the 70 participating organisations (Table 1), 28 were independent companies, 29 wete 
division or subsidiary companies and 13 were operating or business units with 26 situated 4* 
China, 34 in Singapore, 4 in Malaysia and 6 in the other countries such as Thailand and t 
UK. For companies situated outside China, Singapore and Malaysia, they operated business 
the above three countries, but their business strategic decisions were made by headquai 
elsewhere. More than 95% of the organisations had been in business under their exist111" 
forms for more than five years.

The participating organisations are representative in terms of types of ownership. Of th°® 
enterprises, 12.9% were wholly domestic state owned; 17.1% were wholly domestic prI ^  
or individual; 38.6% were wholly foreign owned; 20% were joint ventures; and O- g 
belonged to other types of ownership. Most respondents were senior managers (manag1Ilc 
directors, general managers, CEOs or presidents) and operating or business unit heads.

The British Academy o f Management Annual Conference 2002
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Table 1 Frequency: Participating Organisations Operating in East Asia (n=70)

Legal Status Category
Frequency Percent

Independent company 28 40.0
Division/subsidiary company 29 41.4

Operating/business unit 13 18.6
Country Where Based

China 26 37.1
Singapore 34 48.6
Malaysia 4 5.7

Other countries 6 8.6
Years Since Present Business Form

<5 years 3 4.3
5 to < 10 years 27 38.6

10 to more than 10 years 40 57.1
Ownership Category

wholly domestic state owned 9 12.9
wholly domestic private/indi vidual 12 17.1

wholly foreign owned 27 38.6
joint venture 14 20.0

Domestic share holding/ public limited company 5 7.1
other types 3 4.3

Respondent's Position
Senior Manager 45 64.3

Business or Regional Head 22 31.4
Functional Head 3 4.3

Strategic orientations

From the strategic orientation and country-based Cross-tabulation table (Table 2), we discover 
that, the oil and gas service firms operating in East Asia are assigned as 10 Balancers, 43 
Analysers, 6 Prospectors, 2 Defenders and 9 Reactors. In each of the selected East Asian 
countries, the majority of strategic options was Analyser while the minority was Defender. 
For example, for 26 China-based organisations, 61.5% were Analysers; for 34 Singapore 
organisations, 58.8% were Analysers; for organisations situated in either China or Singapore, 
the fewest companies were Defenders.

hfotably, the result shows that 80% of the Balancers were from Singapore, but only 10% of 
the Balancers were from China; while, compared with Singapore organisations, more China- 
based organisations deployed a Prospector or a Reactor strategy. This indicates that 
organisations situated in China were relatively more aggressive or reactive than Singapore 
organisations.

bhe British Academy o f Management Annual Conference 2002 7
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Table 2 Strategic Orientation and Country-Based Cross-tabulation

China
Country Where Based
Singapore Malaysia Other

Countries

Total

Strategic Defenders Count 1 1 2
Orientation % within Strategic 50.0% 50.0% 100.0%

Orientation
% within Country 3.8% 2.9% 2.9%

Where based ___
Prospectors Count 3 2 1 6

% within Strategic 50.0% 33.3% 16.7% 100.0%
Orientation

% within Country 11.5% 5.9% 16.7% 8.6%
Where based ___

Analysers Count 16 20 3 4 43
% within Strategic 37.2% 46.5% 7.0% 9.3% 100.0%

Orientation
% within Country 61.5% 58.8% 75.0% 66.7% 61.4%

Where based ___
Balancers Count 1 8 1 10

% within Strategic 10.0% 80.0% 10.0% 100.0%
Orientation

% within Country 3.8% 23.5% 16.7% 14.3%
Where based ____

Reactors Count 5 3 1 9
% within Strategic 55.6% 33.3% 11.1% 100.0%

Orientation
% within Country 19.2% 8.8% 25.0 % 12.9%

Where based _„
Total Count 26 34 4 6 70

% within Strategic 37.1% 48.6% 5.7% 8.6% 100.0%
Orientation

% within Country 100.0% ,100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Where based ___ _

Strategic orientations and  associated p erfo rm a n ce

theBox plot chart and descriptive statistics were used to explore the relationship between 
identified strategic orientations and performance (Figure 1). The mean of the strategy 
performance is 5.3550, 5.1842, 5.0333, 4.8250 and 4.7989 assessed by managers iront t e 
Balancer, Analyser, Prospector, Defender and Reactor organisations respectively. We can aB° 
see that the largest median (5.3750) appears among the Balancer organisations and 
smallest lower median (4.7000) is within the Reactor category. In addition, the characteristic 
of organisations under different strategic tracks and the associated strategic performances aie 
summarised as follows:

Defenders  
Defender ^
existing business while avoiding rapid adjustments in organisational structure or methods
Defender organisations attempted to devote attention to the operational efficiency for th^j.

operation. They tended to ignore developments outside established business and focus 
well-defined customer groups with a full set of products or services. Defender organisa 
were not associated with a higher level of strategic performance.

on 
tions
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Figure 1 Explore Statistics: Strategic Orientations and Performance

a.'O

D e f e n d e r s  P r o s p e c t o r s  A n a l y s e r s  B a l a n c e r s R e a c t o r s

Strategic Or i enta t ion

Descriptive

Strategic O rientation Statistic

S trateg ic Defenders Mean 4.8250
P erform an ce Median 4.8250

Prospectors Mean 5.0333
Median 5.0500

Analysers Mean 5.1842
Median 5.1500

Balancers Mean 5.3550
Median 5.3750

Reactors Mean 4.7989
Median 4.7000

Prospectors
Managers in Prospector organisations agreed that they sought to initiate changes in their 
industrial sector and lead innovation in the development of new products or services. Such 
organisations offered a broad range of products/services to the markets they served and grew 
Plainly through product and market development as well as diversification. Their strategic 
Performance appeared to be better than Defenders'.

Analysers
Organisations carrying out Analyser strategic orientations tended to adapt rapidly to the 
change developed by others. Some of their products or services and markets were stable, 
While others were changing. They were associated with a sound strategic performance.

balancers
The essential feature of the Balancers is that they combined the characteristics of Defender, 
Prospector and Analyser. There are three types of scenario with regard to their attitudes 
towards change: they seldom made a rapid adjustment for their existing business; meanwhile,

Th e British Academy o f  Management Annual Conference 2002 9
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they were able to adapt to changes created by others, and they were also capable of initiating 
changes within the industry. The Balancer organisations had an ideal strategic performance.

Reactors
For organisations which fell into the Reactor category, managers tended to agree with four ot 
the statements. First, their management or structure was not linked to established strategy in 
an appropriate manner. Secondly, they adhered to existing structures or methods of operation, 
even though they were no longer relevant to environmental conditions. Thirdly, they 
frequently perceived crucial change occurring but were not always ready to respond. Finally, 
they made changes only when forced to do so by pressures. Organisations following a Reactor 
strategic direction tended to obstruct organisational strategic performance. Obviously, 
organisations with a high level of strategic performance were not a Reactive type. Rather, 
organisations in a low strategic performance context were inclined to embrace a Reactor 
strategy.

Conclusions and further development

Research findings derived from descriptive statistics prove our prediction in the first 
hypothesis that managerial perceptions vary amongst the oil and gas service organisations in 
China, Singapore and Malaysia. Participating organisations could be classified into five 
strategic groups: Prospector, Defender, Analyser, Balancer and Reactor. In particular, 
organisations operating in China were relatively more aggressive or reactive than Singap°ie 
organisations, which appeared to be better strategic players in the region of East Asia.

The descriptive statistic results also prove our contention in the second hypothesis that 
different strategic performances are associated with different strategic directions. Among the 
participating oil and gas service organisations that operate businesses in China, Singapore an 
Malaysia, those adopting Balancer or Analyser strategic orientations had a relatively high 
performance. Reactors performed relatively poorly, while the performance of Prospectors an 
Defenders stood in the middle.

The findings support partially our third hypothesis that the majority of the oil and gas service 
companies in East Asia is Analyser. The results disprove that a Reactor strategy would not be 
a preferred option by senior management. Fewest organisations were Defenders in thlS 
industrial sector in the East Asian business environment. Although the strategic performance 
of the cluster of Reactor organisations was poorer, quite a few service companies sti 
followed a Reactor strategy.

At this stage of preliminary analysis, there are inevitable limitations to the findings. P°l 
instance, they lack sufficient responses from Malaysia. After some follow-up, m °lC 
completed questionnaires have been returned from that country. What is more, since sevei 
respondents are functional heads, it is possible that they gave biased assessments of the'1 
organisations; the number of firms assigned into different categories of business strategy 
orientations is not balanced. These might influence the validity of the result analysis. 1 
intended to conduct additional statistic analysis such as correlation and regression to exarm1̂  
the research findings further.
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and The Robert Gordon University for the sponsorship of Yi Tan’s doctoral studies.
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Appendix

Strategic O rientation

Strategy is defined as a pattern of organisational decisions for positioning a firm in the environment and guiding 
internal operations. From your knowledge, please assess each of the following statements by selecting the most 
applicable to your organisation over the LAST 5 YEARS.

1__________ 2__________3___________4___________ 5___________6____________7
strongly agree agree tend to agree neutral Tend to disagree strongly disagree

disagree

(Circle one)

1. We have clearly articulated our business strategy(ies). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. We offer a broad range of products/services to the markets we serve. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. We direct our product/services to well-defined customer groups. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. We offer customers a full set of products/services. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5. Some of our products/services and markets are stable, others 

changing.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6. We seek to increase use of existing products/services in existing 
markets.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7. We seek to develop some products/services that are closely related to 
our existing producls/services in existing markets.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8. We seek to develop new markets for our existing products/services. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9. We seek to introduce new products/services in our existing markets. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10. We seek to generate unrelated new products/services and markets. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
11. We seek to create new products/services to make similar existing 

products/services obsolete.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

12. We devote attention to the operational efficiency for our existing 
business.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

13. We tend to ignore developments outside our established business. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. We seldom make rapid adjustments in our organisational structure or 

methods of operation.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

15. We have a viable strategy but our management or structure is not 
linked to it in an appropriate manner.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

16. We adhere to our structure or methods of operation even though they 
are no longer relevant to environmental conditions.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

17. Within a single business activity, we switch between emphasising 
factors such as quality, unique features, price or other 
products/services attributes.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

18. We emphasise quality, price, unique features or other 
products/services attributes depending on the business activity 
concerned.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

19. We frequently perceive crucial change occurring but are not always 
ready to respond.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

20. We rapidly adapt to the change developed by others. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
21. We usually create change in the industry. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
22. We make changes only when forced to do so by pressures. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Strategic Performance

This part is concerned with how your organisation performance changed in the PAST 5 YEARS. In each of the 
following questions, to your knowledge, you may select only one by circling the number that best estimates your 
organisation’s situation.

1 2 3____________ 4_____________5____________ 6 7
Much less less slightly less no change Slightly more more much more

1. Total assets (current and fixed assets) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2. Return on total assets (net profits after taxes to total assets) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Annual sales/production revenue 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4. Annual net profit margin (net profits after taxes to sales/production 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

revenue)
5. Total asset turnover (sales/production revenue to total assets) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
much worse worse slightly worse no change slightly better better much better

6. Products/services cost improvements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
7. Price competitiveness 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8. Products/services reliability (cost involved, ease of use. speed of 

delivery, technical support, service availability, etc.)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9. Products/services quality 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10 Relationship with key customers 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
11. Capability of influencing customers' purchase decisions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12. Optimism of obtaining/resuming contracts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
13. Key employment stability 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14. Personnel calibre at all levels 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
IS. Operational efficiency (do things right first time) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
16. Speed of innovation and implementation of change 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
17. Overall organisation effectiveness (do right things and eliminate 

non-positive impact activities)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

18. Value added 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19. General organisation image 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
20. Confidence to achieve growth 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Abstract

Rowing Porter’s typology, this paper seeks to test four strategic directions, namely 
1 ^rentiation, low-cost, hybrid and no-purpose. It also addresses various types of competitive 
^'tions based upon Bowman’s strategy clock model. Empirical evidence was gathered from a 
^ey completed mainlv bv senior managers and business or regional heads from 70 oil and gas 
%\y and service companies operating in East Asian countries like China, Singapore and 
,;a'laysia. The results indicate that the majority of the participating organisations deployed a 
i erentiation strategy while the minority of them employed a low-cost strategy. Among the four 
Jleric strategies, thirty per cent of the participating organisations pursue a hybrid strategy and 
ese hybrid organisations yield a higher strategic performance. The strategic performance of the 
^nisations in the no-purpose category is not the worst; rather, relatively poor strategic 
formance appears in the low-cost generic strategy context. Most organisations pursue a strategic 

%
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Petitive position of high customer added value at high or moderate prices and none is seen in a 
value low price position. Within the high value category, it is discovered that strategic 

°rmance is associated with the level of price: organisations charging a higher-level price 
^Perform those who provide prices at a lower level.
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Introduction

In most large organisations, there are a number of separate Strategic Business Units -  SBUss (Hall, 1978) fe
and their corporate strategies and business strategies are usually different; but in some organi

isations,

especially small businesses, their corporate-level strategy and business-level strategy may be the same- In (c
each incidence, it is important to be clear about the basis of strategic option at a business level (Johnson |e
and Scholes, 1999). Miles and Snow’s (1978) typology and Porter's (1980) taxonomy are two 0f the most |if;

widely accepted conceptual frameworks on business strategy (Carter, et al 1994; Slater and Olson 9000)- ¡er
In this paper, the focus is on generic strategies advanced by Porter (1980, 1985) and competitive P1 
based on Bowman's strategy clock model (Johnson and Scholes, 1999).

ositi°n jo

needs ^
Porter (1980, 1985) emphasises that the basis of business generic strategy is how customer or client 
can best be met, usually through achieving a certain competitive advantage. A competitive position ^  J 
basis on which a business might achieve competitive advantage in its market (Johnson and Scholes v
Great attention has been attracted to analysing generic strategies and competitive positions asS° ^ eSs | a
with the organisational performance (Yamin et a l., 1999). However, the majority of research on̂  e
generic strategy has been conducted in relation to Western businesses. A limited number of studios ^   ̂
been conducted in East Asia. Little or nothing is known about the solutions needed for service comp ti
within the oil and gas industry in China, Singapore and Malaysia. Empirical academic studies exan i
the competitive position for these service companies are also rare. )0s

China is the leading oil and gas exploration and production (E&P) country in East Asia. Malaysia m Ai
as an attractive emerging E&P market, where there has been substantial oil and gas activity f°* °v£l Mt
years. Having been supported by its government, Singapore, the small island country, has bee11
preferred regional hub for numerous international oil and gas supply and service companies since ^  N 
1960s (DTI, 1996; IEA, 2000). These three countries are considered politically stable and in faV°Lâ  
profitable business opportunities. The magnitude of their contribution to the oil and gas industry m ‘ 
Asia is considerable.

In this study, the service sector comprises organisations that supply products and services to the
oil and lr.'ati

gas industry. The service companies also serve the needs of the wider oil and gas industry an  ̂anCj atl 
sectors of the economically important energy industry, such as nuclear energy, coal, power generatm^.^ '¡it 
petrochemicals. They range from small to very large indigenous and international firms, m ^ ^
technology intensive and labour intensive enterprises. This service sector is characterised both by .£
players with large market shares and many players with fragmented market shares engaged in a 
range of different activities (Tan. 2001).

form3neeThis paper emphasises the link between generic strategy, competitive position and strategic penu a
• rr . . . ... • __ r m . 1  _ _i _ __x... «-U,-» r\ 11 2̂  ‘Lerasin an effort to construct, in strategic terms, a picture of the supply and service sector in the oil ail̂-din-industry in East Asia. It includes several perspectives. First, the theoretical context regam ..fie*
taxonomy of generic strategies and the types of competitive position are synthesised. Second, it ^  eSliltsj«V

j  o  o  j  i  i  i  j  i

the research methods used for primary data collection and preliminary analysis. Third, the researen %
are presented and finally, an attempt is made to discuss the implications that have emerged h01 Vi
empirical findings. 1116
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theoretical context
3) p
s e,le>ïc strategies

'n Wording to Porter (1980), businesses can attain significant and enduring competitive advantage over 
^  heir rivals by adroitly pursuing generic strategies (i.e. cost leadership, differentiation, low cost focus or 
S differentiation focus and multiple strategies). A firm  failing to adopt its strategy in any one of the 
' ’eneric directions or engaging in each generic strategy without achieving any of them w ill stay in the 

^ition of being “ stuck in the middle” (Porter, 1980, 1985).

^  |he “ focus” generic strategy is that a firm is concentrating on a number of particular market segments 
ie as buyer group, division of the product line, or geographic market (Porter, 1985). Because the nature 
, 'flhis study accentuates business rather than marketing attributes, and in so far that no existing standards 
>(j 5Ve been found to define the “ focus”  level for firms within the oil and gas service sector, the focus 
sS |rategy is not included in this study. Consequently, attention has been devoted on the other types of 

wieric strategies.

\ dumber o f empirical studies have been conducted to test the validity of Porter’s (1980, 1985) generic 
r Regies. The debates lie in two principal areas. In the first area, empirical investigations contradict the 

i^Pect on the pursuit o f more than one generic strategy. The key point is that low cost and 
^rentiation strategies are incompatible. Many researchers support the argument that, for higher 
îness performance, an organisation has to choose either the low cost or the differentiation as a prior 

lrategy, rather than both (Porter, 1985; Faulkner and Bowman, 1995). In the second area, some other 
^archers argue against Porter (1985) in the assertion of using a single generic strategy. They emphasise 

f at a firm can pursue low cost and differentiation simultaneously and the combination o f both strategies 
t 11 also result in higher business performance (Chang and Wang, 1999; Proff, 2000).

j
wdless of the above debates, a number of researchers (Helms et al., 1997; Yamin et al., 1999; Wright 

lCj ai, 1990) support both schools of thought and suggest that organisations should deploy generic 
el- ,iategies that best suit their circumstances. In this study, a taxonomic framework for generic business 
d Regies has been generated based on conceptual theories and contemporary empirical studies. Four 

generic strategies are defined as low-cost, differentiation, hybrid and no-purpose (Figure 1).*4?
;W
je Figure 1 The matrix of generic strategies

Lowering cost
Differentiating business

Yes No
Yes Hybrid Low-cost
No Differentiation No-purpose

ce 
as 
lie 
es
Its ^amin et al. (1999) demonstrate, differentiation strategy aims at achieving, even at considerable cost, 
tie $aperior quality throughout the value chain and creating the image of an unique feature; while the 

vhasis of a low-cost strategy is on lowering cost more than competitors wherever possible. A hybrid 
t̂egy means that a firm seeks to deploy more than one of the generic strategies and achieves cost 

^ership and differentiation simultaneously (Johnson and Scholes, 1999; Proff, 2000: Porter, 1980). I f  a 
^  fails to develop its strategy in at least one of the three directions or, is -inconsistent in pursuing the 
5eric strategies, and achieves no competitive advantage, the firm has no distinctive strategy (Hunt, 
%  Such firms are described as no-purpose strategy organisations.
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Com petitive  positions
'Ol 

le

According to Porter (1985), competitive advantage is the underlying concept of generic strategies’ A Ho 
organisations are in a competitive position in relation to each other as they compete either for custo 
or for resources (Johnson and Scholes, 1999). Because of the characteristics of the service sector w ^  
the oil and gas industry, firms compete mainly for customers (i.e. operators). In order to understan 
organisation’s strategic position within which it attains competitive advantage, the Bowman's stratê . 
clock (Johnson and Scholes, 1999), which is advanced by Faulkner and Bowman (1995) as Custom ^  
Matrix, has been developed further in this study (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Strategic competitive positions
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Two basic dimensions of the strategy clock are defined as Perceived Customer Added Value (P C A ^ ^ A nV a lu e l v;perceived price. The PCAV is conceptualised by Faulkner and Bowman ( 1 9 9 5 ) as Perceived Use lf
• ‘hat u

uargeu ■
businesses create to meet the satisfaction of customers. Perceived price refers to the level of price c, .fined111
In this study, the PCAV refers to the senior managerial perceptions on the degree of the value that

a
d S

defit^
by firms for their products or services. In order to simplify, five basic competitive positions are -

high .tjyeas: high value premium (i.e. above the moderate level) price; high value moderate price 
npetitive (i.e 

value and price.
competitive (i.e. below the moderate level) price; low or moderate value low price, and un-comPe

G en eric  strategies, com petitive position  and  strategic p erfo rm a n ce «sej

p o rtef.
Four assumptions were developed for investigation so as to explore the identified industrial sect°^|y \vay
(1985) suggests that in some industries with intense competition, focus or differentiation is the ^ ^ s try jj
to achieve an above-average return. Hambrick (1983) has pointed out that, in a dynamic
environment, the low cost strategy would be unlikely to be found. It has been discovered h* ^  
business environment in an East Asian country like China is dynamic (Tan and Lischert,

iA
d
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^petition within the oil and service industry in the region is fierce. What is more, for a firm pursuing 
lowest cost, information on cost levels of competitors is usually very difficult to obtain (Faulkner and 

Wman, 1995). Hence assumption 1 is proposed as:

' For oil and gas service companies in East Asia, low-cost generic strategy is not a preferred 
option by senior management.

61 1)°rter (1985) suggests that a firm achieving cost leadership or differentiation may potentially obtain 
¡W-average profitability performance of its industry. The rewards of achieving simultaneously cost 
iadership (which implies lower costs) and differentiation (which leads to premium prices) are also great 
^ause the firm gains extra benefits (Porter, 1980). Several researchers provide evidence to support 
°rter that a company adopting its strategy in a hybrid direction outperforms businesses pursuing a single 
^eric strategy (Chan and Wong, 1999; Proff, 2000; Wright et al, 1990).

\  strategic situation of a firm  is extremely poor when it develops its strategy in a way that has no 
Wnctive emphasis (Porter 1980. 1985). Porter suggests further that such a firm  is almost guaranteed 
^  profitability because firms deploying low-cost, differentiation or hybrid strategies are able to sustain 
¡stronger position and compete better in any segment. Researchers (Porter, 1980; Faulkner and Bowman, 
^5) point out that, although a firm may have no distinctive emphasis on any generic strategies for 
Sieving competitive advantage, it can still attain a satisfactory performance, notably through earning 
^active profits.

We may be two reasons for this. First, the structure o f its industry is highly favourable or secondly, the
V  f irms in the industry do not adopt successfully any generic strategies. Nevertheless, in the long-
V those firms that have not made a choice between the generic strategy alternatives w ill be exposed 
V i an industry becomes mature and competition is fierce (Faulkner and Bowman, 1995). Based on

debates, assumption 2 and assumption 3 are set up as:

Having a generic strategy such as low-cost or differentiation or hybrid yields the Firm a higher 
level of strategic performance; and pursuing none of these three generic strategies (no-purpose) 
Produces a relatively poor strategic performance.

Hybrid organisations outperform those competing mainly with either low-cost or differentiation 
strategy.

A;1J

rns et a l. (1997) have pointed out that a firm ’s success is associated with the possession of strategic 
antages, rather than strict adherence to Porter’s generic strategies. They insist that the more the 

id^petitive advantages a firm  holds the better the business performance it receives. Hence, assumption 4 
»d*11 be developed as:

ve Organisations that aim for the position of high value with competitive price outperform 
c°mpanies in other categories of competitive position.

^areh methods
ei‘.

id

^search methods adopted in the construction of this paper refer to the techniques used in collecting 
analysing data. The data was based on a questionnaire survey sent to the senior managers o f the oil 
§as service companies operating in China, Singapore and Malaysia.

3
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M e a s u r e s Serf

Strategy type
ire

As said earlier, based on Porter (1980, 1985), four generic strategies have been examined in th isstuĉ ' . [ntp
the highest j /6-item scale was used to assess generic competitive strategies. I f  firms compete based on .... 

quahtjr or differentiate themselves from competitors in the industry, they were assigned to the category of ^  
differentiation organisations; i f  firms compete based on the lowest cost in the industry, they wereljtS{ 
categorised as low-cost organisations. I f  firms pursue both the lowest possible cost and the highest ^  
possible quality or a unique feature, and are able to compete, simultaneously, based on both the lowest
cost and differentiated business, they were classed as hybrid organisations. In contrast, i f  firms seek t o ^  
attain both cost leadership and differentiation yet fail to achieve a strategy in either direction, they we'e 
assigned to the category of no-puipose organisations. A 7-point numerical scale (Zikmund, 2000)
defined to measure each item, with 1 indicating strong agreement; 7 indicating strong disagreement. «X j 

:°nti
Competitive advantage scaje d̂rt
Two dimensions were defined as perceived price and perceived customer added value. A 6-item ' . £ti(i < 
was used in an attempt to construct a strategy clock for participating organisations. The perceive 
was measured by managerial perceptions on the level of price charged. The perceived customei ^  ^  
value was assessed by the mean of managerial perceptions on five variables: quality valued by cus 
technological reliability, safety performance, speed of responding to customers, price that customers lyp 
willing to pay. For the first five items, a 5-point scale was used with 1 indicating very low, 5 m ^  I ¡SpQ
very high and 3 indicating a moderate position. For the price that the customer is willing t0 PJ^'viderty
indicates much lower than the service provider offers, 5 indicates much higher than the service \  ̂^ ve«de
offers, and 3 indicates the same as the service provider offers. By doing so, it was able to categoi'se ^  
clusters of strategic competitive position for the participating organisations.

eH i

Strategic performance 1983)-^ p
Performance has been o f interest to both academics researchers and practising managers (Nash, ¡J^j, 
Slater and Olson (2000) suggest that performance is a complex multidimensional construct alldioSs 
influenced by both the level of analysis (i.e. individual, business unit, or organisation as a who sSL  
strategy type. There is widely available literature for the assessment of organisational oi ^eslr^, 
performance and there are numerous ways to measure the performance. Today, the academic ^ o n la |aj 
about issues o f terminology, level of analysis, and conceptual bases for assessing performance am ■
going.

, thebased on ' 
etThe most dominant model in empirical research on business or organisational performance is 

simple outcome of financial indicators and is referred to as the financial performance (Yarnm 
1999). Typical financial indicators usually include sales or production turnover, profitability a._inCtion»̂ {-
asset growth. Some strategy studies have employed market or value-based measurements in conjnnc

iell et a l-

with financial based measures because of their relevance regardless of types of strategy (Parn 
2000). For example, Porter (1985) uses a U-shaped relationship between return on investment aIlu |̂.0adct|bsi(j

and market>%

share to reveal performance. In addition to indicators of financial performance, anothei , A
. i • _ c i __ r______  ___ i j :__i_i _ __  r: ____ : i ___ i__: A . , 1,conceptualisation of business performance would include non-financial emphasis indicators • 

operational performance (Helm et al., 1997). The available measures can be product or service 
effectiveness, efficiency, value-added and technological reliability. (iiao

th^ck
In order to measure the fulfilment of the overall goals of an organisation or business, it is consider^
only the single functional performance approach is not an appropriate solution applied for this s ^ flec ft^  
concept has therefore been expanded to a wider range including the indicators that are assumed t0
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general achievement for an organisation or business. This concept is referred to as strategic
Worm an ce.

'!is difficult to access directly organisational archive data such as financial or marketing figures as they 
 ̂^  viewed mostly to be sensitive and confidential. Bearing this in mind, this study has focused on the 
t Wpirical evidence of the managerial perceptions on strategic performance. A 20-item scale was 
f ̂ eloped covering overall organisational activity areas such as finance, operations, marketing, human 
e Source management and image. A 7-point numerical scale was drawn from various studies (Tan and 
t fSchert, 1994; Luo and Park. 2001) with 1 indicating much less or worse and 7 indicating much more or 
!titer. The average score of each case has been adopted for the strategic performance assessment.

luestionnaire survey

¡Û0 questionnaires were distributed to the senior management respondents via post (mainly), email and 
vt in October 2001, followed by a second round mail-shot by December. Each of the packets mailed 
Stained a covering letter with the correspondent's photograph on it, the questionnaire and a self- 

e Pressed envelope for return. A Chinese version of the questionnaire was checked by Chinese experts 
Chinese oil and gas industry managers. The participants were asked to respond, by justifying from 

j f i r  own experience, how they felt about each topic. The samples selected included either foreign or 
„ W stic  oil and gas service companies generating their business mainly in the domestic market.

#  February 2002, there were 78 completed returns out of a total of 400 questionnaires sent resulting in a 
l isPonse rate of 19.5% at this stage. 70 completed questionnaires were usable for preliminary data 
r^lysis. For the reasons of confidentiality, the names of respondents and companies were classified in a 
e^e term. The associated details of these companies can therefore not be identified by anyone except the 

Respondent researcher.

ehninary analysis

'■^preliminary analysis was conducted by employing techniques such as Frequency, Explore and Cross- 
s» i;lation descriptive statistics. Frequency statistics describe a picture of the participating organisations; 
^ -ta bu la tion  can be used to observe the interrelation between generic strategy and competitive 
s,!iition; explore statistics assess the relationships between generic strategies or competitive position and 
s^tegic performance. In order to distinguish the companies in China from the firms in Singapore and 
n‘̂ aysia, a comparative analysis method was utilised. Excel and SPSS software package for data analysis 
‘ere used.

I

N ts  and discussion
il

lcipating organisations

%long 70 participating organisations (Table 1), 28 were independent companies, 29 were divisional or 
r ,sidiary companies and 13 were operating or business units with 26 situated in China, 34 in Singapore, 

Malaysia and 6 in other countries such as Thailand and the UK. For companies situated outside 
’^ta, Singapore and Malaysia, they operated business in the three countries, but their business strategic 
c*sions were made by the headquarters elsewhere. More than 95 % of the respondents were senior 
pagers (managing directors, general managers, CEOs or presidents) and operating or business units 

l ^s. The results regarding the organisational size - in terms of fu ll time (or equivalent) employees, 
^nisational age under its present business form, and types of organisational ownership are also shown
* 1 able

5
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Table 1 Frequency: Participating Organisations Operating in East Asia (n=70)

Legal Status Category

Independent company 
Division/subsidiary company 

Operating/business unit
Country Where Based

China 
Singapore 
Malaysia 

Other country
Full Time Employees

1-49
50-199

200-499
500-2999

>3000
Years Since Present Business Form

<5 years 
5 to < 10 years 
over 10 years

Ownership Category
wholly domestic state owned 

wholly domestic private/individual 
wholly foreign owned 

joint venture
domestic share holding/ public limited company

other types
Respondent's Position

Senior Manager 
Business or Regional Head 

Functional Head

Frequency
28
29
13

26
34
4
6

28
14 
9 
14
5

3
27
40

9
12
27
14
5
3

45
22
3

Percent
40.0 
41.4 
18.6

37.1
48.6 
5.7
8.6

40.0
20.0 
12.9 
20.0
7.1

4.3
38.6
57.1

17.1 
38.6 
20.0
7.1
4.3

31.4
4.3

Generic strategies

ied aS39
According to the conception as defined above, the 70 participant oil and gas service are assign^- ̂  v  
differentiation. 21 hybrid, 3 low-cost, and 7 no-purpose organisations. The result shows that, over ’ 
majority (55.7%) o f firms deployed a differentiation strategy and the minority (4.3 %) of firms plll‘ 
low-cost strategy (Figure 3).

v

hr
to
%

to
%
to
to
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Figure 3: Assigning generic competitive strategies.

No-purpose

7/10.0%

Differentiation 

39/ 55.7%

Table l: Generic Strategies and Country-Based Cross-tabulation

Differentiation
Generic Strategies

Hybrid Low-cost No-purpose
Total

Country China Count 13 7 2 4 26
"here based % within Situated East Asian 50.0% 26.9% 1.19c 15.4% 100.0%

Country
% within Generic Strategies 33.5% 33.3% 66.7% 57.1% 37.1%

% of Total 18.6% 10.0% 2.9% 5.7% 37.1%-
Singapore Count 21 11 2 34

% within Situated East Asian 61.8% 32.4%. 5.9% 100.0%
Country

% within Generic Strategies 53.89c 52.4% 28.6%- 48.6%
% of Total 30.0% 15.7% 2.9%- 48.6%

Malaysia Count 2 1 1 4
9c within Situated East Asian 50.0% 25.0% 25.0% 100.0%

Country
9c within Generic Strategies 5.1% 4.8%- 33.3% 5.7%

9c of Total 2.9% 1.4% 1.4% 5.19c
Other Count 3 9 1 6

9c within Situated East 50.0% 33.3% 16.7% 100.0%
Asian Country

9c within Generic Strategies ~i ¿7 ! . 1 /( 9.5%- 14.3% 8.6%
9c of Total 4.3% 2.9% 1.4% 8.6%

Total Count 39 21 3 7 70
9c within Situated East 55.7% 30.0%. 4.3% 1.0.0% 100.0%-

Asian Country
9c within Generic Strategies 100.0%. 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%- 100.0%-

9c of Total 55.7% 30.0%- 4.3% 10.0% 100.0%

N  the generic strategies and country-based cross-tabulation table (Table 2), a similar result was 
.tu'ned. In each of the selected East Asian countries, the major generic strategy deployed by firms is 
pentiation while the fewest organisations followed a low-cost generic direction. For example, for 26 
,l|la~based organisations, 50% were differentiation and 7.7% were low-cost; for 34 Singapore 
Irisations, 61.8% were differentiation and none was a low-cost organisation. The result indicates that 
. erentiation within a niche industrial sector presents a main strategic trend for oil service firms. This 
JVes our earlier contention (assumption 1) that, for oil and gas service companies in East Asia, low-cost 
V  strategy is not a preferred option by senior management.

7
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Organisation competitive portfolio

The participant organisations can be categorised into five clusters of competition position by us*n£r a 
Scatterplot graph (Figure 3): 26 high value premium price (Position I); 32 high value moderate P
(Position II); 7 high value competitive (lower than moderate) price (Position III); 0 low (or moce 
value competitive price (Position IV); and 5 un-competitive value and price (Position V).

Dia:
änd
Pos

¡e

Figure 3 Scatterplot (show sunflowers): The perceived strategic competitive positions

Table 3 Generic strategy and competitive position cross-tabulation

Generic Strategies
Differentiation Hybrid Low -cost No-Purpose

Total

Strategic High Value Count 32 15 3 7
100.0#Competitive Premium/ % within Strategic 56.1% 26.3% 5.3% 12.3 %

Position Moderate
Price

Competitive Position 
9c within Generic 

Strategies
82.1% 71.4% 100.0% 100.0% 81.4# 

----- ^ ^ 8
High Value Count 4 4 100.0#Competitive % within Strategic 50.0% 50.0%

Price Competitive Position 
9c within Generic 

Strategies
10.3% 19.0% 11.4# 

---- —
Un-competitive 
Value and Price

Count
9c within Strategic

3
60.0%

2
40.0% O o

Competitive Position 
9c within Generic 7.7% 9.5% 7.1#

Strategies —- ^ 7 0
100.0#Total Count

9c within Strategic
39

55.7%
21

30.0%
3

4.3%
7

10.0%
Competitive Position 

9c within Generic 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% o o o

Strategies

«e;
ÌVe

ferì
*Vei
W
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*fo'
%
W,
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r̂°m generic strategy and competitive position tabulation table (Table 3), we discover that, most senior 
"hnagement (i.e. 82.1 % of differentiation organisations, 71.4% of hybrid organisations and all low-cost 

a ^d no purpose organisations) perceived that they were in a high value premium or moderate price 
e Ntion. In each o f the generic strategy categories, the fewest managers judged that their businesses had 

pen launched in an un-competitive value and price position.

wategic p erform a n ce

fheric strategies on strategic performance
used Explore descriptive statistics to assess the relationship between generic strategy and strategic 

ktformance. From Figure 4, it was discovered that hybrid and differentiation organisations are above- 
iVerage performers within the 70 respondent organisations. The low-cost and no-purpose organisations 
d̂ a relatively poor strategic performance.

O
**
3
Eu
-
O

Figure 4 Explore: generic strategies on strategic performance
Boxplot

-g N = 39 21 3 7

S Differentiation Hybrid Low-cost No-purpose

Generic Strategies

Descriptives

Strategic Performance

Valid N (listwise)

Generic Strategies * Statistic Std. Error
Differentiation Mean 5.1067 .1029

Hybrid Mean 5.3567 .1527
Low-cost Mean 4.4833 .1481

No-purpose Mean 4.9157 .3573
70 Mean 5.1359 .6984

result does not support assumption 2 that having a generic strategy yields a higher strategic 
^ormance while following a no-purpose strategic direction produces a relatively poor strategic 
’̂ 0rmance. It was found that, the worst strategic performance (mean 4.9157) does not appear in the 
Jegory of the no-purpose organisations, which had no emphasis on any generic strategies; while a 
live ly poor strategic performance is associated with those using a low-cost strategy (4.4833).

10
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be
Coi

According to Faulkner and Bowman (1999), the no-purpose firms attaining a sound performance may 
because of two main reasons. First, their competitors had a similar behaviour with no distinctive emp 
on any particular generic strategies. Second, the profitable opportunity within the oil and gas set
industry sector in East Asia is highly favourable over the contemporary period. However, the results show

foil
Chi]
fcrf

that the strategic performance of the hybrid cluster is above the average level. This supports assu"iptl0̂  
that 30% of the organisations with a hybrid strategy (mean 5.3567) did outperform businesses 
competed with either differentiation strategy (mean 5.1067) or low-cost strategy (mean 4.4833).

when
Perceived competitive position on strategic performance
The result in Figure 5 indicates that the best strategic performance (mean 5.2042) appears 
organisations pursued a high value premium price position, while the poorest strategic perform 
(mean 4.6720) is associated with the un-competitive value and price position. The organisations ( 
5.1545) with high value high price or high value moderate price outperform those (mean 5

’(s,

he
•os

k h

1313) with a
high

mp,
Hos
hiir

combined competitive advantage of high value and lower price. The result shows that high vah'e  ̂
price and high value moderate price organisations achieve an above-average performance among
organisations (mean 5.1359). This does not support assumption 4 that organisations h°ldin®^ 
combination advantage of both high value and competitive price attain a better performance 
organisations in other clusters of competitive position.

ni

«si
hati
(ek
lrati

Figure 5 Explore: perceived competitive position on strategic performance
Boxplot

&

High Value High Value High Value Un-competitive
Premium Price Moderate Price Competitive Price Value and Price

Strategic Competitive Position

Strategic Performance

Valid N (listwise)

Descriptives

Strategic competitive position 
High value premium price 
High value moderate price 

High value competitive price 
Un-competitive value and price 

70

Statistic Std. Error
Mean 5.2042 .1158
Mean 5.1545 .1312
Mean 5.1313 .2768
Mean 4.6720 .4137
Mean 5.1359 .6984

%
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inclusions

S iing the empirical evidence gathered from the oil and gas service companies that operate business in 
, iina, Singapore and Malaysia, generic strategies, competitive positions and associated strategic 
 ̂ toformance were examined. Based upon the preliminary analysis, the conclusions are drawn below.

is irable generic strategy: hybrid
results of empirical findings do support that those hybrid organisations are more successful than 

V  organisations dedicated to single strategic thrust as having a hybrid strategy has yielded a relatively 
]igher strategic performance.

e i
°Pular generic strategy: differentiation
W  firms were involved in a differentiation strategy and having a differentiation strategy supports a 

tj '3lJr|d strategic performance.

a 1*1favourable generic strategy: low cost
n Wilts indicate that the firms with a low-cost generic strategy perform relatively poorly and their 

tfategic performance is at a below-average level among the participating firms. In spite of several firms 
Ceking to achieve the lowest possible cost within their niche industrial sector, the low-cost generic 
trategy is the least likely preferred option by senior management in East Asia. It is considered that, 
Win the oil and gas service industry sector, a low-cost strategy w ill not achieve a sound strategic 
Wormance.

f  purpose generic strategy
ae results do not support Porter (1985) that firms without any one of the generic strategies are 
Wanteed to fail. Such organisations appear to achieve a better strategic performance than low-cost 
tanisations.

and strategic performance relationships
that there are significant differences in competitive positions. There are also 

'taificant performance differences across different strategic competitive positions. Organisations 
^uing high value premium price outperform all other clusters of organisations; while those in an un- 
Spetitive value and price position performed poorly. However, the results do not support the view that 
‘°se organisations with a combination advantage of high value and competitive price perform more 
Wessfully than organisations in other categories of competitive position.

°l,lpetitive positions
.̂e results suggest

Wher development

W  are inevitable limitations to the preliminary analysis at this stage. For example, the amount of firms 
is*gned into different categories of generic strategies and competitive positions are not balanced and this 
Wt influence the validity of the result analysis; since several respondents are functional heads, it is 
°sMble that they gave a biased assessment of their organisations. It is intended to carry on further 
%sis based on more completed questionnaires.
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For different industries in different countries, the nature o f the business environment can 
mean different things and strategic directions pursued by firms may be different. How can 
the business environment be evaluated? What is the common trend o f business strategies 
adopted by existing firms in East Asia? What is the alignment, i f  any, between strategy 
and environment? These can be three typical issues for senior managers to take into 
account as they seek to apply better business practice in the region. Yet little or nothing is 
known about the strategic solutions needed for the oil and gas service companies to 
survive and prosper long-term. Particularly, business strategies adopted by such 
companies operating in East Asia have not been researched to any great depth. In order to 
f ill this gap, conducting research into what effective business strategies they need is 
essential. A  general objective proposed in late 1999 guiding this study was to examine the 
common trends concerning strategic orientations across the existing oil and gas service 
organisations in the East Asian business environment.

The research seeks to study executives’ perceptions o f the business environmental 
characteristics and their strategic orientations in order to develop, on an empirical basis, 
environmental and business strategy typologies grounded in organisational and strategic 
management theory. Three research objectives were proposed as follows:

i. to examine the dominant business environmental conditions that impact upon the 
oil and gas service sector in China and, to a lesser extent, in Singapore and 
Malaysia

ii. to investigate business strategies adopted by oil and gas service companies in 
response to the business environment(s) in which they operate

iii. in the light of evidence gathered, to evaluate the reliability o f the strategic 
theoretical frameworks based on Western business practice but applied in a non* 
Western business environment like East Asia

In this study, the service sector comprises organisations which supply products and 
services to the oil and gas industry. The service companies serve the needs o f the wider 
oil and gas industry and other sectors of economically important energy industries, such 
as nuclear energy, coal, power generation and petrochemicals. They range from small to 
very large indigenous and international firms, including technology intensive and labour 
intensive enterprises. This service sector is characterised both by few players with large 
market shares and many players with fragmented market shares engaged in a wide range 
o f different activities. The scope o f service activities covers businesses such as oil and gas 
drilling, logistics, oilfield chemicals, engineering and construction, equipment leasing- aS 
well as environmental, geological, well testing and catering services, etc.

General Aims and Research Objectives

Main Strands in the Literature

The Business Environment

The importance of understanding the business environment and adapting strategy w 
enable an organisation to achieve a high standard of performance is widely acknowledge 
in strategic management literature. Early in the 1950s, organisational theorists started to 
investigate organisation-environment interaction (Tung, 1979) and they have found that
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the views of managers play a central role in learning about environment (Hegarty and 
Tihanyi, 1999). Strategic management theories and practices stress that understanding the 
business environment is essential in every organisation’s life. Managers are encouraged to 
become more responsive to the dictates o f the external environment and are required to 
scan and assess environment conditions when making strategic decisions (Fahey and 
Narayanan, 1986).

Fahey and Narayanan suggest that assessment implies identifying and evaluating how and 
why current and projected environment changes affect or w ill affect the strategic 
management of an organisation. Assessment attempts to investigate what key issues are 
presented by the environment and what the implications of the issues are for the 
organisation. Accurate assessment of the environment by managers may help bring about 
more effective strategies and thereby higher performance for long-term success (Downey 
and Slocum, 1975; Hambrick, 1982; Daft, Sormunen and Parks, 1988; Hegarty and 
Tihanyi, 1999).

Duncan (1972) defines a concept to distinguish external environment from internal. The 
internal environment refers to all factors existing inside an organisation, including 
organisational culture, structure and functions. The external environment refers to all the 
forces outside the organisation. In this study, the term business environment refers to the 
external environment. The features of a firm ’s external environment are described in 
numerous ways. In strategic management field studies, some researchers (Mintzberg, 
Ahlstrand and Lampel, 1998) suggest that the business environment should be evaluated 
from three aspects: the objective, perceived and enacted environment. The objective 
business environment refers to the measurable reality. The perceived business 
environment implies managerial perceptions on the business environment. The enacted 
business environment can be interpreted as strategy options, as organisations use 
strategies to create and drive development of the business environment in which all 
entities exist.

Most strategy theories characterise environments in terms of their levels, i.e., general, 
industrial or competitive and task or operating environment (Duncan, 1972; Koberg, 
1987; M iller, 1993; Luo and Park, 2001). The general environment factor normally refers 
to politics, economics, social/culture and technology (PEST). Both industrial and task 
environmental factors encompass suppliers, buyers, potential entrants, substitute 
products/services and rivalry among competitors. A previous investigation by this 
researcher discovers that Western oil and gas service companies’ executives regard 
operating, competitive, technological and economic environmental influences as being the 
most important issues to be taken into account for their organisations.

Researchers have also made a distinction between the composition of organisational 
environments and environmental characteristics or dimensions (Tung, 1979). The
composition of environments refers to the factors or sectors encompassing the crucial 
environment, namely, economic, regulatory, technological, social, customers,
competitors, and suppliers (Koberg, 1987, et al). For environmental characteristics or 
dimensions, it refers to the aspects of the environment confronting the organisation, such 
as complexity, dynamism and hostility (Daft, Sormunen and Parks, 1988). The
organisational environment could be static or dynamic, complex or simple, hostile or 
favourable (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand and Lampel, 1998). Previous research (Tan and
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Lischert, 1994) indicates that the environmental dynamism, complexity and hostility are 
associated with the environmental uncertainty.

Managers operating in the external environment context confront a variety o f uncertain 
factors. In recent years, researchers have devoted their attention to managerial perception 
under uncertain environmental conditions. The concept of the uncertainty of the perceived 
environment advanced by many researchers (Tung, 1979; Hrebiniak and Snow, 1980; 
Koberg, 1987, Daft, Sormunen and Parks, 1988) has been a key aspect of a number of 
organisational and strategic theories. Despite most literature on organisational or strategic 
management theories introducing the concept of the environment, comprehensive 
analyses or empirical studies of environmental characteristics are limited. Integrating the 
perspectives on organisational uncertainties has been developed. As M iller (1993) found: 
“ a m a jo r  o b s ta c le  to  e m p ir ic a l  re s e a rc h  on  p e r c e iv e d  e n v iro n m e n ta l u n c e r ta in t ie s  is the 

la c k  o f  w e ll-e s ta b lis h e d  m e a s u re m e n t in s tru m en ts . E x is t in g  m ea s u res  f r o m  o rg a n is a tio n  

th e o ry  s u ffe r  f r o m  c o n c e p tu a l p ro b le m s  a n d  in a d e q u a te  re lia b ility ' a n d  v a lid ity " . That 
difficulty still exists.

Tung (1979) argues that a major obstruction has been how best to describe and 
conceptualise organisational environments. Most commonly, general environmental 
uncertainty includes the uncertainty of the general environment. Some strategy 
researchers emphasise uncertainties are related to market demand for products or services, 
product and process technologies, the availability of critical inputs, and strategic actions 
by competitors and potential entrants (Miller. 1993). Thompson (1967) emphasises that 
the priority for an organisation is to deal with the uncertain eventualities of the 
environment, particularly those of the task environment (Dill, 1958). The reliability of an 
instrument for measuring manager perception on the business environment is still to be 
developed and tested. Research on managerial perception of the business environment 
remains an important theoretical and empirical task.

Business Strategy

In most large organisations, there are a number of separate Strategic Business Units -  
SBUs (Hall, 1978), and their corporate strategies and business strategies are usually 
different; but in some organisations, especially small businesses, their corporate-level 
strategy and business-level strategy may be the same. In each incidence, it is important to 
be clear about the basis of strategic option at a business level (Johnson and Scholes, 
1999). Miles and Snow’s (1978) typology and Porter’s (1980) taxonomy are two of the 
most widely accepted conceptual frameworks on business strategy (Carter, e t a l., 1994, 
Slater and Olson, 2000).

M ile s  a n d  S n o w  ty p o lo g y

Miles and Snow (1978) propose that organisations develop relatively enduring prototypeS 
of strategic orientations in line with characteristics like the range of products and markets» 
technology solutions, desired growth pattern, and attitude toward change. Defenders seek 
stability and control in their operations to maximise efficiency. They provide a narrow 
range o f products/services to serve well-defined niche markets. Normally, they focus on a 
single core technology and typically grow by market penetration. In contrast, Prospector 
provide a broad range of products/services and create changes in the industry. They 
pursue growth through product and market development. Analysers emphasise both
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stability and flexibility and follow keenly the most promising changes developed by 
Prospectors and Defenders. Reactors are naturally unstable in terms o f their adjustment 
and lack consistency in strategic options. As a result, the Reactors’ performance is 
relatively poor.

Researchers such as Hambrick (1982) criticise the Miles and Snow typology on the 
grounds that it is not the most elaborate framework that could be chosen. A later study by 
Wright et al. (1990) suggests a good-performing amalgamation strategy: the Balancer. 
They assume that the Balancer combines the features o f Defender, Prospector and 
Analyser. Parnell, et al. (2000) summarise the Balancer as having three separate product- 
market spheres. The feature in the first sphere is very similar to that of Defenders whose 
managers stress the domain of existing products/services and customers. The second 
sphere resembles the Analyser type. Conducting technological changes is encouraged in 
order to imitate the best of products and markets developed by Prospectors. In the third 
sphere, managers attempt to initiate changes within the industry. The strategically 
operational style tends to bear a resemblance to the characteristic of Prospector 
organisations.

Researchers (e.g. Wright, et al., 1995; Croteau and Bergeron, 2001; Parnell, et al., 2000) 
have not only attempted to classify business strategies into typologies but also studied 
more effectively relations between strategy and other variables like performance. A 
common observation is that the more specific the type of business strategy adopted by an 
organisation, the better the organisational performance. In their work, Croteau and 
Bergeron (2001) also discover that there is a positive link between strategic activities and 
performance for Prospectors whereas there is a negative link for Reactor. Slater and Olson 
(2000) focus on the evidence that Prospectors, Analysers and Defenders can achieve 
superior performance when implementing strategies appropriately.

In this field of studies, empirical evidence has also been gathered in China. Tan and 
Litschert (1994) find that defensive-oriented strategies are related to higher overall 
performance. Luo and Tan (1998) further prove that both Defender and Analyser 
strategies are positively and significantly related to the Chinese firms’ financial 
performance. Luo and Park (2001) provide evidence showing that the Analyser 
orientation organisations yield a high performance, while the Prospector and Defender 
orientations lead to poor financial performance when mismatching with a highly dynamic 
and complex China’s market.

In this study, a conceptual framework of five types of business strategies, namely, 
Defender, Prospector, Analyser, Balancer and Reactor, was developed. Since similar 
empirical research in the oil and gas service sector are rare, the study sought to examine 
the typology of business strategy and also correlate this with the assessment of managerial 
perceptions of strategic performance.

Porter’s taxonomy

According to Porter (1980), businesses can attain significant and enduring competitive 
advantage over their rivals by adroitly pursuing generic strategies (i.e. cost leadership, 
differentiation, low cost focus or differentiation focus and multiple strategies). A firm 
failing to adopt its strategy in any one of the generic directions or engaging in each 
generic strategy without achieving any of them w ill stay in the position of being “ stuck in
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the middle” (Porter, 1980, 1985). Porter emphasises that the basis of business generic 
strategy is how customer or client needs can be met best, usually through achieving a 
certain competitive advantage. A competitive position is the basis on which a business 
might achieve competitive advantage in its market (Johnson and Scholes 1999).

A  number of empirical studies have been conducted to test the validity of Porter’s (1980, 
1985) generic strategies. Great attention has been attracted to analysing generic strategies 
and competitive positions associated with the organisational performance (Yamin et al-, 
1999). The debates lie in two principal areas. In the first area, empirical investigations 
contradict the prospect on the pursuit of more than one generic strategy. The key point is 
that low cost and differentiation strategies are incompatible. Many researchers support the 
argument that, for higher business performance, an organisation has to choose either the 
low cost or the differentiation as a prior strategy, rather than both (Porter. 1985; Faulkner 
and Bowman, 1995). In the second area, some other researchers argue against Portei 
(1985) in the assertion of using a single generic strategy. They emphasise that a firm can 
pursue low cost and differentiation simultaneously and the combination of both strategies 
can also result in higher business performance (Chang and Wang, 1999; Proff, 2000). 
Regardless of the above debates, a number of researchers (Helms et al., 1997; Yamin et 
al., 1999; Wright et al., 1990) support both schools of thought and suggest that 
organisations should deploy generic strategies that best suit their circumstances.

However, the majority of research on business generic strategy has been conducted m 
relation to Western businesses. A limited number of studies have been conducted in East 
Asia. Little or nothing is known about the solutions needed for service companies within 
the oil and gas industry in China, Singapore and Malaysia. Empirical academic studies 
examining competitive positions for these service companies are also rare.

In this study, a taxonomic framework for generic business strategies has been generated 
based on conceptual theories and contemporary'empirical studies. Four basic generic 
strategies are defined as low-cost, differentiation, hybrid and no-purpose. As Yamin et til- 

(1999) demonstrate, differentiation strategy aims at achieving, even at considerable cost, a 
superior quality throughout the value chain and creating the image of an unique feature, 
while the emphasis of a low-cost strategy is on lowering cost more than competitois 
wherever possible. A hybrid strategy means that a firm  seeks to deploy more than one of 
the generic strategies and achieves cost leadership and differentiation simultaneously 
(Johnson and Scholes, 1999; Proff, 2000; Porter, 1980). I f  a firm fails to develop hs 
strategy in at least one o f the three directions or, is inconsistent in pursuing the generic 
strategies, and achieves no competitive advantage, the firm  has no distinctive strategy 
(Hunt, 2000). Such firms are described as no-purpose strategy organisations.

Research Methods 

Questionnaire Design

Developed by the researcher, the survey questionnaire was arranged to begin with 
easy/general questions before moving into more difficult/sensitive and specific areas. The 
questionnaire had mainly closed questions, and was divided into four distinct sections, 
each dealing with one of the following issues: organisational background, the business 
environment, strategic orientations and strategic performance. Participants were told theie
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was no such thing as right or wrong, nor were there good or bad answers, what mattered 
was their thoughts. The subjects were therefore encouraged simply to respond by 
justifying from their own experience, how they felt about each topic. In order to eliminate 
a question’s ordering bias, questions pertaining to the nature of the business environment 
and strategic orientations were randomly arranged.

Measures

T h e  B u s in es s  E n v iro n m e n t

This study uses a multidimensional construct (Elenkov, 1997, Luo and Park, 2001) to 
conceptualise environment. Three dimensions of the environment, viz. complexity, 
dynamism, and hostility were assessed for six task environmental sectors: economic, 
technological, regulatory, customers, suppliers and competitors. Based on a 7-point 
Bipolar rating scale, for example, 28 items were measured to present managerial 
perceptions of environmental complexity and hostility. Each of the bipolar adjectives 
anchors the right and left extremes of the scale. The respondents were asked to rate each 
o f environmental variables by selecting a number from a scale ranging from 1 to7, with 4 
presenting neutral ground. For instance, i f  the question asks:

The business environment in which you operate is 
very static 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very dynamic

Should “ 5”  be selected by a respondent, it indicates that the respondent “ agrees with the 
assessment as stated on the right” . In each measuring situation a score has been assigned 
for the nature of the business environment.

M ile s  a n d  S n ow  B u s iness  S tra te g ie s

Based on the original Miles and Snow (1978) typology, contemporary writings and the 
discussions with the industry experts and managers, the appropriate measures were 
constructed which assessed 1) the range of product/service domains; 2) the growth 
pattern; 3) the attitude toward change; and 4) the approach of managing change. A 22- 
items scale was designed to deal with the variations of managerial perceptions of business 
strategic orientations. A ll responses were measured on a 7-point numerical scale 
(Zikmund, 2000), with 1 indicating strong agreement; 7 indicating strong disagreement. 
The present study allocated strategic orientations for businesses based on an approach 
developed by Parnell, e t a l. (2000). A business was categorised as pursuing the strategy 
reflected by the highest number of its responses. When there was a tie between Defender 
and Prospector strategies, the business was classified as an Analyser. When there was a tie 
among all non-Reactor strategies, the business was classified as a Balancer. When there 
was a tie between the Reactor and one of two other strategies, the business was classified 
as a Reactor.

P o r t e r ’s G e n e r ic  S tra te g ie s

A 6-item scale was used to assess four generic competitive strategies. I f  firms compete 
based on the highest quality or differentiate themselves from competitors in the industry, 
they were assigned to the category of differentiation organisations; i f  firms compete based 
on the lowest cost in the industry, they were categorised as low-cost organisations. I f  
firms pursue both the lowest possible cost and the highest possible quality or a unique 
feature, and are able to compete, simultaneously, based on both the lowest cost and 
differentiated business, they were classed as hybrid organisations. In contrast, i f  firms
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seek to attain both cost leadership and differentiation yet fail to achieve a strategy in 
either diiection, they were assigned to the category o f no-puipose organisations. A 7 -point 
numerical scale (Zikmund, 2000) was defined to measure each item, with 1 indicating 
strong agreement; 7 indicating strong disagreement.

Competitive Positions
Two dimensions were defined as perceived price and perceived customer added value. A 

6-item scale was used in an attempt to construct a strategy clock (Faulkner and Bowman, 
1995, Johnson and Scholes, 1999) for participating organisations. The perceived price 
was measuied by managerial perceptions on the level of price charged. The perceived 
customer added value was assessed by the mean of managerial perceptions on five 
variables, quality valued by customers, technological reliability, safety performance, 
speed of responding to customers, price that customers are w illing to pay. For the first 
five items, a 5-point scale was used with 1 indicating very low, 5 indicating very high and 
3 indicating a moderate position. For the price that the customer is w illing to pay, 1 
indicates much lower than the service provider offers, 5 indicates much higher than the 
service provider offers, and 3 indicates the same as the service provider offers. By doing 
so, it was able to categorise five clusters o f strategic competitive position for the 
participating organisations.

Strategic Performance
In ordei to measure the fulfilment o f the overall goals of business, the concept of strategic 
peiformance was developed by this researcher. A 20-items scale covering the 
organisational activities such as marketing, operations, finance, human resource 
management and organisational efficiency and effectiveness was formed to evaluate 
stiategic peiformance. It is difficult to access directly organisational archive data such us 
financial oi marketing figures as they are usually viewed as being sensitive und 
confidential. Consequently, this study employed a subjective measurement (Dess und 
Robinson, 1984) that calls upon the managerial perceptions. The reliability of this self- 
reporting approach has been proved by various studies (Tan and Litschert, 1994; Luo und 
Tan, 1998; Luo and Park, 2001). A 7-point interval scale was drawn from Ramanujum 
and Venkatraman s (1987) work, with 1 indicating much less or worse and 7 indicating 
much more or better. For simplification, the average score o f each case has been adopted 
as a result of strategic performance.

Sampling

Samples included either foreign or indigenous companies generating their business 
mainly in the domestic market. As it was impossible to find a comprehensive list of oil 
and gas service companies in the selected East Asian countries, notably China, the totul 
population was difficult to identify. Combining snowball and convenience sampling 
(Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 1997), a multi-stage sampling technique was employed 
for the formal survey. That is, to select the most accessible potential respondents, 
including those that participated in the earlier pilot studies; make initial contact with these 
respondents; ask them to identify further contacts; ask the new contacts to identify further 
new contacts (and so on); and continue the sampling process until the required sample 
size has been reached.
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Data Collection

The collected data was based on a questionnaire survey sent to the senior managers of oil 
and gas service companies operating in East Asian countries such as China, Singapore and 
Malaysia. 500 questionnaires were distributed to the senior management respondents via 
post (mainly), email and fax between late 2001 and early 2002; then following-up phone 
calls and emails were made in an attempt to achieve the proposed response target. Each of 
the packets mailed contained a covering letter with the correspondent’s photograph on it, 
the questionnaire and a self-addressed envelope for return. As a result, by August 2002, 
108 completed questionnaires had been returned by managers involved in operating 
businesses in China, Singapore and Malaysia, with a response rate of 21.6 percent. 
Among those, 97 completed questionnaires are usable for the final primary data analysis. 
For the reasons of confidentiality, the names o f respondents and companies were 
classified in a code term. The associated details of these companies can therefore not be 
identified by anyone except this researcher.

Data Analysis

The collected primary data were analysed, using computer programmes such as SPSS and 
Excel. Different statistical techniques were used in this analysis, and the selection of 
techniques was based on their relevance to the research objectives. The following 
techniques were applied where applicable. Firslty, the data was summarised using 
frequencies and histograms. In addition, various descriptive statistics were calculated 
including means, medians, standard deviations and coefficients of skewness. This was 
done for each of the variables. The explore and frequency statisitcs gave a good picture of 
how the various variables were distributed. In order to distinguish the companies in China 
from the firms in Singapore and Malaysia, cross-tabulation statistics was utilised for 
comparative analysis. To check the consistency across responses reliability, Cronbach’s 
alpha was calculated.

Secondly, further statistical analysis was carried out to evaluate the relationship of the 
perceived business environment, strategic orientations and strategic performance. For 
instance, to classify firms based on their business strategies and then on their 
performance, clustering analysis was performed. To test the significant differences 
between the environment groups and the business strategies groups, Analysis of Variance 
test were applied. To check the normality, the Kolgomorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test 
on the data was performed. The finding of the above tests had a big influence on the 
choice of statistical techniques employed in this study.

Thesis Construction

The PhD thesis is to be broken into four aspects: background context, focal theory, data 
theory, and contribution (Ogden, 1993) (Figure 1). Background context delivers a general 
picture on the oil and gas service sector in East Asia. This part of the thesis w ill include 
an “ Introduction”  chapter, which sets out the content and structure of the thesis and 
identifies principal objectives of the research; and a “ Methodology”  chapter that 
introduces the chosen methods for the study w ill be included.
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The Proposed Thesis Structure

Background
Context Focal Theory

Introduction 
(Chapter I )

The Oil and Gas 
Supply and Service 
Sector in East Asia 

(Chapter 3)

The Business 
Environment and 

Strategy: Propositions 
and Assumptions 

(Chapter 6)

Business Strategies 
(Chapter 5)

The Business 
Environment 
(Chapter 4)

Data Theory
Contribution

Results I:
Descriptive Statistics 

(Chapter 7)

Results II: 
Comparative analysis:) 

China, Singapore 
and Malaysia 
(Chapter 8)

Results III: 
Further Statistics : 

environment, strategy 
and performance 

(Chapter 9)

Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

(Chapter I I )

Discussion 
(Chapter 10)



The focal theory reviews relevant theoretical literature and discovers its link to the study. 
It studies schools of thoughts, similar research on the assumptions, hypotheses or 
propositions on the business environment and business strategy, and instruments used by 
previous researchers on how to measure the variables of the business environment and 
strategy. Data theory includes the analysis and presentation of the collected data. The 
author w ill accumulate sufficient evidence to allow a conclusion. The “ Contribution”  part 
w ill include conclusions drawn from the results of the data analysis and w ill illustrate how 
an original contribution to knowledge has been made through completion of this research. 
The author w ill discuss the limitations of the study. Recommendations w ill be made for 
future research.

A Brief of Key Findings to Date

Organisation Background

Table 1 Frequency: Participating Organisations Operating in East Asia (n=97)

Legal Status Category
Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent

Independent company 39 40.2 40.2
Division/subsidiary company 40 41.2 81.4

Operating/business unit 17 17.5 99.0
Other types 1 1 100.0

Country Where Based
China 30 30.9 30.9

Singapore 39 40.2 71.1
Malaysia 21 21.6 92.8

Other countries 7 7.2 100.0
Full Time Employees

1-49 39 40.2 40.2
50-199 19 19.6 59.8

200-499 19 19.6 79.4
500-2999 16 16.5 95.9

>3000 4 4.1 100.0
Years Since Present Business Form

<5 years 6 6.2 6.2
5 to < 10 years 29 29.9 36.1
over 10 years 62 63.9 100.0

Ownership Category
wholly domestic state owned 9 9.3 9.3

wholly domestic private/individual 14 14.4 23.7
wholly foreign owned 38 39.2 62.9

joint venture 21 21.6 84.5
domestic share holding/ public limited 12 12.4 96.9

company
other types 3 3.1 100.0

Respondent's Position
Senior Manager 62 63.9 63.9

Business or Regional Head 29 29.9 93.8
Functional Head 6 6.2 100.0



Among 97 participating organisations (Table 1), 39 were independent companies, 40 were 
divisional or subsidiary companies, 17 were operating or business units and one was a 
regional office, with 30 situated in China, 39 in Singapore, 21 in Malaysia and 7 in other 
countries such as Thailand, Indonesia, UK, etc. For companies situated outside China, 
Singapore and Malaysia, they operated business in the three countries, but their business 
strategic decisions were made by the headquarters elsewhere. 39 organisations had less 
than 50 fu ll time (or equivalent) employees. Four were very large size organisations with 
more than 3000 employees. 93.8% of the organisations had operated for more than five 
years since their existing business forms. 39.2% of the respondent organisations were 
wholly foreign owned and 24.7% were domestic state owned companies c»r 
private/individual companies. 93.8% of the respondents were senior managers (managing 
directors, general managers, CEOs or presidents) and operating or business units heads.

The Perceived Business Environment

Results (Table 2) indicate that the perceived business environment for the oil and gas 
service industry in East Asia was complex, dynamic and pleasant. The business 
environment was perceived as neutral, which indicates that the nature o f the business 
environment could fluctuate between certain and uncertain conditions.

Table 2 Frequency: The Environmental Uncertainty

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
Dynamism 97 1.00 7.00 5.2165 1.2766

Complexity 97 1.00 7.00 5.0206 1.2498
Hostility 97 1.00 7.00 3.8247 1.5001

Uncertainty 97 1.00 7.00 4.1753 1.5001
Valid N (listwise) 97

Business Strategies and Strategic Performance

M ile s  a n d  S n o w  bus in ess  s tra te g ie s

Results support the earlier contention that the strategic directions o f the firms operating 
the region can be categorised into five groups: Prospector, Defender, Analyser, Balancer 
and Reactor. Among the five strategic orientations, the researcher found that Balancei 
organisations displayed the highest strategic performance while the strategic performance 
o f Reactor organisations was relatively poor. The result also indicates that the service 
companies in China were more aggressive or reactive than Singapore-based organisations.

P o r t e r ’s g e n e r ic  s tra te g ie s

The majority o f the participating organisations deployed a differentiation strategy while 
the minority o f them employed a low-cost strategy. Among the four generic strategies, 32 
(Table 3) o f the participating organisations pursued a hybrid strategy and these hybrid 
organisations yielded a higher strategic performance.
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Table 3: Competitive Strategies Pursued by the Participating Organisations
Case Processing Summary

Generic Strategies

Cases
Valid Missing Total

N Percent N Percent N Percent
Strategic Performance Cost Leadership 5 100.0% 0 .0% 5 100.0%

Differentiation 54 100.0% 0 .0% 54 100.0%
Dual 32 100.0% 0 .0% 32 100.0%
No-purpose 6 100.0% 0 .0% 6 100.0%

Most firms were involved in a differentiation strategy and having a differentiation strategy 
supported a sound strategic performance. The strategic performance of the organisations 
in the no-purpose category was not the worst; rather, relatively poor strategic performance 
appeared in the low-cost generic strategy context. This result does not support Porter 
(1985) that firms without any one of the generic strategies are guaranteed to fail.

Competiti ve positions

Most organisations pursued a strategic competitive position of high customer added value 
at high or moderate prices and none was seen in a low value low price position. Within 
the high value category, it is discovered that strategic performance was associated with 
the level of price: organisations charging a higher-level price outperformed those who 
provided prices at a lower level. The results suggest that there are significant differences 
in competitive positions. There are also significant performance differences across 
different strategic competitive positions. Organisations pursuing high value premium 
price outperformed all other clusters of organisations; while those in an un-competitive 
value and price position performed poorly. However, the results do not support the view 
that those organisations with a combination advantage of high value and competitive price 
perform more successfully than organisations in other categories of competitive position.
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